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* We say that human life shaU be saved at any cost

^ and at any effort; no man, woman, or child shall die

of starvation. Distress they must often suffer ; we cannot

save them from that. We wish we could do more, but

we must be content with saving life and preventing

extreme suffering*

Government of India, Jan. 1877.





PREFACE.

It is too soon to write a history of the famine cam-

paign in India of 1876-1878. But it is not n day too

soon to gather together the particulars of the various

policies adopted in Madras, Bombay, and Mysore, while

the facts are still, fresh in men's memories, and the

minuticB oi policy and administration are available, that

these may remain on record to enable the historian to

base his judgment upon a trustworthy narrative of

facts. This it has been my chief object in the follow-

ing pages to supply. Favoured by the Government of

India, the Madras Government, and the Mysore Famine

Commissioner, not only with the thousands of reports

and orders which were issued during the campaign

against famine, but also with copies of documents

which were not made public, I have endeavoured from

these materials and such other trustworthy evidence

as came under my own notice, or could be obtamed by

enquiry, to place in a clear white light the events of

a sad and troublous period in Southern Indian annals.

I have naught extenuated nor aught set down in

malice.
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The want of such a work regarding former famines

as it has been my anxious desire to produce respecting

the latest, was greatly felt by the public generally, and

especially by publicists, whose duty it is to inform

public opinion, when distress first began to manifest

itself two years ago. Apart from this fact, so disastrous

and terrible a visitation as the late famine deserved

some permanent record, more especially as interest in

it has been greatly increased by the marvellous and

greatly abounding sympathy displayed by the people of

all parts of the British dominions towards their suffer-

ing fellow-subjects in Southern India. British feeling,

however, did not content itself with gifts of money and

expressions of deepest sympathy. In many parts of

England and Scotland the lead given by Manchester

was followed, and demand was made, by resolutions

adopted in public meeting and transmitted to the Se-

cretary of State for India, that such means should be

undertaken by the Indian Government— aided, if

necessary, by the Imperial Government—as would

render it impossible in future that such a calamity as this,

in which several millions of lives have been sacrificed to

I

hunger and want-induced disease, should occur. The

earnest practical sympathy of the British people needs

accurate information if it is to exert the good it is

capable of eff"ecting. For such a purpose as this, which

was in my mind at the time of writing, I venture to

hope this work will be of some service. An article in

the Westyninater Review for April in this year shows
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the necessity for a clear and full statement of facts

being early put on record and made available. Whilst

containing most appreciative expressions of sympathy

with the suffering j)eople, from the writer having

obtained only a partial acquaintance with the litera-

ture of the subject—especially of the efforts and results

of the charitable relief committees—the article alludec^

to minimises the suffering endured by the people, andi

the good effected by the means used non-officially to

alleviate anguish.
.

I have to express my grateful acknowledgment to

many kind friends for help rendered to me in the task

I have undertaken ; especially am I indebted to Colonel

0. T. Burne, C.S.I., C.I.E., late Private Secretary to

his Excellency the Viceroy, and to Roper Lethbridge,

Esq., CLE., Press Commissioner with the Government

of India. To other friends who have aided me greatly,

but whose names I am not at liberty to mention, I am

extremely grateful.

It remains only for me to add that, although this

work was undertaken avowedly from a non-ofiicial

point of view, and by one who, in his capacity as EditoV

of a daily newspaper in Madras, had had occasion t*

criticize adversely and condemn particular acts of ad-

ministration, his Excellency the Viceroy and his Grace

the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos recognized the

value of a review of facts from an independent stand-

point, and gave me all the aid it was in their power

to afford, furnishing me with all the information that
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could possibly be made known. Such value as this

work may possess, regarded as a full and complete

narrative of sad and sorrowful events, is owing to the

unreserve of the noblemen just named.

Wm. Digby.

Madkas, Jdy 1878.
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THE INDIAN FAMINE.

MADRAS.

CHAPTER I.

THE BEGrNNING OF THE FAMINE.

* Here's the north-east monsoon at last,' said the Hon.

Robert Ellis, C.B., junior member of the Governor's

Council, Madras, as a heavy shower of rain fell at

Coonoor, on a day towards the end of October 1876,

when the members of the Madras Government were

returning from their summer sojourn on the hills.

' I am afraid that is not the monsoon,' said the

gentleman to whom the remark was made.

'Not the monsoon?' rejoined Mr. Ellis. 'Good
God ! It must be the monsoon. If it is not, and if

the monsoon does not come, there will be an awful

famine.'

The next day, when the party had arrived on the

plains, it was found that the heavy rain of the previous

day was not a presage of the north-east monsoon ; it

was merely a local downpour, and, instead of the

country side being refreshed with fallen rain, all was
withered and bare and desolate. A dire fjimine had

VOL. I. B
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settled upon the Presidency of Madras, but the fact

was not yet realised by the Government, nor was it

apprahended for some time after.

There was occasion for deep anxiety on the part of

the authorities; the advance-guard of famine had been

in the districts for months past. Just a year pre-

viously alarm and anxiety had been felt respecting

the districts of Bellary, Cuddapah, South Arcot, and

iJNorth Arcot, a territory nearly equal in extent to the

southern half of England, and sums of money had

been granted to collectors for relief works, and revenue

was foregone to the amount of 7 10,899 rs.^ To meet

the distress occasioned in Bellary by the failure of the

north-east monsoon of 1875, a grant of 12,000 rs. was

made by telegram in December of that year ; on the

other districts named, no money was actually spent, but

the collectors were warned to watch carefully the cir-

cumstances which had caused so much anxiety.

The collector of North Arcot was directed to con-

sider whether improvement to wells could not be bene-

ficially undertaken, as was done in Bellary in 1868,

when famine was sore in that part of the land. In

January 1876 the Government of India observed the

state of things in Madras, and on the 22nd of that

month sent the following telegram to the local Govern-

ment : ' Your weekly telegram of state of season for

week ending January 20, implies a very sudden change

in prospects. Please report facts fully by letter, stating

probable amount of remissions, localities affected, and

any other important points.'

Several reports were forwarded, and on February 5

the Government of India called for a ' condensed state-

ment of the views of the Government of Madras as to

^ In the following proportions:—Bellary, 103,799 rs. ; Cuddapah,

177,100 rs. ; North Arcot, 150,000 rs. ; and South Arcot, 280,000 rs.
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the prospects of the districts
;

' and this was furnished

exactly five months later. The condensed statement

gave some interesting particulars of the extent and

nature of the suffering, and concluded with the remark,

* Nothing certain can be predicted of the future of the

coming season. Every precaution is being taken for

guarding against the serious effects which a famine may
produce if the current official year prove indifferent

likewise, and relief works have been proposed and

sanctioned for execution in the event of the necessity

for providing labour to the poorer classes becoming

imminent.*

The whole of the correspondence was forwarded

from Simla to London on July 31 ; on October 5 its

receipt was acknowledged by the Marquis of Salisbury,

who echoed the main facts of the disaster, and remarked,
' The Government of Madras would appear to be re-

garding the condition of the districts with vigilant

attention, and to be prepared to establish relief works

should necessity arise.' Before the despatch reached

India—^from Madras, from Bombay, from Mysore the

cry had gone up that grievous and sore distress was in

their midst.

The Government of Madras in 1877 consisted of

his Grace the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, Sir

Neville Chamberlain, Commander-in-Chief, the Hon.
Su- W. R. Robinson, K.C.S.L, and the Hon. R. S. Ellis,

C.B. The Governor was, comparatively speaking, new
to the country , and unfamiliar with the people and with

Indian topics ; the Commander-in-Chief took but little

part in the civil affairs of the Presidency ; Sir William

Robinson knew the country most thoroughly : as In-

spector-General of Police he had visited every part of

it, and was known to possess great personal sympathy
with Indians of all races ; Mr. Ellis was a civilian of

B 2
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much experience in Southern India, a man of wide cul-

ture, of decision in action, and generally able to take

a large grasp of a particular situation. These were the

men who had to face and fight the calamity which fell

upon the Presidency in the autumn of 1876.

There had been anxiety for some months, the south-

west monsoon having been a partial failure in some

districts, a complete failure in others. Merchants had
been prompt to see the need which the food stocks of

the country would require of replenishment, and trade

had been active long before Government made any sign

that it apprehended wide-spread disaster. The magni-

tude of shipping operations which had been going on
from the beginning of the year may be estimated from

the fact that in nine months, from the district of

Ganjam alone, 500,000 bags of rice were shipped to

Madras. The marvellous development of the import

trade of the Presidency will be found fully dealt with

in the section of this work dealing with imported food,

and need not, therefore, be further alluded to here. In

August and September the public mind was much con-

cerned with reports which found their way into the

newspapers regarding distress in some of the districts
;

early in October the authorities were making some

efforts to grapple with the impending disaster, and

small relief works were opened in Bellary, in Nellore,

and in other districts. According to the Blue Books

which have been published, beyond a vague statement

that ' relief works have been proposed and sanctioned

for execution ' in the event of necessity for them being

proved, nothing whatever seems to have been repre-

sented to the Supreme Government by the Madras

Council until the end of October ; no report from dis-

jtrict officers was called for between July and October,

lor, if called for and supplied, none were published. In
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September and early in October residents in the Madras
Presidency began to feel that their impressions regard •_

ing great scarcity m-vvo wrong, and that even limited

want._waa not a.ppreiicudcd, for it was reported that hia

Grace the Governor was about to proceed on a long tour

to the Andaman Islands, Rangoon, and Ceylon, in the

last-named place to inquire about a railway which will

not be wanted for a century. It was argued that i^

danger was impending the Governor would not leave

his post. Merchants, however, continued importing on

a larger scale than usual. Meanwhile, in public interest

there was a lull—the lull before the storm breaks, as

it subsequently proved. The decision of the Madras
Government on a matter ^ in which race prejudices, re-

ligious scruples, social distinctions, were all combined,

was published, and absorbed general attention, to the

shutting out of the shadow of the great disaster which
was rapidly approaching.

His Grace the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos,

and his Excellency Sir Neville Chamberlain, with their

respective suites, left Madras in H.M. ss. Tenasserim^

early in October, on the tour already described. Imme-
diately before they departed, anxiety was again aroused

on reports being received from Bombay of wide-

spread scarcity in that Presidency. It was felt that the

failure of the south-west monsoon must have affected

many districts in Madras, as well as in Bombay, but,

as the chief reliance of the agriculturist in the Eastern

Presidency is on the north-east monsoon, the hope

was cherished that the rains due on October 15 would
suffice to avert intense disaster. This hope was

shared by the members of Government left in charge of

the Presidencv, Sir Wm. Robinson and Mr. EUis.

' The * Weld ' case, where a civilian had the body of a Hindu Sanyasi

(saint) exhumed from its grave in a tank wall and buried elsewhere.
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The days passed quietly ; no information from Govern-

ment offices reached the newspapers, excepting telegrams

from collectors which contained only scrappy intelligence

and were quite useless unless read in connection with

those previously recorded ; the comparison was never

made, and the situation was not adequately grasped.

Towards the end of October, no signs of the north-east

monsoon being apparent, and the effect of the failure of

the south-west rains in the central districts being expe-

rienced in increasing measure, it was apprehended that

famine was nigh at hand
;
panic seized the people and

the grain merchants. Prices rose to double and even

treble the ordinary rates, and threats were made of loot-

ing grain bazaars. In some of the up-country districts,

notably Kurnool, looting did occur, and the military had

to be called out. The position of affairs, however, can-

not better be described than in the words of the Govern-

ment themselves.

' The public conviction of the absolute failure of the

north-east monsoon was,' they say in a letter dated

November 30, 'necessarily, from the nature of the

event, arrived at suddenly. The result was that prices

sprang at a bound to a point which they have scarcely

ever been known to reach before, and from which they

have hardly, even now, at all receded. The rise was so

extraordinary and the available supply, as compared

with well-known requirements, apparently so scanty, that

merchants and dealers, hopeful of enormous future gains,

appeared determined to hold their stocks for some indefi-

nite time and not to part with the article which was
becoming of such unwonted value. It was apparent to

the Government that the facilities for moving grain by
the rail were rapidly raising prices everywhere, and that

the activity of apparent importation and of railway

transit did not indicate any addition to the food stock of
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the Presidency, or really afford security from temporary

disaster. So it speedily proved. Grain was hurriedly

witlidrawn by rail and sea from the more remote dis-

tricts, to their serious prejudice, and poured into central

depots, but retail trade up-country was almost at a stand-

still. Either prices were asked which were simply be-

yond the means of the multitude to pa}^ or shops

remained entirely closed. Grain riots by hungry mobs

of men, women, and even children, and more serious

dacoities accompanied by violence, followed in many
parts of the country, and elsewhere outbreaks occurred

in the hope of checking exportation and thus preventing

dreaded scarcity. These disorders, though speedily and

effectually suppressed, added another element of confu-

sion and danger.' These facts only came to the Govern-

ment in detail. They first apprehended that the disaster

was no longer afar off, but nigh at hand, on October

24, when the following telegram was sent to the

President of the Agriculture, Revenue, and Commerce

Department at Simla :
—

* Condition of Kurnool, Cudda-

pah, and Bellary districts very bad, and daily becoming

more gloomy. If north-east monsoon should not set in

favourably within fifteen days, gravest results. Distress

approaching famine will probably ensue in these districts,

and great distress in some other districts. Present state

of grain market causes us great anxiety. Prices prema-

turely reached famine rates. Following measures have

been taken : relief works opened wherever distress pre-

vails ; food to aged and children given in some places,

and local officers being aided by additional temporary

officers. Member of Board of Revenue visiting all dis-

tricts most distressed. Very heavy Imperial expenditure

probably inevitable.'

This was the first information which the supreme

authorities received of probable famine in Madras. So
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far as the Blue Book, Part I., shows—and it is to this

the present writer has been referred by the Madras Go-

vernment for particulars of the events which occurred

prior to the formation of a Famine Department in

Madras in December 1876—no particulars were sent to

the Supreme Government of what had been transpiring

between July and October. The reply of Sir Henry
Norman, who was then acting as President of Council

in the absence of the Viceroy on tour, was in these

terms :
—

' Your telegram of yesterday. The President

in Council has received with much concern the accounts

of the distressed condition of Cuddapah, Bellary, and

other districts, and fully approves of measures taken by
Madras Government. His Honour wishes to receive, at

the earliest practicable date, separate statements regard-

ing each taluk in the distressed districts, showing its

area, population, government, realisable revenue in

1875-76, rough proportion of early to late cultivation,

average annual rainfall, actual rainfall this season, ordi-

nary price of staple food of the taluka at this season,

actual present price of the same, probable extent of

failure of crops, and amount, if any, sanctioned for relief

works and other relief.'

Two days later messages were exchanged between

the controlling and subordinate Governments, which

are of great importance in view of the disputes which

occurred afterwards. On October 26 the Governor of

Madras had reached Colombo, and his colleagues at once

put themselves in communication with his Grace. Sir

W. Robinson and Mr. Ellis had at this time estimated

the difficulty to some extent, and saw that large schemes

were needed to provide occupation for the large num-
bers coming on relief works. ^ The system of petty

works, while sufficing for local distress, was inadequate

' The numbers cf persons seeking employment had then increased to

100,000.
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when intended to meet widespread want. The President

in Council, Madras, therefore telegraphed to the Govern-

ment of India (Oct. 27), as follows :
—

' A fprtnight's

time must Hptprminp wh^^(,]|;|p.^
^^ffli?*"-

^ 8 inevitable. In

that case concentration of relief labour most necessary;

already upwards of fifty thousand employed on scattered

relief works in one district out of three. If famine con-

tingency arises, we propose commencement of embank-

ment work of Bellary-Guddak Railway, which traverses

worst part of suflfering district, as State work. Please

telegraph reply.' The reply came from Sir Henry
Norman, and was :

—
' The Government of India do not

think it advisable in present emergency to sanction

large and expensive works, the ultimate cost of which

will greatly exceed the expense involved in providing

labour for distressed poor. Liical-Wfirks...should be

organised. Bombay Government have been similarly

instructed. The railway project must be decided on its

merits.'

The Supreme Government, by its subsequent action,

to be noted more in detail when dealing with the Bom-
bay famine, confessed that it was wrong on this point.

In its favour, when condemning, in early stages of

famine, the commencement of large works, it may be

stated that the fears expressed in January 1876 re-

garding probable famine in Bellary and other districts,

had only been incompletely borne out. A few months
after, viz., in the spring of 1876, the Yice-regal Council

experienced a second alarm ; this time it was reported

that the rains in Bengal had failed, and large schemes

of remunerative public works were placed before the

Viceroy. His Excellency, however, was disinclined to

sanction these, preferring that, if partial scarcity oc-

curred, small works, in the localities where distress

existed, should be provided. Experience in the Bengal
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famine of 1873-4 had shown that great projects might

be commenced, much money expended upon them, but

the projects themselves not be completed. Whilst the

question was being considered, prospects became more

favourable, and the need for either large or small works

in Bengal passed away. The fear of famine, however,

was not to be removed from the presence of the Supreme

Government. A dropping fire recording rain-failure

and consequent crop-loss was directed against the

authorities throughout the year. No record appears in

the Blue Books presented to Parliament of the fact that

month by month, from October 22, 1875, the Chief

Commissioner of Mysore had sent to the supreme au-

thorities particulars of widening and deepening distress.

Such particulars were furnished, and as far back as

December 1875 it was seen that suifering was so great

that the land revenue could not be collected without

coercive measures. Mr. Dalyell was at that time acting as

chief commissioner, and, on the permanent incumbent of

the office arriving, proceeded from Bangalore to Calcutta,

to take up his duties as member of the Legislative

Council almost immediately after, which makes it strange

that little notice appears to have been taken of the con-

dition of Mysore, in the despatches to the Secretary of

State. However, the expenditure of a lakh of rupees

was authorised in April 1876 from the savings of the

State, and this amount was ordered to be debited to

district funds. Keturning to the enquiry of the Madras
Government, it would appear as if the supreme authori-

ties had argued in this wise :
' What need to prepare

for great disasters, when we find that the cry of " Wolf"
has repeatedly been raised^ when comparatively little

or no danger existed ?
' (Theve was no wilful desire to

ignore real distress, but a conviction that those on the

spot where distress manifested itself would be, or were.
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desirous of magnifying the disaster with which they

might have to deal.]

The Madras authorities telegraphed to Simla, a

second time, on October 27, and asked for sanction for

relief works amounting to 377,770 rs., adding that it

was impossible to avoid expense or to provide necessary

relief from provincial or local funds. The sanction was

not accorded, but the production of certain returns,

which had been asked for, was urged. Collectors were

summoned from their districts to Madras and were con-

sulted as to existing and prospective needs, and great

earnestness and much effort were exhibited by the

Government.

The action of the authorities may now be left for a

time, and a glance taken at the position of affairs in

the Presidency generally. In fourteen districts, covering

an area of 80,000 miles, distress was felt.^ It manifested

itself in many ways,—in the mofussil (country districts)

by people leaving their homes and wandering ; in crowd-

ing to chuttrums (relief houses), and to large towns

;

in large crowds congregating around the dwellings of

European officers and clamouring for employment. So

far as possible, employment was provided, and a system

of relief for people unable to work was arranged. In

December, district officers were ordered to open relief

works as people came. The rates of wages were to be

fixed locally according to the market prices of grain :

—

li lb. of grain per man

—

1 „ j, „ woman.

J » » » W-
The districts with their populations were :

—

Cuddapah

.

Madura
Ooimbatore

Bellary . ,

N. Arcot .

Kistna . .

Nellore . .

1,351,194

1,325,549

1,763,274

1,668,006

1,945,642

1,434,090

1,329,516

Salem . .

Trichinopoly

Kumool .

Ohingleput

Tanjore

Madras Town
S. Arcot .

. 1,966,995

. 1,200,408

. 959,640

. 936,184

. 1,973,731

. 397,652

. 1,765,517
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being sufficient to provide food enough to sustain work-

ing powers, and to ensure a small surplus for condiments.

In reference to an application from the collector of

Coimbatore, the Board of Revenue did not think that

better agency than the village officers, if they were

sufficiently supervised by the tahsildars and other

revenue officers of the higher grades, could be found

to manage these works. ' The employment of the village

coolies in collecting stones from the wayside, fields, or

quarries, breaking them and storing them for use, would

be highly beneficial and ultimately remunerative, and

the work would be suited to all classes,—men, women,
and children. The district is intersected with roads,

and work of the kind could be found close to most vil-

lages in the district. Mr. Wedderburn should indent

on Madras, through the Board, for such tools as may be

required. He proposes to pay wages sufficient to pur-

chase for a man 1.^ lb., for a woman 1 lb., and for a

boy I lb. of grain. Copy of G.O., November 29, 1876,

No. 1,843, will be furnished to him, whence he will see

that Government are averse to money wages being

raised above two annas, and that when that rate is in-

sufficient to purchase necessary food, grain payments

should be resorted to. His proposal that some of the

taluk-shereshtadars should be invested with 2nd class

powers, so as to free the tahsildars for supervision of

relief works, commends itself to the Board.'

In the large towns melancholy specimens of emaciated

beings were seen, but the climax was reached in the

city of Madras. The inhabitants of the surrounding

districts, particularly Chingleput and North Arcot, were

most sorely stricken, and, few or no relief works being

provided for them, they left their homes, and in large

numbers flocked to Madras. With characteristic

generosity a number of Hindu gentlemen arranged to
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feed the starving poor, and the report spread that food

was to be had in Madras for the asking. As was natural,

the extent of the provision made was exaggerated. In

North Arcot, whence the majority of the people came,

they told one another, ' In Madras there are mountains

of rice and rivers of ghee ; anybody who likes can have

a share.' ^ Ten Hindus were feeding, with one meal per

day, 11,400 people. ' An immense number of ' emaciated

'

congregated on the beach and obtained a precarious

existence by picking up the grains which fell from the rice-

carts, the grain being not always accidentally dropped.

The scenes in the streets of Madras at this time (No-

vember 1876) and for seven or eight subsequent months
were unique, and in many respects sad and dishearten-

ing.^ Much excitement was caused by a report of death

from starvation in one of the most frequented streets of

the city; a villager and his family had 'wandered'

into the town ; these were without food for several days,

two of the children died and were buried, and then the

man died of absolute want in sight of thousands of bags

ofgrain.^ One of the daily journals, in a spasm of excite-

ment, charged the authorities with manslaughter. How
terribly the people suffered, and how cruelly they

treated their children,^ will never be adequately known,

^ Report of Assistant Collector of North Arcot.
' Report by Colonel W. S. Drever, O.S.I., Commissioner of Police.

This report shows in detail the means adopted to relieve distress and keep

down abnormal disease in a large city under peculiar circumstances.

' It is a fact not generally known, that when the body of the man who
died of starvation was searched by the police, several rupees were found

concealed in his clothes.

* A good deal of inhumanity to their children was shown by parents.

The Rev. Mr. Schaffter, of the Church Missionary Society, gives a painful

instance which occurred near Madras early in December. Relief was pro-

vided in the shape of rice conjee. This Mnd of food, however, would not

seem to'be acceptable to some people, as the following facts will show.
* A pariah Christian, his wife and four children, belonging to the village of

Vallaveram, near Streeperamputhur, had been receiving relief from the be-
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but incidents are related again and again which serve

in some measure to give an idea of the suffering. For

instance, near the Tinnevelly district, where distress

was deemed to be comparatively slight, Mr. McQuhae,

the collector of the district, after visiting thirty villages

which were most affected, found a large number of

people had left their homes and were already ' wander-

ing.' Much support was derived from jungle and other

roots, and Mr. McQuhae himself, on the journey referred

to, witnessed one hundred people engaged in picking a

root which he found was unhealthy. He also met with

'ten females returning home with a few handsfull of

grain taken from ants' holes in return for six or eight

hours' labour.' Very early in the course of the distress,

the people exhibited the faculty which Orientals seem

to possess above all others, viz., that of reducing their

food by one-half at least, eating but one meal a day,

and that a scanty one, or one in two days. So early as

January 1877, Mr. McQuhae found such cases were not

rare in the villages which he visited. Mr. Turner,

writing from Ramnad, says—'At Perunali the people

were complaining much. A good deal of well-cultiva-

tion goes on, but the grain looks poor. There are

some fair crops in the bed of the Perunali tank. After

leaving Perunali the country is perfectly bare,—a bleak

country, no crops, no trees, no water. About Parunali,

Paralachi, the people were living largely on the ' sauci

ginning. Tlie man was told that he was able to work, and ought to go and
get his own livelihood, leaving his wife and children to he cared for in the
relief house ; but he refused to do so, and finding that he was to get
conjee instead of rice, he refused to partake of it or let his family have it,

though he was begged by one of Mr. Schaffter's catechists to let the children

at all events have a meal. The man was obstinate, and went away in a huiF

because he could not get the accustomed rice and pice to which he seemed
to think he had established a sort_of claim. The consequences to the poor
children were that one, about four years old, died, while the youngest child

was discovered soon after to be in a sinking state.'
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roots,' apparently a sort of wild arrowroot. They boil

it down for three days to extract the poisonous proper-

ties, and then make a sort of thick conjee of it. Even
the supply of this root is, as far as I can leani, nearly

exhausted. Between Paralachi and Mandapasalai, and

tlience to Aruppukottai the punjah (dry) crops have

failed everywhere : as regards nunjah (wet), of course

there is none. There is no water in any of the tanks

in the south. From Mandapasalai to Kamudi the crops

for the most part are gone, and the people everywhere

are suffering much.' Under instructions from Govern-

ment the district authorities were speedily on the alert,

and in some districts, notably Coimbatore, which had

the advantage of possessing as collector Mr. Wedder-

burn, who had charge of Bellary during the (local)

famine year of 1868, wise forecasts were being made
and preparations were at hand to meet all probable

needs. It was early decided by the Government that

the policy to be adopted should be a humane one, and

that, if possible, no one should be allowed to die for

want of support. This result was said to be attained in

Behar in 1874, and, it was hoped, might be repeated in

Madras. Village officials were warned that they would

be held accountable for deaths by starvation, and orders

were issued in each district, similar to the following :

—

* To all Village Magistrates in the North Areot District.

* In Gurrumkondah, of Cuddapah district, there was
a poor sick man who, having no money to purchase

food, was, from starvation, neither able to go out of his

house nor work. He continued to be in that state for

some days, and at last died of starvation and sickness.

As the village magistrate rendered no assistance to the

man, nor made a report of his death, he was suspended

for a year. Village magistrates are hereby warned that
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they will be held responsible for the safety of the in-

dividuals whose deaths may have been occasioned by
starvation, timely steps not having been taken about

them. It is very unfortunate to have no rains, which

is an act of God, and for which we can do nothing.

But we can help those who would probably die of star-

vation. All persons who are able to work can get

work if they would go to places where works are exe-

cuted. In the case of persons who cannot work, either

by age or by sickness, endeavours should be made to

relieve them, and they should be sent to the nearest

tahsildar or sub-magistrate. If they are unable even to

go there, the circumstance should at once be reported to

those officers, who will, no doubt, take the necessary

steps regarding them. If they are very weak, they should

be sent to the nearest dispensary upon a dhooly. You
will be reimbursed all legitimate charges you may have

incurred on their account. Every village magistrate

should bear in mind that he will be strictly held respon-

sible for the safety of the lives of the people in his village.

' Chittoor, December 22, 1876.'

»

On December 1 distress had increased so greatly

that the returns sent in showed there were 310,000
people on the hands of the authorities. One of the

first steps taken by the Madras Government was to

send two members of the Board of Revenue—ex-

perienced officials, who reached the Board table only

after having had long and intimate experience of the

1 The Collector of Chingleput issued this order in regard to deaths from
herbs unfit for human food :

—

Takid to the tahsildar of Ponnery, No, 54, dated February 1, 1877.

Your arzi, No. 62, dated January 29 last, together with its enclosure, has

been duly received. It appears from it that the poor people living in

the hamlets of Elavoor were feeding on certain herbs called sB^eCCLIOOT

6p6jrT> ^^^ t^e consequence has been that about ten persons have died of

cholera.
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country, as administrators—on tour ; and Mr. Thornhill,

C.S.I. , and the Hon. I). Arbuthnot, proceeded on a

visit to the districts. The last-named officer left Madras

on November 5, and his report, which refers to the

district of Kurnool, gives a fair idea of the state of

the country as a whole. An abstract of this report

may therefore be taken as representative of the whole

twelve districts affected.

On the road to Kurnool Mr. Arbuthnot found there

were no crops whatever, and the few attempts that

had been made to cultivate had proved entire failures,

and an occasional patch of withered cholum straw was

the only remnant of vegetation. Close to the town of

Kurnool, tliere was a small extent of rice cultivation

under the canal ; but beyond the influence of the canal

there was no cultivation whatever, and up to that time
' even the water of the canal hsid not been utilised to

any great extent, but had been allowed by the ryots to

run waste for many months.' Why this waste of water

was permitted ought to have been made the subject of

enquiry, but was not.

In the immediate neighbourhood of Kurnool, relief

works had been commenced a few days previous to Mr.

Arbuthnot 's arrival, and people crowded on the works

in such numbers that in a few days there were about

15,000 people working within six miles of Kurnool, on
three different lines of road. Sufficient arrangements

had not been made before the works were opened for

superintending so vast a number, and the result was

the utmost confusion, both as regards the work and
the payment. On November 9 a little rain fell, and

You will report what work may be best undertaken in the neighbour-

hood to provide work for the starving population. You will also recommend
the dismissal of such village raunsiffs as have neglected to do their duty in

relieving the destitute as ordered in takid No. 41.

(Signed) R. \V. Barlow, Collector.

VOL. I. C
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the prices of grain fell slightly; but the rain ceased,

and the prices rose again rapidly. The merchants re-

fused to sell in such large quantities as were required
;

and the coolies themselves were unable to buy sufficient

food with the wages then paid to them. Seeing no

chance of a reduction of prices, and knowing, too, that

there was a block on the railway from excessive traffic,

and that cholera was making its appearance in several

places, Mr. Arbuthnot most reluctantly gave his consent

to the price of labour being raised from two to three annas

per man, as a temporary measure. ' Alarming accounts

reached me (says Mr. Arbuthnot) from Mr. Farmer,

in charge of the Cumbum division, and finding that no

relief works had been commenced there, the poorest part

of the district, directions were sent to him to commence
works at once, and 500 tons of rice were ordered from

Madras inci Cuddapah. Directions were also sent to

the collector of Nundial to commence works on his

division, consisting of Nundial and Sirwell taluks.' ^

On November 14 Mr. Arbuthnot reached Nundial.

He says :
—

' On this line of road, 45 miles in length,

the country is a barren waste ; the land visible from
the road does not hold even a withered stalk, and the

low hills, through which the road runs, which at this

season are usually covered with grass, are perfectly bare.

This state of things continued up to the vicinity of

Nundial. There, the crops under the tank which was
being filled from the canal are good, and there is a con-

siderable area of cholum which has been saved by the

canal water. Mr. Latham (of the Madras Irrigation

Company) informed me that he had roughly calculated

the amount of grain of all kinds under the canal at

20,000,000 pounds ; this would require an area of

nearly 20,000 acres.

1 All tbeae places will be found on tbe map wbich accompanies vol. ii.

of tbis work.
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*0n reaching Nundial there were about 4,000 coolies

at work, and 1,000 more at Puneum. There was great

confusion and difficulty in paying the coolies within a

reasonable time, as at Kumool. There was also the

same difficulty about grain. The merchants refused to

sell the quantities required, and the coolies themselves

had great difficulty in purchasing food grain, and had

in many cases to content themselves with horse gram
and other kinds of pulse. The numbers increased daily

till they amounted to about 12,000.

* It was now clear that the revenue staff was quite

unequal to the task before it, and I requested that

military officers might be sent to assist in organising

these vast crowds of people. Hearing that grain was

procurable at Prodatur in Cuddapah taluk, the tahsil-

dar of Sirwell was instructed to buy up grain there,

and have it forwarded to Chegalenurry. As soon as

this grain arrived I found that the markets were easier,

and that grain was more easily obtained by the coolies.

On this, the rates of " cooly " were ordered to be lowered

from 3 to 2J annas over the whole division, and the

Sirwell tahsildar was desired to buy more grain, and

to pay his coolies as far as possible in grain. This

tahsildar, Narrainsawmy Naidu, gave me every aid in

purchasing grain, and he also managed the coolies at

work in his taluk remarkably well. A subscription

was set on foot to provide relief for the helpless poor of

Nundial, and 700 rs. were promised. In this matter

the Rev. Messrs. Johnston and Spencer kindly assisted

me, and the former promised his aid in the distribution

of food.

' On November 22 I reached Sirwell, and found 2,000

coolies at work in great confusion. The Sirwell tahsil-

dar, who had arrived from Chegalenurry, set to work
and got these coolies into fair order, a most difficult task

2
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where numbers increase very rapidly. He had fortu-

nately brought some grain with him, and most of the

coolies were paid in grain.

' Being anxious to visit the Cumbum division, I

passed through the Nundy Cannama on November 25,

and reached Mr. Farmer's camp on the same day. He
was then in the southern part of the Cumbum taluk,

and had over 3,000 coolies working well and in good

order. His greatest difficulty was about grain, which

was scarcely to be got at all till an arrival of Govern-

ment rice from Cuddapah made matters easier for a

time. Up to the time I arrived, he had received no

extra aid beyond the taluk establishment, which in

this division is remarkably weak in every respect. He
had no subordinate who had any knowledge or ex-

perience in working large bodies of men, and most of

them seemed to have no power of keeping to the rules

laid down for their guidance, although the use of these

rules had been practically shown to them by Mr. Farmer

himself, and the result was that great disorder again

crept into the management when his immediate assist-

ance was withdrawn. He divided his taluks judiciously

into different ranges, placing a revenue subordinate in

charge of each range, but these officers were wanting

both in numbers, and, I regret to say, in efficiency, to

carry out their instructions properly. Finding that the

division was in a worse plight than any other part of

the district, and that Mr. Farmer was utterly alone, I

resolved to devote the rest of the time I could spare to

go through the division with him, and assist him to the

best of my power. The greatest want was that of

grain, which in many villages we visited was only pro-

curable in very small quantities, and at very high rates;

rice at three, and cholum at four measures ^ per rupee.

^ A measure contains 3 lbs. weight. The ordinary prices of these grains

would be—rice 10 or 12 measures, cholum 26 to 30 measures, per rupee.
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We had frequently to halt at villages to procure grain

from Cumbuin, where cholum wuh bought wholesale at

five measures per rupee, and when grain reached us,

relief works were started and left in charge of a revenue

subordinate, and we had on more than one occasion to

leave Mr. Farmer's head clerk in charge of the coolies

till some substitute could be found. While thus going

on from village to village in Cumbum taluk, orders

were sent to the tahsildar of Markapur to open relief

works at Markapur and Dupad, and to purchase as

much grain as he could at market rates. Many of the

villages we visited to the north-west of Cumbum were

in a wretched state, and many of the people were

almost in the last stage of destitution, subsisting chiefly

on leaves mixed with a little cholum. After seeing

works commenced in various villages in Markapur

taluk, we marched from Dornall to Dupad. On the

way we visited a small village that had been utterly

deserted about two months before. At many of the

villages the people were clamorous for work, which we
promised to give them as soon as possible ; but we had

then no person to put in charge of additional works,

and we had no resource but to tell tliem to go on to the

work at Dupad, which was then overcrowded. At
Dupad we found nearly 5,000 coolies in a state of

deplorable confusion, and it took many days of hard

work to get them into tolerable order. Mr. Farmer, how-

ever, worked amongst them with such energy that they

were gradually being brought into good order. Deatlis

by the wayside were not uncommon. These were usually

attributed to cholera, but what share want may hnve

had in the matter it is impossible to say. My attention

had been some time previously drawn to the fact by Mr.

Farmer, that many families had, many weeks before my
arrival, deserted their villages, and proceeded, it was
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said, to the Kistna district. To estimate the numbers

that had done so with any degree of accuracy was

impossible without a careful enquiry that would have

occupied many weeks, but from an examination of many

villages, from which desertions had taken place, Mr.

Farmer was inclined to think that not less than 3,000

families had left their villages from the pressure of want,

and I have reason to believe that a few of these perished

from starvation while wandering in quest of food in the

neighbouring districts. Besides these, and a few poor

travellers, there is no reason to suppose that any con-

siderable number of deaths have taken place from star-

vation. There have also been a few cases of abandon-

ment of children by parents, but in nearly all these

cases the children have been rescued.' Mr. Arbuthnot

further remarks: 'I have already forwarded to the

Board of Revenue a rough calculation of the numbers

in the Cumbum division that will probably require

Government aid, and I have no reason to think that

the number is in any way over-estimated at 76,000.'

One noticeable feature in the report quoted is the

testimony given of deaths having occurred from actual

want. A companion picture to Mr. Arbuthnot's is

given in the account of a visit to Bellary, by a special

correspondent ^ who was in that—the worst affected

—

district at the same time. From his letters, certain

passages deserve quotation. The writer arrived at

Bellary after visiting Sholapore in Bombay, where

The Statesman and Friend of India, Calcutta, is honourably dia-

tinguished amongst Indian journals in having sent a correspondent to visit

all the affected districts in the two Presidencies and the province of Mysore.

The gentleman employed made a tour lasting six months, proved himself a

most careful and judicious observer, and none of his facts were questioned.

The Times of India sent a correspondent to the affected districts in Bombay
for a short period, and also to Madras for two brief periods. The Bombay
Gazette also had a correspondent in the Bombay distressed districts, and in

Madras Presidency for a short time, during Sir Richard Temple's tours.
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arrangements were in an iixchoate condition, and was

inclined to doubt the reality of distress in Bellary, as

he saw no hungry-looking persons about. The fact

was, famine had been present in the district many
months, had spread from taluk to taluk gradually, and

Mr. Master (the collector) had been able to formulate

his plans to meet it without much suffering being

apparent. The Madras Government had confidence in

Mr. Master, and as he called for further European assist-

ance on distress manifesting itself, his ap[)lications

were granted. A description is given of the mode by

which relief works were established and overlooked,

which may stand for all of the same class in the Presi-

dency, as all were worked after the same fashion.

The correspondent says :
—

'I can speak with particu-

larity about what is done upon the relief works in this

collectorate, and the organisation is such as cannot be

surpassed at Sholapore, if it be even equalled there. In

the first place, all the tahsildars, without exception,

have been set free for famine work; and their duty

seems to consist solely of directing the operations under

the sub-collector; they remain at their own head-quar-

ters and daily inspect all that is going on in their taluks,

80 that the superintendents and maistries who are

actually on the roads are under immediate supervision

of an officer whom they fear only second to the sub-

collector. The chief man on the spot upon a relief

work is the superintendent, who is generally a European

or East Indian. He has one or two native assistants
;

and next to these are one or two sappers upon each

work. These sappers were first obtained from the

corps to superintend the construction of the roads,

which is of course being carried out by the Public

Works department : but their discipline and superior

intelligence have been turned to account in the manage-
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ment of the work-people, which is all under Mr. Price.

The next men in order are the maistries, one to every

250 coolies, who are paid six annas a day; while each

gang of 250 coolies is divided into five parties under

five head- coolies who get three annas a day. As may
be imagined, it was a little difficult to get suitable men
for all these petty appointments ; many of them were

produced from Madras. The pay of the labourers on
the works is 2 annas a day to a man, IJ to a woman,
and £ to a child. The rates were two or three pies less

at first. These rates are nearer the ordinary rates here

(viz. 3 as., 2 as., and 1 a.) than they are in Poona and
Sholapore. The people do not work on Sundays, but
receive wages as usual. The hours of work are from
sunrise till 4 in the afternoon, with one hour in the

middle of the day for food and rest. The maistries are

especially directed not to allow very old people to be

employed, nor children under seven years of age.

Another of the rules for the guidance of the maistries

is :
—

" As soon as you have prepared your nominal rolls

(i.e.^ list of persons to be set to work each day,) you
will send them by one of your holkars (head-coolies)

to the goomastah (paymaster) in charge of the lists,

and you will, without waiting for their return, issue

the tools to your gang, and remain at the dep6t until

the D. P. W. maistrie comes to show you your work.
You will then take your party (gang) and set to work
as directed." One gang is allotted to each furlong of a

road, and a temporary shed, distinguished by a red flag,

serves as a tool depot for every two gangs. There is

one paymaster to three gangs, or 750 coolies, and I

have carefully satisfied myself that the people are paid
without failure every day. The rule regarding the
paying is:

—"At four o'clock, but not before, you will

bring your gang to your tool' dep6t, and make them
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^ive over their tools, wliich you will place in the hut.

You will then direct your kolkars to make their gangs

sit down in rows by the side of the paymaster ; the

men on one side, and the women and children on the

other. The paymasters have instructions not to pay

until the gangs have been so seated. You will then

assist the paymaster in paying your gang, and see that

the kolkars keep order. After the payment of the

coolies is over, you will see that the night watchman of

the depot is present. You may then go home." The
maistries are strictly warned that dismissal will follow

any neglect of these orders, and severe punishment

under the penal code, any attempt to cheat the coolies.

Mr. Price rides out to at least one of the works every

morning and evening, and the tahsildar, who also

possesses the power of dismissal without appeal, often

goes out also ; and as it is not known which direction

these officers are taking any day, the chances of neglect

or fraud by the superintendents and maistries are re-

duced to next to nothing. Now that I have seen the

mode of working at Bellary, it seems to me a serious

mistake of the Bombay Government to expect single

collectors, in addition to their ordinary duties, to take

any adequate charge of relief operations. At the same
time, it is personally due to Mr. Price to say, that he

understands the art of organisation much better than

the average run of men. This then is one reason for

there being no starvation here.'

A visit to the works showed that owing to the

excellent management there was great contentment

among the people, whose wages were paid every day,

and whose complaints were listened to with patience

and redress afforded. Subsequently, in many parts of

the Presidency, great peculations occurred on works

and in camps, owing to the slight European supervision
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which could be afforded. Here, as elsewhere, in places

where the people were congregated in large numbers,

cholera broke out, and made great havoc among the

enfeebled masses. The plan most in favour to grapple

with the disease was to break up large bodies into small

gangs. Notwithstanding this, however, terrible ravages

occurred, and a few months later, in the Bellary district,

Mr. Oldham, a most energetic and useful officer from

Bengal, described a visitation of cholera amongst the

people under his charge, respecting the effects of which

Byron's lines on the destruction of Sennacherib's host

would be no exaggeration. Mr. Oldham's own words

are, ' The road (upon which the people were labouring)

bore almost the appearance of a battle-field, its sides

being strewed with the dead, the dying, and those

recently attacked.'

Finding the labours of famine relief rapidly increase,

a new department, called the Famine Department, was
created early in December, and Mr. J. H. Garstin,

collector of South Arcot, was placed in charge, and
designated Additional Secretary to Government. The
Governor had returned to his duties about the middle

of November, and efforts in earnest were taken to

grapple with the calamity. One large work at least

was undertaken, viz. the East Coast Canal, which it

was resolved, on November 15, should be taken up as

a famine relief work. It consisted of eighty-two miles

of excavation. In the town of Madras the greatest

actual distress was witnessed ; but relief measures

having been placed in the trustworthy hands of Colonel

Drever, and the members of Government taking much
personal and active interest in what was being done,

only slight anxiety was felt regarding the chief city.

The public wished to share in the efforts made to miti-

gate distress, and some discussion took place regarding
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the advisability of opening subscriptions and soliciting

alms from Great Britain and elsewhere. The proposal

was discouraged by the authorities, and but faintly

supported by the general public. It was felt that the

distress was on so vast a scale that only Government

organisation could cope with it : further, relief afforded

in Madras and other large towns caused exaggerated

reports to be spread, and people flocked into the town

until they became unmanageable. At this time 19,000

were being fed in the city—16,000 by Government and

3,000 by private charity.

It has already been remarked that private trade

was active in importing food grains ; more active than

might have been expected, seeing that the Government

kept the state of affairs as secret as they could. By
the end of October large orders had been sent to Cal-

cutta and Rangoon, and on November 2 it was reported

that engagements had been made for vessels ^ to bring

427,000 bags, which, added to the quantity then being

landed, brought the total to 527,000 bags, containing

86.^ millions of lbs. of rice. What this quantity repre-

sented in food supplies may be gathered from the

following fact. To sustain existence, a man needs

1| lb. of rice a day ; the 86^ millions of lbs. would

suffice for the maintenance of 1,920,622 adults, or say

two millions of people, for a month of thirty days. In

October 335,491 bags of rice were imported in Madras.

Gloomy as was the outlook for the time being, it was

rendered less anxious from the fact that railways ran

1 Sea Gull (s) 2 trips f()r say 50,000 bag

Sultan (s) 3 „ » 120,000 „

Bcllana (s) 3 „ » 90,000 „
Atholl (s) 3 „ » 75,000 „
V. SchUlizzi (8) 1 „ V 20,000 „

British India (s) 3 „ If 80,000 „

D. of Argyll {i) 1 „ » 12,000 „

M^ss. Londonderry ] „ » 14,000 „
Florence 1 „ )> 10,000 „
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through all but two of the affected districts, viz. Kur-

nool and Nellore, and that, therefore, food could be

poured into the places where it was most needed. The

scene of activity in the roadstead and on shore was un-

exampled in the history of Madras. At the first sign

of need for large imports, the tax on rice imported was

taken off by the Government.

In the meantime, unknown to the local merchants,

the Madras Government had entered the market as

buyers of grain. Some uneasiness had been felt as to

the probability of such a course being adopted, secret

purchases having been the sheet-anchor of Lord North-

brook's famine policy in Behar. As, however, the

practice had been much condemned, great hope was

expressed that similar action would not be taken in

Madras. It was also known that the supreme authori-

ties objected to interference with trade, and were not

disposed either themselves to undertake importation or

to sanction such a course in their subordinates. In

spite of the activity of trade,—the note on a previous

page giving details of the extent of importations appear-

ing in a local newspaper on November 2—the Govern-

ment on November 4 commenced to purchase on their

own account. The justification urged and the argument

used by the authorities for their action were these. In

justification they said, ' The idea of a Government
reserve to meet the various difficulties arising from the

caprices of native trade, and the actual insufficiency of

local capital, was not novel or original. It had been

advantageously adopted in the North-West Provinces in

1873-74, and was the main feature of the policy of Lord
Northbrook's Government during the Bengal famine.'

Their argument was this : ' The Government found

themselves suddenly confronted with this position, that

a large proportion of the labouring population of a wide
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tract of country had become at once dependent on State

relief works for the means of earning their daily food,

but that that food was not obtainable with whatever

money they could earn.*

In this emergency, and to meet these peculiar cir-

cumstances, the Government decided at once that a

reserve of grain was indispensable. The objection to

interference with ordinary trade was not for a moment
absent from the consideration of Government, nor was

the possibility of the crisis being of short duration,

although liable to constant recurrence, left unnoticed.

But the Government could not wait for the restoration

of a more normal condition of trade. They had to

secure the supply of food for vast numbers, daily

increasing, who could not purchase grain at any rates

of wages it would have been, prudent to issue, for the

local grain merchants raised their prices daily, with the

special object of forcing up the rate of wages. Payment
in grain, and direct purchases from the local markets

by the Government, was the only course left. The
Government knew that the purchase of grain would

have to be continued for months, and it seemed to them
that there was an absolute necessity that they should

not be entirely dependent on a most uncertain condition

of the grain trade, insufficient from indisposition to sell

regularly, and extravagant in its demands when willing

to sell. While the Government were satisfied that a

moderate reserve was an essential resource on emergency,

they were very desirous to avoid their transaction heino-

immediately known. A knowledge that Government
was in the market would immediately alarm the native

trade, and cause a simultaneous rise in prices. It was
for this reason that they employed Messrs. Arbuthnot
& Co. confidentially, whose purchases of grain and re-

sales at Bellary, where matters were most critical, had
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the effect of inducing other English firms to enter

actively into the grain trade, with the greatest advan-

tage as regards the supply of grain where it was dan-

gerously deficient, and in promoting some activity in

the retail trade and a slight downward tendency in

prices.

These reasons were only urged subsequently by the

Madras Government, on their conduct being condemned.

Without in any form consulting the Government of

India, an arrangement was made with a local firm

—

Messrs. Arbuthnot and Co.—to purchase a Government
reserve of 13,000 tons of rice and 2,000 tons of wheat,

to be delivered in November. This was to be supple-

mented in the following month by 15,000 tons of rice.

The action was for a time kept secret. In giving the

Government of India notice of this transaction by tele-

gram on November 4, the local authorities said, ' These

supplies are t6 be strictly held as reserve to meet con-

tingency of local markets and private enterprise failing.

. . . Estimated cost, whole transaction, 32 lakhs. . . .

This Government rely on Government of India to place

four lakhs of rs. a week in Bank of Bengal, at credit of

Arbuthnot and Co. for next five weeks, keeping transac-

tion secret.' Seven days after, Sir Alexander Arbuthnot,

head of the department in the first instance charged

with famine administration, replied, requesting that no
further purchases might be made without previous

reference and full explanation. ' The proceeding then

reported was calculated to cause serious financial em-
barrassment.' As might be expected, the financial

aspect of the campaign against famine had caused the

Supreme Government great concern. They were ex-

pected to meet all expenditure in the Presidencies

affected, and, with finances so severely strained as those

of India are in normal years, they were anxious that no
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measures should be undertaken which had not received

their approval.

On November 13 the Madras Government proceeded

to justify their conduct in a letter^ addressed to the

Financial Secretary, using arguments similar to those

given on a previous page. The letter itself was very

brief, and betrayed a spirit ofantagonism and discontent

at being controlled, and it is no wonder that, immedi-

ately on receipt of it, the Revenue Secretary at Calcutta,

in a telegram, pointed out that the letter did not ' con-

tain any explanation of the necessity for taking action

without previous reference to the Government of India.

'

It was further remarked, by way of censure, * The
action of the Madras Government seeuis illLuumstent

with the alleged activity of private trade.' The reply

to this message still evaded the point at issue, and went

on to state that prospects were so bad that the purchase

of 20,000 tons of grain further had been decided upon,

and the supreme authorities were exhorted not to fear

their subordinates allowing the State stock to accumulate

beyond strict necessity. Tlie rejoinder from Simla was an

absolute prohibition to make further purchases, except

after full explanations had been supplied by letter and

permission to purchase was given. It was also remarked

that the idea of secrecy might be put aside, as the
' arrangement made with Gillanders, Arbuthnot and Co.

is known in Calcutta ;
' hitherto communications had

been carried on in cipher, but the order to stop sales

was en clair. The Madras Government made this a

subject of complaint, and said that it was ' feared this

abandonment of the cipher system will have rendered

futile all the efforts this Government have made to keep

their operations secret, so as not to discourage private

dealers.' Retort soon followed, and took the followinir

* Famine Blue Book, Part I. page 83.
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form, the writer being the Officiating Secretary to the

Government of India. ' I am directed to inform you

that the telegram in question was necessarily despatched

in words and not in cipher. Your telegram of the 4th

instant did not reach the President in Council at Simla

until the 11th idem. By that time nearly all the

officers had left Simla, and when Sir A. Arbuthnot's

telegram was despatched no copy of the cipher code was

available at that place. The President in Council was

Nearly of opinion that, in the absence of stronger

^grounds than those assigned by the Madras Government,

^t was necessary to prevent, without a day's loss of time,

i,ny further expenditure of the nature of that which had

)een reported, and under the circumstances, this could

mly be done by despatching a telegram en clair. If

^any inconvenience has resulted from what has occurred,

it is due to the Government of Madras in carrying out,

without any previous reference to the Government of

India, and without, as would appear, any reasons for

urgency, a measure which obviously required the pre-

vious sanction of this Government.
' But the President in Council does not see the

slightest grounds for supposing that any knowledge

which may have been obtained by the public of the

recent operations of the Madras Government has been

communicated by the telegraph department. Ex-
perience shows that the contents of telegrams very

rarely become public in this way. In the present case,

as intimated in my telegram of the 24th instant, the fact

of the purchases arranged for by the Madras Govern-

ment, and several details connected with them, which
could not have been learnt from Sir A. Arbuthnot's

telegram, were known in Calcutta some days ago. The
fact is that the nature of the transaction was incompa-

tible with secrecy. Large purchases of grain cannot be

made without their destination becoming known.'
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The arrangement had become known, and great

anxiety was in consequence caused in mercantile

circles. At this time, while loud and energetic pro-

tests against inaction were being made by the public,

the Government of Madras was actively working—but

it was in the dark. No communications were published

showing that efforts were being made to adequately

grapple with the crisis. Not hearing that remedial

measures in sufficient number were in course of adoption,

the public, very naturally, supposed none were being

taken. The press was treated with contempt ; the

public were ignored. When rumours became current

of Government purchases, the quantity of grain ordered

was magnified ten times, and instead of thirty thousand

tons, the authorities were credited with a desire to pur-

chase three hundred thousand. Unfounded reports ^

were current, and—at a distance—^believed, such, for

instance, as that members of the local Government were

connected with the firm employed and were interested

in the contracts made. Such reports were baseless, but

were the natural fruit of the system of secrecy employed.

It was not until the end of February that public con-

fidence was restored by the Government informing the

Chamber of Commerce, in reply to a question asked,

that only 30,000 tons had been imported, and further

operations were not contemplated.

* Telegram, November 27, 1876, from Officiating Revenue Secretary,

Calcutta, to Chief Commissioner, Mysore :
—

' Is statement made in Cal-

cutta Enylishman that you have bought two hundred thousand bags of grain

at Madras, correct ? President in Council considers it most important not

to interfere with private grain trade, and desires that no large purchases of

grain be made without sanction of Government of India.'

Telegi-am, November 28, 1876: — From Chief Commissioner, Mysore,

to Officiating Revenue Secretary, Calcutta :—
* Statement in Calcutta English-

man referred to is devoid of foimdation ; Mysore administration has bought

no grain, but Central Relief Committee have purchased five hundred rupees

worth of ragi and five hundred bags of rice for charitable distribution in

kitchens and on works.'

—

Blue Book, Part I. p. 96.

VOL. I. D
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Trade activity continued. Supplies were poured

into the affected districts by sea and land. Preference

was given. on the railways to grain traffic, and the

working power of the lines was exerted to the utmost.

The important part played by railways in feeding the

people is described elsewhere. It was stated that there

were three and a half miles of waggons of grain await-

ing transport at one station on the Great Indian Penin-

sular Railway, and though this was an exaggerated

statement, it was admitted that there was a great block

on the railway, owing, not to want of establishment,

but to deficiency of waggon stock, and station and siding

accommodation. ' The railway company, repeatedly

urged to do all in their power to clear their line, have

borrowed stock wherever available, increased their

traffic staif, and are doing all they can. The agent

suggested booking no more grain, but the Bombay
Government did not approve, as the measure was likely

to check trade.'

In various ways the Madras authorities exerted

themselves greatly to meet the difficulty, and on De-

cember 23 thus reported to the Secretary of State ^ on

their operations:—'We regret to state that there has

been no improvement in the season. No rain has been

reported from any part of the country except Tanjore

and Tinnevelly. Nearly a week ago two inches of rain

fell at Negapatam, and the fall extended along the coast

of the district, but was much lighter in the interior.

From Tinnevelly a moderate rainfall has been re-

ported.

' Prices have risen, and there is a general upward
tendency. We note below the most recent quotations

reported to us from the several districts:

—

' The Governors of Madras aud Bombay have the privilege of commu-
iiicatiug direct with the Secretary of Slate for India.
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DISTniCT

Price,(werH |>er rupee
A8eer = 80tolah8

or 2-06 lbs. weight

DISTRICT

Price, Heers per rupee
A (*er-=80 tolaliH

or 2-OG lbs. weight

Second
sort

rice

Choluiti or

other ordi-

nary grain

Second
sort

rice

Cholum or

other ordi-

nary grain

Ganjam
Vizagapatam
Godavery
Kistna
l^ellore

Ouddapah
Kurnool
Bellary

North Arcot
Ohingleput
Madras

13
12
10-43

12-7

6-75

7
0-27

(5-33

77
8-22

6-7

22
17-49

13-37

14-8

9-25

8-72

7-97

7-5

91
11-23

10-25

South Arcot
Salem
Trichinopoly
Tanjore
Coimbatore
Madura
Tinnevelly

Nilgiri

Malabar
South Oanara

6-66

7
6-76

7-5

7-5

6-18

7-5

6
10-16
11-45

9-37

8-29

11-4

9
9-62

9-75

11-49

15
11-37

12.91

The failure of the north-east monsoon, so far as agri-

cultural operations are concerned, must now be pro-

nounced complete, and the scanty crops which were

sown in October and November in the districts on the

east coast, dependent upon the north-east monsoon for

their principal crop, are now withering. We hope to

be able in our next despatch to place before your Lord-

ship details (which are now being collected), as to the

breadth of land which has been cultivated, and as to

the rainfall in these districts, and these will, we are sure,

sufficiently prove the gravity of the present crisis.

' We thought it advantageous, for obvious reasons,

that we should have personal communication with the

principal officers of the affected districts, and we accord-

ingly summoned the collectors of districts easily acces-

sible by rail ^ to a conference here, and have discussed

with them the prospects of their districts and the

measures which should be taken to cope with the an-

ticipated distress. This gave us an opportunity of

realising the most pressing wants of these districts and

of explaining to our officers the principles which we

' Ohingleput, North Arcot, Salem, Coimbatore, Madura, Tanjoro.
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considered should be observed. We now proceed to

review the several districts of the Presidency. The

districts of South Arcot, Tanjore, Trichinopoly, and

Tinnevelly, in the south, are comparatively least afflicted.

In South Arcot, the rainfall since the middle of October,

though not heavy, has been seasonable, and as far as

we have been informed, the crops are fair and likely to

succeed. Some remissions of revenue will be necessary,

but we do not anticipate immediate distress. In Tan-

jore, the ryots have reaped a fair crop under the river-

freshes of the south-west monsoon, and though the

October crop has languished, and will not give a full

yield, yet it has been preserved so far by timely rainfall,

and it may now be hoped that it will be saved. The

portion of the district regarding which anxiety is felt

is the Pattukottah taluk, a high-lying tract on the

Madura frontier, the condition of which the collector

has been instructed carefully to watch. In Trichinopoly

the river-irrigated tracts are doing fairly well, and the

collector has reported that though prices are very high

owing to exportation, there is no scarcity, and as yet

no distress calling for special measures. In Tinnevelly

there have been seasonable showers well diffused, and it

is hoped that even the unirrigated crops will be saved.

The wet crops are safe. The collector, however, appears

anxious about the condition of the labouring classes, and

we are expecting further reports.

' In Nellore, Chingleput, North Arcot, Salem, Coim-

batore, and Madura there will be wide-spread and severe

distress. In Kistna anxiety was chiefly felt as regards

the upland taluks, but from recent reports prospects

appear to be better there, and the expenditure of local

funds in progress is stated to be sufficient for the present.

In the Eastern delta, however, there are large numbers
wanting employment, and at the urgent request of the

collector we have sanctioned a grant of 10,000 rs. for the
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Kistna Embankment Works. The district engineer had

been directed to push on the Commamore Channel-works

in the Western delta, and we learn that these are com-

menced. In Nellore distress is reported in all taluks

except Ongole. The collector has, under our sanction,

opened relief works in the worst parts, and there were

32,000 coolies employed on them on the 19th instant.

These are exclusive of the East Coast Canal Works, on

which we have arranged to employ large numbers from

the distressed districts inland, and which are about to

commence. The Raja of Venkatagiri, to whom a large

part of the district belongs, is organising a scheme of

relief works, viz., tank repairs, estimated to cost two

lakhs of rupees, and these works will alike benefit the

estate, and go far to relieve the distressed ryots.

' In Chingleput, a poor district, and always the first

to suff'er, the failure of crop will be very extensive, and

distress is already felt in all parts of the district. The
famine-stricken labourers from this district and the

southern parts of Nellore are thronging to the Presi-

dency town in hope of obtaining employment and

benefiting by the charity dispensed by some wealthy

natives. Their numbers had become so great, and

their condition so pitiable, that we have had to open, in

Madras, State feeding-houses, where such of them as

are too debilitated to work are supplied with food.

There are now about 12,000 persons in receipt of such

aid, and many more subsisting on private charity. The
management of the Government relief-houses is con-

fided to the Commissioner of Police, and we are arrang-

ing to organise the private charities, and to supplement

them from public funds.

' But measures to check the influx of people into

Madras are also necessary, and we have sanctioned a

scheme of road works within a radius of fifteen miles,
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which will cost 70,000 rs., and on which the people

coming to Madras can be employed. We are about to

establish posts on the principal roads leading to the city,

where persons in distress can be stopped, and where,

their immediate wants being relieved, they can be

directed to the relief works. The Junction Canal Work,

which we have ordered to be undertaken, will provide

adequate employment for the labouring classes of the

town itself. In other parts of the Chingleput district,

relief works have already been started, and schemes of

works, to the extent of 52,000 rs., have been approved.

The number of persons employed is 32,086. In the

west of the district the conversion of gauge on the

Arconum and Conjeveram Railway will give work to a

considerable number.
' North Arcot.—The southern parts of this district

have participated in the rains which have benefited

South Arcot. The northern and north-western parts

are elevated tracts resembling the Mysore country and

the southern parts of Cuddapah, and have been for

some months past in a very critical state. The failure

of the north-east monsoon has now rendered distress in

these tracts, and in the central and eastern parts of this

district, certain. The poor in the large towns are

already suffering. The collector has submitted a scheme

of road works which we have approved, and which are

estimated to cost 67,000 rs. These are well distributed,

and will prove useful works ; and many more will

probably be necessary. The works have been started,

and the numbers employed on the 19th instant were

15,822.

' Salem.—The south-eastern part of Salem (the

Ahtoor taluk) has received some rain, and the col-

lector reports that the crops there will be good. The
rainfall has been quite insufficient in the rest of the
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district, especially in the north, and the yield of the

crops will be very small. Anxiety is also felt as re-

gards the water supply. Relief works, chiefly village

improvements of a petty kind, have been in progress

in the northern taluks for some time, and have given

employment to about three thousand persons. These

are now being largely extended. In the low country

portion of the district (the Talaghat) excepting Ahtur,

we have approved a scheme of road works and tank

repairs, costing 68,000 rs., and have sanctioned for the

improvement and construction of wells, 6,000 rs. The
works are now being started ; 14,033 persons are already

employed.
* In Coimhatore.—Here there is little irrigation

except under river channels. The crops under the

channels from the Cauvery, Bhowani, and Amaravati,

are fair. The district has numerous wells, and a con-

siderable extent of crop has been saved by means of

them ; but the rainfall of both monsoons has been

very trifling, and the dry crops will almost entirely

fail. The only exceptions are the Pollachy taluk, and

other western parts of the district lying under the

Ghauts, where favourable showers have fallen. The
collector estimates that it will, before next cultivatinor

season, be necessary to provide employment for 150,000

persons in the district. A grant of 25,000 rs. has

already been placed at his disposal for utilisation, chiefly

on village works, and a further scheme of works has

been submitted by him. 11,278 persons were employed

on the 19th instant.

* The distress in Madura district will, we fear, be

exceptionally severe. The province did well up to

September ; but since the beginning of October the

rainfall has been sadly deficient. There has been more
rain in the arid tracts on the coast than in the richer
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and more fertile taluks inland, where the fall has not

been more than one-third the average, and the crops to

be matured by the north-east monsoon have, it is

reported, been almost entirely lost. Distress first

made itself felt in the Dindigul and Pulni taluks, and

a grant of 30,000 rs. has been sanctioned for those

taluks. To prevent deaths from want, the sub-collector

found it necessary to open three depots for gratuitous

relief, but the people are being drafted to the works

which are now open as they become fit to work. The

Periacolam taluk has had more rain, but in the district

generally extensive works will be necessary. The

Court of Wards have sanctioned funds for expenditure

in estates under their charge in this district ; and large

schemes of works have been submitted by the late

acting collector. We are, however, awaiting further

reports from the permanent collector, who has just

rejoined. Emigration of people from the Madura, Tan-

jore, Trichinopoly, and Tinnevelly districts, in search of

employment on the plantations in Ceylon, is attaining

large dimensions, and afibrds a satisfactory outlet for

our distressed population. Special arrangements have

been made for the care of these persons at Paumben,

one of the chief ports of departure for Ceylon.

' We now turn to the ceded districts and Kurnool,

in which, as already reported to your Lordship, ex-

tensive operations for relief have been in progress for

some months. The number of persons of all ages and

sexes employed on relief works in the Bellary district

has now reached 238,000, and the number incapable of

work, but receiving gratuitous relief, is 15,300. These

numbers are very high, but the works are scattered over

the whole district, and there are no large concourses of

people except in the vicinity of Bellary itself, where
some 60,000 are employed. A special ofiicer, Mr. Price,
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lias successfully organised this very large number of

labourers. Medical aid has been sent to the district,

and sanitation is provided for. Mr. Thornhill, the

First Member of the Board of Revenue, has completed

a second prolonged tour in the district, and from his

reports and others that have reached us, we think we
may assert that the distress has been grappled with in

time.

* The number of coolies employed on the relief

works in Kurnool has enormously increased. They
must now be stated at from 160,000 to 170,000 on

relief works. The Hon. D. Arbuthnot, Second Member
of the Board of Revenue, has been deputed to this

district, and after passing through the western and

southern taluks, and organising rehef works there on

a large scale, is now in Markapur. The distress in

the Kurnool district is most severe, and there have been

some deaths from exhaustion and fatigue in chuttrums

and halting places ; but Mr. Arbuthnot has issued

orders to the village officers to care for destitute wan-

derers in immediate want and to provide them food at

the State expense. We have caused similar orders to

be promulgated in all districts.

' In Cuddapah there is no change except an increase

in the number seeking employment. Those on the

relief Avorks were, according to the most recent returns,

80,029. Of them about half are employed in the sub-

division (Madanapally, Kadiri, Royachoti, and Voilpad),

and the remainder in the north-western, northern, and

central part of the district.

' Our most serious anxiety and our greatest difficulty

will be to secure the transport of grain to the outlying

l)ortions of districts which are beyond the reach of

railway communications.
' Our railway system, though of limited extent, has
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enormously facilitated the supply of grain to those parts

of the country which are suffering most serious distress,

such as Bellary and Cuddapah ; and it is aiding in the

west and south in the transmission of food to North

Arcot and Coimbatore. But while the railway is a

powerful auxiliary, it has equalised prices to a great

extent all over the country, and has produced almost

everywhere famine-rates. The task before us is to

secure a constant flow of grain from the terminal

railway stations to the outlying districts, in which we
have numerous relief works, and we have started a

special agency for this purpose. At present the means

of local transport have been almost sufficient to dis-

tribute the grain which is being brought by thp. railway

;

but we are aware that this will be our great difficulty

hereafter, and our most earnest attention is being di-

rected to this question.

' We enclose for your Lordship's information copies of

the season telegrams received at Council on the 19th

instant, and also a statement showing the total grants

for relief works which have been placed at the disposal

of district officers to date. The amount is 50,09,409 rs.

' It is very difficult to furnish to your Lordship an

accurate statement of the financial requirements of this

Presidency in consequence of the disastrous failure of

the seasons.

' The nearest approximate estimate that we have

received is contained in a recent report furnished to us

by the Board of Revenue. This estimate has been

framed to meet the wants until September 1877, though,

as explained by the Board, special provision up to so

late a date will be required for a few districts only, and

is based roughly on the largest item of expenditure,

relief wages. It must, however, be borne in mind that

there must necessarily be other heavy collateral charges.
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The number for whom provision has to be made, as

calculated by the Board, is as follows, and the total

cost in fui)ee8 is 341,05,875, or 3J millions sterling.

At this early poriod wg do not venture to pledge our-

selves to any estimate formed on the rough data at

hand.

Number. Amount.

December .

January
February
March
April .

May .

June .

July .

August
September

5,77,000

8,20,000

10,05,000
12,iX),000

14,05,000

13,55,000
11,40,(XX)

7,80,000

4,05,000

1,05,000

22,35,875

32,77,500

38,32,500

40,98,750

52,08,750
62,50,025
42,7o,(K'0

30,22,500

15,00,375

3,75,000

R8.3,41,05,875

' A sudden change of season would seriously, even

at this late date, modify such calculations ; but the

Board of Revenue are in a position to form the best

judgment on this question, and we think it our duty to

submit to their estimate.'

In the midst of much indignation in Madras the

Duke of Buckingham and Chandos left his Presidency

to proceed to take part in the ceremonies at Delhi in

connection with the proclamation of Her Majesty as

Empress of India. Good resulted from the visit, which

was looked upon in Madras with great disfavour at

the time, as by means of personal conference with the

Governors of the affected Presidencies, the Govern-

ment of India for the first time realised the magnitude
of the calamity, and the great efforts needed to con-

duct successfully the campaign which had been under-

taken.
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Up to this time, the end of December 1876, the

Madras Government had expended :

—

£
On relief , . . . 872,500

On purchase of grain . . 302,400

£674,000
/

There were other items, such as transport, agency, and

local purchases of grain, which brought up the total to

nearly three-quarters of a million sterling.
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CHAPTER II.

THE MONTH OF JANUARY 1877.

' Under tho ryots are the farm labourers, often holding some fielda

of their own, but adding to their livelihood by labouring in the fields

of their neighbours. They form a large class, having interests bound
up with those of the superior ryots. They, together with their wives
and growing children, are strong to labour. But now their vocation

is gone for a time. There is no weeding or tending wanted for the

wretched crops. There is no harvesting to be done. The fields can-

not be tilled for lack of moisture. The plough is unemployed. The
oxen are straying in quest of fodder Below these, in all

the villages there are low-caste or caste-less people in a very varying

condition—often in tolerably good case, often again living in squalor

and degradation, continiung in scarceness at the best of times, and
subsisting within the narrowest margin of existence in bad seasons.

It was to be feared that from these outcasts of the social system
charitable sympathy would be withheld by the better classes. There
are also various gipsy clans habitually gathering the wild fruits of

the forests, and eking out a precarious subsistence by disposing of

jungle produce and doing chance work in the villages. On behalf of

these poor untamable wanderers anxiety would be excited lest both

the wild produce and the work should fail in a year like this.'

—Sir Richard Temple, On the Injects of the Drought.

India is a land of startling contrasts, but extremes were

never more vividly noted than in the scenes which were
being witnessed on the plains of Delhi in the north,

and in the districts in the south, in the early days of

January 1877. The spectacular splendour of the Impe-
rial Assemblage surpassed anything of the kind that the

continent had ever known : the Field of the Cloth of Gold

was not more magnificent. Similarly, while the assem-

blage was being held, but, owing to the tardiness with

which returns are prepared and forwarded to head-

quarters, in a great measure unknown to those who were
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taking part in the ceremonies, unequalled scenes of death

and disaster were occurring south and west of the Kistna

delta.

Whilst preparations were being made for the pro-

clamation of Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain as

Empress of India, and whilst the ceremonies were actually

in progress, 65,000 subjects of the Queen-Empress died

of starvation and the diseases caused by insufficient

nourishment, in the Madiias Presidency alone . Thirteen

thousand must similarly have perished in the province

of Mysore, but no record of deaths month by month has

been published ; how many died in Bombay Presidency

is unknown, for here, too, reticence was displayed re-

specting mortality whilst scarcity and want were preva-

lent. The terrible character of the death-rate in the

districts of Southern India was not known to the Vice-

roy and the Governors and Councillors who were assem-

bled at Delhi, but enough was known to enable them to

feel that they were face to face with the greatest disaster

arising from drought which had visited India during the

century. It was intended that a portion of the business

transacted at Delhi should be consultations on State

affairs, the presence of high dignitaries from all parts of

the Empire rendering this feasible. The matter for chief

consideration was the famine in Western and Southern

India, and owing partly to divergent counsels and partly

to the fact that one member of the Government (Sir

John Strachey) had only just arrived in the country,

it was of the highest importance that a conference on

this subject should be held.

On the morning of January 5 the Famine Council

met. There were present H.E. the Viceroy and Go-

vernor-General, the Governors of Madras and Bombay,

the members of the Vice-regal Council, and Sir Richard

Temple, Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal and Governor-
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desiofnate of Bombay. Facts such as have already been

detailed were considered, the various policies which had

been adopted in Madras and Bombay were discussed,

and the supreme authorities accepted the responsibility

of meeting the disaster from Imperial finances. It was

complained, however, that sufficient information was not

available regarding the actual state of things in Madras;

it was further not concealed that a good deal of dissatis-

faction was felt with the manner in which the disaster

had so far been grappled with in the Southern Presi-

dency. Reference was also made to the fear that

expenditure was more profuse than it need be, and that

stricter economy was necessary. The Government of

India professed full confidence in the local Government]

but they wished to have some adequate control over the

policy carried out : how to obtain this was the difficulty.

The problem had occasioned some anxiety before the

Council was held. In course of conversation, however.

Sir John Strachey suggested a plan by which the wishes

of Government could be met.

' Send Sir Richard Temple as delegate,' said Sir John

Strachey. ' He has had the requisite experience in deal-

1

ins: with famines. He also understands the straitened

'

condition of our finances, and will carry out an econo-

mical policy.'

His Excellency the Viceroy, to whom the suggestion

was made, at once approved of it, and the proposal was

laid before the Council. His Grace the Duke of Buck-

ingham and Chandos, the Governor of Madras, acquiesced

in the arrangement. His Grace had recognised the

gravity of the situation in his Presidency, appreciated

also the difficulty of the Supreme Government, and

loyally agreed to a plan which had the appearance of

supersession of himself. Sir Richard Temple's delega-

tion was mainly intended for Madras and Mysore, but
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to save appearances he was instructed also to visit

Bombay and report upon the prospects there. The duty

to which he was designated was at once accepted by Sir

Richard Temple, and he expressed his readiness to pro-

ceed on the projected tour with the least possible delay.

In the meantime, the Council at an end, the Governor

of Madras returned to his tent, and informed the mem-
bers of his suite of the arrangement which had been made.

The delegation was not looked upon with a favourable

eye there, and later in the day his Grace beseeched the

Viceroy that the proposal might not be carried out. It

was too late, however, to make any change ; the ap-

pointment had been gazetted, and Sir Richard Temple

was already making preparations for starting on his

tour. Much discontent was felt and expressed in India

generally when the appointment became known. Sir

Richard Temple was popular neither with officials nor

publicists, and whilst all recognised the ability of the

delegate, few were satisfied of the wisdom of the choice.

Sir Richard was charged with extravagant expenditure

in Behar in the famine of 1874, and it was feared that

he would indulge in large outlay in 1877. But they

who argued thus did not know the delegate so well as

did they who had sent him. Sir Richard was com-

missioned to the distressed districts to economise, and

it was known by the Government of India that he would

exercise economy. The action taken, also—

t

hough not

intended by the Government of India as such—was

looked upon as a condemnation of the action of the

Madras authorities, and it was anticipated that, having

been virtually superseded, his Grace the Governor

would take an early opportunity of resigning. This,

however, the Duke of Buckingham did not do, but

loyally remained at his post, and subsequently did ex-

ceedingly good service to his Presidency.
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The estimate which had been formed at Delhi of the

calamity may be gathered from certain passages in the

telegram which was sent from the camp to the Secretary

of State. * We have fully discussed/ said the Viceroy

in behalfof himself and his Council, ' with the GovernorH

of Madras and Bombay, the present position of affairs in

respective Presidencies, and have decided on sending Sir

Richard Temple to visit distressed tracts in both Presi-

dencies and confer with the two Governments. The
situation is very grave, especially in Madras, where 13

districts out of 21, containing a population of 20 millions,

are more or less affected. We consider the policy of

making large purchases of grain, adopted by Madras

Government, to be very erroneous, and calculated se-

riously to interfere with operations of trade and so to

intensify our difficulties a few months hence. We 'have

instructed the Governor to abandon this policy, and

shall take means to make known publicly our intention

to leave trade unfettered. The number on relief works

in Madras exceed 840,000, in Bombay 250,000. We
apprehend that in Madras admission to the works has

not been sufficiently restricted, and that the actual pres-

sure may, therefore, be less than the numbers would

indicate. But on this point and on others Sir Richard

Temple's inspection will enable us to form an opinion.

The latest Madras estimate of expenditure and loss of

revenue amounts to about five millions. One or two

isolated cases of death appear to have occurred in Madras

Presidency. No efforts have been wanting on part of

local Governments to prevent mortality. Cholera bad

in some districts, especially Kurnool and Belgaum.'

This was not an adequate description of the disaster,

as it is now known to have existed at that date, in this

representation. The death-rate in the Madras districts

from October to December had increased greatly, as the

VOL. I. E
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returns from the various distressed districts testified.

None of these facts, however, were before the con-

ference at Delhi, nor were the records of deaths from

starvation which Mr. Arbuthnot observed in Kurnool

in November. There can be no doubt that many deaths

from want had occurred prior to January, and the cir-

cumstance that they were not known is proof of the

inadequacy of control over the disaster.

In a despatch from the Government of India to the

Secretary of State, dated January 12, an admirable

precis of the extent and intensity of the distress was

given, and the admission was made that the prospect

was ' serious in the extreme.' Whilst this was acknow-

ledged, other points required consideration. Among
them was this :

—
' While the necessity of preventing,

as far as practicable, death by starvation is paramount,

the financial embarrassment which must in any case

arise, will be most difficult to overcome, and any depar-

ture from the most rigid economy, or from the principles

in dealing with famine which experience has confirmed

as sound, may aggravate it to a degree which cannot be

estimated.' This was alluded to at greater length in

the instructions issued to Sir Richard Temple.^ Cer-

^ See Appendix for the text of this document. The chief points of *t1i^

instructions were these :—Every effort is to be made for the prevention on

deaths by famine. Severe economy in relief should be practised. Indis-i

criminate charity on the part of individuals is admitted to be bad, but on!

the part of Government is worse. A Government has no better right in aN
time of scarcity than at any other times to attempt the task of preventing (

all suffering, and of giving general relief to the poorer classes of the com- \

muuity. /
The numbers on relief works are so great that there is reason to fear that

many persons must be employed who without such relief could sustain them-

selves, for a time at least. The collection of such numbers should be re-

stricted on works where labour is not exacted, where supervision is wanting,

at d where people can obtain for the asking, and in return for next to no

work at all, wages in money or in grain. No time should be lost in giving

to the people, to the greatest extent practicable, the means of employment
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tain passages in tliese instructions caused much public

controversy, and occasioned some acrid correspondence

between the Supreme and Bombay Governments, to be

noticed in the section of this work giving a narrative

of the famine in the Western Presidency. In Madras,

whilst the instructions were much and severely criticised,

the central principles were recognised as sound and

satisfactory. Through an unfortunate mistake in the

Secretariat, which became the parent of much sub-

sequent misunderstanding, a copy of these instructions

was not forwarded to the Government of Madras until

nearly two months after they had been issued. Thil

was accidental, but in the strained relations which sub-

sequently existed, malice prepense was not unnaturally

suBj^ected.

Sir Richard Temple was nominated to his new duty

on January 5. On the 9th he was already on tour. It

is impossible to avoid noticing the fact that whilst

the delegate started on his mission at once, and the

Governor of Bombay hastened with all speed to the

seat of his Government, the Duke of Buckingham and

on large public works, which need not always be in the distressed districts

or near the homes of the people.

The Government may be driven to set up petty relief works near the

homes of the people, but not until distress becomes extreme, or a state of

famine has been reached.

There is great advantage in papng relief labour in money (not in grain)

wherever and so long as this mode of payment is practicable. But if money
payment is not practicable, there is no more objection to Government pur-

chasing grain for payment, than there is to its making purchases through

the commissariat for troops.

There is to be no interference of any kind on the part of Government

with the object of reducing the price of food. Inquiry should be made as to

how far private trade, if unfettered, can supply the wants of the coimtry.

In certain localities remote from railways, and large markets which

private trade is unable to reach, it may become necessary for Government to

intervene.

The transport of grain by the trade, by railways, by roads in the interior,

and by the sea-ports, should be carefully observed.

E 2
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Chandos lingered at Lnckiiow,—stayed at a number of

places en route to Madras, and did not reach the Presi-

dency till several days after Sir Richard Temple had

been in some of the distressed districts. This caused

much severe comment at the time. The staff of the

Famme Delegate consisted of Mr. C. E. Bernard, C.S.I.,

specially appointed, an officer of much experience and

possessing a kindly heart, Captain Bisset, R.E., of rail-

way knowledge, Mr. C. Buckland, private secretary,

and Dr. Harvey. With a rapidity unexampled, and at

too great a speed to secure the object in view, viz., a

thorough acquaintance with the real state of the country,

)ir Richard and his staff literally ' raced ' over the affected

listricts, caused reductions to be made in gratuitous

[•elief, struck large numbers of people off works, wrote

lumberless and very long minutes and mefnoranda, and

in three months finished their task. The Delegate's

energy was praiseworthy, his intentions admirable, but

his performances occasionally otherwise. It was im-

possible, in the hurried visits his Excellency made to

districts, and in his conversations with officials, for him
to adequately grasp the real facts of the situation. It

will be shown that the statements in the delegate's

despatches are not borne out by independent observa-

tions, and that the death-rate contradicts th^ couleur-de-

7'ose view which he took. It does not seem unfair to

the Delegate, judging him from his minutes, to assume

that he went to Madras with the preconceived idea

that the calamity had been exaggerated, that it was

being inadequately met, and that, therefore, facts were,

unconsciously may be, squared with this theory.

He expected to see a certain state of things, and he

saw that—that and none other. Further, his personal

manner was not conciliatory ; he was occasionally in-

judicious. It will not be surprising, therefore, to find
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that the Madras portion of his tour was productive of

much illwill and a great deal of friction. Particulars

indicating these unpleasing facts will be given in due
course.

Famine prevention work had now become very great,

and officers were over-taxed in the endeavour to per-

form their ordinary duties, and at the same time

grapple with distress in the manner in which it was
desirable this should be done. Compared with the

figures quoted, as showing the amount of distress to be

relieved at the end of 1876, the stat^ of things when
Sir Richard Temple entered (January 15) the Presi-

dency, was as follows :

—

Number on Relief Works 1,055,641

Gratuitously fed 12,433

Total . . . 1,068,074

In and near the town of Madras camps had been

established, and the most active efforts were made to

cope effectually with the distress which daily manifested

itself in increasing measure.

The first district visited by Sir Richard Temple was
Kurnool, that place being reached via Hyderabad,

where, ' so far as he was able to judge, the arrangements

made to meet the distress and the diagnosis of the

coming trouble were creditable to the prudence and

foresight of the Nizam's Government.' This district

had been reported upon by the Hon. Mr. Arbuthnot in

December, whose report has been quoted. A conference

was held on the 14th and 15th between Sir Richard and

his staff and the collector and his chief assistants, with

several non-official gentlemen. What passed is contained

in a memorandum by Mr. Bernard. It was found that

all the ordinary crops (including cotton) for 1876-77

liad failed utterly, save only in irrigated lands-
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The average rainfall is 32| inches : only 5| had

fallen.

912,000 people were affected. There had been an

immense increase of thefts and dacoities in the autumn,

which almost ceased when relief works had everywhere

been opened. Prices were nearly five times their

ordinary rate. Relief was being mostly given in the

shape of wages for work on 250 miles of roads, tank

digging, collecting gravel, etc. All who had applied

for work were given it, and at one time 320,338—over

33 per cent, of the population—were employed, 3 annas

per day being given in some cases to men, and propor-

tionately less to women and children. ' The greater

majority of the numbers seen on works by Sir Richard,'

says Mr. Bernard, ' were women and children. None

of these bore any signs of present or past want, and

their clothing was certainly better than that of ordinary

labourers in other parts of India. The then expenditure

was about 30,000 rs. per diem ; the outlay to date 13

lakhs. The engineering staff consisted of one engineer,

three assistants, eight overseers (one for each taluk),

four extra being expected from other districts.' Neither

task nor piecework had been exacted from the labourers,

who spent a certain number of hours on or near the

works, and returned to their homes, some of them seven

or eight miles off, in the evening. A revenue inspector,

on 20 rs. per month, had charge of a gang of 10,000

workmen. Mr. Davidson (the new collector), naturally,

was not satisfied with this state of affairs, and was
endeavouring to put things in order. Gratuitous relief

(from private charity) was being given to about 6,000

indigent persons in Kurnool and Cumbum. Certain

suggestions, some of which were acted upon, were made
for controlling the distress in Kurnool.

On January 19, Sir Richard Temple, having visited
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the Ceded districts—comprising Kumool, Bellary, and

Cuddapah—an area of 26,000 square miles in five days !

—in a minute submits certain proposals bearing mainly

on considerations of expense. They are, briefly, these :l

To stop all fresh admissions to relief works in these!

districts, save under a certificate from an officer not

lower than deputy tahsildar ; to discharge all at pre-

sent on relief works who are not in absolute danger of|

starvation if not supported by Government ; to reduce

the wages from two annas to one and a half anna per

diem, and proportionately less for women and children
;

and to impress on village officials the responsibility of

reporting dangerous cases of distress. The reduction

of wages was virtually the great experimental measure

as to whether a man could work on one pound of rice

per diem, with a small quantity of condiments. Sir

Eichard's arguments are not given here, as they will

more fittingly appear in the section devoted to the dis-

cussion of this important economic question.

Whilst Sir Richard Temple was at Bellary, he had

the opportunity of meeting and conversing with a large

number of gentlemen officially and non-officially con-

nected with the district.^ Mr. Bernard described the

* Mr, G. Thornhill, First Member of the Revenue Board, who kindly

accompanied Sir Richard from Qooty.

Mr. G. H. Master, Collector of Bellary for the last seven years.

Mr. Cox, O.S., who joined the district for relief works only a few days

previous.

Major Hicks, who for some y^ars has been District Superintendent of

Police, Bellary, and who was then managing the transport of Government

grain from the railway to the interior.

Mr. Legatt, the Executive Engineer, and several assistants and sub-

ordinates, whom Sir Richard met on the different relief works which he

visited.

Messrs. Harvey and Sabapathy, a Bellary firm which deals in country

produce.

v. Venkata Ohulum, Deputy Collector of Hospett, who had charge of

tliree western taluks of Hospett, Ilavrinhudgally, and Harpinhally.

Moorgeshiun Modelliar, Deputy Collector, living at Bellary, but in
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impressions formed on the Delegate's mind in a memo-
randum which may be thus briefly summarised : The
district has an area of 1 1 ,000 square miles, divided into

15 taluks: population, 1,668,000. The failure of the

harvest was total, not being more than ' half-an-anna

crop,' i.e. one thirty-second of an ordinary yield ; this,

such as it was, had only been secured on lands watered

by wells, tanks, or channels from the Toongabudra river.

From Gooty to Bellary, and for several miles around

Bellary itself, Sir Richard said that ' the country was

almost entirely bare of all crop or stubble, and that

there was no sign of fodder or grass.' Cholum ordi-

narily sells at 23 seers per rupee; it was then 8 at

Bellary itself, and dearer in the interior. Relief in the

western taluks began in July, and was conducted pre-

cisely as in Kurnool. The number employed on works

was enormous, and had been increasing at the rate of

30,000 a week : at this time 382,385, or 23 per cent, of

the population, were on relief wages. The total expen-

diture to the beginning of January had been 22 lakhs,

and the monthly expenditure at the time of Sir Richard's

visit 14 lakhs. The number on gratuitous relief was

45,565, nearly 19,000 being in the taluk of Hindapur.

The condition of the cattle was critical : one fourth

were said to have died, and it was thought more than

half would perish before June unless heavy showers fell

in January,

It was authenticated that formerly well-to-do ryots

charge of relief work in the south-western taluks of Rayudroog and
Kudligi.

Mr. Agar, in relief charge of the head-quarter taluk.

The Deputy-Collector at head-quarters, and other head-quarter officials all

furnished information. But Mr. Ross, O.S., the Assistant in charge of the
remote southern taluks of Pennakonda, Hindapur, and Madaksira, was at his

post in Pennakonda, and therefore some of the facts regarding the condition

of that part of the district remain to be cleared up.
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had on this occasion sold bullocks in the Bellary

market at one rupee a head, or for eight seers of cholum.

It was expected that sixteen out of twenty-three lakhs

of revenue would have to be suspended, of which a large

proportion must be remitted. The question of the

Government purchase of grain was also commented

upon.

In Cuddapah, one-fourth of the crop having been

saved, and there being some in the ground, the distress

was not so great in Sir Richard Temple's opinion

(p. 46, B. B. II.), as in Bellary and Kurnool. The

markets were well supplied, and the best part of the

cattle safe. ' Out of a population of 1,350,000, there

are 200,000 persons on relief, or one eighth on relief

works.* The proportion to the population in the

different taluks was too great to be satisfactorily

accounted for, viz., 28 per cent, in Kadiri, 5 in

Palumpett. Under the collector, near head-quarters,

the management was stricter tlian at Madanapully—in

the sub-collectorate, where Sir Richard states he believed

* an excessive expenditure was going on—as to which

reconsideration was urgently called for.' Two other

minutes regarding this district were penned by Mr.

Bernard on the 19th, and Sir Richard on January 22.

The position of the district is fully reviewed. The sug-

gestion is made that some officer should be appointed

vested with full powers under the Government of

Madras to take charge of operations in the Ceded dis-

tricts, aiid to reside therein.

Hitherto the Delegate had found occasion only for

censure. Regarding North Arcot, however, he tele-

graphed to Calcutta, ' For North Arcot relief of distress

is careful and cheap. Contrast remarkable with Cud-

dapah.' Mr. Bernard's memorandum on this district

may be thus summarised. The district has an area of
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7,139 square miles, divided into 9 taluks, exclusive of

13 Zemindaree estates, some of which are very large.

Population, 2,015,270, one third of whom belong to

the estates. The rainfall in 1874-75 (average) was

fifty inches; in 1875-76, twenty-three inches; in 1876-

77, sixteen inches. In some taluks there was much less

than sixteen inches even. Prices were high, but they

had been higher. The people are described as fairly

well off. ' The collector had for long abstained from

opening relief works, because he thought they were not

absolutely necessary. There were signs of uneasiness

and distress in the shape of dacoities and robberies, and

the police officials, high and low, much urged him to

interfere, saying that the people were starving.' Re-

venue officials confirmed the collector in his opinion

' that the time for administering Government relief had

not yet come.' ' One or two deaths were reported by

the police as caused by starvation, but the collector,

after enquiry, satisfied himself that the deaths in ques-

tion were due to ordinary natural causes.' ' In December

some works had been opened, and 40,000 people were

employed upon them. Some few at Vellore were in a

depressed physical condition when they first came on to

the works, but the rest were and still are in good

condition.' Sir Richard saw about 3,000 relief labourers

at work at Vellore, who, as a body, seemed to him to

be more in need of relief and poorer altogether than

any relief gangs he had seen in the Madras Presidency.

The collector stated that 80,000 were ready to come on

the works, if only he would let them; and he intimated

he would have 150,000 at the worst period. There was

little or no gratuitous relief affbrded when Sir Richard

visited Vellore and inspected the pauper recipients

there. He found many of them in a really emaciated

condition. The collector was satisfied that in the interior
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the village officials would watch and bring up for relief

people who were in danger of starving. There was cause

for apprehension in regard to both cattle and water, the

latter being already short in Vellore itself.

An interpolation must be pardoned here. This is

decidedly the most alarming account of the state of

aifairs yet furnished, so far as the salvation of life

was concerned; but besides reporting favourably of the

district, the delegate supported the collector in his

do-nothing policy. When the people of North Arcot

found there was no relief for them at home, they wan-

dered to Madras, or perished by the roadside. In a

minute on North Arcot which accompanied his secre-

tary's memorandum, Sir Eichard said :
' The district

has suffered a severe loss of harvest from drought ; not

more than four annas of the total harvest have been

saved. It is almost entirely surrounded by distressed

districts. It has several large towns, inhabited by a

poor population. There are many signs of coming dis-

tress upon a large scale: nevertheless the collector, Mr.

Whiteside, has managed so far to hold his hand as to

give relief to only a limited number. It is true that

great pressure has been and is being put upon him by

the people to extend relief operations, and he may very

shortly have to do so. But the fact remains that on

fTanuary 20 there are not more than 40,000 persons

receiving relief from Government, and the total expen-

diture is 66,000 rs.' Sir Richard contrasts this with the

extent of relief in the neighbouring district of Cudda-

pah, which, with a smaller population and a not very

much worse harvest than North Arcot, had 200,000 on

works, with an expenditure of 600,000 rs. Sir Richard

is of opinion that as affecting the scarcity there are no

such differences between the circumstances of the two

districts as can satisfactorily account ^r>^ ^^''s result,
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unless it be in difference of management. If North

Arcot had been managed like Cuddapah, its expendi-

ture would have been 675,000 rs. by January 20, and

225,000 should have been on relief. Had Cuddapah been

managed like North Arcot, six lakhs would have been

saved. . . . Inasmuch as there has been no loss of life

proved to result from starvation in North Arcot, it

would seem to follow that the collector has done

enough.^

On January 22 another minute on the reduced

ration appeared, in which Sir Richard showed that, if

adopted, a saving of one fourth of expenditure would

result. * This is, I submit,' he remarks, ' an important

consideration financially, which cannot be lightly set

aside.' In two memoranda, dated January 21 and 22,

respectively, Mr. Bernard briefly reviews the condition

(1) of the Coimbatore, and (2) of the Trichinopoly

districts. Sir Richard was not able to visit them per-

sonally. The distress in the first-named district was

localised to three central taluks, in which it was but

partial, whilst the second was but little affected. Ade-

quate arrangements had been made in both, in case

matters changed for the worse.

Sir Richard Temple visited Madura, and had con-

ferences with the local officers during January 22 and

24. The district has a population of 2,250,000. Ave-

rage rainfall twenty-four inches : in 1876 in some places

^ Per contra, it may be stated that the death-rate in North Arcot iu^

August—December 1876, compared with the previous year, was very

greatly increased. Further, it is very probable that a large portion of

Madras town relief is really debitable to North Arcot. It is well known
that many thousands of people proceeded to Cuddapah, MadanapuUy, and
Madras, where work and food were provided for them. Several thousands

j

of them died miserably in the town relief hospitals of nothing else than I

the resultants of prolonged hunger. It was proved, partly by enquiries,'

partly by the number of relegations, that many ' wanderers ' in Madras were
from North Arcot.
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only five inches; nowhere twelve inches. Prices were

as follows:

No. of seers per rupee

2nd sort rice ....
Oholum
Ragi

January 18, 1877.

7?

10|

Average in ordinary yean
16
29
36

Markets were filled, mostly with Bengal rice; 5,531 on

relief works. Collector expected a rush on the works in

the south, * where the people are very badly oflF, and

for two months past have prayed to have relief works

opened.' ' If it had not been for the outlet by emigra-

tion to Ceylon, there would have been danger of starva-

tion down there before now.' The rate of wages on

relief works was two annas per diem. In ordinary

times no one would accept less than four or five annas

per day; and the collector was of opinion that a Madura
man must be feeling some pressure before he goes on
relief works at two annas. The people who were on
works were not in a specially depressed physical condi-

tion. There had been no difficulty in maintaining the

cattle. The collector expected he would have to remit

fifteen out of his twenty-four lakhs of revenue.

The Delegate made a brief, very brief, visit to Tin-

nevelly, of which Mr. Bernard reports that prices were

almost double. ' As yet the condition of the people even

in the distressed districts is by no means depressed;

but some weeks ago it became clear that in the dis-

tressed taluks were a certain number of people who had
not emigrated, who had no food, and who had no means
of earning any. Accordingly, works were opened, and

2,500 labourers were then employed. Sir Richard

found that w^hile Mr. McQuhae, the collector of Madura,

estimated he would not at the worst season have more
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than 20,000 on relief works, Mr. Stuart, collector of

Tinnevelly, which has a smaller population, thought

150,000 would have to be provided for.' Sir Richard

Temple thought these differences arose from the fact

that in Madura it is now understood that relief is to be

afforded only for the purpose of avoiding danger of

starvation, whereas, in Tinnevelly, it seems to have

been thought distress also must be prevented.

On January 25 the Delegate visited Salem. Prices

ranged from double to treble ordinary rates. The rain-

fall, on which all depended, was for the past year

eighteen inches instead of thirty inches, while the north-

east monsoon, or the October fall, had been short all

over the district, two inches falling where ten inches

were needed. ' There have been no real cases of star-

vation, but in the northern taluks there was distress

among the poorer classes, and works had been opened

for two months. The labourers were not considered in

depressed physical condition, though not so stout as in

ordinary years. The cattle were as yet fairly well off, and

many having been driven to the Shevaroy hills, they will

probably get through the present crisis sufficiently well.'

Three days later the Delegate reached Chingleput,

the district in which the city of Madras is situated.

The district is small, having an area of 2,753 square

miles, and a population of 938,134. This was its third

bad season: the rainfall the previous year had been but

sixteen as against thirty-four inches. The failure of

the crops had been worst in the Chingleput, Conjeve-

ram, and Ponnery taluks, in which those under irriga-

tion channels from the Palar river had alone been saved.

Relief works (mostly roads) had been opened in Decem-

ber, but ' in some cases the people were in a physically

reduced state when they first came on the works.'

About 14,000 were then thus employed, and in April
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it was expected 70,000 souls would have to be similarly

provided for. Sir Richard describes the Madras town

relief camps (three in the city and one at Red Hills) as

then containing a population of 10,000 immigrant

pariah families, mostly from the neighbouring districts

of Chingleput, North Arcot, Nellore, and Cuddapah,
' who had come down to Madras to seek for work and

food, either because relief works near their homes had

not been opened, or because they had heard rumours of

charity to be had there for the asking. Many of them

had walked far, . . . and had become much reduced.'

25,000 had then been picked off the streets by the

police, fed up in camps, and set to work. ' A consider-

able number of ]vomen and children had been observed at

each of these camps in an emaciated condition.' In the

relief hospitals hundreds were being treated for what

the medical officer called famine diarrhoea, brought on

or aggravated by want of food. This was identifiable

with the complaint which was so fatal in 1869, in the

Rajputana famine. ' The death rate was very high,

and to some of them the relief came too late.' There

had been some, but not many, cases of cholera. A
liberal diet of 1^ lbs. of rice and half a pint of vegetable

curry was allowed per diem to adults. The administra-

tive arrangements, under the Police Commissioner,

Colonel Drever, were good, and a medical oflScer with a

sufficient staff managed the hospital sanitation. The
cost of these camps was considerable. A brief memo-
randum by Mr. Bernard on a railway from Chingleput

to Conjeveram as a relief work closes the despatch

-

writing of the delegate for January.

It may now be well to glance at the distress through

the spectacles of the Madras Government. One of the

first efforts of this Government in January was an

endeavour to turn to good account the disaster with
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whicli they were face to face. The Governor's Council

had determined to make small advances to ryots for the

sinking of wells and other agricultural improvements,

but the procedure was too cumbersome for the existing

emergency. The Grovernment of India was therefore

applied to, that advances might be made on simple

agreements. The arrangement involved in this proposal

was a real famine panacea, and the Madras Council were

quite justified in telling the Secretary of State, as they

did, that if their request were acceded to ' much advan-

tage to the country and to the State would accrue.'

The relief asked for was promptly given in the first

week of the year. One of the most experienced oflficers

in the Presidency (Mr. R. K. Puckle) was deputed to

visit the distressed districts, so that increased super-

vising agency for the daily enlarged numbers of persons

seeking relief might be provided.

In the second week of the year the authorities had to

tell of increasing numbers flocking to relief works, and

in three districts— Bellary, Kurnool, and Cuddapah

—

nearly a million of persons were compelled to trust to

the action of Government for their existence. Regard-

ing supervision, which afterwards caused much dis-

agreement between the supreme and local authorities,

it is stated of this period:

—

' In the thirteenth paragraph of our last despatch to

the Secretary of State, we stated that we were preparing

instructions to district officers to prevent waste and

idleness on the State relief works. We have since con-

ferred with Mr. Puckle, and despatched him to the

Ceded districts, accompanied by the most experienced

native assistant we could depute, for the purpose of

examining the manner in which the works in progress

there are being carried out, and of elaborating an effi-

cient system of controlling and auditing expenditure on
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the spot. We hope in a short time to be in a position

to report that the instructions have been issued.'

For the same week reports from each of the districts

gave the following particulars regarding the health of

human beings and of cattle:

District Health of Population Condition of Cattle

Ganjam . . Cholera Cattle disease

Vizagapatam . Cholera, fever . . . Healthy
Godaveri . . Fever Cattle disease

Kistna . . . Cholera, fever . . . Do.

Nellore . . . 6S1 cholera, small pox Cattle suffering from want of
fodder

1,460 cattle died from want ofOuddapah . . 664 cholera ....
fodder and disease

Kumool . . 291, cholera .... Cattle dying for want of
fodder

Bellary . . . Do. do Healthy
North Arcot . Cholera, fever . . . Cattle dying for want of

fodder

Ohingleput .
1 Cholera, small pox,\

: fever .... J
Pasture and water scarce

Madras . . .

f Cholera, small pox,"l

\ fever, dysentery . j
Cholera

Foot and mouth disease

South Arcot . Cattle disease ; cattle weak
Salem . . . Do Foot and mouth disease

Trichinopoly . 569 cholera, small pox Healthy
Tanjore . . 383 cholera .... Do.

Ooimbatore . 493 cholera .... Cattle deteriorating

Madura . . . 319 do Catt'e want fodder and water
Tinnevelly . . Cholera Healthy
Nillgris . . . Good
Malabar . . i 2 cholera Cattle disease

South Oanara

.

i

Small pox Healthy

The week after, Sir Richard Temple's arrival in the

Presidency town was stated, and the Government ac-

knowledged to have received his various suggestions,

and promised ' consideration ' of them, and said they

would report in the following week the action taken

upon them. The suggestions were contained in the

despatches summarised in preceding pages, copies of

which were forwarded simultaneously to Calcutta and
Madras.

VOL. I. F
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What is most remarkable in the reports, for this

month, both of the Delegate of the Government of

India and the Council at Madras, is the manner in which

such subjects as the increase of the death-rate and the

intensificatio5rof~mdrvidual suffering are ignored, as

though botE or either were not the concomitants of the

distress which was being coped with. Yet during this

month the death-rate was very high and the suffering

extremely great. In the affected districts they were of

an alarming nature. It is true these details did not, in

the ordinary routine, reach the Council of the Governor

of Madras till six weeks later, but the state of things

they typify—a total increased death-rate of nearly sixty

thousand on the previous year,—ought to have attracted

the attention of the officials, and have been reported to

supreme authority.'

Much practice in minute writing has given to Sir

Richard Temple a facility of composition and a habit

of comprehending facts which few publicists in India

possess. An estimate of the extent of mischief caused

by the failure of rains, made by Sir Richard at the close

of his journeys, may for the sake of enabling the reader

to note the extent and kind of distress, be given.

He wrote :
—

' In regard to the extent of the droughts

^ Many of these deaths, though not reported as from actual starvation,

were certainly due to want of food. The coiTespondent of the Friend of India

says :—* Dr. Ross of Nellore told me that he had not found the dropsy as

invariably fatal as other medical men have represented it to be ; he seemed

to think its ending in death or not depended on the extent to which the

diarrhoea that preceded it had gone. I asked him if he would give me his

opinion whether the death of a starved person, the immediate cause of which

was diarrhoea, or some other disease, should fairly be put down to starvation,

and he said, " Unquestionably, yes." " Death," he added, " was very rarely

caused by mere asthenia, or want of life ; some part of the body was nearly

always attacked by disease previously to dissolution, and that disease could not

really be called the cause of death." This is the view that has guided me
all along in what I have written about starvation. The cause of death is

that which makes recovery hopeless, not the disease that shows itself when
a man is as good as dead already.'
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and the failure of the harvests, it is necessary to recall

the fact that in 187G, throughout the greater part of the

Madras Presidency, the south-west monsoon, or the

summer rains, were very deficient, and that the north-

east monsoon, or autumnal rains, failed still more disas-

trously. In the northern portion only ofthe Presidency,

that is, in the littoral tract south of Orissa and in the

deltas of the Godavery and the Kistna, was the rain-

fall ordinarily propitious. In the rest of the Presidency,

comprising the peninsula of Southern India, the rainfall

of the year ranged from 3 to 20 inches, in many large

tracts of the worst districts it ranged from 6 to 10

inches, whereas -the average annual rainfall in this

region may be taken to range from 20 to 40 inches.

Even on the western or Malabar coast, where, if any-

where, the rains are expected to be unfailing, the rain-

fall was measured at only 87 inches, compared with an

usual annual average of 126 inches.

* The misfortune which, threatening first in July, and

becoming more pronounced month by month, settled

down upon the Madras Presidency during November,

was aggravated by the similar misfortune which had

befallen the Deccan districts of the Bombay Presidency,

the greater portion of the Mysore territory, and a por-

tion of the Nizam's dominions.

' The drought began in the north, a little below the

river Taptee in Khandeish. In the Bombay Deccan,

it became severe in the districts of Ahmednughur,
Poona, Satara, Sholapur, and Kaladgi. It was milder

in the south Mahratta country near Belgaum and

Dharwar, and in the Nizam's territories, around Gool-

burga and Raichore; but some parts of Dharwar
suffered severely. Towards the Madras Presidency it

reached the line of the Toongabhadra (or Toombadra)

River which joins the Kistna below Kurnool, and
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followed the line of the Kistna to the eastern coast.

In this latitude (16°), it stretched with more or less in-

tensity almost from sea to sea.

' Within the Madras Presidency, on the right or

southern bank of the Toongabhadra river, the drought

developed all its most destructive agencies, and showed

its greatest force all along the frontier, covering the

whole of the districts of Bellary and Kurnool, and the

greater part of Cuddapah, and comprising in its desola-

tion all the country above the Gh^t mountains. Across

the mountains it visited the greater part of the districts

of Nellore, Chingleput (including the city of Madras),

North Arcot, Salem, Coimbatore, and Trichinopoly.

It caused the Kistna and its affluents to roll down
in such diminished volume that the canal from the

Toongabhadra near Kurnool, and the great irrigation

works of the Masulipatam delta, were stinted in their

supply. It made the freshes and floods of the Penair

descend in such shrunken proportions that the reservoir

and channels of Nellore were nearly deprived of water.

It stopped the supply of the Cauvery bank lake, near

Arcot, and rendered the dam across the Palar inopera-

tive. It rested for some time on the districts of South

Arcot, Tanjore, and Trichinopoly, and threatened them
with evil ; they were, however, saved, South Arcot

mainly by some later rains, and Tanjore and Trichino-

poly, partly by the same rains, but chiefly by their

canals. It extended itself with havoc throughout the

southern peninsula, laying waste the districts of Madura
and Tinnevelly, right down to the sea -shore near Cape

Comorin, the tracts irrigated from the Tambrapoornee,

near Tinnevelly, alone escaping destruction. Though it

failed to dry up the harvest of the rich tracts of Malabar

and Travancore, or to prevent the Cauvery from filling

the canals of the Tanjore delta, yet it rendered them
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powerless to send the succour that might otherwise

have been expected.

' Thus were injured, more or less seriously, ten large

districts of the Madras Presidency, containing a total

area of 74,000 square miles, and a population of

16,000,000 souls.

' The whole of the area and of the population did

not suffer in an equal degi'ee. It may be stated ap-

proximately that 11,000,000 people were distressed in

a greater, and 5,000,000 in a lesser, degree.

' In the devastated tracts there are two harvests in

the year, one depending on the summer rains, the other

upon the autuumal rains, the edible grains consisting

of the rice and several kinds of millet. Of the culti-

vated area a small part (technically termed " wet ") is

watered from artificial tanks which often rise to the pro-

portions of lakes ; the remainder (technically termed
" dry ") is watered in some parts from wells, but for the

most part from rainfall. The proportion of wet lands

varies greatly in the several districts, being largest inChin-

gleput, where it exceeds one half of the whole cultivation,

and smallest in Bellary, where it is only one-twentieth.

'The failure was worst in the "wetlands." The
tanks, havino; their catchment areas in undulatino

plains or low hills on which but little rain descended,

were left almost dry. What are usually splendid sheets

of water became scorched dusty plains, appearing as

huge black patches with cracked and fissured soil. The
sluices, the distributing channels, and all the apparatus

of irrigation lay useless. Such an universal drying-up

of the tanks, for which the districts below the Gh^t
Mountains are so celebrated, has hardly been witnessed

within the memory of living man.^

' The Eastna dbtricl has been reckoned among the distressed district^

;

but I have not so regarded it, as only a small portion of it suffered.

—

Sir R.
Temple.
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'The "dry" lands fared somewhat better. What-
ever rain fell did cause something, however scanty, to

spring up in them. But even then, fertile expanses of

champaign which ought to be clothed with crops, look

bare and arid, being little better than a desert. The
wells retained some of their supply ; though even in

them the water fell lower and lower, and sometimes dis-

appeared altogether. Of the more valuable crops, the

sugar-cane, the tobacco, the garden produce, were in

part preserved. But the cotton crop of Bellary and

Adoni yielded nothing. The factories are closed and

the machinery is silent. Though the cultivators fell

short of doing all they might have done, yet in count-

less instances they made a brave fight to save their

crops. They excavated their failing wells deeper and

deeper in the rocky strata ; they dug pits in their

fields, searching for moisture ; they sunk wells with

wicker work. They delved for springs and under-cur-

rents of water in the sandy beds of the dry rivers, and

there indeed their toil was often rewarded, miles and

miles of well-filled watercourses being led off to re-

suscitate the withering crops. These practices, which on
this occasion stood the people in such good stead, are

known to them in ordinary times, but were resorted to

very largely during this year. The Government wisely

exhorted the cultivators to deepen the old wells and

to excavate new wells ; and offered them advances of

money for these purposes, relaxing somewhat the rules

and conditions under which such advances are ordinarily

made. In many hundreds of instances they availed

themselves of these advantages.

' The failure was not uniform in degree throughout

any of the distressed districts. It would be tedious

here to give the particulars for the several subdivisions

of each district. Sufiice it to state, that out of a full
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crop there were in the af^riciiltural year 1876-77 only

the fractions shown in the following statement ; in a

parallel column of which there is given the population

of each district, so as to convey some idea of the gravity

of the misfortune resulting from the loss of crop.

Crop in 1876-7. Population.

Bellary .... One-sixteenth of an average good crop 1,088,000
Kurnool . . . One-sixteenth 960,000
Ouddapah . . . Three-sixteenths » » 1,351,000
Nellore ....
Chingleput 1

(inclusive of >

One quarter » » 1,377,000

Three-sixteenths 1,336,000
Madras City), J

North Arcot . • One quarter » >f 2,015,000
Salem . . . : One-third »> >i 1,967,000
Ooimbatore . • One quarter » » 1,763,000
Madura . . . ' One quarter » >f 2,267,000
Tinnevelly . . . Six-sixteenths n i> 1,640,000

' Experience has shown that the difficulty of dealing

with famine is aggravated if the population is dense,

and lessened if it is spare. The following statement

shows the average incidence of the population on the

square mile in each district. As compared with some
parts of India the most distressed districts are thinly

peopled : and those tracts which are more thickly

peopled are, fortunately, less distressed :

—

Bellary has a population of . . .151
Kurnool 130
Cuddapah 161

NeUore 162
Chingleput (exclusive of Madras City) . 340
North Arcot 282
Salem 262
Coimbatore 237

Madura 238
Tinnevelly 327

persons

to the square

mile.

* The consequences of such a failure in 1876 are

affected for better or for worse by the results of pre-
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vious years. The year 1874 was generally good, afid

left a reserve of surplus grain. But 1875 was in many
places unpropitious ; and failure of crops in Mysore

drained oiF supplies towards that province. In Bellary

and in some parts of Kurnool, 1875 had been unfortu-

nate in its seasons ; and in Bellary 1874 had also been

unfavourable. These circumstances caused the drought

of 1876 to be felt with more intensity in Bellary than

anywhere.'
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CHAPTER III.

THE MONTHS OF FEBRUARY AND MARCH.

Advantage was taken by Sir Richard Temple of his

visit to Madras, to impress upon the local Government

the advisability of adopting the reduced rate of relief,

which he had recommended almost immediately after

entering the Presidency, and which was being carried

out in Bombay. The proposal was urged by him on

financial grounds, but was strongly objected to by the

Madras Government, for other, and, what were con-

sidered higher, reasons. However, Sir Richard's strong

will prevailed, and on February 3 the Secretary of

State was informed mat the Madras Government

had resolved to adopt experimentally, in deference

to the suggestions of the Delegate;, the same scale of

payment of wages for relief labourers as is proposed to

be enforced in the Bombay Presidency. Sir Richard's

minutes and memoranda. Lord Salisbury was further

informed, were still under consideration, and action

upon them was further deferred. At the same time

the condition of affairs in North Arcot—the district

alleged a few days before by the Delegate to be in no

need of relief works—was described as very bad, and

camps were ordered to be formed at Chittoor, Yellore,

and Ranipett, a special officer being detailed to assist

the collector. It was feared that distress in this part

of the country was likely to be very severe. Private

charity in the town of Madras was checked, and grants
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in aid of donations which had been given were stopped.

Indiscriminate and badly controlled charity was work-

ing much mischief. The authorities thenceforward un-

dertook to meet all wants.

^ Whilst these orders were being carried out, Sir

Richard Temple had left Madras, and again proceeded

on tour. Having seen in the Madras town relief

camps a large number of persons from North Arcot

district who had been reduced by want to a very deplo-

rable condition, and having also heard from Colonel

Hearn, CLE., the Inspector General of Police, who
had recently been in the district, that many of the in-

habitants in the great Zemindaries, in the northern

part, must soon die of hunger, although the collector

and native officials did not consider the situation quite

so critical. Sir Richard deemed it advisable to revisit

that district. On this occasion he found that in the

taluk of Chendragherri, which appeared to be the worst

oif, no relief works had been opened, and he was

of opinion that some should be established at once.

There seemed to be misunderstanding here, as in

Cuddapah, between the Civil and the Departmental

Public Works officers, as to estimates and rates, &c. This

was going on whilst in some of these parts ' the people

were drifting into severe distress.' Sir Richard was

informed by the Rev. Mr. Wyckoff, an American mis-

sionary, that he had been obliged to help certain Chris-

tians who were wholly without food or means of earning

it ; and that there were many villages in the lower

tracts named which could not hold out much longer.

At Vellore Sir Richard found 7,000 people in receipt of

a daily dole of raw rice, and urged the completion of a

camp there, instead of this form of relief. Two more

camps on the Arconum road were also recommended,

to intercept immigrants bound for Madras. Sir
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Riclmrd concludes his minute thus :
' Altliough the

collector has justly held back as long as he could with

safety, yet in the eastern part of the district further

holding back would no longer be compatible with

safety.'

From North Arcot to Cuddapah the Delegate next

proceeded, and recorded his impressions at Bangalore a

few days after of what could be done to restrict expen-

diture, as far as was ' compatible with the safety of thfr

people.' His general impressions, after full consultation

with local officers, were:—(1) That the 19 per cent,

of the population then on relief works was too high, and

the work got out of the people too little. (2) That

more should be done towards working them on tanks

and irrigation projects than roads. (3) That village

inspection should be enforced, and that when the num-
bers on charitable relief largely increased, camps should

be formed, and indoor aid given ; that wages should be^

paid in cash and not in grain.

Of tlie Nellore district, in spite of the harvest being

very small there, Sir Richard speaks highly, particu-

larly with respect to the collector's discrimination in

regard to admissions on relief. At the end of the

month, when he saw the East Coast Canal, he approved

of it as a relief work. About 30,000 labourers were

then employed upon it; but Sir Richard recommended

that 15,000 from Kurnool, 15,000 from Bellary,

and 10,000 from Cuddapah should be drafted on in

addition.

Writing from Arconum on March 3, the Dele-

gate further suggested the advantages of the early

commencement of the Sungum project in the same

district (Nellore), whereby the flood waters of the

Pennar river could be utilised in filling various tanks

and channels at an anticipated outlay of 27,00,000 rs.,
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with a return of 2,50,000 rs. annually from 94,000

acres irrigated.

The remaining minutes and memoranda of general

interest—there were some on special subjects, such as

making the most of the railway carrying capacity

—

were concerned mainly with ' shroffing ' the people in

relief camps and suggesting large works.

On March 18 Sir Richard Temple wrote ^ at

length, urging the Madras Government to apply more

generally the test of employment on larger public works,

under engineering supervision, away from their homes,

instead of offering to all easy work, or imperfectly

supervised work, near their homes. On March 29

Sir R. Temple wrote ^ again, representing the great

desirability of having the relief works controlled and

supervised by engineering officers, and, at any rate, of

utilising for this object the existing Public Works
Department staff as far as it would go. And he gave

lists of works on which, according to the showing of

the local Public Works Department officers, 51,000

labourers in Bellary, and 52,000 in Kurnool, could be

at once employed on professionally supervised works.

On April 6 Sir R. Temple wrote ^ that the Grovern-

ment of India, by sanctioning the Bellary-Hooblee Rail-

way, had ' established the principle that, in the dearth

of large projects for employment of relief labour, the

earthwork of any such railway projects might be com-

menced, even though Government might not be able at

present to complete the scheme.' He went on to say

—

if Further, I have seen in the Madras Presidency that

//there is great need for large works, on which a large

//number of relief labourers can be concentrated under

1 Minute No. LXXV.
2 Minute No. LXXXVII.
3 Minute No. XOII.
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adequate professional supervision. My minutes, dated

March 18 and 29, set forth the great advantages

to be obtained by placing relief works under profes-

sional supervision. In Cliingleput arid North Arcot

districts there was special need for professionally super-

vised works. So long, therefore, as the Government

of India was not committed to the completion of the

proposed line, I conslidered that it might be better to

employ relief labourers under engineering control, on

a work that might hereafter be useful, than to leave

them all on the scattered civil works, whereon little

real labour was exacted, and over which there was

practically no adequate supervision.'

On these grounds he recommended that the earth-

work on the Conjeveram and Chingleput branch line of

the South India Railway should be sanctioned, and the

Government of India forthwith sanctioned the work.

On April 14, Sir R. Temple, on his second visit

to Salem, found that in that district 25,000 relief

labourers, out of a total of 47,000, were employed on
properly supervised large and small works under the

Public Works Department. He drew^ the attention

of the Madras Government to this circumstance, and

suggested that the policy, which worked well in Salem,

might equally be carried out in other districts, where

the numbers of relief labourers were much larger,

and where professionally supervised works were most
urgently required. Again, regarding the South Arcot

district, where distress was then only beginning. Sir

R. Temple wrote''^:
—

' If relief works have to be opened

at all, I would earnestly recommend that this be not

done through the civil officers, who have so much else

to attend to, but should be entrusted to the regular

• Minute No. XOVIII. dated April 10,
a Minute No. OV. dated April 20, 1877.
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Public Works Department which, in this district, is

strongly represented by the irrigation engineers.

There is much work for them to do by way of repairing

and improving the tanks ; and, if they undertake this,

they will be able to afford all the relief that is needed

for the able-bodied, who will be thus employed on

works not scattered but concentrated, and under pro-

fessional supervision. To the civil officers would then

be left what may be described as their legitimate work,

that is, visiting the villages in search of destitute and

helpless persons, affording gratuitous relief to some,

and assigning light work to others who, though weakly,

can yet do something.' On the same date he repeated ^

his recommendations regarding the North Arcot district,

and urged that, as numbers of good irrigation works

were ready and waiting to be done, and as the engineers

were anxious to do them, the relief labourers should be

drafted off the petty works under civil officers, and

employed under engineering supervision on useful, pro-

perly organised works. In his final minute on the

Cuddapah district, Sir R. Temple repeated^ his recom-

mendation ' that the Public Works establishment should

be utilised by being ordered to take charge of as many
of the relief works as possible.' On April 24 he

drew^ the attention of the Madras Government to the

fact that though the Bellary-Hooblee Railway had

been sanctioned two months previously, yet only 3,000

labourers were employed on that useful and well super-

vised work, whereas there were some 240,000 relief

labourers on petty, comparatively useless, and unsuper-

vised works in the Bellary district; and he urged

that more labourers should be drafted to that work.

» Minute No. CVI. dated March 20.

2 Minute No. CVII. dated April 22.

» Minute No. OXI. dated April 24.
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In his liiial minute on the Kurnool district, Sir R.

Temple drew attention to the difference between the

Bombay system and the Kurnool system. He wrote:

—

' In the Bombay Deccan the Department of Public

Works has full control over the relief labourers, while

in Kurnool it has not.' The measure primarily to be

suggested was * the Concentration of the gangs of

labourers on public works (specified in the minutes of

March 17 and 29) under Public Works officers.'

Finally, on the day he left the Madras Presidency to

take up the Government of Bombay, Sir R. Temple

again urged ^ on the Madras Government the need of

concentrating their relief labourers on works supervised

by the Public Works Department, and he contrasted

the Bombay relief works system with the Madras

system in these words :

—

* In tĥ Bombay Presidency the plan of fully utilising

the Engineering JJepartment has been so advanced that

now almost all the relief labourers are under the Public

Works Department. Out of 287,760, persons in all,

259,057. are under that department, and only ^.703
are under civil officers. In the Madras Presidency, out

of 716,507 in all, there are not more than 83,000'"^ under

the Public Works Department, the remainder, 633,507,

being under civil officers. Out of this latter number it

may be admitted that 24,140 in Coimbatore, 28,000

in Salem, 13,626 in Madura, in all 65,766, are well

and fully tasked.

1 Minute No. 0X1 V.

• East Coast Canal 40,000

Arconum Doubling 15,000

Bellary-Dharwar llailway 3,000

Salem District 25,000

Total . . 83,000
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' Some may be very shortly expected on the Chingle-

put Railway, and some also on the irrigation works of

North Arcot. The remainder, 56'^,741, are, with the

exception of a certain number at Cuddapah (which I

cannot state precisely) under the civil officers, and are

for the most part lightly tasked. It is especially re-

markable that in the two districts showing the largest

numbers—Bellary and Kurnool—having both together

422,784 persons, the whole are under civil officers, and

lightly tasked, with the exception of the 3,000 on the

railway from Bellary towards Dharwar. There is no

want of engineering and professional establishments in

the districts of Bellary, Kurnool, and Cuddapah ; on

the contrary, each district is under a district engineer,

whose executive charge is divided into so many
" ranges," in each of which there is an engineer officer.

But, as shown by me in former minutes, these excellent

and competent establishments only help in a general

way, and have no actual charge of any relief work.

They may be utilised fully for this important purpose

at any moment the Madras Government may see fit.

The same remarks apply equally to North Arcot, and

would similarly apply to South Arcot if any relief

works shall have to be opened there. They apply too

in a considerable degree to Nellore.'

Sir Kichard also strongly insisted again and again

upon the advisability of utilising village agency to the

utmost and making house-to-house visitation. From a

despatch dated Tripetty, February 26, 1877, an ex-

tract may be given which is representative of much
writing on this subject. Sir Richard says :

—
' I have

visited the Ceded districts, Cuddapah, North Arcot, and

part of Kurnool, with the view of ascertaining how far

systematic house-to-house visitation is being carried

out, and how far the village headmen discharge the
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duty of searclung out and bringing up every case of

dangerous distress. The orders of the Madras Govern-

ment on this subject have, I believe, reached the village

headmen, and Government officers, European and na-

tives, are doing something irt this direction. Still the

fact remains that, up to the present time, the village

headmen have brought forward only a very few cases

of persons (in the many taluks I visited there were

hardly a score of such cases altogether) who were in

extreme need of relief. At the same time, in many of

the relief labour gangs I found, side by side with hun-

dreds or thousands of people not as 3''et in absolute need,

a few persons in very poor physical condition, an in-

quiry into whose cases showed that they were the only

bread-winners for whole families of infirm people.

There is risk that the weaker members of families in

such straits must sooner or later die, unless they are

brought upon charitable relief. And there is always

the fear that, if cases of this kind come to light, more

(possibly worse) cases of the same kind remain undisco-

vered. And all this may occur side by side and simul-

taneously with the employment of great gangs of relief

labourers, whose numbers perhaps exceed the real di-

mensions of distress. During my visit I have always

drawn the attention of the relief officers in charge to

the dangerous nature of such cases. And I have ex-

plained that the admission of thousands of comparatively

well-to-do people to relief gangs without discrimination

cannot relieve the few scores of really needy people

who may be at home in their villages. I would recom-

mend that the existinsr orders of the Madras Govern-

ment (which are doubtless excellent so far as they go)

be further explained or enforced, and that a written

(or printed) notice of his duties and responsibilities be

sent to every village headman in the more distressed

VOL I. G
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districts ; that a written acknowledgment be obtained

from him, and that a report be demanded of him of his

having inspected every household in his village, and of

his either having done the needful, if he found any

person in dangerous straits, or of his having found

none such. The intentions of Government will then

become really known, and supervising officers of all

ranks will be able to enforce the real and careful dis-

charge of their duties by the village officers. It is

assumed that they have already been authorised to

relieve temporarily any person in this condition at the

Government expense. They therefore cannot have

any motive for concealing the existence of any such

case, if it exist. The reports of the village headmen

will therefore be evidence of the best kind.'

Such, in brief, was the course of the Famine Dele-

gate in the distressed districts during the months ot

February and March. He travelled far and wide, con-

sulted many officials and inspected large gangs of

coolies, striking off all who looked in a fairly good

condition, all who were well clothed, and all who pos-

sessed ornaments of even a trifling value. All this was

done with a zeal and thoroughness characteristic of the

man, and of the chief member of his staff, Mr. C. E.

Bernard. The impression left upon the mind by the

perusal of the 200 minutes and memoranda penned by

C)ir
Richard and his staff is that the disaster was met

uccessfully and well. This is particularly apparent in

the General Report^ reviewing the whole course of the

Delegate's journeyings. But this report, and the many
minutes, are essentially misleading, as containing the

results only of hasty investigation aiad a necessarily

imperfect acquaintance witb facts. ljL)ne idea de-

rived from Sir Richard Temple's report is that only

1 Blue Book, No. III. pp. 352 to 380.
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a very few cases of deaths from starvation took place,

and that the village system of official rule could be

made available to prevent cases of very deep distress.

A more insecure foundation/ to rest upon in such an

emergency than the village officials of the Presidency

cannot be conceived. They are essentially and entirely

untrustworthy unless carefully and closely supervised.

Again,^)the idea is given that very little abnormal

suffering, and only a slight increase of deaths, occurred.

Faithful pictures of the period would need to contain

such scenes as are described by Dr. Cornish in one of

his minutes written in reply to Sir Richard Temple.

Dr. Cornish, writing in March, said :
—

' But if the con-

dition of the labouring classes is so generally satisfactory

to Sir Richard Temple, how is it, I may ask, that the

death returns of the famine districts are so much above

what is usual? I have not as yet received the returns

for February, but those for December and January are

available for comparison with the average results of

the previous five years. I must, however, note with

respect to these district death returns, that from per-

sonal investigation in the districts, I know they very

much understate the real mortality of the last few

months. The truth is, the famine has disorganised our

village establishments to such an extent that the actual

numbers who have already perished will never be

known. Hundreds and thousands of people have died

away from their homes, have fallen down by the road-

sides, and their bodies have been left to be eaten by
dogs and jackals. Mr. Gribble, the sub-collector of

Cuddapah, in the course of a morning's ride of fourteen

miles, came upon eight unburied bodies ; and at

Royachoti in January last Mr. Supervisor Mathews
informed me that after an outbreak of cholera 53 dead

q2
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bodies lay for days exposed in the dry bed of a river

near the works the relief coolies were engaged on.

Walking over this ground two months after the event,

the numerous skulls and human bones scattered on the

surface convinced me that the statement was founded

on fact.'

During the period covered by the minutes sum-

larised in the foregoing pages, the Madras Government

lad been exerting themselves to the utmost to relieve

listress, whilst the public of India had become greatly

ixcited over the proposal of Sir Richard Temple to

jive the people what was known as the ' reduced

ration.' The Government of Madras adopted the scale

with manifest reluctance, and watched its operation

with concern. Their anxiety was very great, and

week after week was mentioned to the Secretary of

State, the point being insisted upon with marvellous

persistency. On March 3 it was pointed out that

a higher scale of pay or allowance had been autho-

rised for Mysore, which was under the direct adminis-

trative charge of the Government of India, than

was permitted in the Presidency of Madras. Reports

from the various districts were received telling of

alarming results, and Sir Richard Temple was tele-

graphed to visit Madras. A conference was held, and

the question debated. Sir Richard holding tenaciously

to his view, and arguing that enough time had not

been given to try the proposal properly. So strongly

did he press his argument, and so successfully did he

indicate the need for financial economy, that the experi-

ment_was continued for nearly two months longer, and

only set aside in the month of May.

To return to current history, and note the number
of people on the hands of Government. On January 14
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1,165,000 people were on relief works and gratuitous

relief in these proportions :

—

c t P»
*

On Works 1,065,000
Gratuitously relieved 110,000

Total . . 1,166,000

On February 6 there were 908,410 ; on February

13, 891,030, showing a total decrease in the week of

17,380, in the month of 283,970—mainly the result of

Sir Richard Temple's action in * shroffing ' ^ the works,

&c. On March 10 the numbers were 667,477; and
on March 24, 655,066, which was the lowest point

reached.

Administration meanwhile was beinof carried on in

Madras under painful circumstances. Sir Richard

Temple was not content merely with observation and
suggestions, but proceeded to dictation. Matters, how-
ever, did not reach a climax till the following month,

in the narrative of which period the circumstances may
be more fitly described.

It has been said that great interest was taken by the

general public in the progress of the campaign, and no
part of the fight was so carefully watched as that

relating to the reduced ration. This ration was univer-

sally condemned, and loud protests were made against

such an experiment being made on a million human lives.

One objector said, ' It would be better to shoot down
the poor wretches at once than to prolong their misery

in the way proposed.' It was pointed out that the usual

daily wages in the agricultural districts was two
measures, or about five lbs. of grain. Sir Richard

Temple's proposal was one lb. of grain plus half an anna

' * lu this part of the country the process of rejecting from the gangs
those who are well-to-do, and retaining those who are poor, is described by
an expressive phrase, " shroffing," in allusion to the manner by which a

"shroff" or money-changer tests the intrinsic value of the coins presented

to him.'

—

Minute by Sir R. Temple.

/ 3c^^
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to purcbase condinients. A comparison with jail diets

was instituted by various parties.^

The question was argued, too, on the higher ground

that it would be for the advantage of the State to keep

the people well alive. 'A fair day's work for a fair

day's pay ' was the ground taken up in the chief or-

gans of public opinion. Mr. Wedderburn, collector of

Coimbatore, expressed himself with much clearness on

the point. In a communication to Government he

said :
—

' I trust that no evil will be imputed to me in

consequence of my statement that I only employed

able-bodied persons. I have not waited till the relieved

persons were wasted with starvation and unable to work

before opening works for the relief of those who have

no other employment open to them at present. I there-

fore call those on the relief works able-bodied, that is,

fit for work, as I know them to be. If, on the other

hand, I am directed to wait until starvation has worked

its effect before opening out a useful road or other work,

I shall, of course, obey instructions ; but the work from

A Ceylon newspaper made the following comparison :

—

toDaily allowance

labourer on an

Work

:

an able-bodied

Indian Relief

IG ounces of rice

and

one anna in cash.

Daily allowance to Juan Appu,
recently convicted of knocking out

the brains of a near relative :

Bread 4 ounces.

Rice . 20
Meat or fish

• 5 ,

Vegetables

Plantains

. 4 ,

• 2 ,

DhoU . • 2
Sugar

Coffee .

• 1 ,

• 1

Ghee . • i ,

Onions . • • h ,

Salt and pepp(^1-
• i ,

Curry stuff a sufficient quantity,

comprising cummin seed, coriander

seed, garlic, Maldive fish, tamarind,

saffron, cocoanut and lime.
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starved persons will not be cheap, and the relief ex-

penses in the end will certainly be greater. As it is, I

exact a full tale of work, equal to, and in most cases

above, what the professional, department do, and the

fact that it is exacted shows that the persons who do

that work are necessitous, though not as yet reduced

in strength by starvation ; if they were they could not

execute the task-work, but would have to be semi-gratui-

tously relieved, instead of by their employment keeping

both themselves and their infirm relatives off the list of

pure or semi-gratuitous relief. I have not shrunk from

the exposition of my famine policy ; it is by affording

work of a useful kind to prevent starvation of those out

of employ by reason of the season, and by their employ-

ment on full task-work to maintain the infirm of their

families—the old grandmother incapable of work, and

the young children as yet unable to do anything for

their subsistence. As a rule, there are few utterly

incapable persons who are altogether destitute of friends

or relatives; such persons, unless supported by friends

or relatives, would perish in a good season ; therefore

they exist. But in bad seasons, when these natural

supporters have no work or food, how can they support

their infirm relatives ? And I may ask whether it is

better that working people should support their infirm

relatives, or that these relatives should come to a gra-

tuitous distribution of food—degrading in that it is

gratuitous. And whether it is not more economical

for Government to have good work done for its money,

than to open out feeding-houses where nothing is

returned for the food distributed and a wide-spread

system of degradation of the people introduced. Once

open a Government relief-house and the able-bodied

will say to his infirm relatives, why not go and get relief
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for nothing instead of burdening me with your support ?

This is the world-wide result of such gratuitous rehef.'

The reports which were received day by day of

isolated cases of starvation intensified the public feeling,

and strong opposition to the low ration was manifested.

One great defect in the proposal was that they who re-

ceived this ration were expected to support from it

those members of the family who were too old, or too

young, or too sickly for work. This was manifestly

unfair, and when brought to Sir Richard Temple's

- notJQg , he—in a not verj^ dignified manner-r-said he

thought children were receiving a separate allowance.

The Madras Government, all along dominated by a

feeling of deep humanity, eased the severity of the

ration by issuing on February 22 (No. 680, F.R.)

an order which was tantamount to a censure on

Sir Richard Temple's proposals, as it traversed all

the points he had pressed upon the attention of collectors

and their subordinates. This order deserves quotation

in full. It is as follows :—
' 1. His Grace the Governor in Council thinks it

necessary to notice the following instructions issued by
district officers, which are either too vague in their

directions, or at variance with the orders of Govern-

ment.
' 2. In one report it is observed that a collector

has delegated the sanction of estimates of relief works

not exceeding 1,000 rs. to his subordinate officers. In

this order the collector has divested himself of a

responsibility which was placed in his hands, and which,

in the opinion of Government, should remain with hitn.

* 3. Another report contains a rule under which " a

task-work for a gang on relief-works, as fixed by a

certain scale, is never to be lowered, and no excuse for

non-completion is to be taken ;" and it is added, "that
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if any gang fails to complete half the task-work, every

individual of such a gang shtdl lose a whole day's

pay-"
' 4. While fully sensible of the importance of

requiring moderate work from all able-bodied persons

on relief work, the Governor in Council has had before

him examples in which a hard and fast rule, such as

that above quoted, has led to disastrous results, and

this is likely to be more especially the case when the

supervision is left to native subordinates, who fear to

modify, according to circumstances, the orders they have

received. He desires, therefore, to impress on all

collectors the necessity of carefully revising such in-

structions and guarding against their probable results.

It must be remembered that many of those on relief

works are unaccustomed to the work on which they are

employed, or to working in gangs. It may, therefore,

be an unjustifiable severity to keep a whole gang with-

out food in consequence of individual weakness, illness,

or contumacy.
* 5. In the instructions issued by some collectors it

IB laid down that persons in the possession of good

clothes must be rejected from relief gangs.

' 6. His Grace in Council has reason to believe that

this rule has also been too strictly interpreted, and that

persons actually in extreme destitution have, on the

ground that they are not in rags, or in the ordinary

scantily clothed condition of the labouring agricultural

cooly, been rejected, while it was the fact that these per-

sons have abstained from public relief until on the verge

of starvation, and that their clothing, although of good

texture, would not find any sale among their starving

neighbours.

' 7. It is also observed that in some cases instruc-

tions have been issued "that on no account can Govern-
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ment undertake to give subsistence to the children

and infirm dependents of persons on relief works."

' 8. The rigid enforcement of this instruction when
labourers on relief works are obtaining a bare subsistence,

has already in one instance led to deplorable results.

' 9. The orders of Government on this subject are

sufficient, if observed, to prevent any such occurrences,

but his Grace in Council deems it of importance to bring

the effect of this rule to the notice of all collectors, and

earnestly to call their attention to the fact that the task

that the Government and their officers have before them

is to preserve, in so far as is humanly possible, the lives

of the vast numbers whom the calamitous season has

rendered entirely dependent on the State relief.

' 10. In making these remarks, his Grace in Council

takes this opportunity of cordially acknowledging the

valuable services rendered by every class of the Govern-

ment service, and the cheerful spirit in which they are

giving effect to the orders of the Government.'

On another matter of first importance, also, great

(difference of opinion was held and expressed. Sir

C Richard Temple desired that the land revenue should

ynot be remitted but only suspended, to be recovered in

Va better season. The Madras authorities stoutly resisted

this, first of all questioning the Delegate's right to

interfere in a matter of this kind, and, secondly, pointing

out, in one or two well -reasoned communications, that

remission, under the peculiar tenure by which land is

held in Madras, was alone possible. The discussion was

embittered by Sir Richard Temple quoting some of the

collectors against their own Government as being in

favour of the plan of suspension only. The statements

cited in support were categorically denied, and a con-

flict of testimony was the consequence. However, the

Governor and his Council remained firm, and advanced
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such cogent reasons in favour of remission that, in a

despatch to the Secretai-y of /State, dated February 16,

the Viceroy wrote to the effect that the Madras Govern-

ment had shown good reasons^ for the opinion they held

that in ryotwari districts it would, as a general rule, be

inexpedient to substitute suspensions for remissions

of revenue, especially in the case of a season so

disastrous as the present. This set a very vexed

question finally at rest.

Another decision which was of real good, was the

sanctioning by the Government of India of the Bellary-

Gudduk Railway, on which a large number of people

could find employment and be adequately supervised.

The various proposals in the minutes of the Delegate,

and the memoranda of his secretary, were severely

criticised by the newspapers. Sir Richard Temple's at-

tempt to draw a line between distress and starvation was

^ Among the * good reasons ' urged by the Madraa Government were

these :

—

(a) * The ^Madras ryot is very heavily taxed ; five rupees per acre for

wet (single crop), and one rupee per acre for dry, being his average assessment.

Moreover, under other terminable settlements, the whole of the waste land

is given up by Government for the term of thirty years ; and under the

Zemindari Settlement it is given up in perpetuity in addition to the per-

centage for the zemindar's commission. But in Madras, not only is every

acre of waste liable to its full quota of the tax, as soon as brought under

cultivation, but there is no allowance whatever for fallow, or for land in a

ryot's occupation which is bond fide set apart by him for the pasturage of

his cattle.

(6) * Let the extent and nature of their holdings be considered. The
number of leases is 2,392,064 : of these, 38,825 only are above 100 rupees,

while upwards of one million and a quarter are below 10 rupees. The
average extent of a holding is eight acres, and the average assessment payable

is 15 rupees, or thirty shillings sterling. How are two million peasant pro-

prietors of this kind to pay sixty shillings apiece next year—after a season

of uupreceden1»d calamity which, in addition to other sufferings and losses,

has brought about already the destruction of a great portion of their cattle,

and will cause the loss of many more ? So far from supposing it possible to

collect the assessment from the great body of impoverished ryots, the

Government anticipate having to make considerable advances for the assist-

ance of cultivators in the purchase of agricultural stock and seed grains.'
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condemned, whilst his expectation that the supervising

staff on all the works and in all the villages was sufficient

for every purpose was scouted as a dependence upon an

impossibility.^ It was urged, too, that instead of driving

^ Mr. Wedderburn, the collector of Coimbatore, probably the most suc-

cessful district administrator during the famine, says :^' If orders could

make returns perfect and tahsildars efficient, the returns would be unassail-

able ; as it is, I am at the mercy of tahsildars, who cannot understand the

intense anxiety about the numbers entertained on relief works.' The special

correspondent of the Friend of India writes on this point :—
' Referring to

the European and native officials who have been set free for famine work,

and to the staff of additional men that have been placed " on special duty,"

his Honour observes ;
—" If they are alert, as they doubtless are, it is almost

impossible for any man, woman, or child to drift into danger of starvation

without the case being found out and remedied." A very little experience

of the world convinces most people that we must wait till the millennium for

men of the class indicated in these words. Sir Richard has explained at

length that the subordinate native officers are to scour the by-ways and
hedges, and rescue every soul that is crossing the boundary between distress

and starvation. But the simple fact is that all India could not provide

natives enough who possessed the combination of qualities that this particular

kind of efficiency implies. Probably not half the members of the covenanted

Civil Service would be found equal to the work.' Again, the same writer

says :

—

' There are strict orders not to let anyone suffering from small-pox

into the enclosure ; but I counted thirty cases of the disease among about

five hundred persons. These were promptly turned out when it was seen

that I was taking note of them
;
yet when Sir Richard Temple came to the

place after I had left, he detected about thirty cases more. His Honour
spoke very strongly about it ; but I wonder that what he saw did not shake

his faith in the " effective agency " which he expects to do such wonders

in the way of rescuing from starvation persons who may have been injudi-

ciously turned off the relief works. Sir Richard saw here with his own
eyes that a sheristadar, two constables, and six head coolies, simply because

there was no European to hold the lash over them, would look on in listless

inertion while children in a horrible state of small-pox were carried into the

crowd ; and yet his Honour expects every patel who sees or hears of a

person starving to leave his dinner, take the person on his back, and hurry

off to the Hospital ! At least that is the only check Sir Richard Temple

re'ies upon to make it " almost impossible for any man, woman, or child to

suffer to a dangerous degree from starvation." I was told that a vaccinator

sometimes came to the place and vaccinated as many children as had never

been vaccinated before ; also that the parents objected so much that many
of them kept away their children from relief rather than allow them to be

vaccinated; but I could not learn from anyone whatever, whether there

were any orders on the subject. The children that I saw with the disease

were unceremoniously driven out of the enclosure but no one thought of

taking any precaution that they or the mother who went out in charge of

the very young ones should not lose their meal on that account. An affecting
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the people from works, the y^orks should be made so

severe that only those in real need would go to them.

In this connection it was said by one in a good position

to judge :
' An enormous sum of money has been spent

on the mission of the Special Delegate, but he is going

back to Calcutta without having taken a step to get the

people's side of the case. I have read about a dozen

columns of his Honour's despatches, and have found

only one fact that the Government of India could not

have got from the collectors' reports, and that is, that

the people on the relief works are fatter than they might

be.' What is desiderated here was effected subsequently,

when the ration was reduced to lib. of food, plus one

anna money payment.

Whilst the numbers on relief camps were rigorously

reduced, disease was largely prevailing, and work was

not to be had. The weekly reports were invariably of

this nature :

Kistna.—Cholera generally prevalent ; deaths, 174.

Kumool.—Cholera in all taluks but one ; deaths, 114.

Cuddapah.—Deaths from cholera, 630.

Bellary.—Cholera in all 16 taluks.

Nellore.—Cholera deaths, 448.

Chingleput.—Cholera prevails.

North Arcot.—Cholera still prevalent.

South Arcot.—Cholera deaths, 55.

Salem,—Cholera in all taluks.

case came under my notice at the kitchen. A girl, eight or nine years of

age, came too late to get in, leading a little brother by the hand, and carrying

an infant sister. The baby was so literally skin and bone that its skin hung
from its legs and arms like empty sacks. It was scarcely alive, but I have

never seen the life left in a creature so reduced as it was. The girl's story,

as interpreted to me by the sheristadar, was, that her father was a labourer

on the relief works ; that she had come in time to get her porridge yesterday,

but that this morning she had been delayed at home while her mother went
out to gather sticks. The sheristadar ordered her to get a ball of jowaree.

About four persons made a grievance that the quantity of porridge given

them was insufficient, but many complained that the jowaree was not cleaned

before it was boiled, and that the porridge was consequently full of little

stones and grit.'
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Coimbafore.—Virulent cholera ; deaths, 733.

Tanjore.—201 deaths from cholera.

Madura.—Cholera in 5 taluks ; deaths, 315.

Trichinopoly.—Cholera more serious ; deaths, 147.

Tinnevdly.—Cholera increasing ; bad in three northern taluks.

Malabar.—86 deaths from cholera in five taluks.

It was urged by those opposed to the reduced ration

that, however much might be said in favour of it per se^

to carry it out whilst so much suffering and such diseases

were prevaihng was impolitic. To such complaints

there was the reply, ' Twenty-five per cent, of expen-

diture will be saved.'

During this time deaths occurred from starvation,

many on the roadside. In the neighbourhood of

Madras Sir Richard Temple's carriage was stopped

that some of those in it might get down to see a dead

body on the side of the road. The incident was re-

ported in one of the local papers.^ The scenes that

were witnessed in and about the relief camps of the city

and neighbourhood were heartrending, whilst the

death rate was appalling. These details, however, will

be fittingly described in the section devoted to relief

camps. Sad scenes of sufferings were witnessed in

some of the districts, and the testimony of an eye-

witness may be given. It may also be remarked that

the statements now to be quoted, though printed in

some of the Madras journals, were never questioned by

^ ' On returning from Yeddacuncherry, and near the village of Perambore,

Sir Richard and the officers with him were much shocked at observing a

man lying by the roadside, dying from dysentery and dropsy, and literally a

skeleton in appearance. The man was within a quarter of a mile of a police

station, and hardly more from a Local Fund Dispensary, yet no relief had

been given him, and he was evidently a victim of starvation. The dresser

at the dispensary was at once sent for, and orders were given for the

removal of the man to camp hospital at Yeddacuncherry. The party then

passed on, only a few yards further to come upon the body of a child, which

liad evidently died from the effects of starvation, and Sir Richard was

informed that an adult male had died from staiTation a day or two ago near

the same spot.'

—

Madras Mail, March 13.
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the authorities. Private inquiry amongst those able to

judge, i.e. those who were frequently by duty or incli-

nation brought in contact with the scenes described, bears

them out as vegacious record s. The special correspon-

dent of the Friend of Indias writing from Kalastri, North

Arcot, on March 1 6. says :
—

'I went all through the town

to-day, first by the temple, the chuttrum or rest-house,

the palace, and the Brahman quarters, and afterwards

through the bazaar, and the poor parts which, together

with the jail and the police-station, are separated by

some gardens from the better portion. I saw altogether

about thirty cases of extreme emaciation, as bad as the

worst cases in the Madras relief camps. About half of

these were suffering from diarrhoea or from the fatal

dropsy that often follows the diarrhoea ; and several

were too weak to speak, and had too evidently lain

down, never to rise again. One poor boy, about eight

years old, was lying by himself in a chuttrum, and was

in a most filthy state from diarrhoea. He was just able

to mutter that his mother had gone out a few miruites

before, but he could not tell where they had come from,

and although he rose to his feet when he was shaken

up, he sank again almost immediately. I have within

the last fortnight become familiar with sights of this

kind, and I feel an irresistible longing to send you

photographs of some of the living skeletons, of which

there are evidently hundreds in the districts immediately

surrounding Madras. Words convey a poor idea of the

appearance of a human being for some days before he

dies of starvation. If the London Illustrated or the

Graphic had an artist here for a week, he could create

a sensation all over England that would surpass the stir

that was made about the Bulgarian atrocities. It would

be a most undesirable and unfair thing to do, for there

could be no corresponding representation of the hercu-
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lean but hopeless efforts that are being made to remedy
the state of matters perfectly. Still it is not a little

curious how completely the most awful facts of the

present famine have been left out of all the voluminous

official papers that have been published on the subject.

We have had letters by the column from the Madras

Government to the Government of India, and from the

Government of India to the Secretary of State ; reports

from collectors, proceedings of the Board of Revenue,

minutes by the Famine Delegate, and letters in the

Pioneer
;
yet I would defy anyone to guess, from the

whole combined, that dozens of persons are dying every

day of starvation pure and simple, within a hundred

miles' radius of Madras. I say " dozens " advisedly, and

in doing so leave a wide margin for perhaps a hundred

deaths a day, not due to present starvation, but to

diarrhoea, dropsy, and exhaustion brought on by star-

vation before the relief measures were extensively or-

ganised.

' Of course Sir Richard Temple would see it if he

)uld, but his Honour does not stay long enough in one

)lace. I was told that on his first visit to the Red
[ills camp, he remained only an hour, and expressed

limself fully satisfied with the beds and the cooking-

pots. However, the morning after my telegram about

the true state of things was published at Calcutta, he

came down into the camp like a meteor, and that

evening's Madras Mail contained five separate para-

graphs on starvation. It is to be hoped that his

Honour's undoubted experience will enable him to sug-

gest some way of preventing people from wandering

about till they fall down and die, only that I fear there

is no possible way. The local Government has just

published one more desperate defence of the " effective

agency " which Sir Richard Temple proposed for this
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very j)urpo8e in one of his ^.rlier minutes. It says :

—

" His Grace in Council attaches the very greatest im-

portance to this branch of the relief operations. It is

evident that, unless the most vigorous efforts are made
to give effect to these instructions, there may be, side

by side with a well-organised and sufficient system of

relief works, calamitous mortality among the old, the

very young, and tiie sickly, who, by reason of their age

or infirmities, cannot benefit by relief works. Nothing

can really prevent this but the most constant care in

unpressing their responsibilities on the village headmen,

so as to ensure systematic house-to-house visitation in

every villuge in the distressed districts. The village

talliaries or watchmen should also seek out on the

highways the suffering poor who fall exhausted by the

way, and who but for such aid must miserably perish.

The assistance of the police which the Governor in

Council entirely relies on must be enlisted to report

cases of distress witnessed by beat constables."

* It is inconceivable how any European who has been

five years in India can expect this special qualification

from the natives. If every village headman had Sir

Richard Temple's activity of temperament and vigour

of body, the end might be attained; but half the col-

lectors have not got that, and the few that have it are

so distracted with office work, that they have to be content

with merely issuing orders which they feel they ought

j)ersonally to see carried out. These district officers,

the collectors and their assistants, have often been good
enough to take me with them on their rounds of inspec-

tion, and I have seen them working themselves into a

passion at the perfectly indescribable apathy of talisildars,

moonsiffs, and other members of the "effective agency,"

who simply could not be made to see that sliding was
not the proper condition of affairs, liut having made

VOL. I. H
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a "tremendous row," these officers have struck their

t€nts and removed to the next stage, so that I could

not help reflecting on the value of that thoroughness of

purpose and rare energy that makes a man stay to see

his orders carried out. The Bengal military officers,

or, to be accurate, the two or three that I have met

who have no office work to divide their attention, are

indeed making themselves felt with effect; but they

are all told off in charge of relief works, and they

would besides, in all probability, be found unsuited

for the task of interfering with village management.

So it does not appear that there is any remedy possible

for the melancholy neglect of human life that is going

on on every hand. Not the heaviest fines, nor summary

dismissal, could exact what is expected from the village

moonsiffs and beat constables ; and even if they had a

man following them all day with a lash, they would

sink from exhaustion in two or three weeks. I verily

believe that Sir Richard Temple would do more practi-

cal good by personally entering upon this kind of work

in a limited area, than by compassing about the entire

famine tract, and fulminating proposals which not even

one European in ten has the energy to put effectually

into practice. His Honour could ride fifty miles a day

without feeling it, and that area might be guaranteed

free of starving cases for several days after the special

avalanche.

' To return to the state of this town, and the case of

the boy about whom I was writing. The first assistant

collector, in my hearing, asked the deputy tahsildar

why the poor child had not been given chlorodyne.

" Yes, your Honour, we have got the chlorodyne,

but we do not know how it should be given."

" What ! do you mean to say that you have not got

printed instructions how to use it ? " " Yes, j^our
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Honour, we have got." Whereupon the first assistant

pitched into the deputy tahsildar. We went on and

came to another chuttrum where there were two dead

bodies lying, one of a man and one of a child. Both

were wasted to the bone, and the child's feet were

swollen with dropsy. We could get no clear informa-

tion as to who they were, and where they had come

from, although the child's mother was sitting beside

its corpse. The floor of the chuttrum had been fouled

in five or six places by as many diarrhoea patients who
had slept there during the night. Although it was

ten o'clock in the morning, the place had not been

cleaned.

* The general appearance of the town deserves a

remark. It struck me af» being under-populated.

There were a great many well-to-do people—Brahman s,

shopkeepers, and adherents to the palace. These looked

sleek and comfortable, and many of their women and

children were lavishly dressed. But there did not

seem to be the usual number of the poorer class of

residents, and I incline to the opinion that emigration

to a considerable extent must have taken place. There

is certainly little to keep such people here; there is no

cultivation except in the bed of the stream, and most

of the cattle have died. On the other hand, the streets

were lined with paupers, mostly from the surrounding

villages, and many from the jungles, who were waiting

for the hour for the daily distribution of food. Some

of these had rice congee in their chatties, which

had probably been given to them that morning by

charitably disposed individuals. A number were

grubbing in the dust for grains of corn, or nibbling

young mangoes not larger than nutmegs, or eating

tamarinds and other unwholesome things they had

picked up. I was especially shocked to see a woman,
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whose little child was utterly emaciated and very ill

from diarrhoea, trying to satisly its cravings with small

green mangoes. I have said that I happened to see

about thirty cases of extreme emaciation. There were

perhaps a couple of hundred persons besides, who, as

could be seen at a glance, were unable to do an}"^ sort

of work, although they had not yet lost their last ounce

of flesh. Looked at in the light of the Sanitary Com-
missioner's observations on the imperceptible and fatal

effects of slow starvation, these people unfortunately

showed a sad account of numbered days. I noticed

besides all this, one woman and about ten children

with small-pox moving about among the people un-

concerned. In connection with this it was interesting

to see that vaccination, of all things, had been scru-

pulously attended to, and I noticed several emaciated

children and diarrhcea patients with marks of recent

vaccination on their arms. This, 1 have been told at

the Madras relief camps, is very wrong, and there no

one is allowed to be vaccinated who is not in a tolerably

sound condition of body, A subordinate official and a

servant of the Rajah saw all I have described, and were

as indifferent as the trees growing about the town. They
had known that the first assistant was coming, but it

had not occurred to them to screen any of these things

from his inspection. The people wandering about in

the last stage of starvation, the children dying of

diarrhoea on the road side, the small-pox cases spreading

infection through the town, and the corpses in the

chuttrum, were all accepted by them as natural and

ordmary phases of real life, and they had nothing to

say when the first assistant collector remonstrated

with them about the state of things, except that the

deputy tahsildar ventured upon the daring falsehood

that all the weakest persons were searched out and
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carried every day to the place of feeding. Yet these

two local representatives of British and native authority

are tlie highest specimens of the " effective agency "

that Sir R. Temple expects to scour the country for

caBes of starvation. I need scarcely add that the first

assistant made a " tremendous row." Especially, he gave

the strictest orders that every case of emaciation that

was beyond the Rajah's scale of relief should be

hastened off, by any means and at any cost, to one of

the relief camps. This, of course, must be done

whether the people object or not, and it is the fact, that

the rights which our starving fellow-subjects inherit

under the glorious constitution of British liberties, are

being outrageously violated in the vulgar anxiety to

fill their bellies. In other words, if the people are found

determined to starve, they are seized by the police and

taken off in custody to the relief camp, all the autho-

rities having come to a tacit understanding to break

the letter of the law, in order to carry out its spirit.

' Tiie jungle people whom I have mentioned a few

sentences back are called Yenadees, and are in the

habit of coming into towns to sell honey and other

jungle produce. The following account of them is from

a popular School Geography, under the head " Nellore "
:—" A wild race of people called Yenadees inhabit the

jungles along the sea-shore. In habits, religion, and

language, they are quite distinct from their neighbours.

They are short in stature and of black complexion
;

capable of enduring great fatigue, and remarkably

faithful and honest. They live on roots, fruits, leaves,

fish, and rats, and have no industrial pursuits." These

people have been driven from their haunts in great

numbers by the famine, and a large proportion of the

paupers in Kalastri belong to the class. In accordance

with their idle and unsettled habits, they will not work
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nor submit to restraint, and many of them must there-

fore die of want. I suppose it is nobody's business in

Madras to know that there is such a tribe as the

Yenadees ; but it just occurs to me that if the strangers

who are wandering aimlessly about and dying on the

outskirts of the town should turn out to be Yenadees,

that will mitiarate in the same measure the nature of the

calamity. For the lives of wild and unreasonable men
of the jungle are not to be regarded as of equal value

with those of industrious and satisfactory villagers, nor

can they be equally protected.'

Further testimony from the same pen may be

added. The extract to be immediately given throws

some light on the reason why Government records con-

tained no particulars of persbns said to have died from

starvation pure and simple. Village officers had been

warned that no one was to be permitted to die of want,

and consequently no death was reported under that

heading. The correspondent writes :

—

' Goodoor, March 20, 1877.

'This is a taluk twenty-three miles from Nellore.

Although it is so near the collector s head-quarters, the

state of things induced by the famine is as bad as at

Kalastri, and the burial of the dead is shamefully

neglected. One reason of this is that this taluk is not

part of an assistant collector's division, but is under

the deputy collector at Naidupett. I had a long talk

with the tahsildar to-day, and told him all I saw

yesterday in my walk through and around the town.

He is an old man who has been thirty-five years in

Government service, and is a very good specimen of the

orthodox Brahman, who neither knows nor seeks to

know a single thing beyond the routine of his kachcheri.

He was almost entirely ignorant even of the geography
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of the town, and could tell me nothing about the public

health, the sanitation, or the relief measures, except by

reference to his returns, which, he conscientiously said,

it was not his duty, but that of the village moonsiff, to

prepare. I do not mean to imply in the least that he

was dull or stupid. On the contrary, he was more than

ordinarily intelligent, and had a pleasant vein of hu-

mour ; but he evidently had not evolved a new idea or

not received a new impression for about a quarter of a

century past. I have not a doubt that he may be looked

upon as a faithful and satisfactory officer in ordinary

times, but he is as useless in the present emergency as

he would be in command of Scindia's army. I told him

in full detail what I had seen in the burying-place, in

the relief camp, and about the town, and he replied that

he would issue orders to have things better managed.

He said there was cholera here, carrying off two Or three

persons every day, but that the patients were getting

only native medicines, as he had indented on Nellore

for the proper sort, and had been told there were none

in stock. I directed his attention to the last published

Government order about house-to-house visitation, and

the prompt removal of weak and starving persons to the

relief camp. He asked what the date of the order was,

and on my answering the 3rd instant, he remarked with

confident gravity that it would be several weeks yet

before that order could reach him by the ordinary

channel. As he professed utter ignorance that anyone

was suffering from starv^ation in the town, I asked him

if the weekly mortuary returns did not open his eyes to

the actual fact. He answered that they did not and

could not, for in the event of an emaciated corpse being

picked up within the town, the village moonsiff, whose

duty alone it was to report cases, would not attribute

the death to starvation, but would say cholera, or
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dysentery, " or some usual disease." It is impossible to

describe the innocent candour with which this assertion

was made. The man had evidently never in his official

experience associated returns with facts, and now the

regular form returns had become so stereotyped in his

mind, that the word " starvation" in the list of diseases

would have struck him as an unpardonable incongruity

contrary to all precedent. In short, he was ready to

forward the village moonsiif a copy of whatever order

the collector might send him, tabulate whatever figures

the collector might call for, and to pay over whatever

money the collector might sanction ; but the rescue of

dying children and the burial of corpses were matters

beyond his cognizance.'

Later on in the same letter further incidents, show-

ing the unsatisfactory nature of the instruments used

as relief agents, are given. The following is most

painful :
—

' From the relief camp I went to the place where

the unclaimed dead are buried, to the number of three

or four a day, and the sights there were most revolting.

It has been the custom, till a few days ago, to bury the

corpses in the soft sand on the bank of the river, and

the ground there is covered with ominous-looking

mounds ; but the collector was here lately, and ordered

that the graves should be dug in future at a place some

two hundred yards from the river. There are several

rows of graves in this new place, and they have not

been disturbed yet, but a sickening odour rises from

them. On the river bank, however, where dogs have

learned to go, the graves have been scraped open in

every direction, and the place is strewed with human
bones. I saw about twenty skulls, every one of which

belonged to a grown-up man or woman. I would draw
particular attention to this, for it is a well-known native
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habit to be ver}^ careless about the burial of children,

and it is more than probable that the children who die

here are thrown into any ditch or under any hedge.

The greater part of the bed of the river is dry, and I

was shocked to see that it had been selected as a burying-

place where fresh ashes showed that several bodies had

been recently burnt. There are pools of water here

and there in the bed, and these are in an abominably

foul state, owing to bodies out of the graves having

been dragged to the water to be eaten. There were

ten or twelve pariah dogs prowling about as fat as

sheep, and unusually bold, and there were also vultures

sailing overhead or perched on the ground. I had been

positively assured that bodies were as often thrown

down and left as buried, and that dogs could any day

be seen eating them, so I resolved to satisfy myself

fully of that. Accordingly, after a couple of minutes'

search, I came upon two dogs worrying over the body

of a girl about eight years old. They had newly

attacked it, and had only torn one of the legs a little,

but the corpse was so enormously bloated that it was

only from the total length of the figure one could tell

it was a child's. The sight and smell of the locality

were so revolting, and the dogs so dangerous, that I

did not stay to look for a second body ; but I saw two

skulls and a backbone which had been freshly picked.

It does not follow that these bodies had been thrown

down on the open ground, for the graves were so shal-

low that a dog or jackal could exhume a corpse from

them in a very short time. I could plainly see that a

great many of the graves had been thus opened, and as

the matting in which the bodies had been wrapped was
in most cases sticking half out of the soft earth, it. was
easy to see exactly how much displacement there had
been. A man at the relief camp told me that the
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bodies were buried three feet deep, but I am sure that

a foot and a half of earth is as much as there is over

them. It seems to me, and I have had the impression

a long time, that a weak point of our administration is

the substitution of rebukes for punishments. Can it

be gravely asserted that with our costly and compli-

cated machinery for governing the country according

to the most advanced principles of Western civilisation,

no one, from the Viceroy to the Goodoor sweepers, can

be held responsible for the state ofthings just described?

Pitching into a subordinate seems to be the standard

way of keeping things in order ; but there is appa-

rently no point where responsibility cannot be shifted

farther down, and condign punishment be brought to

bear upon a guilty head. I understand that when the

collector came here the other day and ordered the new
place for burials, he pitched into the tahsildar for what

he saw. The result is the state of things to-day, and

there never can be any other result until some one be

made to feel that his appointment depends upon a

change.

' The tahsildar declared to me to-day that there

were no orders whatever as to the depth at which the

corpses should be buried ; and when I tried to horrify

him by telling him that they were buried only a foot

or two under the ground, he bowed assent in such a

way as to imply that that was a matter within the pro-

fessional knowledge of the grave-diggers. His duty

consisted in signing an order for the disbursement to

them of three annas for every corpse that was reported

buried ; also to pay four rupees to a man to occupy a

shed near the burying-ground and see that people were

decently buried in the proper place. I saw the shed,

but not the occupant, or any result of his work.'
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' March 27.

* In no part of his tour did Sir Richard Temple ex-

cite more notice by the rapidity of his movements than
J

he did in this district, and in no place was the super

ficial character of his work more conspicuous. I do not

venture such a remark, except on the general under

standing that his Honour's errand is to mitigate tb

distress as well as to abolish the expenditure. His

Honour " polished off" the East Coast Canal betwee

sunrise and sunset, including the journey to and fro, and

only discovered, as he was coming away, through the

bumptiousness of an East Indian, that it was not of the

usual nature of a relief work at all, and that he had

been taking and giving instructions under a wrong

impression. In one point that canal is the great relief

work of the famine, for it is intended to be an exhibi-

tion of large bodies of labourers massed under a per-

fect system of organisation, and a centre of support to

people from all the distressed districts. It is therefore

a more important subject of consideration, and a most

interesting object of inspection. There is to be seen

there in one great theatre every degree of industry and

idleness, from persons who are becoming rich on piece-

work to those who are determined to be paid for doing

nothing ; and the stiff problem conspicuously presents

itself for solution, how to get the better of lazy fellows

whom Government has bound itself to support by
bringing them away from their native place. Sir

Richard Temple allowed himself time to visit only one

division of the work, and that was a division where
only Nellore coolies were employed, and where all the

payment is for piecework. His Honour had indeed

arranged to go into a second and more important divi-

sion, and was prevented by the want of a palkee ; but

the whole was to be done before evening, so I suspect the
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sun had as much to do as the palkee with his not gomg.

Having arrived at the spot, Sir Richard made no de-

viation from his usual course, but immediately proceeded

to inspect the gangs person by person, and to pitch

into the collector a.nd district engineer whenever he

saw a coolie looking better fed or better clothed than

the rest. The caustic terms he uses on such occasions

are becoming proverbial in this Presidency:—" Now
look at this man! I declare he is positively robust

;

one of the nation's pride, in fact. If you admit men
like that to State relief, you may take on the whole

population at once. Look here, Mr. (naming the

officer present), let me impress upon you my principle

of a subsistence allowance, for beyond that the Govern-

ment cannot go," &c,, &c. The collector and the district

engineer were mute at the feet of Gamaliel ; but a super-

visor whose sense of right exceeded his knowledge of

/manners informed the Special Delegate that the people

Jwere not getting State relief, but were constructing a

/canal for payment by the piece ; that the work could not

I go on with inferior men, and that most of the coolies

nad been there before there was a word of the famine

!

His Honour did not stay much longer, but returned to

Nellore, met the station at dinner at the collector's,

and shot off for the cross-country road at Cuddapah.

Sir Richard's minute on this subject shows that he saw
the country on his way to and from Nellore, and I know
that Goodoor was one of the places he took breath at.

He carefully inspected the handful of labourers on the

relief work there, and objected to several stout parties

\among them ; but I am nearly certain that he did not

go near the relief house nor the hospital, nor put him-

self in the way of seeing M'hat the famine is doing there.

His Honour, on his minutes, refers to the " depressed

condition" of persons he saw in some villages, as
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showing that a more rigid system of house-to-house

visitation is required. Utter emaciation is the expres-

sion 1 selected in Madras, and have since uniformly

used to describe cases such as I saw three of in Goodoor,

five or six at the relief house in Naidupett, and per-

haps eight in the dispensary here, and such as I expect

to see fifty mor^^f before I get back to Madras, as I

shall take the route where I understand they are most

common. In these cases the skin appears to be drawn

over a fleshless skeleton ; the gluteal muscles are re-

placed by a fold of loose skin, giving a deformed and

repulsive aspect to the figure ; the face has the look of

a corpse, and the voice and strength are almost gone.

Above these there are several degrees, with successively

increasing numbers of examples, before one comes to

what most people would understand by as moderate a

word as " depression." If by depressed condition Sir

Richard means what I have called utter emaciation,

then that feature of the famine surely deserved as much
of the Special Delegate's attention as the unnecessary

expenditure to which his Honour exclusively devoted it.

But if his Honour really saw nothing worse than de-

pression, then he simply did not look properly.

' Stringent are the orders of Government about the

prevention of starvation ; that the sub-divisional officer,

although nothing but an officer of the Department of

Public Works, is bound to feed any man, woman, or child

he sees in a famished state. Of course there are, as is

always the case, a number of evil-disposed persons who
go about fomenting discontent. These unfiogged scoun-

drels possess a good deal of influence, and one or two

will keep a whole gang on strike for days together. A
favourite way by which they stir up the people is

to remind them how they warned them in Hellary

against yielding to the plausible but treacherous per-
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suasions of the authorities about coming away to this

dangerous district. There is too much reason to believe

that the mmstries^ who in most instances came with

the gangs from Bellary, are the foremost offenders in

this way, but they manage to keep themselves in the

,

background. More than once, however, a maistrie has

been found spreading discord in a gang with which

he had nothing to do, simply to strengthen his own
party. The system of advances contributes more than

any other cause to confusion and difficulty ; for it keeps

the coolies always in debt to the Government, and does

away with every hold that the officers might have upon

them. When a coolie arrives from Bellar}^ he gets an

advance before he does a hand's turn of work, and every

time he strikes he gets another advance to induce him

to begin work again ; then he gets another advance if

he idles, and another if he earns less than Sir R.

Temple's allowance, and another if he gives up a day to

disputing about some grievance, and another on every

possible occasion when he can want one—all which is

very demoralising. Moreover, the advances accumulate

rapidly, for there are instances of men in good health

earning but ten pies a day, while they are being

paid two annas. Thus, between February 1 and

February 16, 1,036 Bellary and Cuddapah coolies did an

amount of work which, when estimated by the pay-

ments made to them, was found to have cost 5 annas

92 pies per cubic yard! Another thing is, it is felt

that the coolies would give more trouble and do less

work in any other place they might go to or be taken

to. They must therefore be kept on the canal at all

hazards. It frequently happens therefore, that coolies

have to be forgiven past advances and allowed a new

chance of beginning fairly, the natural and invariable

effect of which is to increase their contempt for rules
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and orders. I think myself that advances have been

given too liberally. The fact has been proved hundreds

of times in this famine that, although the natives are

as liable as other people to the effects of slow star-

vation, they will, if it suits themselves, go cheerfully

for several days upon a very limited allowance. I think,

therefore, that in all cases where the people are not

suffering already for want of food, a mere nominal ad-

vance should be given to them, say a quarter of a pound

of rice, and no account taken of it. That would shut

their mouths, discourage their cupidity, and cause no

confusion in calculations ; and I venture to think also

that the mere exhibition of firmness would have a good

moral effect, so that the experiment would never have

to be tried two days in succession. Only the people are

always so ready to take the chance of begging, that

there is an incessant fear of their going off on the

trudge, to turn up some day, famished paupers, at a

relief camp fifty miles off, or perhaps as far away as

Madras. If they think the food they earn, or which is

given to them, is scarcely worth taking, they go off

without a thought, determined not to work, and feeling

that they cannot fare much worse wherever they go.

More than one party of them have been known to come
straight here to Nellore and besiege the collector or the

district engineer ; and everybody, from the Governor

downwards, is in such mortal fear of a death occurring

through starvation that their wants are supplied without

loss of time, and that puts them in a position to dictate

their own terms. In short, our present experiences

are enough to make anyone a believer in despotic rule.

I am beginning seriously to doubt if there is any way
of satisfactorily meeting this or any future famine, ex-

cept by treating the people who are thrown upon our

hands as if they were a schoolful of refractory children.
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Paupers receiving gratuitous relief require, if their lives

are to be saved, to be shut up in camps and made to

obey orders. As for relief works, if they are to mean

anything at all, they must mean pressed labour. I do

not think I told you that the sheds in the great Red
Hills camp were constantly in need of repair or renewal

owing to the paupers pulling out the palmyra leaves to

sleep upon, although they had mats given tliem for that

purpose. The same thing is done in the coolies' lines

at the canal here, with this difference that, as each

family have a hut to themselves, which it is their

interest to take care of, the people all go to the latrine

and hospital sheds when they wish to use the materials

for fuel or any other convenient purpose. Is there

any remedy but the flogging-post for such conduct?'

Of the people in a neighbouring district—Cuddapah,

during the same period, Dr. Cornish says:—'I often

regret that I have not a photographer temporarily

attached to my office while moving about amongst the

famine-stricken people of this Presidency. Words, at

the best, can but feebly represent the actual facts, but

if the members of Government could see the living

skeletons assembled at feeding-houses as I see them, I

do not think there would be much hesitation in arriving

at a conclusion that the condition of the lower classes

of the labouring poor of this district is most critical, and

that the " weeding out " or reduction process, of which

we have heard so much, may possibly have gone to

greater lengths than may have been desired. I cannot

myself view with any satisfaction statements showing

sudden reduction of numbers on relief works. That

many fictitious names appeared in the muster-rolls, and

that the native supervisors robbed both the Govern-

ment and their own countrymen in the early days of

the famine, is but too notorious ; but with all the
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admitted defects of the relief system in its early or-

ganisation, the testimony of Sir Richard Temple on

February 2 goes to prove that up to that time the

poor were being kept alive. I wish I could say as

much on March 24, but the real facts, however painful,

I am bound to relate.

'When Sir Richard Temple inspected the relief

houses here on February 2, it is noticed, ''some of

the recipients seen by Sir R. Temple at the Madana-

pully relief house were not yet in extreme destitution."

In my visit I was accompanied by Mr. Gribble, the

sub-collector, Mr. Traill, the executive engineer, Lieut.

Money, on special famine duty, and Mr. Apothecary

Wood, in medical charge of the station. The peoplei

were seated in rows awaiting the distribution of food.

We have passed along each row in turn, scrutinising

the condition of every individual. Out of the whole

800 odd we found only three women who appeared in

moderately good condition and fit for work. Of thes^

two had three or four young children each (the childrenl

being much reduced), and the remaining one had]

managed to slip in at the back of the enclosure without

a ticket in the hope of getting a meal. I did not see a

single man in a condition fit for work.
' What we did see was a large group of individuals

in every stage and variety of starvation. We saw old

men and old women bloated with dropsy, some with

their legs covered with bad ulcers ; we saw others again,

and many of them men and women in the prime of life,

who were literally moving skeletons. We saw children

of all ages in such a condition of emaciation that nothing
* but a photographic picture could convey an adequate

representation of their state. We noticed children

hanging listlessly on their mothers' hips, slowly dying

of diarrhoea, and others recently born, merely loose skin

VOL. I. I
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and bone, atrophied, in fact, by the mothers' want of

food before they came into the world.

' It is, of course, impossible to state with any probable

accuracy, how many of these poor creatures will sur-

vive the famine. I expressed a hope to Mr. Ward that he

might save 50 per cent, ofthem with care and suitable food.

I trust that this estimate may be very largely exceeded,

but knowing as much as I do of the very deadly nature

of the disease we define as '' chronic starvation," I am
not very sanguine regarding the proportion that may
be saved. I fear that a heavy mortality is inevitable.

The new scale of food for relief camps will give a better

promise of saving life.'

When dealing with this report the Government

noted that, as respects the famine labourers, all this had

occurred while the men were receiving at least two

annas per diem. The collector was therefore not to be

called upon to introduce the new subsistence wage

which had been ordered for general adoption, without

further enquiry and report. Mr. Price, the collector,

was instructed to see whether the gangs had been

short-paid from fraud on the part of the maistries

or others ; whether they had a difficulty in getting a

sufficient allowance of food for their wages ; or whether,

finally, there had been any injudicious amount of task-

work exacted, to account for the state of things de-

scribed above.

Among the more interesting reports received by

Government is one descriptive of the state of the

people and the country, from Mr. W. H. Glenny, a

civilian in charge of the Adoni taluk. He estimated at

the period of greatest distress 80,000 to 90,000, i.e.

half the population, would be on the hands of Govern-

ment, Describing the occupations of the people, and

the reasons why so many required relief of some kind
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or other, Mr. Glenny says :
' An urban population in

this country invariably contains a large proportion of

paupers, of prostitutes, of professional beggars (reli-

gious and lay), of coolies, of domestic servants, of

workers in metals, of potters of low caste, workers in

leather, basket- makers, mat-weavers, &c. In nearly

every town there are also weavers. But this class in

Adoni town are far more numerous than is usual.

There are also many dyers, cotton cleaners, and

spinners. Now, the occupation of the weavers, dyers,

and other artisans is gone for the present. People have

nothing to spare for ordinary beggars (the religious

beggars still seem to extort alms much as usual). The
prostitutes suffer; many of them have come upon our

works. Domestic servants, and the hangers-on which

every native of consequence thinks necessary to his

position, are turned adrift. Coolies are thrown out of

work. The condition of the Madigas (out-caste leather

workers), always wretched, is now deplorable. We
have found that this very numerous class, as a rule,

have kept off the works till quite lately, in consequence

of which many are much emaciated. I believe that

upon these poor people, accustomed as they are to be

treated like unclean beasts by their countrymen, it was

long before the idea dawned that the Government might

be ready to save them also from death. I noticed that

many batches of them first appeared in quick succes-

sion on the Adoni works a short time ago. Every one

knows that the Mussulmans in Southern India are, of all

other classes, the least thrifty and provident, the idlest

and most self-indulgent. The Adoni Mussulmans have

long been known as a bad class. They are the descen-

dants of the retainers of the Mussulman Government.

Panem et Circenses ! is the cry with these people, and
they liave in this respect given the tone to their Hindu

I 2
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townsmen. The other day there was an almost total

abandonment of relief works for the purpose of amuse-

ment at the Mohorrum. Abandonment of wives or

concubines and children, though not so prevalent as the

women would have us believe, has undoubtedly been

very common everywhere ; in Adoni it has been far

more general than elsewhere, because of the existence

here of such numbers of polygamous Mussulmans of

very bad type, and of no substance. The class of

small ryots, very large in Adoni taluk, has had little

good of the scanty harvest they may in a few cases

have reaped. These, nominally land-holders, are for

the most part virtually mere cultivating servants of

some substantial man. Nothing is commoner than to

hear from one of these poor men that his bullocks were

carried off by the creditor when the total or partial

failure of the crop made it clear that nothing else worth

having could be got out of the unfortunate debtor.'

The Madras Government were not satisfied that the

large reductions which were made agreeably to Sir

Richard Temple's instructions were wise or prudent,

and in some cases made enquiries as to what became of

the coolies who had left the works. The reply from

one source is interesting. Mr. Davidson, the acting

collector of Kurnool, expressed the following opinion:

' In the early stages of the famine, when wages
were high, task-work nominal, trustworthy native

supervision rare, and European supervision very in-

adequate, shoals of people were induced to flock to the

works, where they were indiscriminately admitted. A
wide door for peculation was opened, and it was fully

availed of. In proportion as trustworthy and efficient

supervision became available, the opportunities for

fraud and peculation diminished, and the gangs are

now generally well in hand I calculate that about
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25 per cent, of those who have left the works ought

never to have been there, and will probably never

return. That 20 per cent, were dummies, fraudulently

entered on the muster rolls {Kakula lekha patram, " a

numerical account of crows," as it is familiarly de-

signated by natives). Probably some 25 per cent,

may return as times get harder, as their own scanty

means fail them, and as the harvest near the canal and

under wells in Markapur is completed.

' Five per cent, emigrated to East Coast Canal.

' Five per cent, returned to the Nizam's territory.

* Five per cent, to the Venkatagiri Zemindari and

elsewhere.

' Five per cent, are being gratuitously relieved,

they having been eliminated from working gangs

on account of age, infirmity, &c.

* Five per cent, prefer begging to task-work.

* This leaves a margin of five per cent, for in-

accuracies in the foregoing estimate.'

Among the multitudinous orders issued at this

period was the following, dated March 3, 1877 :

—

' His Grace the Governor in Council desires to call

the earnest attention of all collectors, divisional officers,

and officers in charge of famine relief operations to the

instructions conveyed in paragraphs 9, 10, and 11 of the

Proceedings of Government, dated February 5, 1877,

No. 515, regarding the "residuum of the poor left in

villages who cannot work, and who would die if left

unaided." It was ordered that " for the lives of these

the headmen of villages must be held responsible."

Collectors must again be instructed to direct the head-

men to feed these persons, and cooked food on a scale

similar to that enforced at the camps must be provided.

They must be furnished with funds to meet this charge,

and required to furnish weekly accounts of the numbers
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fed. It was added, " that every effort must be made
for the verification of the relief given at villages, and

it was pointed out that it would probably be necessary

to appoint special officers to take charge of the camp
and village relief within a manageable area, and that

these inspecting ofi&cers were to keep and furnish

weekly diaries." His Grace in Council attaches the

greatest importance to this branch of the relief opera-

tions Collectors must insist upon the punctual

submission of the weekly returns by village headmen
of the relief afforded, and where no such relief is re-

ported in villages, in tracts where it is known that

widespread distress prevails, the fact should at once

arouse suspicion and receive prompt investigation.

While every encouragement should be afforded to head-

men of villages to carry out to the fullest extent the

orders of Government, very severe notice should be

taken of any neglect on their part, and exemplary

punishment should follow wilful disobedience of these

orders. The Board of Revenue are empowered to sanc-

tion such additional officers in each district, such as

revenue inspectors, as may be required to ensure the

most exact supervision of village relief officers, and to

place at the disposal of the inspectors of camp and

village relief a sufficient number of these subordinates

to facilitate the thorough performance of their duty. His

Grace in Council considers that a sufficient time has

now passed since the issue of the Government Proceed-

ings of February 5, to enable district and divisional

officers to report on the results obtained ; and he

desires that these officers be called upon to submit, with

the least possible delay, a clear statement exhibiting

the number of villages in which effect has been given

to the above orders, the number of persons relieved,

and the amount expended.'
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Some idea of the difficulty encountered in getting

the people of India to leave their homes to obtain work

elsewhere, appears in an order respecting the East

Coast Canal. In a communication of the Financial

Department, dated November 29, 1876, the attention

of the collectors of the Bellary and Kurnool districts

was specially called to this important famine work, and 4 jS
every arrangement connected with the transport of large \ pt
bodies of men from these districts to the Eastern Coast • T
Canal was carefully prescribed. At the same time the

district engineer of Nellore, acting under instructions

given to him in person, was sending recruiting parties

into the distressed districts with details of the nature

of the work and the wages which could be earned, with

a view to these agents acting in concert with the col-

lectors in removing a large proportion of able-bodied

men and their families from the overcrowded local

works to the Eastern Coast Canal. Up to March these

efforts may be described as unsuccessful. This was

caused partly by an outbreak of epidemic cholera at the

commencement, which rendered it unsafe to carry large
|

bodies of men and their families about the country;

partly by an unfortunate misunderstanding, by which

those who were not able-bodied were rejected by the

officers in charge of the canal, and who wandered back

to their districts to the discouragement of intending

emigrants; and partly to the extraordinary pressure of

work on district officers, which seems to have prevented

them from carrying out the orders of Government with

that vigorous perseverance which alone could secure

success. ' The result has been,' says the Government

Order, *that this work, which can usefully employ

90,000 labourers, has only working on it about 30,000.

Circumstances have now altered considerably. The
epidemic disease on the route has ceased. The extreme
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pressure from enormous crowds of persons clamouring

for work is reduced, and the organisation on the Eastern

Coast Canal is excellent. The site is healthy, food is

abundant, shelter has been provided, and is available

easily for increasing numbers; hospital and medical

attendance are present, and the supervision is complete.

His Grace the Governor in Council is therefore most

anxious to reduce the numbers on road and similar

works, many of which are of doubtful utihty, in the

districts of Bellary, Cuddapah and Kurnool, by the

transfer of large numbers to the Eastern Coast Canal,

and calls on the collectors of those districts to make the

most strenuous efforts to carry out his wishes. His

Grace is aware of the difficulties in the way. He is

conscious of the not unnatural dislike entertained by
many of the natives of this country to moving from the

immediate vicinity of their homes, and the passive

resistance that is offered to any such change, however

beneficial it may be to those concerned. But he also

believes that by tact, patience, and continued effort the

difficulties may be overcome. He is averse to the

employment of actual coercion. His Grace in Council

prefers to trust to patient explanation of the intentions

of Government by the superior officers concerned, to

the offer of exceptionally advantageous terms to those

who go to the Eastern Coast Canal, and to a temporary

reduction of the numbers employed on local works to

effect the object in view. The reduction of numbers

on some works and the cessation of work in some places

must be persevered in, and it must be left to the discre-

tion of the officers in charge of districts and of relief

works, by the exercise of temper and resolution to carry

out the objects of the Government without endangering

the lives of those who offer passive resistance. To
induce the movement by other than coercive measures,
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his Grace in Council is willing to sanction a system of

bonus on a liberal scale to the gangsmen who bring

gangs to the starting places, and again on their reaching

their destination vfith. a considerable proportion of their

gangs. His Grace in Council will also be prepared to

give a bonus of eight annas to every single able-bodied

coolie who reaches the Eastern Coast Canal, and a bonus

of one rupee to every able-bodied coolie who brings his

family with him, provided that two members of every

such family are able to work. Military officers are to

be appointed as assistants to the divisional officers for

the organisation of the transport of the labourers, and

it will be desirable that these officers should travel with

the earlier batches of coolies the whole way from their

districts to the canal.' The presence of these officers

it was thought would give courage to the gangs at

starting, and they would secure their careful treatment

on the way. A small guard of police was expected to

accompany each body of coolies, and be under the

orders of the officers in charge of them. Labourers on

the East Coast Canal were to be paid at the following

rates, according as they worked by task or piecework :

—

(1) Those who work at piecework, at the ordinary

Public Works Department rates, for all the work they

can turn out.

(2) Those who work at taskwork, at the rate

given below, provided they turn out 75 per cent, of the

full ordinary Public Works Department scale of work.

For a man the value of 1 lb. of grain plus 1 anna.

For a woman do. 1 lb. do. ^ do.

For a boy or girl do. ^ lb. do. \ do.

The death returns for February and March give

the following results:

—

Deaths in February, 1877 No. 94,546
Do. „ 1876 „ 42,498

Increase deaths . . „ 52,047
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\ Deaths in March, 1877 No. 91,119

I
Do. „ 1876 „ 35,863

Increase deaths . . „ 55,256

The above returns, however, sad as they are, give an

incomplete idea of the mortality actually existing. In

a report submitted to Government in April 1877, Dr.

Cornish remarked :
—

' I saw some 50 or 60 persons who
cannot possibly survive many days or weeks. One
young girl, about 10 years of age, a mere skeleton, on
being lifted upright by her mother, fell down in a faint

from sheer weakness.
' After seeing the feeding at the relief house I went

to see the Subsidiary Jail, a very miserable place in the

heart of the town, in the same building with the old

Tahik Cutcherry. The inside yard was crowded with

stores of Government rice, shutting out what little air

might naturally reach the " lock-ups " allotted for

prisoners. On my way back to the bungalow, jiist on

the outskirts of the town, I came upon the dead bodj^-

of an old Mussulman who had apparently got so far

towards the relief kitchen, when he fell down and died,

about two hours before I passed by. His cooking pots

(quite empty) lay by his side. Scenes like this, accord-

ing to Mr. Supervisor Mathews, have not been infrequent

of late at Royachoti. In January last, after an out-

break of cholera amongst coolies employed on a large

tank, some 53 human bodies were left exposed in

the bed of the river which runs by the town, and I

learn from him, as well as other district officials, that a

very considerable number of bodies have been found by

them in positions indicating that they have died solitary

and alone, away from help and friends.

' I sent for the village munsiff to ascertain the mor-

tality registered in the town of Roj^achoti during the

last few months. He brought me extracts from the
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register, showing 66 deaths in December, 32 in January,

46 in February, and 42 in March, up to the 26th

instant. As the catechist informs me that more than

the number (42) entered for March have died in the

feeding camp sheds, I think it is quite clear that the

registration does not give anything like the true rate of

mortality. He shows no mortality at all from small-

pox, while the great prevalence and virulence of this

malady renders it certain that many deaths must have

been due to it. A child of the catechist's died of small-

pox last week, and the Brahmin police inspector of

this station told me that his wife and four persons of

his household were laid up with the disease, and that

hardly a house was free of it. Of the 144 deaths

registered in the three months ending February, 134

are stated to have been from " cholera." Royachoti is

only a small town of about 3,000 inhabitants, but being

filled with indigent emigrants the mortality is sure to

be high. I did not find any arrangements in force for

recording the deaths and causes of death in the sick

poor residing in the relief sheds. I propose to address

district authorities on the necessity of keeping accurate

records of mortality in the various relief camps, as is

now being done in the larger camps near Madras.
' From enquiries I have been making, I am quite

certain that our system of death registration in the

provinces has to a great extent broken down, and that

we shall never know the true mortality of this dreadful

season of famine and pestilence from the records of the

village accountants. When the dead are so numerous
that they lie unburied, when people leave their villages

by wholesale, and when village officials fly from their

posts in panic, we can never get accurate accounts of

the vital statistics. I mention the subject here because

I think it is right the Government should know tliat
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the facts coming to my knowledge indicate a very high

mortality of certain classes of the population, and that

this mortality is very largely connected with the

defective food supplies of the people, and that we nmst
not expect to find the true mortality entered in the

village registers.'
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CHAPTER IV.

THE MONTHS OF APRIL AND MAY.

In the most favourable of years the month of April on

the plains of Southern India is peculiarly disagreeable.

The temperature is high, the atmosphere full of an

invisible red dust blown from the roads where the

metal has been ground to a fine powder, trees and

shrubs and grass are of a coppery hue, and existence

is very uncomfortable. At such times the Govern-

ment take their flight to the Blue Mountains, and,

in an atmosphere like the English spring sans the

East wind, pass the most comfortable portion of their

time. AU the disagreeable concomitants of the season

were in greater force than usual in April 1877 ; the

long drought had intensified one and aU of the peculiar

features of the period. Yet no departure for the hills

by the Government was seriously considered for a

moment. His Grace the Governor felt—and his

councillors shared the opinion—that their place was

at head-quarters, where business could be despatched

with the utmost promptitude. Thenceforward the

greatest devotion to duty was manifested, and, how-

ever men might agree or disagree with particular

features of 'the Duke's policy,' all bore homage to

the steady, persistent, daily grappling with an infi-

nity of details which his Grace exhibited. In this

kind of work no man in India at the time could
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surpass his Grace. But it became subsequently a sub-

ject of complaint that, whilst a microscopic view was

taken of occurring events, the telescopic range over all

the districts was defective. What was needed above

all things at head-quarters in Madras, was an eye upon

the whole field of disaster, from the Kistna river to

Cape Comorin. It was complained that one was sacri-

ficed to the other. But the complaint was not a fair

one. It has also been remarked in an official paper,

that 'thenceforward the utmost devotion to duty' was

displayed by the Governor and his Council. This ex-

pression needs qualification. What is meant is that Sir

Richard Temple and his meteor-like movements, which

served to dazzle men's eyes, being at an end, men were

better able to see what the Madras Government were

doing and had done to meet the crisis. As events

turned out, there were mistakes in policy, but as re-

gards downright and thorough performance of duty, it

would be impossible to find grander instances of per-

sistent toil, under discouraging circumstances than

were mmiiffistM... by ..the Madras Government, fi:"om

his Grace the Governor, right through the adminis-

trative chain, to the overseer in charge of relief works.

Here and there there were defections, but they

were few. Taken as a whole, the unpleasing task

of grappling with distress was performed with

high courage, and deserved better success than

attended it.

The above remarks are intended to cover the whole

of the period embraced in this chapter and the subse-

quent months. Collectors had been instructed to watch

carefully the working of reduced diet scale ; the Sur-

geon-General's department was put on the qui vive for

the same purpose, and many interesting reports, to be

considered in their proper place, were the result ; the
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Sanitary Commissioner, who had opposed with a courage

equal to his ability Sir Richard Temple's proposals,

was sent on tour to enquire into the working of the

scheme and to report upon it. At the request of Sir

Richard Temple, the Government of India, on its part,

sent Dr. Townsend, Sanitary Commissioner to the su-

preme authorities, to make independent enquiry. The
first official intimation which the Madras Government
received of Dr. Townsend's visit was a copy of a

minute recorded by Sir Richard Temple on a report by
Dr. Townsend respecting the physical condition of relief

labourers with reference to the reduced rate of wages,

accompanied by the report itself. The Government
said that of course Dr. Townsend's opinion would re-

ceive full consideration in connection with other facts

and information they might from time to time be in

possession of. They complained, however, that, as no
communication had been made to them by the Govern-

ment of India, they were not aware of the exact nature

of the instructions given to Dr. Townsend, nor had they

the opportunity of making suggestions as to the places

to be visited. It was also subsequently complained)

that Dr. Townsend had left the Presidency without^

reporting his arrival or making any communication.

Sir Richard Temple's explanation of this episode is

given in the following extract from a letter written by
Mr. Bernard to the Government of India :

—

* Dr. Townsend was deputed by the Government of

India to advise Sir Richard Temple concerning the

sufficiency of the reduced relief wage, and its effect on

the condition of the people. Dr. Townsend joined the

mission when Sir Richard Temple was in the Bombay
Presidency, and he inspected gangs of labourers at and

near Sholapore. The long railway journey from Cal-

cutta to Sholapore in the heat had, however, brought
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on an attack of dysentery, and Dr. Townsend was
unable to do as much as he had wished.

' On the day Dr. Townsend entered the Madras
Presidency Sir Kichard Temple wrote and informed his

Grace the Governor of Dr. Townsend's coming, and of

the work he was to do in connection with the mission.

On the same day I informed Mr. Garstin, the Secretary

to the Madras Government, of Dr. Townsend's arrival,

and of the inspections he hoped to make.
' Dr. Townsend inspected some 30,000 labourers,

and then drew up a report of what he had seen, and of

the impressions he had received. A copy of that report,

with a minute recorded by Sir Richard Temple, was

immediately forwarded to the Government of Madras

;

and Sir Richard Temple arranged with his Grace the

Governor that Dr. Townsend, whose early return to

ordinary duty with the Government of India was

much desired, should visit Madras and wait upon his

Grace.

' Meanwhile, Dr. Townsend had gone southwards to

inspect certain Coimbatore gangs, regarding the physical

condition of which there had been doubt. He was to

have visited Madras according to the appointment

already made on his way back from Coimbatore. But

at that place he was again attacked by the same com-

plaint which had afflicted him previously. And as the

complaint did not at first yield to treatment, he decided

not to go into Madras, but to return to Bombay at

once. He at once intimated to his Grace the Governor's

Private Secretary the reasons which had, to his regret,

compelled him to leave the Madras Presidency without

waiting upon his Excellency. And afterwards I ex-

plained more at length to Mr. Garstin, the Famine

Secretary, the circumstances of Dr. Townsend's depar-

ture. Sir Richard Temple also explained to his Excel-
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lency the Governor the sickness which prevented Dr.

Townsend from presenting himself at Madras.

* Sir Richard Temple regrets much that Dr. Town-

send should thus have been unavoidably prevented from

waiting on his Grace the Governor of Madras, and

laying before his Excellency the impressions he had

received from his inspections of relief labourers in the

Bombay and Madras Presidencies.

' Dr. Townsend had, however, the advantage of

meeting at Cuddapah, by special appointment and

arrangement, the Sanitary Commissioner of Madras.'

Another source of disquiet, and even of dispute,

between the superior and local Governments, was a state-

ment in the weekly telegram of the former to the Secre-

tary of State ofthe 30th March, ' that professional agency

exists in Madras districts, and helps the civil officers, but

is not adequately employed in exacting task- work.' The

rejoinder of the authorities in Madras was, that if, in

Madras, there were sufficient large works to employ

thereon three-fourths of the whole relief labour, as was

said to be the case in Bombay, the staff of the Public

Works Department could be much more efficiently

utilised. Such, however, was not the case, nor in

certain districts could large works be devised, while the

desire of the Madras Government in the early stage of

the famine to be allowed to commence some large works

did not meet with approval from the Government of

India. This retort is severe, and on the face of it just.

But it is not fair to the Government of India. It was

known that the prohibition against large works had

been removed, and the change of policy had been

effected with so much wrangling—(see Chapter II.,

* A Game at Cross Purposes in High Quarters,' in the

Narrative of Bombay Famine later on in this volume)

—that the merits of the question must have been

VOL. I. K
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known. Probably the real reason why large works were

not undertaken at this period was the expectation that

early in June the south-west rains would fall and the

people would return to their homes to plough and sow
their lands, in consequence of which there would be an

exodus from large works, and they would be left in an

incomplete condition. Other reasons, however, entered

into the calculations of the administrators in Madras,

which will be stated in their proper connection.

' The tone of Sir Richard Temple's minutes was

admirable, and his apparent consideration for the

Madras Government seemingly perfect,' said one who
was acquainted with all that came from the Delegate's

pen, some months after the event. ' I could not under-

stand, therefore, how it was so much opposition was

raised to his mission in Madras and so much bad

feeling was engendered. Subsequently I was brought

into contact with him, and then 1 wondered no longer.'

Certainly, Sir Richard Temple was indiscreet at times,

assuming the role of arbiter in the presidency, praising

this Madras official and depreciating the other, and

erring most egregiously in matters of administration.

Certain traders in Bangalore had a grievance regarding

alleged overcharges on grain conveyed by the railway.

^They laid this grievance before Sir Richard Temple,

who directed Captain Bisset to write a memorandum to

the Government of Madras suggesting a refund of

money said to have been wrongly paid. The despatch

was written, and the Madras Government was very

irate at being so treated. ' They were not,' they said,

' aware that any instructions had been issued autho-

rising Sir Richard Temple to deal with matters of

administrative detail.' As to the merits of the question

itself, they did not think that any opinion should be

expressed without further inquiry on certain points,
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which were mentioned. Many other suggestions were

made in minutes peimed late in March or early in April

by Sir Richard Temple, but all or nearly all had been

thought of by the Madras authorities, and put into

practice before the Delegate's proposals were received.

For instance, the Collector of Salem had anticipated

the suggestion that an officer should be sent to examine

into the condition of the people inhabiting the low hills,

valleys, and jungly places in and about the Shevaroy

hills ; while the Government itself, in sending Mr.

Puckle to Nellore district, had anticipated the proposal

of Sir R. Temple that ' a selected European officer

of smartness and ability ' should be sent to Kalastri.

Mr. Puckle's duties were subsequently enlarged. He
was nominated to do for the Government of Madras
what Sir Richard Temple had done for the administra-

tion generally. His instructions, dated May 1, were as

follows :

—

' Mr. Puckle will commence by inspecting the

Venkatagiri Zemindari and the western portion of the

Nellore district, passing thence to Cumbum and the

eastern parts of the Kurnool district, and after com-
pleting his inspection of that district will proceed to

Bellary.

' The inspection is intended primarily to ascertain :

First. The continued sufficiency of the relief works
provided for the wants of the locality in which situ-

ated. Second. The general adequacy of the arrange-

m(.'nts made to afford relief and the efficiency of the

supervising staff. Attention will, however, be specially

directed to noting

—

Third. Any indications of the abuse

of the liberality of Government or of fraud. Fourth.

Inefficiency on the part of officers. Fifth, The state of

arrangements for village relief. Sixth. The state and
utility of the relief-camps. Seventh. The suitableness

k2
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for relief labour and probable subsequent utility of the

various works in progress or proposed. Eiqhth. The

state of the water-supply. Ninth. The state of the

markets in respect of food-supply. Tenth. The condi-

tion of agricultural stock. Eleventh. How far the orders

of Government are being carried out.

' Elaborate reports are not needed, but a diary is to

be kept, and a copy of each day's entry is to be posted

to the Famine Secretary to Government daily, in which

notes on each of the above eleven points are to be

entered, along with any remarks which may suggest

themselves in connection with the condition of the

people, sanitary or otherwise ; it being, however, borne

in mind that minute investigations of the health and

strength of labourers are not needed, special medical

officers having been detailed to discharge this duty.'

In the third week in April Sir Richard Temple left

^^/the Madras Presidency, and a great sense of relief was

experienced by all classes. The last Madras official

with whom he had to do was Dr. Cornish, who had

some special interviews with him at Bellary. Soon

afterwards the Governor gave a public breakfast in the

banqueting hall at Madras. Dr. Cornish was present,

and more than once the question was put to him with

great eagerness, ' Are you sure Sir Richard has really

left the Presidency?

'

All through the month distress had deepened, as

was evidenced by the increasing number needing sup-

port. The progressive increase may be noted by the

following figures:

—

On Kelief Works 695,000

Ou Gratuitous Relief 115,000

Total . . . 810,000
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Apt-il 15.

On Relief Works 708,014

On Gratuitous Relief 225,289

033,303

A great portion of the increase was owing to the

fact that the numbers fed at the relief-camps, in the

town of Madras, and at the Red Hills, had not been

before included in the weekly return. Exclusive of

these, however, the numbers had increased by 71 ^fi09. -
| j3«

This was attributed by the local officers to the exten-

sion of village relief, and to the inclusion in some of the

returns of the children of labourers under seven years

of age.

Ajtrtl 21.

On Relief Works 738,788

On Gratuitous Relief 277,306

Oi Oi

1,010,164

Apt-il 28,

On Relief Works . , 719,849

On Gratuitous ReUef 833,646

1,053,496

Thenceforward, till the great change in administra-

tion—and for some time subsequent to that date also— ^' '

with two exceptions, increases were noted week by

week in alarming numbers.

Several subjects were greatly exercising the mind
not only of the Madras Government, but also of the

people of India generally, the chief of which was the

reduced ration. The public and the press (with the

exception of three or four newspapers in the north),

strongly condemned the ' experiment,' and asked that

it should be withdrawn. The Indian Charivari went
BO far as to publish a cartoon representing Sir Richard

disturbed in his sleep by numberless phantoms of

skeleton frames, while he was made to mutter certain

lines the reverse of complimentary to his humanity.
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A gentleman who spent his Christmas holidays in 1877

in the Shevaroy Hills, and went into the jungle to shoot

woodcock, was horrified at finding the bleaching skulls

and skeleton-forms of many who had crept under bushes

for shelter from the sun, and had died there. In one

group he saw the remains of two adults and three

children, evidently a family who had died in company.

The Madras Government shared the anxiety which

was felt by the public, and they had more reason

for disquiet, as they were in possession of reports from

the Sanitary Commissioner and from officials, all of an

alarming character, reports which were not published

till some time afterwards. There were only one or

two districts which did not tell of great deterioration

in the physique of the people. The explanation of the

reports not being uniform is thus given :
—

' From other

districts no marked change in the condition of the

labourers is reported. It is found, however, to vary

considerably ; for, while some gangs have deteriorated,

others have held their ground. This is partly explained

by the large proportion of low caste among the gangs,

some of whom have sustained themselves by feeding

on the carcases of dead cattle, or by devouring snakes

and lizards.'

By way of example, one report recording great

decadence may be quoted. Mr. Price, acting collector

of Cuddapah, accompanied a number of returns with

the remark: 'The heading "good" will show how
very few were considered by me fit for real work. The

rest were, in a greater or less degree, going down hill.

Many were fine men of the ryot class, who, not long

ago, were strapping fine fellows, but who are now
losing, as I ascertained by feeling them, all hardness of

muscle and roundness of form. The women were in

equally bad condition, and several of the very bad were
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little more than animated skeletons. The state of the

children was very indifferent. Some thirty persons

were taken out of the gang and put upon gratuitous

relief. They were utterly unfit for any work.' He
added : * I can assure Government that 1 am not in the

least carried away by my feelings ; I have been now so

long at famine work, and have seen so much misery

and so many sickening sights, that I can consider

matters coolly. I have no hesitation in saying that a,

continuance of the present wages for another fortnight,

to the coolies seen by me yesterday will render quite

half of them fit for only gratuitous relief.'

The opinion of the Government that a change

should be made was strengthened by a report from Dr.

Gordon, Surgeon-General British Medical Department,

and Honorary Surgeon to the Queen, and Dr. Smith,

Surgeon-General Indian Medical Department. They

suggested even in relief camps, where a large diet

was provided, an increase, and forwarded for adoption

* a diet which is a slight modification of the jail dietary

for ordinary non-labounng prisoners.' It speaks great

things for the patience and law-abiding tendencies of

the people of Southern India, that they remained fairly

honest and did not hanker after the flesh-pots of the

prison.

The Governor and his Councillors were unceasinoj

in their efforts to induce the Secretary of State to give

them permission to increase the ration. Amongst
other arguments used was one which is stated thus, in

a despatch dated 12th May:—'We enclose, for your

Lordship's information, two tabular statements, compiled

from the monthly statistical returns of the mortality

among the population of the Presidency up to the end
of February last, which will show your Lordship the

marked effect which disease and famine have had on
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the normal death-rate m the distressed districts. Your
Lordship will perceive that the deaths in these districts

have risen from 25,086 in October to 80,674 in February,

while the ratio per mille has risen from 197 in October

to 67 '9 in February. These figures, if not quite accu-

rate, as we can hardly assert them to be, err on the

side of short registration.' They also pointed out that

it was worthy of note that ' while in Bengal, during the

the famine of 1873-74, a rise in the price of the staple

food-grains beyond 10 seers, or 20 lbs., for the rupee,

was considered to indicate the point at which State

intervention to sell grain was necessary, the policy of

the present year has left the population of the Madras

Presidency generally subject to the distress occasioned

by much higher prices without any similar State inter-

vention.' The telegraph was used; a good deal of

pressure was exerted at the India Office, and the result

was that the Marquis of Salisbury expressed a wish to

the Government of India, that much restriction in

the matter of wages on relief works should not be

imposed on the local Government. The Government

of India at once intimated that they had no intention

of restricting the discretionary action of the Madras

Government, and the latter, therefore, notified that

the lo\7er scale of wages should be abolished and

the higher one everywhere adopted on works. The

ration had been tried for four months, and the

decided preponderance of direct testimony—Drs.

Harvey, Townsend, and Lyon alone excepted—was

that the ration was insufficient. Testimony on this

point will be found in the section of this work specially

devoted to the one-lb. ration. The reports from in-

specting and supervising officers of experience and

professional skill was to the general effect that the

physical condition of work-people on the lower scale of
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wages was seriously and rapidly deteriorating, and that

they were becoming enfeebled and incapable of sustained

exertion ; while, where these results were not ifnme-

d lately apparent, it had been generally found (as has

been already stated), that the wage had been supple-

mented from other sources ; and more food had been

obtained. The severity of the pressure of distress had

at this time (May) become more intense ; the effects of

prolonged privation were more distinctly marked; ex-

traneous sources of aid were to a great extent exhausted;

the solar heat was increasing with the advancing season

and adding to suffering ; and a decided shifting of the

workers from relief-works to gratuitous relief, as weakly

and emaciated, was manifest. The chief argument for

the adoption of the lower wage was economy of State

funds. The Madras Government did not lose sight of

this important matter. They made an estimate and

found that if the higher scale was everywhere sub-

stituted for the lower one, where that scale was in

force, the additional expense to the State might amount
to about

1 J lakhs of rupees per mensem. They had,

however, directed that the introduction of the system

of executing works by piece-work rather than by task-

work, should be encouraged, and anticipated that,

though the expenditure might be actually greater than

before, they would get a better return for the money
expended than was possible under the system of task-

work, and that they might place some check on the

increasing expense of gratuitous relief^

There is no need to 'pile Ossa upon Pelion' in

the form of incidents showing the suffering still en-

dured in portions of the Presidency. Two passages

from returns sent in to Government may be quoted as

' The order of the Madras Government decreeing the change will be
found quoted in full in the section on the 1 lb. ration.
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showing the inefficiency of the village officials for the

disbursement of relief—the agency relied upon by Sir

Richard Temple in his proposals. Mr. Underwood,

Assistant Collector of Nellore, in a report to Mr. Grose,

gives the following facts:

—

' Relief Camps and Houses.—There were four of

the latter during the month of April ; now, however,

acting under your orders, they have been closed, and

two camps established—one at Yepelaguntah, the other

at Naranda. The expenditure for gratuitous relief

was as follows:

—

People Fed

Male Female Children Total

6,382 7,819 9,563 22,764

Paid Children at rate of 3

pies each ...

Fed Children of Coolies

Total cost of gratuitous relief

Quantity of

Roe

Ps. Ts. Seers.

8 5 24|

Value of Bice

Es. As. P.

1,445 11

Contingencies

Rs. As. P

314 13 9

Total.

Es. As. P.

1,769 14 8

570 6 6

128 11

2,458 6 1

' The feeding of children is explained thus :—It is

very common to find a man or woman in first-rate con-

dition whilst his or her child is a mere skeleton, even

when three pies are given. In those cases I knock oflP

the three pies and feed the child. Roughly, the cost of

feeding each person was a fraction under annas 1*3.

' The ration is increased under recent orders :

—
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Ooaha Females.
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Nnmber Fed

Rice. Cost thereof ContingencleK Total

Fe-
mftlM

5,261

1,761

Girls ToUl

Udayagiri
Dasarapalli

1,686

806
7,947

2.557

P8.T8.Scer8.

3 3 24

19 3

Rs. A. P.

558 4 8

169 10 5

R«. A. P.

73 15 10

24 14 2

Rs. A. P.

632 4 6

194 8 7

Total 8,012 2,4fl2 10,504 4 2 37 727 16 1 98 14 826 13 1

' I give the above in full. It will be seen that in

two villages only 350 girls and women of the Maho-

medan persuasion required food daily. Now I utterly

decline to believe that there are that number of Mussul-

man females of the higher rank in the two villages. It

is almost insulting to one's intellect to have such a

return sent. An inquiry will be instituted.

' Village Inspectors.—Four Settlement Gomastahs

were told off to the duty. I ordered their weekly

diaries to be abstracted in English on the back and sent

to me. They have not been sent. In the early part of

the month I did a good deal of inspection. I found the

people generally healthy, and about six to ten bad cases

in each village. People capable of walking were sent

to the relief house. Those very infirm the munsiff was

ordered to feed. I hope the system will work now you

have sanctioned an advance to the circle officers, and

that the muusilF wall not have to send to the taluk

cutcherry to get payment for the cost of feeding. I liave

strong doubts however. One day, about 10 a.m., I

strolled into Yepelaguntah and found the circle officer

making a very wide detour round the Mallah dwellings.

I asked him how he expected to find out the needy if

he did not go into the village. He said he could
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not go into the village, but he would order the

people out. Now my experience is you must go in

and rout the people out. To the same point is the

answer of my head-clerk. I was in doubt about the

condition of a Mallah boy, so I said to Ramdoss, " Just

feel that boy's arm." He replied that he really could

not touch a Pariah. So I had to do it myself. I see

no occasion to dismiss my circle officers, as I could get

no better.'

From Kurnool an officer wrote :

—

' EffiDrts are being made to check the abuse by
village officials of the power which has been given to

them to afford relief to those who for the want of it

might be in danger of starvation. In the course of my
tours I have taken every opportunity of visiting the

villages on my way from camp to camp, and mustering

persons in receipt of alms. Considerable reductions

have lately been made, and the villagers are beginning

to understand to whom they are not to give food

;

whether they are equally clear as to who is entitled to

be fed maj^ be open to doubt. I lately found a skeleton

crouching outside a village lungerkhana ; it was that of

a man, still alive, though unable to stand and scarcely

able to articulate; the lips had disappeared and the

whole framework of the bones was distinctly discernible

through the skin, by which alone they were covered. This

creature was not on the lungerkhana list, and the

Reddy explained that he had come from another village.

This was evidently a case which the system of village

relief had failed to reach.'

In April the heavy strain of famine duties began to

tell upon the officials employed, and some had to go away
on leave. Mr. Howe, of the Bengal Civil Service, who
had been working very hard in the Bellary district for

two months, was compelled to take a sea voyage for the
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benefit of his health, and embark for China. Mr. Fanner,

who had been in the very thick of the famine in the

worst part of Knrnool, had been compelled, like Mr.

Gribble, of Cuddapah, who had left a little time before,

to go to Europe. The work of a relief official in any of

the districts during the famine was not to be envied.

It was downright hard campaigning. Mr. Cotton, of

the Bengal Service, was attacked with small-pox and

died after a few days' illness.

Two important events combined to render the month

of May noteworthy in the annals of the famine. One
was a censure of Madras officials by the Viceroy in

Council ; the other was a heavy cyclonic downpour of

rain, which did much harm to the country and but

little good. The Gazette of India, of the 5th of May,

contained a resolution introducing 130 folio pages of

tabulated statistics, and information relating to the

distressed districts in the Madras Presidency. The state-

ment consisted of ' extracts from the information fur-

nished by the Government of Madras on November 14,

and December 15, 1876, and January 4, 1877, in accor-

dance with the telegram from the Government of India,

of October 30, 1876, and of summaries of the reports on

each taluk, called for by the Government of India on De-

cember 2, 1^76.' The ground covered by these statements

will be found described in the foliowiiifj 'headinojs.'

'(flf.) A careful estimate of the amount (if any) of

the crop which has been saved, calculated in annas, on

the assumption of an average yield being represented by

12 annas ; Man/ and rabi should be shown separately;

if there be any prospect of further sowings it should be

mentioned.
* {b.) An estimate, as close as may at the time be

practicable, of the amount of revenue to be remitted.

' (c.) Information as to the mortality, past and anti-
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cipated, among cattle and agricultural stock ; the mea-

sures already adopted by Government and the people,

their result, and suggestions for the future.

'(c?.) The nature of the water-supply, extent of its

failure, further anticipated failure up to next rains, and

remedial measures possible, if any.

' (e.) The course of prices weekly of each of the prin-

cipal food-grains from October 1 up to the date of

report in each case, and six years' average.

'
(/. ) The local stocks as far as ascertainable ; the

centres, railwa}?^ stations or otherwise, whence further

supplies are being, or may be, drawn, and the proba-

bility of private enterprise being sufficient to maintain

them, as also of a fall in prices owing to ample impor-

tation.

'
(g.) The character of the population, whether high

or low caste, poor or well-to-do, purely or only partly

agricultural, and, if the latter, in what proportions ur-

ban or artisan ; also the character of the land-holders,

whether large, wealthy, able to aid their tenants and

likely to do so, or the reverse.

' (A. ) The movements of the people ; how far emi-

gration has taken place, and with what result (have the

people bettered themselves or merely gone elsewhere

to starve, or are they returning?), and whether further

emigration is possible.

' (i.) The relief works already started, their suf-

ficiency or otherwise, and the further works which are

considered practicable, arranged in the order of their

necessity.

'
(j.) The nature and amount of charitable relief

given to travellers, and to the aged, infirm, &c., who are

unable to work.

' (k.) The number of persons whom the Government

has on its hands, at date of report, for relief (1) by
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works, (2) by charitable measures, and the number,

roughly estimated, which it is likely to have on its

hands on March 1, May 1, and July 1.'

In their resolution the Government of India state

that they called for these returns about the same time

that they asked for similar details from the Presidency

of Bombay and the Province of Mysore. They then

proceed, in paragraph 3 of their resolution, to say:

—

* The reports of the Bombay local officers were sent in

to their immediate superiors in a generally complete

state about the close of the year, and, together with

the views of the Government of Bombay, were received

by the Government of India in time to be considered

and summarised, with orders thereon, in the Gazette of
India of February 22 last. The reports from Mysore,

though not quite so complete or trustworthy as those

from Bombay, were similarly dealt with by March 10.

His Excellency the Governor-General in Council regrets

t(Li>b-orvu lluit the reports of the local officers in the dis-

tressed districts of the Madras Presidency have not, with

some notable exceptions, been characterised by the same

punctjAality, accuracy, or completeness. Their various

deficiencies in important particulars have been suffi-

ciently commented on by the Madras Board of Revenue,

and have been to a great extent supplemented by the

series of elaborate and able reviews of the several dis-

tricts by the Board itself, which have accompanied

them. His Excellency in Council is willing to make
the most ample allowance for the irksomeness and dif-

ficulty which must have been felt in submitting detailed

statistics by officers who were labouring under the prac-

tical difficulties of organising relief ibr clamorous and
starving multitudes ; but is constrained to observe that

had they more generally grasped the imperative need of

temperate and thorough diagnosis of the condition of
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/Affairs around them at a very early stage of famine, the

I exaggerated impressions which were in many instances

V received, and the excessive and uncalled-for relief which

Ywas consequently given, might have been alike avoided,

land the general policy of Government might have been,

vn important particulars, different from what it was.

While thus commenting on a general tendency which

has had a not unimportant influence upon the con-

duct of affairs, his Excellency the Governor-General

in Council cannot withhold a tribute of admiration to

the energy, ability, and self-devotion which the local

officers of the Madras Presidency, of all grades, have

uniformly displayed, to the humanity by which their

measures, even if at times in excess of the occasion,

have been prompted, and the loyalty with which they

have accepted and endeavoured to carry out the famine

policy of the Government of India, as set forth in the

instructions of January 16 last, and personally ex-

plained by Sir Richard Temple in the course of his

mission.'

The effect of this paragraph was like a spark falling

upon a large quantity of gunpowder. The explosion

was terrific. At that particular juncture, and for some

months subsequently, the minds of the majority of the

people of Madras were fully possessed of one thing

^f^ above all others, viz.: that the Supreme Government
was-«ceptical as to there being a famine in Southern

India. Feelings of the utmost resentment were

cherished, and very hard things of the Viceroy and his

Councillors were said. The appointment of Sir Richard

Temple first caused annoyance when it was discovered

that his coideur de rose representations were accepted as

a correct statement of affairs, and seeing the Delegate's

suggestion of a reduced ration was in high favour

because it would effect a saving of 25 per cent, in
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relief jwiyiuents, a feeling of distrust was engendered.

Many little circumstances combined to deepen this

feeling, such for instance, as that Lord Lytton pro-

ceeded to Simla in April instead of visiting Madras,

and that, whilst all Sir Richard Temple's minutes and

each of the memoranda of his staff were published in

the Gazette of Indian Dr. Cornish's replies to the

Delegate on the food return were not published. (The

chief i)aper from the pen of the Sanitary Commissioner,.^

it should be stated, was published in the Gazette of

India a few weeks subsequently to this period.) Add
to this, the knowledge that officials were worked to their

utmost, that some had died under the severe pressure,

that week by week the calamity was growing greater,

and that above all, like the thick black cloud over Ve-

suvius whence lightnings flash betokening danger, there

was a fear that the south-west monsoon would fail,

when the disaster would be terrible. At this time, too,

the reduced ration was still in operation, and much
excitement was evinced regarding it. Even now there

are passages in the papers of the Government of India

which strike the mind as being very severe, e.g., ' ex-

aggerated impressions,' ' excessive and uncalled-for

relief,' &c., which are hardly justified by facts, even

though Sir Richard Temple did reduce the numbers on

works by some hundreds of thousands.

Most of the Indian journals condemned the publi-

cation of censure upon Madras officials at that juncture.

In Madras, as was natural, the strongest feeling

was evoked. One Madras journal (the Mail) said

it would be happy to do everything in its power to

give effect to the following suggestion which had been

made by a correspondent :
—

' Is there any chance of

getting up a demonstration against the conduct of the

VOL. I. L
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Supreme Government ? Anything more mean and cruel

than the resolution just issued is scarcely conceivable.

Even the Pioneer condemns it. It would do infinite

honour to the heads of the Madras Government were

they to telegraph home their resignation at the end of

the famine, for Lord Lytton's charges seem to be

directed more against the Duke and his Council than

against the other executive officers. An earnest and

vigorous remonstrance should be telegraphed to Lord

Salisbury and The Times.' Another journal (the Madras

Times), prefacing its remarks with a wish to separate

Lord Lytton personally from the act of his Government,

said: ' We do not know that we have ever set about a

task with greater regret and sorrow than we feel in re-

spect to the immediate duty before us, which is that of

noticing the manner—harsh, unfeeling, and impolitic

—

of Lord Lytton with regard to the Madras Government

and its officers, as to the way in which they are dealing

with the famine now devastating the country. We ex-

perience this feeling with respect to I-.ord Lytton himself

and the circumstances which exist. No Governor

General, we think, ever came to India with a more

determined desire to do that which is right and fair

than did Lord Lytton. This is evident in every word

that his Excellency speaks and in every action that he

performs. We can conceive of him being very dis-

tressed at the thought merely of doing injustice, either

to the people of the land or to those set in authority

over them. For high-mindedness he has had his peers

in those who, before him, have had supreme rule, but

as regards anxiety to do the thoroughly fair thing to

everybody, we question if he has had his peer among
all the Governors General who have preceded him.

Yet it seems as if Lord Lytton's period of authority

would be marked by more soreness of feeling amongst
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subordinates and more real injustice, leading necessarily

to a perfunctory performance of duty, than has hap-

pened in the whole period of British rule in India.

His virtues are turned against hira. Having such great

faith in Lord Lytton, and being i)repared to give to his

acts all the support our position enables us to accord,

it is more in sorrow than anger that we find ourselves

compelled to-day to indignantly protest against his

Excellency's sayings and doings. If our respect and

confidence in the individual would have impelled us to

hold our hand from censure and blame, the circum-

stances of the country, and particularly the distress

and misery around us, which threaten to intensify and

become much worse, grievously worse, would have

impelled. us to endure many things until after the crisis

was past and the difficulty overcome, when we might

have spoken that of which our mind was full.' The
Madras Times supported the idea of a protest to some

extent, but added, ' Better still, let Lord Lytton spend

a month in the Presidency amongst famine officials,

and if he does not then take the chair at an indignation

meeting, it will not be because he does not think such

a meeting necessary, but because he will (1) either do

away with the necessity for such a gathering, or (2)
refrain for the reason that such action would not be

seemly for him to take. Of the necessity of some

action his Excellency would have no doubt.' Nothmg
came of the proposal for a public meeting ; other events

of imjx)rtance crowded the arena, the censure was

passed by—it was not forgotten or forgiven—and atten-

tion was fixed upon new subjects which demanded
immediate notice.

Early in May, the Governor left Madras city on a

short tour in the Northern districts, that he might see

for himself how the largest public work in the Presi-

1,2
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dency—the East Coast (subsequently named the Buck-

ingham) Canal—was progressing. The sky had

become unwontedly cloudy, and the period being one

in which cyclones were probable, it was anticipated

that an atmospheric disturbance of this nature would

take place. The anticipation proved correct, and from

May 18 to 21 a terrific cyclone raged over the city of

Madras, over a portion of the coast region to the

north, and some distance to the south and inland.

More than 20 inches of rain fell in three days, and the

great famine year of 1877 will appear in Madras meteoro-

logical records as the year of heaviest rainfall for a long

period. The quantity which fell was at least half a

year's average of normal rainfall. Once the storm was

over, the face of the country was altered, and it was

deemed not to be an exaggeration to say that the grass

could be seen to grow and the blades heard springing

up ! The rivers on the east coast were in flood, and

the Governor was weatherbound on the banks of the

Cortelliar river. A boat was sent from Madras, but

before it reached the place where it was wanted, a native

craft had been found, and by this his Grace crossed.

Even the rain which fell was a source of disquiet,

so much of it was wasted. After such a crisis as had

been passed through, and with much suflPering still to

come, arising from the want of water, the least that

might have been expected would be that when rain did

come it would not be permitted to run to waste. Yet,

on the day the rains ceased, and for many days after,

lamentations were upon almost every lip as millions of

gallons of water were seen to flow away entirely unused,

much of which might, and ought, to have been stored

against a dry and sunny day—the oriental equivalent

for the proverbial ' rainy day ' of England, which needs

providing against. As an instance of the frightful
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waste of waters which occurred, the case of the Adyar
river may be taken. Nothing was done to conserve

the water in its cliannel. For three days the river

flowed full from bank to bank—250 yards wide at the

Marmalong bridge. In the middle of the stream, for the

width of one hundred yards at the least, the current

was moving at the rate of two miles an hour : the

depth of water was four feet on an average. It may be

that there was not tank accommodation available for

the storage of more water. But, even from the tanks,

the waste was enormous. The Mannalong tank at

Saidapett (a suburb of Madras) may be taken as an

indication of the waste permitted. This tank, when it

was seen by the present writer a few days after the

rain, was discharging over its waste weir a volume of

water six yards wide and one yard deep, flowing at the

rate of five miles per hour. The reason given for this

outflow was that, if the water were retained, some of

the banks of the tank might give way. Yet the level

of the water in the tank was below what it frequently

had been, and no disaster followed. The truth was
this : the budget for petty repairs of tanks was so cut

down at the beginning of the revenue year, that funds

were not available for carrying out such precautionary

works as were absolutely needful. The system by
which works are done is so unsatisfactory that engi-

neers, though they see the necessity for saving water,

are unwilling to take the responsibility of keeping the

water in the tanks, in the absence of that protection to

the banks which they feel is necessary. They, there-

fore, choose the lesser of two evils, and, rather than

risk a breach of the banks, with consequent flooding of

the country around, and much damage, they consider it

wise to let the water run to waste, and keep the level

in the tank very low. Nine months previously, when
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Lord Lytton issued his minute about the necessity of

economy everywhere, and called upon the local Govern-

ments to report what savings could be effected upon

their budget estimates, the Madras Board of Revenue

reported that a considerable saving could be made
on ' estimates for the annual petty repairs to tanks,

channels, &c.' The consequences ought to have been

obvious. What they were in one instance has been

shown, and that was but one instance out of many,
'anks are the prime pre-requisites for cultivation in

lany parts of India, and, when economy is required,

bhey are the very last things which should be tampered

nth. When they are neglected, the result is a flow

towards the sea of a precious fluid which represents in

passing away unused a sacrifice of human lives.

As soon as the Government of India had received

telegraphic communications of the heavy rainfall, they

requested the local Government to issue instructions

to all district officers to ascertain as far as possible

what effect the present rains would have on the agri-

cultural prospects of the year. Accordingly, orders

were issued, and some of the collectors furnished the

information required, which the local authorities trans-

mitted to the Government of India. In the reports

sent the collectors stated that the people then re-

ceiving relief expressed great desire to return to their

respective villages, and orders had been issued for

pecuniary help being afforded to enable them to

reach their homes. Agricultural operations com-
menced in the Chingleput and South Arcot districts.

But, whilst this statement was made, the returns pub-
lished week by week did not support this gratifying

intelligence. The fact was the rains had been local

and had also been very severe—so severe that agricul-

tural operations had been more hindered than helped
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by them. The month of May had commenced with the

following numbers supported by Government:

—

()n relief works 719,840

Gratuitously relieved 333,040

Total . . 1,053,492

On the 2Gth of the same the numbers were:

—

On relief works 792,118

Gratuitously relieved 381,464

Total . . 1,173,672

During this month the Madras Government were

addressed b)'^ the supreme authorities on the subject of

undertakinor larfje works. The local Government were

informed that ' Sir Richard Temple has made to the

Government of Madras on the dates specified in the

margin/ various representations on this important sub-

ject. While admitting that in many of the Madras

districts relief has been economically managed from the

first, he points out that in others the numbers in receipt

of relief are apparently excessive compared with equally

distressed localities elsewhere; and that the number
of relief labourers in the Madras Presidency under

Public Works agency is only Hi per cent, of the total

number on the works There would appear

to be some misapprehension arising from difi'erent

applications of the term " large works." In so far

as it extends to undertakings of primary magnitude,

such as the East Coast Canal and other irrigational

projects, there may be, as indicated in Sir Richard

Temple's own minute of February 10, some difficulty

in devising them in the Madras Presidency, or, at any

rate, in doing so in time to be of use in the present

juncture. But the term would appear to be used by

» February 10; March 18; March 29; April 10; April 17; April 20;
April 24 (two).
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Sir Richard Temple in his minutes above referred to in

the more limited sense of works capable of employing

about 1,200 to 1,500 labourers and upwards. This is

the sense in which the term is used in the Bombay
Presidency, and a reference to paragraph 9 of the

Bombay Weekly Statement No. XXIV. (Gazette of

India, May 5), will show that of the large works

upon which the Public Works agency is found to be so

advantageous, fifteen have less than 2,000 labourers,

and only sixteen more than 5,000 employed upon them.

And of large works, using the term in the same sense,

there would appear to be no lack in the Madras Pre-

sidency, for it appears from the Proceedings of the

Board of Revenue, No. 1817, of the 20th ultimo, para-

graph 9, that 66 per cent, of the total number of

labourers are employed upon works having 1,500 and

upwards, and that the average number per work is no

le?s than 4,591.'

Towards the end of iho, month a despatch was

sent from Simla which was of considerable importance.

It will be quoted here, but the points it sets forth will

be better discussed in the next chapter in dealing

with the period when the policy was developed. The
despatch says that his Excellency the Governor

General in Council had had under his consideration Sir

Richard Temple's minute of the 22nd April, in which he

recognised the humane care and the skill with which

the large relief camps are conducted, and remarked as

follows :

—

' But still the fact remains that the death rate among:

the inmates of camps is terribly high; that such

diseases as are engendered among gatherings of poor

people appear and re-appear, and that the air and sur-

roundings of these camps are very depressing. For
the little children especially the life must be very

J
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depressing indeed. Some of these troubles will, I fear,

be affffravated when cold and rain come on, and make

relief camp life even less endurable than it now is.

' The remedy which Sir Richard Temple suggested

was the gradual drafting off of the inmates of these

camps to their own homes, to be there cared for under

the system of house-to-house visitation and village

relief. His Excellency considered Sir Richard Temple's

suggestion to be deserving of consideration, especially

in view of the approach of the rainy season, and would

be glad to be informed of the views of his Grace the

Governor in Council on the subject. It was obvious

that, in order that the measure proposed may be safely

carried out, considerable efficiency in the system of

village relief is indispensable. The system has now, it

is believed, been organised in most of the distressed

districts, but his Excellency the Governor General

would wish that no pains or expense should be spared

to render it thoroughly efficient, while confining, of

course, its action to those only who are not able-bodied

and capable of being drafted on to the works. There

seems every reason to hope that this end would be

materially furthered if the civil officers were enabled

by the larger employment of Public Works agency, as

suggested in my letter. No. 423, of the 8th instant, to

give more of their, time and attention to the subject.'

The Famine correspondent of the Statesman and

Fnend of India ended his tour in May, and wrote as

follows :
—

' The upshot of my famine reports is, that

the famine is not perfectly met over a large part of the

drought-stricken area. The principal efforts of district

officers are concentrated upon the relief works, which

are saving tens of thousands of lives, and materially

reducing prospective distress. But there are a hundred

deaths a day from starvation pure and simple, among
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people who got disorganised during the initiation of

the relief measures, and whose case is not perfectly-

met by the system of gratuitous relief, boundless

though that seems. The relief agency, being of neces-

sity all native, is next to useless for the emergency

without constant and vigorous European control; and

the European officers are so trammelled"with the details

of their ordinary routine, that they can spare very

little time to see that daily village inspection, and the

prompt relief of distressed persons, are vigilantly

carried out.'

The death returns for the months of April and May
are thus summarised:

—

Deaths in April, 1877 77,916|

Do. „ „ 1876 37,675|

Increased deaths . . 40,241

1

Deaths in May, 1877 92,355

Do. „ „ 187G 39,557

Increased deaths . 52,798.
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CHAPTER V.

WAITING FOR THE SOUTH-WEST MONSOON.

A VERY short time sufficed to show the cyclonic rains

in the latter part of May to be of comparatively small

extent, and beyond providing fodder for cattle, and

averting a water famine in some districts, very little

had been done towards alleviating the distress. Except

a decrease of 15,937 persons on the East Coast Canal

in Nellore, there was little difference in the weekly lists.

These people were not in Government employ, simply

because the storm had submerged the works and no

employment was to be had ; they had, however, to be sup-

ported on gratuitous relief. As the period of distress con-

tinued, suffering became greatly intensified. In Bellary

especially the long-continued state of scarcity told with

terrible effect upon the much- tried people. Official reports

of deaths from starvation were received. Forty-three

deaths occurred from privation at the Civil Dispensary

and relief camps in the town in fourteen days. New dis-

tricts were brought into the area of distress, and week by
week larger numbers came on the hands of Government.

The south-west monsoon is due in Madras early in

June. It strikes the western coast of Ceylon about

May 24, and proceeds slowly northward, reaching

Malabar a few days after. In the first week of June
the authorities were buoyed up with the hope that the

seasonal rains would fall, eight inches liaving been re-

ported to have fallen at Trevandrum in Travancore in
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eight days from May 28. Reports came soon after of

heavy ' phimps ' of rain in Bellary, Kurnool, and Cud-

dapah, but nothing like what was needed. A charac-

teristic of the rain at this time was the partial manner

in which it fell. Very heavy showers would fall

with a dash from blackened skies over a small area,

whilst all around the skies continued as iron. An ex-

amination of the meteorological returns furnished to

the Press by Mr. N. R. Pogson, CLE., Government

Astronomer, showed that the solar heat in vacuo was

ten degrees above the average, and from this circum-

stance it was inferred that moisture was absorbed,

even condensation over a large extent of country was

impossible, hence the ' dashes ' of rainfall which alone

were reported. The Madras Government adopted this

conclusion, but expressed it in very popular language

wvhen they remarked, ' All hopes of a general good

Inonsoon are futile, and in some districts serious de-

^ciencies must be anticipated. The clouds have been

apparently entirely dispersed and hurried away by a

strong and parching west wind, which has prevailed for

some time, and in some cases the sprouting crops have

been reported as withering under its influence.'

Minor causes of suffering had been provided by the

cyclone which visited the city of Madras and its neigh-

bourhood in May. Five hundred houses belonging to

the poor population, Mahomedan chiefly, were de-

stroyed, and an appeal for help in rebuilding these

having been made to Government, his Grace the Go-

vernor suggested a charitable subscription, heading the

list himself with a donation, and suggesting that the

municipality should take up the task. This was the

flrst step in a ' new departure,' which, shortly, was to

have important consequences. The cattle, too, suff'ered

very much during the cyclone. They had become
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greatly enfeebled for want of proper food and nourish-

ment generally, and when the cold winds blew and

the heavy rain fell, they perished like flies in an

English winter. They died in herds. In the small

district of Chingleput, 11,600 are reported to have

succumbed.

The chief subjects of concern to the local Govern-

ment were the question of food-supply and the prices of

food-stuffs. As regards supply, merchants were active,

but only moderately so, considering, as tliey did, that

the fall of rain would at once lower prices, and leave

them in a precarious situation, with large stores in

stock. To June 15 320,000 tons had been imported,

and proof was given that the food stocks of the people

were gradually exhausted by this vast quantity being

consumed without delay, leaving the country stores

much in the position of the widow's barrel of meal

during the scarcity at Zarepta : the bottom was often

scraped, but there was always a replenished store.

Having no hopes of a miracle being worked in their

favour, the authorities were apprehensive that a time

would come when there would be no replenishing, and

the disaster would of necessity be appalling. Apart

from this, a source of disquiet existed in the fact that

prices were abnormally high. Famines in India have

not hitherto been fought on any uniform plan. In

Behar in 1874, when prices had reached 10 seers for a

rupee, Government grain wa> jxmred into the market

:

in Madras prices had ^ot down to G and 7 seers per

ruj)ee^ but no mtervention was permitted, and bitter

complaints were made by those in places of respon-

sibility in consequence. Before the end of July, more-

over, the small Government reserves were trenched

upon in some directions. Appreciating the gravity of

the situation, and feeling their responsibility very
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heavily, the Madras Government addressed the supreme

authorities, and pointed out that for some weeks there

had been a gradual and continuous rise in prices in the

districts of the Presidency generally. This rise had

left the prices, which were now generally stationary, at

very high rates. The collectors' reports, however,

showed that, while in April all markets were supplied

with raggi, cholurn, or cumboo, as well as rice, at the end

of May, in Tanjore, no cholum, raggi, or no cholum or

cumboo in two others w^ere obtainable, while rice was

7*5 seers to the rupee in three markets. In Trichi-

nopoly out of five markets no grain, except rice, was

obtainable, and rice was 6'5 seers the rupee in Udya-

pollum. In Coimbatore, rice was 4*9 seers the rupee

in Collegal taluk and raggi 6 '9, while prices were high

generally in PoUachi taluk. In Salem, prices at Tri-

patore were, rice 6*42 seers the rupee, raggi 8'12, and

cumboo 7*44, while in Salem itself rice was 7*68. In

Bellary, though prices were stationary', in Kudlighi and

Hurpanhully rice was 5*25 seers the rupee, and 5*5 in

Hadgully, while cholum was 6 to 6i seers the rupee.

In South Arcot, of eight markets cholum was not

quoted in four, nor cumboo in two. In Chingleput, of

six markets, cholum and cumboo were not quoted in

€ach of five markets. In South Canara cholum and

cumboo were not quoted. In Tinnevelly cholum and

cumboo were not quoted in four and three markets out

of five. In Malabar cholum and cumboo were not

quoted at all. In Madura cholum was not quoted in

one out of six markets. In Kistna, out of four markets

cumboo was not quoted in two. On the Nilgiris, of

four markets cholum was not quoted in one, cumboo in

two. In Godavery, of six markets cumboo was not

quoted in four. In Kurnool the price at Ramalcottah

was quoted for rice at 6*0, while cholum was 7*1, and
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no other grain was quoted. ' It thus appears,' said the

Government, 'that throughout the greater portion of

this Presidency prices are at a point which causes a

most severe pressure and continually increasing distress.'

There were doubtless yet considerable stocks in the

Presidency, although it was found impossible to obtain

certain and trustworthy information ; and these a fa-

vourable south-west monsoon might cause to be brought

forward, but that these stocks must have been seriously

diminished was apparent from the facts that, while the

consumption of the population at 1 lb. per head per

diem would equal about 3,849,300 tons, the total im-

port of food grain to the Presidency from August to

April had been only 417,839, as shown by a statement

prepared by the Board of Revenue. The increasing

demand on the stock at Bellary for Mysore territory

was also noticeable, the export of grain from Bellary

being as shown below :

—

To Mysore To Hyderabad Total

From March 3 to 31 . 285-8 OllG 1,197-2

Duriuj? April . . 600-0 1,6042 2.264-2

Up to May 26 . .8221 1,649-0 2,4720

' The stock available at the ports for inland trans-

port was ascertained at the end of May :

—

Tons

Madras 35,000

On sea .

'

. . . 10,000

Negapatani 8,000

Beypore Station 1,000

44,000

It was then remarked, ' This stock will be entirely re-

moved up-country in the usual course of traffic by the

end of the current month, and Government are not

aware of any considerable further quantity being on its

way or ordered, and there is no accumulation at the
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up-country railway stations. While it is very probable

that the price grain has now reached may induce

increased importations, yet the Governor in Council

deems it his duty to point out that while he is under no

apprehension as to the means of the railways to carry

the daily supplies, yet if the railway power is not made
use of with regularity, there will be very serious ground

for apprehension, because the number of trains that can

be run is limited by the circumstances of the line and

the locomotive power and waggon stock available. If

any material diminution of the grain traffic inland

occurs for a fortnight, it will probably be found in

practice impossible to carry up the quantity which will

be thus deficient in addition to the ordinary daily de-

mands.' Finally, it was remarked, ' The present state

of trade causes this Government much anxiety ; the

pressure of the existing high prices is rapidly adding

to the numbers whose sole dependence must be State

aid, not only in those districts which have been noticed

as distressed, but even in others, but it has, moreover,

reduced to abject poverty very many of those who
should and would have maintained themselves through-o
out, had prices similar to those which generally pre-

vailed in the famine districts of Bengal in 1874 pre-

vailed in this Presidency.'

The reply of the Government of India caused a good

deal of dissatisfaction in Madras, more, perhaps, than to

the dispassionate reader may appear justifiable, if the

facts stated in the previous chapter are not borne in

mind. Added to those was an increasing feeling that

the terrible suffering in Madras was being ignored, and

it was noted as a significant symptom that no reports

either to or from the Secretary of State were at that

time published in the Gazette of India. The state of

feeling was electrical, and the letter of the Hon. T. C.
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Hope, C.S.I., in reply to that from the Madras Govern-

ment, caused a severe shock, and here and there slight

explosions. The communication from Madras dated

June 12 was followed by a telegram on the 27th, which

was as follows :
* Prices still continue high notwith-

standing the rain ; rice risen in Vizagapatam, Kumool,
Bellary, Chingleput, and South Arcot. Dry grains

risen in Vizagapatam, Godavery, Kistna, Kurnool, Bel-

lary, North Arcot, Chingleput, South Arcot, Salem,

Madura, Tinnevelly, and Malabar. Stocks entirely ex-

hausted in Nilgiris district and in some taluks of Salem

and Bellary. Increased prices at Kurnool reported,

attributable to decrease of stocks and difficulty of

The letter (|f t^'^ ""^^^ ^°^ ht^^n lying npnr^y ten\

days at Simla unacknowledged and unanswered. The J

telegram directed attention to the former communica-

tion, and a reply was sent on June 29, It was pointed

out that the figures did not exhibit much difference

after all. ' From a table given,' it would seem, said

Mr. Hope, ' that in Kistna, Nellore, Salem, and Tinne-

velly, prices were on June 5 pretty much the same as

they were at the end of March ; that in North Arcot,

Trichinopoly, and Madura, there has been a consider-

able rise, but only in comparison with a previous lower

average ; that in Chingleput, Kurnool, and Cuddapah

the rise had been about half-a-seer, and in Bellary and

Coimbatore about a seer.' It was admitted that since

June 25 the general upward tendency of prices had

continued, and ' the telegraphic reports of prices on

June 19, which appeared in the Gazette of India on

the 23rd instant, show that, except in Bellary, a man
can still everywhere procure for one anna more than

the 1 lb. ration, which in Bombay at least has been

found sufficient for maintaining health j that except in

VOL. I. M
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Bellary and North Arcot one anna and three pies suffice

to procure within about two ounces of what authorities

in Madras have admitted to be sufficient, while in seven

districts that sum will procure more than 1| lbs.' This

was satisfactory so far as it went, and so far as it re-

ferred to Government relief, but that was not the whole

r>'^*' of what the Government of Madras alluded to. Further,

it was distinctly stated that some of the prices quoted

were norninaLiiiiJy, for there was no grain in the market

to be^jaichased. The chief consideration in the minds

of the Madras authorities was the condition of the

people who were not on relief works, not in the receipt

of money doles. Prices were nearly three times their

normal I'ate, and were pressing cruelly upon respect-

able poor people in receipt of monthly wages, such

as house servants, artisans, and petty clerks. In the

best of times their wages barely sufficed to make
both ends meet. The major portion of what they

earned in good times was required for rice or the

particular dry grain which formed their staple food.

When that was three times its ordinary rate great

suffering was necessarily the consequence, and people

had to restrict themselves and their children to one

leal a day, and that only scantily furnished.^ It was

hoped that if imports were greater, that if there had

been a larger reserve, the price of food could be

cheapened to the people of Madras as it had been to the

)eople of Bengal three years previous. All this, how-

ever, was ignored by the Famine Department at Simla.

Mr. Hope proceeded :
' With reference to the supply

of food grains, I am to remark, that although the returns

published weekly in the Gazette of India show a cer-

^ A missionary of the Church Missionary Society, situated in one of the

northern districts, described the children in one of his schools as fainting

repeatedly during hours of tuition, entirely for want of nourishment. They

belonged to ' respectable ' classes.
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tain falling off in the imports into the Madras Presi-

dency by sea, the last three weeks have witnessed a

very decided improvement in the shipments of rice from
both Calcutta and Burmah. Under these circumstances

his Excellency the Governor General in Council is of

opinion that the rise of prices which has occurred is not

excessive, and considers it, on the whole, a fortunate

circumstance tliat the, rates are keeping up for the

present, and thus lioldiug out fair iiidncemeuts for the

continued importation ot tbod by private trade . It is,

indeed, not unprobftPT5*tK5rTHis rise may lead to some
increase lii lliti UUlllWfe on Llie works and in receipt of

gratuitous relief, and so may augment the drain on the

public treasury, but this his Excellency in Council

believes to be a far lesser evil than that which ^v()uld

result jroni any reversion to the plan of purchasing

supplies of grain on behalf of Government, a plaji

likely to be more costly and less efficient than that of

leaviiiLi ilic present high prices to attract importation.

This general principle is, of course, subject to the

modification which was referred to in paragraph 9 of

the instructions to Sir R. Temple of January 16 last,

in the case of remote localities where private trade may
be inactive. In such cases the best course would appear

to be for the Government to advertise for supplies to be

delivered at the nearest spots to which there are facilities

for importation, and to give the relief to those who
need it in the shape of food. It is obviously most de-

sirable that the measures here referred to should be

adopted only on the most clear and urgent grounds,

and that if resorted to it should be carried out with the

utmost practicable publicity. In conclusion, I am to

state that with the view of informing the trade of the

present condition of supplies, and the continuance of

the policy of non-interference hitherto observed, this

M 2
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correspondence will be made public with the least

practicable delay.'

To this there was no rejoinder by the Madras

Government. The Secretary of State, however, was

informed that a reply had been received, and his Lord-

ship was also told that matters were in a worse con-

dition than on June 12. ' Prices have continued to

rise,' said the Madras Council in their weekly despatch,

* while there has been no material increase in imports.

Prices have, indeed, now reached a limit in six districts,

containing 7^ millions of people, which places whole-

some food beyond the reach of a large proportion of the

population.'

This state of things compelled the Government to

contemplate a phase of the famine of unexampled

severity, whilst the holding off of the monsoon, and the

consequent failure of crops, led to the opinion that the

famine might be still greatly prolonged. July 1 came,

and no rain of any consequence had fallen. ' There

has been no improvement in the prospect of the season

during the week under report,' is the melancholy report

sent to London ;
' any change that has occurred is for

the worse, and, although rain may still fall, we are

discussing our arrangements for contending with a

prolonged period of distress.' The week after, July 25,

all hope of the south-west monsoon was given up, and

the position of affairs, from the point of view of the

Government, was thus described :

—

' The slight and partial showers which have been

reported to have fallen in some of the districts of the

Presidency have had no effect in improving the condi-

tion of affairs. Even in Malabar and South Canara the

district average fall, during the week under report, was

only 2*29 and 3*8 inches respectively, which, in the

former district, is reported to be insufficient for agricul-
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ture. We fear that the general failure of the south-

west monsoon must now be accepted as an established

fact. From all quarters we hear the same story of

withering or withered crops, and of the prospects of the

dry-grain harvest being very bad. The prices of food

grains continue to rise, and have now attained a height

which causes very grave anxiety, when we consider the

extremely reduced condition to which past months of

privation have brought the population of the country,

and the wide-spread destitution which prevails, not

only in this Presidency, but also in the adjacent terri-

tories of Mysore and Hyderabad. The numbers on

relief works and gratuitously relieved continue to in-

crease rapidly, the excess in the numbers now reported

over those reported last week being about 130,000.

This is entirely due to the greater pressure of the

famine, and to the increased prices. The sufficiency of

the food supply has been and is the subject of our

anxious consideration. The Chamber of Commerce
estimated that on the 1st inst. the supply of grain

remaining in Madras town was only a little over 1,400

tons, a quantity not more than sufficient for about one

week's demand for the district dependent on this port

for their supplies. Since that date importation has been

brisk, and the further consignments which we hear of

from Burmah and Calcutta will probably ensure the

needful supply of the port to the end of August. We
are also informed that there are considerable quantities

of grain in districts of Bombay and in the Central

Provinces ; but the high range of prices in Bombay
and the Deccan, and their steady increase in Calcutta,

render the further provision for this Presidency some-

what precarious. The supplies from the north by rail

have averaged, of late, 800 tons daily ; and, notwith-

standing the monsoon, we have been aided by consider-
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able imports of grain at Narakal, near Cochin. We are

in communication with the Government of India re-

specting the immediate supply of some metre-gauge

waggons for the South India Railway; and in conse-

quence more especially of an increase in the demands of

the Mysore Province, we are also arranging for the hire

(on such terms as the Government of India may decide)

of additional engines for the Madras Railway Company.

We have every prospect of opening the double line to

Arconum for traffic in the course of next week, and we
shall continue to give our best attention to promoting

the distribution of food supplies by all means that

we can devise. In consequence of the absolute failure

of market supplies in some places, several of our officers

have reported the necessity of having had recourse to

the small Government reserve for relief purpose, and, in

one instance, temporarily for restricted sales. VV'e are

arranging for the employment of large numbers of dis-

tressed people, if necessary, on that portion of the

Kistna Delta scheme, not yet carried out, which, it is

supposed, will provide usefully for 50,000 men, for a

time amply sufficient to outlast the famine. There

are also some considerable irrigation improvements in

Chingleput and North Arcot, and also extensive works

in the central delta of the Godavery, which, with the

completion of the Coast Canal system, already well

advanced, will affi)rd profitable employment for large

numbers. For those unable to work we are making

arrangements by vvhich they are enabled to receive

maintenance in their own homes, under a system of

village relief.'

In the opinion expressed with so much weight and
gravity the general public concurred. For a short

time hopes had been cherished that events would have

turned out otherwise. The distress had lingered long
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upon the scene, and was becoming wearisome; rain had

fallen in May, and it was hastily assumed that the

people could go on cultivating, and the distress would

cease. Colonel Drever and his assistants did their

work in the chief city so well that much suffering was

not seen in the streets. ' Out of sight ' became ' out of

mind ' until the end of June, when it was generally

realised that distress was becoming greater. This was

seen in the large numbers weekly coming on Govern-

ment relief, literally by hundreds of thousands, but it

was brought home to the minds of employers of labour

in the representations made to them by their servants,

who showed that it was impossible for them to live

upon their wages with prices so high. In nearly every

house of business, what was known as ' famine batta

'

('allowance') was granted, and continued for many
months. The Governor, whose activity and efforts

were beyond all praise, paid a visit to Trichinopoly, to

devise plans for aiding the traffic vid the ports in the

south. It was inevitable, under the circumstances

which then existed, that there should be a vast in-

crease in the number of people on village relief, con-

sisting mainly of those incapable of work, formerly

otherwise provided for, but now throwm on the hands

of the Government. If a comparatively rich country

like England were without a poor law, and the one-

seventh, or whatever may be the proportion, of parish

relieved paupers, were usually assisted by private

charity, and supposing the price of bread to be more

than doubled, could private charit}' continue to support

the increased pressure with diminished means? This

was one phase of the difficulty. The cry at that par-

ticular time was loud and keen from the poorer class

in Great Britain, because the Russo-Turkish war had

increased the price of bread 25 per cent. ; here it was
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nearly 200 per cent, increase, whilst there was no work
for those needing work. If the supervision of relief

works by the Revenue Department were a mental and
physical strain, so as to get the best value of work
for the money spent, the strain at this juncture was

increased, for a poor-house relief, on an enormous scale,

had now to be supervised. The individual expenditure

to support human life gratuitously is not very much
less than when given as wages. Work could be gauged

when done
;
gratuitous relief must be supervised whilst

given. To provide adequate relief, and at the same
time to prevent abuse, over such enormous areas of

country as had to be dealt with, was the task then

before the district officers.

The task was not performed satisfactorily. It could

not be in such a country as India, and under such cir-

cumstances as then existed. Whilst the prospects daily

grew worse, nobody really lost heart. One of the

Madras papers, in an article published about the end

of June, expressed the prevailing feeling in the Presi-

dency. There was anxiety, but not despondency. This

ought, in fairness to Madras, to be borne in mind, for

the action taken subsequently was held to demonstrate

entire and helpless despondency on the part of the

Presidency, and aU the residents in it. The newspaper

referred to said :
' " A stout heart to a stiff brae,"

cheerily said David Livingstone to his companion,

Stanley, when, both wasted by fever, they had a pecu-

liarly severe march before them on the mountains of

Central Africa. This is precisely what we all in

Madras need to say to each other and to ourselves, now
that, almost without hope of alleviation, we are enter-

ing upon a period of famine with every former circum-

stance aggravated. If we become over-anxious, through

realising too fully what destitution means, we shall
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waste force that might be more usefully employed ; if

we despair and lose our heads by reason of the evil that

is pressing upon us, as the iron cage of history did upon

its prisoner-victim till life was crushed from his body,

the great evil and distress will become by so much
greater. We are nearing the end of July, and there is

no prospect now of the south-west monsoon saving the

crops which were sown when rains did fall, but which

are now withering in the ear. Hopefulness remains

with us, and we have the north-west rains to look

forward to, the pucka rains for us when they do come.

Meanwhile, let the expense be what it may, the people

must be kept alive as far as possible.'

There were loud and earnest cries for the Viceroy

to visit Madras, and many anxious eyes were cast

towards the Indian Olympus, but no sign of assistance

from the gods was vouchsafed. During the whole of

the month of July, the most anxious and critical time

of the crisis, only two or three communications seem to

have passed between Simla and Madras, little notice

was taken of the terrible increase in numbers on
gratuitous relief, no recognition was vouchsafed of the

weekly expressed anxiety of the local Government
about the monsoon, no notice was taken of the desire

expressed in the Madras journals for the Viceroy to

proceed to the scene of action. Only at the end of the

month, on receipt of an alarming telegram from Madras,

was action taken. This telegram was as follows :

—

'Madras Government deem it their duty to report

j

that the condition of distressed districts of this Presi-

dency is now very critical. If good rain falls within

ten days some dry crops on the ground may be saved,

but even then the harvest must be an indifferent one.

If no rain falls before end of the month the dry crops,

other than those which may be irrigable from tanks or
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wells, will completely fail, and result will be most

disastrous. Local stocks of grain appear to be failing

in many places, and entirely exhausted in some. Actual

inability to purchase any in several parts of the country

has been reported. Prices higher than they have yet

been and still rising, causing largely increased numbers

to fall on State aid, notwithstanding careful scrutiny.

Greatly increased expenditure will be inevitable. Go-

vernment are making arrangements on assumption that

the monsoon proves a failure.'

Mr. Hope replied, the day after :
' The Government

of India are much concerned at the disastrous state of

things with which the Madras Government have to

deal, as intimated in your telegram of the 23rd inst.

Has the suggestion made in the fifth paragraph of my
letter of June 29 been acted on? The Governor General

in Council would be glad to know what are the arrange-

ments referred to at the close of your telegram.'

The rejoinder of the Madras Government was in

these terms :
' I am directed to acknowledge the receipt

of your telegram of the 25th inst., and in reply to state

that the suggestion made in the lifth paragraph of your

letter of June 29, No. 557, has been acted on in two

districts, viz., Madura and the Nilgiris, and will be

further acted on in some others ; but the Madras

Government desire to avoid making calls which may
affect prices in districts and in local markets where

they consider such a course cnn be safely delayed.

With respect to the arrangements alluded to in my
telegram of the 23rd, No. 454, regarding which his

Excellency the Governor General in Council requests

information, I am to state that they consist of the

organisation for the employment of labour in complet-

ing and improving the irrigation in the Kistna and

Godavery deltas, and the Palar Anient channel system,
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in iniproveiuenrs to the navicrntion of the Pulicat Lake,

and the construction of various river embankments, and

of a modification of the system of village relief, and

securing a supply of food to those on relief in their

villages.'

The Madras authorities needed support : their hand^
wanted strengthening. The crisis was palpably gi'eat,

almost beyond their control, though no men could have

worked harder or with more anxious hearts than did

the Governor and his Council, and the whole hierarchy

of officials. A rumour became current that Lord Lytton

would visit Madras in November, and men curled their

lips in scorn when they heard it. Some were certain

that if Lord Lytton saw things for himself, a great

change in the treatment of affairs would result. The
most melancholy part of the outlook was found in the

cry which came alike from all the distressed districts,

that the stocks of food were exhausted. This, too,

though the railway had been working ' double tides

'

for months, and had, all things considered, been doing

wonders. But the material for conveyance purposes

was defective. At first eno^ines were few and insuffi-

cient ; when that want was supplied, waggons were

lacking, and the other railways were so hard pressed as

to be able to r>pare very few on loan. What ought t9

have been done at the outset, six months previously,

was to have ordered a large quantity of rolling stock

from England. Tliis, however, was not done, and the

consequences were deplorable.

' We may form some idea,' said a Madras journalist,

' of the good it would do Lord Lytton and some mem-
bers of his Council, Mr. T. C Hope especially, if they

were to visit Madras, from the leading article of the

Times of India of two days ago. The editor of the

Bombay journal alluded to was in Madras last week.
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and whilst here made enquiries for himself as to the

existing state of things, with the result that a most

melancholy picture has been drawn of the state of

affairs, the tints being of a darker hue even than we

ourselves are accustomed to use.'

An interesting indication of the depth of the dis-

tress was exhibited at this period in a letter addressed

to the newspapers by Mr. G. L. Hynes, mint master

at Bombay. He says : ' Through the pressure of the

present famine, the silver ornaments and melted country

silver discs are pouring in at the rate of nine lakhs of

rupees worth per mensem. The meaning of this will

be shown more clearly by a few figures. In the ex-

ceptional years 1873-4, the value of rupees in this

kind of silver received was as follows :

—

2,62,890 ornaments

9,19.524 country melted silver

1,182,414 rupees

The first part of 1874-5, the ofiicial year beginning

in April, was also marked by the receipt of a large

amouni of ornaments and silver, mainly received before

the rains set in, and in the severity of the famine

actually diminished :

—

56,601 ornaments

35.880 melted country silver

92.881 rupees.

The year 1875-6 may be taken as a normal year :

—

61,735 ornaments

1 5,096 melted country silver

76,831 rupees

Or we may arrive at a fair average in another way.

The first ten months from January to October of the

calendar year 1876 amounted to 57,9U0 rs., which gives

an average monthly receipt of 5,790 rs., and agrees

fairly with the average monthly receipts of the previous

year.'
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1876.

1877.

1877.

ails are as follows .

Rs.

April. Country silver, and silver omamenta estimated at 10,1)95

May 1) » M 1,161

June t> » » 7,896

July >» i> M »
August »» » >» 1,826

September » » tt »
October

>» »> M 3,«66

November » 1) » 69,609

December )> it l>
104,232

January
>} >i » 129,836

February »» •» » 205,542

March }) »» f> 306,848

Total during the last official year . rs. 841.799

April » » •> 608,740

May » » » 837,034

June » » » 1,161,515

July »> » » 1,633,212

Total for current year up to date rs. 4,1Ugj^

The reports from the districts were mainly of the

tenor of that forwarded by Major C. D. Baynes, in charge

of relief works, Darampuri. ' For the last fortnight,'

wrote Major Baynes, ' copious showers have fallen over

the whole of the taluk, especially during the last week:

the ground is saturated to the depth of 15 and 18 inches,

and nearly eveiy tank has had a month's supply of water,

and the weather at present has assumed quite the ap-

pearance of that prevalent during the monsoon. But

this opportunity for shortening the duration of the pre-

sent distress by the sowing of rape and cumboo crops

has been almost wasted, as not one-third of available

land is under crop or even prepared for the reception of

seed. In every village I visit I find the ryots in a con-

dition of idle despair, because they have neither cattle,

nor seed, nor fodder; they generally state they cannot

even borrow money to purchase bullocks, as their lands

have passed out of their possession, having been sold

outright or mortgaged beyond redemption: to provide
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their immedijite want, they certainly have neither cattle

nor means of supporting the number of bullocks required

for agricultural purposes, seeing that the thatch from

most of the houses has already been consumed in the

maintenance of the few cattle that are yet in existence

Consequently this weather, so favourable for agricultural

operations, has had no effect in diminishing the number
of small landholders who have hitherto been supporting

themselves by labour on relief works, nor in averting

future distress.'

Mr. Wedderburn, collector of Coimbatore, wrote :

—

' Some villagers have sold their brass vessels, their orna-

ments (even including their wives' "talis"), their field

implements, the thatch of the roofs, the frames of their

doors and windows, and others are approaching similar

destitution. Some of the Vellala puttahdars are over-

coming their repugnance to accepting food at our relief

houses, and unless rain falls very ^oon, we must expect

a great increase of the numbers already on gratuitous

relief. If no rain falls in the month of August, it is to

be feared that the ryots will not be able to keep alive

their ploughing bullocks. Many people are now mi-

grating to Pollachi and Malabar district until better

times.'

Mr. Price, of Cuddapah, thus describes the situation

in his district ;
—

' It is with the greatest reluctance, and

after waiting until what I consider to be the last safe

moment, that I have the honour to apply to Government

for assistance, in order to meet the rapidly increasing

distress. I have, in previous reports, both official and

demi-official, stated my opinion that a failure of the

south-west monsoon would entail the most serious con-

sequences, and have observed that in this case Govern-

ment must be prepared to meet a very heavy outlay. I

and those under me have worked on in the hope that
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ruin would come and all would be well. I now see but

little chance of its fnlling, except by a special dispensa-

tion of Providence. Day after day clouds come up only

to disappear Avith the sunset; the crops are beginning

to wither and the grass to dry up. Village relief is as-

suming gigantic proportions, and prices are steadily and

surely rising. Kain may come, but from the accounts

from Bombay and the West Coast which I see in the

newspapers, there is but very little chance of its making
its appearance. A fortnight more of the present wea-

ther will certainly end in the destruction of nearl}' the

whole of the dry crops of the district. It is not neces-

sary for me to say what the effect of this will be.

' Of the staff which was at my disposal a month ago,

Messrs. Weekes and Bradbury are permanently hors de

combat, and Mr. MacCartie, much to my regret, is tem-

porarily so. Mr. , who was utterly incompetent,

has resigned, and Mr. is under suspension, and

must eventually be dismissed. I have just received the

news of the death, from cholera, of one of the best of my
hospital assistants Major is next to useless, and

either cannot or will not work. I am also not receiving

that ready help from the district engineer that Govern-

ment expect or I should wish. My sub-collector is

new to famine work, and has his attention amply en-

gaged in bringing into order the disorder created by his

predecessor. This is the state of affairs in the district,

and there is before us the prospect of having to en-

counter a calamity compared wnth which all that has

gone before will be as nothing. I write in no sensa-

tional mood and state nothing but facts, the correctness

of which can be ascertained by enquiries from those

serving under me or the deputation of any special officer.

1 have done everything in my power to alleviate and
meet the distress, and to, at the same time, save the
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State money, and I have been nobly seconded by several

of my subordinates. I have watched matters coolly, and,

I believe, carefully, and I have accepted no officer's

judgment until I felt satisfied that it vp-as correct. I

have come to the conclusion that without more help in

the way of Europeans, and those officers of Government,

the increasing famine cannot be successfully met, and

that a disastrous loss of life must be the inevitable re-

sult. I therefore most earnestly beg that Government

will be pleased to let me have this assistance at once.

I have hitherto pulled on as well as I could without it,

but this cannot be any longer done. My experience of

natives is that, superintended by Europeans, if gentle-

men, they work fairly, but that where left without this

check, they either overdo or very much underdo relief.'

One report at least was of a more cheering nature,

and the great alleviation to which Mr. Master refers in

the following sentence reveals one of the means whereby

famine may be successfully met ; it was due to the wise

foresight of Mr. Wedderburn, during the famine of

1866, in Bellary, that well-cultivation was freed from

onerous restrictions, and widely extended. The Board

of Revenue submitted a report for the information of

Government, in which they said :
—

' Mr. Master's tour

has shown that the southern taluks of Bellary are in a

far better condition than was supposed. The great ex-

tent of well-cultivation has mitigated distress, but the

report does not furnish explanation why the numbers

on relief works in the taluk of Madaksira should have

so far exceeded those in the neighbouring taluks. Recent

reports, however, show considerable reduction in that

taluk.'

The work of relief had its dark side in July, as it

had in February. How relief was mismanaged in a

northern district has been shown: the manner in which
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the people could be ungrateful for all that was done in

their behalf is indicated in the following letter written

by a gentleman who visited the camp at Salem. He
wix)te :

—

' Salem, JuJy 14.

* I went to see the relief camp this morning. It is

situated a little beyond' the fourth milestone on the

Madras road, near a spur of the Shevaroys, called the

Chalk Hills. The rows of sheds which form the sleep-

ing apartments of the recipients of relief are easily seen

as we approach the spot, about a furlong off the main
road. The ground selected for the camp is flat, conse-

quently the lines of sheds may be extended in almost

every direction, according to the necessities of the case,

without interfering with the symmetry of the encamp-

ment. I did not count the sheds already erected, nor

the skeletons of others in course of erection, but there

must have been about three rows containing about

ten sheds each, and each shed capable of holding about

a hundred persons. Four sheds of the same character,

situated at a little distance from the rest, were used as

hospitals. Three huge pens in different parts of the

camp were used as al fresco dining rooms, where the

people sat in rows and received their dole. Latrines

were erected at a safe distance, but it will not take a

visitor long to discover that the people considered such

a provision utterly unnecessary, and took a practical

way of showing their opinion. The sheds were built

almost entirely of palmyra leaves; the supporting posts

and the sticks on which the thatch was tied were the

only exceptions to this rule. The roof was about 10

feet high, and reached to within 3 feet of the ground at

the sides. The sides of the sheds consisted also of

leaves. The doorways were small (poky would be the

better word), and showed how carefully the native idea

VOL. I. N
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of a doorway had been carried out. Lord Lytton should

be much pleased with this mark of consideration for

native feelings. To me, the sheds seemed too much
shut up, and to have far too little ventilation (another

concession to the native).

' The sight is very picturesque. On all sides, hills

more or less near are to be seen, and the unique low

line of chalk, rimning away at a rather sharp angle from

the other hills, was pleasing by contrast. I arrived just

at the time of the morning meal. One pen-full were

just finishing their portion and breaking up into irre-

gular groups, and another party were "just going to

begin." I saw the food, but did not taste it. I have

had to do with providing food for natives in my time,

and I am prepared to say that, though I have seen a

larger quantity of food disposed of at a meal, yet the

amount given to the poor people was not meagre, and

if (as I believe) they get as much twice a day, they will

certainly not die of starvation, provided their internal

orcrans of assimilation are in sound workino^ order to

begin with. I entered the kitchen and saw the huge pans

full of ghee, &c., and the operation of cooking going on.

Certainly the cooks are not starving.

* 1 was told that I had come at an inopportune time,

for the people were just then utterly unmanageable. I

had heard of the insurrection at Bellary,^ and from my
own experience could quite understand that nearly

4,000 desperately hungry people might become ob-

streperous. There was nothing like mutiny, however.

The people were simply unruly and disorderly ; they

would not retain their places in the ranks waiting for

their food, but persisted, in a truly native manner, in

rushing hither and thither wherever they thought they

would earliest be served. Order and discipline were

utterly demoralised for the time being. The fact is the

' A small outbreak of slight importance.
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camp is far too big. If still retained as one there should

be divisions under different responsible heads ; and the

amingements for cooking &c. should be quite distinct

in each division. The camp is growing enormously

fast, and it is simply impossible, in my opinion, that so

huge an encampment can be methodically and systemati-

cally governed and fed from a single centre. The camp
has a capital resident superintendent, but he seems to

have no lieutenants of divisions on whom he can rely

in their respective spheres. The Government has not

hitherto been to blame for this, for the rapid growth of

the famine has laid far too heavy burdens on far too few

officers in this district, and consequently something

must be overlooked and inadequately provided for.

The camp has now grown so large that it must have a

sufficient and competent establishment of its own.
' The present site has been condemned by Dr. Mac-

donald, and arrangements are already in progress, I

hear, for removing the camp about a mile farther from

Salem on the same road. The soil at the present camp
is very porous, and the existence of so many people

there for so many months has sown the soil with the

seeds of disease which may spring forth to a deadly

harvest at any time.

* I say nothing of the condition of the people I saw

there ; I saw nothing new. The same class of ema-

ciated, and (in many cases) moribund paupers may be

seen on any day in any part of the district. I dare say

you can see them yourself in Madras. But I was very

much struck with the grumbling, fault-finding, quarrel-

some spirit of the people. Some were quiet enough

;

they evidently had not the strength to grumble or fight.

But others, hundreds of them, swarmed round the visitors

and complained of almost every possible thing. The
quantity was not enough, the rice was not good enough,

K 2
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the addition to the rice (a kind of fish or mutton mulli-

gatawny) was not tasty enough, the meals were not

early enough or punctual enough ; in fact, an English-

man could not have grumbled more. Quarrels, too,

were going on, though I could not find out the cause,

indeed, I did not try to find out. One poor, lean,

gaunt old woman had her very scanty cloth torn very

nearly off her by a virago a little less lean than herself,

and a third stepped in and impartially struck both. In

the two hours I spent there I grew quite disgusted with

the utter shamelessness and ingratitude of the great mass

of the recipients of the relief ; and if a casual visitor

feels thus, what must the resident superintendent and

the Government ofiicials feel who see this same thing

every day ? I am not of those who say that natives

can't feel gratitude and have no word in their language

to express gratitude, for I am well aware of the falsity

of both statements ; but I must candidly say that those

who labour for these poor wretches in the relief camps

get far more complaints and abuse than civility and grati-

tude from those whom they thus carefully tend.

' The camp is placed in the charge of Mr. Tate, the

civilian from Bengal who was sent to render special

assistance during the famine, having had experience of

this work in the Bengal famine. He visited the camp
daily, and, as above mentioned, there is also a resident

European superintendent. I have come away with the

impression that the workers in connection with the camp,

from the collector downwards, are doing nobly all they

can to alleviate misery and save life in spite of the dis-

couraging ingratitude and complaints of those who are

benefited by the relief.

' The camp contains about 3,700 people, of whom
200 are in hospital, suffering principally from diarrhoea

and dysentery. Cholera has appeared within the last
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few days, and threatens to become epidemic if the camp
be not speedily shifted. When shifted, it should be

divided into two or more parts, with separate domestic

arrangements and supervision. If I remember rightly,

this is intended to be done in the new camp.'

A few days later the same gentleman wrote :

—

«July"l8, 187T.

' The famine is the uppermost topic at present, and,

unfortunately, likely to be so for a long time to come.

I see that expressions of commiseration are very fre-

quent in the papers, because rice is only five or six

measures the rupee in various places. I suppose your

coiTCspondents are of opinion that the prices mentioned

are indeed high; but how thankful the people of Salem

would be to get rice so cheap. Here, the price is a

rupee for three measures, and for a few days about a

week ago only two and a-half measures were given for

a rupee ! I have reason to believe that the famine ie

felt here at present more severely than in other parts of

South India. Not only is rice at a prohibitive price,

but all other articles of food are dear in proportion.

Even cows, that fell so rapidly in price on account of

failure of pasturage, are now rising again because they

are so scarce—so many having died of starvation. The
condition of the poor of Salem is melancholy in the

extreme. The streets are thronged with living skele-

tons that, alas ! will soon cease to be living, and the

suburbs are too painfully sprinkled with recumbent

emaciated frames covered with cloths, suggestive of

laid-out corpses, although the majority of these are not

yet dead. The police are indefatigable in picking up
these stray waifs of dying humanity and taking them
off to the relief camps ; but even the police cannot be

everywhere and prevent all the sad sights that meet

one's eyes. Some months ago I thought I had seen the
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nearest possible approacli to a living bag of bones, but

I must confess that 1 have since then seen worse speci-

mens of the human species. While some appear ex-

hausted and dying, thougli not so (apparently) severely

reduced, others have vitality enough to walk about with

a measure of activity, though they remind one ofnothing

so much as a piece of brown parchment, tightly stretched

over a skeleton. If anyone wishes to see famine-stricken

creatures in their last gasp, let him go to the camp, or

if that is too far, to the various cutcheries in Salem, to

the compound of the Roman Catholic Chapel at Surapet,

or, indeed, almost anywhere in the town and neigh-

bourhood. To look at them is like looking at the for-

lorn hope before an assault, for there is absolute cer-

tainty that most of them will soon be in their graves.

(The great increase in the number of vultures lately is

sadly noteworthy). A conjee house in Salem, and

several centres of out-door relief fail to meet all the

exigencies of the time ; and, indeed, one cannot help

pitying the soft-hearted among those employed in relief

work, because they see so much more real misery than

they are able to alleviate. On the other hand, very

distressing is the condition of those poor people who fail

to get the aid that others, no worse off than themselves,

are lucky enough to secure. I am convinced, however,

that many (perhaps most) of those who wander about

starving and dying prefer to live and die in this way,

rather than put themselves under the very slight re-

strictions of relief camps. Those who are taken there

in an unconscious state no sooner recover health than

they take their departure. A policeman remarked to

me, " Those we send to-day are back again to-morrow."
' The effect of the famine on the public health is of

course felt. Fevers, diseases of the bowels, small-pox,

are prevalent, and cholera also exists, though not to any
great extent.
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* The prospects of the coming harvest are very poor,

at least in the neighbourhood of Salem itself. Not half

the fields are cultivated, and of the other half scarcely

any will have an average crop. The crops are standing

in ear, waiting for rain to fill out the grain, but will

wither apparently for want of water. Already the im-

mature stalks are being gathered for fodder. One
thing is certain ; the present crops will add nothing to

the grain stocks now in hand, and will not even suffice

for the current demands between this and next harvest.

If the demands on the present stores be abated for a

time, that is all that can be expected.

' That under these circumstances the number of

relief recipients at the camps has doubled within a short

time, and now amounts to nearly 4,000, is a powerful

indicator of the increased pressure of the famine.

' The famine is having a very great influence also on

crime. The central jail here has nearly 1,800 prisoners

(which is more than double the normal number), and
additions are made daily. As many as forty new in-

mates turn up on some days. • It is well known that

many persons deliberately commit crimes in order to

have a prolonged board at the expense of the Govern-

ment. It becomes a serious item in the famine expen-

diture when lengthened periods of imprisonment have

to be provided for some hundreds of convicts—an item,

too, that will not cease with the famine itself.

' Education, too, is' suffering, as many lads are dis-

missed from the various schools because they are unable

to pay the necessary fees. Indeed, it is difficult to see

what is not affiicted injuriously by the famine.

' For a long time no rain has fallen, and the country

is beginning to be scorched up again, and wells are dried

up. A refreshing shower fell here two days ago, but

beyond the passing alleviation of heat no good can be
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done by so slight a fall. The thermometer stands as

high now at midday as it did in the hot weather of

April and May, but falls lower at night, varying from

80° to 98° in the twenty- four hours.

' While writing this letter I have heard vague

rumours of a loot in yesterday's market, but I don't

quite believe it. At any rate, I hope the report is not

true.

' I forgot to mention in the proper place that we are

t indebted to the railway for the high price of rice here.

I Some thousands of bags are lying at Beypore waiting

\for transmission to Salem and other places on the line.

But for some days no rice whatever was brought, and

then the price rose to two and a half measures per rupee.

A little is now coming, and this has lowered the price

to three measures ; and if plenty comes (and there seems

plenty ready to come), the price will fall still more. It

seems very sad that the deficiency of rolling stock should

affect human life so seriously, but so it is.'

In June the directors of the Monegar Choultry

at Madras (a poor-house and infirmary, probably the

nearest approach to an English workhouse in India)

were requested by one of their number, Mr. Krishnama

Charriar, to provide for the relief of the caste poor of

Madras who could not, from religious and other scru-

ples, partake of cooked food supplied in relief houses.

They would rather die than partake of such food. As
the funds of the Choultry (raised from endowments
made by wealthy natives, from public subscriptions, and
from a grant from Government) would not permit of

aid being rendered from them in the way suggested,

even if they had been large enough for the purpose,

which they were not, the proposal was referred to his

Grace the Governor in Council. The Governor in

Council suggested that the relief of such poor as were
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altogether outside of existing agencies should be under-

taken by the public, who should raise subscriptions

towards which Government wculd make allotments.

Tlie municipal council was made the medium of this

effort, as it had been of a previous charitable under-

taking, and a large number of European and native

srentlemen ioined in the deliberations of the Famine

Relief Committee which was then formed. At one of

the meetings, sub-committees (9) aggregating nearly

two hundred gentlemen, undertook the personal super-

vision of relief, and agreed to make a searching inves-

tigation into the cases of all who were applicants for

food. At this meeting the firs t sugo:estion._wag made

for seeking chanlablajdd_ayLtgidQ^ .Madras ;-.lt.amanated

from Mr. Digby, editor of the Madras Times . Some dis-

cussion followed ihe suggestion, Sir William Robinson,

K.C.S.I., agreeing that it would be well if the attention

of the English public were called to the actual state of

things in Southern India, but he was not of opinion

that the Town Relief Committee should undertake the

task. Mr. Digby maintained the propriety of the

Madras Committee, as representing the whole Presi-

dency, taking the initiative, but for the time being

forbore to move a resolution on the subject.

Having, meanwhile, found there was a strong feeling

among the inhabitants of Madras in favour of action

being taken, Mr. Digby brought the subject forward at

a meeting held on July 30. The proceedings at these

meetings will be found in greater detail in the section

of this book devoted to Private Charity ; at these

meetings it was resolved that a requisition should be

sent to the Sheriff to convene a meeting, and his

Grace the Governor should be asked to preside. At the

committee meeting Mr. Digby moved the following

resolution, which was substantially adopted:

—
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' That the Central Committee of Town Relief for

Madras arrange for a public meeting being held at an

early date in the Banqueting Hall, over which his

Grace the Governor be asked to preside. That at this

meeting resolutions be submitted which shall show the

extent of distress throughout the Presidency, and that

the aid of the communities of Calcutta and other Indian

cities, where no abnormal distress is being experienced,

be sought. Also that the Lord Mayor of London and

the English Chambers of Commerce be communicated

with, and that the Lidia Office be asked to put all

available communications reo-arding: the famine at the

service of the English press. As the local Government
undertake to keep the people alive as far as possible, it

be suggested that the funds raised in England and else-

where be employed in suj)plementing Government aid,

and in providing implements for agriculture and seed

grain for sowing during the approaching north-east

monsoon season.'

By this time the Government had fully recognised

two things: (1) that the disaster had become aggra-

vated, and increased efforts were absolutely necessary;

(2) that the aid of the general public—suffering having

reached the lower middle class, who could not comply
with conditions as to residence, &c., to enable them to

claim relief which they sorely wanted, and agricultu-

ralists and others needing assistance which could not be

provided from State funds—must now be sought. As an

earnest of the first-mentioned fact, a minute was pre-

pared by his Grace the Governor, dated July 17, which
was read in Council on the 24th, adopted, and sent to

the Viceroy and the Secretary of State. It was in the

following terms :

—

' It must be assumed for the purpose of famine

arrangements that the south-west monsoon has failed.
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This prolongs materially the time during which State

relief will be needed, and the numbers to be relieved.

No material aid will be obtainable from crops sown with

the north-east monsoon until end of January.
' CUiss I.— Bellary, Kurnool, Cuddapah, Chingleput,

with parts of North Arcot and Salem, will probably be

most distressed.

' Class II.—Madura, Coimbatore, and other portions

of North Arcot and Salem.

' Class III.—Nellore and Kistna.

* Class IV.—South Arcot, Trichinopoly, Tanjore,

Tinnevelly, and Malabar.
' The primary question is (first) the mode of relief

to be adopted in works and in villages ; and (second)

the works available.

'1. A5 regards the first, I entertain little doubt

that the scale of wages laid down by Government

Order for task (not less than 50 per cent, of ordinary)

is sufficient ; that all who cannot earn that are not

suited for relief labour, and should not be employed as

a rule ; that those not employed should, if possible, be

relieved in their own villages ; that village relief should

be such as to tempt residents to remain at home unless

able to work profitably ; that wanderers should be sent to,

and relieved in, close camps, and if able to labour, kept

to labour ; that the camps should be divided into two

distinct portions, one for medical treatment and relief, the

other for ordinary relief of such as are entitled to it ; that

the increased diet recommended by the medical officers

should be given only in that portion of the camp de-

voted to those needing medical treatment; that the

diet in the other portion should be so fixed as not to

compete with the village relief, which, I think, should

not exceed the proportion of two-thirds the wages scale;

that the village relief, the camp relief, and the wages
scale should be maintained on similar scales throuirhout.
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* 2. As regards work for relief, it seems desirable to

take all possible measures to keep up the principle of

family union and support, and that the larger works

shall, with this view, be allowed to be performed at

contract rates, so as to enable the adult members to

earn a fair subsistence for themselves and children.

'3. That where the daily wage is in force, care

should be taken that no adult members of a family

whose principal member is on a work, and who need

relief, are refused for the same work, even though un-

able to complete 50 per cent, of an ordinary task ; and

care should be taken that where there are young chil-

dren they are produced, and that the parents receive

the apportioned allowance, so that the family receive the

full benefit of the scale given by the Government.
• 4. That in all relief camps where wanderers are re-

ceived in any number, work shall be provided adjoining,

at which the men shall be employed if they remain in

the camp, such as digging or storing metal, gravel, &c.,

unless when the camp labour supplies sufficient em-
ployment.

' 5. That all persons in camp who are fit to travel

should be relegated to their villages, and registered for

village relief.

'6. That no foreigner, i.e. from Mysore, Hyderabad,
or Bombay, should be received on any State relief

work ; that all such as are in the Presidency and unfit

to walk home to the nearest village of their State should

be detained in relief camp until an officer, on appli-

cation, is sent for them, or they are sent under Madras
officers to their states.

' 7. As regards the second, a careful discussion with
Colonel MuUins, chief engineer for irrigation, con-

60,000 men. firms the fact that there are but few larger

works which can be undertaken. The principal are:

—
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* First—The Kistim Delta Works.

^Second.—The Coast Canal completion, including

branch navigation towards principal places by the

creeks ; sectioning the banks so far as to give 20,000 men.

security against the spoil washing back with ^eiiore.

heavy rain, or pressing on the banks; deepening the

southern portion of Pulicat Lake ; canalisinoj Probably

1 1 1 T^ T T 1 1 1 11 5,000 men.
through the ruiicat Lake ; the thorough clean- cuingieput,

ing and bottoming of the Southern Canal, and ^iH^"
its extension to Sadras and into the Palar, Say 3,000

"With formation of tow-paths through Gove- Chingiepat.

long back-water and where needed, so that when the

navigation is opened, it may be really opened through.

' Third.—The improvement and reforming of the

Palar ancient channels (not ready probably 4,000 men.

•until the -end of August), and the supply Schf^g^i
channel of the Sholaveram Tank. put-

^Fourth.—In Cuddapah the Oundakoor Tank Chan-

nel, which will improve cultivation, but not 3,ooo men.

pay a profit; this is marked out.

^ Fifth.—The suggested embankments of Cortelliar

and Narnaveram, which apj^ear of very doubtful utility.

The chief engineer for irrigation will not say more than

that they are now so laid out as not to do harm. 2,500 men.

Their effect wdl be to assist in conducting to sea the

floods which, I think, should rather be retained upon
the land; and I am averse, thereforCj to these works

being undertaken, but would prefer that the skill of

the engineers should be directed to devising works for

those rivers which may retain the water for use, lessen-

ing the force of the current, and thus avoiding the

scour and washing away of the surface or sand deposit

on the land.

' Sixth.—In Kurnool no work of any mag-nitude can

be devised, unless a railway extension from Gooty were
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feasible. No survey of this district has ever been made

for the purpose, and it is said to be difficult in places.

' 8. It is suggested that the Kistna Delta Works be

appropriated for Kurnool labour under voluntary con-

tracts ; if this can be carried out it should withdraw

150,000 people from the district.

' 9. In North Arcot there appear to be no works of

any magnitude, except the Palar embankment near

Vellore ; and the cleansing of the Fort ditch will not

only be an important sanitary improvement and ad-

vantage to the fort, &c., but will afford a valuable

additional reservoir of water, suitable at least for cattle,

at a place where it is much needed.

'10. In Trichinopoly and Salem the chief engineer

for irrigation considers that ample work can be given

in the Cauvery embankment repairs and in tank repairs

for some months.

'11. All the works above referred to may be carried

out by petty contract in the ordinary way under Public

Works Department, except, perhaps, some work con-

nected with bottoming the canal where daily labour

may need to be employed.
' 12. If the Kistna Delta Works are undertaken,

hutting and camp sites should be immediately selected,

and the company of sappers from the canal, or another

in relief, be transferred to make preparation, set out the

works, &c., and if decided to be made available for

Kurnool people, the Public Works should put them-

selves in communication with Kurnool contractors,

specifying the rates to be given, and arranging for the

march of men and families, while huts, &c., or materials

sufficient to resist the north-east monsoon, are pre-

pared, the men being guaranteed provisions for the

march and for the return of themselves and families,

say in February.
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' 13. The other works can be readily taken up with-

out much preparation.

' The labourers from the Chingleput Railway who
belonff to North Arcot should be transferred to their

own villaj^es for relief, and the stronger to Vellore for

work. The Chingleput labour should be transferred in

a similar manner to South Canal and Pulicat.

'14. As regards labour for Madras and its imme-

diate neighbourhood, the junction section of the canal,

the cleansing of the mud banks in the Cooum, the

powder-mill works, and excavation of filter beds for

the water-works, which should be promptly decided on,

should afford ample employ.

'15. It is well to note that there are two larore

works not noticed here, viz. the Bellary High Level

Project, and the Sungum Project. The first would

cost 1,40,00,000 rs., but could be only carried out

during this famine to the extent of 50,00,000 rs ; and

the portion of work so executed would be of no use, or

produce any return until the whole estimate be spent,

as it is not a work the completion of partial lengths of

which would be of any avail. The Sungum Project

would employ a considerable amount of labour, but its

return is very problematical, while the works named
should employ all the able-bodied labourers on more
important and on some minor works.

'16. It is intended by the chief engineer for irri-

gation to have the Darampury taluk in Salem carefully

re-examined to see whether some irrigation tanks might
not be there formed.

(Signed) 'Buckingham and Chandos.'

The hope with which all were buoyed up at the

commencement of the period when this chapter was
begun, had now died away, and in great gloom and deep
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anxiety the month of July passed away. The death

rate in the two months under review was :

—

Deaths in June 1877

„ 1876

Deaths in July 1877

„ 1876

Increased deaths

Increased deaths

No. 95,770

„ 42,031

„ 63.739

No. 134,433

„ 48,315

„ ' 86,118
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CHAPTER VI.

THE CULMINATION OF THE CRISIS.

The following fragment of a convei*sation between two

gentlemen represents opinion in Madras in the beginning

of August:

—

First Gentleman : Two months hence his Grace the

Duke of Buckingham and Chandos would be ready to

give his coronet and the position he occupies to have a

contract carried out which secured him half-a-million

tons of grain.

Second Gentleman : I think so, too. The extent and

amount of distress, in the interior at least, will be some-

thing terrible.

The problem which had to be solved at this period

was a very serious one. Briefly stated, it was this:

Under normal circumstances, one anna will buy in

Southern India more than one lb. of grain ; but at this

time it would not purchase more than one half of a lb.,

or even that quantity. Rice in ordinary seasons sells

at the rate of ten Madras measures for the rupee. In

the last week of July it was quoted at three and four

measures (which is as if the quartern loaf in England,

instead of being sixpence, was nearly two shillings),

wliilst the houses of the people had been denuded of all

valuables and necessaries, these havmg been sold to

provide food to eat. It was clearly impossible for the

peoj)le in Madras to cope adequately with the distress.

The cost of living was increased to everyone. Those

VOL. I.
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at the head of large business concerns, as has been

already stated, gave a bonus month by month to their

employes, whose wages would buy now only a fourth

of what they once would. The state of things was

now immeasurably worse than in the famine in Bengal.

Twenty-three people in all died of starvation in Bengal

in 1874: in Madras no camp of three thousand rose

morning after morning without leaving thirty of its

number upon the ground to rise no more. In the

interior the distress was fearful. One gentleman pass-

ing down a ghaut in the Wynaad in July counted

twenty-nine dead bodies on the road; a coffee planter,

seeking shelter from rain in a hut, found six decom-

posed corpses in it. People died of starvation in the

streets of Madras, and such an occurrence had, from

its frequency, ceased to alarm. The financial burden

borne by Government was becoming a grievous one.

In the course of his speech in the House of Commons a

month previously, when introducing the Indian Budget,

Lord George Hamilton said that the cost of the famine

in Bombay and Madras would be 3,300,000/., a state-

ment at which most people in India marvelled greatly.

This is how the matter stood in August for Madras

alone, the figures being roughly given; but they are

approximately correct :
—

Amount expended on direct relief to end of July 1877 (about) £3,000,000

Probable expenditure to January next (may be very much more) 2,500,000

Lo88 of land revenue next year througb non-cultivation (about) 3,000,000

Total for Madras alone £8,500,000

Then, owing to the deaths of cultivators

—

one and a half

millions at the very least—for many years to come the

revenue from the land (the great stand-by of the State

chest in India) must be very short. It is not possible,

even if it were desirable, to adequately describe the

scenes of heartrending woe which were to be witnessed
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on every side. To those who saw them the events

were heartbreaking, because they felt their own power-

lessness to make any great impression upon them. One

word of tribute must be paid to the law-abiding ten-

dencies of the people generally. In spite of the terrible

distress, notwithstanding the claims of their empty

bellies, there were remarkably few robberies. Dacoities

(gang robberies) increased in a far smaller proportion

than might have been anticipated.^ On the other hand,

the ties of nature were ruthlessly severed. On any

day and every day mothers might be seen in the streets

of Madras oifering children for sale, whilst the foundling

section of the Monegar Choultry was full of infants

found by the police on the roads, deserted by their

parents, some with the marks of recent birth upon them.

The problem of feeding the people in the districts,

of providing sustenance for many millions, was felt to

be almost insoluble. The Government stood in loco

parentis towards several millions of people, providing

them with means of subsistence, and, therefore, were

immediately responsible for sustaining them in life.

The problem which, the
j
Puke of Buckingham and

Chandos and his Council had to solve was how to feed

an uncertain number of people on imported food for

half a year at least. If the rain liad come in seasonable

time, the crops of dry millets might have been ready in

October, when the extreme pressure would have been

over, but the rains at the end of July (if universal,

which had not proved to be the case) were too late to

save more than a mere fraction of the early harvest of

' This statement needs some qualification. Since the text of ibis

chapter wa« penned, the writer has been favoured with particulars of crimes
committed, which seem to indicate that, in a larger measure than was
generally supposed, crime increased. But, even when the worst is told, the
outbreaks were marvellously few considering the prevailing want, and the
millions who were in need.

2
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dry grains. The rains would, however, prepare the

ground for the later crops due in February. The
Government were of opinion that from 3,500 to 4,000

tons of grain per diem would be required during the

ensuing six months, and this calculation was based

upon about ten millions of people having to subsist on

imported food, but for aught that was then known to

the contrary, the local stocks might be so denuded that

the authorities would have to consider how fifteen or

more millions might be fed. The critical state of affairs

will be seen when it is stated that the railways connected

with the Presidency were not at that time carrying

more than 2,500 tons a day, and that it was extremely

doubtful if they could work up to a much higher figure

without new and powerful engines, which it would take

months to make and supply. Mysore, from its inland

situation and distance from railways, was already be-

ginning to feel the pressure. The Chief Commissioner

of that province was expected to need 1,000 tons of

grain a day, which was about equal to the food supply

of 50 per cent, of the population. In the distant parts

of the district there was much starvation going on at

that time. An experienced official said early in August,
' We may look for the first big tragedy in that province

'

(indeed, information had already been received from

Bangalore of two cases of cannibalism). Not only My-
sore, which is under the direct control of the Govern-

ment of India, but the provinces of Bellary, Kurnool,

and Cuddapah were expected to be in great danger also.

A million of people all round require about 400 tons of

grain a day, reckoning rather less than 1 lb. a head for

all ages. To secure this amount needed the importation

of about 450 tons per day, the loss in transit being

more than 10 per cent. The area of the famine was

extending every day. Formerly, including Mysore, it
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embraced a ix)pulation of 20,000,000; but in August

those best acquainted with the actual state of things

put it at nearly 25,000,000. To take what was

then considered a moderate estimate, that only one half

of the people were likely to be dependent upon imported

food, there would be 12^ millions who, if they could

get all they wanted, would need imported about 5,625

tons a day, or, per month, 5,625 x 30 = 168,750.

Grain was not coming into Madras so fast as these

figures would imply, and it might be assumed that the

estimate given was exaggerated. Competent authori-

ties, however, met this by saying that the great bulk of

the poor, say 30 per cent, of the affected population,

were unable to buy the amount of grain they were

accustomed to purchase. The people were trying to

live anyhow,—upon roots, leaves, fruits (like the

nauseous pulp of the margosa), and were resorting to

many devices to fill their bellies. These means, how-

ever, could not be depended upon to maintain life.

Judging by the appearance of many thousands on the

relief works, a competent authority stated that he should

think more than 50 per cent, of the population were

already suffering from the abnormal prices of food, and

at least one half of them were now trying to live on

short commons. The great fear was that local stocks

of hoarded grain might at any moment give out, and

that the Government might have whole populations on

their hands without the prospect of being able to carry

food enough to keep them alive.

This was the condition of things when his Grace the

Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, as the chief citizen

of Madras, and not in his official capacity as Governor,

presided over a meeting held in the Banqueting Hall,

Madras, whence an appeal for assistance was made
for funds, not to supersede, but to assist, the authorities
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in the task that was undertaken. The history of this

period can only be glanced at here : it is told fully else-

where, but inasmuch as it was a noteworthy event at

the turning-point of the crisis, it cannot be passed over

cursorily, but must be noticed in some detail. As
soon as the appeal had been made to England and those

parts of India where no famine existed, it was dis-

covered that H.E. the Viceroy and the Supreme Govern-

ment were opposed to the action taken. Those who, in

the press, professed to speak on behalf of the authorities,

described the Government of Madras as throwing up

their hands, confessing helplessness, and—putting their

superiors overboard—appealing for relief to England and

creating the impression that their duties were neglected

by the members of the Government of India. The fact

was that the Government, as Government, had nothing

whatever to do with the matter. The first suggestion

to appeal to England was made in a semi-public meet-

ing by a non-official gentleman, while it was deprecated

by a member of Government who was at the meeting

in his citizen capacity. All the preparations for the

meeting held on August 4, which was t\iQ fons et ongo

of the misunderstanding, were arranged without con-

sultation with any members of the Government, and it

was only after the requisition to the Sheriff had been

signed that his Grace was asked to preside at the pro-

posed meeting, and consented to do so. This is the

whole truth of the connection of Government with the

movement in the first instance. Great excitement was

caused in Madras, which was increased, and became

active animosity against the supreme authorities, when,

on the Governor General deprecating a meeting being

held in Calcutta to raise contributions, the meeting was
given up. That this action was adopted under a mis-

apprehension— so far as Lord Lytton was concerned

—
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was subsequently proved by the munificent donation

his Excellency made to the fund from his private purse,

and the great interest he subsequently manifested in the

work of the relief committees. Nevertheless, the feel-

ing of the whole Presidency of Madras was sore and

bitter. Distress was seen to be intensifying, and deaths

were reported to be more numerous than at any previous

period. For a time it was supposed that there was not

really greater mortality, but that, unwittingly, in the

excited state of the public mind, matters were exag-

gerated. The returns eventually proved that there were

only too good grounds for the fears expressed in the

south :

—

Deaths in August 1877 167,658

„ „ 1876 40,090

Increased deaths 117,468

The Supreme Government had also said it would

do everything that was needed to meet the disaster.

It was called to mind that in the April previous, when
introducing the financial statement, Sir John Strachey

had spoken glowingly of the scope which existed for

private charity. The people of Madras, who were face

to face with the disaster, had evidence enough that the

Government could not adequately cope with the distress.

No Government existing in the East could do it eflfec-

tually. What looks now like excited writing, but which

those who were on the spot felt was warranted by facts,

was indulged in. One Madras journal remarked :

—

* There are a million of people on relief works in this

Presidency already, another million is receiving sub-

sistence allowance, and a third million is dropping by

ones and twos and threes into untimely graves, or by

the wayside into no grave at all. This is the dark

shading to the picture which half-paralyses us, or would

do did we not steel our hearts against this thing and
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busy ourselves in disobeying the Supreme Grovernment

by relieving those within our reach. Authoritative

orders imply responsibility. Very well. If Govern-

ment is authorised to feed the people and keep them

alive and yet they die, will our supreme rulers be con-

sistent, and punish the guilty subordinate Governments ?

Dare they ? How could they ? How could they punish

the village and district officials in Tinnevelly from whom
most distressing reports came the other day of large

numbers of people from the dry and rainless districts

crowding into the region where showers had fallen,

while there was no provision for them ? Disobeying

the Supreme Government, the Tinnevellians relieved, so

far as they could, the suifering and dying. We honour

such disobedience, we ourselves shall practise it, and we
call upon the people in India to assert their right to the

common feelings of humanity and not allow themselves

to be checked in the practice of them.'

Some relief was found in the fact that on August 9

his Excellency the Viceroy determined to visit Madras,

see the distress for himself, and take measures to meet

the disaster in the two-fold aspect necessary, viz. : (1)

succouring the people, and (2) providing means of trans-

port to convey food to the inland districts. Much of the

censure which w^as expressed regarding Lord Lytton not

having visited Madras earlier, or attempted to control the

policy of the Government of Madras sooner, was unjust.

A subordinate Government in India is a hard team to

drive in the best of times ; when the way is full of diffi-

culties, and the head of a Government is a Duke, with a

peculiarly strong will ofhis own, the task is much harder.

In the narrative of the Bombay disaster particulars will

be found of the unfortunate disputes which occurred

earlier in the year between the Presidency authorities

and the Government of India. Lord Lytton w^as ex-
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tremely anxious to avoid further occasion for friction,

and the consideration which he paid, throughout the

whole of a most trying time, to those who ought to have

obeyed his instructions unquestioningly, was beyond all

praise. Only those who were on the spot can appre-

ciate the greatness of tlie service which Lord Lytton

rendered in August and September to the Empire which

he inaugurated on January 1, 1877. Although from

the facts and figures laid before the Supreme Govern-

ment by the Madras Government, it appeared that their

conduct of relief operations was not in complete ac-

cordance with the principles laid down by the Govern-

ment of India, they had, nevertheless, many reasons,

such as we have described, for believing that the partial

disregard of those principles would be, on the whole,

less mischievous in its ultimate effects than the friction,

irritation, and general paralysis of effort, likely to arise

from authoritative interference mth the action of the

local Government. From such interference, therefore,

in reference to all matters not of paramount importance,

the supreme authorities purposely abstained so long as

it was possible to do so ; that was, until the failure of

the summer rains of 1877 had made it clear that famine

relief and famine expenditure on a large scale must
continue in the Madras Presidency till December or

Januar}'^ following.

The end of their resources had been reached by the

ryots generally, and they were flocking in large numbers
to Government for support. The increase week by week
during the month of August shows how rapidly the pro-

cess went on :

—

Aufftiat 1.

On relief works 957^390
Gratuitously relieved 838,786

Total . . 1,796,176
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Auymt 8.

On relief works . 983,505

Gratuitously relieved 1,001,589

Total . . 1,985,094

August 15.

On relief works 968,160

Gratuitously relieved 1,077,682

Total . .2,036,842

Auffust 22.

On reHef works 933,055

Gratuitously relieved 1,205,391

Total . . 2,138,446

August 28.

On relief works 919,771

Gratuitously reiieFcd 1,326,971

Total . . 2,246,742

It is no secret that his Grace the Governor of

Madras would have liked to cheapen the cost of food to

the vast fringe of suffering outside the 2J millions on

Government relief. If this could have been done by
Imitating the action of Lord Northbrook, and making
irge imports, and his Grace had been free to act as

iemed best to his judgment, it is possible it would have

leen attempted. Certainly, the condition of a vast

number of people warranted the pity which the Duke of

Buckingham and his chief Councillor, Sir William

Robinson, felt for them. Nothing of the kind could,

however, be done, for the Government of India had
determined to abide by the principles of free trade

;

this determination was reiterated in a most valuable and
lucid minute drawn up by Lord Lytton on August 12,

and published in Madras during the last days of that

month. The authorities at Simla, however, seem to

have had a little doubt as to the capabilities of free

trade to meet the severe crisis, for early in August
telegraphic correspondence passed between Madras and
Simla respecting the supply of grain to Madras. The
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Government of India, with a view to stimulate trade,

suggested the offer of a bounty, which, however, after

conferring with the Government of Bengal, they did not

think politic eventually to offer. The Calcutta and
Madras trade continued active, although the authorities

in the latter place had no intelligence of shipments

sufficient to supply the wants of the Presidency. The
view taken by the Government of Madras at two differ-

ent periods during the month, was, first, on August 8 :—
' The pressure of the famine continues to be exceed-

ingly severe, and we have found it necessary, in view of

the difficulty in getting grain, to order our district

officers to advertise for supplies in each taluk sufficient

to ensure a month's provision for relief purposes in

those villages where it may not for the moment be

otherwise certainly procurable, and further to secure a

three weeks' supply on all relief works where large

numbers of relief labourers are collected. We trust

that these measures may also lead to the continuance of

better supplies in these places.' Secondly^ on August
22:—' The continuance of the exceedingly high prices of

food grains is telling with increasing severity on all

classes, more particularly on those of the better classes

who have long struggled against their effects. How
severe this pressure is in some places may, to some
extent, be gathered from the fact that more than 250
Brahmins are residing in the relief camp at Nellore, and
living on the Government rations. Even in Tanjore

distress is beginning to be severely felt by the lower

classes, among whom, however, are included great

numbers of wanderers from the neighbouring districts.'

Circumlocution is more powerful in Madras, perhaps,

than in any other part of India. Boards are multiplied,

and routine is very complicated. No action can be

taken of a prompt or direct nature which will not offend
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some one. Things there are not much unlike the

country spoken of in the ' Arabian Nights ' where genii

abounded. The chronicler of the events recorded of

Cairo, says that a geni appeared one day before a

Dervish, and claimed compensation because the latter

had knocked out the eye of his daughter. ' I have had

nothing to do with your daughter,' replied the Dervish

;

'how, then, could 1 have knocked out her eye?'
' When you threw away some date stones, one of them
struck her and injured her eye,' said the geni. ' I did

not know your daughter was there, and if she is in-

visible I am not to blame if a stone casually thrown

hits her.' Something of the kind is sure to occur

among the multiplicity of Boards here. Prompt action

throws some office or some one out of gear. The routine

of business in Madras is very cumbersome, how much
more so than in other parts of India may be gathered

from the following illustrative incident :—The Proceed-

ings of the Madras Government, July 23, 1877, 2,G340,

show that a petty squabble between the collector and

the district engineer arose out of the former storing

rice in an unfinished katcherry, and resulted in three

printed pages of foolscap being referred first to the

Board of Revenue, and then to the Governor in Council

for orders, and at the end of three weeks the squabble

had reached the stage of the district engineer being

called upon to furnish a reply and explanation. In

other parts of India, where divisional commissioners

exist, the matter would have been settled in five minutes

without troubling either the Board of Revenue or the

Government. This kind of procedure manifestly greatly

hindered and rendered very cumbersome the work of

famine relief, in matters where the greatest urgency
was required as much as in questions where delay was
of comparatively little consequence. Lord Lytton was
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to alter all this, so far as famine was concerned, on his

visit to Madras.

The Viceroy left Simla for Madras on August 16.
'j

A stay was made at Poona, where, in consultation witfal

Sir Richard Temple and the officers of the Great Indian!

Peninsular Railway, arrangements were made for pour-j

ing grain into Madras by railway at the rate of 1,20(/

tons per day. It was also arranged that 50 new
engines and 300 waggons should be ordered by telegram

from England, to be delivered with the least possible

delay. Arrangements were, in addition, made that all

other traffic whatsoever should give place to the con-

veyance of grain. It was at once pointed out that the

Viceroy was running in the teeth of his dependence

upon free trade as described in the minute of August

1 2. This arrangement was made, it is said, in deference

to the opinion expressed by the Governor of Madras that

all sea imports would cease in October and November.

The stipulation was withdrawn as soon as possible.

On August 27 the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos

went to the confines of his Presidency at Raichore to

meet the Viceroy, and after bringing his Excellency to

Bellary, left him there and returned to Madras to receive

Lord Lytton with due honour. Whilst in Bellary the

Viceroy conferred with the collector and visited the

relief camps. Early on the morning of Wednesday,

August 29, in great state, troops lining both sides" of the

road from the central station to Government House, his

Excellency was received in Madras.

The forenoons of the three following days were

* His Excellency's suite was composed of Sir Alexander Arbuthnot,

K.C.S.I., Head of the Department of Revenue, A<rriculture, and Commerce,
an old Madras official, who was substituted for Sir Andrew Clarke at the

last moment; Mr. Guildford Molesworth, Consulting Engineer on State

Railways ; Mr, S. 0. Bailey, C.S.I. , Personal Assistant to lI.E. the Viceroy
;

Mr. 0. E. Bernard, C.S.I. ; and Colonel O. T. Bume, O.S.I., C.I.E., Private

Secretary.
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spent in prolonged discussion of the situation and the

means to be adopted to face the calamity ; the after-

noons were spent in visiting relief camps ; the evenings

were given to entertainment; the greater part of the

nights to correspondence and keeping the current work

of the Empire going. The days were laborious, and the

nights also. The conferences mark an era in famine

administration in India, and details of the topics which

formed the subject of discussion may, therefore, be useful.

These were nine in number, viz. (1) Private trade
; (2)

works; (3) relief; (4) three-pie children; (5) relief

camps; (6) village relief; (7) village agency; (8)

superior agency; and, most important of all, (9) the form

of administration by which the campaign should continue

to be fought. In the suite of the Viceroy was Major-

General Kennedy, R.E., Secretary Public Works De-

partment, Bombay, whose administration of the famine

affairs of that Presidency was held to have been most

praiseworthy and successful. General Kennedy was

present at the discussions. The points which formed

the groundwork of conference were these :

—

PRIVATE TRADE.

I.

—

The sufficiency ofprivate trade^ up to the present

time, was discussed in the sixth para, of his Excel-

lency's minute.^ The Madras Government looked with

doubt on the continued capacity of the trade to provide

(not to carry) sufficient supplies of food for the future.

It was admitted on all hands that it was impossible to

make any but the vaguest estimate of what the stocks

actually available in India were, but it had been found

that the Bengal authorities estimated that there were

some 350,000 tons, which ought, and would if need be,

be diverted to Madras without touching on the actual

^ This minute will be found quoted in full in the Appendix to vol. ii.
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food requirements of Bengal up to October next. Till

October came it was impossible to make a forecast of

the prosj)ects of the main crop of the year, and conse-

quently of the stocks available for export.

From the Punjab, North-West Provinces, and Central

Provinces, there were large stocks awaiting despatch,

and these stocks would keep the great Indian Peninsula

Railway fully employed in delivering at Raichore, at the

rate of 1,000 to 1,200 tons a day, for the next two or

three months. Supplies from this source could not be

trusted to last beyond that period, as prices were rising,

and there was a tendency for the current of trade to

revert towards Cawnpore and Agra.

II.

—

The necessity of non-interference with private

trade was dwelt upon at length in the minute. A
special argument used by the Viceroy was that a partial

interference with trade was scarcely possible, and

Government took up the work at all, it must take

for all the affected tracts, which it was not in a position

to do financially. It was also urged that the landing

and carrying capacity of Madras for distributing what

might be brought into its ports was scarcely equal to

the work now thrown upon it, and that the Government
could not take up the duty of carrying save at double

the expense which was incurred by private trade, and

that a Government transport agency interfered directly

and indirectly with the efforts of private trade to dis-

tribute, quite as grievously as Government importation

checks its efforts to import.

III.

—

Distribution into the interior was discussed in

para. 23 of the minute, where it is estimated that from

4,500 to 5,000 tons of food might have to be carried

daily into Madras, Mysore, and Hyderabad. A note on
this subject by Mr. Bernard shows that the railway

system of the Presidency altogether should, with the

A.

artiak

nd ifl

itui^
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help of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, be able to

distribute daily 4,000 tons as follows :

—

Madras Railway 1,800

Raichore 1,100

Beypore 400

Southern India 700

Total . poo

WORKS.

The impolicy ofpetty works was also considered. Not-

withstanding their inutility, and despite the recognition

by the Government of Madras of the necessity for bring-

ing the people on to works under professional super-

vision, the figures at that period showed only about a

quarter of a million on large works under Public Works
Department, to three-quarters of a million on petty

works. One serious objection to petty works, which

the experience of the Bengal famine had shown, was

that not only do the people on them give less than a fair

day's work for their wage, and not only are peculation

and demoralisation rife, but the works themselves are

too often worse than useless. They are left at the end

of the famine incomplete, either from gaps in the earth-

work where the country was difficult, or from want of

masonry bridges, or simply—the exigency being over

—

from the absence of any reason for completing them,

and local funds are unable either to complete or main-

tain them. Some parts of Behar contain, in the shape

of unfinished tanks and fractional portions of roads,

painful records of ill-considered undertakings, perverted

industry, and wasteful expenditure. As will be inferred

from the figures already quoted, when out of two mil-

lions of people receiving wages or subsistence from

Government, not more than one-eighth are employed

under professional supervision, the waste in Madras

must have been great.

Another point under this head was

—

Has the Madras
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Goveiiiment ready in hand a sufficiency of large schemes

of permanent utility, fairly scattered over the country,

to enoploy a reasonable proportion of the two millions

of people drawing their subsistence from Government?

The question was one to be answered in the affirmative

in view of the minute by the Governor, dated July 17.

The third question arising under this head was as to

the agency and establishment available in Madras for

carrying out large works. The impression made on many
minds was that Madras was not very fortunate in its

superior Public Works staff, and still less fortunate in

the relations between the district officers and the sub-

ordinate Public Works staff. ^ It was therefore a matter

of urgent necessity on the one hand, and of no difficulty

on the other, to supply their deficiencies from the super-

fluities of other provinces, and especially from Bengal,

where the staff was disproportionately strono^ for the

work which the finances of a year like 1877 could

undertake.

RELIEF.

The next and most important subject of all for dis-

cussion with the Madras Government was that of gra-

tuitous relief. That had now reached enormous pro-

portions, the number being in the returns of August

22 over 1,200,000, and the proportion of these gratui-

tously-relieved people to those on works had risen

during two months from 50 : 100 to 120 : 100. In Bom-
bay the proportion was 46 : 100.^

^ Oiie of the most painful incidents of the administration of the famine

was the disputation which occurred between Revenue and Public Works
officials, sometimes leading to shameful neglect. Instances might be quoted,

but the statement of the fact will suffice,

' Some Madras districts differed materially from others in these respects.

Take South Arcot and Salem as the worst :

—

South Arcot showed :

—

On works ..... 729

In camps, &c 37,000

Village reUef 47,000 '
^'^^

VOL. I. P
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There were three systems under which gratuitous

relief was given in Madras, and in regard to each of

these systems the correspondence which was sent in to

Government day by day exposed serious abuses. The

first class were what are called three-pie children. The

number of these in proportion to the number of per-

sons employed on works was not perhaps excessive, but

(according to the Proceedings of the Government of

Madras, No. 2391, of July 27, 1877) the Government

allowed divisional and relief officers to raise the allow-

ance to three-pie children to a sum not exceeding six

pies. These children were not daily mustered and

counted, but had tickets, and were only required to

present themselves on pay-day. The system is one

which, save under the strictest supervision, could not

fail to lend itself to fraud.

^

BELIEF CAMPS.

The next class was those fed at relief camps, &c.

There was naturally muf'h difficulty in keeping

these camps under proper control. His Grace com-

plained early in the crisis of their inducing ' wandering

and. unhomely ' habits among the people, and there

seemed a tendency among the famine- stricken people

Salem showed :

—

On works 47,400

Children 230 s

In camps, &c 50,200 [ 195,330

Village relief 144,900 J

^ Dr. D. Macdonald's Keport on Salem Works, printed in the Madras
Government's Proceedings, No. 2,366 of July 24, would seem to show that

the supervision was not complete. He says, ' I remarked that no children

under seven years of age were brought to the works, and upon enquiry, found

that according to the orders of the acting sub-collector, all these children

were paid at the rate of 10 pies each in the villages to which their parents

belonged.' This report (a very damaging one) was criticised by relief

officers, head assistants, acting sub-collectors, collectors, sanitary commis-
sioners, and Government, but nowhere was the assertion contradicted, nor

did it call out a word of comment or condemnation.
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to wander from one camp to another. It was contended

that these camps ought really to be hospitals or lazar-

houses, and while village relief should be confined to

those who are house-ridden, and from infirmity unable

to work, camp relief should be a transitional stage for

wandering paupers to be received in till such time as

they could be drafted off, if fit, to ' works, if unfit per-

manently, to their villages, and the discipline should be

as strict as in a hospital.'

The correspondence, it was contended, showed not

only a tendency to keep the numbers at these places

much too high, but to give them extravagant medical

comforts, and deal with them in all respects much more
tenderly than the finances of the Empire would bear.

Some instances in support of these assertions quoted

below, will give a better idea than any general state-

ment can do of the danger of extravagance, indiscipline,

and demoralisation, which ill-controlled camps encour-

age. Some camps, such as those in Madras city, were

as admirably managed as it is possible for such institu-

tions to be.

Dr. Macdonald, writing of the camp at^ Oossoor,

called attention ' to the careless way gratuitous relief is

distributed in this town. This attracts many people

from the surrounding villages, and as they have no

means of cooking and no places of shelter, they spend

their money in trash toddy.' Again: ' The people are

made so comfortable in this camp, and gratuitous relief

is distributed in such an indiscriminate manner, that

the people are very unwilling to work for one and half

anna a day.' The overseer complained that he could

not get labourers, and money sanctioned for works was
lying useless in his hands, most of the labourers having

deserted. * There were a number of men in comparatively

good condition, who were well able to work, receiving

p 2
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money. Healthy young women, if they had children

in their arms, were considered fit objects for charity;

boys and girls, from twelve to sixteen, were receiving

ten pies each for doing nothing ; such was also the case

with children below seven years of age.'

The following is from the deputy tahsildar's inspec-

tion report of the relief house at Adauki, in Nellore

:

' The above scale (in force there) costs more than two

annas a day for each adult. This rate far exceeds that

of a relief cooly who labours the whole day on relief

works. The present scale attracts many people, as it

affords them more rich food than they commonly get in

their homes.'

In a letter from the acting collector of Cuddapah to

the Board (Madras Government, No. 2301 a., of July

13) was the following recommendation :
' Infants re-

quiring it should be provided with milk. If the

necessary supply cannot be obtained, Anglo- Swiss milk

should be indented for.' ' In addition, I think they

should have broth several times a day.'

A small allowance of betel and tobacco was recom-

mended. Washing places were to be erected, and a

weekly issue of oil for inunction was ordered. Coolies

were not to be weighed, as they believed the process was
preliminary to their being killed (? and eaten).

All these proposals, with the exception of betel and
tobacco, appear to have been approved by the Board of

Revenue and Government.

VILLAGE RELIEF.

The third class was for persons on village relief

who were paid in cash, receiving what is called the

money dole. In another section of this work, dealing

with the various forms of relief, it is shown how the

village relief system arose, while the figures quoted in
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this chapter show how enormously the numbers have

increased. They vary in different districts, but the

figures below show how they stood at this date in some

of the typical districts

:

Beltany :

—

On works ?2MfL
OhUdren tIJSSS"

Camps, &c 27,656

Village relief 120,629

South Arcot:—
On works 729
Camps, &c. . . . . . . . 37,000

Village reUef 47,000

Cuddapah :

—

On works 189,748

Children 21,193 \

Camps, &c 14,469 • 128,216

Village relief ..... 92,554 i

Kumool:—'

On works 202,226
Children "38^T8ff

Camps 24,071

Village relief 23,803

Salem :

—

On works . . 47,000

Children' 230
Camps 50,200

Village relief 144,900

Village relief, the Viceroy argued and the Governor

of Madras agreed, should be confined absolutely to those

who, from age or infirmity, were unable to do any

labour, and should be given to no others whatever.

The object with which relief in villages had been

given so largely by the Madras Government was to

prevent people wandering in a lawless and uncertain

manner over the country, and to prevent the breaking

* It appears that in Salem * three-pie children ' were relegated to their

villages, where they receive 10 pies in cash I See Dr. Macdonald's report

above quoted.
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up of home ties, and to ensure a speedy return to culti-

vation as soon as cultivation became possible. But

it was urged that if people who could work even a little

were once brought to understand that for them there

was no relief to be had, save at works, and if sufficient

works were provided, people would not continue to

wander aimlessly. They do so at the beginning of a

famine undoubtedly, and they may dislike the discipline

of large public works, but as soon as they know that in

order to live they must labour, and that labour is to

be had at certain specified places within reasonable

distances, they will even consent to labour. But so

long as they can get a larger ration at relief camps than

they can earn by labour, they will doubtless wander

from camp to camp, and as long as they can get paid in

cash at their villages for doing nothing, while looking

after their own aifairs, and picking up what they can in

other ways, they will doubtless prefer a home life and

domestic comforts to labour on works.

The Viceroy in argument took up the position that

i t is not the duty of Government in times of famine to

laake the encouragement of domestic virtues its first

( bject, but to save life at the minimum possible cost to

the taxpayer. It might, however, be safely asserted

that, as a matter of fact, demoralisation in another

direction is a more inevitable result of the village relief

system than the vice of wandering is of its absence.

When money is once given to such enormous masses at

their own homes, all incentive to labour and earn their

living is taken away. It would be a matter of unimagined

difficulty ever to bring back these thousands or hundreds

of thousands to habits of self-reliance. It was simply

impossible that under the system of village inspectors

on 20 rs., who were the caste-brothers, firiends, or con-

nections of the villagers. Government money should not
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be shamelessly and utterly wasted and peculated. It

becomes the direct interest of those through whose

hands these large sums must pass, and who themselves

maintain the registers, to keep as many real and as

many fictitious names on their registers as possible, and

to be prepared with a reason for keeping them on as long

as possible. Therefore, neither will the real sufferers

be properly relieved, nor will Government be pro-

perly protected ; and it may safely be said that a large

portion of the money spent on village relief was either

misappropriated or misapplied, and had better have

been thrown into the sea. It is absolutely necessary,

even at great risk, to put a stop to this system. First,

works should everywhere be provided, and a properly

organised supervising staff be placed on them. Next,

some special outside agency—an agency unconnected

with the village officers—should be substituted for them

pro tempore at all events ; and every person who is not

absolutely incapacitated from any class of work by age

or infirmity should be struck off the register, and given

a supply of three or four days' food to maintain them

till they can go to the nearest work. It was contended

that a strong circle agency should be established (pre-

ferentially that of outsiders), and no one should be

admitted on the register till he is passed by the circle

officer. The money dole should cease, and village

relief should be given to those who remain, either in

the shape of grain (where Government grain is stored)

or in the shape of an order on the village grain merchant,

signed by the circle officer. There was an obvious

difficulty in giving the necessary strength to the proposed

circle agency. The village agency in Madras has been

not unfairly described as ' an organised brotherhood of

Brahmins,' and with them nothing can be done, save by

the strictest supervision. To the objection which was
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made, that outsiders who do not know the language were

necessarily useless, it was argued that the experience of

the Bengal famine was not in accordance with this view.

North-West Province tahsildars, sub-tahsildars, and

non-commissioned officers of the army, knowing nothing

of Bengali, were very efficient assistants. It was asked

why the agency could not be strengthened below by

the employment of non-commissioned officers and men
of the Madras army. To this the reply was that the

Commander-in-Chief could not spare any officers. For

the superior agency military officers from other parts

of India, assistant superintendents of police, candidates

and probationers, might be indented for, and might be

employed, some on works and some as circle officers

over villages. It was argued that for every 100 rs.

their salaries might cost, ten times that sum would be

saved from the pockets of peculators, and from people

who required no support.

The chief subject for discussion, however, was with

regp.rd to the proposed reorganisation of famine direction

in Madras. The delay in getting work done, the im-

possibility of Boards, or of Councils, with divided

responsibility, to deal promptly, uniformly, and strongly

with emergencies such as this, were the chief grounds

urged for a change. It was also held that experience

had proved in famine matters the advantage of a single

head over many heads. A comparison of the results of

the uniform guidance of General Kennedy in Bombay,

with the results which the figures showed for Madras,

<the unsatisfactory relations in the latter Presidency

between district officers and the Public Works Depart-

ment, the trivial matters that had to be settled by

the Board and by Government, and the delay in get-

ting returns from Madras (which was always three

weeks behind Bombay) were held to be all points in the
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same direction, viz., the necesBity of or.nor'Tit rating the

direction of ^e famine on a single r ^un ii.Iu head,

with a chief of tlu' stall" i( -|H.ii~ll;le to him, who should

have control over all famine operations, transport, works

and relief, and to whom all famine matters should be

reported, leaving the ordinary administration of the

country to the Council and the Board of Revenue.

The alternative to this arrangement was that his Excel-

lency the Governor General should move the head-

quarters of the Supreme Government to Madras, and

personally superintend the administration of famine

affairs. There were many and grave objections to such

a course, on the part of both the superior and subordi-

nate authorities. To the Governor of Madras such

action would imply want of confidence in him of so

serious a nature that nothing short of resignation would

have sufficed. It was therefore a matter of relief to

both parties when his Grace signified his consent to an

arrangement whereby he became a dictator,^ so far as the

constitution of the country permits a position of personal

despotism, the dictatorship being tempered and controlled

by a Personal Assistant who possessed the confidence of

the Supreme Government. Another suggestion which

had been made by Sir Richard Temple was revived, and

that was the necessity for the appointment oftwo or three

Famine Commissioners, who should control operations in

all departments over half a dozen districts, who should

be peripatetic officers, and who should report direct to

the chief of the staff. It was painful to see the amount
of time, temper, and labour that was thrown away on

discussions between civil officers, sanitary officers, and

Public Works Department officers, as to such a question

* Telegrams in Blue Book No. IV. would seem to show that the first

suggestion of a dictatorship proceeded from his Grace, and not, as was com-
monly supposed, from the Government of India. But it is doubtful if all

the telegrams and correspondence are published.
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as closing the side of a shed with a mat screen, or

whether the fumes of sulphur may be used as a disin-

fectant, and all of which, after an acrimonious discussion

between three departmental officers and the Board of

Revenue, could finally be settled by no less an authority

than the Governor in Council. Such questions might

be settled by Commissioners on the spot in five minutes,

and it was thought Madras officers would doubtless

make the best Commissioners.

One other point remained for discussion. The use

to which the proceeds of charitable subscriptions could

be put. That, however, was not formally discussed, the

question settling itself in a most dramatic manner by

the evolution of events in non-official circles.

In each case, save that of Famine Commissioners,

the Government of Madras gave way, and on that

point there was a compromise ; it was agreed that

members of the Board of Revenue should be deputed,

as heretofore, to visit the distressed districts, inspect

relief operations, and report to Government the manner

in which orders were being carried out. The change

actually proposed was that the famine districts should

be divided into two or more Commissionerships, each

under a Commissioner acting as chief executive officer

his division. The Governor of Madras held that it

,was unwise to take his best collectors from their districts

become Commissioners ; that it was doubtful whether

functionaries with such extensive charges as those

assigned to the Madras collectors would work well under

Commissioners ; and that what was required in the way
of inspection and enforcement of Government orders

could be done by deputing members of the Board of

Revenue, from time to time, to visit particular districts

without assigning to them any definite territorial charge.

On that point the Viceroy's opinion and that of his col-
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league, Sir Alexander Arbuthnot, was unchanged ; but

they did not deem the point essential, and did not press it.

A Gazette of India Extraordinai'y was issued at

Madras, containing the result of the conference. ' In

the first place his Grace the Governor has resolved to

frame a rule under section 28 of the " Indian Councils'

Act," providing that all famine questions coming before

the Government of Madras shall be laid before his Grace

the Governor, and disposed of by him. Orders issued

under this rule will thus have the force of orders of the

Governor in Council.' In official language (a letter

written by the Chief Secretary of the Government of

Madras to Mr. Bernard) 'his Grace the Governor was

glad to find that his Excellency the Viceroy is in accord

with himself as to the main principles which ought to

guide the famine policy of Government.'^ There was

agreement regarding grain supply, public works, and

gratuitous relief. It was arranged that both engineer-

ing and supervising staff should be strengthened. His

Grace the Governor asked the Viceroy to lend him from

other parts of India :—
(a) Ten 1st or 2nd grade executive engineers, ten

3rd or 4th grade executive engineers, twenty assistant

engineers of not less than one year's standing, twenty

upper subordinates of the higher class
;

{b) One hundred active young European officers

belonging to one or other of the following classes :

—

Staff corps, artillery, or other military officers, not

more than thirty-five years of age.

Assistant or acting-assistant superintendents of

police.

European inspectors of police of the better class.

Assistants in the Forest Department of not less than

eighteen months' service.

' The text of the correspondence appears in the Appendix to vol. ii.
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Assistants from the engineering department of the

railways.

His Excellency the Governor General signified

acquiescence in the proposal. The Viceroy was greatly

pleased to find that the Government of Madras had de-

cided that the Famine Department should be under the

immediate guidance and control of the Governor ; and
that some shortening of the administrative chain had
been found possible. The Viceroy believed that much
benefit to the afflicted populations, in whose behalf his

Grace had done so much, as well as great financial

advantage to the public treasury, could not fail to result

from the increased efficiency of action and the improved

unity of control, which would be secured by the ar-

rangements now made. The Viceroy and Governor

General also highly appreciated the motives which, in

recognition of the great imperial interests concerned,

ad induced the Governor of Madras to associate with

is personal administration in the manner indicated in

paragraph 3 of the Madras Secretary's letter, the ser-

vices of an officer possessing the special confidence of

the Government of India. It was, however, pointed

ut that it was essential to the efficiency of this arrange-

ment, that all famine papers and questions submitted to

the Government should pass through the hands of the

Personal Assistant, as was settled at the conference above

referred to. ' It was, of course, by no means suggested,

nor is it at all desirable, that any obstacle should be

l^laced in the way of the personal relations of the Secre-

tariat with, and access to, the Governor of Madras.

But it is absolutely necessary that the Personal Assistant

to the Governor, accredited as he is by the Government

of India, should have full opportunity of stating his

views to the Governor at the proper time.'

The contents of the Gazette Extraordinary were
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published in one of the Madras morning papers on

September 1. The news of the arrangements made
came to the public as a *bolt from the blue.' At first

sight it seemed as if Sir William Robinson and his col-

league in the Council had been condemned or superseded,

and much irritation was felt in consequence, as all men
in Madras had witnessed the zeal and devotion which

had marked their conduct for nine months. It was

thought, if a Personal Assistant were needed to his Grace,

Sir William should have been appointed, but further

consideration showed that if the Supreme Government
gave up control it must be to an officer of their own.

Virtually the Governor's Council and the Board of

Revenue were superseded, and the mortification felt by
valued officers must have been very great. But in the

best spirit of service, which knows how to obey as well

as to command, the supersession was cheerfully accepted,

and General Kennedy was received with courtesy, if not

cordiality, by all Madras ofiicials.

In one of the Madras newspapers the change of policy

was strongly condemned. The chief point of objection

in this quarter was to the legality of all that had been

done, but especially as to the Duke of Buckingham's new
position, and a letter calling this and other points into

question was sent to The Times. In regard to the chief

of these objections, it may suffice to say here, as was
said in Madras at the time, that the arrangement was
proposed by the Viceroy, after consultation with his

legal advisers, and that it had received telegraphic ap-

proval from her Majesty's Secretary of State for India,

who also took legal opinion in England before giving

his consent. The arrangement is similar to tluit which
obtains in the Viceroy's Council, whereby Lord North-
brook, in 1874, and Lord Lytton subsequently, took

personal charge of the Famine Department, under Sec-
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tion 8 of the ' Indian Councils Act.' Section 28 of that

Act enacts the same provisions for the Councils ofBom-
bay and Madras, as are enacted by Section 8 for the

Governor General's Council. Section 28 provides that

orders issued by the Governors of Presidencies, in con-

formity with rules made by themselves under the said

section, shall have the effect of Orders in Council. The

Secretary of State's despatch, dated August 9, 1861,

which forwarded the Act of Parliament, distinctly ex-

plains that Section 8 (and, as explained in paragraph

29 of the despatch, Section 28 also), was enacted to

remedy the former cumbrous mode of conducting busi-

ness in the Indian Councils, by giving departmental re-

sponsibility, and enabling the head of the Government

to transfer any special branch of business to the charge

of an individual member of the Government, The sec-

tion was in fact drafted to legalise the system of busi-

ness which had been in force in the Supreme Council

since Lord Canning's time, and which was introduced

into the Bombay Council in Sir Seymour Fitzgerald's

time. The despatch of August 1861 authorises the

Governor General to extend the system, as he may think

desirable. On this authority the Government of India

has habitually acted without doubt or question. By a

distribution of business according to rules framed under

Section 8 or 28, questions are not necessarily, or indeed

at all, removed from the legal authority and cognizance

of the members of Council. Any member of Council

can, notwithstanding these rules, call for papers pertain-

ing to any department, and he can record a minute upon

them ; but, unless the Head of the Government directs

otherwise, the orders passed in accordance with the

rules will issue nevertheless.

It was pettishly said that the arrangement was a

prelude to the abolition of the Councils in minor Presi-
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dencies. No mention and no suggestion of any such

abolition was made, either by the Viceroy, or by the

Governor of Madras, when the discussions took place.

It is true that a former Governor General did once sug-

gest that the Council of a minor Presidency might with

advantage be abolished. But the present Viceroy has

always been strongly opposed to any measure which

might throw more business upon the Supreme Govern-

ment than it now has to transact. He considers that

the Government of India has now more than enough on

its hands. Lord Lytton has already, with the consent

of his Council, done nmch to enlarge and widen the dis-

cretion committed to local Governments by Lord Mayo's

financial measures of December 1870. The number of

departments in which the local Governments have full

financial control has been greatly increased ; financial

control practically means complete, and within certain

defined limits absolute, control of all these departments.

And there can be no doubt but that the power of local

Governments has greatly increased, and the number of

occasions in which the Supreme Government interposes

has greatly decreased, during the last six or seven years.

No one who has watched closely the working of either

the Supreme or a Local Government, can be ignorant

of this fact. And the financial measures carried out

during 1877 went further than ever in the direction of

localising the finances of most of the great departments

of the State. But when there is a question of a great

campaign against the forces of nature, or against other

enemies—a campaign costing eleven or twelve millions

sterling, and involving millions of lives—the Governor

General in Council, who is responsible for the safety of

the people and for the solvency of the Empire, is in duty
bound to guide and control operations so far as he sees

occasion for interposing his authority.
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it>t^

^-

Generally speaking, the new regime was approved in

Madras—as it was elsewhere in India—and the follow-

ing remarks made at the time were fully justified by

events:— ' "Councils of war never fight," and councils of

deliberation during a great crisis like the famine now
afflicting us are too slow in their movements to do

efi^ectual service. A war, to be successful, must be

fought by one man : a famine must be encountered in

like manner. We therefore are disposed to hail with

satisfaction the new plan of campaign which has been

decided upon, and the Government of India deserve

some credit—and not a little—for abnegating their

position, and handing over their responsibility and au-

thority to the Governor of Madras. His Grace, we
have no doubt, will have felt the additional burden

placed upon him with a considerable amount of confi-

dence, and have braced himself to face and fight the

famine as successfully as he used to drive his railway

engine in England. In his minute of August 12,

H.E. the Governor General spoke of the famine as

a battle, and felicitously alluded to the line of attack

having been broken in two places, viz., Madras and

Mysore. To those points, his Excellency continued,

must the forces of Government be concentrated, and

practically how best to do this was the programme placed

before the notabilities who recently sat in conference

in Government House. Yesterday we described some-

what meagrely what was proposed ; to-day our readers

may see for themselves, in the correspondence between

the Governor General and the Duke of Buckingham

and Chandos, the precise details of the arrangement.

That these will be approved in the Madras Presidency,

seeing that his Grace is in full charge— the Governor's

aptitude for practical details is now as clearly recognised

by the supreme authorities as it has long been known in
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Madras—we have no doubt. If, however, in the pro-

cess of change, a little friction should be engendered,

we trust all affected thereby will make every possible

allowance. Those great hindrances to prompt effort,

Councils and Boards, have been removed, the machinery

of administration is the sim[)le8t conceivable : we are

sanguine the results recorded will be the best attainable."

One of the places visited by Lord Lytton during his

tour in Madras was the Monegar Choultry and the

relief camps adjoining. After passing through the

institution the camp was visited. The first place

entered was the hospital in which the more serious

cases were placed. There were about thirty inmates, all

shockingly thin, and too weak in many cases to lift

their eyelids to look at the distinguished visitors who
bestowed upon them a glance of pity. It was six

o'clock in the evening when the Viceroy and his suite

passed through that shed : before five o'clock next

morning fourteen of the thirty had died.

With the Viceroy came rain. Nearly the whole of

the time of his Excellency's stay south of the Tunga-

biidra, rain fell. It was too late to save many crops,

but it preserved some, and had not a little to do with

the revival of the country which took place almost

immediately.

Two or three weeks were passed by the Viceroy in

visiting various places in Mysore and Madras, and on

September 21 his Excellency left on his return journey

to Simla, having faced and, aided by the rain-clouds,

successfully fought the great enemy he had ventured

forth to encounter. Meeting the Governor of Madras
and General Kennedy at Jollarpett junction, the Viceroy

learnt, to his disappointment, that during the three

weeks which had elapsed since the Government of

' Madras Times, September 2, 1877.

VOL. I. Q
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Madras had publicly announced their entire adhesion to

the principles of his famine policy, no subsidiary orders

of any kind had been issued with a view of applying

these principles to the difficulties in hand. Even the

correspondence of the district officers on famine subjects

continued to go through the Board of Revenue as here-

tofore ; and in the more important matter of drafting

people from camps and from village relief on to works,

Lord Lytton could not learn that district officers had

received any orders Avhatever. The delay was attribu-

table to the Duke's visit to Ootacamund ; but none the

fess
was it to be lamented that such an admirable

pportunity as the rain had given of reducing the

number of those gratuitously relieved, and of intro-

ducing more economical management, was allowed to

pass by. The Madras Government, were now spending

fiO lakhs (600,000/.) a month, *a great part of which,

it was asserted, went in maintaining a system of relief

which was believed to be at once wasteful, demoralising,

and above all others open to peculation.' If, when the

rain of the early part of September again made agricul-

ture possible and hopeful, the masses on gratuitous

relief had at once been put to work, a great majority of

them would have preferred devoting their labour to

their own fields, and a sum equal to a quarter or a third

of the monthly expenditure might at once have been

struck off without danger or difficulty. Before the

Duke of Buckingham left the Viceroy to return to

Madras, he had examined and approved the code of

instructions which, with General Kennedy's assistance,

had been drawn up for the guidance of officers engaged

in famine relief, and which the Governor was then

about to issue. As they provided fully for all the prin-

cipal objects on which the policy of the Government of

India laid stress, the Viceroy had no doubt that the
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desired reforms would be introduced and the main

object of his journey would at length be accomplished.

Without this security for obtaining some practical

result to their deliberations, his Excellency would have

hesitated about returning to Simla, and was prepared to

remain some further time in Southern India.

Thenceforward the history of the famine campaign

becomes monotonous. The large share which the relief

committees had in restoring the country will be found

described elsewhere. Thanks to the rain which fell and
improved the state of things, though prices remained

high for many months, the people were ready to return

to their homes and occupations. The numbers on relief

works became fewer, and those on gratuitous relief were

carefully weeded. General Kennedy spent the greater

part of September in making himself thoroughly ac-

quainted with the condition of the people and the wants

of the country, and on September 24 the new regime

was formally inaugurated by a Government Order,^ in

which provision was made for tests being applied to

those who sought for work, and gratuitous relief given

only to the sick, the bed-ridden, and those too old or

too young to work. The provisions were couched in

humane language, and the system is held to have worked
well. The season proving propitious, and the north-

east monsoon having come, though late, the system

had allies which may have greatly aided in the success

said to have been achieved by it. Nobody is more ready

than General Kennedy himself to acknowledge the great

aid which the rains of September rendered to the policy

he was charged to carry out.

Among the minor events of the period which should

not be overlooked was a daily service of telegrams re-

porting the state of the weather and prospects of the

' See Appendix to vol. ii.
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season in all parts of India. As there was danger in

Rajputana and the north-west, as well as the fear of

continuance of distress in Madras, these telegrams were

of the utmost service. The Press Bureau established by

Lord Lytton, and placed under the charge of Mr. Roper

Lethbridge, C.I.E., worked this arrangement most suc-

cessfully, and thereby did the public a great service.

Deaths in September 1877 .... 140,165 I

„ „ „ 1876 .... 36,688
j

Increased deaths . . 103,477 I
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CHAPTER VII.

THE FAMINE ON THE DECLINE.

On October 6 the Government of Madras could write

thus hopefully of the prospects of the Presidency:

—

* The engineering department having been strength-

ened by the arrival of additional officers, is now in a

position to set out and control efficiently many more
works. A careful examination has therefore been made
of various projects which have been brought forward

at different times for the extension or improvement of

irrigation works, and those which hold out the best hope

of favourable results and are suitable for employment of

relief labour, have been selected for execution. The
heavy rain storms to which we alluded in our last de-

spatch have caused considerable damage to the south-

west branch of the Madras railway, while the freshes in

the Palar and Pennair consequent on the rainfall have

interrupted for some days the railway crossings of the

Southern India Railway over those rivers. Many of

the largest tanks in some of the districts are reported as

full to overflowing. The rivers in the Cuddapah dis-

trict have been in flood, while the Canvery and Kistna

continue in fresh. The Godavery, however, has never

risen to any material extent during the present season,

and the last telegraphic report states that, with all the

anient shutters in position, the depth of water on the

crest of the work was only 26 inches, and the river was

falling. Should there not be a considerable rise in the
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river, there must be a serious failure in the delta crops.

From the district of Ganjam, where the prices have risen

so as to cause considerable distress, the latest reports

are better, there having been a fall of rain in the last

days of the month, although the rainfall there is still

very short. The accounts from Vizagapatam and

Kistna indicate improved prospects.

' Throughout the Presidency a considerable portion of

the growing crops have revived under the influence of

the late rains, but the grain yields from them will pro-

bably be comparatively scanty. In the extreme south,

in Tinnevelly and Madura, the reports show that the

greater number of those in distress are the families of

coolies who have migrated to Ceylon or elsewhere, under

the pressure of high prices. A considerable number of

persons are reported to have wandered to Trevandrum.

Arrangements are being made for withdrawing them

and placing them upon works in connection with the

canal communication from Tirur to the Cochin back-

water. The imports of grain at Madras have continued

large, but within the last week trade has become un-

certain, and the export of grain by rail from Madras

along the north-western line has been much reduced,

not more than half the waggons for that line having

been used on some days, and merchants having counter-

manded their consignments when on the point of being

loaded. The imports vid Raichore have also shown
signs of diminution, and have never approached the

average quantity which the Bombay Government led us

to hope for. The collectors of the ceded districts have

been called upon to consider the effect which such

diminution may exercise upon their respective districts,

and meanwhile the movements of grain and the state

of markets will be narrowly watched.'

Among the more interesting papers issued at this
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period was a statement showing, district by district, the

condition of the people, the state of the crops and of

trade, and the tendency of prices, as reported by the

collectors in their narratives. The statement is worthy

of quotation in full.

Standing crops doin}?

well. Paddy slightly

blighted in two ta-

luks ; rngi, chama,
and arega being har-

vested. Out-turn
from i to ^.

GODAVERY.
Labouring classes have

sufficient work. Cho-
lera is subsiding. 33
wanderers were fed

in three taluks.

Trade is dull, and prices

are falling.

All the standing crops

are doing well. Grubs
and locusts reported

to damage cholum,

but not to any great

extent. Water sup-

ply is very good.

Agricultural prepa-

rations for later ory

crop are briskly pro-

ceeding. The season

is very promising.

KISTNA.

The condition of the

people is good ; there

IS sufficient work for

the labouring classes,

but high prices still

prevail and press on
the poor.

Trade is active. Prices

generally are falling.

Crops promise well, ex-

cept that dry crops

have been injured

by grasshoppers in

Ongole, Kundukur,
and Kavali. The
season is encourag-

ing, and agricultural

operations are active.

NELLORE.

Rain-fed tanks have not

filled as usual, the

dry earth absorbing

water in an unusual

manner. The people

are in good spirits,

but high prices will

continue to cause

much suffering for

some months. Sick-

ness is decreasing, the

numbers in camps are

expected to increase

again in December.

Trade impeded in places

by the rivers andwant
of draught cattle ; ac-

tive elsewhere. Prices

rising in three, falling

at three, and station-

ary at five markets.

Crops are being sown
generally, and some

CUDDAPAH.

The condition of the

people is improving
Trade is less active in

rice as the villages
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are being harvested.

The change in pro-

spects has been most
rapid and complete,

but high prices cause

ryots to restrict their

demands for labour

to the lowest limit.

steadily, but reported

bad in Jammalama-
dugu and Proodatoor.
It may now be expec-

ted to improve, ow-
ing to falling prices.

The recent harvest

has enabled many
cultivators to leave

works and subsist

while cultivating for

winter crop.

have a supply of diy
grain more or less

from recent harvest.

Transport is impeded.

Prices are falling.

The standing crops are

generally good. Agri-

cultural operations

are progressing on
black cotton soil.

Good rain has fallen

in all taluks.

KURNOOL.

The condition of the

people is fair on the

whole. Cholera is

abating and confined

to a few villages in

Omubum and Koil-

kuntla.

Trade is moderate, ac-

tive in both rice and
dry grains. Old stores

are now coming to

market. Prices gene-
rally are falling.

The crops are doing
well almost every-

where. Prospects of

the later crops are

excellent.

BELLAMY.

Condition of people is

much iraprovedevev}'-

where, on works and
in villages. In the

latter many show
signs of having gone
through much suffer-

ing. No epidemic
disease exists.

Trade is not very active

in the west, but is so

elsewhere. The ces-

sation of imports in

Adoni has caused a
temporary rise in

prices there, and ap-

parent reaction, but
does not affect pro-

spects. Prices gene-

rally are falling, ex-

cept rice and ragi at

five markets.

Decided and extremely
satisfactory improve-
ment has taken place

in the season. The
crops are thriving.

NORTH ARCOT.

The condition of the

people on works has

improved, and the

infirm paupers in

villages are also said

to have improved.
Ilainfall has been

heavy, and many
tanks in Punganoor
have breached.

Trade in rice still active.

Newly harvested ragi

is brought to market.

Prices generally fall-

ing, except at Punga-
noor and Chittoor.
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Crops much l)cnolUed

b)' ivcent rains ; some
ftre beiiiff harvested

with a iiiodt>rate out-

turn. The water in

all tjinks except tliose

that are rain-fed is

sulHcient for present

need,but the brin<?ing

of the crops to ma-
turity must depend
on tliB monsoon.
Some complaints of

want of plouphinjr

cattle exist.

CIIINGLErUT.

The condition of people

is generally satisfac-

tory, but reporU'd to

be below par owing
to high prices of food

grains. The culti-

vating class are gra-

dually but steadily

returning to their

villages.

Prices falling. In the

Ponneri taluk the

grain is being con-

sumed as soon as

harvested.

The crops are thriving

;

some are being har-

vested, but the out-

turn is low. Oops
are being generally

sown, llain-ied tanks

have not yet filled.

SOUTH ARCOT.

Condition of people

generally is healthy,

but cholera is still

prevalent.

Trade is dull, and prices

generally are falling,

but cholum is quoted
as sold only in two
markets.

The st.inding crops are

generally nourishing.

Curaboo, ragi, and
cholum are being har-

vested in parts. The
out-turn is from ^ to

4. Cultivation is be-

ing actively carried

on, but water-supply

in Puttacottai is esti-

mated as not equal

to thirty days' supply.

TANJORE.

The condition of people

is generally good.

Cholem is prevalent.

Trade is active at Nega-
patam, Combaconum,
and Shealli; dull

elsewhere. Prices are

rising at Tanjore and
Combaconum ; falling

elsewhere.

Some grains are being
harvested ; the out-

turn is poor; in gar-

den lauds 5, otiiers |.

MADURA.

Condition of people on
works good ; and no
perceptible change in

their state has oc-

Trade is active in rice.

Dry grains are
brought to weekly
market in some places,
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Young crops are just

germinating. The
water-supply is good,

except in kusbali

Ramnad and its

vicinity. Cultivation

is general, but not

brisk in wet crop

lands from want of

cattle and seed.

curred in vUlages.

Cholera still lingers.

but only in small

quantities. Prices
are falling.

The crops are reported

in fair condition.

Grain harvest is in

progress with an out-

turn below average.

Agricultural opera-

tions are active al-

most everywhere.
Many tanks have re-

ceived a fair supply.

TINNEVELLY.

The condition of people

is generally good.

Cholera continues.

Trade is fairly active in

rice. The tendency
of prices is to fall.

The crops are thriving.

Agricultural opera-

tions are active. Early
crops are being har-

vested. Out-turn is

about f . Prospects

are favourable.

TRICHINOPOLY.

The condition of the

people is fairly
healthy, butcholera is

increasing. Trade is

active. The grain as

harvested is being

brought to market.

Prices are falling, ex-

cept in Museri, where
they have risen ow-
ing to increased de-

mand from Salem.

Crops are thriving, some
harvested ; out-turns

half. Agricultural

operations are active.

SALEM.

Condition of people on
works is fair and im-
proving in villages.

Trade is active. Prices

are falling except in

three taluks ; but dry
grains are not pro-

curable at several

markets.

Crops are in good con-

dition everywhere.

Paddy has yielded a

full crop, other grains

COIMBATORE.

The condition of people

on works generally is

fair, and in villages

tending to improve-

Trade is active in rice

and seed grain. Prices

are falling except

those of some dry
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under a half. Sui
of well-water in l*ol-

lacbv is still sctuity.

Agricultural o})era-

tions are jictive. The
vuun^ crojw are com-
ing up.

ment. Cholera is

generally prevalent.

grains which are ris-

ing in consequence of
the demand fur seed.

The standing crops are

in go<id condition.

The little harvest

gave an out-turn of ^.

Agricultural opera-

tioQB are active.

NEILGlitis.

The health of the people

is fair.

Trade is suiiicient in

rice, but the import
of dry grain not so.

The price of rice is

rising.

The crops are in good
condition. The yield

of those harvested is

above the average.

Agricultural' pro-

spects are very good.

MALABAR.

Poorer classes have
means of obtaining

employment, and the

pressure on them has
abated, but their con-
dition will not im-
prove unless prices

fall. Cholera is abat-

ing.

Private trade is very
active. Prices are

rising at Cochin, and
falling at Calicut.

The standing first rice

crop is in excellent

condition, and is ripe

for harvest. The dry
crops are equally

good.

SOUTH CANARA.

The present condition of

the district is highly

satisfactory, and the

future prospects still

more so.

Trade by sea is not ac-

tive owing to bad
weather. Prices are

generally falling.

On November 3 the Government of Madras were
able to announce the welcome tidings that the north-

east monsoon had bm'st in all the districts usually

affected by it. There was one exception—Ganjam
;

there rain was urgently needed, as the crops had
withered and were withering. The general prospects

of the season continued hopeful. The water supply

was abundant ; cattle were fast regaining their normal
condition ; fodder was plentiful ; agricultural operations
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active, and the growing crops were in good condition.

In many parts of the country, however, the heavy rain-

fall had developed malaria, and fever was exceedingly

prevalent and fatal, particularly in Kurnool. The fever

was a terrible survival of the famine, and its effects on

the death returns marked.

The times were very trying for the agriculturists in

some of the districts ; in the north particularly. Seed

rotted in the ground because there was too much rain
;

in other cases the seed was bad through having been

kept eighteen months, and would not sprout, or if it did

sprout, was diseased. Worst of all, locusts came and

devoured every green thing that grew. They were

particularly bad in the Cuddapah and Nellore districts,

where they appeared in large flights. The damage done

by them was very severe, but was fortunately confined

to a small area. The Government instructed the col-

lector to leave no means untried to destroy them, but

the evil seems to have had its own way. The people

tried to burn them up in large fires, but the plan did

not succeed to any great extent.

On November 24 the Government considered the

time had come when all the reserve grain in the districts

of Bellary, Cuddapah, and Kurnool, in excess of re-

quirements for works, camps, or village relief (in which

manner, during some time past, they had authorised its

consumption) might be disposed of, and they accord-

ingly directed the collectors of those districts to sell it

by auction at the weekly markets nearest to the depots

where it is stored, in small parcels of five bags each, after

giving due notice of the sales. This was done, and the

stock got rid of.

His Grace the Governor proceeded on a tour lasting

nearly a month in the southern districts, and found the

appearance of the countr}^ very favourable. Soon after.
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however, heavy aiul disastrous rauis fell in Madura,

Tinnevelly, and nci«^hbouring districts, causing much
harm to standing crops. But in spite of this, and in

spite too of many of the crops threatening to turn out

badly, 1877 closed with an improved state of things

and general hopefulness. The famine was got under,

and in token of a sense of this Major-General Kennedy

was created a Knight Commander of the Star of India

at Calcutta, on the anniversary of the ceremonies at

Delhi when the Queen was proclaimed Empress of

India. This was considered a gratifying sign of the

evil being at least partially overcome.

Under the Govermnent Order of September 24 Civil

officers were made responsible for sending to relief

works those in need of employment, and Public

Works Department officers for providing employ-

ment for them. As much of the relief labour as pos-

sible was to be concentrated upon large useful works

under professional supervision. Tasks were insisted

on; frequency of payment, and special treatment of

special cases enjoined. Ilelief of all sorts was to be

confined to those really in need ; the village dole

limited to absolutely home-ridden paupers ; the re-

mainder of those requiring gratuitous relief being con-

centrated in closed camps, except three-pie children.

In last week of September the numbers were .

„ October „ „
„ November „ „
„ December „ „
„ January „ „

On Village
Relief

In Camps

941,000
656,000
287,000
196,000
124,000

571,000
226,000
100,000
59,000

45,000

When the new regime was instituted there were
large feeding centres in existence and unenclosed camps.

These latter have been jocosely described as ' a sort of
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hotel where there is no reckoning with the host ; any-

body almost could get fed for the asking, and where

there was little if any check or restraint imposed.' A
table is appended showing the reductions which took

place from September 4 to the end of the year. It was

the fifteenth of October before the new rules were in

fairly good working order, and from that time it will

be seen that the numbers were reduced largely week

by week. Many received help from the charitable

funds to continue work, whilst others were supported

for a time from its resources. The table is as follows :

—

Week ending On Works

On Gratuitous
Relief, includ-

\n^ three-pie

Children

Total

September 4, 1877

„ 11, „
„ 18, „
„ 25, „

October 2, „
9, „

„ 16, „

„ 23, „
30, „

November 6, „
„ 13, „
„ 20, „
,. 27, „

December 4, „

„ 11, „

„ 18, „
25, „

901,227
773,094
708,255
615,251
628,259
587,228
542,853
484,365
417,370
363,298
290,895
300,558
252,123
237,797
208,517
183,006
202,323

1,430,885

1,513,565

1,633,437

1,651,324

1,603,721

1,531,255

1,283,966

1,060,034

944,839
721,879
624,027

513,800
411,715
365,589
317,001
302,302
281,432

2,332,112

2,286,649
2,341,692

2,266,575

2,231,980
2,118,483

1,826,819

1,544,399

1,362,209

1,085,177

914,922
814,358
663,838
603,386
525,518
485,308
483,755

The death-rate for October was as follows:

—

Deaths in October 1877 .

„ 1876 .

Increased deaths

128,962

34,249

94,713
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE FAMINE IN 187 8.

The extent to which the famine extended into the year

1878 may be estimated by the following figures:

—

Oa Work3 Gratuitously
relieved

Total

January 1, 1878 . 201,589 267,483 469,072
108,073 233,342 402,015

» 15, „ .
158,043 210,890 309,539

» 22, ,., 144,849 191,641 330,490
9f) 145,093 181,000 320,753

February 5, „ 150,900 105,072 315,978

» l'^, » 141,551 153,981 295,532

„ 19, » 132,062 140,339 278,401

>, 26, „ 140,006 142,504 282,670
March 5, „ 126,969 133,131 200,100

In the month of February something like a scare was

experienced. Sir Michael Kennedy, in a letter written

to Mr. StewartBayley,C.S.I., Personal Assistant (famine)

to the Viceroy, referred to a reaction which had set in,

and the fear which was experienced that distress of an

acute kind would once more occur. This letter was

published in some of the Calcutta newspapers. It was

in exact accordance with the information received by
the Executive Committee of the Relief Fund. For

once in Indian history, official and non-official reports

were in harmony. It was believed that Southern India

was on the threshold of another famine, not perhaps

quite so disastrous as that of 1876-77, but still suffi-

ciently widespread to cause the greatest possible concern.

The grounds for this opinion were to be found by taking
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a glance backwards over a few months, and noting the

progress of events, which seemed to lead to but one

conclusion, viz., the continuance and deepening of dis-

tress. In August 1877, when the land should have been

undergoing resuscitation through the influence of a

damp and cloudy atmosphere and drenching night dews,

the air was abnormally dry, and preparation of the

ground for the reception of seed was impossible. In

September and October soaking rains fell, and the

utmost possible haste was exhibited by agriculturists

to plough the land and put in seed. But in a vast

number of cases implements were wanting, bullocks

were dead, and the means of providing them were few

or altogether non-existent. Owing to unforeseen diffi-

culties, it was nearly the end of October before the relief

committees were able to distribute money to destitute

ryots for seed grain and purchase of bullocks. Mean-

while, in a manner not easy to describe, branches of trees

were drawn across the soil as a substitute for ploughing

;

men, instead of cattle, were yoked to ploughs. The people

had endeavoured to plough and sow their lands, and

the result was this. At a much later period than usual

the fields were prepared and sown. The preparation was

even more defective than usual. What that means, those

acquainted with Indian agriculture can imagine. Much
of the seed was bad, having been kept eighteen months

;

numbers of families had starved, but those who remained

had preserved some seed corn wherewith to ' try again

'

when seasonal rains arrived. In a great many cases,

owing to the excessive wetness of the soil, the seed

rotted, and sowing had to be repeated two or three times.

Then, when the green tender blade did push its way
through the earth and the labourer went cheerfully to

his task of weeding and nurturing the plants of promise,

an army of locusts which no man could number covered

large stretches of country and ate up every green thing.
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From places so far apart as Nellore and Tinnevelly the

same reports regarding mischief done were received.

An American gentleman in the south described this

visitation in most graphic language ; the solid earth

seemed in motion, so great were the numbers of these

insects; compounds and fields appeared as if they had

been scorched with devastating fires after the pests had

passed. The consequence of all these things was that,

when in February the new crops of dry grain, cholum,

cumboo, raggi, &c., should be taken to market in large

quantities, reducing the high prices of food, none was

available. The lateness of the season was not alone to

blame for this ; it was not that a few weeks hence the

granaries would once more be filled ; it was that there

was no grain to bring to market. The reports from the

districts were most disheartening. In some cases the

yield was so poor that only enough produce was ex-

pected to be reaped as would suffice for seed at the next

sowing (such worthless seed, the remnants of disease

and pestUence!) and till that period, and till the crops

were harvested, say in September following, at the

earliest, the people must be provided with work and
food. The report from Salem—the writer being a Bengal

civilian, assistant to the collector, a man by no means
given to the expression of alarmist views—may be taken

as a specimen of the opinions formed by those in the

districts. He reported as follows :
—

' The situation is

decidedly more gloomy than was anticipated at the com-

mencement of the year. The dry crops have been

disastrous failures, owing to the excessive rain, all which

generated leaf at the expense of produce. Accounts

from the west of the Salem taluk and the south of the

district generally, place the harvest at hardly more than

a fourth of an average out-turn.

' The rice crop—nowhere important save in the

VOL. I. R
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tract on the banks of the Cauvery—is estimated at 10

annas of an average harvest (16 annas).

' The condition of the cultivator is deplorable in the

extreme ; his stocks exhausted, and his purchasing power

reduced enormously by successive calamities.

' Help is urgently needed to enable him to purchase

seed grain and to maintain his family till the next har-

vest, unhappily far distant.'

A subsequent report was couched in similar strains,

whilst a fortnight previously the same gentleman had

indicated to Government the necessity for relief works

being provided. The Madras Times of February 6

said: 'We had the opportunity, a week ago, of con-

versing with many of the delegates from the districts

who attended the meeting in the Banqueting Hall, and

we were grieved almost beyond expression at the dead

level of dolefulness which marked the descriptions of

the state of the country given by each and all of them.

We have been informed by a gentleman who attended

the meeting of the executive relief committee on

Monday evening that that meeting was the most

.melancholy one that had been held. Reports of a most

dismal character were read, showing the necessity for

relief being continued for many months, while the

committee found their funds were nearly gone, having

been spent in mitigating the sufferings of a previous

disaster. Speaking roughly, we believe we are per-

fectly safe in saying that the dry grain crops have been

more or less a failure in the district of Bellary ; a

gentleman from the chief town of that district told us

last week that they could not suspend their relief opera-

tions in the beginning of February, as they had hoped
;

they have failed in a portion of Nellore ; Cuddapah has

suffered to some extent ; from North Arcot we have no

definite intelligence ; Chingleput is already suffering

;

South Arcot, distress likely to be very bad; Salem^
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distress already great ; Coimbatore, not at all good
;

Madwa^ suffering from excessive rain. So far we have

referred only to failure in dry grain crops, but in these

seasons of disaster the wet crops, hitherto unaffected,

have been visited by a pest or blight, and we hear of

fields withering whilst covered with water.' * Wander-
ing' on the part of starving poor again commenced.

Families from the country were once more to be seen

on the main roads leading into Madras. People were

searching for employment. A body of twenty or thirty

persons waited upon the deputy commissioner of police

in Madras, and said they wanted work; they had had

no food for days, they wanted means to earn a living.

They were referred to the collector of Chingleput, but

they replied that Mr. Barlow had been seen, and he

said he had ho works to send them to. Prices also re-

mained abnormally high. When the rains fell in Sep-

tember 1877, imports ceased. Food stocks could not be

replenished from the fields in the Presidency, for they,

instead of being ' white unto harvest,' were withered

and dying. ' The very land seemed curst.'

Such was the situation in February. Soon after,

particulars were published of sore distress which was

the necessary consequence of such a state of things as

is described above.

The following carefully authenticated story will

serve to show the ravages of disease induced by want

in 1878. Three women (sisters) had married three

brothers, and they and their families all lived in one

large house, Hindu and patriarchal fashion. The whole

household, on January 1, 1878, numbered forty-eight

persons. Their crops failed, their money was gone,

their credit was nil. They tried to live on seeds, leaves,

&c., and, as a consequence, cholera attacked them, and

thirty died from this disease. Fifteen others expired

K 2
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from what a relative called ' cold fever,' and in April

only three persons remained. A sister of the three

women heard of their distress, and in March started

on a journey of one hundred miles, alone, with money
and medicine, to succour her relatives, but the news
had reached her too late. On her return she reported

that in the same village in which her sisters lived twelve

whole families had died and their houses were empty.

Careful examination of agricultural returns showed

that two millions and a half acres less than the average

were under cultivation. This may be taken as the

measure of loss Government is likely to suffer for many
years to come in a diminished land revenue.

In March a partial census was taken, revealing a

most terrible mortality. In some places twenty-five, in

one thirty per cent, of the people had died.

In the month of April it was found that fears had

been exaggerated. The condition of the people, and

the quantity of crop reaped, proved better than had

bpen expected. Sir Michael Kennedy estimated the

cost to the end of distress at fifty lakhs of rupees, and

hoped the south-west monsoon would wash away all

traces of the distress which had extended over a period

of nearly two years. Seasonal prospects were favour-

able ; the signs of the weather cheering. The Govern-

ment of Madras proceeded to the Blue Mountains on

pleasure bent in April, and all fear of long-continued

distress was dismissed from the official forecast.

Honours were gazetted to the more meritorious

officers connected with the famine on May 24, 1878.

Mr. Stewart Bayley was made a Knight Commander
of the Star of India ; Colonel Drever, Mr. J. H. Gar-

stin, Mr. R. Davidson, Mr. C. A. Elliott, Major Scott-

Moncrieff, and the Hon. James Gibbs, were made
Companions of the Star of India.
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CHAPTER I.

THE DISASTER FACED AND FOUGHT SUCCESSFULLY.

*The country is an absolute desert. Not a blade of grass nor a

particle of grain is to be seen anywhere. The rivers and wells are

drying up, and the cattle are dying of absolute starvation. The
people are looking very thin and ill, and though there have been no

deaths from starvation, it is veiy evident that something must

speedily be done to alleviate the distress.'

—

District Report by Bom-
hay Official.

* The scene as I watch it from my waggon is curious enough. A plain

as flat as a desert, and its dark brown earth—for the soil has changed

now—as barren, the monotony of the sky line only broken by an

occasional and sparsely foliaged neem tree. All along the two miles

in progress, men are hewing and digging lazily as their nature or this

sultry clime compels. Gangs of women abreast or afile are stalking

statuesquely with basket on head, and often a little child by the hand,

or on the hip, going to and fro with the soft moorum, or friable stone

with which the road is metalled. The whole scene is intensely

Egyptian. But there are no scourge-armed taskmasters here. Inci-

dentally the road has to be made—and so the benefits of this wretched

famine will be felt hereafter—but the object kept steadily in view is

the support of human life, and the only Sphinx hereabouts erected

can be unriddled by the one moral—Charity.'

—

Specitd Corre^ondenty

Times of India.

The hot weather retreat of the Government of Bombay
in August 1876 was disturbed by a visit at the end

of the month from Mr. Grant, collector of Sholapur.

Mr. Grant proceeded to Poona to personally report to

Government the fact that, owing to want of rain, much
distress would be likely to ensue in the greater portion
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of his collectorate. Similar ill-tidino;s came from other

districts lying north and south of Sholapiir, extending

indeed over nearly the whole length of the Presidency.

Xll£_Grovcrnment at once faced the difficulty ; they set

to work to estimate its intensity and extent, and directed

all collectors to forward to them weekly reports regard-

ing the weather and the crops. At Sholapur matters

first assumed a serious aspect, and on September 4 an

allotment was made to Mr. Grant to commence relief

works.

Distress did not manifest itself very quickly ; rain

fell in small quantities over restricted areas, and raised

hopes which proved fallacious. Sir Philip Wodehouse,
the Governor, and the members of his Council, however,

did not permit themselves to be deceived by the partial

showers, but set to work vigorously to meet the disaster

which was clearly impending. Frequent conferences

were held during September and the early part of Octo-

ber, in which various policies for meeting famine were dis-

cussed. Evidence, as exemplified in plans adopted and

arguments used in course of disputes which afterwards

arose, shows that the procedure adopted in previous

times of famine was carefully examined. What had
)een done by Sir (then Mr.) John Strachey, in the

Forth-West Provinces in 1868 was most carefully pon-

lered, while the action of Lord Northbrook and Sir

leorge Campbell in 1874 was had in minute review.

The determination come to on several points was wise

and judicious. Sir Philip Wodehouse, who hitherto had

not struck the people he ruled with overwhelming

evidence of his capacity to successfully meet a crisis,

recognised what was demanded of him, and at once

took upon himself the management of famine affairs,

paying his councillors the courtesy of adopting no
important change without discussing it with one or
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other of them. One of his colleagues siibsequently

referred to Sir Philip Wodehouse's devotion and zeal

thus :
' The details I have briefly sketched show very

fairly what must have been the amount of anxiety,

careful thought, and constant labour, which by his own
choice fell to the share of Sir Philip Wodehouse; for

however much he might have felt relief from taking

counsel with his colleagues, and however much his

work was lightened through the able assistance of

General Kennedy, it must be borne in mind that the

responsibility of the measures taken and which are now
admittedly to form the rules to be applied in future

times of scarcity or dearth, really lay on him ; and to

him, therefore, is the credit due. I may, I hope, be

allowed to bear testimony to the constancy and the

earnestness which he threw into the work ; and at the

same time to express my belief that very few men,
especially men of his years, could have conducted the

affairs of such a crisis in so satisfactory a manner.' ^

The first matter considered was with regard to the

purchase of grain by Government. I t was , after full

dispii'^-^ion. determined that Government might safely

\v-A\:
. ivate trade to do all that was needed; and

although the Government were strongly urged to

depart from this policy, they firmly and consistently

adhered to it with entirely satisfactory results. In

weighing the matter, the Government considered that

any decided movement on their part would be likely to

act prejudicially on trade, that if the merchants were
led to expect that they would be subjected to the com-
petition of the Government they would withdraw; and
as it was clear that, no matter how powerful the Go-
vernment might be, and on however extended a scale

their efforts might be made, they could not hope

' Minute by the Honourable F. Gibbs, December 29, 1877.
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to effect all that the trade, if it exerted itself, could do,

it was held that it would be better for Government not

to enter into the market at all; for though the Govern-

ment might be able to do more than many merchants
could do, they could not hope to effect so much as

would be done by all of them. It was, therefore, with

as little delay as possible, publicly made known that

Government would not in any way interfere with the

grain trade, or with the movements of grain, unless

actually forced to do so by failure of supply or by ex-

cessive extortion on the part of dealers; that they would
buy nothing on their own account for importation into the

affected districts, though they were ready to enter into

contracts for the delivery on their own works of food

supplies to their own labourers ; that, in fact, they were

not prepared to do more than to act through the trade on

behalf of those who came upon their relief works ; and

that they would not in any way themselves assume the

position of traders or importers, so long as they could

ensure the people on the works being supplied with

food.^ The event, as will be seen later on, amply

justified the Government in the course they adopted.

One other resolution was come to by the Bombay
Government which was of the utmost importance, and

which served to show how admirably they had forecast

the needs of the time. This was, that, whenever prac-

ticable, persons requiring assistance should be employed

on relief works of considerable magnitude, such as had

been well examined and found satisfactory in all respects,

and which would prove eventually useful, while isolated

works of a trifling nature should as far as possible form

exceptions to this rule. As a means of providing aid

for those who could not work, from infirmity or old age,

each collector was granted a lump sum of 25,000 rs.

' ^ Note I. by General Sir M. K. Kennedy, R.E., Secretary to the Bomljay

Government, Public Works Department.
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These preparations were not made a day too soon.

The state of the country may be judged from certain

official reports which give most melancholy accounts of

the condition of things. The collector of Sholapur in his

letter of October 4 reports: ' There is now no part of

the district in which the condition of the mass of the

people is not most deplorable; and as there is no pros-

pect of any crop whatever throughout by far the greater

portion of the collectorate, there can be no doubt that a

scarcity amounting to famine must be the result.' The
collector of Poonah, writing on the 10th instant, said :

' For the first few miles beyond Poonah the crops are

still in the ground, but they are rapidly drying up, and

unless rain falls, cannot expect to yield any grain.

They are now being cut for forage. Beyond that dis-

tance the country is an absolute desert, not a blade of

grass nor a particle of grain is to be seen anywhere.

The rivers and wells are drying up, and the cattle are

dying of absolute starvation. The people are looking

very thin and ill, and though there have been no deaths

from starvation, it is very evident that something must
speedily be done to alleviate the distress.' The revenue

commissioner and the superintending engineer, who had

been specially ordered by Government to report on the

distressed districts, writing from Ahmednagar on the

10th instant, after passing through the Bhimthari ta-

luk of the Poona district, reported :
' We are about to

proceed to the Sholapur collectorate ; but we are already

so impressed with the excessive character of the drought
in those parts seen by us, and we are so fully convinced

from various circumstances, and especially from the

communications of the collector of Sholapur, Mr. Grant,

that our visit there will bring before us a still worse
and more universally-spread calamity, that we should

consider ourselves to blame in delaying to lay the very
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serious nature of the case before Government, and to

apply at once for relief works on a large scale.' Of the

Sinnar taluk, having 103 villages, with a population of

64,872 souls, Mr. Charles, the assistant in charge, wrote

:

' I have now seen a great part of the south of Sinnar,

and the worst impressions have been fully confirmed.

The rain of September 25 and 28 did not extend more

than a few miles east of Sinnar (except in two villages

where showers fell on the Nagar border). It is therefore

certain that no rabi can be sown in all the eastern half

of the taluk. This of itself means the loss of one-fourth

of all the crops. Bajri is now being reaped, and though

nearly in every village there are some good fields, with

an out-turn of perhaps eight or nine annas, the great

majority of all the fields are not two feet high, with the

stalks yellow, and what little grain there is small and

imperfectly developed. The out-turn of these I should

put at about four annas, while there are numbers of

fields and parts of fields where there is no grain at all,

and the stalks only a few inches high. The people are

becoming very importunate. Yesterday large bodies of

Kunhis, from six or eight villages, came to my tent

demanding remissions, and asking what arrangements

were to be made to feed them.

r^^ ' I was obliged to tell them I had no authority to

I
promise any remissions, and at this they were angry and

\eyen insolent. One set of people, after coming up three

or four times and getting the same answer, went away,

and were heard by my peons to say that they would

take an opportunity of knocking the sahib {i.e. myself)

on the head, and then perhaps Government would pay

attention to their condition. I do not fear that they

will carry out their threats, but mention the matter that

you may understand what their temper is.

' I think that it is highly desirable Government
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should make some distinct promise as to the revenue,

and then the people could either leave their crops ands,^/jc:<4"

seek work, or use them to feed cattle with. As it is, ai^*^
they are afraid to leave their villages for fear of being

called upon to pay revenue and having their occupancies

sold up. I think from what I have seen that no revenue

at all can be collected this year from the eastern half of

Sinnar, and what I should propose is that the people

should be told this as soon as possible, and informed

that whatever proportion of the revenue may be finally

settled upon as leviable, will be collected not this year

but the next.'

An interesting glimpse of how the distress appeared

to the native mind is contained in a series of letters

published in the Famine Blue Book, No. I. The letters

were from the subordinate judge of Tasgaon, Khan
Sahib Maherzibhai Kuvarzi by name. Though it was,

as he said, no part of his duty, he considered himself

bound as a public servant to bring to the collector's

notice the * very great suffering ' of the cultivating and

other population of the taluk. * The crops being low,

every person dreams of a famine.' * The grain bazaar is

getting dearer and dearer every day. There are two

bazaar days in this town, Monday and Thursday. On
Thursday before last,' he writes on October 3, 1876,
* the rate of grain was suddenly reduced by the mer-

chants from 3 to 2 '*pailis" for the rupee. And even

at this dear rate many persons were unable to get any
grain in the bazaar. I had to assemble all the grain

merchants in one place and persuade them to have

mercy on the poor sufferers, and not to mind much
about their profits. The consequence is, that the same
rate is retained for the last three bazaars, and the prac-

tice of the merchants of this place of buying in lump
the grain that comes from out-stations and then selling it
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in retail on profits has been discontinued for a time, to

enable the poor to buy it from the out-station merchants

directly at a cheaper rate. But I humbly submit that

if the state of rain remains the same the bazaar will

not retain its present state for many days.' ' The
people,' he said, ' had no grain in store, and the soucars

had ceased to lend money. Whole classes had become
"supportless." It is horrible to describe how many
cattle they have lost. Many are obliged to abandon

their cattle for being unable to feed them. For the

last week I have been hearing of instances in which

people are actually starving ; some living on vegetables

only. Many people have become desperate, and it has,

therefore, become a dangerous thing for a man to go

from one place to another without apprehending the

danger of being plundered on the road. The other day a

witness who appeared to give evidence before me com-

plained of his being plundered by two men and deprived

of the only two breads he had for himself. Many such

instances have come to my knowledge, and I have

taken the utmost care to see that the statements are not

exaggerated.'

Writing a few days after, the same gentleman said

:

' Yesterday morning also some 25 men of the village of

Erandole came and complained about the same things

as above stated. They say that their calamity has

reached to such a height that they cannot suffer any

longer ; that they cannot see their children starve before

their faces, and that the last thing that remains for them

to do would be to throw their children into wells, and

then do whatever they would be compelled to do under

the present hard circumstances. . . . The police

force here is comparatively too small to confront any

such attempt from the desperate people. Several minor

thefts and housebreakings have already been committed
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for the last few days. Mangs and Mokars are occasion-

ally seen wandering in the town at unusual hours, and

when they are asked the reason of their doing so, they

plainly say they are starving, and so wandering for

bread. While I was writing the above, about GO men
of the village of Visapur came and complained about

the same thing. It has now become a difficult thing to

console such people.'

It was calculated about the middle of October that

the number of persons who might have to be relieved

in the three Deccan districts, Poona, Ahmednagar, and

Sholapur, would amount to about 220,000, and that

continued relief or employment would have to be found

for them for eight months ; adding the probable number
that would require relief in the other six affected districts,

it was not safe to reckon that a less average number than

between 400,000 and 500,000 persons would require

support m some shape during the period up to the next

monsoon, perhaps until the next harvest. Assuming
that the failure of crops had not been less serious in

the Deccan and Southern Mahratta country than it had

been in Bengal in 1874 (it was really more serious), and
taking as a basis the proportions adopted on that occa-

sion, it was afterwards calculated that relief might have

to be given at the worst season to about one million of

people, i.e.^ to 20 per cent, of the population of the

affected districts, and a rough approximate estimate

was made of the outlay that would devolve on the Go-
vernment, amounting to 1,400,000/. At first, i.e.^ in

September and part of October, the Government en-

deavoured to meet the case by the application of the

resources within their own command, by using the

provincial and local funds, and by anticipating to

some extent the local resources of the ensuing year

;

but it soon became apparent that these efforts would
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only to a very small extent meet the exigencies of the

case. Many small and scattered works had been under-

taken in the period, but about the middle of October it

became clear that, if the difficulty was to be met at all,

far more serious and extensive operations must be set on
foot. It was the opinion of the Government that to deal

properly with the crisis in a manner that would ensure

the object in view, viz., the profitable employment of

the people, and the avoidance as far as practicable of

waste of public funds, it was necessary to set on foot

works on which large bodies of men could be concen-

trated, supplied with food, and properly organised and

controlled. This view was in accordance with the

ruling of the Government of India, laid down in the

I2th paragraph of the Resolution No. 1—59-71, dated

February 18, 1875, where it is expressly enjoined that

at an early stage of distress 'large works shall be

opened at once, small local works subsequently, as the

necessity for them arises.'

Acting on this principle, the^ Bombay Government
proposed to the Government of India the commence-
ment-of the earthworks of the contemplated railway

between Dhond and Manmdd—a work which, from its

circumstances and surroundings, was recommended to

the Government by their officers as specially adapted

for affording relief. The proposal was not approved

by the Government of India on grounds of general

policy, and the Bombay Government at once accepted

the decision that was communicated to them. With
this work fell also a similar work which the Govern-

ment had intended to commence for the relief of the

Southern Mahratta Country, i.e., that portion of the

Karwar and Bellary Railway which lies within the

Dharwar collectorate.^

* Note by Lieutenant-General Sir Micliael K. Kennedy, K.O.S.I.
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The local Government had been informed by the

Government of India, in their letter of October 25,

that they had ' no desire to impose upon the Bombay
Government any restrictions beyond those which are

afforded by the experience of the past, as authoritatively

recorded by the Government of India,' and that they

had ' the fullest confidence that his Excellency the Go-

vernor in Council will exercise the discretion vested in

him BO as to prevent any loss of the lives of her

Majesty's subjects, without incurring any expenditure Qju^^'t^^

of public money in excess of the necessities of the case.' \\ r^' ¥^'^ ^

Believing that a discretionary power had been thus

granted to them, the Bombay Government proceeded,

under the advice of their responsible officeis, to draw

out a programme, on a fixed and intelligible principle,

of several large operations, both road and irrigation

works, the works being so disposed as to provide for

each affected district ; but when this programme was

submitted to the Government of India, objections were

taken in detail by the President in Council to several

of the proposed works; it was ordered that no work
should be commenced in the Irrigation Department

likely to cost more than 30,000 rs., without the previous

sanction of the Government of India, and the local Go-

vernment were given to understand that, by the tenor of

the orders passed, before any large work could be un-

dertaken, it would be necessary to establish sometimes

the necessity for it as a relief work, sometimes its general

merits as a necessary improvement. A correspondence

then commenced which wns not terminated for some
months, and which, from an administrative point of view,

was so important that it will be found dealt with

separately in a subsequent chapter ; but the Bombay
Government were compelled by the necessities of the

case to commence several of the works which were
VOL. I. s
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prohibited by the Government of India, feeling sure

that, when the subject had been more fully considered

by that authoiity, their action in this respect would be

approved, and that it would be seen and admitted that

they could not have acted otherwise without incurring

very grave responsibility, or without possibly endan-

gering the lives of her Majesty's subjects.

The course of events may be anticipated somewhat

by stating here that, early in November, Sir Philij)

Wodehouse proposed to his Council a measure by which

the whole correspondence connected with the matter of

relief in tlie famine districts was removed to the charge

oLih£_ Secretary of the Public Works Department. This

decision, which Mr. Gibbs says was unanimously arrived

at, was based principally on the fact that the great pre-

ponderance of the work would naturally be dealt with

by that department. The change was a wise one, as

the Governor thereby secured as his lieutenant General

Kennedy , K E. From the commencement to the end

of Sir Philip Wodehouse's connection with the famine,

as afterwards under the government of Sir Richard

Temple, General Kennedy's firmness, energy, and readi-

ness of resource were of the utmost possible value to

the State.

^

Although in the earliest of what may be called the

famine resolutions the subject of the amount of food per

head was considered, and, on an average, lib. of grain

per diem was then, viz., in October 1876, taken as the

foundation for assessing the cost of the famine, yet by

the first orders the rate of wages on relief works was

fixed at
2 annas for a man,

1| annas for a woman, and

1 anna for a boy or girl capable of work.

Subsequently, a sliding scale was authorised, by
^ Minute by the Honourable Mr. Gibbs.
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which the rate of wages increased when the staple food-

grain became dearer than 16 lbs. to the rupee. Mr.

Gibbs reinarks in his minute that this system was so

far perfect that in a family composed of adults and chil-

dren both over and under 7 years of age, every member,

even the youngest child, received a proportionate allow-

ance. This is an opinion which was most strongly

combated by many parties, both at the time and during

many months after.

Generally speaking, the Bombay Government/waT
prepared for a cam[)aign against famine, and ready to

meet the onset of the disaster in perfect square. Sir

Philip Wodehouse and General Kennedy had forecasted

the future, if not with absolute accuracy, yet with a

great approach thereto ; they had hold of all the strings

of administration, and could take such action as was

necessary at once. There was no uncertainty and no

limpness. The proof of this was generally manifest,

but was specially afforded in the decided action which

placed the Revenue Department—the chiefest rank

in the Indian official forces—in the background, and

the Public Works officers came to the front.

Bombay is politically and socially most active of

the Presidencies of India. The nearest geographically

to Great Britain, it most nearly approaches, in its insti-

tutions and in the public spirit of its people, an English

community. As soon as the famine declared itself, the

general public were swift to do their part in meeting

the disaster. Public meetings were held in the chief

cities, and most energetic efforts were made to bring

private charity to bear upon the mass of suffering.

Elsewhere^ will be found instances of noble devotion

on the part of individuals. Not only in respect to

' See Chapter II. in Section devoted to * Private Charity in Famine
Campaigns/ vol. ii.

8 2
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philanthropic deeds were the people of the Bombay
Presidency well to the fore, bat politically also they

were active. In Poona there is a permanent political

institution, known as the Sarvajanik Sabha, lit. ' Public

Association,' composed of the most intelligent members
of the community. This body has done very good
service at different times to the general public,^ but

none of its efforts were more deserving of respect and
esteem than those made during the famine period. It

deputed agents and correspondents to visit all parts of

the distressed districts, and make enquiries into the

condition of the people and the efficacy or non-efficacy

of the arrangements made for relief The results of the

enquiries of the Sabha's agents were embodied in nar-

ratives which were submitted at regular periods to the

Grovernment. These form a consecutive description

of the efforts made by the authorities to grapple

with the disaster, and thou'j^h, as might be expected,

here and there faults of omission and commission were

discerned and described, on the whole the Bombay
Grovernment comes out of the ordeal with much credit.

The authorities did not always achieve success, but they

worked throughout in such a manner as to deserve it.

The first of the Sabha's narratives was dated

October 21, and in its introductory paragraph justified

itself in the unusual course it was about to adopt by

^ This will appoar from the followinf^ extract:—"The resolution (re-

garding land assessment) of October 1874 was^ however, so emasculated

and explained away in its practical operation, that the noble promises it pro-

claimed melted in the fulfilment, and resulted in a paltr}' relief which came
too late to be of any benefit. The ryots, beset with so many difliculties,

committed last year many agrarian riots, which had to be put down forcibly

in the interests of the public peace. The secret causes of this intense and

growing wretchedness were formally enquired into by the Sabha, and the

results were published in a pamphlet form in 1873. As a sequel to that

investigation, the Sabha submitted this time last year a memorial on the

subject of the agrarian riots, which were also formally enquired into by a

special commission appointed by Government.'
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the followin<r remark :
' The information accessiljle to

Government is limited to purely official wources, and is

naturally very deficient in the particular and intimate

knowledge which, at such times, is so sadly needed,

but which is shut out to those whose range of vision

necessarily embraces whole taluks or districts, and the

Sabha feels that it would be wanting in its duty to

Go^'ernment and to the people if it did not supplement

the official information with the details accessible only to

those who, like the agents and correspondents deputed by
the Sabha, live among and form part of the people over-

taken by this calamity.' Contrary to what is the rule

in all such cases in India, the Bombay Government
welcomed the efforts of the Sabha, and, in a letter of

acknowledgment written the same day that the narra-

tive was received, the Secretary to Government said

:

' I am directed to state . . . that Government w^ill be

very glad to receive the periodical information you pro-

pose to submit regarding the condition of the people in

the drought-stricken districts of this Presidency.' The
Sabha described the existing famine as the widest in

extent and the most intense that had been known.
Colonel Etheridge's report on the past famines in Bombay
Presidency showed that none of the previously reported

f\imines of 1792, 1803, 1804, 1818, 1824-25, 1830-33,

1845, and 1855, were so general and so thorough ' as the

calamity which threatens the Deccan districts in the

coming year. Some of these famines were confined to

afew districts. Those of 1792, 1804, and 1847, though

more general in their extent, were due not so much to

the want of rain as to the political disturbances of the

times which prevented the sowing of the crops. The
famine of 1824 bears the nearest resemblance to the

present season ; even in that year, however, the long

withheld rains fell on the Dusra day, and thus greatly
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mitigated the calamity. This final mercy has been

withheld this year, and the country is already in the

jaws of a famine, not only of grain, but of drinking

water and fodder for cattle.' The Sabha gave in its

adherence to the principle of large works in most

emphatic language. 'It was hoped at first that the

crisis would be sufficiently met by commencing small

relief works in different places out of local fund

balances and re-appropriations, but this hope is no

longer entertained by the district officers. The Sabha,

from the first, never entertained such a hope, and all

the reports received by the Sabha during the last

month complain loudly of the insufficient and unsatis-

factory nature of the help afforded by these small relief

works. Many hundreds of people are reported to have

sought for employment on these works, but had to

return disappointed because the allotments were too

small to provide for all who were willing to work on

starvation wages. It was only the lowest of the low,

the labouring classes pure and simple, and of these only

small handfuls selected from different villages, who, by
competing one another down in the scale of subsistence,

obtained employment for a few days, and yet the

aggregate number of workers was so greatly in excess

of the work that the allotments were soon exhausted.'

The promotion of emigration to the Nizam's do-

minions and elsewhere w^as also strongly urged, but

the Sabha soon came to see that little good would result

from such an effort. Government were called upon to

provide fodder for the cattle, which were dying in large

numbers. The most astonishing part of this narrative,

however—from a political economist's point of view,

and considering that it emanated from a purely Indian

Association—^is the paragraph which supported the

action of the Government in declining to purchnse
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grain. The Sabha say in tliat portion of their narra-

tive :
* The disinclination of Government to take upon

itself the traders' function of importing grain and selling

it at moderate prices is justified by a wise foresight, and

we feel no doubt that under proper regulations the con-

tract system will work satisfactorily. If there is a com-

bination among sellers to sell grain at exorbitant rates,

it can be best counteracted by the action of private en-

terprise. Private charity supplemented by municipal

advances in the large towns is the best agent for the

undertaking of this work, and Government can legiti-

mately help such eflforts by exempting the grain so

boujrht from the toll and octroi duties on condition that

the grain was sold at the Neerahka rates, and by mak-

ing arrangements with the railway companies to charge

low rates upon the grain so imported. It is true the

importation of grain and the opening of Government

shops and the enforcement of Neerahka rates will all be

very popular measures, and the Sabha has been repeatedly

pressed to memorialise Government in this behalf, but,

from a view of general consequences, it has systemati-

cally discouraged such a demand. Another equally

popular measure would be the stopping of exportation

of grain to foreign parts. Under present circumstances,

however, such a measure is wholly uncalled for on

general grounds, and the history of the Bengal famine

shows that the Government of India is not likely to

undertake this responsibility.'

The reports of the Sabha's agents are very interest-

ing, and may be judged by excerpts from some of them,

e.g.— '' Kami ale., October 14. Rainfall, 7 inches; last

year, 23 inches. 30 inches required ordinarily for a

good season. No grain stores. Assessment paid by
borrowing money from creditors during the last three

years. Khareef crops sown all burnt up ; rubbi not
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sown. Arable acres, 3^ lakhs in the taluk ; only 150

acres sown. Population, 1 lakh; 50,000 left the

taluk. Of 120 villages, 6 are without inhabitants

except the patel and koolkarnees (villa2;e officials).

Most people left for Baleghaut. Out of 72,000 cattle

and 59,000 sheep, 50,000 cattle and 20,000 sheep left

the taluk. Those remaining not expected to live.

Price of kurbee is from 30 rs. to 40 rs. The drinking

water scarce, and expected to last till March. Grain,

11 or 12 seers; wheat, 9 seers. No robberies except

in the village of Awati. Cattle fetch no price. Local

works commenced, the cutting down of prickly bush

near Jintee, and the construction of roads in the Shetful

and Kurmale taluk ; the repair of the Suggar road.

Of one lakh of the inhabitants, only but few thousands

will find relief. The people possess no savings on

account of heavy re-assessment imposed in 1873-74.'

Again— ' Mohol, October 10. Large works wanted.

Wages insufficient. Price of grain, 6.7 seers per rupee;

twelve seers Neerahka wanted. Government should

provide funds and grain by taking bonds from respect-

able but poor people who cannot work. Refund claimed

of the heavy assessments which have been since reduced.

Creditors are selfish. A dacoity took place on October

10, 1876, in the villages of Asta, in the Nizam's terri-

tory. Blind and infirm dying. Relief funds from

foreign parts requested. A Gosawi committed suicide

because the gods prayed to for rain did not send rain.'

During this period there were others besides the

agents of the Sarvajanik Sabha engaged in spying the

nakedness of the land. The Bombay daily newspapers

are never wanting in enterprise, and both of them—the

Times of India and the Bombay Gazette—sent members
oftheir respective stafi*s to Sholapur, the centre of most

suftering. The letters of the Times of India correspon-
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dent created a sensation throughout the whole of India,

and even in countries beyond. Some of the statements

made were not quite accurate; but on the whole the

representation made of the state of the country was

fairly correct. There can be no doubt that at this time

—early m November—and for some time after, a panic

had seized the people, and nothing that the authorities

could do availed to check the stampede from home and

long familiar scenes which took place. Beyond pro-

viding works and giving gratuitous relief where possible,

the authorities could do nothing, and were compelled

to let the evil work its own cure. People who aim-

lessly wandered found they did not improve their posi-

tion one whit by so doing, and in time the wandering

ceased. Things, however, in the meanwhile came to a

serious pass. Late in October in the district of Shola-

pur cattle were offered for sale at from two to four

annas a head. In one village a cow was actually sold

for a cake of jowaree. In the town itself the Hindus CcK^y^^
were forgetting their prejudices, and tke butchers wereS/gUgW
busy slaughtering the beasts that were literally brought

to tliPTT> fr>r Tij^t,liing Qn the river banks hard by

the town two thousand Dhungars (or shepherds) were

encamped with their flock of 4,000 goats, resting awhile

in their long and weary flight from the famine pest.

Hundreds and thousands of starving creatures had

already fled into the Nizam's richer territory.^

The position of affairs in Sholapur on November 7

is thus described by Mr. Curwen, the correspondent

referred to: 'I arrived here at four yesterday morning,

and from sunrise to sunset we see nothing but people

passing hopelessly through, driving a few miserable

cattle and goats before them. On their heads the men
carry the whole of their household goods, while the

» Times of India, October 23, 1876.
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women march with their children at their breasts, on
their shoulders or their hips. The majority have no

idea whither they are going. They think the famine

local, and hope to reach grass land and vegetation at

last. But the plain around is as dry as the Arabian

desert, and is covered with dust some three inches in

depth, which occasionally drifts in clouds. It is sad to

see the poor beasts lick at it in hopes of a stray blade

of grass. The villages are becoming depopulated, one

man being left in charge generally with a slight contri-

bution of grain from each. They have no sale for their

cattle here
; they have no money, and scarcely any

ornaments; one might almost say they have no food.

Last night I walked round their encampments—if one

may give such a name to the dry earth on which most
of them lay in the cold night air. Scarcely any had
fires ; many had no food at all, but some were sitting

round a pittance of raw grain, munching it like horses.

Every effort is being made to get these people on to

the famine relief works. Labourers join readily, but

agriculturists drift on; and thus the Government are

losing the tax-paying portion of the community. On
Sunday, as I telegraphed yesterday, twenty-four people

died of a species of cholera which would appear to have
been induced by excessive hunger and bad old grain.

^

^ This statem eiit in the telegram referred to appeared ti> intimate that the

twenty-four people named had died of starvation pur et simple. The Bombay
Government were prompt to defend themselves against permitting such deaths

if possible, and believed they had provided against such a dire eventuality.

One of the members of Council, Mr. Rogers, on the suggestion of the cor-

respondent, was sent to Poona to see the exact state of aiFairs. Enquiries

were made, and on November 10 a telegram was sent to the Supreme
Government in the following terms :—

' Collector of Sholapur reports

officially, in reference to telegram of 6th instant from Times of India special

correspondent, that not a single death from starvation is known to have
occurred in tlit Sholapur district, and that he does not anticipate any such
deaths will occur. The deaths that have occurred have been due to an out-

break of a choleraic type in a party employed on a relief work. Party has
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Tliis was at a relief work at lyerwaddy, about four

miles distant, where a road was in process of construc-

tion. The work was at once broken up. Three or

four of the same gang died yesterday. The symptoms

were violent vomiting and purging. One informant

saw a man struggling towards Sholapur with a dying

man on his back, who exhibited these symptoms as he

was carried in this terribly uncomfortable way. Yes-

terday seven deaths were noted at the municipality, but

tliis notation means nothing. Seven were noted to-day;

five from starvation. Since I began this letter a girl

died, not three hundred yards from where I am writing.

A native called in to tell me at once, and I walked up
with the unfortunate father. There they were sitting,

a party of four men, two women, five children, and the

dead girl close to the canal bank. They had none of

them had any food for four days. They came from

Begumpoor, only 18 miles away. When they got to

the canal, they plunged their faces in, and the famish-

ing girl died as soon as she had drunk. Her name was

been broken up, and people transferred to other works and all precautions

taken.' The collector, in response to enquiry wrote, * All the deaths reported

in the telegram of November 6 in the Times of India occurred amongst the

workpeople on the Sholapur-Ahirwarri road, most of whom have been em-
ployed for the last six weeks on various other relief works in the Sholapur
taluk, and transferred from them, from time to time, to that road as

occasions required. It stands to reason, therefore, that persons who had been

fed regularly for many weeks past could not liave been in a starving condition

when this outbreak of sickness occurred. Upwards of fifty deaths occuiTedon

one part of the Ahirwarri road at one time, and all of them are attributable

to the same cause and are to be explained as follows :—Finding that grain

goes farther than jowaree, some of the workpeople provided themselves with
it in the place of jowaree, which they have always been in the habit of
using, and after eating it uncooked, drank water, the result being a kind of

choleraic bowel complaint, which carried them off very rapidly ; but as soon
as the outbreak occurred, the people were taken off that work and transferred

to other road work. This is the first serious outbreak that has taken place

up to the present time among 40,000 workpeople, and I trust that by
exercising proper caution as to the food they eat, a recurrence of it will be
averted.'
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Koolsurn, and even dead she looked a pretty, well-grown

girl. They were all Mahomedans, and said they could

"get no work " that would not enforce a weary waiting.

And this is the meaning of that phrase. There is a

I'oad relief work running from Begumpoor, but it is

/under the Public Works Department, and the restric-

itions in time of famine have killed that poor girl, and
\lmost killed the lot of them. A pretty relief work

!

They were all dying of starvation. ... To the ryots

their cattle are their sole wealth, and this they are now
giving away if any can be found to take. On Tuesday
700 were forcibly driven into the Sholapur Mills com-
pound, and there deserted. It is impossible to receive

any more. There is a man now working on those

mills who drove in his 24 head of cattle the other day.

The market price was two annas. He begged them to

take them altogether. " They were my fortune, and

what are three rupees ?'' he said. " Let me work at

the building." So this man, who occupied the position

of a respectable farmer, is doing common coolie's work.

This morning I spent some time in the Tuesday's cattle

market. There were perhaps some 1,500 or 2,000 head.

But people scarcely care even to drive them a few hun-

dred yards into the market. There are no buyers but

butchers, who buy them for two or three annas, solely

/lor their skin. A lecture last week was given by a

\pleader, inciting the people against the butchers. " The
ycow," he argued, "is our mother. When we leave our

^r ^mother the cow supports us. She gives us milk, and

she gives us ghee, the only relishable food of our vege-

tarian diet, and to others she gives meat ; and the

butchers are killing off all the cows for the sake of the

Tiides alone." A raid was made on the unfortunate

butchers, and they were driven out of the town.'

' Mr. Grant, the collector of Sholapur, is doing all
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that man could do to lessen tlie distress.* When the

crisis was at its height it was reported that he would be

removed on promotion to another district. On the

people hearing he was going, they all said they would
go too, and I dare say they would like to do so. They
all call him the Damaji Punt, and for this reason. Long
years ago there was a revenue officer of this name under

the Nizam. There was a famine, and the starving

people came and stood before his window as he dined,

and he got up and without any orders he went out and

opened the State granaries—for the taxes were all paid

in grain then—and saved their lives. But as he had

no authority he was arrested and thrown into prison,

and at his trial a Mahar, a man of the poorest, lowest

caste, stepped forward and paid the 10,000 rs. that were

wanting to refill the granary. But after the money
was paid none would tell who this Mahar Avas, for he

was only an angel in disguise. But the name of

Damaji Punt has lived long in the land like the name
of Arthur in England, and the name of King Sebastian

in Portugal, till the people almost think he has come
back in the person of Mr. Grant.'

One further passage from the communications of the

same correspondent may be quoted for the interesting

details which it furnishes:

—

' Relief Works, Begurapore Road, Nov. 9.

' I am writing this in an uncomfortable kind of Noah's

ark upon wheels, which has been drawn so far by bul-

' The special correspondent of the Statesman says:—*A single hour in

Sholapur is enough to make anyone wonder that deaths from starvation are

not the order of the day
;
yet so hearty are the exertions with which the dis-

tress is met that no death has occurred, nor is likely to occur, except from
circumstances which are simply heyond control. I have already given one
cause of a very few cases of starvation which might doubtless be prevented
if a Napoleon were in Mr. Grant's place ; but occasional cases occur, chiefly

of children, among people wild come in from the outlying taluks so famished
that they are past recovery, even although they gO straight to the dispensary

or the collector's bungalow.'
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locks, for I sent a pair on early in the morning to wait

for me half way. To begin with, I will merely give an

exact copy of the notes taken upon that jolting pil-

grimage, and so tell you precisely what I saw.

'10.15 A.M.—Left Sholapur.

' 10.20.—Passed the remains of the encampment
about which I telegrai)hed you yesterday. I at that

time went carefully round and questioned every party.

You must take my spelling of names as I could pick it

up, and you must remember that my matter comes from

my informants, not from me. The first group came

from a place forty miles off, in the Sangola taluk.

There were fifteen men, twenty-four women, ten children,

and twelve cattle, of which latter two had died on the

road. They were going to the Nizam's territory, and

said they knew nothing of relief works. Second group

from Booa, Sangola taluk ; eighteen men, twenty-two

women, eighteen children, and six cattle. No deaths.

They were going to the Nizam's territory, and said they

knew nothing of relief works. Third group from Balia-

wady, in Mangoli taluk, twenty-eight miles off. There

were eight men, four women, five children, and one cow.

One man died on the way. These were going to the

Nizam's territory unless they found work ; they knew
nothing of relief works. Fourth group from Watwata,

Sholapur taluk, fourteen miles off. There were four

men, six women, and sixteen children. The son ofthe

eldest man had died three days since, and they had no

cattle left. Were going to Nizam's territory; knew
nothing of relief works. Fifth group from someplace

—my note is here illegible— l(i miles off, in the Babool-

gaum taluk. There were six men, five women, six

children, and no cattle. They had been working at the

lyerwaddy relief works, but two of their number had

died and the rest were frightened and so wandered on.
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' The replies were given in chorus. So long as they

liave any cattle left these people will not " know of relief

works." I quote them merely to show how this sparsely

peopled country, only 170 of jxjpulation to the square

mile, is moving almost objectlessly about.

* To resume my journey, of course I leave out the

ordinary village to village traffic, and the people who
were wandering in the fields away from the roads.

' 10.30.—Party of forty-eight persons, with a few

cattle and goats, going from Heeraz, five miles oft*, to the

Nizam's territory.

* 10.35.—Party of twelve persons, with about 150

cattle, and a bullock waggon of household goods, going

from Punderpur to Nizam's territory. Their beasts

were the most wretched I have seen yet, such lean kine

as Pharaoh never dreamt of, with ribs starting so

visibly through their hides as to make one think they

were the skins of striped zebras.

' 10.40.—Crossed the canal ; some forty women en-

gaged on relief works in clearing away the weeds.

' 10.50.—A smriU field of sugar-cane, watered from

canal ; but cattle have been turned in to graze on their

valuable crop.

' 11.—Mud-built village of Degum, each hovel look-

ing like a dust heap, and a cloud of dust over all. Am
told that, ihough near Sholapur, it is half deserted.

' 11.5.—Cross an overflowing from the canal, and find

about 1,000 persons engaged on road relief works under

the Public Works Department. Hundreds crowd up to

say they cannot get employment; the timekeeper is

away, and there is universal grumbling at the two

annas as insufficient, and all deductions made from

payment ; but as only the discontented speak I don't

think much of that.

'11.15 One waggon load with household goods

and iifteen people coming from Bardee ; they are going
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to Sholapur to look for work. The fields here, though

barren as ever, have been sown, but uselessly.

'11.20.—Another small relief work of 200.

' 11.25.—Seven strong men with tools on their

shoulders looking for work.
' 11.30.—One field of jowaree watered from canal

;

the only one so far.

' 11.35.—Band of one man, three women, seven

children, with a bullock laden with chattels, looking

for work.
' 11.43.—Clump of green mango trees and a field of

sugarcane intact, round a well of good water. Here I

pass about a score of men who say they can get no

work.
' 11.47.—Flock of seventy sheep and two men from

beyond Hinwar, and herd of sixteen cattle and five

people, all going to Nizam's territory.

' 11.50.—Nine men from Begumpur, their chat-

tels and tools with them, looking lor work.
' 11.55.—A clump of green neem trees and a

field of jowaree and a field of pulse, watered from the

well. Pass seven persons who are bringing a calf and

a goat—poor creatures—for sale anywhere.
' About noon the sun came out and the traffic stopped

for a little. All the morning the clouds, big with

deceitful waters that never came, had hung over the

district. These heavy barren clouds are a feature of

the scenery here. But now the sun beats down with a

hot glaring heat, fiercer far than at Bombay. Under

the earth heaps and the scanty tree shades groups of

travel- worn wanderers and tired cattle are resting

—

longing for the promised land of green plenty, and one

can scarcely help thinking of the truth of that simile,

" the shadow of a great rock in a weary land."

'But at 12.25 we meet with a man, his wife, five

children, and their goods, coming from Waghowlee, 10
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miles off, to look for work ; and seven from Punderpur,

with a laden bullock, on the same errand. Here too we
pass a train of waggons bearing grain to relief works.

* 12.37.—We come to the walled village of Teera,

and cross the bed of the Tenna (?) river. There is

only a ford 30 yards wide left here now, but as we

cross the ford we see the rope or cable by which, in

rains, the ferry boat is guided, 35 feet above our heads.

The village is said to be more than half deserted, but

there is quite a population in the river, which we hear

comes from the relief works while the meal hour is

going on. Coming out of the ford we bait our bullocks,

and there is such a flocking round of hungry-eyed

urchins to stare at the grain.

' Breasting the slight hill on the other side we meet

the opposite villages of Singolee and Turugaum, and

turning round by the last we come to the beginning of

the great Begumpur relief works. This will run on for

10 miles ; the first 2 miles are in progress. The people

were resting for their two hours of dinner as I drove

through, and this gave me time for some conversation

with the native inspector.

' There are about 3,500 people employed, who are

in theory, but not in practice, supposed to belong to this

taluk. The men receive 2 annas a day ; women 1^ UyMyv^*-^

annas ; children above ten, 1 anna. From the enquiriesV^^^^-

I have made, I have no hesitation in saying that thisji-JL.^-^

wage, at the present price of grain, is miserably insuffi- 1 —""

cient. I was taking notes, and the people saw this and/

flocked round, hundreds of them with the same story,

that they never "get enough" to eat. The fact is

notorious through the district, and from what I indi-

rectly hear, I believe the Government oflicers are of my
opinion. Still this first great Government work I have

visited leaves a most favourable impression. No one who
VOL. I. T
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knows how to come here—and till one examines these

unfortunate Mahrattas, one cannot fathom their depth

of crass ignorance—is rejected, and no more work is

expected than the physique of the labourer warrants.

There is no pay for children below 10, but from to-

morrow they are all to be fed with boiled rice at the

cost of Government—for it is easy to see that these are

Government works—and with milk, if it can be pro-

vided. They begin at 6 in the morning and work on

till 12 ; then resting for two hours, they begin again at

2 and go on till sunset. They sleep and live on the

ground, or in the jungle, and the clothing of the women
is already miserably insufficient, yet the children seem

merry as can be, and the native inspector would tell

you that there are children enough. The Government

have opened a grain shop ; the people are paid and

asked how much grain they will have ; no one is allowed

more than half a seer for individual use. The grain is

cheaper than at Sholapur, though of Jubbulpur or poor

quality only, for the price remains steadily at 5f seers

to the rupee, ^ a seer above our rate. It is wholesome

enough, and bulk is a great thing. So far they are all

low caste people ; I had one character written in French

thrust into my hands ; the bearer for many years had

been a trusted body servant in Port Louis, and carried

a most glowing testimonial about his almost naked

person. Now he is trying to escape from his 2 annas

a day.'

Among the minor incidents of the period was that

of a man who fell down on the point of death outside

the dispensary, 'but Dr. Narsapa Goorapa could not

take him in, as the disease of starvation was not on

his list. However, he relaxed his rule, but not as a

precedent.' ^

1 Letter to the Secretaiy of the Sholapur Relief Fund.
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Very early in the famine a victim was demanded

from among tlie European officials, and the sacrifice of

life was offered up. Mr. W. H. Havelock, the Revenue
Commissioner of the southern division, was one of the

most able members of the Civil Service ; he had held

with the greatest c>redit to himself and satisfaction to

Government the highest executive appointments in the

Presidency. With the energy and courage of his race,

though suffering from the effect of malarious fever, he

started on a tour to see and judge for himself the reality

and the severity of the famine. When called in to give

his first report, his labours had sadly told on him, but,

remarks the Honourable Mr. Gibbs, in his minute, ' Mr.

Havelock nevertheless worked on, and died, like his

noble father and uncle, in the performance of his duty.'

The Bombay Government had to face much severe

criticism. To those critics already mentioned, and a

portion of whose testimony has been given, must be

added another, viz., the special correspondent of the

Statesman and Friend of India. An Englishman, born in

the country, this gentleman was familiar with the people

and their tongue, and was well fitted for the task he

undertook. He was not impressed with the absolute

accuracy of all that was published by Government.

He remarked :
—

' The statement for the week ending

November 14 said, " In Sholapur there is no change

from last week, except that, as grain is more plentiful

and relief works are being extensively carried out, it

may be presumed there is no danger of anything like

starvation. Migration in large numbers to the Nizam's

territory goes on." Now whatever is unequivocal in

these words is true. But read the remark beside my
letter of November 10, where I described what I saw

during two whole days' patient investigation, going on

foot over several miles of city and country, and guard-

T 2
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ing my statements with scrupulous care, as anyone may
see who reads the letter. There were at that time

several hundred people going two and three days with-

out work and without pay, and being strangers they

could not get food on credit or from friends, and the

result was that children and weakly adults died. The
pressure had come on all at once ; there were 40,000

people on half-organised relief works, and the town
was crowded with travellers to the Nizam's territory

who had left their villages without provisions for the

way ; consequently for several days matters were be-

yond the collector's control'

This gentleman impugned the arrangements made in

regard to works, and brought forward evidence at once

interesting and of a certain value. He says :
' Kolgoan

is a large village half-way between Ahmednagar and

Dhond, with twelve waddies or hamlets lying round it.

I first stopped at one of the waddies^ about a mile from

the chief village or kusba, which contained forty-five

houses. The leading spirit in the group of people I

encountered here was a woman of the best Mahratta

type. I have no doubt she could have asserted herself

with invectives had an occasion demanded it, but

sagacity and benevolence were the prominent features

of her character. Such were her accuracy of thought

and precision of speech, that of the dozen men and

women standing round scarcely one considered it neces-

sary to add a word to what she said. I dare say her

husband, who was present, would have been proud of

her had Hindoo prejudice permitted such a sentiment

regarding a woman. She had taken under her motherly

protection a young widow who was reduced to skin and

bone from sheer want of food. She pulled her about

like a child to show me her condition, and then said

with a strong touch of sarcasm in her tone :
" This is

i
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the kind tliey refuse to ern[)loy on the relief works. If

you arc strong and can find work somewliere for your-

self, you may be taken on ; but if you go to the relief

works because you have nothing to eat, they tell you

you are too young or too weak. In order to be em-

ployed on a relief work, you must have at least a couple

of pice or a seer of grain to call your own. If you have

got nothing you will get nothing." I may explain that

the work to which she referred was the Dhond road, on

which the village stands, and I had already seen two

boys hanging about a gang of coolies, but unable to get

work, as only able-bodied men and women were admis-

sible. So I endeavoured to explain to the woman that

there were two kinds of works, and that her friend

should go to a smaller work than the Dhond road. But

she had an arnswer for that: " And where are the small

works you speak of ? Did this object get into this

state by sitting still ? She has gone twenty times to

seek work. Now she has been told to go to such- a

place, that is ten miles off. Can she walk ten miles?

She is scarcely able to stand. In the same way she

was sent somewhere else the other day ; and when she

got there, she was told the sanction for that work had

expired. So she had to walk back here fasting. One
of our men also went to another place, where they said

anyone was taken on, but he found that the work was
finished. So it happens every day. Those who can

work get work on this road ; those who have no

strength are sent ten miles away, and told to look for

it." I thought this woman would be a capital person

to explain what the peo[)le did when they had nothing

to eat, and I asked the question. She immediately

ordered off one of the men to bring an unripe fruit off a

wild fig tree {jicus glomerata)^ and told me they cooked

and ate those ; also that if one person managed to get
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food for a meal, at least one other coaxed a part of it

out of him ;
" and," she added, " in these hard times we

don't try to eat every day, all our efforts are bent

toward getting a meal once in two days ; then, when
our bellies are filled, w^e can be at rest for a day." There

were a few fields of irrigated jowaree in this hamlet,

but the plants were all stunted, and fit only to be cut

for cattle, and the people were expecting a small

return when they were able to sell it for that purpose.'

The Bombay Government, at an early stage of the

campaign, satisfied themselves that there was food enough

in the country, and that no absolute dearth need be

apprehended, for a time at least, probably not at all.

Testimony was singularly unanimous on this point.

But whilst food existed for purchasers, the people who
needed to purchase had no money wherewith to buy,

and no work existed whereby money could be earned

This it was the task of Government to provide, and, as

stated already, this is what was done with system,

order, and regularity. The works, however, were not

intended for all and sundry, for whosoever might

come. Great efforts were made to guard against those

obtaining Government relief who had no right to do so,

but the efforts were not entirely successful. Mr. Gibbs

says that two instances accidentally came to his know-

ledge of ryots of a well-to-do class having recourse to the

relief works. In the one, a man, who, with his family,

was employed on one of the public works in the Nagar

district, complained to the officer in charge that his

house had been broken into and robbed in his absence,

and 500 rs. in money and jewels had been stolen. He
was referred to the police, who enquired into the

matter, apprehended the robbers, and recovered the

property. In the other case, an officer riding down
the embankment of the Dhond and Manmad Railway,
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recognised two of the sons of a respectable landowner

in the Siitara collectorate engaged on the work, who,

on being asked, said they had come there to do work

as there was nothing to do at home ; they said they

brought some money with them, and so with the two

annas wage were very comfortable. The second instance

related to a later period of the distress than is now
being referred to, but is mentioned here as showing the

difficulty experienced in getting the works in order,

and reducing to a proper system a scheme which em-

braced employment for a vast number of people over a

great area.

On November 23 the Sarvajanik Sabha addressed

their second narrative to Government. In it the ex-

tent and progress of the disaster were reviewed, and

while the Sabha gratefully acknowledged the fact that

the Government had, to the extent of its available

means, put forth all its energies to relieve the famine-

stricken districts, they thought it could not be gainsaid

that Government laboured under a great disadvantage

by reason of the total absence of any middle-class in this

country owning subordinate but permanent interests

in land. With great regret the Sabha felt called upon

to state the popular conviction was that the relief mea-

sures undertaken were not adequate to the crisis. ' It

may be,' they said, ' that the popular view in regard to

the distress in the famine districts is exaggerated or

one-sided, but it is necessary that Government should

know the nature and extent of the popular complaints.

People complain that notwithstanding the measures

adopted by Government, hundreds of villages have been

abandoned, and many lakhs of people have left their

homes with their wives and children, and sought refuge

in the Nizam's territories; many thousand heads of

cattle have been sold at nominal prices to the butchers,
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and many more have been abandoned. In the most
afflicted districts famine deaths in considerable numbers
have occurred. The labour test imposed upon the able-

bodied is found to be too heavy for their famished frames;

the wages paid are inadequately low ; in many districts

all who are willing to work do not find employment.

No machinery has been organised to provide supplies

to all parts of the country, or to the labour gangs on
the labour works in the more remote and out-of-the-

way districts. No arrangements have been made to

preserve the cattle by providing fodder or pasture lands.

No grain stores have been collected or charity houses

opened for the infirm and the aged. Except in one

district, no remissions of revenue have been officially

notified, and no advances made for the dio:o:ino^ of wells,

&c. No steps have been taken, as in the Bengal and

North-West Provinces, to suit the works to the previous

habits and wants of the distressed population. The
refusal of the Government of India to sanction the com-

mencement of the large railway works recommended to

it by the local Government, and the fact that till within

the last few days no member of the Executive Govern-

ment was deputed as Commissioner to the famine dis-

tricts, are regarded as indications that the intensity of

the distress experienced and apprehended has not yet

impressed itself in its worst form upon the minds of

the authorities.' They wished it to be understood that

the Sabha did not for a moment sympathise fully with

any or all of these complaints. ' Distressed people are

always prone, and to some extent may claim a right, to

be unreasonable in their demands for relief.' It was

hoped that special Commissioners for the famine districts

would be appointed, and that the same rules of action

in all districts would be insisted upon. The question

of remission of revenue was divscussed, and the following
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interesting facts were given :
—

' In those places where

the famine has made itself most felt, the condition of the

cattle has become a question of vital importance. It

appears to the Sabha to be absolutely necessary that the

Government should take up this question as one which

concerns the permanent interests of revenue in more

ways than one. The latest return of agricultural stock

shows that the entire live-stock employed in agriculture

in the nine Deccan districts of this Presidency does not

fall short of 45 lakhs. The number of ploughs with two

bullocks employed in agriculture is 3J lakhs, and with

four bullocks is about IJ lakhs, and the number of

carts is about 2 lakhs. It is absolutely necessary, there-

fore, that about 20 lakhs of plough and cart bullocks,

&c., must be kept aUve in the famine districts if the

famine is not to be perpetuated during the next four or

five years. More than one-half of the cattle in those

districts which have suffered most from the famine have

been already transported into the Nizam's territorius of

the Maval and Concan districts.'

Many other questions of unportance were dwelt upon

at great length; indeed, were it not for the importance

of the subject, the Sabha's narratives would be cliarge-

able with the fault which characterises most Indian

reports, viz., their inordinate length. The reports ap-

pended to the narrative were of this character:

—

' Karmala, October 18.—More than one-fourth

population left. 30,000 cattle belonging to that taluk

taken to Nizam's dominions. More people and cattle

going. 7,000 people are employed on relief works.

Supply of drain water very scanty. Deaths from
starvation in future apprehended. Soucars here liave

no grain in store. It is as hot as in May. From 50 to

200 labourers come every day. Collector's order is tr

employ all those that come. October 21.— Drinking
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water of wells will last for 16 days only. Jowaree, 9

seers; rice, 5.j; grain pulse, 6; wheat, 6^; turi pulse,

74 ; oil, 2J. No corn in store in the village. The water

works at Anjandoho, if undertaken, will maintain many
people, and be useful to cultivators. Monji rice all

abandoned: 1^ of Nadi and Nilay J. Many others

leaving. Women, leaving infants 5 or 6 days old, are

seen employed on the works. People are seen coming

in crowds with their families crying for food and water

to this place. Large relief works wanted. November

9.—Three deaths have occurred on account of want of

food. Certain people are seen who caimot walk even

to the place where corn is served. Fifteen or sixteen

deaths are heard of by cholera on the works. Bad corn

and too much fatigue is spoken of to be the cause. Too

much work is exacted by the Public Works Department.

Jowaree, 5 seers; wheat, 4J; turi pulse, 4.
'j; kurba, 5J;

rupees 100; milk, 7 seers. Some villages altogether

forsaken. Heat 92° or 93° in the shade.'

At the time the above letter was sent to Govern-

ment, General Kennedy had been placed in charge of

famine administration. In acknowledging its receipt he

bore testimony to the ample evidence which the docu-

ment showed of ' the interest and attention which the

Sabha continues to bestow on the present critical con-

dition of the country.' General Kennedy continued:

' His Excellency in Council will alwaj^s feel indebted to

the Sabha for suggestions which their knowledge and

facilities for obtaining information may prompt them to

offer, and will rely on their using their best efforts to

assist the Government in the heavy task which they

have before them, and to counteract the influence on

the minds of the people of misapprehension as to the

measures of the Government. Government have not

received any authentic information of numerous deaths
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in the airected districts, and certainly none are known

to have occurred which can be attributed to want of

food. The Sarvajanik Sabha were not probably aware,

when your letter was \vritten, that recent orders have

been issued authorising a scale of wages on famine relief

works bearing a proportion to the selling prices of the

staple food grains in the neighbourhood of the works.

Government have issued orders for opening the forest

lands for grazing, under certain restrictions. They have

also made arrangements for facilitating the transport of

cattle by railway from Sholapur and the eastward to

Poona, in order to assist them on the way to find

grazing on the hills and elsewhere.

' Collectors have received discretionary allowances

for the support of indigent persons who are infirm or

incapable. • Strict orders have been issued on this sub-

ject, and if the funds that have been placed at the

disposal of the collectors should become exhausted,

additional grants will be made. The Sarvajanik Sabha

will be doing good service to the Government and to the

people, if, through their agents, they would endeavour

to make the local grain-holders understand that prices

cannot be long maintained in the face of the supplies

which are daily arriving, and which will arrive shortly

in probably larger quantities, and that for the same
reason the stocks of grain in the country are not likely

to flill below requirements before they are replenished

by the next harvest. All who hold grain stocks to any

extent must be among: those who have a stake in the

country, and it ought not to be difficult to make them

understand what is very obvious, i.e.^ that it is not to

their own interest to injure and disable the people, on

whom the cultivation of the soil of this country depends,

by abnormally running up prices; and that if they will

consent to bring out and dispose of their stocks at fair
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and moderate rates, they will be in a position to a great

extent to rule the market prices of imported grain, and

prevent the corn dealers making large abnormal profits

at the expense of the country and of the ryots. It is

not, of course, expected that such holders should alto-

gether forego the advantage they possess at a time

when, owing to failure of harvests, there has been a

legitimate rise in the price of grain ; but it is pointed

out that, by grasping at inordinate profits, the grain

holders, many of whom are themselves cultivators, are

failing in their duties to their distressed fellow-country-

men, and are following a short-sighted policy, which,

though it may secure them a present advantage, may
also react upon themselves by inflicting an injury on

the country generally of long duration.

' In conclusion I am to observe that the Government
cannot always undertake to discuss in this form the

merits or the demerits of the measures they may adopt

or reject. They will, as heretofore, pay every attention

to suggestions submitted, and will keep the public duly

informed of the course of events and of the result of the

efforts made for the relief of the prevaihng distress. I

am directed to forward for the information of the Sabha

a copy of the last w^eekly statement regarding the dis-

. tressed districts.'

The foregoing was one of the most satisfactory

documents published during the whole campaign, and

breathes a spirit of consideration towards non-official

research and opinion foreign, imder normal circum-

stances, to Indian departments,

During the progress of events described in the pre-

ceding pages, a voluminous correspondence by wire and
j^k was passing between the Supreme Government and

\^the local authorities. The latter wished to undertake

ilarge works ; the former, for reasons already given in
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Cliapttr 11. of the Madras narrative, were in favour,

only of small works being put in hand Being satisfied

of the wisdom of the course it wished to adopt, the

Bombay Government adhered most firmly to its decision,

and strained relations were the consequence. At this

juncture— the middle of December—two visitors amved
at Bombay who strove to settle once for all the questions

in dispute between local and supreme authority. Lord

Lytton reached the city on December 20, after a tour

of two months in the States bordering the north-west

frontier ; Sir John Strachey, the new Finance Minister,

had arrived a few days previously. Sir John is a man
who, having once made up his mind, is not easily per-

suaded to alter it. He came to India with a famine

policy fully thought out and clear from beginning to t^

end. It was no theory , for he had put it into practice ^"^^^^^ -

at Moradabad iii__1861j and was prepai'ed to have tried |

it in Bengal in 1874 if he had been in power in that

province at the time. This policy was on the same /

lines as that adopted by Sir Philip Wodehouse and

General Kennedy in Bombay. When, therefore, the

question of famine administration came on for discussion,

as it did very early during the Viceroy's \dsit, Sir John
Strachey's influence was already enlisted on the side of

the local Government. Lord Lytton, quick to perceiv^

a good policy when it was laid before him, at once\

realised the position, and approved the carrying out ofl

large works already begun and the commencement oy

others which were desired. It was pointed out that if

the practice proposed by Sir Philip Wodehouse were

pursued, revenue officials would have to take a secondary

place, a position which they, as the Brahmans of the

service, were not accustomed to, and the Department of

Public Works would come to the front. There could

be no doubt that this was, from an Indian point of view,
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a startling innovation, hut there was little hesitancy so

far as the Viceroy was concerned in carrying out the

system proposed. Notwithstanding the arrangements

made, difficulties afterwards arose which will be de-

scribed in due course.

While in Bombay, the Viceroy, in replying to an

address from the Chamber of Commerce, took the

opportunity to express the satisfaction of the Govern-

ment of India with the manner in which the Govern-

ment of Bombay was grappling with the difficult task

imposed upon it. His Excellency added :
—

' The prin-

ciples avowed by that Government as those which will

guide its action appear to me to be generally sound and

excellent. I am assured that the whole carrying power

of the country is fully employed in forwarding to the

affected districts grain procured by private enterprise.

Happily, too, the crops in the Bengal Presidency and

in British Burmah have been bountiful, so that there

is no reason to apprehend any failure of the needful

supplies.' On the same occasion the Viceroy thus ex-

pressed himself in regard to Government purchase of

grain : 'So far, therefore, any interference by the

Government is clearly unnecessary, and I need only

say that the Government would, under any circum-

stances, contemplate direct intervention for the supply

of food to the distressed districts with the utmost pos-

sible reluctance. We certainly shall not think of

undertaking an}'- such operation unless and until it be

imposed upon us by a complete collapse of private

enterprise, which at present I see no reason whatever

to expect. I cannot, of course, pledge the Government

under any conceivable circumstances not to import food

into the distressed districts. In a condition of affairs

such as the present, the Government must of necessity

reserve to itself in the last resort complete freedom of
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act ion. Hut there is certainly no reason why anyone

should be deterred by the apprehension of Government

competition from engaging in the importation of food

into the distressed districts with the full confidence

that he will reap the fruit of his enterprise.'

The numbers on relief works had steadily increased

until, towards the end of December, nearly 260,000

persons were looking to Government for means of sub-

sistence. During this month the migration of people,

with or ^vithout cattle, to what were supposed to be

lands flowing with milk and honey, reached its highest

jjoint. The third narrative of the Sarvajanik Sabha,

addressed to Government on January 1, gives most

striking instances of the great extent to which this

WHS carried. It may be assumed that the statements

made were accurate, for Government, in acknowledging

the narrative, say :
' As regards the subject of migra-

tion, . . . although it must be accepted as an indication

of considerable pressure having come upon the people,

Government cannot but think that in many cases,

especially in those of persons migrating in charge of

cattle, the movement is a beneficial one. Government
have not neglected to enquire into the condition of the

people who have migrated in their new or temporary

abodes, and are under no apprehension in respect to

these people. Many are in attendance on cattle, and
have means, and others have found employment on
relief works, and there is every reason to expect that,

when the time for preparing the land for the next

monsoon crops arrives, they will all, or most of them,

return to their homes.' Two acts on the part of Go-

vernment had called for the expression of gratitude on

the part of the Sabha ; one was the appointment of

Major-General Kennedy as chief of famine direction,

which was held to give ' promise of a determination to
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cope with the calamity to the utmost extent of the

available resources of Government,' the other Avas the

promptness with which the information received by
Government was placed at the service of the public,

and outside suggestions from all quarters received and
attended to. The comprehensive foresight which anti-

cipated all the varied contingencies and wants of the

people had ' inspired a sense of general confidence, and
might be said to have taken the sting out of the famine.'

During the month the Sabha had made most careful

enquiries under several heads regarding the condition

of the people. The details were thus summarised :

* Taking the Indapur taluk first in order, it is to be

noted that the taluk had 86 villages, with a popula-

tion amounting to 67,000 souls at the last census, and

cattle numbering 44,200. Of these, when the horrors

of famine first began to be felt and people emigrated

en masse, as many as 57,500 men and 33,000 cattle left

the villages. This occurred when the first rush to the

Nizam's territories and to Poona and Bombay took

place. After the first alarm was over and the con-

fidence of the frightened villagers was restored by the

energetic measures adopted by Government, a consider-

able number of the villagers returned and flocked to

the relief works, so that Mr. Fletcher, of the Revenue

Survey, was employed by Government to obtain ac-

curate information regarding the number of people and

cattle who had left the taluk. He found that out of

67,000 inhabitants, more than 40,000 persons, that is,

riearlv 60 per cent, of the population, and 80 per cent,

of the cattle, had left the taluk. The earlier infor-

mation received by the Sabha may have erred on the

side of exaggeration by reason of its agents not having

access to the more accurate sources of information, but

takhig even the official accounts, the figures are alarm-
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ing enough. That more than 60 per cent, of the people

should find it necessary to leave their homes and take

80 per cent, of their cattle with them, affords evidence

of a frightful state of poverty, which furnishes a sad

commentary on the boasted success of the revenue

administration of the last ten years, commencing with

1867, in which year the new survey rates were intro-

duced amidst a flourish of trumpets regarding the

prosperity of the taluk, and its capacity to bear the

so-called moderate enhancements. The total figures

given above fail to give an adequate idea of the desola-

tion of particular villages. In Akola, out of 815 in-

habitants and 780 head of cattle, only 76 villagers

remain, with 20 head of cattle. In Pimple, out of 228

men and 153 cattle, nine men and three cattle remain.

In Hoolgoodvada only two men remain. In Bhatal-

wadi, out of 346 men and 340 cattle, only 77 men and

22 cattle remain. In Lakdi, out of a population of 637

souls and 435 cattle, 16 men and four cattle remain.

These villages are, in fact, entirely deserted. There

are those who set down this fact of wholesale emigra-

tion as a natural outcome of the migratory habits of

the people, and who maintain that the men who left

their villages belonged to the well-to-do class of the

peasantry. Such a supposition is contradicted by the

large number of the people who returned to their

villages as soon as they heard of the relief works set

on foot by Government. These people, it must be

remembered, returned to earn their living by working

on starvation wages. Their previous emigration, there-

fore, cannot be ascribed to any other cause than their

extreme helplessness to support themselves and their

families, even for one month, after they realised the fact

that they had to face a famine.

' Proceeding next to speak of the Bhimthadi taluk,

VOL. I. u
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I regret I have not been able to obtain any information

about the whole taluk collectively. The information

is confined to particular villages which are, however,

very fair representatives of the better portions of the

taluk. In the village of Dound, out of a population

of 966 souls and 600 cattle, there are left in the village

about 350 people and about 20 cattle. In Soongaum,

which enjoys the advantage of being situated near the

junction of the Nera and Kara rivers, with plenty of

water available for drinking purposes, and a large ex-

tent of land belonging to Government, out of 1,400

inhabitants only 337 have not left the village, and out

of 2,280 cattle 680 alone remain in the village. In

Moorgaum and Kedagaum more than 50 per cent, of

the inhabitants and about 60 per c€nt. of the cattle

have left. These villages, it must be remembered, are

all of them most favourably situated. The rest of the

taluk is as wretched as Indapur, and the accounts

received from the agents of the Sabha state that in

many villages no lamp is lighted, which in the popular

language expresses the most complete form of desolation

conceivable. Baramati is a mahal under this taluk.

With the exception of the town of Baramati, more than

50 per cent, of the inhabitants of the surrounding vil-

lages have abandoned their homes. In the village of

Sawal, out of a population of 720 souls and 1,130 cattle,

there are now left in the village 103 men and 302 cattle.

In the village of Niravages, out of a population of 740

souls and 590 cattle, only 50 men and 20 cattle are

left in the village. If relief works on a large scale had

not been started, the whole of the taluk would have

been entirely abandoned. Nearly 4,000 people are em-

ployed on the road from Baramati to Margaum and

from Patus to Supa, and on the Supa and Pandhari

tanks. These relief works are the mainstay of the
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population j but for them there would have been nothing

to save the people from wholesale death by starvation.

* I shall next proceed to speak of the Kurmali

taluk. The general features of the abandonment and

desolation of the villages correspond closely with those

of the worst parts of Indapur. In the village of Poph-

laj, out of 525 inhabitants and 800 cattle, only 75 inha-

bitants and 60 cattle remain in the village. In another,

out of 600 inhabitants and 1,000 cattle, only 150 men
and 75 cattle remain. In Umrid, out of 925 men and

975 cattle, only 100 men and 110 cattle remain. In

Zari, out of 1,450 men and 1,875 cattle, 240 men and

175 cattle remain. In Jintee, out of 2,200 inhabitants

and 2,640 cattle, about 400 men and 100 cattle remain

in the villages. In Pitkeshwar, out of 83 men and 57

cattle, only 5 men and 3 cattle remain. In Shetshing,

out of 650 men and 400 cattle, 50 men and 60 cattle

remain. The village of Wadwall is entirely destroyed.

In Alega, Khurd, and Budruk, out of 120 houses and

800 cattle, only 35 houses remain unlocked and about

100 cattle. In R^n only two houses remain out of 35.

The Sabha has received particular information about

the desolation of many other villages in this taluk,

the details of which will be found in the accompanying

summary. On the whole, Kurmali seems to be one of

the worst taluks in the Sholapur district.

' I shall proceed next to give details of the infor-

mation received from the Barsi taluk, which enjoys

natural advantages of a better rainfall and a river soil,

and a more prosperous trading population than any of

the taluks mentioned above. It appears from the

reports received that about 15,000 men and 19,000

cattle have left the taluk. In the village of Mun-
dapur, out of 200 inhabitants and 200 cattle, 40 inhabi-

tants aiid 30 cattle alone remain. In Pimpulgaum, out

V 2
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of 25 inhabitants and 100 cattle, 5 men and 20 cattle

remain. In Pangari, which is a rich Bagayat village,

out of 2,175 cattle, 625 alone remain. The neighbouring

village of Nahanpur has been entirely abandoned by

the few people that remained there after the first emigra-

tion. The cause of this abandonment is stated to be

that a gang of 50 men attacked the village a few days

ago, and though the attack was repelled the people

have lost their confidence and have Hocked into Panofari.

Altogether the condition of the taluk, though not so

bad as that of Karmali, is wretched enough, and it is

quite clear that but for the help afforded by the relief

works, it would have been found impossible to hold the

people together. Even as it is, the relief works opened

by Government in this taluk do not appear to be

sufficient to meet the wants of the labouring classes who
have been thrown out of employment. On the Barsi

and Yedsi road, during the six weeks that the work

has been in progress, the number of labourers increased

from 600 during the first, week to 1,500 during the

second week, 3,000 during the fourth week, and 5,500

during the sixth week, and yet there were many more

labourers coming to the work willing to labour the whole

day on starvation wages. Such is the sad plight to

which this rich cotton-growing district has been reduced

during the first two months of the famine. No wonder

if the wretchedness and misery of the less favoured

districts is so complete as to bafile all attempts at

amelioration which stops short of a complete change in

the existing system of administering the land revenue.

' The Madhi district comes next in the order, lying

at it does to the south-east of Barsi. In the village of

Kurdi, out of a population of 4,000 inhabitants and

1,450 cattle, there remain about 2,100 inhabitants and

450 cattle. These numbers include Kurdi and its ham-
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lets. In the town of Kurdi itself, out of a population

of 2,500 inhabitants and 1,088 cattle, only 600 inhabi-

tants and 100 cattle remain. In Angc^r out of 3,900

inhabitants and 3,700 cattle, 2,000 men and 1,000 cattle

remain. Altogether about 50 per cent, of the men
and 60 per cent, of the cattle have left the taluk on

account of the pressure of the famine. In the neigh-

bouring Pandharpur and Sangolee taluks, about which

detailed information has not been received, it appears

that nearly 50 per cent, of the 80,000 inhabitants of

the Pandharpur taluk and 60,000 inhabitants of the

Sangolee taluk have left their homes, and of the cattle

about two-thirds have either perished or been removed

from the districts. The same observation holds true

of another taluk.

' With regard to the Kaladghi district, it appears

from the accounts received by the Sabha, that the dis^

tress there is terrible. The rainfall in this district has

been both absolutely and proportionately the most

scanty in the whole of the Presidency, lower even than

the Sholapur rainfall. The rise of prices is the highest

as compared with the other famine districts. Like

Sholapur, the whole district is affected by famine.

Though the affected population exceeds that of any

other famine district, the amount expended on the

famine works shows the smallest total, about 34,000 rs.

in all, being only 10 per cent, of the money spent in

the Sholapur district. As a matter of fact, the relief

work arrangements in this district were not set on a

proper footing during the first month or two of the

famine, and as a consequence the people have left and

are still leaving in large numbers for the Nizam's terri-

tory. This unreasonable delay on the part of the local

officers to commence relief works accounts for the fact

that while the tide of emigration has stopped in all the
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central districts, it does not seem to have received a

similar check in the Kaladghi district. It is only lately

that relief works have been opened in that district

on any extensive scale, and already hundreds and

thousands of labourers are flocking to be employed, till

the crowd is so great that the officers in charge of the

works find it impossible to register them all. Starva-

tion and cholera cases are happening daily. Hundreds

of people are now leaving.

'When reduced to such extremities they flock to

the works, and as the labourers are not paid daily or

on alternate days, they have often to work ten or twelve

days before getting any wages. This state of things

urgently calls for the most serious attention of the

authorities in these parts. I submit that in a crisis like

the present, the distress occasioned by delaying the

payment of wages should be removed by the enlistment

of a larger number of pay officers.'

Other points were dealt with, and the Sabha then

expressed itself on the adequacy or inadequacy of the

wage given to labourers on works. * The new sliding

scale of wages,' they said, ' threatens to inflict death

upon many hundreds of persons by the slow process of

gradual starvation. This change of resolution^ has created

an uneasy feeling all over the country, and the small

increase of revenue which may be thus realised will

engender much bitterness and misery, and will be alto-

gether too dearly purchased with the loss of the moral

strength and confidence which timely liberality in this

respect cannot fail to secure. I accordingly request

that the resolution in question be reconsidered, and

that steps be taken to re-affirm the liberal instructions

contained in the previous resolution of November 15.'

^ The rate was slightly lowered in December.
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The reply to this complaint—a very proper one, and

loyally expressed—was dignified and, supposing all

was working well, very satisfactory. The Government

said :
—

* The sliding scale of wages on relief works

adopted by Government is based on intelligible prin-

ciples, and provides that a man so employed shall

never receive less than one anna in addition to a

sum of money that will purchase 1 lb. of grain. A
heavy calamity has fallen on the whole community, and

the poor class must bear their share of suffering.

Government has no desire to carry on works to the

extent that such works are now being prosecuted apart

from the question of relief, or to expend the large

sums of public money upon them that are now being

spent. All that Government can rightly do in the

interests of. the entire community is to afford people

who might otherwise starve an opportunity of earning

a bare subsistence in return for such labour as they are

able to perform; and the sliding scale of wages, while

it secures that a labourer shall receive sufficient to

support him in health, adjusts and equalises the rates of

wages over the whole affected area, and regulates them

in proportion to the prices at which food is procurable.

If it were not for the sliding scale, as the price of

staple food grains varies greatly in different localities,

persons on relief works might in some districts earn

more than a subsistence, and an injustice would thus

be done to the general tax-paying community ; in

other districts the labourers would, in the absence of a

sliding scale, earn less than a subsistence, and would

in consequence be sufferers.'
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CHAPTER II.

A GAME AT CROSS PURPOSES IN HIGH QUARTERS.

The Governor of Bombay was at the Delhi Assemblage

during the earlier days of January, whither he went at

the latest possible moment, and whence he returned

without an hour's delay, as soon as his presence could

be dispensed with. The Viceroy gave a banquet in

Sir Philip) Wodehouse's honour, and, in proposing his

health, eulogised his career from the time when he

entered her Majesty's service as a writer in the Ceylon

Civil Service thirty years previously, to his able

administration of the famine in his Presidency. The
Viceroy likewise gave a dinner in honour of the

Governor of Madras, but did not propose his Grace's

health thereat, which caused much surmise and gave

occasion to many rumours in the camp. All the high

officials, however, who were gathered round the Vice-

roy's table could not be expected to applaud with much
sincerity the high terms of praise employed by Lord
Lytton to do honour to his guest from l^ombay.

Much friction had been excited between the Governor

General's Council and the Government of Bombay, and

the correspondence, to this date, though the very em-
bodiment of courtesy, was couched in strong official

language, and each Council was striving to exhibit the

hand of iron under the glove of velvet. Matters were

not improved, too, in the Viceroy's camp by his

Excellency having thrown in his adherence with the
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subordinate Government and the policy it had fought

for and had partly carried out in the teeth of orders to

the contrary. The action of Sir Philip Wodehouse wa8| •, ^^^
much admired elsewhere by the non-official public, par-l > o
ticularly in Madras, and it was openly suggested thati

other subordinate Governments might act similarly with I
^>^^

advantage. Nevertheless the course adopted was not con-|i-'«~j|p-**

ducive to smooth and satisfactory working in rulingr-^JiA^

circles, and such action as that of the Bombay Govern-

ment is to be deprecated when carried to the extent to

which it eventually was. A pricis of the correspondence

will show this, and will also serve to bring out with

some clearness the principle involved in large works

and small works in meeting a famine.

The Government of Bombay reported, on Sep-

tember 13, that a serious crisis had arisen in the Presi-

dency, and asked for sanction for sufficient expenditure

to meet the necessities of the case, but did not say

what sum of money would be wanted. Their letter

referred only to a portion of the Poona district ; and the

Commissioner asked for 134,000 rs. per mensem, and

suggested one or two works—the Khari-Kwasla Dam,
and the Dhond-Munmar Railway. The Governments^

of India, on September 29, replied that they were ^
* not prepared at present to pledge themselves to bear /^

the expenditure which may be necessary.' Should the

affair be local and temporary, provincial funds should

meet it. Should actual famine threaten, then his

Excellency in Council was to represent matters in time

for a decision as to the incidence of relief expenditure.

On October 3 the Governor of Bombay telegraphed

for a definite answer an to Dhond and Munmar Rail-

way:—'Distress very severe, and people becoming dis-

orderly. Local funds exhausted. Government must help.

No better work.' The reply next day was in the follow-
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ing terms :
' Governor General in Council considers

grounds submitted do not justify immediate commence-
ment ofDhond and Munmar Railway. Local relief works
and other relief operations may be started, selecting such

works as can be found near the homes of the people, in

preference to committing Government to commence-
ment of large projects.'

On October 12 the Bombay Government returned

to the charge:—'Reports are exceedingly bad. Small

works have been sanctioned and are nearly done. We
are unanimously of opinion that works on Dhond and

Munmar Railway should be commenced at once. If

there is not heavy rain in the course of a few days, the

state of affairs will be most serious, and we must be

free to deal with them at once. Local resources virtually

exhausted. Collectors of Poona, Ahmednagar, and

Sholapur each authorised to expend 25,000 rs. for

those too infirm to work and too poor to buy, and for

j)ayment on local works.'

The Government of India took four days to reply,

and then expressed regret at the distress, but did not

think it right to authorise commencement of so ex-

pensive a work as the railway 'merely to meet a

temporary, though serious, emergency. I^ocal works of

a character to give employment for some months should

be authorised.' Expenditure for these was authorised,

incidence to be settled afterwards. The railway ques-

tion was to be decided on its merits. The Governor of

Bombay replied on the 17th by wire:— ' We will do our

best to give effect to instructions sent.' In their

despatch of October 19, the Government of India

explained that the communication of September 13

was the first oflicial intimation they had received

from Bombay that the want of rain was likely to lead

to serious distress. In regard to the Dhond-Munmar
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Railway, they said:
—'We were of opinion that we

should adhere in this case to the principle which was

acted on in regard to the scarcity in Behar at the end

of last year: that it is not iidvisable for Government

hastily to commit itself to lar^' scliemes of expenditure^

under the pressure ofan apprehended scarcity, which \ ^ I

schemes may involve an outlay far in excess of the 1 1 ^
requirements of the scarcity, and for an object which, in 1

a financial point of view, may not be the most useful I

object to which State funds might be applied.' I

So far the correspondence was conducted with the

Viceroy's previously obtained assent and concurrence.

Then, on October 21, Mr. Hope, the secretary to the

Department of Revenue, Agriculture, and Commerce,

a Bombay civil servant, prepared a note giving the

statistics of the affected districts in the Bombay Presi-

dency. Nine districts were affected; area 54,203 square

miles ;
population 8 millions, or 1 70 to square mile, of

whom 33 per cent, were agriculturists. The incidence

of land revenue varied in these districts from 5 annas

9 pie per acre; the lowest in Kaladgi, the highest in

Khandeish, the average being 11 annas 7 pie per acre.

The ensuing correspondence was conducted by the

President in Council, Sir Henry Norman. On October

24 the Bombay Government telegraphed that Govern-

ment were grateful for support promised in mes-

sage of lOth. On the 25th, in reply to the Bombay
resolution of October 16, the President in Council

acknowledged and praised the promptitude and care

which had been exhibited on the part of the subordinate

authorities, but repeated, ' In works for relief, those

should be preferred which can be completed or far

advanced towards completion by the outlay which the

scarcity demands, and which will not collect large

ffanffs at a distance from their homes.' He sanctioned the
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strengthening of the establishment and the appoint-

ment of an extra commissioner. On the same day a

long letter was sent laying down the principles on which

famine relief should be administered. For the allevia-

tion of distress, the Bombay Government were, in the

first instance, on the basis of such limited information

as was then before the Government of India, requested,

on September 29, to make full use of the local and

provincial funds ; but on the receipt of further

particulars, full authority was conveyed in the tele-

gram of October 4, for the starting of whatever relief

works or relief operations the Governor in Council

might consider necessary, and the question of the

incidence of the expenditure was reserved for future

consideration. ' The Government of Bombay have,

in accordance with these instructions, been very fully

utilising all the local resources, and have also made
to four districts special grants of 25,000 rs. each.

But it is now evident that considerable Imperial ex-

penditure will be required, both in providing work and

in supplying food to those who cannot work. I am
directed to communicate the following remarks as to

the nature of the works and other measures which may
most usefully be undertaken:—With regard to the

proposed Dhond and Munmar Railway, to which further

reference is made in the accompaniments to your letter

of the 16th instant under reply, I am to state that the

decision of the Government of India is contained in the

telegram of the same date from this department. In

the construction of railways in India it is absolutely

necessary that each project should be taken up in

succession in the order of its necessity as compared

with others ; that no projects should be undertaken

under present financial circumstances which cannot be

depended on eventually to return full interest on the
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outlay, and that only so many should be in hand at one

time as the borrowing powers of the State permit. In

works designed to afford relief during scarcity, more-

over, it is now an established principle that those ought

to be selected, as far as practicable, which can be com-

pleted or far advanced towards completion by the outlay

which the scarcity demands. Testing the Dhond and

Munmar Railway project by the above conditions, the

information at present before the Government of India

does not appear to justify the immediate commencement
of the line, while the relief outlay which it would pro-

vide would bear a very small proportion to the entire

expenditure which it would involve, and would be con-

lined to a comparatively small area of the affected

tracts. His Honour the President in Council trusts

that the Government of Bombay will apply these prin-

ciples, as far as they are applicable, to all projects which

may be suggested to them for commencement at the

present juncture. The prominent position held by
tank clearances and repairs or improvements of existing

roads among the works which, as appears from the

accompaniments to the memorandum of October 13

above referred to, have been sanctioned by his Excel-

lency the Governor in Council, is entirely in accordance

with those principles. The remarks of the collector of

Poona as to the inexpediency of collecting large gangs

away from their homes on large works have the full

concurrence of the Government of India.

' While organising suitable relief works, attention

will, no doubt, be given to ascertain as far as possible

the extent of the grain reserves existing in each district,

and how far they are being, or are likely to be, supple-

mented from without by private enterprise. This

enquiry appears to be of special importance in the case

of Satara and the Southern Mahratta country, the people
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of which are probably, on the one hand, better able to

afford to purchase grain than those of the poorer dis-

tricts further north and east ; but, on the other, are less

likely to obtain grain to purchase, owing to the absence

of railway communication and the difficulties of getting

supplies up by sea. The President in Council cordially

approves of the decision to invite tenders for the supply

of grain to persons employed on works and to those

needing to be fed, as also that the Government should

abstain from making purchases in the general market

on its own behalf, except in the last resort.

' The President in Council has observed with much
satisfaction the efforts which have been made in some
parts by the more wealthy or influential native gentle-

men for the relief of their suffering countrymen, and

the support which they have given to the measures of

the district officers, and to the endeavours of the latter

to allay panic; and he trusts that every scope will be

afforded to such benevolent dispositions, whether in the

formation of central and local relief committees to

superintend the distribution of food, or in the raising

and application of private subscriptions to specific

charitable purposes, such as might be held to be beyond

the scope of the action of Government.
' The telegram forwarded on the 21st instant will

[have made known his Honour's request that all commu-
nications touching the initiation of the measures regard-

the scarcity should be addressed to this department.

This course, which was the one adopted during the

famine in Bengal, appears necessary to secure prompti-

tude and unity of action, and will not interfere with

the reference by this department to that of Public Works
of any matter in which professional questions may be

involved. Whether a similar concentration of duties

should be adopted in Bombay, is, of course, entirely for
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|he consideration of his Excellency the Governor in

Council. At the same time I am to point out, as an

illustration of the inconveniences of more than one

department dealing with the same subject, that unless

my letter of September 29 was unduly delayed in trans-

mission, the Bombay Public Works Department were

up to the 9th instant unaware that you had received it.

* To what has been stated in the telegram regarding

the publication of official communications to the Govern-

ment of India, it is unnecessary to add more than that,

while the President in Council fully appreciates the

advantages of securing the sympathy and confidence of

the public, and the intelligent co-operation of traders

and others, by a frank statement of facts relating to the

scarcity and of the measures of relief which are being

adopted, the publication of proposals involving im-

portant principles which are under consideration by the

Government of India should be postponed until the

decision of that Government has been received.

' With reference to the request contained in the

same telegram for statements showing the condition of

each taluk in the nine districts of the Deccan which

are more or less threatened, I am to explain that his

Honour has no doubt that the Government of Bombay '^^^^ *

has already procured such information for its own use, ^"*'

but that without having some such comprehensive • j^
review before it, the Government of India is unable to ^
estimate with accuracy what may be the exigencies of

the situation, or to do justice to the proposals for relief

which are submitted by the Government of Bombay.
The statements need not be of an elaborate character,

but, after giving the principal figures in tabular form,

should conclude with general remarks containing the

best information procurable as to the condition and
prospects of the taluk. In addition to these state-
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ments once for all, a slightly fuller account of each,

district in the weekly telegram on the " season and

crops" will be all that the Government of India at

present require.

' In conclusion, I am desired to express the cordial

acknowledgments of the Government of India of the

promptitude and care with which the Government of

Bombay and its officers are dealing with the emergency.

His Honour the President in Council has no desire to

impose upon the Bombay Government any restrictions

beyond those which are afforded by the experience of

the past, as authoritatively recorded by the Government

of India, and has the fullest confidence that his Excel-

lency the Governor in Council will exercise the discre-

tion vested in him so as to prevent any loss of lives of

her Majesty's subjects, without incurring an expendi-

ture of public money in excess of the necessities of the

case.' >

It is interesting to note what led to these orders.

The Bombay resolution of October 16, after reca-

pitulating the evidence of severe and long-continued

scarcity being imminent, calculated that the Government

would want to feed 219,440 persons x 240 days -h 18 lbs.

rupee = 29,25,866 rs., say 80 lakhs, and added: 'His

Excellency in Council is clearly of opinion that, in all

cases in which it may be found practicable, it will be

far more convenient, and in the end far more econo-

mical, to select for relief works those of considerable

magnitude which have been well examined and approved,

though unavoidably postponed, on which the labour of

large bodies of men can be advantageously concentrated.'

Payments were to be made either in money or in grain.

The despatch to the Secretary of State of October

26 is important from its bearing on a letter addressed

to The Times by Sir Henry Norman, in September 1877.
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That despatch shows that in the interval between the

19th and the 26th, things had changed. The despatch

says :
' Since we last addressed your Lordship we have

received more detailed accounts from Bombay, which

disclose, we regret to say, a much more extended area

of distress than had at first been supposed. The
Government of Bombay have, in accoi'dance with the

instructions received, been fully utilising all local and

provincial resources, but it is now evident that these

must be supplemented by considerable Imperial expen-

diture for both providing work and supplying food to

those who cannot, work. In selecting works to be

started for purposes of relief, we have impressed upon

the local Government the importance of preferring

those which can be to a considerable degree completed

within the outlay necessary for relief alone, and which

will not draw large bodies of men to a distance from

their homes.'

The Bombay Government recorded a further resolu-

tion on October 27 :
' His Excellency the Governor

in Council, while regretting that the Government of

India have deemed it their duty, for the reasons stated

in their telegram, to withhold permission for the Com-

mencement of work on the Dhond and Munmar Rail-

way, gratefully acknowledges the confidence placed in

the Government and the authority conveyed to them to

incur expenditure.'

Correspondence of minor importance was followed

up by a telegram on November 9, stating that the

President in Council did not approve of Nira Canal and

Malsej Ghat as relief works. Several other new works

were to be suspended pending further consideration.

If, pending explanation, other relief works were needed,

minor works should be commenced. Certain works were

suggested in a note drawn up by Mr. Hope, who brought

VOL. li X
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his local knowledge to bear on the proposals of the

Bombay Government.

On November 9 a letter went from the President

in Council to the Government of Bombay, amplifying

blie telegram of same date, explaining the reasons of

the Government of India for disallowing Malsej Ghat

Road and Nira Canal, on the grounds of their com-

mitting Imperial revenue to heavy future outlay, also

criticising unfavourably other projects. On Novem-
ber 10 a further telegram was sent, asking for full

nformation about irrigation relief works, and ordering

;hat no work estimated to exceed 30,000 rs. should be

mdertaken without the previous sanction of the Govern-

ment of India.

Against these orders the Bombay Government tele-

graphed a remonstrance on 11th, as follows: 'This

Government accordingly (i.e., in accordance with the

Government of India's previous orders) made a very

careful selection of the works which would probably

afford the greatest amount of relief, avoiding as far as

possible large projects involving continuance of heavy

expenditure aftef emergency had ceased. They stated

distinctly that they had no intention of beginning all

the works simultaneously, but that the scheme was
sanctioned as a whole in order that the local officers

might be prepared to act as soon as emergency arose.

Local works in a great measure are exhausted, whereas

pressure for employment much increases. The Presi-

dent in Council now disallows specific works, some of

which have, under existing pressure, been already com-

menced. Every day brings urgent application for others.

Does President in Council desire works which have been

commenced to be stopped, and applications for others

to be refused? Does he withdraw authority given in

Government of India's telegram of October 16? ' Allu-

sion is made to the telegram of 10th and to the reply it
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received in the despatch to the Secretary of State of

November 17. After summarising the correspond-

ence tlie despatch goes on :
* In reply, we have re-

quested the Government of Bombay to inform us of the

names of the works to which they allude. On receipt

of this information we shall issue such further instruc-

tions as circumstances may appear to call for. At pre-

sent we will only observe that it is very far from being

our desire to impose any unnecessary restrictions on
the action of the local Governments, but we hold it to

be of great importance from a financial point of view,

that large projects should not be commenced, under

stress of the present emergency, which are likely to

involve a continuance of heavy expenditure after the

scarcity has ceased. ... As we have left the Govern-

ment free to substitute smaller, and more strictly local,

works for those which we have stopped or suspended

pending enquiry, we cannot think that any practical

inconvenience is likely to result from our orders/

To the telegram referred to in the despatch above

mentioned the Government of Bohibay replied on No-
vember 19, giving names of works alluded to, and

adding:— ' If the Government of India will fix the

limit beyond which they are not prepared to supply

funds in meeting present emergency in this Presidency,

this Government will do the best they can up to that

limit, but it is hoped that specific works may not be

indicated by the Government of India^ either for stop*

page or execution, for the character and position of

relief works must depend on local circumstances which

vary rapidly. No road works will entail serious liabi-

lities after the emergency has passed, arid, though irri-

gation works are heavier, they will prevent recurrence

of similar future emergency in their neighbourhood.*

A letter of November 11 was received from Bom-
x3
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bay, saying the local Government had appointed, in

accordance with sanction, an additional commissioner,

and had concentrated all famine correspondence on

the Public Works Department. This is important, as

showing that, as the Government of Bombay had said,

' From the character of the present difficulty, it is clear

that relief to the people will have mainly to be afforded

by means of public works,' &c. This decision was

not quite satisfactory to the honourable gentleman in

charge of the Revenue Department, Government of

India, and it is thought added to the friction which

subsequent correspondence discloses. It was, however,

essentially a right one. The Government of India, in

a letter of November 24, apparently objected to the

decision, first, adducing historical precedents; second,

arguing that collectors must be the backbone of any

system of relief, and would not like being transferred

to a new and specialised department ; and third, the

civil department of the Secretariat might be expected

to look at the famine question from a broader standpoint

than professional men.

In their letters of November 4, 8, and 15, the

Bombay Government sent the statements showing the

condition of each of their affected districts called for

in the Government of India's telegram of October 22.

These were submitted, together with their two first

weekly narratives, to a minute analysis by Mr. Hope,

which led to the Government of India's letter of No-

vember 30. This reply is to the following effect :

—

Paragraph 2. The twofold object in obtaining sta-

tistics is (1) To see that expenditure is neither excessive

nor at variance with principles adopted by Government

;

(2) To have a trustworthy forecast for financial pur-

poses. The present statements were inaccurate and

incomplete, and did not give the local officers' opinions.
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Paragraph 4 asked for estimates of crop saved, of re-

venue to be submitted, condition of agricultural stock,

of water supply, of average of prices, of local stocks and

markets available for supply, of population, of move-

ments of people, of relief works started and proposed,

of charitable relief, of the number of persons to be

relieved in different ways. Paragraph 6 called for report

as to condition of political States.

On November 30 a telegram was sent from Bombay
as follows:—'Population distressed taluks five mil-

lions. Estimated maximum requiring assistance, one

million. Outlay up to March 31 estimated at 54 lakhs,

thereafter at 86 lakhs—140 lakhs in all.' This tele-

gram was explained at greater length in a letter of

November 30, giving population of affected tracts five

millions, of whom on an average one-tenth x 10

months would come on to relief. Of this number nine-

tenths would be on works costing 3 rs. per head per

mensem, and one-tenth would be on gratuitous relief

costing 2 rs. per mensem, in all 130 lakhs, to which

10 rs. were to be added for extra cost to departments.

The Government of India, in a despatch of December 8,

criticised this estimate, as the proportion of the popula-

tion expected to come on relief was excessive.

C)n November 27 the Government of Bombay sent

a letter of stern remonstrance against the general line

adopted by the Government of India. The letter is so

important as to be deserving of recapitulation at length.

The points most worth noticing are these: After ex-

plaining the state of the country, '^d the courses open

to them in regard to relief, the Government of Bombay
give reasons for their selection of works. (V[So that

each district should be provided for. (2) J^liat they

should be arranged with reference to w^ater supply,

i.e,^ first in the east, and then when water there failed.
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in the west. (S) That they should impose as little

cost as possible on Govej^mnent after the emeroi'ency

had passed away. (4)^hat they should be well-con-

sidered and defined works, and not impromptu efforts.

The Government then proceed to reply, point by point,

to the criticism of the Government of India on each

specific work, pointing out some errors of detail, and

laying great stress on the Dhond-Munraar Railway and

other works. ' It is impossible,' it was said, ' that this

Government can make satisfactory arrangements for

relief works if they are to be told that a certain railway

should not go on as a relief work on grounds of general

policy, and that a road substituted for it cannot be

permitted to proceed because this railway may even-

tually be constructed.' They drew attention also ' to

the previous assurance from the Government that as

regards minor and local works their reserves had vir-

tually been exhausted.' They argued that local works

of any real value could not be improvised on the mo-
ment, and that to start them without proper consider-

ation and supervision would entail great waste of public

money; whereas these large works had been previously

planned and approved, and could be efficiently super-

vised. They say it is true that their information has

been partial and their statements incomplete ; but while

they and local officers are straining every nerve to deal

with the real emergency, they ought not to be taken to

task for these deficiencies. ^ If this Government is to

be subjected to the necessity, before taking any action,

of proving its position, step by step, to the Government
of India, and making clear to thera the intrinsic and
relative merits of every local road or work, and the

opportuneness of the time selected for its commence-
ment, his Excellency in Council does not see how the

necessary operations are to be sufficiently, promptly, or
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successfully carried out, for circumstances alter sud-

denly and materially from day to day.' They added

that the statement of works had been examined with

great care by his Excellency, the Members of Council,

the Secretaries, and the Revenue Commissioners.

Then followed some irritating correspondence about

irrigation works, showing that the subordinate Govern-

ment was expecting a scrutiny and reply from the

Government of India, and the latter Government was

looking for further details from Bombay. The mis-

understanding was only of importance in regard to the

delay and to the increase of acrimony which were the

consequence. Then followed the letter of December
1 5, a letter which, as first issued, was published by the

Bombay Government, but for which another version

was afterwards substituted. The gist of the letter is as

follows:—Paragraph 2 affirms continued confidence in

the Government of Bombay; says the Government of

India has laid down certain broad lines within which the

local Government has full liberty to select and organise

its own works, and the Government of India only

criticises individual works under wholly exceptional

circumstances (which, however, are not stated), but

the Government of India cannot divest itself of financial

responsibility, nor, consequently, of the duty of obtain-

ing full information or of interposing when its limits

ai'e overstepped. Paragraph 3 recapitulates the prin-

ciples laid down by the Government of India in pre-

vious correspondence. Paragraph 5 points out how
those principles might have been more staictly and

speedily acted on by setting collectors to work at first

on minor local works and drawing up programmes of

larger works for future use; also notices the delay in

appointing a third commissioner. Paragraph 6 points

out that Khandeish is insufficiently provided for, while
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Satara has a larger assignment than it is entitled to;

also explains why Nira Canal and other works were

objected to. Paragraph 7 recapitulates the orders of

the Government of India on these works. Paragraph 8

goes into the proposed list of projects, but adds a very

material proviso to the effect that the Supreme Govern-

ment never supposed that minor works would suffice

for a prolonged famine, and only wanted them to be

drawn upon in the first instance. Larger works to be

held in reserve, and undertaken when it becomes cer-

tain that provision must be made for laro:er numbers

of the able-bodied poor. Paragraph 9 asks for further

information in regard to irrigation works. Paragraph

11 says that when complete information is received,

the President in Council contemplates leaving the local

Government perfectly free in carrying out the plan of

operations which may be decided on.

On December 18 the Government of Bombay sub-

mitted a note on the general policy of its Government

in respect to the famine. Part I. gives the history of

the seasons, rainfall, crops, prices, and statistics of

affected population. Part II. deals with the reasons

which led the Government to decide on leaving the trade

unfettered, and the successful results, up to that date,

of this policy. Part III. deals with relief measures.

( 1 ) Organisation of works. (2) Of charitable relief. In

discussing (1) works, the Bombay Government show that

they acted not only on general a priori reasoning, but

strictly in accordance with paragraph 12 of the Govern-

ment of India's resolution of February 18, 1875, which

lays down that ' large works should be opened at once
;

small local works subsequently, as the necessity for them

arises.' And in paragraph 12 they show how the small

works operate in the direction of a waste of money, and

criticise the policy adopted by the Government of India
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in objecting to large tanks. They add that there were

then 250,000 people employed, and small works,

moderately beneficial, could scarcely be found. In

regard to (2) charitable relief, they say that out of the

1 90,000 rs. allotted, only 5,000 rs. had, up to that time,

been spent; and added, ' measures are in preparation, but

the time has not yet come for carrying them out.' Part

IV. Remission to the extent of half a million sterling

anticipated. Part V. repeats what had been said in

previous reports of the condition of the people, of the

cattle, and the water supply.

There had been some intermediate correspondence

in regard to special works. On December 8 Bombay
had asked for sanction for two works ( Sholapur and

Bellary Road and a tank at Medleri) which had been

commenced by the collectors. The Government of

India, in a communication of December 16, stated that

they regretted that the collectors should have been left

in ignorance of the limitation imposed by the Supreme

Government, and proceeded to sanction both works,

subject, in one case, to very great reduction. They

also culled for explanation as to why the Pingli tank

had been started. The reasons were given in the

Bombay Government's reply of December 22. In

another letter, of December 18, the subordinate authori-

ties explained their reasons for concentrating famine

correspondence in Public Works Department. This

was not specially answered. Sanction was also asked

in December for sundry other projects, to which no

special replies had been given when the Government

of India's policy in regard to Bombay underwent a

decided change. The recorded indications of this change

are to be found in two demi-official letters to Sir P.

Wodehouse, written by Sir J. Strachey, in the Viceroy's

name, at Bombay on December 21. ' The Viceroy,' he
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said, ' is quite content to leave it to your judgment to

proceed, without delay, with the construction of any
works the immediate commencement of which you
believe to be absolutely necessary for the support of

the people.' The one condition was that they should

not involve heavy responsibilities for future completion

or maintenance ; and this condition was withdrawn in

regard to one special work on which Sir P. Wodehouse
'insisted. The result of his Excellency's personal dis-

cussion at Bombay with the Bombay Governor is given

in a letter of January 5, 1877. The gist of that letter

is, after explaining the reasons on which the previous

policy had been grounded, to withdraw ' the objection

to commence large relief works, and the prohibition to

commence irrigation works exceeding 30,000 rs.' The

enforcement of provincial responsibility, however, was

laintained.

This brings the correspondence to the period when
Sir Richard Temple was appointed Famine Delegate to

Southern India. Primarily his mission was to the

Madras Presidency, but, to make the censure upon

Madras look less severe, he was instructed to include

Bombay as within the scope of his enquiries.^ This was

understood by the Government of Sir Philip Wodehouse,

but the bit being now finally between their teeth, that

Government was not disposed to submit even to the

friendly criticisms of the Delegate, and very soon found

occasion to call into question the instructions issued to

the representative of the Government of India.

Almost immediately after Sir P. Wodehouse's return

from Delhi, the Bombay Government renewed their

^ This intention is thus expressed in a despatch to the Secretary of State:

' Considering the advantage of dealing with the entire famine upon con-

sistent and harmonious principles, together with the contemplated future

connection of Sir R. Temple with Bombay, we have deemed it advisable to

include that Presidency within the scope of his mission.'
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wordy warfare with their Buperiors. A letter had

been written from the Delhi camp on December 20, in

which paragraph 5 was as follows: 'With reference to

the expected immigration of 8,000 distressed persons

from neighbouring territory, I am directed to state

that the President in Council cannot recognise, in this

or any other instance, an obligation to provide exten-

sive relief to the subjects of a foreign State, and that all

political officers should receive instructions, where such

States are under British management, to organise, and

where they are not, to urge the durbars to organise

measures of relief sufficient to meet the wants of what-

ever distressed population they contain.' In the reply

on January 8, three somewhat petulant paragraphs

appear, viz. 2 to 4, which are as follows:

—

' His Excellency in Council feels himself somewhat

embarrassed by the announcement contained in the fifth

paragraph of your letter, that the President in Council

cannot recognise an obligation in any instance to pro-

vide extensive relief to the subjects of a foreign State.

That it is the duty of such States to affi^rd relief to their

subjects to the extent of their means cannot be denied;

it is also clearly the duty of their political officers to

urge them to do so ; and the political officers employed

under this Government are using their best endeavours

to this end under the orders conveyed to them in para-

graphs 11 and 12 of Government resolution by this

Government, No. 267 C. W. 1,032 of December 13,

1876, a copy of which is attached. But if this Govern-

ment is to act on the belief that they will be held

responsible if any person be permitted to die from

starvation, where the death could be prevented by

action on the part of this Government, after the very

prominent assertion of the paramount authority of the

British Government which has recently taken place, this
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Government apprehends that their conduct would be

seriously called in question if they were to refuse relief

to people of a so-called foreign State, who had been

driven by the shortcomings of their ruler to take refuge

in British territory.

' Moreover, it would be almost impracticable, on a

sudden emergency, to ascertain exactly who were our

own subjects and who were foreigners. Our own
villages and those of foreign States are in some cases

considerably intermingled ; and it should not be for-

gotten that when the pressure of distress began to be

felt the people of Sholapur crowded into the Nizam's

territory, and very probably, if the people of Khandeish

are subjected to pressure in the course of one or two

months, many will pass into Holkar's territory. His

Excellency in Council, therefore, takes the liberty of

inviting a reconsideration of these orders.'

A reply followed on January 22, in which it was

pointed out that the rule referred to applied expressly

to extensive relief, and would not preclude the grant of

temporary relief in isolated cases.

Whilst the Supreme Government was thus dealing

mildly and forbearingly with its subordinate, fresh

occasion for offence was found. The letter of December

15, summarised on a previous page, was subjected to

close and adverse criticism. Gratitude was expressed

by the Bombay Government for the confidence which

it was said was reposed in them, but it was pointed out

that five days after the letter had been written the

Viceroy flatteringly stated his opinion of the manner in

which the local Government was grappling with the

difficult task imposed upon it. After that the Govern-

ment of Bombay would have been glad to abstain from

prolonging the correspondence, but there were certain

passages which ' render it imperative in them to remove
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all doubt as to the principles they have maintained and

the measures they have recommended for dealing with

the famine.'

Point by point it was shown that the subordinate

authority was right and the supreme authority wrong,

whilst as regards economy, Sir Philip Wodehouse

averred that he had never lost sight of it, had indeed

anticipated all instructions on the subject. Instances

were cited in proof thereof, and even so recently as

January 5 a resolution had been issued disallowing

pay on Sundays, whilst the Government were at that

moment devising measures which they hoped would

still further diminish the expenditure. The letter con-

cluded: 'His Excellency in Council, in future measures

he may be compelled to take or to advise, will not fail

to bear in mind that he shares with the Government of

India the responsibility of properly utilising the public

funds, and for avoiding all needless or wasteful expen-

diture.'

Two days subsequently further cause for annoyance

was found, this time in the instructions issued to Sir

R. Temple on the 16th instant (which will be found

quoted at length in the Appendix to vol. ii.). By
orders issued on January 18, village officers were

directed to * take care that no person is allowed through

obstinacy to die of starvation.' This injunction was

quite in conformity with the principle on which the

Government was then acting, viz., that no person was

to be allowed to die of starvation if it was in the power

of the Government to prevent it. But ' his Excellency

in Council now observes that in the instructions issued

by the Government of India to Sir R. Temple on the

16th instant, the following very important qualification

is introduced :
—" Even for an object of such paramount

importance as the preservation of life, it is obvious that
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there are limits which are imposed upon us by the facts

with which we have to deal.' The letter in question

does not lay down any general principles by which the

district officers should be guided in refusing the aid

needed to preserve life; and his Excellency in Council

would view with satisfaction the issue of supplementary

instructions on that point. lu the meantime, however,

he feels convinced that in no case could assistance be

more properly refused than in that of a man who
wilfully and deliberately refuses to render the reason-

able equivalent demanded by the Government for the

means of subsistence which it is ready to afford him.

It is therefore ordered, in modification of the instruc-

tions issued by the Revenue Commissioner, that in the

case of an individual refusing to perform work which

he is capable of doing on the terms fixed by Govern-

ment, no relief shall be afforded him at the public

expense during the continuance of such refusal.'

On the following day (January 25) a resolution

was published which proved to be the last symptom
of independence and impatience of control which the

Government of India would endure.

Sir Richard Temple's minutes were published as

.soon after they were written as possible, and those

relating to Bombay quickly attracted attention, and

called forth the following remonstrance, which, because

of its importance, must be quoted in full :

—

'•Extract from the Proceedings of the Government of

Bombay, dated January 26, 1877.

* Resolution. — His Excellency the Governor in

Council has had under consideration the minutes

addressed to the Government of India by Sir Richard

Temple on the 9th and 12th instant, conveying his
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impressions on the state of matters connected with the

famine in this Presidency, as formed on the information

he was able to obtain from Bombay officers during his

rapid journey from the North-West Provinces and

during his stay at Sholapur.

' The views expressed in these minutes agree on

ahnost all points with those which the Government has

throughout enunciated and endeavoured to carry out,

and the Government feel it due to themselves to state

clearly the principal cause of defects indicated as

existing in the system of relief in this Presidency.

' So far back as October 16, 1876, they announced

that they had for six weeks been spending money
on minor works which they were satisfied were

entirely inadequate to meet the serious demands they

must inevitably encounter. They added: " His Excel-

lency in Council is clearly of opinion that in all cases

in which, with due regard to sanitation and other local

circumstances, it may be found practicable, it will be

far more convenient, and in the end far more economical,

to select for relief works those of considerable magni-

tude, which have been well examined and approved,

though unavoidably postponed, on whicli the labours of

large bodies of men can be advantageously concentrated.

There may be cases in which it may be necessary to

have recourse to isolated works of a trifling nature,

but these should as far as possible form the excep-

tions."

' About this time, in consequence of the departure

of his Excellency the Viceroy on tour, the administra-

tion of the Government of India fell into the hands of

the President in Council, and in the reply addressed

to the Government of Bombay by his direction on
October 25, 1876, is to be found the origin of the

embarrassment with which this Government has had to
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contend, and of the defects of system which SirEichard

Temple is understood to notice.

' In that letter, after reviewing what was believed

to be the condition of the distressed districts, and
pointing out how they should be dealt with, the

President in Council intimated that the remarks of the

collector of Poona as to the inexpediency of collecting

large gangs away from their homes on large works have

the full concurrence of the Government of India. The
collector of Poona had observed:—" I am strongly of

opinion that as many small works should be undertaken

as possible. I much fear that the collection of large

numbers of people in localities where they must live in

great discomfort and without shelter may lead to the

outbreak of disease which it would be difficult to

combat:" and he added, speaking of prickly pear clear-

ance, "it would certainly be more popular because it

would not take people away from their homes." It is

not too much to say that at the present time there is

nothing which more obviously requires to be checked

than the " popularity " of the relief works.

* The position was still further complicated by the

President in Council in the same letter inviting the

attention of this Government to a resolution of the

Government of India of February 18, 1875, the

12th paragraph of which contained the following

passage :
—" The experience of former famines with

respect to the advantage of opening public works,

especially at an early stage of the distress, has been

fully confirmed. Large works should be opened at

once, small local works subsequently, as the necessity

for them arises."

' This letter was followed by further communications

setting forth the objections of the President in Council

to several of the large works recommended by the
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Bombay Government, and as a consequence the Govern-

ment was reduced to greater dependence on the small

works, of which the effect is now evident.

' About the middle of December his Excellency the

Viceroy arrived in Bombay, and on December 20, in reply

to an address from the Chamber of Commerce, he ob-

served—" I gladly take this opportunity to express the

satisfaction of the Government of India with the manner
in which the Government of Bombay is grappling with

the difficult task imposed upon it. The principles avowed
by that Government as those which will guide its action

appear to me to be generally sound and excellent."

' On the same day on which these words were

uttered, the Government of Bombay received a letter

dated December 15, communicating the dissatisfaction

of the President in Council with their measures on
several points, and again urging the prosecution of

minor works.

' This letter was subsequently much modified, and

in that form, though still dated December 15, was not

received in Bombay until the 11th instant.

' Sir Richard Temple has since been formally deputed

to examine and criticise the proceedings in the Presi-

dencies of Madras and Bombay. The instructions to him
in his reports, and the despatches with which the latter

have been transmitted to the Secretary of State, have

been immediately published. With the tone and spirit

in which those reports have thus far been framed, his

Excellency in Council is quite satisfied. But he claims

the right in cases in which this Government is concerned

to supplement them with the information necessary to

the full undei'standing of the bearings of the case ; and
having thus in the present instance explained the chief

cause of the defects to which Sir Richard Temple has

alluded, his Excellency sees with pleasure that by the

VOL. I. Y
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publication of the instructions to him, as well as of

his minutes, all points of difference with regard to the

mode of relief have been removed, and that, subject

to certain conditions, the Government of Bombay may
with confidence use its best endeavours to carry out

the policy which it from the first advocated, and which

is now accepted by all.'

In any case a letter of this kind would be indiscreet,

but the offence against superior authority was aggra-

vated by copies of it being sent to the Bombay news-

papers and published on the date of issue. Its publica-

tion caused some sensation in India, and the action was

viewed with great displeasure by the supreme authorities,

who were made to look ridiculous in the eyes of the

world, seeing they were represented as possessing no

settled policy or even homogeneity of view. The reso-

lution issued on January 25, criticising the orders

regarding support of life, was deemed a grave breach of

official etiquette, and was replied to on February 2. In

this reply the local authorities were told that the views of

the Government of India had been ' seriously misunder-

Jod.' ' The Government of Bombay,' it was remarked,

' seems to think the Government of India has laid down
the doctrine that there are certain circumstances in which

the Government ought to allow people to die of starva-

tion, although it may be in its power to prevent it. . . .

[t cannot be stated too strongly that the Government of

[ndia has never had any such views as those which the

Government of Bombay supposes it to have expressed.'

In laying down instructions of a purely official character

relative to the management of relief operations by the

officers of Government, the Governor General in Council

' thought it out of place and unnecessary to give assurances

of his sympathy with suffering, or to dwell on his deter-

mination, which he thought had already been made suf-
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ficiently clear, that no one shall die of starvation if it

be in the power of the Government to prevent it. In

regard to the duties which humanity imposes upon the

Government, there has not been, and will not be, any

change of policy. We say that human life shall be

saved at any cost and at any effort ; no man, woman,

or child shall die of starvation. Distress they must

often suffer ; we cannot save them from this. We wish

we could do more, but we must be content with saving

life and preventing extreme suffering, and it taxes all

our efforts and all our resources to accomplish even this.

In regard, therefore, to the enquiry which has been made

by the Government of Bombay as to the " general prin-

ciples by which the district officers should be guided in

refusing aid needed to preserve life," the reply must be

that there are no such principles, and that there are no

circumstances in which such aid can be refused.' The
Governor General in Council further stated that he did

not believe anyone ever died of starvation through

obstinacy, and certainly no rules for dealing with such

cases could be necessar3^

In the meantime. Sir Alexander Arbuthnot, as

head of the department charged with famine adminis-

tration, girded himself for conflict, and he defends

himself and his colleagues from the charges brought

against them in a minute which would have made no

mean pamphlet as regards substance if published in

that form. He pointed out in his first paragraph that

the resolution pitted the Governor General in Council

against the President in Council, the obvious object

being to disparage the action taken by the latter and to

hold it up to public contempt. He complained: 'The
day before the issue of the resolution to which I allude,

the gist of it was embodied in a leading article which

appeared in one of the Bombay newspapers, in which Sir

t2
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Henry Norman and I are mentioned by name as the

authors of the obstructions against which it is alleged

that the Bombay Government have had to contend, and

which bears obvious marks of having been inspired, if

not actually written, by some one immediately connected

with the Government of Bombay.' Sir Alexander

then proceeded laboriously to show that the Viceroy

had been in harmony with his Council, and that the

latter had acted in accordance with principles laid down
before the Viceroy proceeded on tour. The change of

policy from small works to large works was due to Sir

ohn Strachey's arrival, he holding opinions very

strongly opposed to those which had hitherto guided

the action ol the Viceroy's Council. He stigmatised

the ' extraordinary action ' of the Bombay Government
in writing and publishing in the newspapers a resolution

in which they had contrasted the supposed views of the

Viceroy with those of the President in Council, with

the manifest object of disparaging the latter, and in

which they had disclosed to the public the essentially

private arrangement made between the Viceroy and

the Governor of Bombay, that a certain letter should

be withdrawn and another substituted for it. Of the

letter of January 18 it is said, 'Like other com-

munications from Bombay it raises an entirely false

issue, and misrepresents what was actually done and

written by the Government of India.' Further, the

publication of a note by General Kennedy ' is open to

criticisms very similar to those which I have applied

to the letter of January 18, and the publication of

which appears to me to have been grossly improper.

Here, again, the action of the President in Council is

grossly misrepresented.'

Sir Henry Norman, having read Sir Alexander

Arbuthnot's minute, thought it gave a complete history
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of tlie proceedings of the Council, and he did not see

how these proceedings, in the Viceroy's absence, could

have been very different from what they were. He
did not wish to say anything further about the impro-

priety of the conduct of the Bombay Government, and

concluded a brief minute witli the following remarks :

—

' All I can now say is that we acted according to the

best of our ideas as to what was best. Lookinsf back

at the correspondence, perhaps some verbal or trifling

changes might have been desirable, but beyond this

I am not aware that we could or should have acted

otherwise than we did.'

The Viceroy also recorded a minute on the subject.

At the time Lord Lytton left Simla the scarcity was

of a very limited character, and the local Governments

were then no better able than the Supreme Government
to predict its probable duration or extent. It was his

Excellency's opinion 'that they would not be justified

in sanctioning either any premature interference with

private trade, or the commencement, for purely relief

purposes, of public works which the Imperial Govern-

ment might find, after adequate consideration, that it

could neither complete without an expenditure of money
greatly in excess of its resources, nor suspend, if once

commenced, without a considerable waste of money.

His colleagues concurred in these conclusions, and were

furthermore of opinion that at the stage of the scarcity

with which they were then dealing, it was expedient to

start small relief works near the homes of the people

rather than large ones remote from the suffering

localities. Copies of all subsequent correspondence on

famine matters were forwarded to his Excellency, who
carefully perused and duly acknowledged them, not only

with approval, but also with cordial recognition of the

conscientious care with which it had been conducted.'
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His Excellency proceeded :
—

' Now, as regards that

portion of this correspondence which was addressed to

the Bombay Government, I must here observe that, ever

since I assumed charge of the Supreme Government, it

has been my earnest and constant endeavour to main-

tain, both personally and officially, the most frank and

cordial relations with his Excellency the Governor of

Bombay. Finding that the official intercourse between

the two Governments was not altogether free from

mutual irritation and mistrust, I have been at some

pains to read with care, and occasionally to correct with

my own hand, letters drafted on current business of a

kind too trivial to engage the personal attention of the

Viceroy, had it not been for the Viceroy's anxiety to

prevent the inadvertent use of any expression which

might appear to him likely to offend the susceptibilities

of correspondents predisposed to take offence. But it

is my sincere belief that the President in Council could

not, consistently with that high sense of public duty

which has characterised his long and eminent career,

have sanctioned off-hand and in absolute ignorance of

the extent and duration of the financial liabilities the

Government of India would thereby incur, all appli-

cations for the commencement of large relief works first

addressed to him by the Government in the latter end

of October.'

With respect to the letter of December 15, which

gave so much offence in Bombay, Lord Lytton says :

—

' Believing that the letter was not intended to have

this effect, and being also satisfied by the information

furnished me on the spot, that delayed action might

have injurious results, I at once addressed a private

letter to the President in Council, urgently requesting

the immediate revocation of this letter; but my letter

did not reach Delhi previous to my own arrival there.
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I then ascertained that a copy of the letter had been

already forwarded to the Secretary of State ; but

within a few days afterwards, my colleagues in Council

agreed to recall that letter, and substitute for it one

from which the paragraphs complained of by the local

Government should be omitted. It was not possible to

draft the substituted letter thus agreed upon previous

to the return of Sir Philip Wodehouse to Bombay ; but

on the eve of his Excellency's departure from Delhi I

informed him that the original letter was withdrawn,

and that he would speedily receive another letter on

the same subject which was to be substituted for it,

and from which the passages to which he had called my
attention in the first document would be omitted. I

took this occasion of expressing to his Excellency my
hope that the arrangement thus explained would termi-

nate a correspondence which could not be continued

without detriment to the interests of the Empire, under

circumstances of serious ditficulty, imperatively de-

manding the loyal and energetic co-operation of all its

administrators. His Excellency gave me to understand

that the arrangement in question was satisfactory to

himself and his Government, and that the controversy

it was intended to close would be considered by him as

set at rest. My surprise has, therefore, been great on

reading for the first time in the local newspapers the

resolution of the Bombay Government to which this

and the foregoing minutes refer.'

Hitherto the Bombay Government had been sub-

jected to a mere fusillade : now the whole battery of

the Council was to be brought to bear upon them. A
despatch, signed ' Lytton, H. W. Norman, A. Hob-

house, E. C. Bayley, A. J. Arbuthnot, A. Clark, J.

Strachey,' was forwarded to the Secretary of State,

and in it the insubordinate conduct of the local
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Government was strongly animadverted upon. Para-

graph 3 was the most outspoken m the despatch.

Having described the facts it goes on to say :
—

' If the

Government of Bombay believed these facts to be true,

and if it were acting for the public good under an im-

pression that there had existed some conflict of opinion

between the Viceroy and the President in Council, we
find it difficult to understand, considering the terrible

gravity of the circumstances, how the admitted recon-

cilement of this assumed difference in a sense favourable

to its own views and wishes could have appeared to

that Government a proper and legitimate occasion for

the public attack thus made by it on the Government of

India. The propriety of such a proceeding, under any

circumstances, we leave with confidence to the appre-

ciation of your Lordship. But in the presence of one of

le greatest calamities recorded in the history of the

Empire, it might, we think, have been presumed that a

sense of common responsibility would have induced the

^Government of Bombay to abstain from aggravating

my cause of conflict or irritation which could weaken

[the authority or add to the difl[iculties of the Govern-

lent of India. At such a moment it might have been

expected that even if the Government of Bombay
thought our views erroneous or our conduct mis-

taken, it would at least have given the Government

of India credit for an honest desire to do what it

believed to be right, and would not have chosen an

opportunity so inappropriate to publish to the world a

resolution in which it practically invites the public to

share the contempt it feels for our assumed errors and

divided counsels.'

Again, in paragraph 5 :
—

' If, therefore, the facts in

question had been correctly stated by the Government

of Bombay, this would, we submit, have constituted no
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excuse for its present proceeding, but would have been,

on the contrar}', an aggravation of tlie breach of

official propriety committed by that Government. The

Viceroy, however, desires to place on record liis em-

phatic repudiation of the position attributed to him by

the Government of Bombay in reference to the views

which it has misunderstood and the facts which it

has misstated. Between the policy approved by the

Viceroy and that which was carried out during his

Excellency's absence on the frontier under the orders

of the President of the Council, there has been no con-

tradiction.'

After a further recital of facts the despatch concludes

with the following passage :
—

' In conducting difficult

operations under circumstances so anxious as those with

which we have unhappily now to deal, we do not claim

for ourselves any immunity from error. We have

done, and shall continue to do, our best to mitigate the

terrible calamity which is afflicting the Empire, and we
know, and cordially acknowledge, that the Governments

of Madras and Bombay, and all their officers, are

devoting themselves to the same task with an anxiety

and zeal which cannot be exceeded. Mistakes will,

doubtless, be committed by all concerned, but all

have equally at heart one common object, the attain-

ment of which can only be assured by mutual for-

bearance and cordiality, and a loyal subordination

of every other consideration to that of the public weal.'

For a far less serious breach of official decorum than

Sir Philip "Wodehouse was guilty of, Sir Charles

Trevelyan, when Governor of Madras, was recalled from

duty. Sir Charles merely recorded a minute against

the income-tax, and himself handed a copy to the editor

of the Madras Times for publication. Sir Philip Wode-
house, on the other hand, deliberately attacks the
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Supreme Grovernment, holds it up to scorn and ridicule,

and before the resolution in which he does this can be

forwarded to the authorities incriminated, it is published

in the local newspapers. The Famine Blue Books no-

where contain a copy of the Marquis of Salisbury's

despatch in reply to the communication from the

Governor General's Council. Yet such a reply must
have been sent, and the documents which called it

forth having been made public, it was manifestly not

right to withhold this reply from publication. There can

be no doubt the conduct of the Bombay authorities called

for severe reprimand. The high eulogy passed upon

their efforts by the Viceroy, instead of strengthening

their resolve to do well, overthrew their stability, and

they acted unwisely. The publication of the resolution

—the writing of it may not have been so bad—was

contrary to the etiquette which controls the relations

of subordinate to supreme Governments, and it is to be

supposed to law also. Had a collector or revenue

commissioner acted similarly in defiance of the Bombay
Government, Sir Philip Wodehouse would probably

have appreciated the grave indecorum of conduct of

which he or his administration was guilty. Most

probably the blame was his alone, as he was acting by

himself in Famine matters. Some months subsequently

a despatch was published in which the Secretary of

State recognised the good work done by the Bombay

Government, but the student of contemporary history

feels that there must be a hiatus which the Blue Books

fail to supply.

The last word in the controversy, however, had not

even now been spoken. Probably, unaware of the

despatch and accompanying minutes which had been

sent to England, the Government of Bombay essayed

a reply to the letter of the supreme authorities dated
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February 2, in which they defended the correct-

ness of the orders they had issued. The passages

under dispute are taken categorically, and confusion, if

not contradiction, is clearly shown. A labour dispute

practically amounting to a ' strike ' had taken place in

one of the Bombay districts, and Sir Philip Wodehouse

informed the Viceroy that instances of starvation

through obstinacy were not so unlikely to happen as was

assumed. The letter continued :
—

' Some of those who

are on strike are comparatively strong and robust, and

able for a time to endure privation, but others are

weakly ; they appear to be acting in bodies and in

concert, and the fear is that before the majority who
are comparatively strong are brought to reason, some

of the weakly will be reduced to a condition of great

prostration. They wander about, and may die out of

reach of assistance. The Government, therefore, is

placed in this dilemma : if they give way to the people

they cannot successfully carry out the policy of the

Government of India, in which they concur, of strictly

limiting expenditure ; and if they do not give way

some deaths may occur. Feeling, therefore, that the

rule has been approved by the Government of India,

under what they cannot but hold to be too sanguine a

view of the case, they will, until otherwise instructed,

act upon the positive injunction contained in your 4th

paragraph, that no one shall die of starvation if it be in

the power of Government to prevent it.'

Replying, at the end of February, to the foregoing

letter, and directing attention mainly to the question

of the people on strike, the supreme authorities say :—
* The Government of Bombay may confidently rely on

the support of the Government of India in its refusal to

yield to the demands that have been made, and in its

determination to introduce a more satisfactory system.
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Ai the same time the change must be carried out with

care and caution, and his Excellency in Council has no

doubt that this is being done. The most efficient

measures that are practicable should be taken to guard

against the danger pointed out in your letter, and to

give relief in each individual case in which it is

necessary. When a man is obviously in danger of

dying from starvation, it is evident that we cannot

refuse to save him because he has been misled into

joining a strike, or has neglected to comply with certain

orders or conditions. If, however, after all practicable

efforts have been made, the case anticipated as possible

by the Government of Bombay should occur, and some

of the more weakly should " wander about and die out

of reach of assistance," the misfortune will be much
regretted, but it will throw no discredit on the Govern-

ment or its officers. In carrying out the humane policy

which has been adopted, the Government does not

pretend that it can guard against every one of the

numerous risks to life which arise in time of famine, or

that it can save everyone from the consequences of his

own ignorance or folly.'

With this ended the game of cross purposes between

two Governments, after having been carried on for four

months.
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CHAPTER III.

FAMINE-STRICKEN LABOURERS ON STRIKE.

As the story of the Bombay disaster and the means

taken to grapple with it is unfolded, there is a marked
falling-off in the suavity which was characteristic of its

earlier features. One instance of this has been given

in the preceding chapter. Another is manifest in

the antagonism which arose between the Sarvajanik

Sabha and the Bombay authorities. The society con-

tinued for some months its self-imposed and well-per-

formed task of making independent enquiries, but it no

longer found itself in perfect accord wdth the Govern-

ment. From January to April 1877 its narratives are

one prolonged note of complaint ; in May it was prepared

to acknowledge, and in fact did acknowledge, that

thbigs were not so bad as had been anticipated. The
fact was the struggle had become exceedingly severe,

questions had arisen for discussion, and practical diffi-

culties had developed themselves of a kind calculated

to aro'—contentious feelings, and such were displayed.

..o lOur months now under review formed the period

of greatest disaster, tested—and this was a fair test

in Bombay—by the number of people on works.

They are given in one of General Kennedy's notes

thus :

—
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On Civil

Agency "Works

On Public
Works Depart-
ment Works

Total

January 6, 1877 . 123,829 185,250 309,079

j> 13, „ 140,361 196,025 336,386

,, 20, „ 134,975 204,464 339,439

» •^7, „ 105,014 181,835 286,849
February 3, 1877 83,147 186,626 269,773

10, „ 64,815 183,880 248,695

V 17, „ 49,020 178,066 227,086

„ 24, „ 41,628 185,930 227,558

March 3, 1877 38,336 175,003 213,339

„ 10, ,, . 31,091 193,776 224,867

)f ^'i >> • 20,637 194,514 215,151

)) ^^> >> * 25,728 212,460 238,188

» 31, „ . 28,293 223,986 252,225

April 7, 1877. 27,081 242,324 269,405

„ 14,1877. 31,229 260,680 291,909

On January 19, shortly after Sir Richard Temple's

visit, the rates of wages on one class of works were

reduced—twelve days previously it had been decided

that no wages should be paid for Sundays, when no

work was done. A contrary rule, it may be remarked,

was at this time being made in Madras. Civil agency

works were usually situated near the homes of the

people, and on them only very light tasks were imposed.

The scales adopted for the two systems of relief then

stood as follows :

—

Public Works D^artmeMt Scale.

Child over 7

Man. Woman. years of age.'

1 anna, plus the value ^ anna, plus the J anna, plus the

of 1 lb. of grain. value of 1 lb. of grain, value of ^ lb. of grain.

Civil Agency Scale,

J anna, plus the value \ anna, plus the \ anna, plus the

of 1 lb. of grain. value of 1 lb. of grain, value of ^ lb. of grain.

The tasks demanded were respectively, on Public

Works Department scale, 75 per cent, of an ordinary

day's labour, on civil works 50 per cent. The object

^ Children under seven years of age received an allowance of \ an anna

per diem, but did no work.
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was to get as many as possible under professional

agency, as civil agency works involved waste. For

instance, an executive engineer who had travelled

through the districts discovered that one of the civil

officers had estimated the cost of a relief work which he

was desirous of obtaining sanction for at about half a

lakh of rupees. The actual cost of the work under

skilled control would not amount to one-tenth part of

that sum. No doubt had the half-lakh been sanctioned,

it would have been spent, and Government would have

been losers of a considerable sum of money. In another

case an officer had estimated a work to cost about five

times the amount that the Public Works Department

were ready to undertake it for. Lastly, it had been

discovered that a small relief work which cost between

three and -four thousand rupees gave employment to

almost as many petty native officials as workmen. In

the face of these examples, it was not surprising that

Government were desirous of leaving as few works as

possible to civil agency. ' Unless they protected them-

selves in this way, the famine would cost about twice

as much as it ought.' ^

It will be observed that the sliding scale of pay-

ments in accordance with the prices of grain—a measure

which does not seem to have been adopted on any

previous occasions, of famine—had the advantage of

equalising the wages paid over all parts of the affected

districts, and thus of preventing under-payments in one

district and over-payments in another. While on the one '

hand it secured to the labourer a fixed amount of food i

in addition to a fixed sum of money, no matter what I

the state of the market might be, on the other it gave 1

the Government the benefit of any fall in grain rates.^ -^

* Times of India Special Correspondent, February 7, 1877.

" Note by General Kennedj

.
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So early in the crisis as November 20, a system of

classification had been adopted; it was as follows:

—

' Class 1.—The able-bodied men and women, who
should, as a rule, be drafted to the works, where there

are any such within reach, under the Public Works
Department, where the supervision is of a stricter and
more effectual character, and where the value and
quality of the work performed can be more correctly

regulated and estimated.

' Class 2.—The less capable, the older men, and
the women and children, who may, in larger propor-

tions, be employed on the works under the collector,

where the supervision, though it may be less strict,

should still be maintained as far as is compatible with

the object of the works. The workpeople should not be

permitted to idle, and the work done should be regularly

measured up, and its value calculated with reference to

the expenditure incurred.

' Class 3.—People incapable of travelling any dis-

tance to work, and incapable of ordinary labour, who
should be employed to the extent of their powers on

trifling works about their villages, such as prickly-pear

clearances, and the like.

* Class 4.—The old, infirm, blind, and cripples, who
have no one to supply their needs, and to whom it is

necessary to give alms for their support.'

A distance test was also laid down whereby it was

decided that, so far as possible, people should not be

employed near their homes, but should show that they

really were in distress by being prepared to go some

distance for work. SirJohn Strachey is said to have pre-

vented a scarcity in the North-West Provinces from be-

coming a famine by the distance and other tests. Some
two hundred thousand people were then assembled at

what a contemporary writer calls ' a great picnic/ being
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gathered together by the combined attractions of light

.vork, the liberty of returning to their homes at night,

and the wages paid them at a season when in ordinary

times they would have to live on their savings. But when

the wagfes were cut down to a mere subsistence allow-

ance, when a full day's labour was insisted on, and when

the living at their homes was threatened, these immense

crowds melted away as rapidly as they had collected,

and it was found that there was hardly anyone really

in need of relief. Nothing approaching this could be\

said of the people employed on relief works in Bombay.

If they had not been severely tried and compelled to
'

labour, they would not have undergone such straits as;

are described in the following passage:— ' The labourers

on the relief works have no shelter by day or night,

and sleep in pits dug in the ground, exposed to

the weather, and many have not a rag to cover them.' *

Indei)endent testimony bore out the accuracy of this

statement.

The Personal Assistant to the Governor of Bombay
described in succinct but sufficient terms the practical

terms of the system under his charge. He said:

—

*As the rates of wages finally brought into force

were admittedly low, and as the tests of classification,

taskwork, and distance were applied with considerable

rigidity, it became necessary to provide for particular

cases, so that the general arrangements, devised in the

interests of the public, and having for their object the

prevention of the abuse of State charity, might not

press harder on the suffering people than could be

borne.

' It was found that the classification, if too rigidly

carried out, separated fainilies, and threw an almost

insuperable obstacle, in some cases, in the way of those

* Famine Narrative No. IV., issued by the Sarvajanik Sablia.

VOL. I. Z
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seeking relief on the larger works ; it was therefore

ordered as regards such cases, that when able-bodied

persons were employed on works, their families and

immediate dependents, though not themselves able-

bodied, should also be received, and the arrangement

has since worked satisfactorily; the stronger members
of the family having endeavoured very generally to

make up for any shortcomings of their weaker rela-

tives.

' Many of the relief labourers had large families of

children; some of them were able to work, and all over

the age of seven years who were capable of carrying

a basketful of earth, were mustered and paid on the

works; but the younger children were found not only

to exercise a great di*ain on the scanty earnings of

parents ; but if admitted indiscriminately to the works,

were greatly in the way, and impeded the move-

ments of the elder people ; it was therefore determined

that as regards the children below the age of seven

years, to the youngest infants, regular musters should

be taken, and that tliese children should each receive a

small daily payment as subsistence allowance. Also

that they should be kept near, but quite apart from,

the works on which their parents were employed, and

under the charge of a few elderly women, who were

mustered and paid for that purpose; and in some cases

they were placed under the control of village school-

masters whose schools were closed owing to the general

absence of the people from some of the villages.

' The arrangement regarding the payment of young

children made on December 26 has been in full

force, and has, except in some few instances where

orders were not attended to, worked with success ; it

has given great satisfaction to the people, and^ while

it has not added very materially to the cost of relief
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Operations, it has supplied just what was wanted to

supplement the low rate of famine wages.

* It is veiy probably due to the fact that the allow-

ance to young children has been made almost since the

commencement of the relief operations, that the sub-

sistence wage has been hitherto found insufficient. It

was feared that a man and his wife, with a large family

to support, could hardly sustain himself and his

children on the amount he could earn on the works;

but when the elder children received payment as

labourers, and the young children, even down to infants,

were paid a small subsistence allowance, the earnings of

all the family^ became considerable ; and, as the results

have shown, have hitherto proved sufficient to prevent

distress in every case in which the general system of

relief inaugurated by the Government has been fully

and completely applied. In addition to this advantage,

the parents were relieved by the arrangements made

of care and anxiety for the children during working

hours, and the elder people, generally, were freed from

the impediment and obstruction caused by the presence

of a number of small children on the work.

' It was also provided that special cases (such as

nursing mothers) arisingon the works, should be specially

treated, and full authority was given to local officers to

* The allowance of a quarter of an anna per head per diem for children

under seven years of age whose patents or guardians are employed upon the

relief works, is paid both by the Civil and Public Works Departments, so

that, assuming that there are twenty-six working days in the month, and

that grain is selling at 10 Iba. the rupee (and it is seldom so dear as this), a

family consisting of a husband, wife, and four children, two over and two

under seven years, can earn rs. 7-11-6 monthly on the former scale, and

rs. 9-12-0 on the latter, e.g. :

—

Two children Two cliildrtn

Man. Woman, over 7 yeara. under 7 years. K. A. P

CivilAgency . . H ... U ... H - ^ = 43x26 = 7 11 6
Public Works Agency . 2 ... ij ••• 2 ... i = 6 x 26 = 9 12

This amount for a family is not less than the earnings of some peons or lower

classes of servants, who frequently have as large a family to support.

z 2
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take action in such matters. Provisions for sick per-

sons, and for their attendants, were ordered, and the

cases of transfer from one work to a distant one, and of

drafting to a distant work, were met by orders directing

that in such instances subsistence batta should be paid.'

Admirably arranged as was the principle by which

the Bombay famine was met, it did jnot-suffice to pre-

serve smooth relations with the people who were to

be saved from perishing of hunger. Towards tlie end

of January, when all able-bodied men and women were

drafted from the easy works to the more difficult tasks,

an exhibition of passive resistance took place. Only

those wei'e allowed to remain on village works who
from age, infirmity, or other good cause were unable,

first, to face the distance test, secondly, to perform the

tasks required. Many refused to proceed to the works

indicated, and thereby discharged themselves from em-

ployment. Sir Richard Temple^ estimated that between

January 12 and March 12, 102,000 people discharged

themselves from Government employ. He thought he

traced in their proceedings a sign of ' some method and

system.' They imagined, by suddenlythrowing themselves

out of employ they virtually offered a j^assive resistance

to the orders of Government. They counted on exciting

the compassion of the authorities, and still more on

arousing fears lest some accidents to human life should

occur. They wandered about in bands and crowds

seeking for sympathy. Sir Richard Temple is of opinion

they did meet with sympathy in some quarters, and

there is no doubt they did—to this extent at least, money
was provided for a long telegram to the Viceroy (to be

shortly quoted), and to the Secretary of State, and others

in England also. The Sarvajanik Sabha is credited

by common report with having provided these means.

' Minute dated December 24, 1877.
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If they did not, their character has been most unjutstly

assailed. Sir Richard Temple says :
' The people certainly

had leaders both from among their own body and from

amoi\g the ernployh whose vocation had ceased from the

contraction or cessation of the villafje works. VilWe
headmen also encouraged the opposition of the people'

There can be no question that a strong feeling of

resentment against the reduced ration and the taskwork

had been aroused. The members of the Sarvajanik Sabha

thought their countrymen were not properly treated

by the authorities, particularly in the quantity of food

supplied. Several of the English journals in India

supported them in this objection. One pound of grain

a day and half an anna (three farthings) in cash to

buy seasoning and fuel, was considered little if any

better than prolonged starvation. It was far below the

ration of gaol or hospital, and sometimes (though only

where arrangements were defective) had to be divided

with one or more other persons. Not only was this
|

reduced ration objected to on the ground of cruelty, but i

the practice was held. to be economically unsound, as 1

recipients would be so reduced in condition that when 1

they left the works and returned to their homes they
|

would be unable to cultivate their lands to the extent '

which, from the taxpaying point of view, was desirable.

The Sabha, in their fourth narrative, ' humbly sub-

mitted that a pound of food does not and cannot suffice

for this purpose, viz., the maintenance of a civil agency

labourer.' The national standard of wages given to

semi-slave dependents, the wor»t class of labourers, was

stated to be 2 lbs. a day. This was said to be the

quantity absolutely necessary to support human life on

the wretched scale in use among the lowest classes, and

to force it down lower still would be simply to court

death in thousands by the slow torture of starvation.
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' A felon convicted of the worst crimes gets on an

average two pounds, and it is really surprising how
officers engaged on the relief works should have brought

themselves to recommend to Government such a reduc-

tion of wages. It should be remembered that the same

harsh policy which reduced the wages drove away the

smaller children from the works, who, till then, had

been receiving their small dole in return for their

nominal labour. These children, though cast out by

Government, will have a prior claim upon the affections

of their parents, and many hundreds of poor fathers and

mothers will stint themselves out of the pound allowed

to support their children. Such a stinting of food will

hardly enable the labourers to work at their task, which

is fixed to be 50 per cent, of the ordinary quantities of

work done in good seasons by able-bodied labourers.'

They argued that even Sir Richard Temple did not favour

the carrying out of this policy till the necessary steps had

been taken to organise house-to-house and village-to-vil-

lage visitation. This they contended had not been done.

In the same narrative it was remarked, ' These

poor people can hardly be charged with making any

extravagant demand if they asked during these hot

months the wages that have been hitherto paid to

them. It is to be borne in mind that these poor

people pay out of their labour and earnings more than

one half of the entire revenue of the country. They

pay the land tax, the excise duties, the salt tax, por-

tion of the customs, more than half the stamp revenue,

the local cess and the tolls, and yet, when a bad year

comes upon them they are told either to work on wages

which starve them of half their food, or tliey are allowed

to die, and the officers of Government are prohibited

from rendering them any help. This is a cruel commen-

tary upon the new policy announced by the Supreme
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Government, and it is to be hoped that it will never be

allowed to work its mischief even for a short time.'

The Sabha also challenges the statement of the Sanitary

Commissioner of JJombay as to the alleged good health

of the people on works, which they denied. They also

urged, * Now that the Delhi festivities have closed, the

authorities should take the initiative in an appeal to

England for subscriptions in aid of charitable relief.'

The Bombay Government simply acknowledged ' your

letter, No. 19, dated February 7, 1877, and its accom-

paniments.'

Whilst the minutes summarised and the letters

alluded to were being written, read, and replied to, the

people in large numbers were on strike. This feature of

industrial life was more conspicuous than would be a

similar event in England, as the strikers were all congre-

gated in one or two places, but the contest was conducted

with an absence of violence or injury to property or life

or limb to the last degree creditable to the malcontents.

In the weekly official statements Nos. 13 and 14, issued

by General Kennedy, it was said that there was an

organised conspiracy on the part of the labourers to

resist the economizing policy of the Government by
striking for more wages and easier work. The Sabha

was indignant at this statement, and remarked:

—

* Anytliing like conspiracy or organised strike was

80 opposed to the information received by the

Sabha from the famine districts, and appeared more-

over to be so unlikely in the midst of the extreme

distress with which these people are afflicted, that the

Sabha deemed it to be its duty to make strict enquiries

on the spot, by deputing agents specially fitted for such

work, before committing itself to a distinct denial of

the correctness of the official view on this point. That
enquiry has now been completed, and it afibrds great
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satisfaction to the Sabha to be able to trace the so-called

strike to its natural causes, and thereby to vindicate

the character of law-abiding and long-suffering patience

which has secured to the ryots the sympathies of their

rulers in their present distress.' These ' natural causes,'

briefly stated, were:—(1) The agency for measuring

tasks done was insufficient, and the people did not get all

they had earned, while payments were irregularly made
at long intervals; (2) The order to provide their own
baskets, pickaxes, and spades; (3) Separation of fami-

lies, according to their capability of being tasked
; (4)

Government officials refusing to send an}'^ but gangs of

500 each to large public works; (5) The people had

lost confidence in the Department of Public Works
officials; (6) Of 10,000 sent to Acti, 8,000 returned

because of an epidemic of cholera, and because many
hundreds were refused as infirm ; and (7) The mode of

selection was cruel. ^ They also stated that out of 75,000

labourers who had left the works in one month, only

10,000 had returned. ' Under these circumstances it

became the duty of the relief officers to make en-

quiries as to the fate of the 65,000 people who are

wandering in their districts or begging in the large

towns, without any adequate means of support.'

Meetings, immense as regards numbers, were held,

speeches were made, resolutions were passed, and the

telegraph wire called into requisition. The rumour,

often circulated, at last proved true, that Mr. Grant

was to be removed from Sholapore to Bombay. This

caused much dissatisfaction among the ryots, it is said,

^ * Blows and boxes are given on the chests of the labourers, and if any-

body complains of the pain caused by the blows, he is rejected as infirm.

The Mahi-atta peasantry, with all their faults, have inherited an independence

of character, and do not like this idea of being examined as if they were so

many cattle brought to the market. Besides, the blows given are not in

many cases like the doctor's gentle taps.'

—

Sarvajanik Sabha Narrative, No. 4.
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and on January 29 the ryots telegraphed to the Bombay
Government as follows :

—
' The reduction of wages in

the civil agency gave great discontent to the work-

people. 8,000 people in the Sholapore taluk are

thrown out of employ consequent on the want of works.

Mr. Grant's transference hns altogether bewildered the

townsfolk and workpeople. Their humble request is

that Mr. Grant be telegraphed to remain until their

application through the post reaches your Excellency.*

The reference to the townsfolk shows the local inspira-

tion under which the ignorant villagers, unversed in all

matters of agitation, were acting. No response was

made to this telegram, and two days after a monster

meeting of fifteen thousand people was held, and a

message sent to the Viceroy in the following terms :

—

* 15,000 people, representing various sects and classes,

including men from towns and works in taluks,

assembled now in Mungalwar, have requested us to lay

before your Lordship their complaints. The hot season

has set in. Water is very scanty. Smallpox and
cholera have broken out on the works. The reduction

of wages in the civil agency, amounting to an anna per

woman and 5 pice per man, makes the daily wage quite

insufficient for half food even, and has aggravated the

misery. 8,000 in Sholapore taluk alone are thrown
out of employ consequent on the want of works.'

Reference was also made to the removal of Mr. Grant.

Copies of this message were likewise sent to the Secre-

tary of State in England and to several members of

Parliament interested in India.^ The arrangements

' The following despatch from the Governor-General in Council to the

Secretary of State for India throws further light on the subject :

—

* "We replied briefly, by telegraph, on March 12, to your Lordship's tele-

gram of the 0th idem, which requested us to obtain confidentially informa-
tion as to facts alleged in a telegram, signed professedly by ryots of Sholapur
and Poonai which had been received by your Lordship and othera. A tele-
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were excellent, and are proof positive of an organisation

behind the ryots controlling their movements, and really

responsible for what was done.

The efforts made, however, were of no avail. Sir

Richard Temple, in his minute reviewing the famine,

pays a compliment to the ' tenacity of purpose ' exhibited

by General Kennedy. That officer had satisfied himself

as to the righteousness of the policy he was carrying

out, and refused to budge one inch. The matter was

reported to the Government of India, who wired back

an answer which, in effect, was this :
—

' Stand firm.

Have received message from malcontents, but have not

replied and shall not. Have confidence in you.' Two
despatches from the Government of India followed, in

which they declared that undue concessions must not

gram in explanation of the facte was also sent to your Lordship on March 8

by the Government of Bombay.
* 2. On reference to the Government of Bombay we learn that

—

' let. Wages have not been reduced except on civil agency works.

Simultaneously with the reduction large works under Public

Works Department were opened, on which old rates were

^x* maintained. These works are still available, and ready to take

T as many people as require relief and will work for their wages.

.r^ '2nd. Wages on Public Works Department works, 2 annas, will pur-

chase 2 lbs. of grain while grain is dear, more when grain is

'^ cheap. Wages on. civil .agency works will purchase 1^ lbs. of

grain, and so the Sabha's statement is incorrect.

* 3rd. Children under seven years of age, whose parents are on relief

works, get 3 pies = I pice. This is an act of charity or grace

on the part of Government, and is given even to infants.

Children over seven years of age are employed on works, and

draw regular wages according to the scale in force.

* 4th. Only one death is believed to have occurred from starvation.

* 6th. The Sarvajanik Sabha are interested in the question of remissions,

1 y as some of its members are the real owners of land in certain

districts.

* 6th. They regret the transfer of Mr. Grant from Sholapur, as they have

lost much intiuence by it and by the stricter sj stem of relief

which now prevails.

* 3. The Bombay Government report, on the subject of the authorship of

Y'TEe telegram, that " it was no doubt sent, as it purports to have been, by

iJL- the Sarvajanik Sabha—a political association or club, having its bead-quarters

'^ in Poona and a branch at Sholapur." '
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be made ' to combinations of workpeople formed with

sinister or self-interested objects; and that although

Government was bound to do its utmost to save people

from death by starvation, it could not always undertake

to save people from death by starvation owing to their

own obstinacy and misconduct.' The despatches were

immediately published, and, Sir Richard Temple thinks,

' helped to guide the thoughts of the people to subdue any

unreasonable hopes which may have been engendered.'

The Public Works Seci'etary evidently bore little

animosity towards the people who had caused him so

much trouble and annoyance. Finding they could not

prevail against the Government, that all their protests

were as unavailing in procuring their desires as the

wave is unsuccessful in washing away the rock against

which it dashes, many returned to the works; others,

however, proceeded to their villages, where they doubt-

less found some occupation and some means of procuring

food. Possibly some were on works who did not

need relief, and were among- the discontented. The

works were intended to provide for those only who

were really destitute. Mr. Gibbs is of opinion that

many of the better classes of ryots found employ-

ment on the works for a time; in an earlier chapter

two striking instances in support of this opinion are

given. Writing of the condition of the people two

months after the strike was over, General Kennedy

said:— ' Among the people themselves there has been,

as far as can be ascertained, little discontent; there has

certainly been a marked absence of crime, and their

temper and conduct have been, so far, beyond praise.

They have been quiet in their homes and docile and

obedient on the works, and generally they have evinced

much apparent gratitude for the efforts of the Govern-

ment to assist them. They have, it is true, in a passive
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and persistent manner, not infrequently endeavoured to

resist the measures of Government, and to avail them-
selves of any advantage that the character or situation

of the relief offered them would afford, and this feeling

has manifested itself in several movements which have

had all the character of strikes ; but it is believed that

this has been brought about, not so much by the desire

and temper of the people themselves, as by the action

of persons who have endeavoured to influence them to

demur to the reasonable arrangements of the Govern-

ment, and who have thereby proved themselves to be

no true friends of the people by leading them some-

times into difficulties which they would have probably

avoided had they been left to themselves. Many of

those who were induced to leave the works when the

civil wages were reduced, and who did not desire to

make any exertion on the works or to go far from their

own villages in search of relief, no doubt suffered much
distress that they might have spared themselves; but

the class who have fallen into the greatest straits are

the emigrants who, leaving the villages in the eastern

part of the Presidency, went in attendance on cattle to

the grazing grounds in the western ranges, particularly

to Belgaum, Dharwar, and North Kanara.'

The difficulties encountered by the relief officers

were very great, and called for the exercise of much
patience. Mr. Gibbs, in his minute, says that one

great difficulty which was experienced at most of the

relief centres was to prevent persons who had been

restored to health or saved from starvation embezzling,

as it were, the money given them for the purpose of

feeding them on the way to the relief works to which

they were ordered. It was found generally that persons

in a state of great distress, often emaciated from want,

would go to the relief house, and after having received

food and lodging, and, if ill, medical treatment and
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extra diet, on becominpr restored to healtli and strength

bufficient to perform work, would, on accepting batta to

take them to the next relief work, go away wandering

over the country, and return to the relief house two or

three weeks after they had left it, in as miserable a state

as when they were first received. In some cases this

was known to have happened three times. Another

dithculty which the relief officers had to contend with

was from an opposite cause, viz. the obstinacy with which

persons almost in a dying condition would go away

anywhere rather than to a relief camp. They seem to

have felt the repugnance to relief camps which respect-

able poor in England have to the Union Workhouse.

Numerous instances of this nature were brought to the

knowledge of Government, who were quite prepared to

propose a- legislative measure to authorise magistrates

to send such distressed people to relief centres, and

further, when restored sufficiently to health to enable

them to perform work, that they should be transferred

to earn their subsistence on relief works and detained

there. One extraordinary instance of voluntary star-

vation was mentioned to Mr. Gibbs by the officer in

charge of the Belgaum relief kitchen. A woman who
was in the last stage of emaciation from starvation was

found lying in the town and was conveyed to the

kitchen. She was taken in, and all possible means tried

to save her life, but in vain. On the body being pre-

pared for the funeral pile, no less than 60 rs. were

found rolled up in her sari, and tied round her waist.

Mr. Gibbs also mentions that a case came before

Government for the exercise of the clemency of the

Crown, in which a father had been convicted of murder-

ing his two infant children by dashing out their brains

with a stone, who, in defence, had pleaded that he had
done it owing to the difficulty he had in feeding the

children because of the famine; and yet he was found
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to be in posession of 100 rs., a sum sufficient to have

fed the family for a year.

Early in March great attention was paid to village

relief, and a resolution of the Government of Bombay,

in the Public Works Department, conveys much in-

teresting information regarding the interior economy of

villao-e administration. Reference beino; made to the

Madras village relief machinery, opportunity may be

taken in quoting and adapting a portion of the resolu-

tion to show wherein the two Presidency systems

differed. The Bombay Government, in their resolu-

tion, say that as regards the organisation for village

relief. Sir Richard Temple's description of the machinery

which exists in the Madras Presidency very closely

resembles the organisation which was available in the

Bombay Presidency, and which had been continuously,

and, it was believed, beneficially, employed since the

commencement of the distress.

In the Bombay Presidency, in each village, there is

the patel and kulkarni (in Madras known as reddi and

kurnum) i.e.^ the headman and accountant, who are

hereditary officers, necessarily acquainted with all the

village families, and in most large villages the office of

patel is divided, there being one for the revenue and

one for the police work, and in every village these

officers can rely upon obtaining efficient assistance from

their fathers, brothers, or sons, who either have been,

or hope to be, officiators themselves. Office is held in

turn by members of the family, under the Village Office

Act, commonly called the Wuttundar Act. There are,

in every village, also, the village police—who are at the

disposal of the patel—as well as the wuttundar mahes,

hereditary servants, one of whose duties it is to act as

messengers, and in some villages there are posts of the

district police.
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As far back as November 16, Government had

instructed all patels (reddis) as follows :
—

' You are

constantly to go round your village, and when you

find any person suffering from extreme want, you are

at once to give that person sufficient food for one meal,

and should he or she be able to travel, send him or her

off to the mamlatdar's (tahsildar in Madras) station.

Should the person, from old age, sickness, weakness, or

any other cause, be unable to travel, you will report the

circumstance immediately, by special messenger, to the

mamlatdar, who will arrange for the feeding of the per-

son in your village. Any expense you may incur in feed-

ing starving people before you can communicate with the

mamlatdar will be at once repaid you by the mimlatdar.'

Funds were assigned to meet demands of this

description, and the village officers Were also informed

that ,
' should any person die of starvation in your

village, you will be held personally responsible.'

Subsequently, the reduction of wages, and the more

etrict imposition of tasks on relief works, drove large

numbers of persons away from the works ; the village

organisation was further strengthened by the appoint-

ment, in some of the worst districts, of circle inspectors,

under whom a certain number of villages were placed,

and whose duty it was to visit every village within their

range at least twice a week, to secure vigilance on the

part of patels and village officers, and watch the move-
ments of the people not on the relief works.

Immediately above the village officers in each taluk

there is the mamlatdar and his deputy, the awal karkun

(next revenue officer to the mamlatdar), the relief

mamlatdar appointed under the authority given by the

Government of India, and the chief constable. In

nearly every taluk there is at least one municipality,

the members of which have hitherto everywhere dis-
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played (both in their public and private capacities) a

most praiseworthy desire to second the efforts of Govern-

ment, and to aid the people, both by organising relief

arrangements and by procuring and administering

charitable funds.

In some cases, in the worst districts, the assistant

or deputy collectors are in charge of one taluk only;

and generally throughout the affected districts, a single

officer of the above grade has seldom charge of more

than two taluks. This was arranged very early in

the campaign.

In every district, too, there is a superintendent, and

sometimes an assistant superintendent of police, and the

general control of the district rests with tlie collector,

and the head of the chain of local organisation is the

revenue commissioner. There are none of these officers

in Madras, which is a pity ; the want of such an official

as a revenue commissioner was greatly felt throughout

the whole period of distress.

The Government of India and Sir Richard Temple

had not failed to notice how efficiently and successfully

the local officers had hitherto performed the difficult

and responsible duties that had devolved upon them

during the distress, and his Excellency the Governor

in Council in a resolution had much gratification in con-

firming the very favourable view that had been taken by

the Government of India of the efforts of these gentle-

men. Alluding to them whilst distress was still severe,

his Excellency in Council confidently anticipated that

success would continue to attend the efforts and pre-

cautions which these officers were still taking, on the

one hand to guard the interests of the public and pre-

vent waste and imposition, and on the other to protect

the people from the distress which no unaided efforts of

their own could successfully avert.
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The resolution continued:—Mt will thus be seen

that the village organisation is not less complete in

this Presidency than it is in Madras, and his Excellency

in Council trusts that the precautions which have been

taken to prevent the occurrence of unrelieved cases of

distress in villages, or away from the relief works, will

prove to be as completely efficacious as they are per-

fectly practicable. In reviewing these arrangements,

attention has above been given only to the civil organi-

sation, but his Excellency in Council did not forget

that, working side by side with that organisation, and

therefore a hardly less important part in the general

arrangements, was the Public Works Department, which

had been greatly strengthened in all the affected dis-

tricts, and which provides work for, and supervises by far

the larger number of the relief labourers. The Public

Works organisation consists of the subordinate officers,

the assistants, and executive engineers, and the superin-

tending engineers of the divisions, ' who acted each in his

grade and position in concert with the revenue officers.

The arrangements made by the officers of the Public

Works Department for the organisation and management
of relief labour have hitherto been in every way very

satisfactory, and have been acknowledged as such ; and
the manner in which the camps and sanitary arrange-

ments of large bodies of workpeople have been cared

for by the supervising officers has more than once

attracted the attention and obtained the commendations

of the Sanitary Commissioner, whose own energetic and
indefatigable services in connection with this subject

have not escaped the notice of Government, and call for

high commendation.'

A careful study of the foregoing documents will

furnish a key to the difference in the results attained in

Madras and Bombay, so far as the distress encountered

VOL. I. A A
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in each Presidency will bear comparison. The modes

adopted cannot be compared on all points, as the differ-

ences in area and extent of distress prevent a close

comparison, but more rigorous adherence to the system

adopted in Bombay would have prevented much un-

necessary expenditure and a great deal of demoralisation,

particularly among village officials.

The Government were subjected to much adverse

criticism, particularly by those who opposed the 1-lb.

ration, because, unlike the authorities in Madras, they

did not publish their death-rate at regular intervals, by

which an estimate might be formed of the mortality

resulting from the famine. It is a pity, in their own
interests, that this was not done, as a comparatively

small increased death-rate is shown in the figures dealt

with by the Governor of Bombay when summing up

the general effects of the disaster. The authorities

received some compensation for their steadfastness in

a letter from the Sarvajanik Sabha, dated May 16.

In that document the Committee of the Sabha say they

are ' free to confess that their worst anticipations and

fears in regard to the condition of the famine districts

during the last three months have not been realised,

and that the measures of Government, tested by the

standard that they were solely intended to save loss of

life, have been more successful than was thought pos-

sible at the commencement.' The Sabha say that although

they had never been slow to acknowledge the ' unex-

ampled beneficence ' of the Government in dealing with

the famine, it was true that compared with what the

Maharajah Scindia was doing ^ over a contracted area

the Government standard was low ; but at the same

' Mr. Gibbs ?ays :
' It is a well-lmown fact that the princely grants

made by Scindia and other native chiefs were distributed almost solely to

idle Brahmans and professional beggars, and that the poor starving labourers

and artisans got no benefit therefrom.'
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time they admitted that when * the area affected ia so

extensive, and the popuhition to be fed is counted by

millions, it is impossible to exercise indiscriminate

benevolence and relieve all sufferings.' In the objects

which the Government had set before them it was con-

ceded ' the policy has been eminently successful.' But

it is added :
' This success has not been attained

without some attendant risks, and Government has

confessed its inability to insure against all loss of life.

In the absence of any accurate information it is impos-

sible to make any estimate of the number of people who
have succumbed to the famine from starvation, cholera,

small-pox, and other disorders. Though the death

reports and registers do not represent fully the loss of

life that has taken place, they still show a total of about

20,000 deaths. Even starvation deaths have not been so

rare as the relief officers have officially represented to

Government. But, with all drawbacks, the famine relief

organisation has worked most beneficially, and judged

by the standard set up, its success has been great

beyond anticipation.' The third paragraph of the

Sabha's letter under notice deserves quotation in full.

' The Sabha humbly submits,' it is remarked,

' that no small portion of the success is due to the

attitude of complaint and watchfulness taken up by the

native and European press, and native representative

associations, and the Sabha takes this opportunity of

acknowledging gratefully the kind condescension of

Government in drawing the attention of the relief

officers to the representations submitted by the Sabha

from time to time. In the absence of any constitutional

machinery by which the people most intimately afi^ected

by the measures of Government can make themselves

heard so as to influence the counsels of Government,

all independent public bodies have to work under more
A a2
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or less partial ignorance of the intentions and acts of

Government, and their action is necessarily one-sided

and oftentimes exaggerated. Moreover, in such extra-

ordinary crises it often becomes the duty of Government

in its public utterances to express more confidence than

it feels, and to withhold information in order to avoid

panic and disorder, and the loss of self-confidence

which panic engenders. It must have been for reasons

of high policy, such as those indicated above, that the

Government have exercised a wise discretion in with-

holding from the public the information in its possession.

LFnder these circumstances the Sabha feels it to be its

duty to refrain from bringing prominently to the notice

of Government accounts of local and temporary mis-

management received from its agents. It will therefore,

in its present representation, confine itself to such ob-

servations as it deems necessary in view of the fact that

the worst crisis is over, and that the time has come

when steps should be taken not so much to prevent

loss of life among the workpeople as to enable them to

regain the strength and the resources they possessed

before the famine, so that when the rain sets in, they may
settle at once into the old grooves and become self-

dependent on their own means.'

The working of the reduced ration is then discussed

at great length, and, recognising that the greatest pressure

was past, much assistance would be needed to help the

people to resume their former occupation. ' There is a

very urgent demand for additional charity funds. As
the resources of local charity have been exhausted, the

Sabha submits that the time has come when, as his

Excellency the late Governor apprehended, an appeal

will have to be made to the other provinces of India

and to the public spirit of England to contribute their

help to the charity funds.' The suggestion, however,
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was unheeded, appeal was not made to England ; it was

reserved for Madras to make this move three months

later. One object, however, had been served by this

letter : it revived the entente cordiale between the

Government and this non-official association. Being

human, the authorities appreciated the endorsement of

their policy, even though accompanied by some adverse

criticism, more than the wholesale depreciation which

the previous letter mainly consisted of. The Secretary

to Government therefore acknowledged this letter ' with

thanks,' and in phraseology nearly twice as long as that

employed in April.

The monsoon was due in Bombay early in June,

but even in April the people were evincing a great

desire to return to their homes. Some difficulty was

experienced in restraming this movement, which was
considered premature, as agricultural operations could

not be resumed in the absence of rain, and there was

no grazing for the cattle. However, rain soon began to

fall, somewhat out of season, and at least food for cattle

would soon be provided. Orders were therefore issued

to provide the people with food on their return, and
for regulating their journeys and progress through the

intervening districts, so that there might be as little

distress as possible among them, and so that they might

not be a burden on the population through which they

might pass. It was anticipated at this time that the

loss of cattle had been very great, but there was reason

to suppose only the aged, diseased, and worthless had
perished, whilst the best had been preserved. No scarcity

had been experienced for transport and traffic purposes.

Towards the end of April Sir Philip Wodehouse*"

retired from the Government of Bombay, and Sir Richard

Temple, Bart., succeeded to the gadi.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE CULMINATION AND DECLINE OF THE FAMINE.

The rains in April were deceptive so far as fitting the

ground for the reception of seed-grain was concerned,

and the movements of the people towards their homes

fallacious. The numbers on works increased week by
week till June 9, when the highest point was reached,

the total then being 402,540. Of these, 40,507 were

on civil agency works, and 362,033 on professionally

supervised works. Consternation fell on many minds,

and great anxiety was experienced by Government,

when, June 5—the due date of the monsoon—passed

and no rain fell. Anticipating, however, that the rains

would fall before long, nearly 40,000 persons left the

works between the 9th and 16th, and returned to their

homes. They were rewarded for their faith. Heavy
rain fell in many parts of the Presidency, and seed was

sown everywhere. The decline in numbers on rehef

continued till August 4, when a reaction set in, and the

total rose nearly 30,000, viz., from 248,492 on July 28

to 293,514 on August 24. Once more the seasons

were out of joint. After the first heavy dashes of rain

the skies once more becaine as brass, and for nearly

two months no rain fell. Addressing the Viceroy

towards the end of August, the Sarvajanik Sabha said

that the crops which had been sown were in imminent

danger of being burnt up. At that juncture, however,

plentiful rains descended, and the great danger for that

year was over. Thenceforward the numbers on relief
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declined to the extent of from 20,000 to 30,000 per

week, until, on November 30, only 10,365 remained on

the hands of Governinent, and it was confidently ex-

pected that all relief would cease with the end of the

year.

Though the current had steadily set towards decline,

there were not a few eddies which brought the worst

scenes of distress prominently before the public. Notable

amongst these was the state of affairs in Bombay city

during the months of August and September. Large

numbers of people took to wandering through the

streets, spreading pestilence among the inhabitants, and

serving to bring the more disagreeable incidents of

such a time of disaster to the surface in a place where
the greatest possible attention would be attracted to it.

A committee of gentlemen exerted themselves to relieve

the most distressed, and with the assistance of rhe

police—out of funds contributed by the people of

Bombay and by a grant from the Mansion House Fund
ma(^ by the general committee at Madras—they were

relegated to their homes. The mortality amongst them

was great, and a peculiar famine disease broke out in

their midst. In August Government thought it advis-

able to stop the immigration of famine-stricken persons

into Bombay, and camps were formed for their deten-

tion at the Sion Causeway, at a port not far distant, and

afterwards at Tanna. For this purpose a discretionary

grant was placed at the disposal of the collector of

Tanna. To these camps helpless persons who had wan-

dered or were wandering into Bombay were sent, and

were there detained and fed, and when necessary

treated medically ; thence, when they had sufficiently

recovered, they were sent, at the expense of Govern-

ment, to work or to their homes, according to their

condition and circumstances.
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In July prices had risen to such a distressing rate

in Kaladgi that a further modification of the wages rate

was found necessary, and it was ruled that, failing the

relief that an immediate fall of rain would afford, where

the price of staple grain should be dearer than a rupee

for nine pounds, wages should be paid for Sundays as

well as for week-days, or, in other words, that an incre-

ment of sixteen per cent, should be made to wages on

all works. In the following month authority was given

to all collectors of distressed districts to pay the Sunday

wage on works in any taluk where rain still held off,

and where the staple food-grain was selling at a rate

dearer than nine pounds a rupee. As a fact, such a

rate was reached only in the Kaladgi, Belgaurn, and

Dharwar districts, and in one taluk of Sholapur.

Until the copious rains of August and September

fell considerable fear was felt that at least twelve

months more of famine would have to be faced, the

south-west monsoon being the only one which brings

an appreciable quantity of fall to the Bombay Presi-

dency, Plans began to be talked of, but nothing came

of them, as their non-necessity was proved. During

his journey to Madras, his Excellency the Viceroy

remained at Poona for several days. Conferences were

held, and among the decisions arrived at was one to

give grain preference over all other traffic. This

caused much inconvenience and annoyance in Bombay,

as hardly any margin was left for other traffic. Sir R.

Temple comments upon this decision thus :

—

' The inconvenience thus unavoidably caused to the

trade of Bombay was very considerable, inasmuch as at

this very time the exportation ofwheat and oil-seeds to

Europe was rapidly developing itself. It is estimated

that upwards of 200,000 tons of grain and seeds were

thus held back temporarily from exportation. The
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quantity cannot be exactly stated, but by some accounts

it may have considerably exceeded even this large

amount. These circumstances were greatly deplored,

but could not possibly be averted, by reason of the

supreme law which regards the safety of a vast popula-

tion, in danger of starvation, as paramount over all other

considerations. And if great inconvenience was caused

to trade, there was this compensation that great relief

was hereby afforded to suffering people, and that large

supplies of food were conveyed which could not other-

wise have been sent. However, the preference began to

be relaxed in the beginning of October, and was finally

removed by the end of that month.'

The Sarvajanik Sabha took the opportunity of Lordl

Lytton being at Poona to present a memorial on the

whole subject of the famine. It amounted in bulk to'

an octavo pamphlet of 24 pages, and was published in

that form. The whole ground of famine administration

was traversed, and some remarks were made regarding

mortality. ' In the absence of any official mortuary re-

turns,' says the Sabha, ' it is impossible to state with

any approach to accuracy the actual loss of life that has

occurred. As far as can be gathered from available

sources, the actual loss of life in this Presidency caused

by the famine cannot fall short of a lakh of human
beings. This is . a much smaller tale of slaughter than

the live lakhs officially reported to have died in Madras,

but in that Presidency the number dependent upon

state support has been nearly five times the figure in this

Presidency. The Bombay famine has been, (accordmg

to the admission of the Famine Delegate) managed upon

more hard, stringent, and economical conditions than

in Madras, and the loss of life in this Presidency cannot

fall far short of the Madras proportion. The published

figures in official statements show that since October
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last there were no less than 2,000 deaths in each of the

Ahmednager and Canara districts, 5,000 deaths in each

of the three districts of Belgaum, Kaladgi, and Sattara,

8,000 deaths in Dharwar, all due to what is officially

described as cholera, but which were really caused by
what has been now generally recognised as famine

diarrhoea, the result of bad or insufficient food. Nearly

2,000 deaths occurred from this disease in the town of

Sholapur alone, and about 10,000 in the district from the

same cause. Of the deaths in Sholapur, more than

1,000 were registered as those offorlorn strangers, who
had been buried or burnt by the police at the State

e xpense. About 5,000 deaths occurred in the Poona dis-

trict, 1,000 in the city, and 4,000 on the great relief

works and in the taluk towns from the same cause.

Of the famine refugees who sought shelter in Bombay,

as many as 10,000 are supposed to have died from

exhaustion, fever, and cholera, thereby increasing more

than eight times the usual mortality ofthe city. These

details, though they may not be exactly accurate, can

be depended upon as approximating to the truth, which

cannot be exactly known because the official machinery

i n the country districts, far away from the towns, has

been disarranged, and it is very seldom that any

inquests are held upon the poor victims who succumbed

by the roadside, or on the relief works. The Govern-

ment Returns have been silent on this point, and we
appreciate the anxiety of the relief officers to keep back

this information, for the publication of it could have

done no gocd at the time, but might have brought on a

panic among the frightened population, and unmanned

their energies for endurance.'

The memorial was referred by Lord Lytton to the

Government of Bombay, and their reply having been

received, the following resolution was passed by the
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Viceregal Council on October 13 :
—

' His Excellency the

Viceroy and Governor-General in Council observes that

in consequence of the improved prospects in the Bombay

Presidency caused by the recent rain, it has become

unnecessary to pass any orders in regard to the Sabha's

anticipations of another year's famine in that Presidency,

nor, in regard to tlie past administration of famine

relief by the Bombay Government, is it desirable at this

time to enter into such a review of that administration

as would be involved in following step by step the com-

ments on it contained in the memorial.'

' The Government of Bombay has,' his Excellency

in Council remarks, 'corrected the misapprehension of the

Sabha, as to the engineers in charge of works having

reported the condition of their labourers to be deteriora-

ting ; and has explained that there is little danger

of overtasking, since tasks are based on the capabilities

of the individual to perform work, and not on any fixed

quantity of work to be applied in all cases. In view

of the speedy termination of the famine in the Bombay
Presidency, the Governor in Council, expects that he

will shortly be able to submit the final report, in which

the subjects touched on by the memorial will be fully

dealt with. It would be premature for the Government

of India to anticipate that report by any expression

of its final opinion, but though the memorial expresses

views not entirely in accordance with those recorded by

the Government of India, it will receive, when the

report of the Bombay Government is dealt with, all due

consideration, coming as it does from a body who have

rendered good service by obtaining and placing at the

disposal of Government much useful information, and

by the collection and distribution of the private charity

of their countrymen for the relief of the destitute.'

During the month of August the Sabha collected
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statistics of interest regarding deaths among the people

and mortality among the cattle. One return shows

the loss of cattle in the town of Sholapur and is given

as follows :

—

Number of cattle at first. Number at present alive.
Number fit for agricultural

purposes.

224,599 97,167 44,282

The particulars are meagre, and no statement is

made of the means by which these figures were tested.

iThey, therefore, cannot be taken as absolutely trust-

worthy. They are, however, of value as showing the

native estimate of the harm wrought by the disaster.

This remark applies likewise to the following tables

—

they must be accepted with reserve :

—

Statistics regarding the comparative numbers of hotises and cattle in

1 5 villages in the Bhimathadi taluk.

Name of village

Number of
houses before
the famine

Number of

houses closed

Number of
bullocks

Number of bul-

locks fit for

agricultural

purposes

1. Rota .

2. Hinge .

3. Kusegaum
4. Gara
5. Kanagaum
6. Kurkumb
7. Geerim .

8. Sonawadi
9. Nanavina
10. Warwandi
11. Devolgaum
12. Padavi .

13. Maltban.
14. Wasoondi
15. Khorev?adi

76
100
96
100
250
200
132
75
25

300
80
65

100
150
25

23
30
22
25
65
50
40
25
15
65
30
65
50
35
13

17
34
96
64
180
76
71
28
38

309
60
165

41

10
26
66
30
120
49
59
10
24

221
55

131

32
15

1,772 663 1,169 848
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Statetnent regardirv) the comparative numbers of the inhahitanta and
cattle in 14 vUlajes in Madhee anl Mohol taluk.

NuM of yU]a««
Nomberof

people before
famine

Niimbor at
present

Cattle before
famine

CatUo at
preiont

1. Indapor©

2. Nungaum
3. Underifaura

4. Nanagar
6. Anjungaura
6. Upalvi .

7. Mohol .

8. Pundoora
9. Pakharapoor .

10. Punpari.
11. Asti

12. Ohikhali.

13. Saraja .

14. Patkool

.

646
243

1,140

3,762

1,337

2,837

4,978

2,000
950
600

3,504
342
452

1,800

425
111
426

3,400
170

2,400

2,778
800
600
160

3,019
100
300

1,100

600
30

1,311

420
1,000

3,642

2,000

1,500
1,200

1,062

500
820

2,600

32
28
84

308
16

400
1,642

2;'>0

1,070
300
425
160
376
400

24,581 16,778 16,591 5,470

Statistics regarding the comparatim numbers of cattle in the

ludi taluk.

Name of VDlajje
Former

population
Number at
present

Number of
Cattle before

famine

NumbDr at
present

Nimbul Ehiveda . 967 400 2,000 400
329 10 300

Oolasar 1,000 200 500 50
Tambe. 4,000 2,862 2,550 200
Shirpoor 300 50 160 10
Bunkanhate 1,300 600 800 50
Kengnal 726 160 1,000 160
Balti . 640 200 870 100
Shinkunhali 926 400 1,203 200
Bhalkunkee 1,839 1,200 1,900 600
Ilalgoonkee 496 60 300 2
Begansl 460 237 418 97
Hoortel 1,384 673 1,944 287
Babalat 600 70 700 65
Ohoundal 380 80 600 100
Mirgee 950 500 800 125
Padanoor 897 594 753 113
Lachal 2,533 1,126 2,000 200
Mayaaale 267 27 600 15
Ingalee 515 315 300 25
Edolgaum . 2,600 1,800 4,000 300
Huajagee 1,056 60 376 76
Bjiharajgee . 386 76 200 40
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/Statistics regarding the comparative number of cattle in the

Indi taluk.—Continued.

Name of Village
Former

population
Number at
present

Number of

Cattle before
famine

Number at
present

Boodhehal .

Salodgee
Satalgaum .

Benoor
Bolegaum .

Azargee
Katalee
Kotanal
Kathanekele

.

Khedagee .

Kalagiingee .

Nanda
Nundoorgee .

Dhoomuknal
Bauganal
Nulwad
Kachal

,

405
8,350

1,100

1,300
422

2,000
1,358
325
220

1,038

1,000
550
912
307
682
260
359

200
2,000
600
600
200

1,600
800
150

700
300
347
700
75

308
160
200

1

500
3,000

1,000
900
209
800
700

1,000
320

1,000
900
467
500
260
603
260
375

50
1,500
150
100
40

100
160
10

300
95
25
160
60

203
30
100

39,950 20,905 35.747 6,044
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CHAPTER V.

AN ESTIMATE OF THE DISASTER : THE ILL WllOUGIIT,

THE GOOD RESULTING.

Siu Richard Temple closed his famine works before!

the end of 1877, and simultaneously with tliis act,

penned a minute on the whole campaign. This chapter]

will be little more than a summary of his minute.

The area over which the distress raged was 34,183

square miles, and the population affected 5,000,000.

TJiere were three maxima of distress thus accounted for

by Colonel Merriman, who succeeded General Kennedy
when the latter proceeded to Madras:—(1) Up to

January 1877 the numbers were too great for thorough

supervision by the existing establishments, wages were

liberal, and the works generally were too attractive.

After January the proper remedies were applied by

strengthening establishments, reducing wages, and en-

forcing work. (2) In June the famine was at its

height. When the monsoon broke, the demand for

Government assistance grew immediately less. (3) In

Aufjust it seemed that a second season of drousfht had

commenced ; at the end of that month the rain came
and dissipated the fear. Government relief began as

soon as the season had failed, but pressure of high

prices had already commenced. It is laid down as a

maxim—' So long as relief works are well supervised, it

is an advantage to open them at an early date, because

that prevents the labouring poor from lapsing into a

weak condition.'
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. V^ From the beginning to the end of the scarcity the

\^^ activity of private trade in grain was extraordinary.

166,137 tons were imported by the sea-coast (mostly by

means of country craft), and 267,863 by rail, that is,

by the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. The grain-

dealers, great and small, possessed a complete organisa-

tion, extending from the marts of distant provinces of

India to the marts of the affected districts, and thence

to every village bazaar. There was, at the outset, some

flight trouble at a few places, from apprehended scanti-

ness of supplies, but that soon passed away. With this

exception, the grain markets were well supplied from

first to last. In some cities, notably Poona, really vast

supplies, enough for a protracted scarcity, were known
to have been laid in. In every direction the distressed

area was traversed by strings of grain-laden carts.

Some of the roads were metalled, but many were rough

and unmetalled ; many crossed low hills ; some ascended

the lofty sides of the Western Gh^t mountains. But

the strong-built carts and the sturdy bullocks endured

the heavy work ; and despite the dearness of fodder,

the cartmen kept their draught cattle in serviceable

order. Even if the famine had unhappily lasted for a

second twelvemonths, as at one time seemed probable,

there was every reason to believe that private trade

would have proved fully equal to so grave an occasion.

It was at no time necessary for Government to import

grain, or to organise any transport for private grain, or

to reduce the fares on the railways in favour of grain

destined to the distressed districts. All that was neces-

sary was to give grain preference over other goods.

The percentage of population affected varied in

several districts, thus:— Khandeish, 3*8 per cent.;

Nasik, J 0*3 ; Ahmednagar, 8*8; Poona, 23-5; Shola-

pur, 13*8
; Satara, 15-2

; Kaladgi, 21-2
; Belgaum, 12*3

;
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and Dharvvar 13. Those who received relief mainly

belonged to the humbler castes of the Hindu commu-
nity, and to the class of field labourers, of rude arti-

sans, and of village menials. Mr. Gibbs calls this

remark into question, and gives instances of people of

better social status than described resorting to the

works for relief. Sir Richard thinks the assertion

sometimes made, that the failure of a single season, the

loss of one harvest, plunges the people into distress, or

draws them to the verge of pauperism, can hardly be

supported by the facts. He goes on to say that only a

moderate percentage of the total population came upon

State relief ; and that the [)ercentage on the peasant

proprietary classes, the real backbone of the agricultural

community, was smaller still. In other words, despite

the vast loss of crops, despite the misery protracted for

a full twelvemonth, the majority of the general popula-

tion, and almost the whole of the peasant proprietors,

sustained themselves without assistance from the State.

* They suffered much with exemplary patience ; many
received aid from private sources as well as from the

State ; and some died ; still, for the most part, the

people supported themselves. Although one year's

harvest was destroyed over so large an area, and
although the following harvest remained in jeopardy for

two critical months, nevertheless the people imported

for themselves, without aid from Government, grain

enough to keep supplied the grain markets, great and
small, for so many millions of souls. How strong, then,

must have been the self-supporting power of the people
;

how large must have been their stores and stocks of

food-grains ; how extensive their credit ; how great

their means of purchasing supplies from a distance
;

how resolute their spirit of self-help ! Let anyone

regard the magnitude of the losses which befell the

VOL. I. B B
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peasantry, and the comparative smallness of the number
who sought for help, and then say whether the peasantry

of any country would have behaved better, and whether

their self-management does not prove that these people

were not poor in the sense of being unable to supply

their simple wants, but had, on the contrary, after many
years of careful revenue settlements and just adminis-

tration, become well-to-do, in the sense of having more

than enough for their actual necessities.' ^

The numbers on gratuitous relief, i.e. Government
gratuitous relief, were comparatively small, the propor-

tion at the early stages being large, and at the end a

similar state of things existed. The works undertaken

consisted mainly of projects of irrigation and trunk

roads, on the chord line from Dhond to Manmad
;

30,000 persons daily were employed. All the irriga-

tion works were of the highest utility, ' calculated to

* Commenting upon this the Bombay Gazette remarks :
' The sole founda-

tion for this eloquent pa^^sage seems to be the fact that the proportion of the

aftected population who came upon relief works never exceeded 10 per cent,

or, to be exact, 628,961. But it seems to us that before Sir Richard Temple

(could come to this conclusion, which he uses for the purpose of showing that

he is right in compelling the ryots to pay their full land revenue for the

whole period of the famine, he was bound to show what the effect of the

famine has been upon those classes which did not come upon relief works

.

He himself acknowledges elsewhere in his minute that the reluctance of all

but the lowest classes to accept relief in any shape or form was extraor-

dinary, and it is therefore taking a very shallow and one-sided view of the

case to assume that, because nine-tenths of the population did not ask for

help, therefore they have not suffered the greatest distress, and even been

reduced to the verge of starvation by the famine which desolated the country.

This is a subject which might very usefully be inquired into by the Famine

Commission which Lord Salisbury has ordered to be appointed. It certainly

cannot be considered settled on the strength of Sir Richard Temple's showy

special pleading. Let the Famine Commissioners hold a few meetings in

Poona and other important stations in the Deccan, and collect evidence from

the people themselves as to the state of the country before and after the

famine, and let it be well understood that the witnesses who give their

evidence will not inci^r the displeasure of the Government by speaking the

truth, and then perhaps we sljall know what has actually happened.'
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be tolerably remunerative in ordinary times, to perma-

nently improve agriculture, and to protect some i)art8

of the countiy against famine in future.' Some of the

roads are useful, but ' many .... are unavoidably

left unfinished.' This is tlie great drawback to works

undertaken during a famine campaign.

Fortunately, even providentially, plans and esti-

mates of many projects for irrigation, prepared by

Colonel Fife, Iv.E., were at hand ready for commence-

ment. On these many thousands of labourers were

employed.

The total area of all the tanks may be set down at

about 21,727 acres, the to till length of the canals and

main channels at about 502 miles, and the total extent

of lands irrigable at about 692,827 acres. The works,

however, are not complete, though they may be de-

scribed as being in various stages of completion. Even

in their present state, however, a few of them will

afford some useful irrigation. The total expense in-

curred during the famine on these irrigation works may
be set down at 2,800,000 rs., or 280,000/. ; and the

expenditure required to complete them may be esti-

mated at about 6,300,000 rs., or 630,000/. The means

of providing the money hereafter for such completion

has been separately considered in connection with Bom-

bay provincial finance.

In a sketch map attached to his minute, Sir Richard

indicates various proposals of irrigation, some actually

undertaken, others designed with a view to being un-

dertaken if the famine had lasted. The large tanks

will fill after the ordinary rains of one year, and will

hold a supply of water enough for two years. This is

Sir Richard's opinion, but taking into consideration the

loss through percolation and the absorption from the

surface in a land of such intense atmospheric heat as

B B 2
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India, it is doubtful whether a two years' supply is

practicable. Sir Richard adds :
' Thus they would

bear one year's drought quite well, would hold out even

through a second year's drought, and would become

empty only during the third year of continuous drought.

Thus they would fail only in the event of three years'

continuous drought—an event possible, indeed, but of

very rare occurrence, and beyond the range of ordinary

misfortune. But if they bear drought for the first year

quite well, they would afford a considerable protection

to the country against moderate calamities of unhappily

frequent occurrence.'

On the whole, in return for the money spent on

relief, the Governor of Bombay is of opinion that the

State has got a fair amount of work to show. The

question is, whether that work is really valuable to the

country ? ' We may answer that so much of it as per-

tains to irrigation is highly valuable. Of that which

pertains to roads, a part is valuable in a secondary

degree, and a part is of little value. Of a total expen-

diture of about 114 lakhs of rupees, or 1,140,000/., on

relief, 28 lakhs, or 280,000/., were spent on irrigation

works ; 55 lakhs, or 550,000/., on roads ; 10 lakhs, or

100,000/., on petty works ; 10 lakhs, or 100,000/., on

gratuitous relief ; and 11 lakhs, or 110,000/., on general

supervision and establishments. The expenditure on

the two main heads, amounting together to 83 lakhs, or

830,000/., was directed by professional engineering

establishments.'

Four paragraphs of the minute deserve quotation

in full. They are as follows :

—

' The relief labourers, as already seen, did not be-

long for the most part to the sturdy and laborious

classes possessing high industrial morale. Some few

did, and they worked as well as might have been ex-
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pected ; but the rest were generally spiritless, timid,

unmanageable people, quite destitute of morale, not

very strong physically, and altogether wanting in that

sort of capacity which can be advantageously subjected

to discipline. Consequently they liked ixitty works

close at home, with easy tasks and loose supervision

:

they are very unwilling to be transferred to the roads

under professional supervision, and extraordinarily un-

willing in respect to irrigation works. The reason of

their special dislike to the irrigation works was that,

the business being very much concentrated on a small

area, the control, discipline, and organisation were

thorough and effective, more so than was ever possible

with gangs of labourers spread over long lines of road.

The infatuation of these poor people in respect to

eating the bread of idleness ; their dread of marching

on command to any distance from home ; their pre-

ference often for extreme privation rather than submis-

sion to even simple and reasonable orders, can be fully

believed only by those who have seen or personally

known these things.

' Though I have gladly testified to the fortitude and

self-help of the peasantry and yeomanry, still we know
that among them also there were many who would

have resorted to relief works and clung to State sup-

port had they not been deterred by the prospect of

having to fulfil tasks, to march about, to bivouac on the

plain.

' There were also many subordinate employes having

a sinister interest in the perpetuation of abuses, who set

the disposition of the relief labourers against every

attempt at reform, who filled the minds of these igno-

rant people with false ideas, industriously spread mali-

cious rumours, and even sometimes conspired to bring

people to the brink of starvation and to produce casual-
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ties, and thus to raise public excitement and alarm,

under cover of which reform would be frustrated, and

abuses would flourish. Repeated experience has con-

vinced me that this form of evil is incidental to any

system of famine relief in this country, and demands

all the firmness and vigilance that can be exercised.

* Indeed, unless a really strong, competent, and trust-

worthy staff of officers and officials, of the superior and

subordinate grades, can be effectively organised for the

control and supervision of relief operations, it is certain

that these operations will not only be extravagantly

expensive to the State and demoralising to the people,

but will bring into existence a train of wonderful abuses,

which would hardly be anticipated by any save those

who have witnessed these things, and which often lead

to the loss of the very lives which the Government is

striving to save. The extreme importance of such an

organisation is mentioned and reiterated, because there

is always a tendency to forget it in the hurry of spread-

ing relief operations broadcast over the country under

the pressure of advancing famine.

' As to the rate provided for the labourers, Sir Richard

is satisfied that it was sufficient. Week after week,

month after month, reports were received from relief

officers, sanitary officers, and others, to the effect that

the condition of the labourers was not deteriorating.

It is now regarded in the Bombay Presidency, by all

concerned, as an established fact, that the scale is suffi-

cient, and ought not, in justice to the public interests,

to be exceeded.'

The paragraphs relating to gratuitous relief—both

official and private—are of great interest. Sir Richard

says :

—

' The gratuitous relief was never administered at

home to any save those who from sickness or infirmity
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were unable to move. These were relieved in their

houses generally under the village headmen. All other

recipients of this relief had to go—some to relief centres

to get a daily allowance of food, living as they choose in

the neighbourhood ; others, the worse cases, to relief

camps, where they were accommodated with lodging as

well as board. It would be too much to say that no

jjersons were relieved unnecessarily by the village head-

men or by the managers of the relief centres. But at

the relief camps the inmates were for the most part pain-

fully deserving objects. Thither were sent not only

those who, though just able to move, were unable to

work, but also those who were picked up, having failed

to apply for relief, and who had wandered about the

country in an emaciated state. For all these cases

" special treatment " was ordered, that is soup, milk, and

the like ; and in most, though not in all cases, it was

effectually administered. Many cases were, however,

beyond the reach of restoratives, and succumbed to

death. Many, again, recovered, and after recovery were

drafted on to relief works. The mortality in the relief

camps was considerable, relatively to the number of

inmates.

' All relief officers and other servants of Government,

and all headmen and other office-bearers in the villages,

were enjoined to search for and to bring forward all per-

sons who appeared to be in danger from want. The force

of language could not make these injunctions stronger

than they were. The distressed districts were parcelled

out into moderately-sized circles of inspection for the

particular purpose. Over each circle was placed a

special inspector. Much depended, of course, on the

watchfulness of the village headmen ; and accordingly

they did much, partly of their own free will, and partly

from the pressure put on them by the relief inspectors.
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But on the whole they fell short of what was to be

expected of them, and in respect of humane watchful-

ness m so grave a matter they did not fully justify the

status assigned to them by the Ryotwari settlement.

' Injustice, however, to the circle inspectors and to

the village headmen, it must be said that the difficulty

was immense of picking up all the emaciated persons

who were wandering about the country. This can be

effectually done (as we positively know by experience)

in well- cultivated, densely peopled tracts, where every

village, road, even every by-patch, can be kept under

the eye of authority. But this becomes almost impos-

sible in a partially cultivated, sparsely peopled country

like the Deccan, crossed in every direction by hills and

jungles. The disposition of the people to wander about

begging ; the unwillingness of so many of them to resort

to relief works, or even to relief centres and camps,

where food can be got without work ; their readiness to

run the utmost risk from privation rather than submit

to the simplest system of relief, can only be imagined

by those who have seen these things. With so many
classes of this peculiar disposition, and with a country

so unfavourably situated, there need not be any surprise

if sometimes the best-directed efforts to prevent starva-

tion in individual instances are frustrated.

' Besides the gratuitous relief afforded by Govern-

ment, there was much relief of this sort afforded most

generously to the suffering poor by individuals acting

either individually or collectively. The natives of the

more prosperous classes associated themselves together

and formed committees for relief, and managed relief

camps at some of our largest stations. Reverend mis-

sionaries of various denominations rendered timely,

sympathetic, and devoted aid, in which respect their

experience was peculiarly valuable. Wealthy native
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gentlemen gave munificent donations, or established

relief houses of their own. The natives generally in the

principal places subscribed according to their means.

Some large gifts were received from native princes.

There was hardly a town, great or small, in all the dis-

tressed districts which failed to receive marked benefit

from native benevolence in the relief of distress. The
European residents, at all the principal stations where

they dwell, co-operated powerfully in the good work not

only by their subscriptions but by their thoughtfulness

in organisation. It is impossible to state the numbers

thus relieved by private charity, but they must have

amounted to tens and tens of thousands.

' In the city of Bombay itself the charitable organi-

sation was conspicuous, Europeans and natives co opera-

ting with cordial emulation. Though the city was not

situated within the area of famine, still many of its

quarters were crowded with hunger-stricken people, who
had resorted thither, often from distant places, in the

hope of obtaining succour. The manner in which all

this casual and extraneous indigence was relieved,

without any aid from Government, was worthy of the

philanthropy of a great capital city. And the efficiency

of the proceedings of the Relief Committee was such as

might be expected from the eminent persoris who
voluntarily served on it. The expenditure amounted to

33,138 rs.'

In regard to the probable mortality the minute is

not satisfactory. Registration, it is remarked, at the

best of times is * confessedly imperfect.' In 1877, how-

ever, it was better than usual, owing to the increased

attention given. The following table gives the number
of deaths ascertained :

—
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Districts.
Total deaths from 1st Jan,

to 30th Sept. 1877.

Average total corresponding
months preceding year.

Khandush . .

Nasik ....
21,432
19,511

15,828
11,955

Ahmednagar
Poona ....

22,819
23,225

13,571

15,225
Sholapur . . .

Satara ....
Itelpaiiin . . .

Kaladgi . . .

Dharwar . . .

24,018
39,418
55,618
55,409
61,339

10,845
18,065
17,427
12,255
19.303

134,474Total 822,789

From this it would appear that the mortality during

the nine months ending September 30, 1877, being only

3"9 per cent., was not considerably above what is be-

lieved to be an average rate. Even in ordinary times

the annual ratio of mortality may be about 3 per cent.

;

indeed 3 "5 per cent, is the exact average ratio taken

from the sanitary records.

' It will, however, be seen that the mortality return

for 1877 is much greater than that returned for the

preceding five years. But the mortality thus returned

for the five years is incredibly low, being only 1*7 per

cent., and must be wrong—the error doubtless arising

from imperfections in the registration, which thus vitiate

the comparison. As just stated above, the registration

is comparatively a new thing, just emerging from its

infancy, and is even yet but imperfectly developed. It

has been much improved of late, especially during 1877,

by reason of the increased vigilance directed towards

the subject of mortality. There is no use in comparing

the 322,789 with the 134,474, because the latter sum

134,474 is manifestly below the reality.

' Then comes the question, whether any, and, if so,

what, part of the mortality of 1877 arose from starva-

tion or wantr-?--Jjf the returns be accepted, then the

mortality of 3'9 per cent, being somewhat near a
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mcxlerate average, would leave very little to be attri-

buted to starvation. But they cannot be fully accepted,

the registration being still so imperfect ; and many will

fear that the ratio thus shown must be less than the

reality.'

A table is given showing the deaths from small -pox

and cholera during 1877. The totals are: from small-

pox, 18,939; from cholera, 41,520; total, 60,459.

The average in the preceding five years was 18,149.

How small-pox arose is not known, ' its origin is obscure.'

Cholera, in all probability, was aggravated by drinking

bad water from wells and springs. The two previous

years, however, had both been bad cholera years, not

only in Bombay, but also in Madras. The deaths in

relief camps and houses reached 49,187.

' On the whole,' says Sir Richard, ' the mortality

recorded in the above tables, though greatly to be de-

[)lored, is not considerable in comparison with the total

number of the general population. In various places

deaths of individuals from starvation have been specifi-

cally reported, and have naturally excited pity. But
the sum total of all such reports, however lamentable,

would not represent any considerable statistical fact.

The fact, however, of a few cases being found at some
of these places which came under our immediate obser-

vation would indicate that there must have been some
cases at least in many parts of the distressed districts.

It is impossible to give any accurate notion of the

number of deaths among those who wandered about the

country, and those who emigrated to places distant from

their homes. Such deaths would often occur in the

jungles, or in spots remote from human habitation, and
would hardly be reported. But we are constrained to

believe that they must have been numerous.'

The sum of the foregoing remarks is in this wise.
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' If reference be had to the mortuary statistics, no evi-

dence is perceptible of any considerable mortality from
starvation ; on the contrary, the presumption is the

other way. Nevertheless, we know that some deaths

did occur, and we apprehend that many deaths must
have occurred ; many, that is to say, in the abstract, but

not many, it is hoped, relatively to the population. The
manner in which agriculture revived when the rains

began to fall after the long drought, the extensive

ploughing and sowing, the fine harvest raised, seem to

oppose any supposition to the effect that there could

have been any remarked diminution of the agricultural

population. Further light may be thrown on this sub-

ject by the census to be taken hereafter in selected areas

and tracts in the recently distressed districts. Mean-
while we can only say that the Government does not as

yet possess evidence to show that there was any con-

siderable mortality from starvation.'

Mr. Gibbs was not satisfied with the figures given

and the deductions drawn therefrom by Sir Richard

\ Temple. He prepared several tables of his own, in

I
which he showed that ' the total deaths in the first nine

Imonths of 1877 were about two and one-eighth times as

many as in the same period of 1876, and twice as many
jas in 1875.' He also sliows that more than half the

deaths (322,839) in the affected districts occurred in

Belgaum, Dharwar, and Kaladgi. This, he thinks, may
be accounted for by the following causes :

—

1

.

These districts are surrounded by Native States

and the Nizam's dominions.

2. From the emigration of persons in the last stage

of destitution from foreign States and also from Bellary

in Madras.

3. From wanderers to the Kamara jungles (the

Mullard) returning thence in a fever-stricken state.
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4. The clinging to their own villages by the low-

caste Miihars and Mangs, and their disinclination to go

to relief works or to ianiine relief centres for treatment.

5. The insufficiency of cooked food, and the large

consumption of raw grain which prevailed and which

tended to produce fatal diarrhoea.

G. The general unhealthiness of the districts— (1)

from the failure of rain, and (2) from the subsequent

heavy rains, which brought sickness and death to many
who had suffered from want.

One important fact estnblished is that the people

who went on the works were preserved. There were

disease and death, but these, it is contended, were held

in check even by the reduced ration, which was so

greatly condemned. These speculations in mortality

—

for they are confessed to be little more than specula-

tions—will need to be checked by the results of the

test census takftn in March 1878.

On the subject of land revenue and the cost of the

famine, Sir Richard Temple must be allowed to express

himself in full. He says :
—

' The land revenue endan-

gered in Bombay Presidency by the drought of 1876

and 1877 amounted to 262 lakhs of rupees, or

2,620,000^. This is exclusive of Sind, where a dif-

ferent system prevails. The land revenue of the nine

districts where the famine, as described in this minute,

arose, amounted to 14,078,500 rs., or 1,407,850^. But
at one time or other during 1876 and 1877 the

whole, or nearly the whole, of the land revenue of the

Presidency was more or less endangered. From the

very first, that is, in January 1877, when Famine Dele-

gate, I represented to the Government of Bombay the

expediency of only suspending the collection of the land

revenue in tlu >( distr'n t>, and of refraining from niakinof

any promises to the people of remission. It was under-
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stood at that time that large remissions had been

recommended, although the exact amount of such re-

missions had not been settled. It was apprehended,

however, by many at the time that from 40 to 50 lakhs

of revenue, 400,000/. to 500,000/., might have to be

remitted. Afterwards the Government agreed to sus-

pend only, and not to remit, nor promise to remit, save

a few exceptional cases. On joining the Government

on May 1, I found that very few remissions had been

granted. A large sum, about 50 lakhs of rupees, or

500,000/., had, however, been justly held suspended

from collection until the result of the seasons could be

more clearly seen. Entirely concurring in that policy,

I fully carried it out, with the concurrence and support

of my honourable colleagues. We got in all we fairly

could, reducing the 50 lakhs suspended to 30, and then

to 27 lakhs. AVe knew, of course (June 1877), that the

people could not then pay the 270,000/. or 300,000/. of

land revenue held in suspension and regarded as the

outstandings of 1876-77. But we hoped that they

might be able to do so hereafter, if the summer rains of

1877 should prove propitious. There were, indeed,

some few cases where collection of the suspended revenue

was hopeless, and in these remission was granted. But

the total thus remitted did not exceed 21,600/., or two

lakhs 16,000 rs. Then the summer rains began to

come, and afterwards ceased coming. Consequently,

up to the end of August our hopes of collecting the

outstanding 270,000/. for 1876-77 became fainter and

fainter. Indeed, fears arose that some of the revenue

for the current year, 1877-78, might have to be sus-

pended in addition. However, the season took a turn for

the better from about September 1, and we perceived that

the revenue for the current year, 1877-78, would be

safe. We then immediately instructed our collectors to
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collect Ailly for 1877-78, to keep their eye on the

270,000/. outstanding for 1876-77, and to collect that

as soon as might be practicable after realisation of the

land revenue for the current year, 1877-78. These

outstandings niif^ht, it was hoped, be collected during

this last-named year, or, at all events, during next year,

1878-79, if the summer rains of 1878 should be

propitious.

' The October rains have been so abundant that we

learn that the collectors will, after all, be able to get in

much of the outstandings (270,000/.) during the current

year, 1877-78. This we have accordingly ordered,

adding that whatever may remain uncollected is to be

got in as soon as possible after the rains of 1878. If no

more bad or unseasonable weather supervenes, it is not

over-sanguine to say that by next spring, 1878, nothing

out of the outstandings will remain to be collected, save

a residue which will come in during the ensuing summer.

In that case the loss of land revenue during the famine

of 1876 and 1877, in the Bombay Presidency, will not

exceed three lakhs of rupees, or 30,000/.—a loss which is

comparatively insignificant, as it "wdll be remembered

that the revenue endangered by the failure of harvests

amounted to 262 lakhs of rupees, or 2,620,000/. The loss,

therefore, will, as we now hope, be merely one per cent.

It is remarkable, too, that owing to revision of settle-

ments the land revenue demand during these very years

of scarcity has gone on slightly increasing. On the

whole, our present trust is that the land revenue of the

Bombay Presidency will virtually not have suffered at

all from the Itimine. Till this happy result shall have

been fully attained, the final verdict may be withheld ; it

will, however, be attained if, under Providence, we are

spared any further calamity in respect to the seasons.

In that case it will reflect credit on the ryotwari system
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and the revenue survey and settlement of Bombay ; on

the resolute, manly, and industrious character of the

natives of the Deccan ; and on the discrimination and
steadiness evinced by our revenue commissioners, our

collectors, and all our revenue officers.'

' The expenditure caused by the famine has been

already indicated in this minute. It may be recapitu-

lated here:

—

Relief Works Gratuitous Eelief Establishments Total

9,300,000 rs.

or

030,000^.

1,000,000 rs.

or

100,000/.

1,100,000 rs.

or

110,000/.

1 1,400,000 rs.

or

1,140,000/.

' The estimate of expenditure on direct relief made

by the Government of Bombay during the spring of

1877—with which an estimate made by me as Famine

Delegate about the same time substantially corre-

sponded—amounts to 116 lakhs. This was framed under

the supposition that the rains of the summer would be

seasonable. When these began to prove very unseason-

able, a further revised estimate of expenditure was

made, amounting to 129 lakhs. Under all the circum-

stances, the comparison between the estimated and the

actual expenditure appears favourable, and shows that

every endeavour was made by the relief officers to

maintain economy.
' Besides this, as already shown, there are 2 1 6,000 rs.

or 21,600/. of land revenue remitted, and 27 lakhs, or

270,000/. held in suspension, most of which we hope to

recover within a few months, and the remainder within

a year. The 21,600/. remitted should be added to the

expenditure in counting the cost of the famine. There

is also a loss of 40,700 rs., or 4,070/., in Abkari

revenue.
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' The cost of the famine, then, may be approximately

set down thus :

—

Expenditnra LoM of land rerenoe Lots of other rerenoe ToUl

1,14,00,000 re.

or

1,140,000/.

2,16,000 re.

or

21,(MXV.

40,700 m.
or

4,0701.

1,16,56,700 rs.

4,165,670/.

* Against this, however, there may be taken as a

8et-ofF the increased revenue from the guaranteed

railways.

* In esthnating this it must be borne in mind that

the fact of the G. I. P. Railway having been taken up
fx) so large an extent, with the carriage of grain to the

famine districts undoubtedly prevented its carrying a

portion of the general trade of the country from which

it would otherwise have derived revenue.

' The actual increase in the profits from passengers

and goods on the Bombay railways in the twelve months

ending October 15, 1877, during which period there was
a brisk traffic on the railways in famine grain, over those

of the preceding twelve months, may be taken at :—

•

G. I. p. Kailway
B. B. and 0. I. Eailway

Total .

63 lakhs.

but considering that the foreign export trade in grain

and seeds from Bombay was greatly stimulated during

the year, it would probably not be far wrong to assume

that had there been no famine, profits would still have

increased on the G. I. P. Railway to the extent of 30

lakhs, and on the B. B. and C. I. Railway to the extent

of 2 lakhs. Deducting these sums, the profit due to the

famine may be taken at :

—

G. I. P. Railway
B. B, and 0. 1. Railwav

Total

33 lakhs.

1 "

85 ..

VOL. I. C C
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' The net cost of the famine, then, would come out

thus :

—

Total expenditui-e and loss

of revenue together
Deduct gain by railway

revenue
Net cost

1,16,56,700 rs.

or

1,165,670/.

35,00,000 rs.

or

350,000/.

81,56,700 rs.

or

815,670/.

' But out of the expenditure incurred, 28,00,000 rs.,

or 280,000/., have been spent on irrigation works, as

shown in this minute, which are works of prime neces-

sity, which had long been in contemplation, and which

sooner or later must have been undertaken. If the

actual value of these works, estimated at 21,00,000 rs., or

210,000/., were deductedfrom the net cost, the remainder

would be 60,56,700 rs., or 605,670/.'

The financial results thus described are eminently

satisfactory. The famine in Bombay will be found to

have nearly paid the expenditure incurred upon it. So

far as can be at present gathered this result has been

arrived at with a comparatively small mortality. Com-

plaints are made that the famine works were closed too

soon, and that no account was taken of the thousands of

people who needed rehabiliting in everything connected

with daily life and occupation. But no facts have

accompanied those complaints, as no enquiry preceded

their being made. One thing is clear from the story of

the famine campaign and how it was fought in Bombay,

viz., that the true principle of meeting such frequently-

recurring disasters in India has been found. The lessons

to be learnt from it have been succinctly expressed by

Mr. Gibbs, and the ])resent writer desires to add his

testimony as an observer of famine administration in

Madras to that of Mr. Gibbs, who had a share in what

was done in Bombay, that the wise policy for dealing

with famine is this :

—
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1. The Public Works Department should be pre-

pared with useful schemes for irrigation, railroads, or

roads, which might be carried out as money becomes

available, or be held in readiness for an emergency like

that through which the country has just passed.

2. A Famine Act should be prepared and passed

under which magistrates should be permitted to send

sick and starving men to relief houses, and healthy

labourers, unable to support themselves, to relief works,

and keep them there.

3. The entire charge of the famine works and famine

relief should be centred in one, and that the Public

Works, Department.

4. Lastly, it should be remembered that on a famine

occurring the sooner relief works are organised and com-

menced the sooner is the check to weakness and starva-

tion set up ; and should such works be of a useful

character, even if rain unexpectedly fall and the seve-

rity of the famine cease, they can be stopped at any time,

with the certainty that what has been done will after-

wards prove of value, and the expenditure incurred will

not be money thrown away.

Leave cannot, perhaps, be better taken in this record

of the disaster in Bombay than with the words by which

Sir Richard Temple concludes his minute. Tlie Gover-

nor of Bombay has been severely blamed—unjustly

perhaps—by a portion of the Indian press for the moral

he draws from the calamity. He says :
—

' In conclu-

sion, while lamenting the loss of those who have

perished, and pityii)g I he misery and privation endured

by so many, we may hope that the people have learned

a hard lesson of self-dependence, that the relations

between them and the servants of Government have

been drawn closer, that their gratitude will have been
c c 2
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excited towards the Government itself, and that a fresh

impetus has been given towards that material improve-

ment of the country which is the best safeguard against

famine in future.'

The Men wJio fought in the Bombay Campaign, as given in a
Minute by the Hon. Sir R. Temple, Bart., G.G.S.I., Governor of
Bombay, in the Famine of 1876 and 1877, in the Bombay
Presidency.

The grateful task now devolves on me of recording for the

consideration of my honourable colleagues the special or distinguished

services of the officers, civil and military, in the Bombay Presidency

during the famine of 1877.

Our thanks and acknowledgments are due, firstly, to Major-

General the Honourable M. K. Kennedy, E,. E., as Secretary to Govern-

ment and Chief Engineer, for devoted and ab^e assistance rendered to

Government in its efforts to organise a system of relief suitable to the

existing circumstances ; to adapt thereto the professional and non-

professional resources of the State ; to develope suitable projects of

public works ; to obtain an adequate return in the shape of good work
done for the expenditure on relief; to ensure village inspection being

carried out for the prevention of mortality among the poorest classes
;

to ensure on the one hand the safety of the people, and on the other

hand economy of the public expenditure. In all these respects he

showed a tenacity of purpose and a capacity for administration which

have proved most valuable to the Government he served.

To our Chief Secretary, the Honoui-able E, W. Ravenscroft,

C.S.I. , we are much indebted for diligent aid rendered to us in

supervising the collection of the land i-evenue which was to so large

an extent for some time jeopardised by the drought ; in issuing orders

from time to time adapted to the changing phases of the calamity ; in

ensuring that the fiscal rights of the State should be jealously guarded,

while the people were preserved from a greater pressure than they

could reasonably bear.

The two Revenue Commissioners of the Central and Southern

Deccan, Mr. E. P. Robertson, C.S., and Mr. A. E. D. Grey, C.S.,

zealously and ably sustained the extensive charges entrusted to them,

superintending the formation of establishments scattered over a large

area of country, and studied the working of the instructions received

from Government both in regard to the interests of the State and the

welfare of the people.
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Colonel the Honourable W. C. Anderson, Commissioner of Survey

and Settlement, rendered valuable aid with much exertion and self-

Kacrifico in in8pectin<; the relief operations in the Kaladgi district at a

trying and critical time.

The Sanitary CommLssioner, Surgeon-Major T. G. Hewlett, has

been most useful to the Government throughout the relief operations,

by visiting, in all parts of the distressed districts, the relief camps and

centres and the relief working gangs ; by observing the physical con-

dition of the rm-al population wherever to be met with ; by gauging

the symptoms of disti-ess, by testing the returns of mortality, and by

advising the authorities as to the sufficiency of the wages and rations

;

evincing in all these respects devoted effort skilfully directed in the

cause of humanity.

As Chief Engineer for Irrigation and Under Secretary to Govern-

ment, Colonel C. J. Memman, R.E., displayed high professional skill

and judgment in applying previous projects of irrigation to the require-

ments of relief and in arranging new projects, and administrative

ability in devising means of exacting a due tale of work from vast

gangs of relief laboui'ers. He has ably discharged the duties of

the Famine Secretariat since the departure of General Kennedy for

Madras.

Colonel H. F. Handcock, R.E., Consulting Engineer for Railways

and Under Secretary to Government, afforded constant aid to Govern-

ment in bringing the full power of the railways to bear upon the

ti*ansport of food grain to the distressed districts, and in devising, in

concert with the railway company, the complicated measures needed

for this most important object.

Mr. C. G. W. Macpherson, C.S., served as Additional Under
Secretary to Government, Public Works Department, during the

greater part of the relief operations, and rendered valuable service in

the preparation of the numerous instructions necessary for those

engaged in the work, and in the punctual collation of the extensive

statistics. On his departure for Madras he was succeeded by Mr. G.

C. Whitworth, C.S., who conducted the duties to the end of the

famine period in a highly satisfactory manner.

Mr. G. Norman, C.S., Mr. J. G. Moore, C.S., Mr. J. B. Richey,

C.S., as Collectors of Poena, Satara, and Dharwar, respectively, held

their districts well in hand, permitting neither too much to be done

nor too little, organised extensive relief establishments, adapting them

to the needs of various localities, and while watching the signs of

deepening distress, compelled the people to submit to system.

Mr. A. H. Spry, C.S., as Collector of Kaladgi, held one of the

liardest posts in the whole of the relief operations, and had to fill
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a position beset with difficulties, which he combated with devotion

and with some measure of success.

The Public Works Department (including Irrigation and Railway-

Departments) co-operated moist heartily and efficiently with the civil

officers in duly and properly employing the distressed people, and bore

an honourable share in the labours of the time, and in whatever de-

gree of success may have been acliieved—thereby affording a signal

instance of the important use to which professional establishments

may be put on these grave occasions. Where so many officers of

various grades have done well, it becomes difficult to make a selec-

tion. But from a long list of meritorious men the following may be

chosen :

—

Lieut.-Colonel I. M. Greig, E..E. (Dharwar) employed very large

gangs of relief labourei-s on road works, judiciously concentrating them

on particular lines of road, and rendering their labour remunerative

to the State.

Major B. H. Mathew, E..E. (Sholapur and Kaladgi) showed

remarkable ability and firmness in dealing with large numbers of un-

trained labourers, and in teaching them to submit to professional

discipline.

The following officers of the Public Works Department also merit

marked praise for their conduct during the relief operations :—Mr. W.
B. Christie, C.E., Sholapur; Mr. W. H. Scott, C.E., Dharwar ; Lieut.

W. W. B. Whiteford, R.E., Belgaum ; Mr. A. G. Eeed, C.E., Kaladgi

;

Lieut. W. G. Lister, E.E., Dharwar; Lieut. J. Neville, RE.,

Kaladgi.

In the Iriigation Department the following officers have been com-

mended on various occasions throughout the famine period for zealous

conduct, and for making satisfactory an-angements for the organisation

and management of relief labour and for attending to sanitary and

other matters in the camps of large bodies of workpeople :—Major

C. B. F. Penny, R.E., Satara; Mr. J. E. Whiting, M.A., M.I.C.E.,

Poena; Mr. W. Clarke, A.B., M.I.C.E., Poona; Mr. H. G. Palliser,

C.E., Belgaum and Dharwar; Mr. C. T. Burke, B.E., A.T.C.E.,

Sholapur ; Mr. A. Davidson, A.I.C.E., Satara ; Mr. K B. Joyner,

C.E., Poona ; Mr. A. McD. Salmon, C.E., Sholapur,

Mr. W. C. Hughes, C.E., rendered constant and valuable aid in his

capacity of Personal Assistant to the Chief Engineer for Irrigation.

In the Railway Department Mr. A. Izat, C.E., evinced high pro-

fessional capacity and great executive energy in rapidly aligning and

constructing the chord railway between Dhond and Manmad.

Mr. E. H. Hallum, C.E., also deserves special mention.

Some of the hardest work in all the relief operations devolved on
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the juuioi* civil sei-vuuts ; uo oflicerahavo mox*e uniformly diHtinguiMhed

themselves throughout the raliefOjierationa from beginning to end than

these. Inasmuch hj* exti-aordinary pains have been taken by the State

for the choosing and the training of this very important chiss of pub-

lic servants, it is very satisfactory to find that they come out so excel-

lently well in time of gi-eat trial and hardship. In respect of talent

for administration, of thoughtfulness for the people, of devotion to

arduous duty, I would name specially the following out of a long list

of officers who have acquitted themselves creditably :— Mr. A. Koyser,

Poona ; Mr. J. K. Spence, Belgaum ; Mr. E. J. Ebden, Dharwar ; Mr.

A. Wingate, Kaladgi; Mr. A. B. Steward, Belgaum; Mr. W. H.

Horsley, Kaladgi ; Mr. H. A. Acworth, Sholapur ; Mr. G. E. Ozanne,

Poona; Mr. J. Davidson, Sholapur ; Mr. A. L. P. Larken, Poona ; Mr.

A. Shewan, Satai-a ; Mr. H. F. Silcock, Kaladgi.

The following Deputy Collectors have been specially mentioned :

—

Mr. Shankar Pandurang Pandit, Kaladgi ; Mr. Darahsa Doshabhai,

Sho!apur ; Rao Bahadur Ramchandra Bapuji, Kaladgi ; Mr. Kam-
chaudra Sakharam Gupte, Sholapur ; Mr. Appaji Raoji, Ahmednagar.

The following officera of the Revenue Survey Department detached

for famine duty deserve special mention :—Captain G. Coussmaker,

Belgaum; Mr. F. T. Willaume, Kaladgi; Mr. W. M, Fletcher,

Poona ; Mr. A. B. Fforde, Ahmednagar.

The services rendered by Mr. Walton, Cotton Department (Dhai'-

war), have been prominently noticed.

In the Medical Department the following officers have been

commended :—Surgeon R. Bowman, Sholapur ; Surgeon W. Nolan,

M.D., Deputy Sanitaiy Commissioner, N.D.R.D.; Surgeon R. M.
Wall, M.D., Deputy Sanitaiy Commissioner, S.D.R.D.; Surgeon J.

P. Greany, M.D., Kaladgi; Assistant Surgeon DeLima, Dharwar;
Assistant Surgeon J. A. DeSouza, Satara.

The conduct of the following native officers has received marked
oommendsition :—Rao Saheb Tukaram Ramdin, Ahmednagar ; Rao
Sftheb Nathu Bapuji, Ahmednagar ; Rao Saheb Keshaoi-ao Ganesh,

Ahmednagar ; Rao Saheb Ganesh Bhivrao, Poona ; Rao Saheb Vishnu
Wasudeo, Poona; Rao Saheb Mahadeorao Pandlik, Poona; Rao
Saheb Vasudeo Balal, Sholapur; Rao Saheb More Bhaskar, Sholapur;

Rao Saheb Narayan Balal, Sholapur ; Rao Saheb Balwant Sitaram,

Satai-a ; Mr. Deoi*ao Kiishna, Satara ; Rao Saheb Hanmant Ram-
chandra, Kaladgi ; Rao Saheb Balaji Venkatesh, Kaladgi ; Mr. Lingo

Dhondadeo, Kaladgi ; Mr. Keshor Ramchandra, Kaladgi ; Mr.
Kalyanrao Sitaram, Kaladgi; Rao Saheb Govind Sakharam, Bel-

gaum; Rao Saheb Krishnarao Balal, Dharwar; Rao Saheb Gopal

Ganesh, Dharwar ; Rao Saheb Gurui-ao Ramchandra, Dharwar.
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To the agents., Mr, LeMesurier and Mr. Barnett, to the traffic

manager, Mr, Conder, to the locomotive superintendent, Mr, Jack-

son, and to the servants of all grades of the Great Indian Peninsula

Railway Company, the Government and the country are under the

gi-eatest obligations for their unflagging exertions day and night, in

the time of trouble, to carry the food gi-ain for the famishing people.

The wear and tear of body and mind caused by such sore and long-

sustained effort will be fully known only to those who witnessed it.

The vast quantity of grain carried by this railway has been already

stated. It is difficult to measure the value of the railway at such a

time as this, or the magnitude of the calamity which, without it, must
have supervened. If these events had happened before the construc-

tion of this railway, the misfortunes of the people and the responsi-

bilities of Government would have been indefinitely aggravated.
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MYSORE.

CHAPTER I.

THE PROVINCE OP MYSORE ; FAMINE BEGINNINGS.

The province of Mysore, though within the tract of the

famine, being situated between the distressed districts of

Bombay Presidency on the one hand, and bordered by

the most severely aflflicted portions of Madras on the

other, for a long time after it was recognised that

famine was in the land, attracted but little attention.

It was overshadowed by the greatness of the calamity

on either side. Depending, like other portions of

Southern and Western India, upon the south-west

monsoon for its main water supply, when the seasonal

rains failed, distress was inevitable. Mysore is a native

State, and for some years—during the minority of the

youthful raja—has been under the direct control of the

Government of India, which was represented by a chief

commissioner, the raja meanwhile being placed under

the care of a guardian, and educated for the important

position he would afterwards have to fill. In the period

under review, Mr. C. B. Saunders, C.B., was chief com-

missioner, being preceded in office by Mr. R. A. Dalyell

as acting chief commissioner.

The State of Mysore occupies a position well defined,

in the South of India, and has been termed a rocky

triangle ; a not inapt description. It is a table-land
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situate in the angle where the Eastern and Western
Ghat ranges converge into the group of the Nilgiri

hills. Almost on every side it is encircled by moun-
tains, ' on whose shoulders the plateau which constitutes

the country rests.' The general elevation rises from

about 2,000 feet above sea level along the northern

and southern frontiers ; to about 3,000 feet along the

central water-parting which separates the basin of the

Krishna from that of the Kaveri and divides the country

into two nearly equal parts. But the surface is far

froin preserving the even character suggested by the

designation of table-land. The face of the country

is everywhere undulating, much broken up by lines of

rocky hills or lofty mountains, and scored in all parts

by ndlas or deep ravines. There is probably not a

square mile in the whole superficies absolutely flat or

level, the slope of the ground ranging from 10 to 20

feet per mile in the more level portions, and as high as

CO and 80 feet elsewhere.^

The Malnad, or wet country (a name derived from

the heavy rainfall which prevails there), lies to the

west, and is confined to the tracts bordering or resting

on the Western Ghats. It is a land of magnificent hill

and forest, presenting alternations of the most diversi-

fied and charming scenery. A fertile soil and perennial

streams clothe the valleys with verdant cultivation.

The sheltered hill-sides are beautiful with waving

woods, which give shade to numerous plantations of

coffee. Higher up are swelling downs and grassy

slopes, dotted over with park-like groups of trees.

Above all the gigantic mountains rear their towering

crests in every fantastic form of peak. Human dwell-

* For these and other facts relating to the physical features and social

"

condition of Mysore, I am indebted to a Gazetteer compiled for the Govern-

ment of India by Mr. Lewis Rice, Director of Public Instruction, Mysore

and Coorg.
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ings are few and far between. A cottage here and

there, picturesquely situated on the rising ground bor-

dering the rice fields, and hidden amid plantations of

areca palm and plantain, marks the homestead of a

farmer and his family. Towns there are none, and

villages of a dozen houses rare. The incessant rain of

the monsoon months confines the people to their own
farms. Hence each householder surrounds himself with

all he needs, and succeeds in making himself to a great

extent independent of the external world. The con-

xiitions of this isolated life are insupportable to immi-

grants from the plains. But by far the greater portion

of the province, or all to the east of a line from (say)

Shikarpur to Periyapatna, belongs to the division of

Maidan (a plain), Bailshime, or open country. Although

much of the intermediate region partakes of the charac-

teristics of both, the transition from the Malnad to the

Maidan is in some places very marked. Dense forests,

which shut in the view on every hand, give place to

wide-spreading plains, the solitary farm to clustering

Tillages and populous towns. Man meets with man,

the roads are covered with traffic, and the mind feels

relief in the sympathy of numbers.

The means of water supply and the prevailing cul-

tivation give the character to the various parts of the

open country : the level plains of alluvial black soil,

as in the north, growing cotton or millet ; the districts

irrigated by channels drawn from rivers, as in the south

and west, displaying the bright hues of sugarcane and

rice-fields ; the lands under tanks, filled with gardens

of cocoa and areca palms ; the higher-lying undulating

tracts of red soil, as in the east, yielding ragi and the

common associated crops ; the stony and wide-spreading

pasture grounds, as in the central parts, covered with

coarse grass and relieved by shady groves of trees. The
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aspect changes with the seasons, and what in the dry

and hot months of February and March, when the

fields are lying fallow, appears a dreary and monotonous

prospect, speedily assumes under the first operations of

the plough the grateful hues of tillage ; which, under

the influence of seasonable rains, give place in succession

to the bright verdure of the tender blade, the universal

green of the growing crops, and the browner tints of

the ripening grain. The scene meanwhile is full of life,

with husbandmen, their families and cattle, engaged in

the labours of the field. These are prolonged in stack-

ing and threshing until the hot season again sets in

and the country once more assumes a parched and

dusty aspect.

Eveiy advantage has been taken in a country so

favourably situated for forming tanks to construct these

indispensable aids to wet cultivation. The streams

which gather from the hill-sides and fertilise the valleys

are, at every favourable point, embanked in such a

manner as to form series or chains of reservoirs,

the outflow from one at a higher level supplying

the next lower, and so on all down the course of the

stream at a few miles apart. These tanks, varying in

size from small ponds to extensive lakes, are dispersed

throughout the country to the number of 37,682 ; and

to such an extent has this principle of storing water

been followed that it would now require some ingenuity

to discover a site suitable for a new one. The largest

of these tanks is forty miles in circumference. Of
the rivers, Mr. Rice says: 'Though useless for pur-

poses of navigation, the main streams, especially the

Kaveri and its tributaries, support an extensive system

of irrigation by means of channels drawn from immense
dams, called anicuts, which retain the upper waters at

a high level, and permit only the overflow to pass down.
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Btream. These works are of great antiquity, the large

Talkad anicut, the lowest down on the Kaveri, having

been constructed a thousand years ago ; while the most

recent, with few exceptions, are not less than three

centuries old,' 'The dreams which revealed to favoured

mortals the plans of these ingenious works (says Wilks)

have each their appropriate legend, which is related

with reverence and received with implicit belief.' The

channels or halves thence drawn, meander over the

adjoining tracts of country on either bank, following all

the sinuosities of the ground, the total length running

being upwards of 1,200 miles.

The social condition of the people,—the constitu-

tion of the village corporation, the unit of the body

politic and basis of administration at all times in

other parts of India, as well as in Mysore,—is thus gra-

phically described by Wilks :
—

' Every Indian village is,

and appears always to have been, in fact, a separate

community or republic ; the gauda or patel is the judge

and magistrate ; the karnam or shdnbh6g is the regis-

trar, the talari or thaliwar, and the t6ti, are severally

the watchmen of the village and of the crops ; the

nirffanti distributes the water of the streams or reser-

voirs in just proportion to the several fields ; the

jotishya, joisa or astrologer performs the essential ser-

vice of announcing the seasons of seedtime and harvest,

and the imaginary benefit of unfolding the lucky or

unlucky days and hours for all the operations of farming

;

the smith and carpenter frame the rude instruments of

husbandry, and the ruder dwelling of the farmer ; the

potter fabricates the only utensils of the village ; the

washerman keeps clean the few garments which are

spun and sometimes woven in the family of the farmer

or purchased at the nearest market ; the barber con-

tributes to the cleanliness, and assists in the toilet of
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the villagers ; the goldsmith, marking the approach of

luxury, manufactures the simple ornaments with which

they delight to bedeck their wives and their daughters :

and these twelve officers, styled the Bdrabaliiti or Ayan-

gadi, as requisite members of the community, receive

the compensation of their labour either in allotments

of land from the corporate stock, or in fees consisting

of fixed proportions of the crop of every farmer in the

village.

' In some instances the lands of a village are culti-

vated in common, and the crop divided in the proportions

of the labour contributed, but generally each occupant

tills his own field ; the waste land is a common pasture

for the cattle of the village ; its external boundaries are

as carefully marked as those of the richest field, and

they are maintained as a common right of the village,

or rather the township (a term which more correctly

describes the thing in our contemplation), to the exclu-

sion of others, with as much jealousy and rancour as

the frontiers of the most potent kingdoms.

' Such are the primitive component parts of all the

kino-doms of India. Their technical combination to

compose districts, provinces, or principalities, of from

ten to a hundred thousand villages, has been infinitely

diversified at diff*erent periods by the wisdom or caprice

of the chief ruler, or by the vigour and resistance of

those who, in every age, country, and condition, have

coveted independence for themselves and the power to

govern the greatest possible number of their fellow

creatures. Manu's scheme of government recognises

none of those persons who, in later days, were known

by the several designations of wodeyars, palegars,

zamindars, deshayis, &c., all in their respective juris-

dictions assuming, when they dare, the title of raja or

king. All the officers enumerated by Manu have, in
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their several scales, at different periods, simply acted as

agents of the sovereign ; as farmers of revenue contract-

ing with the sovereign for a certain sum and levying

what they can ; as partisans or chiefs of troops, receiving

an assignment on revenues managed by another, or the

direct management themselves, for the purpose of de-

fraying the pay of the troops. In these several capa-

cities they may have continued obedient to the sovereign

who deputed them ; they may have obtained from his

favour, or from his fears, a remission of a part of the

sum to be accounted for ; they may have rebelled and

usurped the whole government, or have established a

small independent principality, or a larger ; but with

regard to the villages or townships of which the prin-

cipality is composed, they have appeared but in one

character, viz., the government, the sovereign : a person

exercising the sovereign authority on his own account,

or by delegation on account of another. The interior

constitution and condition of each separate township

remains unchanged ; no revolutions affect it ; no con-

quest reaches it.^

' It is not intended to assert that the village in our

contemplation may not have produced the Caesar of his

little world ; the rights of the inhabitants may have

been invaded by the patel, by the palegar ruling over

twenty, by the wodeyar ruling over thirty-three, by
the collector over two hundred, or by the sovereign

of twenty thousand townships ; each or either of these

* * Every village, with its twelve Ayangadis as they are called, is a kind

of little republic, with the patel at the head of it ; and India is a mass of

such rspublica. The inhabitants, during war, look chiefly to their own patel.

They give themselves no trouble about the breakin<? up and division of king^

doms ; while the village remains entire, they care not to what power it is

transferred, wherever it goes the internal mana|?eraent remains unaltered

;

the patel is still the collector and magistrate and head fanner. From the age
of ^lenu until this day, the settlements have been made either with or through
the patel.'

—

Ri^port by IjieutenaiU-Cofnnel Munro.

VOL. I. D D
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persons may have attempted, or have succeeded, or have

failed, in persuading or forcing an augmentation of the

proportion of money or of grain paid by the township

to the State; but conquests, usurpations, or revolutions,

considered as such, have absolutely no influence on its

condition. The conqueror, or usurper, directly or

through his agents, addresses himself as sovereign, or

representative of the sovereign, to the head of the

township; its officers, its boundaries, and the whole

frame of its interior management remain unalterably the

same ; and it is of importance to remember that every

State in India is a congerie of these little republics.'

On the whole the Mysoreans are of a better class

than the dwellers on the plains of Southern India. They
possess more force of character and independence of

conduct. Colonel Pearse, Commissioner of Nundy-
droog division, who has spent many years in the

province, writing in the early part of 1877, says :

—

* The people are very tenacious of their holdings in this

part of the country ; they are, moreover, very thrifty,

and the better classes of the cultivators have doubtless

saved money in more prosperous seasons, and are now
falling back on their savings ; this is evident from the

fact that many of the old native rupees have lately come

to the surface, not only for the purchase of merchan-

dise, but also for the payment of the Government kists.

Many of the poorer classes have been greatly benefited

by the employment found for them on the coffee plan-

tations in the province and in Coorg, the Wynaad,

and on the Nilgiri hills. In more ways than the one

mentioned, this European enterprise has proved very

beneficial to the people. One officer says :
—" But

although much money is so earned (on the plantations)

comparatively few pattadars (landholders under Govern-

ment) are among the number, the classes who leave
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their homes being chiefly day kbourers, of the Iloliyar,

Mtidi«^ar, VakkUgar, and other castes who are not hind-

holders, and the jitgars or hinds of the pattadars. In

every place where I made enquiries the same account

was given of the effect of the Wynaad and Nilgiri coffee

plantations on this part of the country. By the open-

ing of these new markets better prices are obtained for

grain, &c., by those who can export, and the position

of the day labourer and jitgar class has been much im-

proved. The latter stood practically in the position of

slaves to the landholders under the system by which

they received a heavy loan for marriage or other ex-

penses which they could never pay off, and remained in

the service of their masters on a daily pittance of grain.

But many of these men who left their masters have

now returned with sufficient money to pay off their

debts and start as cultivators of land themselves. This

is what is looked to, and as soon as a labourer or jitgar

can save enough to take land, he does so, and gains

a step by transformation into a cultivating ryot, the

money earned on the estates being for the most part

expended in so doing."
'

Famine may be said to have begun in Mysore in

October 1875.* This was the period, it will be re-

membered, when the Madras Government were con-

cerned about the state of the Ceded districts which

border the province of Mysore on the north-east side.

The officiating chief commissioner, Mr. R. A. Dalyell,

in December 1875, had to faee that bete noire of an

Indian official, remission of revenue. Yrom. district

and Imperial funds works had also to be provided, and

' In March 1877, Colonel Pearee wrote :
—

' About this time last year, I
visited both the Betmangala and Sira taluks, and found them both very much
parched and very bare. Not one reservoir in twenty had any water in it, and
the dry crops in many places were so scanty that stacks were but seldom seen
in a ride of 16 or 20 miles.'

D D 2
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estimates amounting to 37,000 rs. were sanctioned.

Mr. Dalyell was glad to observe that the matter of

restoring and deepening wells was receiving attention,

and approved of the measures adopted for the purpose

of affording relief. The raggi and cholam crop of the

previous year was unfortunately not a specially heavy

one, on account of excessive rain. Everywhere was to

be met with the complaint that a large portion of what

the people were able to retain was destroyed by their

grain-pits being flooded by water. This was the in-

variable answer of the ryots whenever the chief com-

missioner assumed in conversation with them that they

had no reason to complain of the previous year's har-

vest. When some of the well-to-do rj^ots in one of the

taluks were asked how the present scarcity compared

with the fVimine of 1866-7, they replied that the troubles

of that year did not affect them in a great degree, as

tJie cotton trade and cultivation had given them plenty

of money. The closure of the southern ports of

America by the blockade of the Federal Grovernment

greatly stimulated the Indian cotton trade at the period

named.

With a few favourable exceptions, the chief com-

missioner found that there was not a village throughout

the Chitaldru^ district, excluding perhaps the Kan-

kuppa taluk, in which the out-turn was not bad. He
says :

—
' I have not had the good fortune to find a single

village in which some fields were not entirely unproduc-

tive. In some localitiesthey were ploughed butnot sown.'

Mr. Dalyell went on a tour in January 1876, to see

for himself the condition of the country. He took

the opportunity thus afforded to discuss the position of

matters with the people themselves, and few, if any,

complained of absolute want of grain or deficiency

of water for domestic purposes^ tlK)«gh all urged the
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umisunlly unfavourable nature of the season as a ground

for remission of the land tax, and of the grazing tax,

and other local cesses. Bearing in mind the extraor-

dinary uncertainty which has always attended all

endeavours to ascertain the amount of the existing

stocks of grain in any particular quarter, and the

alarming rapidity with which previous deficiencies of

the food-supply appeared in unexpected localities, Mr.

Dalyell was satisfied that the whole of the Chitaldrug

district and part of Tumkur would need very careful

watching on the part of the local authorities for some

time to come. He accordhigly resolved to request that

orders might be at once issued to all amildars in the

two districts in question, to submit a full report upon
the condition and prospects of their respective taluks on

February 2, and thereafter on the 16th and 2nd of each

month until further notice.

The reports which were furnished to the chief

commissioner from time to time were of a most con-

tradictorv character. In some cases it was said the

crops were good, stocks large ; in others dire distress

was depicted. For instance, under the latter class is

the following report dated March 28 : 'In August only

half an inch of rnin fell, and in October one and a half

inches, or one-quarter of the average, the result for the

whole season being a deficiency in quantity and an

irregular distribution at prolonged intervals. Many
villages have sufiered severely from the efl^ects of the

drought. I do not consider the reports received on the

cholam, raggi, and gram crops exaggerated, as it was
evident that over most of the country I saw the crops

had been of most miserable description. In some hold-

ings it had not been considered worth while to put up the

stake to which cattle are tied when treading out the corn,
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and the grain had been beaten out with sticks. In other

fields no crop at all had been got.'

On February 5, however, at the close of his tour

through the most affected parts, Mr. Dalyell wrote that

the threatened scarcity of food and water was not

general but local. Prices were high everywhere, as also

in the adjoining Madras district of Bellary. On the

whole, he considered that only one taluk in Chitaldrug,

and two taluks of Shimoga were in a critical position.

Later on, when the reports came in and the infor-

mation collected was more mature and more o-eneral,

the officiating chief commissioner wrote a minute
(March 21, 1876) to the effect that alarm at first had
been considerable, but that he had ascertained in his

tour that the scarcity of water was confined to a few
localities where the crops were exceptionally bad. The
alarm had passed off mostly then

;
prices were lower

than in December ; in only one taluk of Tumkur (Sira),

had there been a heavy loss of crop, and no distress was
visible there ; and though in divers parts of the country

there was scarcity and the people were pinched, no
severe distress was anticipated if the early rains did not

fail.

Towards the end of June it was found that the

south-west monsoon rains were likely to fail, but

officers still continued hopeful ; the alarm was first ex-

pressed in Chitaldrug, and soon other districts followed

suit.

Writing on eTuly 10, the commissioner of the

Nagar division (Colonel Campbell) trusted there would
be a plentiful rainfall during the next few weeks.
* Should that fail,' he continued, ' agricultural opera-

tions which now engross the people will be abandoned

in despair, and the ryots will no longer show the apathy
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which they have liitherto displayed when invited to

put their hands to work, which they have been ac-

customed to delegate to the day labourers and coolies of

their villajres. This will be the sad test of real and

pressing want, and the first symptoms will be carefully

watched for.' He goes on to propose a scheme of small

local relief works to be undertaken in case of need

—

such works as the construction of country roads, the

filling up of pits in villages, and making streets and

drains passable.

He concluded by drawing attention to a new form of

danger. ' The great mortality among cattle from starva-

tion alone,' he said, * is a calamityfrom the effects of t^rhich

the people will not recover for years. From what I

have observed and heard, it would appear that the

taluks bordering on the Malnad, and likewise those

situated further east and south, have received rain

sufficient to bring up the grass. In and about Shimoga,

for instance, the pasture lands are in a comparatively

good condition for the time of year, but in an inter-

mediate locality so near as a strip of land on the eafit

bank of the Tungabhadra, and north towards Harihar,

hardly a blade of grass was to be seen eight days ago.'

With this letter the commissioner forwarded a re-

port from Major Armstrong, deputy commissioner of

Chitaldrug, an extract from which may be quoted as

showing in a vivid and interesting way how much
pressure the ordinary villager can bear before he will

betake himself to Government relief. Major Armstrong

says: ' The reports which I at first received, and which

alarmed me considerably, were to the effect that in many
instances people were livine^ upon tamarind and date

seeds, and upon a root known as " sibigadde," generally

found in swampy ground and beds of old tanks, &c. To
satisfy my own mind I went into most minute details
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to ascertain the real facts of the case, and, as I had
anticipated, I found a modicum of truth, but mixed with
an enormous amount of exaggeration. I give th€ follow-

ing illustration of what I did, and what I learnt to be
the real facts of the case, in one village, and which I

found to be precisely the same in every village I in-

spected, whether in the Hosdurga taluk or in the Davan-
gere taluk. I selected the village of Honnah in the

flankal hobli of the Hosdurga taluk, among others, as

being one of those more particularly reported to be in a

very bad condition. I went there on May 31 . The village

contains 100 houses and about 400 inhabitants. It was
reported to me that several ryots and their families

were in a starving condition and living upon roots.

In company with the amildar I took up a position in

the centre of the village and summoned all to attend.

I called up all the rj^ots who were reported to be in

the condition described, together with their whole
families, to be present; I made the men strip off their

upper clothes to see if their persons at all corroborated

the facts reported. I also examined numbers of their

children. About ten weavers and ten ryots with their

families were the persons pointed out to me. The
appearance and condition of the people themselves be-

lied the reports I received ; most of them had partaken

of their morning food. On my asking them to tell me
what they had had to eat, they told me only " sibi-

gadde " and some tamarind seeds, and vowed they had
nothing else to eat. Turning to the amildar, who was
formerly a hospital assistant, I asked him if he be-

lieved, from what he had now seen, whether it was
possible that the ryots could for any length of time be

sustained by such food ; he said he could not believe it,

and gave it as his opinion that anyone feeding upon
such food for a week would certainly lose flesh, and
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would sooner or later die. I then said to the people I

had couie there for the purpose of assisting them, but

that I must insist upon knowing exactly how they lived;

that what they had told me I did not believe. After

some time, and seeing that I was determined about it,

one of the number at last told me that it was true they

were eating these roots and seeds, but that they mixed

the flour with ragi grain to increase their food, and ad-

mitted they could not for any time live solely upon the

roots. Being now assured I had got at the truth, I

went over the village to see what work could be given,

and found that a tank in the village had been estimated

for; but as it was a very large work and the outlay

proposed for a very large sum, I was obliged to proceed

to the next village, Dcvapur. After ascertaining pre-

cisely similar facts as above, I proceeded to look about

for suitable work, and here found a tank for which 500 rs.

had just been received and sanctioned. I then called up
the poor of both villages and enquired of them how
many would at once proceed and begin to work; but to

my astonishment the whole of them, with the exception

of five men and four women, began to make all sorts of

excuses ; the indifference displayed was most pitiable and

discouraging. In this manner I went over a very large

number of villages in the Jankal and Bagur hoblis, and,

at a subsequent date, over the Kondajji hobli of the

Davangere taluk. In every instance the same story

was repeated over and over again. On my own respon-

sibility I opened works wherever required then and

there.

' The above is a real sample of facts, and it nmst be

admitted that great distress prevails, but not in the

exaggerated form that has been reported.

' If the rain falls speedily, I believe we may tide

over our own difficulties; but if the rains keep off for
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another ten days or a fortnight, I fear the standmg
crops must inevitably wither. In some parts it has

been reported that the seed sown has failed to germi-

nate at all. The present outlook is, 1 have no hesita-

tion in saying, exceedingly gloomy, and a few days

must, I feel assured, decide the question as to whether

there will or will not be a famine.'

To meet the additional expense involved in meeting

the distress described, the Government of India granted

a lakh of rupees out of the savings of the State

(46,20,000 rs ) In allotments of 10,000 rs. and under,

this amount was soon expended.

Towards the end of August, commissioners of di-

visions sent in urgent reports regarding the bad pros-

pects caused by the partial failure of the monsoon. The
first application for special relief works to meet the

scarcity was received from the deputy commissioner of

Kolar (Mr. Krishnaiengar), who asked on August 21

for a grant of 6,000 rs. for works in the taluk of Gam-
nakanpalyan : this was given at once. The deputy

commissioner of Tumkur (Capt. Ludlow) on August

29 reported that the wells were running dry, and it

was questionable whether the water generally would

suffice to enable the crops to reach maturity. Mortality

amongst cattle was already very high, and many beasts

were to be seen in most villages lying about, hardly

able to move. The people exhibited unmistakable

evidences of great want, particularly among the very

lowest orders. ' In many of the villages I visited yes-

terday,' he says, ' the women and children turned out

en masse calling for food, and there were not wanting

signs to show that many of them were really suffering

from hunger. Roots and leaves of different shrubs,

among others the tangadi shrub, are commonly used as

food, and if raggi is partaken of once in three days by
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the lower orders, they probably consider themselves for-

tunate.' The deputy commissioner continues (showing

how little the ofter of employment on earthworks on

ordinary piecework terms affects and attracts the classes

who are unaccustomed to such work, and usually live

by agriculture) :
* One case of starvation in which the

family had locked themselves up in their house was re-

ported to the amildar on the evening of August 26; I

proceeded to the village the following morning and en-

quired into the case. The family were certainly in

want, but none of the members appeared to be in any
danger of death from starvation. Besides which, as T

pointed out to the villagers, there was a large work,

namely, the Sira-Amrapur road, going on close to the

village, and they could have got employment there if

they wished, particularly as the contractor was in want
of labour. It appears, however, that the villagers say

that they haven't strength to dig. This I cannot credit.

Anyhow the contractor assured mc that he imported

Waddar labour from her Majesty's territory. I pointed

out clearly to the ryots that they could not expect

Government to feed them while they sat idle in their

houses, but if they wished, employment would be found

for them. In some villages—particularly at Hossur,

where there is much suffering—they expressed them-

selves willing to come to any work but well labour.

The late officiating chief commissioner was pleased to

sanction 10,000 rs. on relief works, to be utilised in

sinking wells, &c. I give particulars as to how this

money has been expended ; and, in submitting the

matter, beg to state that sinking kapile wells (i.e. wells

worked with bullock and a basket), so far as affording

work to the agricultural classes, has not answered to

the extent that was reasonably anticipated. The ryots
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will not work at them, o\\ ing to the danger attending

their excavation, and hence such works bring little

labour to the ryot's door. I had a practical exemplifi-

cation yesterday of the danger surrounding the con-

struction of these works, and this too in a small ordi-

nary kapile well. The result ended in the death of

one man. As pointed out by Colonel Pearse, these

wells are a permanent benefit to the country, but the

classes who now need relief will not work at them.'

One of the earliest indications of the reality of the

pressure from which the people were said to be suffering

was afibrded by the sale of family ornaments and jewels.

When Indian people part with their ornaments, there

can be no question as to the reality of their distress,

' ornaments being a sort of reserve fund to be sold in

difficulty.'^ The markets were stocked with these

greatly treasured articles. Shroffs and goldsmiths at-

tended the fairs regularly to buy up the ornaments.

The jewellery worn by the higher and lower classes,

and generally presented by the husband at the time of

marriage, may be thus described : The wife of a poor

ryot has a silver kadagu or bracelet, valued at 5 rs. or

6 rs., a silver minchu or anklet valued at 3rs. or 4 rs.,

and a gold gundu or necklace valued at from 15 rs. to

30 rs. ; the ornaments usually possessed by the females

of the superior classes consist of one vali, or earring,

worth 25 rs. to 100 rs., and one bugadi, another kind

of ear ornament, set with pearls, priced 30 rs. to 70 rs.

The women in both higher and lower classes set great

value on these ornaments and will only part with them

under the most pressing and unfavourable circumstances.

In some of the small markets the sales began with the

disposal of articles valued at 1,000 rs., and as distress

intensified, the number and value greatly increased. In

^ * Depreciation of Silver/ by Walter Bagehot, page 4. Longmans.
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addition to ornaments and jewels, a number of old coins

of various kinds are said to have been produced for sale,

and it must not be forgotten that in all probability the

value of articles sold privately exceeded that of those

brought to the markets, as many persons were deterred

by feelings of shame from carrying on transactions in

public.^

' The writer of the report whence the facts mentioned have been gleaned,

remarks :
* In connection with this, a published statement of the quantity of

silver sold to the Bombay Mint is worth perusal, showing as it does the in-

creasing extent of these sales in that Presidency since November and December.
While it is sad to think that so many families have been compelled to part

with property to which they are attached, it is on the other hand a matter
for congratulation that they have been able in better times to accumulate

silver which has stood them in good stead in a time of great need.'
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CHAPTER 11.

OCTOBER 1876 TO AUGUST 1877.

The south-west monsoon in 1876 began well in Mysore,

and then failed. The north-east monsoon was practi-

cally a failure. It was not till it seemed certain that

the future of the province could not be relieved by even

a late rainfall, that the chief commissioner definitely

announced that a famine had to be faced. This was

in October. On the 3rd of that month a statement

was drawn up, showing the successively bad seasons

which the country had had to endure, the increased

prices of food stuffs, and the prospects of crops. The

latter, the most important item of all, was thus de-

scribed :
' Of the three districts composing the Nundy-

droog division, Kolar and Tumkur are chiefly affected.

In these tracts the dry crops, which, owing to the delay

in the monsoon rains, had been recently put down, have

been more or less wholly lost by the absence of timely

showers during August and September. There has

been an absolute failure of pasture, and cattle, which are

so indispensable to the ryot, have died literally in thou-

sands.' A request for further funds followed, and it

was pointed out that the lakh already given from savings,

with the exception of 3,000 rs. for feeding kitchens, and

1,06,983 rs. from local funds, had been expended wholly

on relief works, such as the repair of tanks and the

deepening of wells. This was a good beginning, and if

the same principle had been borne in mind throughout,
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better would it have been for the reputation of Mysore

administrators and for the welfare of the people. Several

communications by telegram passed between the Presi-

dent in Council and the chief commissioner, in which

the former asked for early separate statements regardhig

each taluk in districts where drought or scarcity pre-

vailed, showing area of taluk, population, realisable

revenue in 1875-6, rough proportion of kharif to rabi

cultivation, average annual rainfall, actual rainfall this

season, ordinary price of staple food of the taluk at

this season, actual present price of the same, probable

extent of faibu'e of crops, and amount, if any, sanctioned

for relief works and other relief.

On November 1 Mr. Saunders gave up the last ray

of hope and set to work to meet the difficulty, the modes

of operation being altogether different from those in

working order at that time in Bombay and those being

prepared in Madras. Sir Henry Norman, the President

in Council, was informed by telegram that the state-

ments asked for should be {prepared and submitted. He
added :

—
' The failure of the north-east monsoon has

completed the destruction to the extent of twenty per

cent, of the kharif crops in all districts. Great distress

exists throughout from loss of harvest in two successive

years. Relief works already in operation, and will be

needed on a Large scale in every district. Large imports

of grain by rail. I have sanctioned purchase of grain

in local markets for payments on relief works. Public

meeting takes place to-morrow morning, when I pro-

pose, unless prohibited, to intimate the intention of

local administration to supplement all local private sub-

scriptions for relieving distress by an equivalent grant,

as was done in the famine of 18GG by Mr. Jirowning.'

The next day the answer came. ' Government approves

proposed intimation at public meeting that local ad-
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ministration will supplement all local private subscrip-

tions for relieving distress by an equivalent grant, as

was done in 1866.'

The meeting was held, subscriptions were raised,

and a large central committee was formed in Bangalore

to cope with the existing distress. To this body was
entrusted the organisation of other committees whose
operations would extend to the outlying districts.

Thenceforward, for ten months, the relief committees

and non-official agency formed an integral part of Mysore
relief efforts. Too much dependence was placed upon
means which, at the utmost, should be considered simply

as auxiliaries supplementing Grovernment labours and

rendering aid where the authorities were unable to

afford assistance. This was a radical defect in adminis-

tration. The mistake was (1) that nothing was done

to dovetail this food relief into the form of relief by
works; (2) that after private subscriptions had ceased, the

committees remained to arrange expenditure ofGovern-

ment money. Instead of one man having control over

everything, each within certain limits did what was

right in his own eyes, and the consequence was the

distress was not properly or fairly met. The members

of the various committees worked exceedingly well, and

with their chief, Mr. J. D. Gordon, C.S.I., deserved the

eulogium passed upon them by the Viceroy in Sep-

tember 1877. What was wanted was a clear and

coherent policy of works and gratuitous relief, in which

the efforts of non-official gentlemen could be made
available in helping forward the general scheme.

The public had been earlier than the Government in

reco^nisino; the need for relief and in oriving: it. The

chief commissioner made his appeal in November. It

should be stated, however, that the chief commissioner

had assisted kitchens before this. In September Kolar
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and Tumkiir started several kitchens by private sub-

8cri}>tion, and 3,000 rs. were given to Kolar as a Govern-

ment contribution ; and on October 27 the chief com-

missioner sanctioned 1,000 rs. per month to each district

—Kolar, Bangalore, and Tumkur, to supplement private

charity. In September two private associations were

fomied in Bangalore by some of the leading members
of the native community in the town and cantonment

for the relief of the distress which already appeared.

Funds were raised by means of monthly subscriptions

and donations for the purpose of affording gratuitous

relief to persons unable to work, in the shape of cooked

food at kitchens established in both places. In addition to

this, in the cantonment ten native gentlemen subscribed

a capital of 5,500 rs. for the purchase of grain, to be sold

slightly below the market rates to the more indigent,

and undertook themselves to bear the loss. The donors

were :

—

Rs.

Rai Bahadur Qovindoo Ohetty 1,000

Mr. A. R. Sabapatti Moodeliar 500

„ T. K. A. Tambu ChetUar 600

„ A. Narayanasami Moodeliar 500

„ M. Muttusami Cbetty 500

„ Kota Mahomed Ilassain 500

„ Maruf Sahab 500

„ B. Ramalingam 500

„ Abdul Kudur Sahab 500

„ S. Ilamajii Rao 500

In a large number of places in the interior feeding

kitchens were opened for people in great need. Some
of these were inspected early in December by the com-
missioner of the Ashtragam division, who drew up a

scheme for the establishment of such institutions at the

most important centres in his division, and especially at

those places which commanded the roads along which
emaciated emigrants were then streaming with their

cattle to find pasture in the Malnad, or to get employ-

VOL. I. E E
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ment in the coffee gardens. Colonel Hay (the Commis-

sioner) remarked that on the whole the recipients ap-

peared to have at the time no other means of obtaining

food, and many of them, without what they Tvere then

getting, would probably have starved. It was noticed

that there was a tendency for professional beggars to

congregate at the kitchens, "which, however, was only

natural, seeing that those who in ordinary times afforded

them assistance had now to be relieved themselves.

Voluntary contributions in widespread distress were,

however, but poor means with which to meet existing

want. The deputy commissioner of the Hassan district,

writing in November, said :
—

' The subscriptions made
by the people in each taluk have not generally been paid

up, and it is probable that only a part will be recovered,

as they are only voluntary, and some of the people are

already holding back ; thus it may be safely said that

the present contributions cannot be depended upon to

last more than a fortnight or a month, and that Govern-

ment will have to step in from the 1st of next month
to prevent cases of death by starvation occurring.'

Again, ' My instructions to the amildars were that they

should induce some of the respectable subscribers to

undertake the distribution of the food; but there are

few public-spirited men enough who will devote their

time to such public purposes, and practically the work

has fallen on the amildars. It is evident to me that,

whether relief committees are established or not, it will

devolve on the amildars to make the necessary arrange-

ments for starting and maintaininoj kitchens.'

It would be wearisome to the reader to follow in

detail the mode of administration and the features of

distress which exhibited themselves. An adequate idea

of the situation may be gathered from a description of

events at three periods—October—December, 1876;

March—April, 1877; July—August, 1877.
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OCTOBER-DECEMBER, 1870.

As soon as the crop failure was recognised prices

went up with a bound, and the administration, so early

as November 1876, took a step which was not initiated

in the adjoining Presidency for some time after. The
chief commissioner found it necessary to grant an al-

lowance of 1 r. per mensem to every salaried official on

the permanent establishment who was in receipt of 15 rs.

and under, and with respect to the local troops (a corps

of cavalry and some infantry) a compensation which was

fixed at 1 seer of ragi and 3 seers of horse grain per

diem, when such articles were selling above a fixed rate,

was granted to all below the rank of commissioned

officers. In both cases the concession was limited so as

not to extend beyond December 31 following ; but the

chief commissioner had no expectations that the price

of food would fall sufficiently to admit of its being with-

drawn for some months to come.

Various proposals were laid before Mr. Saunders by

the commissioners of divisions, those by Colonel Pearse

being particularly wise and sensible. They were as

follows :

—

* I. Permission to be given to sow cholam in the beds

of all dry tanks and to allow ryots to sink wells for

irrigating the crop. The Government share to be one-

fourth, and to be at the disposal of the district officer

for distribution to the poor.

' II. Wells to be sunk in the beds of all dry tanks, in

the hope of obtaining thereby a supply of water for

domestic purposes. These may be relief works.
* III. The Irrigation Department to be directed to

proceed with projects on as large a scale as their means
will admit in all taluks where they are now working.

* IV. Railway embankments to be started on the line

E £ 2
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to Mysore, and at such points as may be decided on

without fear of taking up a bad line, between this and

the border of the Shimoga district vid Tiptur, as the

crops have utterly failed along nearly the whole of that

line of country.

* y. Permission to be given me to allot to certain

taluks sums of 5,000, 3,000, 2,000, and 1,500 rs. re-

spectively per mensem, to be expended on relief works,

until such time as matters improve.
' YI. To permit me, if the necessity should arise, to

purchase grain through the merchants at Madras or

elsewhere, and contract for its being laid down at certain

central points where large relief works are going on, for

the purpose of paying in kind the poor who are employed

thereon.

* VII. If matters do not improve, the munsifs court

to be closed in the outlying localities and the establish-

ment to be placed under the deputy commissioners for

the purpose of supervising relief works, each of these

establishments being under the general supervision of

their own munsif's.

' VIII. A liberal allowance to be granted monthly

towards the maintenance of public kitchens at each

taluk head-quarters, for the purpose of feeding the very

old, the very young, and in fact those among the poorer

classes who are unable to work. Half of all chattram

and other feeding allowances in each taluk where feeding

chattram, &c., exist, to be transferred to the public

kitchens.'

Similar suggestions were made by the other com-

missioners. In addition it was specially proposed tliat

the police force in the taluks should be increased.

Colonel Pearse's proposals came before the chief

commissioner, who passed orders upon them as follows

:

L Approved; 11.^ Approved; III. Referred to the De-
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partmeiit of Public Works; IV. Considered doubtful,

but sliould receive further consideration by the Depart-

ment of Public Works; V. Amount asked for (43,500
rs. per mertsem) excessive; YI. Tenders for grain to be

delivered in certain taluks might be advertised for, but

Mr. Saunders was desirous that no measure should at

that crisis be adopted which would in any way militate

against the principles of free trade ;^ Yll. Approved;
\UL Not sanctioned at present; IX. Approved. In-

stead of increasing the police force, the Mysore Silladar

Horse were ordered to a few well-selected points in

each district, where their presence would serve to allay

alarm, and, if necessary, repress disorders.

Large works were further pressed upon the chief

commissioner, but were not undertaken. Arrangements
were made for easing the collection of land revenue;

deputy commissioners of districts were authorised to

grant the remission of one-half the assessment on all

wet lands under tanks which had received no supply of

water in 1876, and under wells or streams where the

land had not been cultivated for two years through

want of water; also to remit on dry lands six annas, or

six-sixteenths of the revenue, to ryots paying 35 rs. and

' Justification for confidence in free trade was subsequently shown. One
instance may be quoted. The commissioner of the Nagar division wrote:

—

* As an example of the manner in which supply follows demand, I may men-
tion the case of the rice grown in the Malnad taluks of the Shimoga district.

It had been the immemorial practice of the Malnad ryots to take their sur-

plus stock to the western coast, and to bring thence such goods as they
required for household purposes, and at first some merchants whom I con-
sulted scouted the idea of endeavouring to change the course of trade by
bringing the rice eastwards, unless Government interfered by bringing it up
on the spot and carting it to certain central depots. But as time wore on
and prices rose, it was ascertained that traders, not waiting for the new crops,

had penetrated into the Malnad and were purchasing from house to house the
surplus stores of previous years. It thus became plain that no aid from
Government would be required, and as a matter of fact the Malnad ryots

have sold at their very doors to tmders from the east all the rice not required

for their own consumption at extraordinarily high prices.'
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under, four annas to ryots paying over 35 rs., and tp

remit all interest on arrears of revenue.

The condition of the agricultural and poorer labour-

ing classes was soon very bad. The ryots Were neces-

sarily great sufferers, and except in the case of wealthy
landholders, who had capital or large stores of grain to

fall back upon, the ordinary agriculturist was in a few

'

weeks reduced to the verge of pauperism, as in very

many instances he had not only exhausted all his grain,

but the heavy loss of cattle had deprived him of the

means of raising money. Many of the ryots had left

for the coffee districts, and in 14 villages of one taluk

in the Tumkur district in November, there was not a

person remaining. The poorer labouring classes were
worse off than the ryot, there being no demand for their

labour; hence they were unable to earn sufficient for

their daily food, and among them there was undoubtedly

great want, which in many cases bordered on actual

starvation.

The stocks of grain were comparatively large, but

they were in the hands of a few men who, in the quasi-

feudal system prevailing in Mysore, side by side with

the village republic, supported large numbers of la-

bourers. Some of these men showed themselves praise-

worthity sturdy in their independence of Government
assistance. When aid was offered them they refused to

accept it, saying it was a point of honour with them to

support their own people ; and they did so even when
whole villages had to be maintained for many months.

Thus, though there was a good deal of grain in stock,

very little found its way into the markets, and Mysore
was greatly dependent from the first upon the food

which could be brought by the railway.^

^ Colonel Pearse gives the following graphic description of the state of
affairs in the Nundidroog division :— ' In August the rainfall was still scanty
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Want of pasture had told severely upon the cattle.

So far back as September, when fodder was comparatively

plentiful, 11,400 were reported as having died for want

of provender. In November the ' khedda,' or elephant-

catching operations were stopped in order to set the

superintendent, Mr. Sanderson, free to look after the

cattle, and direct them to the best places for pasture in

the forests and elsewhere.

On November 10 the chief commissioner deemed it

necessary to impress upon deputy commissioners the

inexpediency of multiplying relief works; for though

but in September hope somewhat revived ; tolerably heavy rain fell iu all

the central and southern taluks and many of the bolder taluks got a moderate
supply, and as we had every reason to hope for the N.W. monsoon in October

and November, horse gram (kulthi) and other late crops were extensively

sown, and hopes were still entertained that a half or even quarter crop would
be ultimately harvested ; but as time wore on, the aspect of matters began

to give rise to grave anxiety, and the last shower of rain fell in Bangalore on
October 6, and this may be accepted as the date from which drought and
famine really commenced ; the state of the crops everywhere became more
and more serious before the month of October expired, and dating from the

first week in October, nearly six months have now passed by without more
than an occasional shower over the greater portion of the 8,000 square miles

included in this division. Heavy dews in many places kept the crops alive

for some time, and wherever a few showers fell dm'ing October and Novem-
ber the kulthi, ballar or bean crop, as also the togari, still showed signs of

vitality, but the outlying fringe of taluks previously referred to gradually

became worse and worse in condition. In the month of November I went
round nearly 300 miles of the division, and visited almost every taluk to the

westward, and satisfied myself that the state of aftkirs answered to the

description given. I found the Tuuikur taluk and portions of Kunigal and
Gubbi with some crops to be harvested, but beyond a line drawn through

Kunigal and Gubbi, towns to about 8 or 10 miles north of Tumkur, there

was literally nothing growing ; here and there a patch of well cultivation was
to be seen, but scarcely a field with a bit of stubble on it was to be found in

one semicircle of about 90 miles. Whatever crop had existed had been

pulled up by the roots and given to the cattle as fodder, but there was
evidently grain and money still in the country in the hands of the better

classes of the cultivators, for many of the wealthy patels or headmen were
feeding the poor extensively out of their own private stores, and though

great numbers of the less valuable cattle had died or been driven away to

Malnad or Ghat country, the superior ryots were still in possession of some
good cattle, and numbers of them were even then paying 6 rs. per bandy-load

for ragi straw, which they came in large parties to purchase in the Bangalore

district or wherever it could be procured.'
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such works should be sufficiently numerous to afford

employment to all able-bodied persons within a reason-

able distance, efficient supervision could not be exercised

if, as in Sira, relief works had to be carried on in forty-

five different places. The course thus followed must

inevitably lead to great waste in the absence of the need-

ful supervision of superior officers. The number of relief

works should not, it was remarked, as a rule, exceed

two or three in each taluk, and the deputy commissioner

should provide work in such places sufficient to employ

all able-bodied persons, who, if in real want of work,

Avill not hesitate to seek for it five, or eight, or even ten

miles from their villages. Here the fundamental prin-

ciples of true relief administration were recognised and

stated, which makes the subsequent neglect of them the

more deplorable.

A passing phase of the great dispute which oc-

curred between the Government of India and the

Governments of Madras and Bombay was exhibited in

Mysore in a letter from Mr. Hope, dated November 27,

wherein the chief commissioner was informed that the

President in Council considered it undesirable to con-

centrate large bodies of labourers on relief works at a

distance from their homes, and would much prefer that

minor works should as far as practicable be carried on

at numerous places throughout the distressed localities.

As has been well said, ' The Government of India was

then in its unregenerate mood.' The Governments of

Bombay and Madras had some time before, it was stated,

received instructions to this effect. In the same com-

munication the chief commissioner was directed to

prepare fortnightly a narrative showing concisely the

conditions of each district and the measures of relief in

progress.

Much wandering took place in the Hassan district
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of Ashtraijam division. It was believed that lialf at

IcttSt of the population had migrated, and a large num-

ber of refugees from Tumkur, some in a starving condi-

tion, were by the end of November travelling through

adjoining dibtricts.

Taking a survey of the position of affairs at the end

of 1876, crops would appear to have failed everywhere,

and suffering to be intense in all parts of the province.

A movement among the people was discernible nearly

everywhere. Almost alone among official reports of

the period, those in Mysore make frequent reference to

starvation. If the same reticence characterises officers

in the province as was noticeable in the adjoining Pre-

sidencies, the existence of very pressing distress must
be inferred. It does not appear from the records of

the administration that adequate means, either in works

or gratuitous relief, were undertaken. The Department

of Public Works seems to have been particularly remiss,

no well-considered scheme of large works—or small

ones even, for that matter—being laid before the chief

commissioner by Colonel Johnson, R.E., the officiating

head of the department. Non -official effort was very

active. Similar official activity, with a full knowledge

of the requirements of the province, would have saved

hundreds of thousands of lives which eventually suc-

cumbed.

FEBRUARY-APRIL, 1877.

The chief event of the period now under review was
the visit in February, and again in April, of Sir Richard

Temple. The Delegate formed a high opinion of what
he saw in the way of administration. The gist of his

report in February was :
' I think there can be no doubt

that the relief operations in Mysore have been much
more economically conducted than in the neighbouring
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districts of Madras. The carefulness exercised in this

respect is very creditable to the local authorities in

Mysore.' No doubt, Sir Richard Temple, arriving in

Mysore with the impression that money had been

lavishly expended in Madras, was struck by the strictly

economical way in which grants were doled out by the

Mysore Government, but it is to be feared that he failed

to realise the danger of falling into the opposite extreme
;

especially did he fail to note the numerical weakness of

the administration and the necessity of strengthening it

by importing extra officers to assist in carrying out the

abnormal and heavy duties which had to be performed.

Consequently, in thus failing to realise the situation the

visit of the Delegate was worse than useless, for it con-

firmed the chief commissioner in continuing to depend

upon the inadequate means he was adopting to meet the

crisis. So far from taking a desponding view of the

situation in February 1877, Sir Richard Temple was

very hopeful, as will be seen from the digest of his

minute and his secretary's memoranda.

Mr. Bernard, secretary to Sir Richard Temple, wrote

regarding the conditions and prospects of the Mysore

province from Bellary on February 13. By the courtesy

of Mr. Saunders, the chief commissioner, Sir Richard

Temple met at Bangalore all the officers of the Civil and

Public Works Departments at the head-quarters of the

Mysore administration ; he met a deputation of the

chief traders of Bangalore; and he travelled through

the Bangalore and Kolar districts in company with

the commissioner. Colonel Pearce, and with the deputy-

commissioners, Mr. Ricketts and Mr. B. Krishna-

iengar, C.S.I.

An estimate of the crop failure and other details was
tabulated as follows:

—
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N ame of district

Ar«a in

square
miles

Population
Proportion
of crops

saved

'

Number on
relief works
iu beginning
of January

Bangalore
Kolar .

Tumkur
Mysore. ,

Ilacsan.

Sbimoga
Kadur .

Ohittaldroog

2,014

2,677
3,000

4,127
3,201

3,707
2,204

4,471

828,000
018,000
032,000
043,000
000,000
400,000
334,000
631,000

2 annas

3 ,.

2 „
8toll „

8 „
„

4 „
2 „

12,083

8,500
8,000
6,500

0,740

1,230

0,200

0,000

Tota1 . • 27,077 6,064,000 60^21

Name of district.

Number on charit-

able relief in be-

ginning of January

Percentage of the
total population

•who are thus re-

ceiving relief

Bangalore
Kolar .

Tumkur
Mysore
Hassan
Sbimoga
Kadur.
Ohittaldroog

11,627

3,703
2,100

3,000
4,240

1,640

1,430

1,780

3 per cent.

2 »

1*
;;

2 „

2*
;;

Total 30,004 IJ per cent.

* In the Hassan and Shiinoga districts, which lie

close to the Western Ghats, there was some rainfall, and
there was a moderate harvest. In the Mysore district

the rainfall to the south and the Cauvery irrigation to

the north brought up the average yield of the district.

But over the rest of the province there has been grievous

failure of rain ; nearly all the rain-fed tanks in the

northern districts are dry; and the "dry" crop has for

the most part failed.'

Private trade began to be active in the autumn, and
large stocks of grain arrived by railway. ' The grain

dealers say that this importation will continue till June
(or July), so long as there is grain at Madras or any-

* Sixteen annas represents a full crop.
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where else to come. It seems that the Bangalore dealers

despatch daily some hundreds of cart-loads of grain into

the districts of the interior. This grain goes into the

Bangalore, Tumkur, and Chittaldroog districts. Parts

of the Bellary ^ and Kolar districts also draw their sup-

plies from Bangalore. The Mysore district lives at

present on its home produce, while the districts of

Hassan, Shimoga, and Kudoor are subsisting on their

own produce, eked out by food imported from the

western coast. These three districts last mentioned

have large highland tracts abutting on the Western

Ghats, wherein the rainfall has been good.

' The traders say that the local stocks will not come

out into the market until the tanks fill in June or July

next, and the next crop is thereby assured. Until that

time the demand for imported grain will contiime.

Indeed, in the month of May, when the ports on the

west coast are practically closed, new demands on the

Bangalore source of supply may arise from districts

which are now fed from the west. There are excellent

bridged roads all over the country, and there is abun-

dance of carts and draught cattle, so that supplies can

be carried to whatever tracts require and can pay for

them.
' So far as the facts can be ascertained, tracts con-

taining two and three-quarter millions of people are now
drawing grain from the railway between Bangalore and

the eastern border of Mysore; probably nearly two-

thirds of this population may be consuming old stocks,

and thus perhaps 900,000 people may require imported

grain. An import of 13,000 tons a month would sup-

port this population, and the railway is already doing

^ When Sir Richard Temple visited Pennekonda, the southern division

of Bellary, he found that its three taluks (250,000 population) drew the

whole of their supplies from Bangalore. But a part of the Chittaldroog

district was supplied from Bellary.
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more than this. But tliis calculation would show that

Mysore will continue to draw grain largely from Madras

by railway, up to an average of about 430 tons daily
;

so that the Mysore demand upon the powers of the

railway is and will remain even larger than was sup-

posed at the time when the proposal for doubling the

Madras railway to Arconum was considered, and was

recommended by Sir Richard Temple.
* The Madras Government desired Sir Kichard

Temple to ascertain whether Bangalore could not draw
some of its supplies from the port of Negapatam i'id

the Southern Railway ; and they stated that freights

from Calcutta to Negapatam were the same as to

Madras, while the grain rates on the Southern Railway

had been purposely lowered, so as to make it as cheap

for Bangalore dealers to import by Negapatam as by
Madras. The dealers, when questioned, replied that

they had not heard of the reduction of the railway

freight rates by Negapatam, that they had correspon-

dents at Madras, but not at the southern ports, and

that there was no great imported store at Negapatam
for them to draw upon as there was at Madras. They
admitted, however, that if it were demonstrably cheaper,

and as speedy, to get grain vid Negapatam, that route

would no doubt be taken.'

The memorandum on Kolared showed that in this

district a large number of relief works were ready, and
that many of these works were actually open. In the

Bangalore district, as also in Tumkur and Chittaldroog

districts, relief works were open ; and the chief commis-

sioner had issued orders that relief works should not

be stopped in tracts where they were really needed by
reason of the temporary failure of money allotments.

' All the work is done at ordinary piece-work rates, and
the officers of the engineering department co-operate
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most fully with the civil officers in carrying out relief

works. The relief works in progress are mainly tanks,

on which so much work has to be done all over the

country before the many chains of irrigation tanks

are all brought up to the required standard of complete-

ness. All the work, therefore, that is being done is

undoubtedly good and useful work.
' Sir Richard Temple inspected the gangs on two

great works near Bangalore, namely, the waterworks

tank and the Dharmboody tank. One, if not both, of

these works would be undertaken and pressed forward

in ordinary years. Among the thousands of labourers

on these two works. Sir Richard Temple did not detect

any persons who seemed to be in a reduced physical

condition, though he saw considerable numbers of men
and women who appeared well able to take care of

themselves without State aid. Sir Richard Temple

also inspected several gangs on large and small works

in the interior of the Bangalore and Kolar districts.

On a tank near Doodha Ballapore, in the Bangalore

district, he observed several men who were in a very

reduced physical condition, and found a very iew cases

of the same kind in a gang at Begapilly in the Kolar

district. In most of these cases it turned out that the

labourer was the only breadwinner for a family of six

or eight persons, and so he was unable to earn enough

to keep his relations alive, and also to maintain himself

in a fit condition for hard labour. Such cases seem to

show that the village relief organisation should be

worked up so as to find out and relieve very destitute

families of this kind. Unless such village relief be

promptly set to w-ork, there is risk that individuals

belonging to such families may perish.^

^ Action was promptly taken on this suggestion, as the two following

paragraphs from an order of the chief commissioner will show:—'The
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'No single large relief work, on which several

thonsands could be employed, has yet been sanctioned

in Mysore. So long as good useful work on irrigation

tanks is being done at piece-work rates, perhaps it may
not be necessary to begin any large work. But if

hereafter very large bodies of people should require

relief employment, the Mysore Government has ready

two excellent schemes, if its means allow of its embark-

ing upon either of them. These schemes are, firstly,

the railway from Bangalore to Mysore (84 miles), which

has been surveyed, aligned, and for which the project

is in every respect ready. The line, however, does not

pass through the worst famine tracts ; but the railway

would be a very great boon to the province. The
second scheme, which has also been thoroughly pre-

pared, is the Mari Kanwe reservoir in the Chittaldroog

chief commissioner desires that in every taluk where severe distress ex-

ists, and in every village within such taluk, a careful house-to-house

inspection be instituted by the patels of the village for the purpose of seek-

ing out any individuals whose condition is that described in paragraph 2
above. Where such may be found, it will be the duty of the patel to

afibrd such relief as circumstances may dictate, either by sending such as are

Rt all capable of work to the nearest work in progress, or, in the case of

those who are powerless to labour, by having them conveyed, after their

immediate necessities liave been provided for, to the taluk head-quarters, or

to other subsidiary relief kitchens which it may be necessary to institute.

When the individual may be in an unfit state for removal, the village patels

will be charged with the duty of supplying food gratuitously, for one or

more days, as may appear to be al>solutely requisite, and the expense thus

incurred will be reimbursed to them by the amildars from the funds placed

at their disposal by Government.
* The patels must be held primarily responsible that no one individual

residing in their village, or traveller passing through its limits, is allowed to

succumb to actual starvation, or is removed whilst in a state of such
debility as to render him likely to die from sheer exhaastion.'

But it needs very little acquaintance with human nature to see that an
order of this kind could not be carried out unless special officers were
appointed to inspect villages, and funds given to them and to the patels to

support the famine-stricken. As a matter of fact, for want of these pre-

cautions, and of the machinery needed for learning what was being done,

and for insisting on the orders being c.trried out, they remained nearly a
dead letter.
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district, which would cost 15 lakhs of rupees and
irrigate 50,000 acres. If, therefore, large works are

required, the Mysore Government has them ready for

immediate commencement.
' Outdoor relief in the shape of cooked food (ragi

pudding and a little curried vegetable) is being given

to about 30,000 persons throughout the province. Sir

.
Richard Temple visited some of these relief houses in

Bangalore, and another at Bagapally in Kolar. For

the most part the paupers seem to be quite fit recipients

of charitable relief. At the Bangalore relief house were

some few cases, principally travellers, in which hunger

must have caused severe suffering. When the system

of rural and village relief is in working order, such cases

will probably not occur. Sir Richard Temple suggested

that at large centres like Bangalore, Doodha, Ballapore,

Kolar, and at the taluk head-quarters, in-door relief

should be given at relief camps on the Madras system.

The many chuttrums (serais) on the roads would

probably serve the purpose without building special

sheds. Hereafter, when distress becomes keener, it

may be necessary to have a relief house in every hooblee

(subdivision of a taluk) throughout the worst parts of

the severely affected districts.'

Mr. Bernard wrote an interesting memorandum
respecting the Kolar district of Mysore, from which

some portions may be quoted :

—

' When Sir Richard Temple was at Mudanapalli, a

subdivision of Cuddapah, on February 1 and 2, he

learnt that one of the roads thence to Bangalore lay

throuofh Kolar. As this is considered one of the most

distressed districts of Mysore, save only Tumkur and

Chittaldroog, he desired that its condition and the

character of relief there should be ascertained on the

spot. At the same time Sir Richard Temple had
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enjrajred to meet certain Eno^lish officers and nativeCO o
gentlemen of North Arcot on the road to Gudiatum,

which passes tlirough Britisli territory only. He there

fore sent me, his secretary, by Streenarasapuram. At

Kolar, Mr. B. Krislmaiengar, C.S.I., who has been deputy

commissioner of Kolar for twelve years, showed me over

the nearer relief works, and gave me every information

in his power. He introduced me also to the amildar nnd

the medical officer of Kolar. . . .

' The grain markets at Kolar and at the chief towns

are well supplied. But all the grain now exposed for

sale is foreign grain, imported by railway. What stocks

the richer ryots may expose are now held, and will be

held, till rain comes. So far as we could, we tested this

by visiting some of the grain shops, and questioning the

cliief traders of three different castes in the town. They
showed us their different kinds of grain, and said it all

came by railway—the rice and pulse from Madras, and

the ragi from Salem and Coimbatore. They declared

that the ryots would not sell their stocks, but they were

quite confident that the trade would supply all demands
both of Kolar town and of outlying marts. There were

plenty of carts to do the business. But they said there

was fear lest the railway could not supply them quickly

enough, as there was delay about getting off consign-

ments from Madras. I told them that the doubling

of the line to Arconum would mend matters in this

respect.

' Mr. B. Krishna had previously given information

identical with the account given by the traders whom
we questioned at their shops. He explained that each

large to^^-n (cusbah) procured its own supplies from
the railway, and that village dealers carried grain from
the cusbahs to the weekly markets in the interior. He
had, as yet, not heard that the supply had anywhere

VOL. L F F
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fallen short. He believed and had all along thought

that private traders would supply the country so far as

the railway could enable them to do so. At one time

there was a talk of organising the country carriage for

traders, but they said such interference would only

make carts more expensive, and so the proposal dropped.

The price of grain at the present time is :

—

Common rice 8 seers per rupee

Ragi, home-grown 8^ „ „ „
Eagi, foreign 10 „ „ „

The Kolar ragi is a " dry " crop, whereas Madras ragi

is mostly grown on irrigated lands. The dry ragi is a

harder and more valuable grain than the irrigated (or

"nath") species, and is easily distinguishable therefrom.

Prices in the beginning of December ruled at 6 and 6J
seers. The comparative cheapness is due to large im-

portations from Madras, where grain is now growing

much cheaper.

' On a certain work in Kolar town the deputy com-

missioner was obliged, by the circumstances of the

work, to pay daily labour, and then he reduced the

daily wages to 1 ^ anna a day. There was some com-

plaint at first that the rate was ci'uelly low. But he

adhered to his decision. The people worked on, and

when a part of it was done and he was able to measure

it up roughly, he found that it had been cheaply done.

The relief labourers whom I saw to-day on this particu-

lar work appeared to be sufficiently well nourished. But

I did not see very many of them, as to-day is a festival.

* Something had been said at Mudanapalli about the

undesirability of tank work for the employment of relief

labour, and it had been said that the tanks were managed

by the engineer department, and that they could not be

touched without engineering guidance. The deputy

commissioner of Kolar, Mr. B. Krishnaiengar, from
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the first j)referred tank work to any other relief work.

He said that all over the country there were tanks

which wonted repair or which had been breached in

former years ; he urged that their repairs could be done

by task work and without engineering supervision. If

he heightened the bund (bank) he widened and occa-

sionally heightened the escape-weir (calingula), and

in some cases he put in an extra irrigating sluice,

to carry water off to higher lands from the heightened

level of the tank. He urged that by deepening a tank

he held more water in it, and so made the supply for

the old "achkat" (irrigable area) more secure. Wher-

ever he deepened a tank he strengthened the bank

(bund), and in some cases he took off and relaid the

boulders which revet the sloped water-face of the bund

(bank). If he had water left in the tank, then he used

it to puddle the face of the bank ; but if not, he was

obliged to forego puddling, as it cost ^ him so much to

carry the water to the bank.

'I visited a large tank which had been breached

many years ago, and had since been unused. This tank,

distant three or four miles from Kolar, was the first big

work undertaken near Kolar. Save in Kolar town no

other relief work was opened within six miles. 3,000 rs.

have already been spent upon and 1,500 rs. more will

have to be spent. It will irrigate about 250 acres of now
uncultivated land. The bank is of earth, part of the

front is puddled, and it is revetted with carefully packed

boulders on a slope of one in one and a half. A new
high-level irrigating sluice has been put in, and the old

low-level sluice is being repaired. The waste weir

(calingula) is being widened, as the tank bank is some-

' * I observe that in his relief woris Mr. Krishnaienpar foregoes puddling'

and tamping and consolidating metal, as such work would greatly add to

the cost of his relief. He looks forward to doing this in the rainy weather

from ordinary fluids, when water will he everywhere available.'

F F 2
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what higher than before. I could see all the places

whence the earth, paid for by measurement, was taken

out. Out of the 800 labourers usually on the tank, only

about 50 were at work to-day, because it was a festival.

And the deputy commissioner explained that the work-

people were not obliged to come, but if they did no
work, of course they got no pay. We came back from
the tank by a new road 19 miles long, which had been

begun in better times by the neighbouring ryots at their

own expense, and which is now being finished as a relief

work. I saw that the earthwork on this road also was
being paid at piece-work ^ rates. The masonry culverts

were charged against the ordinary maintenance grant

from local funds
' Seeing that so little was spent on relief in this

district compared to the adjoining subdivisions of

Peunekonda and Mudanapalli, though the population

is about the same—600,000 in each case—I made par-

ticular enquiries whether the deputy commissioner and
his officers thought that enough relief was given. The
amildar of Sreemwaspuram, whom I just met, the

deputy commissioner, and the Kolar amildar seem to

be all very confident that there are no deaths from

starvation, and that the people who do not come to the

works or to the relief houses are getting along some-

how.^ Every patel (village headman) and shanbhog
(village accountant) in the district has received clear

orders to relieve any person who may be in danger of

^ ' Both at Kolar and in Bangalore the baskets used by the women for

carrying earth on relief works seemed about double the size used on relief

works I have recently seen in British districts.'

^ ' I have since seen in Bangalore Mr. S. Venkat Veeradaiengar, who
was in charge of Kolar district during December and January, while Mr.
B. Krishnaiengar was away. He, too, expresses full confidence tbat

people did not die of starvation during those months. Colonel Pearse, com-
missioner of the division, also endorsed the opinions expressed on this

matter by his subordinates, the deputy commissioners of Kolar.'
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starving within their jurisdictions, and to send the bill

in to the amildar. As yet no patel in the Kolar taluk

has sent in any such bill, though each amildar has an

allotment of money to meet such bills. No funds have

been placed with the patels for the defrayal of charges

of this kind, and the patels just at present do not get

their full incomes, now that the land revenue collections

are slack. It seems that there is need for special steps

to ensure and supervise the fulfilment of the orders

given to the patels on this subject, or else people may
be left unrelieved and may die in remote villages.

' Occasionally the deputy commissioner has heard

of allegations of deaths caused m part by hunger ; for

instance, two people who died in the dispensary were

said to have been reduced by want. Now that cholera

is about in the district, sudden deaths occur, and they

are put down sometimes to cholera and sometimes to

hunger. I called on Miss Anstey, a lady missionary,

Tvho speaks the Canarese language very well, and takes

the closest interest in the people. She said that stories

had reached her of deaths from starvation, but she

only returned to Kolar ten days ago, and no such cases

had come under her own notice. She believed, how-

ever, that scarcity of food must have accelerated some

deaths in a time like this.

'I am particular about this, because the scale of

expenditure in Kolar contrasts strongly with that in

the adjoining taluks of Bellary and Cuddapah, and I

wished to exhaust possible sources of information as to

the sufficiency of Kolar relief measures. The deputy

commissioner has been twelve j'ears in the command of

this district ; he knows the people, they know him, he
is their fellow-countryman, and is accessible to them at

all times
;
personally he is kind and charitable.* He

' I heard incidentally from the lady missionary, Miss Anstey, mention of
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says that if there were starvation, he believes he would

be the first to hear of it. He has given strict orders

and makes constant enquiries on the matter. He is

aware that many of his district people (perhaps 3,000

in all) go over to work in Bellary and Mudanapalli.

The authorities of those districts have written to him,

and he has explained that the people have works open

close to their homes, but they not unnaturally prefer a

fair daily wage and light work to piece-work pay only.

If piece-work were exacted over the border, then he

believes that none of the Kolar people would trouble

the Bellary or Mudanapalli relief works.

' But about the future of the cattle there is cause

for anxiety. Many must have died, and the deputy

commissioner is aware that ryots have sold away good

cattle for merely nominal prices. The chief commis-

sioner has opened the reserved forests, and ryots are

allowed to take away grass thence free. As yet these

forests have not been opened to cattle for grazing. The

deputy commissioner thinks that there may be some

little fodder left, ragi straw, cholum straw (kurbi) and

j ungle grass ; for the ryots will not yet take the trouble

to prepare prickly pear for their cattle. Yet the

deputy commissioner, his locum tenens in December

last, and his assistant, have each of them in different

parts of the district demonstrated to the people by ex-

periment on a large scale that the prickly pear, when
properly prepared, is eaten by and supports cattle.

The Kolar taluk, the Malwagul taluk, and other parts

of the district abound with prickly pear, so there is an

important resource still available for the cattle.'

the deputy commissioner's private charity, and I then with difficulty ex-

tracted from him, as bearing on this point, that his cash subscription to

relief houses amounts to 325 rs. a month, besides the cooked food he dis-

tributes to mendicants at his own house every evening. His salary ia

1,300 rs. a month.—0. B.
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In forwarding the foregoing memoranda of facts

ascertained on the spot regarding the famine in the

Mysore province, Sir Richard Temple says, ' I com-

municated unreservedly to the district and other

superior officers my views regarding the situation in

the tracts which I visited, and the result of my experi-

ence of famine affairs in other parts of India. All the

civil and engineering officers of Mysore whom I met,

evinced a humane zeal to save human life and to miti-

gate the present calamity, together with a careful regard

to the financial interests of the Government under which

they are serving.'

Yet, notwithstanding all this favourable comment, in

less than six months the worst scenes of distress and

demoralisation which characterised the famine period

occurred in Mysore. The agency in August was the

same as in February.

The large projects referred to in one of Mr.

Bernard's memorandums had been already considered

by the chief commissioner. The heavy cost involved

in these undertakings—estimated in the case of the

Mysore Railway at 50 lakhs, and in that of the Mari-

kanwe Reservoir at 22 lakhs of rupees—had deterred

Mr. Saunders from recommending that the Mysore

State should embark in undertakings which could not

be fully accomplished with the means at his disposal

after providing for the requirements of the present

famine; but he now put himself in communication with

the Government of India on the subject of carrying out,

if necessary, and gradually, the more important earth-

works of the Mysore Railway with the existing Public

Works Establishment at his disposal.

The official reports of the period bear out the view

which Sir Richard Temple and his lieutenant expressed.

The word * starvation,' which was frequently to be
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met with in earlier stages of the scarcity now appears

nowhere, or if mentioned at all, in such a connection as

this :
—

' Some notice has been attracted,' said a commis-

sioner to the Gundlupet taluk and to the Biligirviangam

Hills, ' to reports that many thousands of persons

were subsisting on the seed of the bamboo, a fact sup-

posed to indicate the verge of starvation ; but these facts

can scarcely be regarded in that light, for whenever

the bamboo seeds, opportunity is taken to gather the

crop, as was noticed by Mr. Stokes in Nagar in 1838,

and since that time by many other officers, including

myself. Mr. Stokes remarks :
" The seed of the bam-

boo, called by the natives bidar akki (bamboo rice),

when procurable, is collected by the poorer classes and

used as a substitute for rice or ragi." This, however,

happens but rarel}', as the whole crop of bamboos of a

particular species comes into bearing in the same

season, dies, and is replaced by the crop from its

seed.'

Enquiries also were made in a particular village on

March 3, regarding the means by which food supplies

were obtained and the quantity consumed daily.

Twelve villagers were interrogated by Colonel Hay, the

commissioner, and the following facts were gleaned :

—

* "No. 1 is the head of the family, consisting of thirteen persons, and

pattadar of lands assessed at 25 rs. The usual quantity of food was

ten seers, at the rate of three-quarters of a seer per head. It is now re-

duced to eight seers, or half a seer per head. Instead of ragi ball,

ambli or gruel is issued. Horse-gram or hallar, which was invariably

used formerly, is now dispensed with.

' No. 2 is a pattadar of 30 rs. lands, having a family of four in all.

The ration has been reduced from three-quarters to half a seer per

head.

* No. 3 holds 20 rs. lands, and is the head of a family of ten

persons. The food varies from three-quarters to half a seer per head.

'No. 4 owns 10 rs. lands, and has four dependents. The rations

issued now are three-quarters of a seer per head against one seer ordi-

narily. The stock in hand will last seven or eight days.
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' No. 5 hoUlM lands assessed at 15 rs., and has six persons depend-

ing on him for support. The reduction in the num>>er of rations

issued ordinarily is a quarter of a seer, or three-quarters of a seer y)er

head against one seer consumed ordinarily.

* No. 6 is a 5-rupee pattadar, with four dependents. The rations

have been i-educed from one to half a seer per hejid. Two bullocks

were sold two months ago to the Waddars who were employed on the

tank work for 15 rs. From this amount the food supplies have been

obtained up to date. Thei-e is a small balance still available from

which fifteen or twenty days' supplies will be obtained. When this is

exhausted he intends to borrow money.
* No. 7 is an insignificant patta-holder. He depends mainly on the

wages obtained as a village labourer. He shifts and replaces tiles,

raises and repaii-s mud-walls, or does field-work. The rate of local

wages is 2 annas daily. He complains that by drinking ambli he has

hardly sufiicient physical strength to work hard, and that on several

occasions when he was not able to obtain any wages or gi"ain, he and

his wife subsisted entirely on a quarter or half a seer of fried and

boiled tamarind seeds. The process of preparing these seeds fit for

food is simple. The seeds are first fried or pounded into powder,

and after the powder thus pounded has been sufficiently boiled in

water, it is eaten with a small quantity of salt. This food is not

wholesome, and although it, if continued, checks starvation to some

extent, it is injurious. Has generally been able to find work in the

villages without going to the public works.

* No. 8, a pattadar of 7 rs. lands. He has to support three peraons

besides himself. Two he-bufialoes were sold to a Madigar of the

village, who went to the coffee plantations a month ago, for 6 rs. each,

upon which the family are living.

* No. 9 represents the head of a family of seven persons, including

himself. The quantity now consumed is i-educed to a quarter of a seer

per head. He keeps a pack bullock which he takes to Channapatna twice

a week, and brings grain for the merchants at Basral. The hire is

half a rupee. With this sum he buys five seers of ragi at Channa-

patna, which is sufficient for two or three days' consumption for him-

self and his family.

*No. 10 is the head of a family of six persons, and pays 12 rs.

Kandayam. The rations have been reduced from three-quarters to

half a seer per head. He borrowed 50 rs. from his relative, Bora Sette,

of Devegandanakoppal, in the MaivalU taluk, six months ago. To this

must be added 30 i*s., realised by the sale of thirty sheep which were sold

to the butchers of Seringapatam and Waddars ofMandya, at an average

rate of 1 rupee per head. With these sums food supplies are obtained.
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He has got a balance of 10 or 12 rs. in hand ; when this has been ex-

hausted, he intends to sell one or two sheep more. The stock now in

hand consists of fifteen sheep, four buffaloes, and one cow.
' No. 11. The number of dependents is seven, and the assessment

of the lands is 20 rs, Eation is reduced from three-quarters to half a

seer. The stock in hand will be sufficient for twenty days hence,

after which ragi will have to be bought, the money required for this

being obtained by the sale of some of the sheep belonging to him.
* No. 1 2 is a 5-rupee pattadar, having four persons depending upon

him for support. Two sheep were sold, one for 3 rs. to the commis-
sioners' camp, and one for 2 rs. to the Ganda of the village. These

sums will be sufiicient for buying grain for two months.
* No. 1 3 pays 40 rs. Kandayam. He is also a grain-dealer ; he

hires four or five pack bullocks and brings ragi from Channapatana
twice a week. He obtains a profit of half a seer of ragi to every

ruj^ee worth of ragi bought at that place. Two cows were sold four

months ago to some of the ryots of Kankanhalli for want of fodder.'

During March and April the official records contained

little else than copies of correspondence between the

Madras Government and the chief commissioner regard-

ing the large numbers of people who migrated to the

Bellary and other districts, and became a charge on the

Presidency funds. Similar disputation occurred with

the Wynaad planters about the case of Mysore people

on coffee estates during the slack season.

On Api'il 6 Sir Richard Temple again paid a

hurried visit to Mysore. He noted the following

changes which had occurred in the relief operations and
their results :

—

(1) The distressed districts are much the same as

before stated, except that severe distress has declared

itself in the northern taluks of the Mysore district.

(2) The number of labourers on the relief works
has increased somewhat, and so also have the numbers
on charitable relief, thus :

—
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Total number on relief < Number on charitable
works relief 1

Name of district 1

In January On March 16 In January March 16

Banpilore . 13,000 18,200 11,600 10,300

Municipality 1,000 — 6,200

Koliir . 8,500 8,700 1 3,700 4,200

Tumkur 8,900 10,600 2,100 18,200

Mysore. 6,500 9,800 8,700 1,JKX)

Municipality — 200 — 1,600

Hassan. 9,700 7,100 4200 1,400

Shimoga 1,200 3,200 1,500 300
Kadoor. 0,300 3,000 1,400 800
Ohittaldroog. 0,000 7,800 1,800 1,800

Total 69,100 69,600 29,900 46,700

(3) Some of the increase is said to be due to the

efficient village relief that is now being carried out.

The munsifs and civil court establishments are now
employed on relief work, now that their ordinary busi-

ness is so slack. For each distressed taluk a sufficient

relief staff has been appointed. Villages are really

sisited, and patels (village headmen) are kept up to

their duty by responsible officers, whose weekly diaries

show what is being done and how useful the village

relief is.

(4) Ample number of relief works are opened and

ready to be opened in every district of the province.

(5) The importations of grain by railway into the

Mysore province have gone on increasing. They averaged

330 tons a day in January; they were 530 tons a day

during the last week of March. Since the rain of

Sunday (April 1) prices are cheaper, and importations

have somewhat slackened. Of this total, only about

30 tons a day as yet comes by the Negapatam route.

Sir Richard was still of opinion that the results of

relief administration compared favourably with the

neighbouring districts of the Madras Presidency, namely,

the Ceded districts and Kurnool, even after all the eco-
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nomy and reduction which had been introduced into

those districts. He was still of the opinion expressed in

his minute dated February 14, that the Government of

India and the chief commissioner might be satisfied

with the progress of relief affairs in the province of

Mysore. Already favourable rain had (April 1) fallen

over the whole province, prices had fallen, and the people

were takinsr courag-e.

Before the end of that month, the reports of Mysore

officials beo;an ag-ain to contain ominous intelli.qfence.

Colonel Pearse pointed out that the increase in the

number of people who had come to the public feeding

establishments was very remarkable. It showed, he

thought, that they were then reaching, if they had not

already done so, ' the most critical period of this really

serious famine,' and it proved that the self-sustaining

power of the population and the stocks of those whose

stores were small, had gradually been entirely consumed.
' It has been very remarkable,' he continued, ' to see

how many have held bravely on to their homes, and

have shown no ostentation. Though relief is carried

out in a true spirit of humanity, and with much care,

it does not always reach those who still have a little and

decline assistance. Many prevailing prejudices more-

over often deter people from coming to the feeding

establishments; but it is evident that very serious want

must be felt by large numbers of the population at

present, and that all their money or their stock of grain

is gone ; for very many prejudices must have given way
at once when in a few weeks the numbers applying for

public relief in the shape of cooked food rose from

22,370 to 45,540, or more than doubled in a short period

of time.'

The same officer further said: ' The mortality, both

amongst cattle and human beings, will now be adverted
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to. I regret very much to be obliged to state that it

continues very high. There are still good draught

cattle all over the country, but the herds which used to

be driven out in hundreds and thousands to graze on

the common lands are fast disappearing. These were

the animals that supplied the ryots with manure, and

the cattle for the plough, threshing floor, &c., and en-

abled him to work his land satisfactorily. These herds

included moreover nearly all the cows, and their loss

will be a very serious matter, and will be felt by the

people generally, and the cultivators more especially,

for several years to come.
' The mortality in cattle has been as noted below

for each district during the four weeks under review:

—

Banj^alore 8,757

Kolar 9,288

Tumkur '.

11,960

Total . . . 25,005

' I will now advert to the mortality among the people

generally. I regret to be obliged to report that it con-

tinues to be most serious. The reported deaths aggre-

gated 10,205 for the four weeks ending April 7, and
the death-rate does not appear to have since diminished.

In the Tumkur district no sooner does cholera abate in

one taluk or large town, than it suddenly bursts out

again in a most virulent form somewhere else. The
town of Chiknayakanhalli, which until recently was
perfectly healthy, experienced a sudden outburst of the

disease, which is now carrying off daily from 30 to 50

of the population in that one spot. It was at that place,

a few days ago, that one of our best and ablcist assistants,

Mr. Woodcock, noted both for his zeal and high integrity,

cauffht the disease and died on the road when returninir

to head-quarters.'

The rain which Sir Richard Temple reports as
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having fallen on April 1 proved to be a passing shower

merely, and for a long time afterwards no more rain

fell. One noteworthy fact in connection with the Famine

Delegate's visit is that the zeal for economy which

marked his presence in Madras altogether left him when

he reached Mysore.^ There is no mention in his mi-

nutes or memoranda of the necessity for reducing the ra-

tions on the score of economy. And yet, seeing that the

Government of India were using trust funds, were admi-

nistering the State of Mysore for the youthful Maharaja

till he should be old enough himself to rule, if economy

were imperatively necessarj^ anywhere it w^as in Mysore.

The Bangalore correspondent of the Times of India

remarked :
—

' The Temple test, which has worked such

evil in other places, has not been put in force in this

province, I am thankful to say, and though the money
earned on the relief works is small enough, I think upon

the whole matters are going on very fairly.' The My-

sore scale of diet was a little more liberal than that

introduced in Madras (the 1 lb. ration), but very little,

45 tolas of flour being given instead of 40.

A glimpse of the state of things on May 1 can be

gathered from the following paragraphs:

—

' There are a good many deaths from starvation re-

corded, and I am at a loss to understand why this

should be. The Government has opened relief kitchens

in different places, and it professes to feed all those who
are in want, but still people die of sheer starvation. It

may be that the people will not go to the places where

food is to be obtained for fear of losing their caste, and

^ An explanation of this has been -vouchsafed "by a close observer of the

crisis as follows :—
* The reason why nothing was said in Mysore of economy

was that economy had already been carried out to an extent which could

not be surpassed. It was impossible to be moi-e economical, so Sir Richard

Temple's line was to praise the efficiency of Mysore administration, and to

intimate that Madras too might be efficient as well as economical.'
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prefer to die than be contaminated, though I can hardly

think that many would be of this way of thinking. I

have heard another reason given, and that is that at

some of the kitchens the quantity of food given is not

enough to support life, and people do not care to go to

the places where they are only relieved in name and not

in reality. In some kitchens the native superintendents,

instead of reporting to their superiors the wants of the

people, think that they will be pleasing Government by

saving as much as possible. I know one kitchen where

20 rs. were allowed daily for condiments, and the native

in charge of the kitchen only spent four, and he was

perfectly amazed when instead of being praised for

saving money for Government, he was told that he had

done very wrong, and that a repetition would entail

upon him the displeasure of his superiors. Although

these places are well supervised, such irregularities as

these 1 have mentioned will occur, and the poor wretches

who are in want of food are the sufferers. To some of

the native officials the death of a few insignificant people

signifies nothing as compared with the praise that they

think they may obtain from Government for their clever-

ness in saving a few rupees. They will, no doubt, be

taught their duty in time, but not till they have been

the means of causing the death of a good many.
' There has been a great increase of those seeking

relief at the kitchens, and the last Government returns

show that the number went up in one week from 68,641

to 82,501, and it is still on the rise, and must neces-

sarily continue so during the time that the scarcity lasts.

The people employed on the relief works are also on the

increase, but not to the same extent as those to whom
gratuitous relief is given, and this may be accounted for

by the way people wander about trying to find employ-

ment elsewhere. People in some parts of the province
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fancy that they can obtain employment on the coffee

plantations, and so they set off, only to find out when
they get there that there is nothing for them to do, and
so they try somewhere else till they either obtain what
they want, or else get so weak that they have to go to

the relief kitchens, or it may be that some of them die

of want. The last Government report says that the

piece-work system that has been introduced is working

well, though it also says that only 1 anna 4 pies per

head can be obtained, and this sum seems to me re-

markably small, and can only just keep body and soul

together, and hardly that. The next few days will be

watched with the greatest anxiety, for, as I -have said,

the people say that if rain does not fall we shall have

another year of famine, and should this happen the land,

at the end of the time, would be quite desolate, and all

would have to leave it.'
^

JULY-AUGUST, 1877.

From the end of April to July 9 there is literally

nothing in the published proceedings of the Mysore

administration to indicate that there was famine, or even

scarcity, in the province. The pages of official records

were as bare of fact and incident as many of the fields

in the province of produce at that time. Rain had

fallen—there is no statement of this in the records

—

but it was in fitful and partial showers, mocking the

husbandman, not helping him. In one place, probably

an inch of fall would be recorded, half a mile off only a

few cents., or none at all, and the hot sun immediately

after blazed out as brightly as before. Heavy plumps

and dashes of rain ill-fitted the land for cultivation,

nevertheless attempts at cultivation were made, and a

* Correspondent of Times of India.
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good breadth of land was ploughed and sown. But the

rains of the south-west monsoon held off, and growing

grain was parched and withered.

Little mention has been made of the charitable com-

mittees in Mysore, but they were continuing their good

work, particularly in Bangalore and other large towns.

Private benevolence was exhausted long ere this period,

and the exertions of non-official gentlemen, cheerfully

given, were accepted by the chief commissioner. In

April the central committee at Bangalore bethought

themselves of means whereby their funds might be re-

cruited. In 1874, during the famine in Behar, 23,351 rs.

were contributed by the people of Mysore. It was
thought that Bengal might at this juncture return the

compliment, and assist famine-stricken Mysore. The
idea had occurred to the central committee in November
1876, but no action was taken then, as it was considered

that Bengal having just had a very severe catastrophe

in the destruction of 60,000 human beings during a

cyclone, when a storm wave passed up the Megna river

and submerged in the dead of night a large tract of

country, it would not be in good taste to make an appeal

then. On April 27 the central committee moved the

chief commissioner to communicate with the Lieu-

tenant Governor of Bengal. Copies of all the corre-

spondence were forwarded to Sir Ashley Eden, and
Mr. Saunders said:—' It is believed that a consider-

able amount of the surplus contributions collected in

aid of the famine in Bengal in 1874 is now in deposit

in the Government treasuries in that Presidency, and,

if such be the case, the chief commissioner solicits that

the present may be deemed a fitting occasion for apply-

ing a portion of it towards mitigating the distress now
so severely felt in this province.' The reply was not

very assuring. It was stated that no surplus remained

VOL. I. O G •
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from the Bengal relief fund, 1874, the balance formerly

in the hands of the relief committee having been appro-

priated to the purposes of certain charitable institutions.

* Under the existing rules of the Government of India,

in the Financial Department, his Honour, however, ap-

pealed to the collectors of the districts which benefited

by the expenditure of the Bengal relief committee in

1874, to raise subscriptions in aid of the Mysore famine,

and if any funds are realised, they will be duly for-

warded to you.' It is stated that 25,000 rs. were sent

to Mysore as the result of this appeal. The great aid,

to the extent of 155,000/., which Mysore subsequently

received through the Madras famine relief committee,

was given without the Mysoreans having been put

to any trouble whatever in its collection.

As the month of July progressed and the monsoon
rains fell not, alarm began to be general that a further

and sharper crisis was coming. Officers engaged in the

work which Sir Richard Temple had highly lauded had

less faith in the capacity of the province to cope with

the distress than the Delegate. Early in July the

commissioner of the Nagar division addressed a letter

to the chief commissioner, which has been described as

' the first sign that any Mysore official saw a ray of light.'

This is a hard saying, but the meaning evidently is—and

events justified its harshness—that no Mysore official,

certainly not the chief commissioner, had felt it his

duty to take a broad glance over the whole province,

and endeavour to comprehend all that was required in

meetins: distress on so vast a scale as was then existinof.

Observing that young and middle-aged men were numer-

ous in the relief kitchens, and that a large portion of

the labouring population were reduced to a dangerous

state of physical weakness, the Commissioner thought

the time had come for reducing the number of petty
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works, and in their stead to employ gangs of relief

coolies on provincial and district works, especially roads,

the season for the repair of which had arrived. The
work on which the people had been hitherto engaged

was contemptuously described as ' filling up holes and

ditches.' Those coolies who could not do a day's work
should be expected to do as nearly this as possible, and

yet be paid good wages, whilst from those who were

able-bodied a full day's task ought to be rigidly exacted.^

The chief commissioner approved of this proposal.

From able-bodied coolies a full day's work should be

exacted, and from others who were unaccustomed to

work, or were in an enfeebled state, a fair task should

be required and full wages paid. It was added :
' The

system of work referred to should be applied to road

repairs and other works carried out under the orders of

revenue officers, and it is probable that the chief en-

gineer will be able to arrange for the employment of

the distressed portion of the population on similar works
as well as on tank repairs in progress under the Public

Works Department, on similarly equitable terms, pro-

vided that the different classes of labourers can be

satisfactorily segregated.' This was eminently wise

action, but full force was not given to the policy until

a new regime came in. It was afterwards proved that

' Up to this time two sets of officers had been enunciating principles

which were in direct opposition to each other, but which were never brought
into the light of clear discussion or reconciled in any way. The chief com-
missioner and the revenue officers said, * All the people who can work at

all ought to be made to work, and not be fed gratis.' Consequently they

drafted them off from kitchens to relief works under Civil or Department of

Public Works officers. The Department of Public Works said :
* Our business

is with able-bodied coolies who can work at piece-work rates and earn enough
to live thereby ; we won't take weak coolies.* It is not possible to keep two
systems going side by side. So the Public Works Department officers turned

away those whom the Civil officers sent. Colonel Campbell's merit was that

he saw this divergence and showed bow to reconcile the two views, how to

work able-bodied and weak coolies on the same work.

o o 2
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the Department of Public Works was to blame for the

non-carrying out of this policy, as its head did not

approve of his officers undertaking the work required at

their hands.

Sad sights were being witnessed in Bangalore and

elsewhere. Official and non-official testimony were at

one in describing serious distress. Every day large

numbers of emaciated and distressed persons, non-

residents, were collected and sent out of the cantonment

of Bangalore to a relief camp some distance off, and

though every effort had been and was being made to

afford them shelter, yet the accommodation at these

places was still quite insufficient to meet such require-

ments.^ The persons thus deported were in a very

distressed and emaciated state, and the mortality, which

had always been high, had lately increased to a fearful

extent. Mr. Gordon, C.S.I., president of the relief

committee, said: 'We cannot hope to keep pace with

requirements whilst the steady influx of such persons

^ The number of wretched objects, especially women and children, one

sees wandering about begging or searching for any garbage to stay their

hunger, is greater than ever, and dead and dying people are picked up in the

streets in daily increasing numbers. Extra hands have been engaged as a

kind of famine police—their uniform consisting of a dirty white-and-blue

cap—and it is their duty to convey weak and starving people to the relief

kitchens, but in spite of this, numbers of such people are to be seen every-

where. Many complaints are made as to the way these people are treated

at the relief places—especially in the more out-of-the-way ones—where

blows are said to be more freely distributed than food, and only half, or

less, of the authorised rations dealt out ; the price of the other half being

divided amongst the peculators. True or not, this is the general idea, and

when I asked a respectable native hawker the other day why, with the food

to be had for the asking, there were so many starving people about, his

answer was, * When they do go they get beaten and driven away. The
Sirkar gives plenty of money, but it sticks to many hands before reaching

the distressed.' The fact is that, without European supervision and increas-

ing vigilance, it is impossible to put a stop to petty peculation and harsh

treatment. Visits from officials at certain stated, or at any rate, well-known,

hours can easily be arranged for, and the visitor deluded into the belief that

everything is working admirably.

—

Bangalore Correspondent of Madras
Times.
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into Bangalore continues. I am of opinion that really

strict, persistent, and strong efforts should be made to

prevent these persons from coming into Bangalore. It

may not be possible to ensure this altogether, but I

believe it may be attained to a very satisfactory extent.

It was with this view that the roadside kitchens on the

approaches to the town were originally set on foot, but

practically distressed wanderers have not been much
interfered with nor compelled to stay at any particular

place.* The inefficiency of the administration is again

brought out here. The outside kitchens were established

to stop immigrants, but nothing was done to carry out

this intention. The people were fed and allowed to go,

so that the kitchens were a help to people flocking to

large towns, not a hindrance. Every day the situation

grew worse, and in Bangalore alone, in July, there was
an extra population of 25,000 beings, all famine immi-

grants ; while in the districts they were said to be dying

like ' rotten sheep.' The monsoon had proved a failure

throughout the province. Bad rice, ' full of grit,' as

one newspaper correspondent described it, was selling

at 3J and 4 Madras seers for the rupee, beggars were
multiplying, dead or dying people, on the roads and in

the streets, were no uncommon sights, and in every way
the strain was becoming tenser every day. The railway

was a help, and without it things would have been a

thousandfold worse ; but all the employes were over-

worked, sufficient extra hands not having been taken on,

while the rolling stock was palpably quite insufficient

for existing needs. It was said, ' Carts are sent from

Madras now with every grain train, and the rice is

carried off almost as soon as received, but yet the cry

is *' More ! more !
" Meantime, while distress is thus

increasing with rapid strides, the rain still holds off,

until now it is almost too late for it to do much good.'
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This was the state of things in Bangalore ; in the

outlying districts things were quite as bad, probably

worse. ^ The relief camps were not popular : the people

would suffer almost inconceivable distress rather than

face the cruel kindness of some of their own country-

men. A gentleman in Bangalore, after describing some

saddening scenes, said :
' If things are bad here, they

are infinitely worse at some of the district relief houses,

where the native underlings can do almost as they like.

A friend of mine was some time ago at a small hamlet

within 40 miles of this, and seeing the inhabitants in

the last stage of emaciation and distress, he asked the

driver of his luggage cart, who was no famine suf-

ferer himself, why they did not go to the relief kitchen

at the next large village. The man replied without

hesitation, " They had better die here quietly than

undergo the treatment they would receive there."

These things show what the people themselves think

on the subject.'
^

^ Mr. James Russell, coffee-planter, Higlifield Estate, wrote a letter to

Captain Shaw, superintendent of Ooorg, in which he said :

—

' I have the honour to bring to your notice that the suffering and deaths

from starvation, principally on the part of wayfarers, along the roads in all

parts of this province—to represent the state of matters in regard to whom
Mr. Hay and myself conferred with you some time ago, ere you went upon

leave—still seems, according to all I see and hear, to go on unabated.
' Mr. McDonald, of Oota Bita Estate, told me incidentally, a day or two

ago, of having to bury, near one of the semi-public roads on the estate, four

bodies of men who had died, huddled together, during the night, and on all

estates burying tbose who have fallen whilst wandering about is an almost

daily occurrence.

' On my previous round, supervising the working of coffee estates in my
charge, Mr. Bidie, Benlomond Estate, reported having buried thirty bodies,

within two or three days, from the public road which passes his bungalow,

the exceptionally high rate during that period being due apparently to tbe

sudden setting in of inclement rainy weather.'

^ These statements, I am assured, are to be distrusted to some extent.

The dislike to kitchens is natural enough, and over 200,000 peraous were
fed in them in August. The mortality was so great that to go to a kitchen

was, in popular parlance, synonymous with going to a place to die. This

was partly due to the one-meal system. Famished people got one large

meal, could not digest it, and died, partly of repletion, partly of want.
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Early in August the chief commissioner increased

his staff by drafting some officers out of the Revenue

Survey Department (which had already supplied some

very valuable assistants) on to famine relief. Three

apothecaries and six hospital assistants were sent from

Bengal.

Reference has been already made, in a previous

portion of this volume, to the fact that the system on

which the famine was fought in the affected Presi-

dencies and the provinces was diverse. In Bombay
the Department of Public Works did excellently ; in

Madras the department did badly, through no fault of

its own ; in Mysore the department seems to have blun-

dered wofuUy, through mistaken ideas regarding his

profession which were cherished by Colonel Sankey, R.E.

The storj^ of the wrong state into which things speedily

got has been told in a letter to the (London) Spectator

of September 3, 1877. The writer of that letter says:

* Bombay, when matters were at the blackest, had about

210,000 on relief works, and 60,000 on gratuitous relief.

Mysore, on September 1, had 50,000 on relief works,

and 230,000 on gratuitous relief. And even those

50,000 were not hardly any of them relief labourers.

About half were under the Public Works Department,

and its officers thought it their duty to adhere to their

established system of petty contract and payment by

the piece, and to refuse to move out of their groove to

meet the famine, so that their labourers were the usual

number and class of men who would be found at work

in any year, and who, being paid at contract rates, were

necessarily able-bodied.

' Nor were the works under the civil officers much
better ; they, too, were based on estimates—so much
earthwork, so many rupees ; and the man in charge

saw that he had to complete the work for the sanctioned
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amount, and that if he took on the weak and emaciated

he would soon outrun his estimate ; so here, too, there

was a tendency to hustle the feeble, the very people for

whose benefit the work was started, away in favour of

the strong labourer. Thus all real relief got concen-

trated into the " kitchens " or dining places, at which a

meal, or sometimes two meals, was given to all comers.

These institutions were no doubt of great use in saving

life, and were managed in the most kindly and charitable

manner, but they were not worked so as to be connected

with the lead up to relief works, and you might see

3,000 people, manj^ of them able-bodied, sit down to eat

their meal, and go home when it was done, while a road

or a tank close by languished with only ten or twenty
labourers on it. Another mistake was that this relief

did not go far enough ; many people had fallen into a

state in which the meal was only sufficient to prolong,

not to save, life. The history of hundreds of such

cases is shortly told. The pauper could come for a few
days from his village, two or three miles off, eat his

meal, and crawl back again. One day he would be

overtaken by rain, and would get an attack of fever,

and be unable to go ; or he would arrive too late ; after

losing that day's food, he had no strength to come next

day all that distance, but lay down on the roadside in a

ditch, and the dogs were the first relief officers who
were aware of him.'

The crisis in Mysore had now come. Things had
reached a disastrous pitch in August, and a strong hand
at the helm was needed. How things had gone from
bad to worse may be gathered from the following

table ;—
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On works
under De-

partment of

Public Works

Ciril acency
works

Gratuitous
relieved

Total

March....
April ....
May ....
June ....
July .

August

31,081

31,406

34,400
26,807

20,777
22,644

41,736

20,740
30,011

28,066

26,325

25,081

48,602
74,500

103,302
114,100
144,861

100,376

116,408
136,804
167,902
168,982
191,963

247,000

Affairs were in a "disorganised condition generally :

the people were being demoralised by gratuitous relief

;

the reserve fund of the State had disappeared ; and the

province had comparatively nothing in the way of

works to show in return for the expenditure which was

incurred. The chief commissioner was emphatically

not the man for such a period as the province was
passing through. Famine administration was wrecked

on three rocks, viz.:—(1) Mistaken economy; (2)

Weakness in of^cisii personnel ; and (3) The want of a

strong will at head-quarters. Instead of leading, Mr.

Saunders was led.

As regards the first point, mistaken economy, the

chief commissioner evidently fancied that it was his

duty to maintain intact the surplus of 46,00,000 rs.

which had accumulated in the treasury. The conse-

quence was that grants were made very grudgmgly,

particularly to works which, in their position as an im-

portant part of a proper famine policy, Mr. Saunders

failed to apprehend. The result of this was that crop

being gone and the people without money and without

work, for every thousand rupees refused for works at

the beginning he had to pay out a lakh to relief kitchens

in the end. The defective ideas as to sound finance

which existed in the administration is brought out

clearly in a letter from Mr. Hudson, the deputy ac-

countant-general, written towards the end of July.
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Mr. Krishnaiengar, C.S.I., had suggested that the De-

partment of Public Works should take over charge of

a widely spread system of relief works which should

not interfere with the ordinary arrangements of the

department. The expenditure on these scattered works

was expected to amount to 5,000 rs. per mensem per

taluk. This, applied to the eighty taluks of Mysore,

would involve an outlay in the eight remaining revenue

months of the year, of 40 lakhs of rupees. If there

were a year's famine, as seemed only too proba,ble at

that juncture, the rate of outlay would be 60 lakhs, to

which adding 25 lakhs for the public works that were

not to be interfered with, showed the necessity for 85

lakhs being spent on works of various sorts, exclusive

of kitchen expenditure.

The deputy accountant-general was requested to

report upon this proposal from a financial point of view,

and he came to the conclusion that it would involve an

expenditure which would result in the deficit of the

year being 52 lakhs. It may be assumed from col-

lateral circumstances—there is no direct evidence on the

subject—that Mr. Saunders sanctioned this view of the

situation. That it was essentially weak and untrust-

worthy was shown by Colonel Sankey, who, whatever

his faults may have been in other respects, proved him-

self able to take a correct forecast .of the pecuniary

position of the State. ' To take a desponding view of

the financial position of Mysore,' said Colonel Sankey,

'is to me, I confess, incomprehensible. If the past

history of the country be fairly looked at, commencing

with a gross revenue of 79"6 lakhs in 1834-35, we have

the average amounts raised for State purposes, as taken

from the administration reports, as follows :

—
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Crops five years under
British Administration

Average
income

Average expenditure Surplus
availaule for

investment
after deduct-
ing requisite

cash balance

Interest

lost by
non-in-
VPSt-

mentPublic
works

Other
heads

Total

1834-85 to 1839-40
1839-40 to 1844-46
1844-46 to 1849-60
1849-50 to 1864-56
1864-66 to 1869-00
1859-00 to 1864-65
1864-05 to 1800-70
1809-70 to 1874-76

Lakhs
73-4

74-6

77-3

790
85-7

101-2

105-8

114-9

Lakhs
1-4

2-6

8-4

49
8-3

11-8

16-7

160

Lakhs
73-7

691
73-5

76-7

741
87-0

90-5

87-5

Lakhs
751
71-1

76-9

77-6

79-4

98-8

107-2

102-8

Lakha
12-5

24-5

29-5

39-6

560
92-6

(«)

(«)

Lakhs
3-1

00
7-4

0-8

13-8

18-5

(a) Raja's debt ^id and surplus invested in these years.

'
. . . Without wishing to question the beneficial effects

of the fiscal changes introduced by Mr. Bowring, as

also his other measures in regard to the Revenue Survey,

Forests, and indeed all branches of the civil administra-

tion, which were followed up so ably by Sir Richard

Meade, no impartial person can, 1 think, doubt that this

great spring has been mainly due to the more liberal policy

of public works which of late years has been adopted.

' When even no famine or other calamity threatened,

the late chief commissioner wrote as follows to the

Government of India :
—

" Should the funds prove to be

insuflScient to meet all the outlay connected with the

railway, Colonel Meade would propose that the Mysore

State should borrow from the British Government, on

such terins as may be fixed by it," &c. Mr. Bowring
held the same view, and with a proposal of this kind,

emanating from such a cautious, able, and experienced

administrator, the mere reproduction of the proposal,

under the more pressing circumstances of to-day, should

not, I submit, seem strange. It is difficult, I am aware,

to free ourselves of the traditional financial ideas pre-

valent in Mysore, derived directly from previous native
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Governments, but as these have in the past led to the

most unfortunate results, they must, I submit earnestly,

if followed now, bring about the disaster which it is now
our special duty to ward off. All who have attentively

studied Mysore history must acknowledge that nothing

could have been more mistaken than to allow the annual

surpluses, commencing with 1842-43, to remain unex-

pended on useful public works or other equally bene-

ficial objects. The net results of the system of putting

away the talent in the napkin are shown in the last

column of my table, which is calculated after making

all due allowances for the requisite cash balances, and

shows a clear loss to the country of 58^ lakhs from non-

investment of available surplus funds. The loss ofthis

money to taxpayers, or rather of the prosperity which

an enlightened policy of public works would have con-

ferred, though sufficiently serious, is as nothing to the

other evils which sprang out of this accumulation and

burial of money, but which are too painful to dwell

upon. But grave and lamentable as these mistakes

were, we can only now lay them to heart as beacons to

avoid the rocks ahead which now loom in close and it

may be in fatal proximity. To select this time for

stopping works which can give good and useful employ-

ment to the able-bodied workers, is to my mind little

short of suicidal.^ It must have but one certain result,

namely, that of driving these people into the ranks of

the distressed, to the kitchens, where, it must be feared,

demoralisation and death await them,'^

A zeal for economy, which afterwards proved to be

^ Colonel Sankey's remarks show a misappreliension of what was wanted

from the Public Works Department. All that was asked of Colonel Sankey

was that he should give up such works in the Budget as were not suitable

for relief, and to substitute others which would be useful; e.^.,to give up the

roads he desired to make in the Malnad which no ' plain ' coolie could go to

and live, i.e. at that time of the year.
"^ Memorandum by Colonel Sankey, dated August 7, 1877.
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uo economy, but rather wasteful extravagance, must be

put down as the chief cause of the terrible state of

affairs which needed ^appling with a strong hand.

(2) Insufficient Administration.— Indian adminis-

trations are all on a peace footing. They are calculated

for normal times and ordinary conditions. The admmis-

tration of Mysore, when the famine came, was as follows:

Revenue—One chief commissioner, three commissioners

of divisions, six deputy commissioners, and other officers.

Besides these were officers of the Public Works and

those on the Medical establishment. In ordinary times

this establishment suffices for administrative pur-

poses, but it was altogether unable to meet the extra-

ordinary strain of so severe a famine as existed in

Mysore. The administration was not singular in this

respect. No Government in India can work a famine

without a great increase in the number of its officers,

nor, indeed, without a special agency. Mr. Saunders

made no application for extraneous aid, but seemed to

think his own force ample for all the requirements of

the State.

(3) The greatest lack of all, however, was want of

driving power at the centre. Orders were issued from

the chief commissioner, bearing the signature of his

secretary; like ostrichs' eggs, which are expected to

hatch in the sand without any trouble on the part of

the parent, they were expected to be obeyed without

being looked after. The orders issued were, as a rule,

excellent, but officials do not seem to have paid any

attention to them, and the central authority never in-

sisted on their being obeyed. One instance may suffice

to show this. A most important order was sent forth

by Mr. Saunders on February 9, 1877, at Sir Richard

Temple's express desire, on village inspection and the

issue of grain doles. Some inspection followed—a pre-
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vious page contains the result of Colonel Hay's enquiries

—but not much was done in this direction, and not a

single pound of grain was issued. The Department of

Public Works was allowed to do what seemed right in

its own eyes, or at the most had to endure a feeble

censure such as was administered by the deputy ac-

countant-general, when he said :
' The Public Works

staffs have hitherto been too much occupied in depart-

mental work, it may be said, to give attention to relief

works under civil officers.' Colonel Sankey's rejoinder

to this was as follows:—' I need hardly say that while

the ordinary operations of the department have pur-

posely been conducted with a view to afford relief work

in its most effective and least demoralising form,^ the

officers have, by advice, by plans, &c., endeavoured to

give what aid they could in regard to relief works.

Colonel Johnson devoted much time to this, and at the

present moment the provision of work for this class is

one of my chief duties. Our officers employed on an

average 1 9,000 labourers in January last. The numbers

rose in May to a maximum of 36,000, and have now
(owing to the demand which necessarily everywhere

occurs at the commencement of the monsoon for agricul-

tural labourers, and also to some extent from the elimina-

tion of three lakhs from our Budget grant) sunk again to

22,000. This latter number we shall now have to cut

down materially to meet the further reduction which has

again been ordered in our Budget limit to 15 lakhs.'

It was the same throughout the whole disaster. A
strong hand at the helm was lacking, and the ship of

State drifted to the rocks.

1 This was scarcely correct. The Public Works Department tank

system was based on the principle of treating tanks series by series or group

by group, and thus a large expenditure would be going on in half a taluk,

and none in the rest of a district. What was wanted was to stop some of the

closely contiguous works, and to scatter them more over the affiected parts.
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A quotation has been made above from a memo-
randum by Colonel Sankey, heatl of the Public Works
Department. As of considerable importance in the

events which were shortly to occur, an abstract may be

given of the scheme of works by which the chief of the

department was prepared to meet the exigencies of the

situation. If tanks were a provision against famine,

food scarcity in Mysore ought to be unknown, for there

are T-l tanks per square mile of the whole territory.

Twelve thousand of these, however, yield no revenue,

being breached. As regards the others, it was alleged

to be an indisputable fact that weak earthen bunds were

the rule in Mysore rather than the exception. An
unusually large number of breaches to tanks (101 in

three months) had been reported, notwithstanding the

lightness of the rainfall. ' It is doubtless true that

many breaches have been attributed to cracks produced

in the bunds by the long-continued droughts of the

last three seasons, but many more have been due, as

proved by the returns, to the insufficient height of the

bunds.'

In his recommendations how to employ famine

labour, Colonel Sankey made much of tank repairs. He
said: ' Although, as before noticed, the greatest circum-

spection must be exercised, and complete professional

investigation entered upon in dealing with the increase

of capacity of these works ( for the most part placed in

chains, and dependent one on the other), and rebuilding

their sluices, waste weirs, &c., there is on the other

hand one point with reference to which no one can

make a mistake, unless wilfully, and that is in placing

earth on the top and at the back of the tank bund.

Even if the work be somewhat overdone, there is no

further harm than the expenditure of a little more
money than is absolutely necessary. The bund is cer-
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tainly none the weaker for the process. Every ryot

knows how to carry out the work, and to guard against

mistakes or frauds as far as possible, a clear but simple

rule was given in the circular (Sir R. Meade's), -not

only as to how much work was to be done, but how
subsequently to check the actual quantity executed.'

These were intended for civil agency works, and by

them Colonel Sankey contended the people would be

removed from the demoralising influence of relief

kitchens, which threatened to grow beyond control.

Colonel Sankey was of opinion that the Public Works

Department should be directly charged with keeping

employed able-bodied labourers only. To enable the

department to do this, two things were requisite. First,

it must have a scheme of good works; secondly, it must

be supplied with money. As regards the first of these

heads, he remarks: 'I may observe that in the roads

and buildings branch I, more than two years ago, sub-

mitted a forecast programme of work, embracing schemes

to be carried out from 1875-76 to 1880-8 1,^ and not

only has this general scheme been accepted by the Govern-

ment of India, but a large majority of works are in

hand. For many of the remainder estimates have been

carefully framed and are now ready for execution. In

the irrigation branch there has been no less activity.

Large undertakings have been entered on, both in im-

proving and extending the great irrigation channels

and in bringing to standard some of the most important

of the tank series, all of which are capable of supplying

a very large amount of employment for labour. The

short piece of railway between the railway station at

Bangalore and the Petta which has been just sanctioned

^ This scheme consisted almost entirely of roads, &c,, from the Malnad

to the Western Coast, unfit for any coolies in September, and for maidan

coolies at any time, or, in fact, for relief work at any period, as it was mainly

skilled labour which was required.
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by the Govornment of India, is likely to prove most

valuable either for a tramway or as an extension of the

Madras branch line, and will give large employment.

If need be, moreover, the small portion of projected line

might be made between the town of Mysore and the

Washing Ghat at Seringapatam (some nine miles), and

which, like the other, would be very valuable for a tram-

way, if the complete railway be curried out.' ^

The funds to provide for these works, it was sug-

gested, might be obtained on loan.

The state of things described in the preceding pages

had for some time been causing the Government of

India great anxiety, and whilst on his way from Simla

H.E. the Viceroy took steps towyrds introducing im-

proved organisation. For that purpose, in advance of

his own visit to Mysore, Lord Lytton deputed two

selected officers from the North-West Provinces—Mr.

C. A. Elliott, commissioner of Meerut, and Major Scott

Moncrieff, R.E.—to assist the chief commissioner. Five

military officers were also at once sent to Mysore to

assist in controlling relief operations. At this time

(August), the chief commissioner had made an applica-

' Regardingr the carrying out of these plans, Colonel Sankey said :—* If

I have succeeded in making myself clear, the system I suggest ia to

give simple work all over tlie distressed portions of the country, through the
civil officers, to all who may be unable from sufficient reasons to leave their

villages, and who ought, if not able-bodied, to be compelled to remain at

their homes. For the rest (the able-bodied breadwinners) I would enforce,

by all the legitimate influence at the "disposal of the administration, their

joining the works of this department. There should be no shrinkin" from
using the requisite pressure in regard to this duty, and practically there would
be no avoidable hardship in giving effect to the measures, as the able-bodied

labourers in this province are accustomed to remove yearly to the Niligeries,

the Wynaad, and Coorg in search of engagements, and indeed have done so
for several past months, forming often miserable crowds of wanderers. Every
one, moreover, acquainted with the native character knows that in such cases

as we have now to deal with, they expect the European officer to put down
his foot. They look to him not only for guidance, but for compulsory
measures to ensure public safety.'

VOL. I. H H
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tion to the Government of India for a loan of fifty

lakhs. The expenses of the famine had hitherto been

defrayed by the proceeds of the invested funds, amount-

ing to 46,16,000 rs. 'This source of supply,' it was

said, ' will be exhausted by the end of the current

month, and the Budget shows no balance to fall back

upon.' The Government of India agreed to grant the

loan, as otherwise the Mysore State would be compelled

to borrow in the open market—a policy which the

Government is not, at any time, prepared to accept in

the case of any native State; and the loan was granted,

on terms to be fixed afterwards, in the following instal-

ments:

—

InOctolier 20 lakhs.

„ November . . , . . . . 15 „

„ December 10 »

„ January or February 5 „
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CHAPTER III.

A RADICAL CHANGE OF POLICY.

While the Viceroy was travelling from Simla to

Southern India during the month of August, most dis-

tressing scenes were being witnessed in the streets of

Bangalore. No measure of precaution sufficed to keep
* wanderers' from flocking into the streets and thronging

the relief kitchens for food. The mortality which pre-

vailed in all relief camps was only too notorious : in

the kitchens no shelter was provided, and the paupers

being fed only once a day and turned adrift, the mor-

tality was transferred from the sheds of a poor-house to

the streets and purlieus of a city. Scenes which were

a grave scandal to British rule were occurring in the

chief town of a province which had long been adminis-

tered by English officials. Whichever way the eye

turned, dead bodies were to be seen. During August

the average number of dead picked up daily in the

streets of Bangalore was twenty. From September 1

to 10 the number had increased to forty-one. When
troops were marched to the shooting butts for rifle

practice the soldiers were horrified with the sight of

bodies of men, women, and children, lying exposed and

partly devoured by dogs and jackals. People argued,

not unnaturally, that if such things occurred at head-

quarters, most terrible scenes were necessarily to be

witnessed in the interior. On any spot in the streets

of Bangalore where there was temporary shelter, the

poor starved creatures would creep to die : on the pials

H n 2
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(verandahs) of houses, under the shadows of trees and

walls, or in a depression in the roadside. Early in the

morning the bodies were supposed to be collected by

the police, but sometimes they were allowed to lie about

uncared for till late in the day. A European gentleman

visited the market on a Sunday morning in September,

and learned that two dead bodies had been found that

morning : one he saw himself, at half-past seven, lying

uncared for within a few yards of a stall where vege-

tables were being laid out for sale. The feeding which

was going on at the relief kitchens was of a character

that needed a sharp controlling hand, as much for the

sake of the people, who were being demoralised, as in

the interests of the State, which provided the money

for expenditure. Rain had commenced falling in appre-

ciable quantity, and this made matters worse for the

' wanderers,* upon whom the chilliness of the atmo-

sphere and the dampness of the air told with fatal effect.

From the day when the south- west monsoon was

due, the ryots did all that men could do to obtain crops

from their lands. Showers of rain fell at intervals, and

the persistence with which the agriculturists endea-

voured to secure a ragi crop in many taluks cannot be

too highly commended. In several places they sowed

the land no less than three times, the pauses between

each downpour of rain having been so prolonged that

the previous sowing had either withered or been de-

stroyed by insects before rain to nurture it again fell.

The patience and persistence displayed by the Southern

India ryot, not in Mysore alone but in all the districts

of the Madras Presidency, deserved a better fate than

they encountered. In addition to the elements being

pitilessly against them, the people must have been

shocked by the numerous deaths of relatives and friends,

and have been depressed accordingly. In the Nundy-
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(Iroog division the total number of reported deaths

(only a portion of the whole) from July 15 to August

15, was 11,202, 'a rate of mortality,' remarked Colonel

Pearse, * which, were it continued, would clear off the

whole existing population in this division in about four-

teen years.*

There were not wanting officers in the Mysore

administration who saw, before the Viceroy's arrival,

the true principles upon which the famine should be

fought. Reference was made to one of these in a pre-

vious chapter. Another may be mentioned here.

Colonel l^earse, writing in August to the chief com-

missioner, said :
—

' The numbers on the relief works

have been found to fluctuate according to the rainfall,

showing that the cultivators who came to relief works

are ready, instead of holding on to Government works,

to return to their villages, and endeavour to obtain a

crop as soon as there is any appearance of a change in

the season, whereas in the feeding establishments the

case is different. The numbers are rising, and will

continue to rise, until large works are started, when
every man, woman, and child who is able to carry a

basket should be relegated somewhat relentlessly to

work ; but this cannot be done in the absence of

continuous work on large projects. Small ones are

good in their way, especially when the distress is

moderate, but they last only a short time, whereupon

the gang is broken up ; and therefore the only plan is

to have continuous large projects to supplement the

small ones, and to which the people can either be sent,

or from which they can be withdrawn, as may seem

most advisable.' The remark of the chief commis-

sioner upon this very proper suggestion was feeble and

querulous. Says the order thereon :
' The commis-

sioner alludes to the necessity of starting large projects
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to afford continuous employment to the famine -stricken

people, but does not specify the works of the kind which

he would propose.' To do this was not a commissioner's

duty, but Colonel Pearse could well have replied that,

many months previously, he had laid before the com-

missioner a large scheme of works, which scheme was

not approved. There was no need, however, to make
reply. About the time that the chief commissioner's

order was penned, the Viceroy arrived at Bangalore.

Mr. C. A. Elliott and Major Scott Moncrieff had preceded

his Excellency by several days, had made themselves

acquainted with the difficult task to be undertaken in

bringing things back to their normal standard, and were

ready to endeavour to put matters on a better footing.

When the Viceroy reached Bangalore he received a

C report of the condition of affairs from Mr. Elliott and

Major Scott Moncrieff. From their statement and from

the communications his Excellency held with the chief

civil officers of the province, as also from what he him-

self saw at Bangalore, he was forced to the conclusion

that matters were even worse than he had anticipated
;

that the provision of proper relief works had been

entirely neglected ; that gratuitous relief, which had

increased to an inordinate extent, had been administered

in a lax and unsystematic manner ; that crime had

greatly increased ; that people were wandering from

Mysore into other districts in vast numbers ; and that

the mortality, both in hospitals and among the wan-

derers, was terrible.

The particulars published in Chapter 11. of this nar-

rative will show how the numbers relieved respectively

on works and under the system of gratuitous relief

varied during the previous six months, and how utterly

disproportionate was the former to the latter class.

But even this statement did not adequately represent

V
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tlie whole evil. Lord Lytton found while at Bangalore

that the |)eople employed on works under the organisa-

tion of the Department of Public Works were not, pro-

perly speaking, relief labourers at all. The works were

not special relief works, but were those sanctioned in

the ordinary way under the annual Budget allotment;

and the labourers employed on them were the ordinary

able-bodied coolies, paid by piece-work and engaged by
the ordinary petty contractors of the department. That
these works kept a number of the labourers so employed

from the necessity of applying for relief cannot be

doubted, but in no other sense could they be called

relief works; and the system under which they were
employed had been already emphatically condemned by
the Government of India in its communications with

the chief commissioner of Mysore.

Lord Lytton was anxious to introduce an improved
system of management without any undue interference

with the ordinary administration of the country, and
his Excellency found that the chief commissioner was
fully prepared to accept and carry out the views of the

Government of India. Mr. Saunders had in fact pre-

viously issued instructions in accordance with the

general policy of the Government of India; and these

instructions, had he seen that they were being carried

out, would probably have insured the timely introduc-

tion of a proper system of relief works.

The chief engineer of the province. Colonel Sankey,

however, had objected to the employment of the PuIdUc

Works establishment otherwise than on the ordinary

contract system, and had omitted to provide any special,

works for relief purposes. Even on the brief extension

of the Bangalore railway, which had already been sanc-

tioned by the Government of India, the department

had declined to employ more than three hundred per-
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sons out of the thousands who were ready to labour,

and whom the civil officers were anxious to draft from

gratuitous relief to works. Colonel Sankey, it was ad-

mitted, was an officer of much experience in Mysore,

and had the reputation of being a very able engineer.

He had under him an un-usually strong departmental

staff in proportion to the size of the province, and the

Viceroy hoped that he would prove a valuable assistant

in carrying out the policy of making large relief works,

lander departmental supervision, the backbone of the

whole relief system. Lord Lytton accordingly explained

his views to him at some length, first in a private inter-

view, and afterwards at the conference which he held

with the chief commissioner and other officers. Colonel

Sankey persisted in objecting to the employment of his

departmental organisation for the supervision of real

relief works. He brought forward a scheme of works

(summarised in Chapter II.) which were, he said, ready

to be put in hand; but these, when examined, proved

insufficient to give employment to more than one-half

the requisite number of people needing work ; further,

many of them were situated in unhealthy parts of the

province, to which relief labour could not be carried

at that season of the year; and even for this instalment

Colonel Sankey repeated his unwillingness to employ

any of his regular staff, or to divert them from the

ordinary sanctioned works. Those works, opened for

relief purposes, he proposed to start with only such

additional assistance as the Government of India might

be able to afford him from other provinces. This came

out very clearly in the conference, similar to tliat held

in Madras, in which the Viceroy in the fullest, freest,

and frankest manner discussed the situation with the

local officers, whose want of due appreciation of the

circumstances with which they had to cope had brought
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About the stftte of tilings which needed the heroic

remedy the Viceroy did not shrink from applying.

The chief engineer's opinions being what they were, it

became clear that to entrust Colonel Sankey with the

execution of the new famine policy was to ensure the

failure of it. It would in any circumstances be a matter

of great difficulty to withdraw people from the loose,

undisciplined, idle life of relief kitchens (where they

were fed gratuitously, and having got their meal, might

employ the rest of their time as they thought best) to

the strictly enforced tasks and regular discipline of

properly supervised public works; and his Excellency

felt that he could not justly or ^vith due regard to the

interest of the public rel}' upon the exertions of Colonel

Sankey for the successful prosecution of a policy which

that officer seemed unable to accept in principle and

unwilHng to adopt in practice. Lord Lytton, there-

fore, took advantage of a wish expressed by Sir Andrew
Clarke for the temporary assistance of a deputy secre-

tary during the pressure caused by famine work in the

central office of the Department of Public Works, and

Colonel Sankey was appointed to that duty. Major

Scott MoncriefF, R.E., was transferred to the temporary

chief engineership of the province. The Viceroy was

satisfied to leave in his hands the execution of the

Government policy.

The main object of the improvement in the famine

administration was providing sufficient relief works, on

a proper system, for the destitute poor. In addition to

accomplishing this. Lord Lytton directed the chief

commissioner's attention to the necessity of reorganis-

ing his relief kitchens, and maintaining them as closed

camps under proper discipline and control. He ordered

that those in Bangalore which were supported from

Government fui>j^s, and which had quite outgrown the
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supervision of the volunteer committee by whom they

had hitherto been administered, should be placed under

the responsible control of Government officers ;
^ and to

^ ' To J. D. Gordon, Esq., C.S.I., President of the Charitable Relief

Committee.
' Sir,—I am directed by the chief commissioner to inform you that the

Government of India has expressed its opinion that " all relief camps which

are kept up by Government money should be placed ucder Government
organisation, so that one system of control and one scale of rations may be

applied to aU." Under these circumstances Mr. Saunders considers that the

time has come when the relief camps in and around the town of Bangalore

should be placed under the direct charge of an executive officer or officers

appointed by himself.

' 2. But in relieving your committee of the onerous charge which they

voluntanly undertook, and which they have discharged for so many months

with such zeal and humanity, Mr. Saunders cannot withhold an expression

of his sincere thanks for the efficiency with which your supervision of the

kitchen management has been carried out, and for the self-devotion with

which you personally, and the members of the committee generally, have

applied yourselves to the benevolent task of relieving the destitution of the

famine-stricken people under your charge.

* 3. The chief commissioner proposes to place the Krishnarajpur camp
under the deputy commissioner of Bangalore, and the other municipal

camps and kitchens under Major Cole, who will, if necessary, have other

officers attached to him for the superintendence of individual camps.
' 4. The hospitals attached to the diffijrent camps will still as heretofore

be under the superintendence of Dr. J. Henderson, whose careful and kindly

treatment of the sick the chief commissioner gratefully acknowledges.
* 6. There is still, however, abundant room for the application of charitable

relief, provided they have funds supplied them by private charity to deal

with, and the chief commissioner would be sorry to see the committee of

which you are president dissolved, especially as there is reason to hope that

the Madras committee will remit to Bangalore part of the money which is

subscribed in England. Mr. Saunders would particularise as suitable objects

for the expenditure of such funds, the supply of hospital comforts, of beds

and clothing for the sick, and of clothing for the intirm and aged people who
will remain as inmates of the relief camps when the more able-bodied are

drafted on to relief works. The oi-phans of the famine, too, are peculiarly

suitable objects for the care of the committee, and the chief commissioner

would very gladly see one or more orphanages established and placed under

the care of Protestant missionaries. There are many other suggestions, too

whicli may possibly occur to the committee as showing openings in which the

administration of private charity may wisely supplement the relief which

Government is bound to give, but to cut down to a minimum ; and such

suggestions Mr. Saunders is well assured you will be ready and glad to

adopt.

' 6. I am to request that you will explain and make over the accounts of
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assist the chief commissioner in carrying out these in-

structions, the services of Mr. C. A. Elliott, as Famine

Commissioner, and of Mr. Wingate, of the Bombay
Service, as Additional Secretary, were placed at Mr.

Saunders' disposal. Both these officers were carefully

selected on account of their special qualifications. In

lower grades his Excellency strengthened the hands of

the chief commissioner by appointing five military

officers to assist in relief works, and by obtaining for

him the services of the following additional medical

and engineering staff :

—

34 Medical Subordinates, in addition to the 14

previously sent.

2 Executive Engineers.

7 Assistant Engineers.

6 Subordinates.

The Viceroy determined, after consulting Mr. Guil-

ford Molesworth, director-general of the State Rail-

ways in India, as well as the most experienced local

officers, to sanction the commencement of the earthwork

of the Bangalore and Mysore Railway, as a famine

work. It was specially suitable for this purpose from

its situation, the line of country which it passed through,

and the facilities it afforded for supervision. When
considering the scheme for Mysore relief works, Lord
Lytton bore in mind the despatches regarding the

Mysore Railway, which conveyed the Secretary of

State's instructions that the Mysore savings should be

be spent in irrigation works rather than on railway;

and only sanctioned the railway earthwork when it had

the Krlslinarajpur camp to Onptjvin Gordon Curuming', and of the other

camps and kitchens to Major Cule, as soon as possible.

' I have the honour to be, Sir, your most obedient servant,

'A. WlNGAlE,
'Addi. Secretary:
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become quite clear that sufficient irrigation works were

not ready in and near the Bangalore district, where

90,000 people were receiving relief. In estimating the

necessity and probable effect of this measure, it may be

well to remember the character of the irrigation works

in Central and Northern Mysore. They are all rain-fed

tanks, and their waters fail in a season of drought ; so

that the Mysore Railway is undoubtedly a more effective

work of famine protection than the ordinary irrigation

works of the country. The railway work was begun in

two principal sections ; the length which was put in

hand, in the first instance, being 46 miles—36 miles at

the Bangalore end of the line, and 10 at the Mysore

end. The intervening space was to be begun, if neces-

sary, as soon as some questions concerning its alignment

had been reconsidered.

As already stated, the Government of India had

consented to sanction a loan to Mysore Government of

50 lakhs of rupees. Finding, on his arrival at Bangalore,

that the chief commissioner was much pressed for funds,

and that the balance of his invested surplus (9 lakhs)

could only be sold out at that moment at a sacrifice of

from 8 to 10 per cent, discount, the Viceroy sanctioned

the drawing at once on the Madras treasury (which

was amply supplied) for a first instalment of 10 lakhs

on account of the loan, postponing the sale of the in-

vested surplus till a more favourable opportunity.

The Viceroy was much concerned that the Mysore

administration had not been able to show some useful

works for the many lakhs which had already been spent

in fiimine relief. The question, however, may be asked,

why did not the Government of India, under whose

direct control the administration of Mysore was, inter-

fere at «nn earlier date? The only answer possible is,

that too much reliance was placed on Sir Richard
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Temple's rei)orts. Almost extravagant terms of eulogy

were used, while the minimum of investigation and en-

(juiry was made by the Delegate, whose sole duty was

minute investigation and close enquiry. Confidence

on the part of the Government of India in the thorough

trustworthiness of Sir Richard Temple's reports, com-

bined with Mr. Saunders' weakness as a ruler and his

inability to control his chief engineer, were the leading

causes which contributed to the deplorable mismanage-

ment which occurred in Mysore.

An important change in famine administration oc-

curred before the Viceroy left Bangalore. His Excel-

lency determined, in consultation with Sir A. Arbuthnot,

to take into his own hands the administration of the

Famine Department of the Government of India. This

arrangement was proposed as the natural corollary of

the changes which the Duke of Buckingham and

Chandos had adopted in the Madras administration
;

but the proposal commended itself for various reasons

to his Excellency's judgment. The paramount impor-

tance of famine administration at the present time had

obliged the Viceroy to give to the details of it the closest

and most constant personal supervision: it therefore

seemed desirable on public grounds that he should openly

and definitely acknowledge the responsibility he had vir-

tually undertaken for the success or failure of the policy

he had laid down, and was endeavouring to enforce,

in the conduct of relief operations. The arrangement

tended also to a speedier disposal of business and dimi-

nished the frequency of reftTonces. Sir A. Arbuthnot, on

receivingthe A^iceroy's assent to theabove-mentioned pro-

posal, returned to Simla, where his presence was much
needed, in consequence of the illness of Sir J. Strache}',

who had, during Sir Alexander's absence, taken charge of

the Department of Revenue, Agriculture, and Commerce.
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Certain papers were placed in the Viceroy's hands

on his arrival in Bangalore which justified the alarmist

views which some were disposed to take. From these

it appeared that the registered mortality in the province

in 1874 was 51,230 ; in 1875 51,276 ; in 1876 54,265.

The registered mortality from January 1 to May 31 in

the current year was no less than 83,915. Of the above

deaths 49,145 are put down to cholera, 3,012 to small-

pox, 12,871 to fevers, 5,535 to bowel-complaints, and

13,352 to other causes. With the exception of cholera,

the mortality under the above heads is not so much
above the average of ordinary years as might have been

expected. Thus, the five months' mortality from fever

in 1877 was 12,871, against 23,934 for the whole of

1876. Again, the entry under small-pox for the first

five months of 1877 is 3,012, against 445 in the same

month of 1876 : under bowel-complaints 5,535, against

1,823 : and under other causes 13,352, against 4,911.

It is under cholera where the large increase chiefly

appears, 49,145 deaths being recorded in the five months
ended May last, against 12,087 in the whole of 1876,

and 3,139 in the whole of 1875.

With regard to the loss of cattle, the return fur-

nished showed that while 163,255 (somewhat above the

average) perished in 1875-6, the number increased to

462,240 in 1876-7. Of this number nearly a quarter

of a million w^ere bullocks, 78,000 were buffaloes, and

130,000 were sheep and goats. It is only necessary to

remark that a pair of good Mysore bullocks are worth

from 100 rs. to 150 rs.,^ to form some idea of the loss

of property which has fallen on many of the ryots.

Before leaving Southern India Lord Lytton paid a

^ As, however, many of the best cattle were saved, and only the feeble

died, the estimate given above is too liigh in estimating the loss all over the

province.
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visit to various places in the Madras l*residency, in-

cluding the hill- country, making a short stay at the

sanitarium, Ootacamund.^ His Excellency proceeded

thence to Mysore across country, and on liis way took

the opportunity of learning the condition of Coorg

in relation to the famine-stricken immigrants from

Mysore. The coffee-planters of Coorg, like those of

Wynaad, are mainly dependent on Mysore for their

labour supply, and, as in the Wynaad, multitudes of

immigrants unable to find work, or unfit to work, were

found in Coorg in a state of extreme destitution, and

the mortality among them was very grievous indeed.

A memorial purporting to come from the Planters'

Association at Coorg was submitted to the Viceroy's

private secretary for presentation : but it was not pre-

sented through the local authorities, and, in fact, had

been refused by them. Lord Lytton declined to accept

it formally as a memorial, but expressed his willingness

to receive the two gentlemen (the Rev. A. Fennell and

Mr. Hunt) who had come as a deputation to present it,

and to hear all they had to urge. These two gentlemen

accordingly waited on the Viceroy on September 18,

the chief commissioner of Mysore and the superinten-

dent of Coorg being present at the interview. They

dwelt specially in the conversation that ensued on the

great mortality among the wanderers from Mysore, a

* On this tour Lord Lytton's attention was attracted to a feature in

Southern India mineralogy which may some day prove of great importance.

In a despatch to the Secretary of State, his Excellency said :—
' A large

portion of the Madras territory through which I passed is largely auriferous;

and I was informed by an experienced expert who has for two years been

investigating its mineral resources, that neither in California nor Australia)

all parts of which he had previously visited, do there exist gold deposits

more capable of being remuneratively worked. This statement appears to

me an important one ; and I may perhaps take an early occasion of address-

ing to your Lordship a special communication on the subject of it. Mean-

while I may mention that silver is also found, as well as considerable

quantities of small diamonds, in Wynaad.'
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mortality which had, they asserted, been greatly under-

estimated by the local authorities ; they complained that

no relief works had been established, and said that the

planters were, through want of means, unable to support

the starving wanderers. Many of their assertions were

traversed by the local officers, but it was clear that, as a

matter of fact, neither relief works, nor hospitals, nor

refuges, nor kitchens for the poor had been established in

Coorg, and that there was urgent necessity for them. The
Viceroy learnt that while roads were numerous in the

province, a considerable portion of them require to be

metalled, and that one or two good roads, the need ot

which was admitted, still remained to be made. Finally,

his Excellency offered to grant either from Mysore or

from imperial revenues, a sum of 50,000 rs. if the

planters would consent to contribute one-third of that

amount, either in money or supervision. Finding, how-

ever, that the two gentlemen forming the deputation

had no authority to accept such an offer, and that they

did not actually represent the whole body of planters,

his Excellency undertook to depute Major Scott Mon-
crieff to visit Mercara, and to ascertain personally what

the actual wishes of the planters were, and what might

best be done with their co-operation in the way of

starting relief works. Major Scott Moncrieff visited

Mysore shortly after, and put matters on a satisfactory

footing.

The Viceroy was greatly pleased to find, on return-

ing to Bangalore, most satisfactory evidence of the

beneficial results of the system of relief operations

which he had established before leaving that town on

September 9. These results were recorded in an inter-

esting memorandum by Mr. Elliott, which showed that

uniform rates of wage on relief works and rates of food

ration in relief camps had been laid down ; that orders
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had been issued for closing superfluous and unsupervised

open relief kitchens, the really necessitous recipients of

relief being taken into well-supervised relief camps or

poor-houses; that petty relief works under Civil officers

were being wound up and closed; that in and around

Bangalore town one relief kitchen had been closed,

while from the other kitchens persons capable of labour

were being drafted to relief works; that already 5,000

had been so drafted, and were doing good work on the

railway bank instead of being fed in idleness at the

kitchens; that the relief recipients who could not labour

were being kept inside the camps and tended until they

recovered, indoor being thus substituted for outdoor gra-

tuitous relief; that relief employment of a kind suitable

to destitute artisans and higher caste people was being

arranged in Bangalore town; and that, partly in conse-

quence of these measures and partly in consequence of

the favourable change in the season, the number of in-

mates in the Bangalore kitchens had fallen from 30,733

to 13,301. Great care was taken by the officers in

charge to treat with special leniency persons who went
to the works in an enfeebled state of body.

The revolution in Mysore was now complete, and

the administration of the province was practically in

the hands of the triumvirate appointed by Lord Lytton,

viz., Mr. C. A. Elliott, Major Scott Moncrieff, and Mr.

A. Wingate. The difficulties they had to encounter

were very great. Much irritation was, as might have

been expected, caused at strangers being put in the

high places of trust. Each of the officers, by their zeal,

prudence, and patience, justified the Viceroy's selection.

Particularly is this true of Mr. Elliott, whose position

was peculiarly trying in many respects; but he bore

himself sa7is peur et saiis reproche. At much personal

mconvenience, by scorning delights and living laborious

VOL. I. II
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days, he made himself thoroughly master of the condi-

tion of Mysore in every district, and acquired in a

few weeks such a knowledge of the province as, pos-

sessed a few months earlier by a chief commissioner

resolutely determined to carry out a true famine policy,

would have resulted in the salvation of many thousands

—probably hundreds of thousands of lives. The Vice-

roy's visit to Southern India, successful as it was in all

its phases, was in nothing more strikingly justified than

in the appointments which were made in Mysore. It

should not, however, be omitted to state that, in spite

of the irritation alluded to, the officers of the Mysore

commission and of the Public Works Department co-

operated with the Famine Commissioner and the chief

engineer with the utmost loyalty and heartiness, and

that after a short time no feeling of petty jealousy was

allowed to hinder the zealous introduction of the new
policy.

Fortunately, with the new regime came rain, and

prospects were more favourable. The relegation of the

people to their homes was greatly aided by seasonal

conditions, more particularly when British relief funds

were sent to Bangalore, to the amount of 155,000/., by

the Madras famine committee. Mr. Elliott was most

energetic in his endeavours to see that the money of

the English people was poured into useful channels and

made available to be of lasting benefit.

One of the first acts of importance which the Famine
Commissioner undertook was the preparation of a famine

code, containing detailed instructions for the adminis-

tration of relief of all kinds. It was based on orders

issued by the Viceroy at Bangalore on September 8,

and may be briefly summarised here.
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The backbone of the famine jwlicy i« the emi)loymcnt of all

suitable applicants for relief on large workK of permanent utility,

suiJerintcndcd by professional officei*s of the Public "Works Depai*t-

ment. It is the duty of the Civil officer to decide who are suitable

applicants, i.e., who are sufficiently able-bodied for labour. In the

pi-esent state of this province it is not intended, until a crop is

harvested, that any applicant should be rejected on the ground of

being too well-to-do, provided he submits to the three tests :

—

(1) The distance test—which shows that he is willing to labour

at a distance from his home, not returning there at night, but being

hutted on the work.

(2) The wage test

—

i.e., that he receives a wage calculated to

provide a bare subsistence for himself, but not enough to support any

non-working member of the family.

(3) The task-work test

—

i.e., that he performs a daily task pro-

portioned to his strength.

It is important to remember that, while it is desirable to secure

the best return in work for the expenditure incurred, the main object

of opening and cariying out a i-elief work is not for the sake of the

work, but for the sake of the labourers employed on the work.

On every large public work there will, if possible, be 2>laced a

Civil officer to co-operate with and assist the Public Works officer,

and a medical officer to take chai-ge of the sick and those requiring

special treatment. There will also be three classes of labourers.

Class I.—The moderately able-bodied, who can, on an average,

perform 75 per cent, of the task usually accomplished by an ordinary

cooly. Some members of this class will be fully able-bodied; some,

though strong themselves, may have a sickly wife or child ; some m^
be reduced by privation below their usual strength. But the class

taken as a whole, counting the stronger with the weaker members,

should be able to perform the 75 per cent, condition, and should

receive the higher scale of wages.

Class II.—Those who are weakly, but are still able to work, and

can on an average perform 50 per cent, of the ordinary task. This

class will consist mainly of those who are old, infirm, partially dis-

abled by some natural defect, or who are temporarily enfeebled by
famine, but whom regular work and regular pay may be expected to

restore. These should receive the lower scale of wages.

Class III.—Those who are too much emaciated to do any but a

very light task, but who imder special care may be expected to

improve, and whose health and self-i-espect will be best consulted by

I I 2
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employing them in easy open-air work. These are called the class

under special treatment. They will receive the higher scale of wage, in

the hope of restoring their strength and fitting them to be drafted

among the able-bodied, in addition to any extra nourishment the

medical or relief officer may prescribe. Old and decrepit persons

who cannot be expected to improve in strength are not to be included

in this class.

The Civil officer will classify the applicants as they arrive

according to these three classes, and will from time to time, as they

improve or retrograde in strength, suggest their transfer from one class

to another. The medical officer will see to the special treatment of

all those who requii-e extra food and nourishment, and for whom the

ordinary wage is not sufficient. The Department of Public Works
officer will receive the gangs and individuals made over to him, set

them to work, register and number them, measure up the work they

do, and see to their payment and their hutting. Accordingly the

code treats in separate sections (1) of the duties of the professional

officer of the Public Works Department, (2) of those of the Civil

officer, (3) of those of the medical officer.

II. Civil relief works are supplementary to large Public Works
Department relief works, and may be employed in three ways :

—

(1) as a safety valve for labour when there are more applicants than

the Public Works Department can receive
; (2) as a training school

for Public Works Department work when it is desired to move bodies

of men to considerable distances, and they are broken into this by

being organised and accustomed to work together in gangs for a short

time near their homes; (3) to give employment to the old and decrepit

who do not come up to Class II., i.e., cannot do half an ordinary day's

work, and who will not be restored to strength by liberal treatment,

and so must not be put in the special treatment class.

The petty relief works on which small bodies of 10 or 20

labourers have hitherto been employed, being paid by piece-work or

by contract and under no real supervision, are to be discontinued.

No work will be undertaken as a Civil relief work which will not

affijrd employment for at least 300 people for one month. They will

be hutted on the work, and not, except in the second case referred to

above, allowed to go to their homes at night, and each work will be

supervised by a responsible Civil officer. The second chapter of the

code expounds the duties of the Civil officer with relation to Civil

relief works.

III. The third main division of the scheme of famine policy is

the relief camp. These camps are not to be used, as has generally
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been the case hithei'to, as dining places where jjeople come for a meal

or two meals a day and go away. Every person .who receives relief

at a relief camp must submit to two conditions :— (1) Residence in

the ttimp; (2) Work. The camp must, therefore, be enclosetl, and bo

provided with sufficient shed accommodation for its population. The

able-bodied should not be received there, but sent at once to a work.

The weakly applicant should also be generally sent to a relief work,

but may sometimes be detained a few days to be fed up. The

ordinary population should consist entirely of the old and infirm

who are not likely to improve, and of the sick in hospital. For all

these, except the sick, such work as they are capable of should be

pro\'ided.

IV. Tlie fourth main head of the code is special treatment.

The Chief Commissioner's Proceedings, Famine Department, No. 5,

dated September 11 (vide Appendix I,), prescribe the ordinary wages

on Public Works Depaitment and Civil relief works, and the ordi-

nary i-ation in relief camps. But there are many cases in wliich the

ordinary rates will not apply. Small and emaciated children, nursing

mothei-s, who, either themselves or their babies, are suifeiing from

innutrition, young and middle-aged adults of both sexes who have

been temporarily brought down by starvation, women advanced in

pregnancy, convalescents out of the hospitals; these form the chief

classes of * special cases ' who require ' special treatment.' No part

of the relief officer's duty (whether he be Public Works Depart-

ment, Civil, or Medical) is more imjx)rtant than the selection of cases

for special treatment, and the seeing that the orders he gives are

cairied out.

V. The fifth chapter in the code treats of village inspection and

relief. This is especially the duty of the Civil officers of the dis-

trict, and vmless it is zealously and carefully performed it is impossible

for them to find out the true condition of the people of their district,

or to know if there are many people in the villages who need relief,

but are too proud, or too frightened, or too resigned to their fate, to

apply for it.

It may often happen that an officer may inspect a village once a

week for three weeks running, turn out the inhabitants and find them

all looking stout and comfortable, and on the fourth week may see

that distress and emaciation have suddenly set in. Then he will act

by sending the j^eople on to relief works or into relief camps, and

seeing that they go ; but without this inspection he may bo startled

by suddenly finding a large influx of famine-stricken people who have

come in too late to be saved.
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Special relief for artisans who are unfitted for manual labour is

provided by supplying them with the raw material of their trade, and

for this purpose it is necessary to provide for the careful house-to-

house inspection of all large towns.

Finally, every officer employed in connection with relief opera-

tions, of whatever rank, is held personally responsible that measures

adequate to the distress are used, that unusual or impending distress

is early brought to notice, that no question of form is allowed to

impede relief, and that all orders are carried into execution.

Relief must never be allowed to run short so long as the relief

is necessary ; foresight must be exercised, and one work planned as

fast as another draws near completion, or as fast as there are indica-

tions of an influx of labour. A list of works which are ready to be

undertaken should be drawn up for each district, so as to be available

whenever there is a fresh demand for work. No officer will be held

excused for turning off gangs of labourers on the completion of a

work, or for refusing bond fide applicants for labour, by the plea that

he had not received a sanction.

The chief commissioner, after consultation with the famine com-

missioner and the chief engineer, is pleased, in supersession of all

former orders, to lay down the following scale of rates of wages on

relief works, and of rates of food in relief camps, for the guidance

of all officers in the Mysore province.

A.—Rates of wages on Public Works Department Relief "Works.

Adult male . . Value of l^lb. of grain plus 9 pie for condiments.

„ female . . „ 1 lb. „ 9 „
Child above 7

.

. „ fib. „ 6 „
Child under 7 . . „ ^Ib. „

B.^Rates of wages on Civil Relief Works.

Adult male . . Value of l^lb. of grain plus 3 pie for condiments.

„ female . . „ 1 lb. „ 3 „
Child above 7. . „ fib. „ 2 „
Child under 7. . „ J- lb. „

By grain is meant grain of medium quality, and of the description

in ordinary use at the time of payment, among the labourers on the

works. The price to be taken at the retail price of the grain ruling

at the head-quarters of the taluk on the previous week.

C.—Rates of cooked food in relief camps for all persons except

those who are in hospital or treated as special cases as being too infirm

to labour, or as being children under seven years of age :

—

Adult male or female . 1 lb. of grain plus 3 pie worth of condiments.
Child over 7 years old . |lh. 2
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N.B.— Oidinarily, ragi is to be taken as the staple grain. When
ragi is not procui-able, rice may be given. The same quantity is to be

given in either case, whetlier of rice or ragi flour. The ration pre-

scribed for food in relief camps is the quantity of raw ragi flour or rico

which each pei-son is to get ; and the oflScer in charge of every camp
will be held responsible for seeing that the ration distributed is the

qxmntity which the one pound or the half pound will produce after

baking or boiling, as the case may be.

The sliding scale of prices attached to this resolution shows the

amount of money wage to be given, according to the varying prices of

grain, on Public Works Department or Civil relief works. No
wages will be given and no work exacted on any relief work on

Sundays. The rate of wages laid down is intended to make provision

for the Sunday's food.

VILLAGE INSPECTION.

I. The object of a system of frequently repeated house-to-house

visitation in each village is to make sure that the measures taken by

Government for the relief of the famine-stricken are efiectual ; that

the tests enforced to prevent persons not in actual need of relief get-

ting admittance to Government works or relief camps do not produce

hardship ; that none are allowed to die through neglect or ignorance

of the means of help ; and that any indications of distress among the

general population are immediately brought to notice and checked.

The organisation and eflficiency of the village relief system will accord-

ingly form the principal duty of all district oflBcers, and theii* activity

in this respect will be closely watched. They should be constantly

on the move, and in their weekly progi*ess reports give briefly the

result of their experience. A similar system of house-to-house in-

spection should be adopted in all large towns.

II. In the first instance it will be the duty of the village ofiicers

to ascertain and register the distressed poor of their respective villages

;

their work will be checked and supervised by specially appointed

inspectors, and the inspectors in their turn will be controlled by

special relief officers under the deputy commissioner. Where neces-

sary, village relief officei-s may be appointed, either instead of or to

assLst the special relief officer. The village relief officer should be a

native gentleman of a superior stamp and of active habits, holding a

permanent appointment under Government, a temporaiy substitute

being employed in his place. Assistant commissioners may, in
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addition to their own duties, be made special relief officers of the

whole or part of their charge.

III. The deputy commissioner of each district will at once

divide those taluks of his distr'ict which are severely distressed into

circles containing about thirty villages each. Over each circle an

inspector should be appointed, to be called the circle inspector, who

should visit each village once a week, or at least once in ten days.

To fill these posts of circle inspectors, only officers who hold permanent

appointments may be selected. As a rule the more active and intel-

ligent of the shekdars, and of the gumastas of the amildars or of

deputy commissioners' courts should be appointed, or officials of that

description, and temporary men on 10 rs. per mensem should fill their

places. Ten per cent, of the circle inspector's work must be tested

weekly by the special relief officer of the taluk, or, if there is none,

by the village relief officer of the taluk. All Civil relief officers in

charge of a taluk (whether deputy commissioners, assistant com-

missioners, or special relief officers) will enter in their weekly diaries

the result of their own inspections and supervision.

No. of severely

District distressed taluks

Bangalore 9

Kolar 10

Tumkur 8

Ohitaldroog 8

Shimoga 2

Kadur 3.

Hassan . 7

Mysore '. 2

lY. Every village officer (patel and shanbhog) should be again

warned that he will be held strictly responsible that his village is free

from persons in severe distress. The patel, assisted by the shanbhog,

of each village, must keep up a register, as under, of those whom the

circle inspector selects as requiring relief in the village.

In this register no one must be entered who is capable of doing

any kind of labour on a relief work or in a relief camp ; only the

bedridden, the cripples, the veiy infirm, blind, and such cases should

be on this register, which entitles these to receive relief at their home,

and then only provided that they have no other means of support and

no able-bodied relatives in a position to assist them. To such, one lb.

of raw grain may be given daily to an adult ; half a lb. to a child

above twelve ; and one-quarter to a young child. The food should

usually be given in the presence of the circle inspector, the village

officers, and two respectable inhabitants, and the quantity given on
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eiich occasion should therefore be sufficient to last the i-ecipienta till

the next visit of the inspector. A separate register for such pei-sons

should be kept by the shanbhog in a special form, and each entry

in tliis should be signed by tlie pai-ties witnessing the distribution.

To meet this small expenditure, a petty advance of money not ex-

ceeding a month's salary may be allowed the circle inspector.

The superior relief officere, on visiting a village, will invariably

examine the people registered and sign the registei-s.

V. The village patel, with the help of the shanbhog, should also

compile a list of those veiy jMX)r persons who are able to leave the

village, but who have not done so. To people on this list, food will

not be allowed in the village, but the circle inspector will give them

a ticket to pi-esent to the place fixed for applicants at the taluk head-

quai-ter relief camp, whence they will be sent either to a relief work

or to a i*elief camp. The circle inspector must not allow them to

remain in the village. If it is a day's journey to the taluk head-

quarters, the circle inspector will give them either grain or money

to buy one day's food, entering the disbursement in column 6 of

another register, and procuring the signatures of two witnesses to the

ti'ansaction. ' Ordinary able-bodied labourers will not be entered in

this list, which is intended to show that the village officer is aware of

any cases of special poverty in his village. At every succeeding in-

spection the circle inspector will enquire whether any of the people

entered on this list who were sent away have returned, and whether

there are many others in the village who ought to be entered on it

and sent to a relief work or relief camp accordingly,

VI. The death of any person on Register (A) must be reported

by the cii-cle inspector to the special relief officer, who will enter

the total number in his weekly report.

VII. The first duty of the circle inspector or of an in-

specting officer visiting a village is to go carefully through the village

house by house, the inspection being made more seai*ching in the poorer

quai'ters and among the lower and Paiiah castes. Cases of people

of good position in ascertained distress, such as of pardah or high

caste women, and any suffering among pai-ticular classes, should be

specially reported upon to the special relief officer of the taluk.

The able-bodied asking for assistance or who appear in need of relief,

should be dii-ected to the public works and sent with a letter to the

head-quarters of the taluk for an order admitting to the works. The

results of the inspection should be compared with the Registers (A)

(B) and (C,) and if necessary the registers should be corrected by
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striking off names improperly entered, or adding those omitted. The

inspector lastly should satisfy himself that all on Eegister (A) really

in need of relief get relief, and that none on Eegister (C) are allowed

to return and starve quietly in the village.

VIII. Professional hcggars well able to earn their living, reli-

gious mendicants, and the like, are not to be relieved ; nor are people

able to help themselves to be needlessly interfered with.

IX. If, when travelling, a pauper or distressed wanderer is met,

the circle inspector will take him to the nearest village or have him
carried there. Wanderers so brought, or airiviag in any other way,

will be fed once by the village officer in the presence of two respect-

able villagers, and then forwarded to the nearest camp under proper

escort with a report, signed also by the two villagers, giving the cir-

cumstances of the case.

X. The circle inspector must keep up two statements of expendi-

ture, the one corresponding to Register (A), and showing the num-
ber relieved in grain in each village, and in accordance with this

statement he will be enabled to draw weekly on the amildar's

treasury for the weekly value of grain to be distributed : the other

showing particulars of casual expenditure, advances to paupers on Re-

gister (C), to wanderers, &c.

XI. To provide for wanderers, deputy commissioners are autho-

rised to deposit a sum not exceeding 5 rs. with the village officers of

any village where circumstances call for the grant. As the money is

spent, bills should be drawn on the amildar, after two respectable

inhabitants have countersigned the vouchers.

When famine administration comes to be systema-

tised, which may be expected to be one result of the

labours of the famine commission, the provisions in Mr.

Elliott's famine code will find a leading place in the

system. The Viceroy's Council was particularly pleased

with it. ' In our secretary's letter acknowledging the

code,' say the members of Council, ' we expressed our

special satisfaction with the clauses which carefully

provide for the humane treatment of those who are un-

able to do a full day's work, or who are in need of

medical care and special food.'
^

The state of things which the Viceroy proceeded to

^ Despatch from Viceregal Council to Secretary of State.
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Mysore to remedy was not easily altered. Up to the

end of October, deaths, mainly due to famine, still

occurred m and near Bangalore, whither (as has already

been stated) had congregated tens of thousands, for

whom adequate relief was not available in their villages.

The poor creatures who thus wandered in search of

charity, grew weaker and weaker, and at last died

during the cold rainy nights, mostly came from the

distressed tracts in the centre and north of the pro-

vnice, and they were said often to pass by relief works

and relief houses, where they could at once have ob-

tained relief. A special organisation was arranged for

finding these wanderers before they were past recovery,

and taking them forcibly into relief hospitals and

relief camps. The reported famine deaths in and round

the town and cantonment of Bangalore were:

—

During August .

September 1 to 10

„ 11 to 30

October 1 to 13

„ 14 to 17

18 to 20

20 per day.

41 „
35 „
26 „
23 „
16 „

The deaths in relief camps and relief hospitals were:

—

During August 84 per day.

„ September 1 to 13 . . . . 95 „

„ „ 11 to 30 . . . .70 „

„ October 1 to 13 . . . . 55 „

The numbers fed in the relief camps in and around

Bangalore from August 1 up to September 10 were

about 36.000, of whom barely one-sixth were permanent

inmates of the camps. From September 11 to October

30 the average number of persons relieved at the camps

was about 20,000, of whom from one-half to three-

quarters were permanent inmates. The good done by
the changes in the relief system, and by the improve-

ment in the season, is apparent from the reduced mor-
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tality in Bangalore town and cantonments generally.

The number of deaths, exclusive of reported famine

deaths and of the deaths in relief hospitals, is returned

at:

—

In Bangalore town and cantonment

.

f 88
J 1,18

[ 22

884 for the month of .Tuly.

185 „ August.

225 „ September.

The Famine Commissioner in the course of his tours

found that the mortality from famine in the Tumkur
district and other parts of central Mysore had been

very large. The changes in the numbers in receipt of

relief in six weeks were as follows:

—

During the Aveek ending On relief works On gratuitous relief

September 15 .

„ 22 ... .

., 29 ... .

October 6 . . . .

„ 13 ... .

„ 20 ... .

53,745
56,551

58,693
62,506

73,202
78,478

208,683
161,892
126,204
103,750

88,757
72,838

The numbers on relief works forming a much larger

proportion of the total numbers in receipt of relief was

a satisfactory indication of the thoroughness of the

change. The reports for the period state that ' the

paupers gain much in health and spirits within a few

days of their being drafted from gratuitous relief at

camps or kitchens to relief works.'

Amongst other institutions improved by Mr. Elliott

were the feeding kitchens, particularly those in Banga-

lore, which had proved the source of much demoralisa-

tion. The voluntary committees were disbanded with

a letter from the Viceroy to Mr. J. D. Gordon, C.S.L,

president of the central committee, in which his disin-

terested services and those of the members of committee

were cordially acknowledged. All relief kitchens were

placed under official control, and the members of the
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lute ceutrul committee were re(|iieste(l to take charge

of specified districts of the town of Uan<ralorc.^ The

central committee, however, was reorganised, and was

made the medium for the distribution of the British

contributions. Upon tliis committee Mr. Elliott and

several other members of the administration sat. The

• Amono- the rules issued for the guidance of these beat inspectore were

the following :

—

' 6. Tlie inspectors of beats will be expected to visit their beats weekly,

and the tickets for grain must be renewed every week by them, or the grain-

merchant will not be authorised to serve out the grain to the ticket-holders.

* 6. To those persons who belong to some trade and are unable through

poverty to carry on their trade, the means of doing so should be given

;

cotton should be supplied for women to spin, yarn or wool for weavers to

weave, leather for shoemakers, and so on, exacting from each of them the

return of a due quantity of the manufactured article at the end of the week,

which Government will buy from them at a fixed remunerative price. It

seems best that this, which is a technical and difficult task, should be per-

formed by a special official, to be called the distributor of work ; one such

official will probably be sufficient for the pettah and one for the canton-

ment. The inspectors of beats will send to the distributor of work, every

Monday, all persona belonging to the classes above described who are not

accustomed to manual labour
;
giving to each a slip showing number of beat,

number of house on inspector's register, and name of ticket-holder ; but care

must be talten to discriminate ; the weavei-s, for instance, who have been

working on the Sampangi tank have now become good labourers and should

not be sent to loom work again,^ which is much more difficult to supervise.

If a volunteer can be procured for this office, so much the better ; if not, a

paid official may be appointed. It is impossible to specify beforehand what

the details of the transaction which the distributor of work will have to

supervise should be ; what quantity should be exacted of any kind of work;

at what pi-ice it should be paid for ; or how Government should dispose of it.

Experience will soon provide a set of rules on these points ; and, in all pro-

bability, the Charitable Committee will be able to take the cloth woven or

the shoes made, &c., off your hands and to distribute them to orphans and
to other ht objects of charity.

* 7. The chief commissioner confidently hopes that every member of the

municipal committee will be willing to take a beat, and to carry out this

house-to-house inspection. In case there should be more beats than com-
mittee members, you should enlist the services of volunteers, applying first

to the members of the Charitable Relief Committee to see if any of them
are ready to assist you, and afterwards to native gentlemen of good repute

in the city. When your arrangements are complete, you are requested to

report the number of beats and the names of the inspectoi-s of each Your
own duties should be confined to testing a percentage (not less than 6 per

cent.) of the houses in each beat, to see that the work of visiting is thoroughly

done and the aid given is given with judgment and disciimiuatiuu.'
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house relief in Bangalore was not so well managed as

might have been hoped. This appears in the following

minute, which may be quoted in full because of the

manner in which it shows at once the scope for and the

difficulty in arranging, private charity. Mr. ElUott

says:

—

' No returns have yet been received from Dr. Orr, showing the

quantity and cost of this relief : this delay is very inconvenient and

ought to have been obviated, especially when he saw how large an

expenditure was being incurred, and how important it was that I

should be satisfied of the propriety of that expenditure. There are in

the town twenty beats and twenty inspectors ; I don't know what the

total figures are, but I found in one beat more than 1,000 lbs. of grain

are given in the week. If the others are at all similar, we have a

weekly expenditure of 20,000 lbs. of grain, or say about 5,000 rs. a

month.
* I visited the beats of two inspectors, and am satisfied that the y

have done their work carefully and laboriously, and with considerable

knowledge of the circumstances of each case. But they have not been

very judicious in their gifts, and have not understood the limitations

which are necessarily imposed on gratuitous relief. These limita-

tions are that the recipient should be in severe distress, almost

amounting to starvation—and that he should bear the marks of

emaciation on his person—in fact that he should be such a person as

would properly be received and fed in a relief camp if he applied there,

and would not be sent away to work or rejected as unfit. Now of

the people I visited to-day in tlieir houses, and of those whom I saw

collected before the grain-dealers' shops, certainly nine out of ten had

not sufiered from innutrition and were not fit cases for gratuitous

relief. No dou^bt most of them were suflfering from a certain degree

of distress, though in some cases it would have been hard to guess this

when noticing the plumpness of the children ; but if Government

undertook to relieve every case of distress, it would be involved in an

enormous expenditure which no treasuiy could stand. It is here that

Dr. Orr has failed both to draw the line judiciously and to carry out

the instructions contained in paragraph 4 of the letter of September 26,

which distinctly confines grain-relief to those who are old, infirm, and

unable to work.

* Nothing has yet been spent out of the charitable relief money
given to Dr. Orr for use in the municipality, and this though during

my inspection I observed numerous instances in which it would have
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boon of immense bonofit. I noted down case after case of weavers

who had sold their looms (or had them sold by the harsh proceed-

ings of the municipality), or who had no thread to weave, or no sale

for the woven cloth ; and of the embroidery-makers who had little or

no sale for their tiasel thread, who were being relieved by a dole of

grsiin at Government expense. Whereas it would have been far wiser

and batter, and more conducive to their self-respoct and to the good of

society, to buy them looms, or give them thread, or take over their

produce at a price, and so encourage their trade and their power of

supporting themselves.

' This might have been done with Government money, under the

orders contained in the letter of September 26 ; but there are some

difficulties in the way of working those orders which it is well to avoid

if possible. The cloths usually woven by most of the distressed

weavers, and for which their looms are specially constructed, are finer

than those which we want for our hospitals and paupers ; and if we
receive these, we have to establish an organisation for selling them
again, which is laborious and costly. On the other hand, if we cease

to make recoverable advances of thread and materials and only give

grants out of the charitable fund to start the artisans, at the same

time making known that we are ready to take an almost unlimited

number of coarse man's cloths and women's saris at a given price, we
should do more to stimulate trade and do it in a manner more con-

venient and suitable to Government.
' Besides this, the distinction to be drawn between the fit recipients

of Government and of charitable relief though clear in theory is fine

in practice. Government should help those absolutely unable to sup-

port themselves; charitable relief reaches those whose earnings are

scanty and require to be supplemented. It is difficult to keep this

distinction constantly before oneself, and the great majority of the

persons to be relieved come under the latter class, as having the means

of labour or the implements of trade, but being unable to earn more
than a pinched and insufficient livelihood thereby. On these grounds

it seems better to transfer the whole provision for this class of distress

to the charitable Relief committee.

' With the chief commissioner's sanction, therefore, I issue the

following rules :

—

* I. The Government grain dole must be strictly confined to those

who are destitute, old, infirm and unable to labour, and who have no

relatives able to support them. In order to carry this oi-der out

strictly, Lieutenant Anderson in the city, and Captain Healy in the

cantonment, are desire 1 personally to insi>ect every case now borne

on the lists of inspectors of boats, and to reject all those who do not
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come within the definition of proper recipients. Of those that do

fulfil the conditions, he should have new lists prepared, beat by beat,

and new tickets given for grain. The grain should be given out once

at the beginning of the week, not day by day, and the distribution

should be witnessed by the inspector of the beat. The president of

the municipality is relieved of the functions allotted to him under the

letter of September 26, and they are entrusted to Lieutenant Ander-

son and Captain Healy, who will report direct to the Additional

Secretary.

' II. The relief of those rejected by Lieutenant Anderson (most of

whom are probably in distress, though not severe distress) and of

artisans is entrusted to the Charitable Relief Committee, who will no

doubt see that there is no further delay in distributing help to those

who deserve and need it, and that proper machinery is set going to

carry out their wishes.

' I would suggest that the grain tickets given from charitable

funds should be printed on red paper, to be easily distinguished from

those given from Government funds. The inspectors of beats will, I

trust, not object to carry on the double functions indicated, acting

both for Government and for the relief committee. All that is

necessary is that when they see a case of distress they should ask

themselves, is this person in severe distress, and in danger of starva-

tion if not relieved ] Then he should get a ticket for Govern-

ment grain. Is he only in slight distress, not altogether without

money but requiring his earnings to be supplemented ? Then

he should be helped out of the English charitable funds. With

the former we cannot be too economical, with the latter funds

we are bound so to deal as to secure that they are spent, and spent

liberally.'

To an administrator a perusal of the Famine Com-
missioner's various minutes and recommendations would

be of I he utmost interest and value, but they cannot be

inserted in this place. They show a thorough command
of the crisis, and an acquaintance with minutioe of all

parts of the province which, backed by the requisite

energy—not wanting in this case—could result in

nothing but complete control. This Mr. Elliott evi-

dently possessed. On November 16 events had so

greatly improved— ' the improvement in the general
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appearance and condition of the country is amazing '

—

that Mr. Elliott began to doubt whether, after the end

of December, there would be any work for the special

relief officers to do. Distress, it was clear, would linger

some time longer in Bangalore, Tumkur, and parts of

Chittaldrug. In November the Famine Commissioner

believed there was no village in which field employment

could not be had, or food sufficient to maintain life could

not be procured, by collecting herbs and roots, &c. The
temper of the people, too, was changed : they were

hopeful, and not despondent, and did not as a rule

willingly leave their villages. No compulsion of any

kind was therefore from that time to be used. * Relief

tickets should be offered to any that appear thin and

distressed, but no further pressure should be employed.'

These were, the circumstances under which the chari-

table relief from England could be turned to best

account. The special relief officers were directed to

enquire into the case of each labourer, and see how
far the charitable relief fund would go in supporting

them. To those who Avere cultivators, and had land

and crops, the officer could give as much money as was

needed for their sustenance till their crops were ripe
;

if their land was waste and they had no means of culti

vating it, he could give them money for bullocks, seed

grain, and food till the next crop came. To those who
were weavers he could give money to repurchase looms

if their looms were sold, to buy thread, and to start

again in their profession. The manner in which relief

was dispensed in Mysore will be found described in the

section of this work relating to private charity.

As time passed on, and the crops were reaped, the

Famine Commissioner found that he had mistaken the

signs of the times when, in November, he anticipated

distress would pass away with the year. A passage

VOL. I. K K
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from one of Mr. Wingate's statements, published in

January, is as follows :
' The reports which have been

received during the past week show that the out-turn

of the crops which have been harvested, or are in pro-

cess of being harvested, has not been equal to the ex-

pectations which were formed from the appearance of

the fields earlier in the season. In North Kolar, where

the Famine Commissioner had been lately on tour, the

dry crops have been almost a total failure ; in East

Kolar the return has not exceeded one-third of an

average yield from the area sown ; while in the Banga-

lore district, excepting the south-west portion, where

prospects are fairly good, the estimate is only on^-

fourth. The area cultivated is also a good deal below

the average. For the Tumkur and Chittaldrug districts

an estimate cannot yet be framed with so much cer-

tainty, but the accounts received warrant the conclusion

that there too a serious deficiency may be expected.

The irrigated area, which is larger than usual this year,

will do something to supplement deficiencies, but its

total produce is not a large factor in the calculation.

Under these circumstances the Famine Commissioner

has considered it necessary to call for statistical returns

from each taluk, showing the area and estimated or

ascertained yield of the present harvest, and to ask the

opinion of the district officers regarding the sufficiency

of the food-supply, and the probability of distress or

famine having again to be met. As a precautionary

measure, pending replies to these enquiries, the chief

engineer is considering a scheme of public works which

can be immediately opened in case relief be required.

Were this an ordinary year, probably the circumstances

of the season are such as could be dealt with by a liberal

treatment of the revenue demand, and an extension of

•the ordinary public works ; but preceded as this year
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has been by a period of severe famine, the partial loss

of the early harvest calls for the utmost watchfulness,

since the strain the province has passed through makes

it hardly possible that people so recently dependent

upon Government for the means of livelihood will be able

to live under prolonged high prices without that aid.

* The unfavourable turn in prices, noticed in last

report, has becomie more marked and general this week.

Rice has fallen, taking the province generally, by about

half a seer, and raggi by rather more, and there is no

country raggi in the market. The imports by rail again

increased, and amounted to 1,743 tons, or 161 tons

more than in the preceding week. The quantity ex-

ported by the octroi returns was 690 tons, or the same

as last week, the largest export being to the Tumkur
district.'

This reaction was grappled with bravely, precautions

were taken, and in April the enemy was fairly con-

quered. Somewhat alarmed at the reaction in January,

the Government of India, on the 30th of that month,

asked for detailed statements from all the taluks in the

province. This, after almost infinite trouble, was ob-

tained. A memorandum, covering fifty pages of printed

foolscap, contained an estimate of the yield of crops, and

on that a further estimate as to the cost of closing relief

operations was based. Much information regarding the

position of the country was contained in the memoran-
dum, the closing paragraphs of which were as follows :

—

* "We see then that there is food enough and to spare in the whole

tract treated of in this note, and in each district taken by itself, except

Bangalore, although there are several taluks which either fall below

the minimum or come perilously near to it. On the whole the Ban-

galore district has had the poorest crop of all. T have not included

the two tivluks (Closepet and Kankanhalli) which are admittedly fi-ee

from famine and have had fully average crops : and in two of the

taluks which I have included I have marked the figures as tintru&t-

kk2
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worthy and too low. But every taluk except Bangalore itself is very

poorly off. In Kolar and Tumkur the returns are encouraging, and I

think they fairly represent the truth. The same may be said of Hassan

also. In Ohitaldrug the area figures are altogether deceptive, except

in the Budihal tahik, where special pains were taken by the relief

officer. Lieutenant Macintire, to make them accurate. But on the

whole I am satisfied that there is no lack of food in that district,

though portions of Paugarh, Hiiiyur, and Hosdrug are distressed.

' One of the chief lessons which these figures teach is the immense

importance of irrigation in a year like this. The irrigated area, in the

taluks specified above, is returned as 238,694 acres out of 1,950,433,

or 12 per cent., but the produce of the irrigated area is estimated at

1,002,105 khandis against 1,374,935 khandis produced by the dry

land. But for the wet land there are only eight taluks which pro-

duce food enough for their people. If we are saved this year from the

horrors of famine it will be entirely due to the blessings of iiTigation

and to the storage of water in tanks.

' It only needs a glance at the statement to show how infinitely

worse the position was this time last year. The population was then

considerably larger. The dry crop which I have now estimated at 3,

4, and 6 annas was then reckoned at scarcely 2 annas in these taluks

;

and the wet crops did not exist. Instead of a population of 1,755,100

with 2,377,040 khandis to feed them, we had then in the same taluks

a larger population with only about 600,000 khandis of food on the

ground. The wonder is not that the famine was so severe, but that

any survived.

' At any rate we are free from any such prospect at present, and it

may be admitted that these figures give a less gloomy impression of

the prospects of the year than some officers have been inclined to

entertain. They bear out and fortify my impression that there is food

enough in the country if only it can get itself distributed ; that the

ryots are mostly safe, and the people likely to need relief are only the

poorer laboui-ing classes for whom it is necessary to provide labour.

This is being done by Government, and there seems reason to hope that

a liberal system of relief works will be sufficiejit to meet all or most

of the distress in the country till the next rainy season arrives.'

The chief commissioner adopted the estimates as

regards works, &c., prepared by Mr. Elliott. The chief

engineer concurred generally in the estimate, but con-

sidered that if anything it erred on the side of excess.

It was as follows :

—
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Increase up to April 1 6,000

„ May 1 10,000

„ June 1 4,000

Total numbor on April 1 66,000

„ Mav 1 60,000

„ June 1 70,000

* After the beginning of June, supposing the rains

to fall normally, there will probably be a great exodus

of the able-bodied ; such of them as continue on the

works can be treated on ordinary departmental rules,

and not under the famine code, and there will only

remain on the hands of Government a residuum of

weakly people, say about 2,000 or 3,000 in number,

who will have still to be provided for till they are fit

for ordinary labour, or till prices fall. The calculation

of cost should therefore be that Government will have

to pay:—
Rs.

During April . . 61 /XK) at 3 rupees . . 1,83,000

„ May . . 08,000 „ . . 2,04,000

„ June . . 36,000 „ . . 1,05,000

„ July—October 8,000 „ . . 24,000

Total cost of works . . 5,16,000

The average cost of labourers on civil works is 10 as.,

and on Public Works Department works 12 as. a

week, so that 3 rs. per month may be taken as the

general rate of expenditure.

' The numbers entertained in relief camps are now
only 3,000, and there is no reason for expecting any
increase, but rather the contrary. They are almost all

hospital patients, their number is slowly diminishing,

and no new relief camps are likely to be opened.

Assuming, however, that the number remains un-

changed till the end of June, the cost for four months

at 5 rs. per head per month will amount to 60,000 rs.

' The order to place on village relief all who are

cripples, blind, bedridden, helpless, or sick, is now
being carried into effect, but the returns come in slowly,
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and the actual numbers thus relieved are not yet known.

But looking at those taluks where the system is best

established, the Famine Commissioner is inclined to

estimate the number who ought to be receiving the

grain dole at about 20,000, or nearly 1 per cent, of the

population of the affected taluks. This number should

decrease slowly by deaths and removals till the list is

closed, say at the end of October, when new crops begin

to come in. An adult receives 15 seers a month, or

about 2 rs. worth of food ; a child half of that ; but

allowing a little margin, we may reckon the cost at

2 rs. per head for 20,000 people for seven months, or

2,80,000 rs.

' The pay of the superior officers in the Famine De-

partment, including those in the Public Works Depart-

ment, may be roughly put at 60,000 rs. a month. For

the three months from April 1 to the end of June the

cost will be 1,80,000 rs., and by that time it is probable

that most of the officers will be relieved from this duty.

.The total expenditure, then, which, by the above esti-

mates, is likely to be incurred in the Famine Department

up to the time when it is hoped that, if all goes well,

the famine may be considered at an end, is as follows :

—

Rs.

Belief works 5,16,000

Relief camps 60,000

Village relief 2,80,000

Establishment 1,80,000

Total . . . 10,36,000'

At the end of April, Mr. Elliott was relieved of his

duties as Famiue Commissioner, Major Scott-Moncrieff

undertaking them in addition to his own. These officers

were made Companions of the Star of India on May 24,

1878.

The mortality in Mysore was appalling, reaching the

terrible total of 1,250,000—one-fourth of the population

of the province.
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A better idea of the course of the famine before and

after the new regime cannot be given than in the follow-

ing t^ibles:

—

The Old Regime.

No. of persons employed

Week

No.
gratui-

toualy
Total

Under Under
professional civil relieved

agency agency

Fortnight ending Jan. 31,

)

1877 . . . '

28,684 Informa- Informa-

Week ending Feb. 17, 1877 28,788 34,660
41,110

tion not

available

tion not

avfdlable

„ Mar. 3 „ 80.794 88,613 28,295 87,602

>» »> 1" » 80,794 86,600 87,361 104,765

» » ^* » 81,052 88,512 4<3,861 116,425

>f » 24 „ 81,062 44,365 62,471 127,888

» » "^ » 81,716 66,687 57,974 145,376

„ Apr. 7 „ 31,716 32,047 69,444 123,206

>> » ^^ >f 80,642 29,159 68,641 128,342

» >> -^^ » 80,542 27,686 82,601 140,729

» »> ^" >» 33,183 30,070 87,691 150,944

„ May 5 „ 30,169 32,862 94,878 157,384

}> » 12 » 84,222 32,281 102,399 168,902

» » ^" » 84,460 29,988 108,482 172,881

» » •^" » 31,152 25,479 107,814 164,445

„ June 2 „ 29,629 28,848 108,667 167,034

>» »> " » 28,236 29,289 114,676 172,201

»» ft '^ » 26,264 30,517 110,805 167,586

>» » ^^ t> 26,632 26,168 116,259 168,049

»» >» "^ » 24,275 25,619 120,251 170,046

„ July 7 „ 224>88 26.003 126,011 173,302

W >' -'^ >> 21,339 26,270 137,560 185,169

>» » •^^ >> 20,045 28,163 151,436 199,6.'U

>1 » -^^ » 19,339 26,876 164,489 209,663

„ Aug. 4 „ • 21,249 24,327 174,842 220,418

>» >' '^'^ » 21,936 24.296 187,175 233,406

>» »> '" >» 22,866 26,345 194,083 248,283
or 22,975 25,644 213,710 262,829

„ Sept. 1 „ 24,206 29,295 227,067 280,568
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The Neiv Regime.

No. of persons employed

Week

No.
gratui-

Total
Under Under tously

professional civil relieved

agency agency

Week ending Sept. 8, 1877 24,847 28,754 221,176 274,777

w >;
lo V 24,942 28,803 208,683 262,428

» V 22 „ 25,271 31,280 161,892 218,443

)> „ 29 „ 27,655 31,038 126,204 184,897

V Oct. 6 „ 35,497 27,009 103,750 166,256

» j> 13 „ 39,741 32,461 88,757 160,959

}) » 20 „ 48,213 30,276 73,838 152,326

}) . 27 „ 62,274 31,167 61,148 144,589

)} Nov. 3 „ 43,870 33,336 61,328 128,533

V „ 10 „ 46,963 34,209 42,331 123,493

)) „ 17 „ 60,080 29,940 31,370 111,390

)1 „ 24 „ 48,191 24,896 21,458 94,546

» Dec. 1 „ 44,970 21,307 19,480 85,767

}> jj 8 „ 46,076 17,478 18,371 81,926

}) V 15 „ 45,163 13,803 15,493 74,469

» „ 22 „ 45,286 6,357 13,223 63,866

» „ 29 „ 43,010 5,426 14,943 63,379

» Jan. 5,1878 44,427 6,069 9,750 59,246

» „ 12 „ 42,070 4,409 7,568 64,037

>f » 19 „ 38,050 4,147 6,408 48,605

5» „ 26 „ 37,961 4,664 4,128 46,753

V Feb. 2 „ 40,204 4,025 3,775 48,004

» V 9 w 41,657 4,546 3,648 49,851

}> » 16 „ 42,210 4,758 3,685 50,663

>f " *" » 43,623 6,317 3,809 63,749

>» Mar, 2 „ 41,984 8,818 3,721 64,523

V » 9 j> 46,160 9,724 3,632 68,416

» » 16 „ 46,884 10,875 6,086 62,846

}> » 23 „ 46,112 10,672 6,931 63,716

iJ » 30 „ 46,205 12,286 7,820 66,311

)f Apr. 6 „ 42,680 12,429 9,713 64,822

n >j 13 „ 45,963 11,613 10,167 67,643

t) » 20 „ 41,567 10,455 10,437 62,459
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DISTRESS IN NORTHERN
INDIA.

Never perhaps was there a time in recent Indian

history when so much cause for anxiety existed as in

August 1877. Famine was master in Southern India,

and was threatening to be master in Northern India

also. Lord Lytton's journey from Simla to Madras

was through a region almost entirely famine-stricken.

Leaving Simla on August 16, his Excellency met
at Amballa the Commissioner of that division of the

Punjab, who gave a very bad account of the prospects

of the autumn crop. Over great tracts of the dry loose

soil of the Cis-Sutlej country there had been no appre-

ciable rainfall since early in July; a great part (the

proportion could not be exactly stated) of the land pre-

pared for autumn crops had not been sown ; and much
of what had been sown had withered. But there were
still some weeks to the time for sowing the spring crops,

which yield the great food-harvests ; and should rain

fall within that period, these crops would be sown over

a larger area than usual. Water in the irrigation wells

was not failing ; though the hot dry winds scorched

the crops, and made irrigation less efficacious than in

ordinary years. The appearance of the land round

Amballa was, for the season of the year, extremely dry
and arid.

On the morning of the 18th Lord Lytton met the
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collectors of Agra and Allyghur in the North-west Pro-

vinces. Prospects in the Agra district were then as

bad as in any part of the North-west Provinces, and

they were said to be less hopeful than in the Amballa

division. In the Allyghur district there was more well

irrigation, and more canal irrigation ; so that a con-

siderable autumn food-crop would be secured. In both

districts there seemed to be already some fear about

fodder for the cattle. In Allyghur, with its many canal

channels, this difficulty would probably be not so great.

But in the Agra district, if rain held off, there must be

great loss of cattle. The river Jumna there flows

between high banks, unclad by verdure, and dificrs in

this respect from the Ganges, which annually floods a

broad belt of low ground beside its. bed.

At the Agra junction station, his Highness the

Maharaja of Jeypore, with some of the chief officials,

saw the Viceroy. The Maharaja was most laudably

anxious about the prospects of his territory ; and he

placed in his Excellency's hand a memorandum de-

scribing some of the measures he proposed to take for

the prevention, or relief, of anticipated distress. The
position in Jeypore was, in brief, that crops had failed

to a large extent, that the grass was withering, and

that already dearth was beginning to be felt.

Simultaneously with this memorandum, a letter was

received from Mr. Lyall, the Governor General's agent,

stating that the whole of Rajputana, north-west of

the Aravelli mountains, was threatened with serious

scarcity ; that the crops were widely damaged, grass

withering, and pasturage already insufficient. In a

subsequent letter Mr. Lyall stated that he had reason

to believe there were large stocks of grain on hand, and

that the people were hopeful. Opportunity was taken,

when answering these papers, to explain at some length
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to the agent the famine policy which should be incul-

cated on the Maharaja of Jeypore, as well as on the

Governments of other native States similai'ly situated.

At Allahabad the local officers reported, that though

some of the autumn crops had suffered much from

drouglit, yet prospects in the Allahabad and Benares

divisions were not nearly so gloomy as in the northern

commissionerships. It was said that in all parts of the

Punjab and the North-west Provinces, grain stocks in

the hands of dealers, zemindars, and substantial ryots

were unusually large ; and that prices had not yet

grown so dear as might have been expected.

On August 19 his Excellency met at Jubbulpore

the chief commissioner of the Central Provinces, who
was able to give a good account of the agricultural

prospect throughout those provinces. He drew atten-

tion to the very large, and still increasing, stocks of

grain and seeds awaiting despatch from Nagpore, Jub-

bulpore, and other stations on the Great Indian. Penin-

sular Railway ; most of the grain, he explained, was
consigned to the famine districts.

For some months distress continued, but on October

11, in a despatch to the Secretary of State, the Viceroy

was enabled to report as follows :

—

' The break in the rains had continued so long in

the Central Provinces, that the position of the rice crop

was critical ; in some places part of the rice crop had
actually withered. The millet and pulse crops were
still in good condition, but rain was wanted for the

spring crop sowings. Rain has now fallen in sufficient

quantity at Nagpore, Hingunghat, and Saugor; and
the chief commissioner reports that, if this rain is

general, the prospects" of the autumn crop will be every-

where improved. As Chutteesgurh and other districts

of the Central Provinces are off the telegraph line, we are
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unable to write with certainty about those tracts. Into

the northern districts of the Central Provinces there

came daily, during the last ten days of September,

thousands of immigrants from the drought-stricken

native states and British districts lying in the basin of

the river Chumbul. The number of these immigrants

is now about 40,000, and for them the chief commis-

sioner has provided relief employment on the road

leading from the Jhansi border through Saugor and

Damoh to Jubbulpore. We have agreed that the

Government of India shall meet one-half the expendi-

ture on this relief work up to March 30, as most of the

labourers will be immigrants ; the remainder of the cost

will be met from the ordinary provincial resources.

' Up to October 5 the drought and consequent distress

had gone on increasing in Northern and Eastern

Kajputana, and in most of the eastern states under

the Indore agency. The price of wheat was 14 lbs.

per rupee at Gwalior and 17 lbs. at Ajmeer
;
pasture

for cattle had everywhere failed ; tens of thousands of

people were pouring through Neemuch, through Goona,

through Jhansi, down into Malwa, where the condition

of the crops was becoming critical. Most of these

emigrants were from native states, but some came from

British districts on the right bank of the Jumna.

Among some of these poor people, on the great road

between Seepree and Goona, cholera broke out. Relief

houses were opened at Goona and other places on this

road. But from all sides it was reported that severe

famine would be felt all over the basin of the Chumbul
river, if rain did not come down. There was then (end

of September) little hope of rain ; and by way of pro-

viding relief employment for the immigrant poor, we
sanctioned the immediate commencement of earthwork

and ballast collection on the railway lines from Ajmeer
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throuirh Beawur to Dasori on the north, and on the

line from Neemuch to Rutlam in the centre, of the

threatened tract. In the east, work on the Gwaliorand

Agra Railway had previously been opened. Telegrams

of the last three days have informed us of seasonable

rain all over Central India and Kajputana, from Gwalior

on the east to MuUanee and Palee on the west, and

from Indore on the south up to Jeypore on the north.

We have not yet had tidings from the Bikaneer and

Jeysulmeer deserts. But it ap^^ears certain that the

rain which has fallen, and which was continuing up to

the 8th current, will provide pasture everywhere, and

in many places will suffice for the spring crop sowings.

If this favourable change continues, the danger of

actual famine will have passed away ; though scarcity

and high prices must continue until the spring crop is

secure. We shall not be able to counter-order the com-

mencement of the railway relief works in these countries

until prospects are more assured.

' In previous letters and telegrams we have informed

your Lordship that the unirrigated autumn crops have

been lost over the greater part of the North-west Pro-

vinces and Oudh, and that the failure of crop had been

most marked in the Rohilkund and Agra divisions.

Until October 5 rain held off ; fodder for cattle was not

to be had ; there seemed no hope of more rain ; and it

was certain that, unless plentiful rain fell within the

month of October, the spring crop would be lost, and

severe widespread famine would be inevitable. Happily

there were a large number of large useful public works,

new canals, extensions and rectifications of old canals,

drainage channels, railway extensions, and railway pro-

jects, most of which were ready for commencement, and

on which very large numbers of people could be usefully

employed. The Lieutenant-Governor of the North-west
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Provinces had sent his chief engineer round all the

threatened districts, with a view to settling with the

local officers a scheme for relief works. Some such

works had already been begun ; and we had ordered a

contingent of engineer officers from other provinces to

aid in completing the preparations for a system of pro-

vincial light railways which the Lieutenant-Governor,

in concert with our colleague. Sir John Strachey, who
had visited Naini Tal, proposed as relief works in parts

of the North-west where canal schemes were wanting.

In enclosure No. 4 will be found a letter from the

North-west Provinces, dated October 4, describing the

situation as it then stood. It will be observed that the

rainfall had been less ; that prices were higher ; that

crime, due mainly to want, was more rife ; that panic

among the people and the grain-dealers was greater
;

and that emigration was more general than had been

the case at the same season in the famine years of 1860

and 1868.
' Happily this has all changed. Rain has fallen from

the 5th to the 8th all over the provinces ; we have not

yet learnt full particulars from all parts of the countiy.

Up to the morning of the 8th, 3 inches had fallen at

Agra, where the need was worst; and the native states

to the west have received bountiful rain. We shall have

the honour of informing your Lordship by telegraph of

the exact condition of affairs. But at any rate the out-

look is entirely changed; Sir George Couper has tele-

graphed that he does not require any more engineers,

and that the project for light railways will not be

necessary.

' The condition of the Punjab was less critical than

that of the North-west, by reason of the heavy down-

pour of rain in August. Still, there too, most of the

unirrigated autumn crop was lost; and the spring crops
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could not be sown unless rain came. The large stocks

of grain in the province had kept prices below famine

rates; no actual distress had been reported; and no

relief operations had been undertaken; nevertheless the

position was extremely anxious and critical. The rain-

fall of the past three days has happily extended to parts

of the Punjab ; 6 inches have fallen at Delhi ; from ^

inch to 2 inches have fallen at Amballa, Jullundur,

Lahore, and Rawul Pindi; there has been i inch at

Amritsur. The Lieutenant-Governor writes that " this

rain has been a great relief to our anxiety; that there

will now be great sowing of spring crop all over the

country where rain has fallen ; but that prices will keep

dear until the fate of the spring crop is assured."
'

Later in the year, the Viceregal Council reported :

—

' Though the condition of affairs in Rajputana was

very greatly improved by the rainfall reported in our

letter of October 11, yet there were tracts where no

autumn crops had been saved, and where spring crops

never grow. These tracts were situate principally in

Marwar and the desert states north and west of the

Aravelli hills. Emigrants from these parts were re-

ported to be still thronging Ajmere, and therefore while

postponing the preparation of railway work beyond the

Sendra pass towards Erinpoorah, we have directed that

our sanction to the. prosecution of railway work in the

pass shall hold good, in order that relief employment
may be provided for destitute immigrants. In Central

India, though the prospect of the Malwa crops is good,

and though there has been further rain in Gwalior, yet

there is not sufficient agricultural employment for the

many thousands of immigrants, who have come into

the country between Neemuch and Indore. On the re-

presentation of the Agent, Sir Henry Daly, we have

directed that the earthwork, on the Neemuch and
VOL. I. L L
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Rutlam section of the Central India Railway, shall be

commenced at both ends. In this way employment

will be provided for immigrants into the Western

States of Central India. But in the South-eastern

States also there is need for relief to the immigrant

poor, who were flocking down the great road from

Agra to Indore. Though the emigTants are beginning

to return home northwards, yet all have not the means

of supporting themselves on their homeward journey;

and deaths among them from cholera, and even from

hunger, are reported. Goona is the only place where

British officers are quartered on the whole length of

road from Gwalior to Indore. The officers there have,

partly from private subscriptions and partly with the

help of a grant from the Madras relief fund, opened

rehef-houses, and have given food and clothing to

many thousands of destitute wayfarers. The Maharaja

Scindia has engaged to maintain, and indeed has main-

tained, relief-houses as far as Seepree on the Indore

road ; and arrangements are being made for opening

relief-places between Seepree and Goona. The reci-

pients of relief are subjects of native states, and the

relief-houses will be in native territory. The cost of

these operations ought not properly to be a charge on

the British Indian taxpayer. But the relief is being

given; and if the money for its cost cannot be had else-

where, the British Treasury will have to bear the charge.

Effort will be made, however, to procure the necessary

funds from the native states interested. For those

immigrants who require relief-employment near Goona,

work is being commenced on a cross-road from Goona
to Oojein, for which funds are available in the Central

India Agency budget of the current year.

' There has been no further appreciable rain in the

North-west Provinces ; but there has been a good fall
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of rain at Rawul Pindi in the Punjab, which had not

shared in the rain of the second week of October. Over
the whole of the North-west Provinces, the Punjab and
Oudh, preparations for the spring crop are making good

progress; an unusually broad area is being sown with

spring grains ; and prices have fallen somewhat. We
have not yet heard whether all the proposed reliefworks
can at once be foregone. But the schemes for extensive

relief works in the North-west Provinces have been

laid aside, while in the Punjab no need for special relief

works had been represented by the local Government.'

After this time, and for some months in 1878, dis-

tress deepened in the North-west Provinces, and much
suffering was endured. Chiefly by works, and in some
cases by gratuitous relief, the disaster was met, but only

incompletely, the death-rate in the earlier part of 1878

being very high. In April, some relief works were

closed, and the distress in these regions was considered

at an end.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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Biographical and Critical
Essays. By A. Hayward, Q.C.
Second Series, 2 vols. 8vo. 28^. Third
Series, I vol. 8vo. 14J.

Leaders of Public Opi-
nion in Ireland ; Swift, Flood,

Grattan, O'Connell. By W. E. H.
Lecky, M. a. Crown 8vo. Is. 6d.

The Memoirs of Sir John
Reresby, of Thrybcrgh, Bart. M.P.
1634-1689. Edited from the Original

Manuscript by J. J. Cari WRIGUT,
M.A. 8vo. 2 1 J.

Essays in Ecclesiastical
Biography. By the Right Hon. Sir J.
Stki'Ukn, LL.D. Crown 8vo. "js. dJ.

Dictionary of General
Biography ; containing Concise Me-
moirs and Notices of the most Eminent
Persons of all Ages and Countries.

By W, L. R. Gates. 8vo. 255.

Life of the Duke ofWei-
lington. By the Rev. G. R. Gleig,
M.A. Crown 8vo. Portrait, fj.

Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock, K.C.B. By John Clark
Marshman. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Vicissitudes of Families.
By Sir Bernard Burke, C.B, Two
vols, crown 8vo. 2ij.

MENTAL and POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY.
Comte's System of Posi-

tive Polity, or Treatise upon Socio-

logy. Translated from the Paris

Edition of 1851-1854, and furnished

with Analytical Tables of Contents :

—

Vol. I. GeneralView of Positivism and
Introductory Principles. Translated by

J. H. Bridges, M.B. 8vo. price 2ij.

Vol. II. The Social Statics, or the

Abstract Laws of Human Order. Trans-

lated by F. Harrison, M.A. 8vo. 14?.

Vol. III. The Social Dynamics, or

the General Laws of Human Progress (the

Philosophy of Histoi-y). Translated by
E, S. Beesly, M.A. 8vo. 21s.

Vol. IV. The Theory of the Future
of Man ; together with Comte's Early
Essays on Social Philosophy. Translated

by R. Congreve, M.D. and H. D.
IIUTTON, B.A. 8vo. 24J.

Democracy in America.
By Alexis de Tocqueville. Tran-
.slated by Henry Reeve, Esq. Two
vols, crown 8vo. ( 6j.

Essays, Critical and Bio-
graphical. By Henry Rogers. 2
vols, crown 8vo. 12s.

Essays on some Theolo-
gical Controversies of the Time.
By Henry Rogers. Crown 8vo. 6s.

On Representative Go-
vernment. By John Stuart Mill.
Crown 8vo. 2s.

On Liberty. By John
Stuart Mill. Post 8vo. "js. 6d.

crown 8vo. is. \i.

Principles of Political
Economy. By John Stuart Mill.
2 vols. 8vo. 30J. or I vol. crown 8vo. 5j.

Essays on some Unset-
tied Questions of Political Economy.
By John Stuart Mill. Svo. 6j. bd.

Utilitarianism. By John
Stuart Mill. 8vo. 5^.
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A System of Logic, Ra-
tiocinative and Inductive. By John
Stuart Mill. 2 vols. 8vo. 25^.

Examination of Sir Wil-
liam Hamilton's Philosophy, and of

the principal Philosophical Questions

discussed in his Writings. By John
Stuart Mill. 8vo. 16s.

Dissertations and Dis-
cussions. By John Stuart Mill.

4 vols. 8vo. price £2. 6s, 6d.

Analysis of the Pheno-
mena of the Human Mind. By
James Mill. With Notes, Illustra-

tive and Critical. 2 vols. Svo. 28^.

The Law of Nations con-
sidered as Independent Political

Communities ; the Rights and Duties

of Nations in Time of War. By Sir

Travers Twiss, D. C. L. Svo. 21 j-.

Church and State ; their
Relations Historically Developed. By
H. Geffcken, Prof, of International

Law in the Univ. of Strasburg. Trans-

lated, with the Author's assistance, by
E. F. Taylor. 2 vols. 8vo. 42^-.

A Systematic View of the
Science of Jurisprudence. By Shel-
don Amos, M.A. Svo. iSj.

A Primer of the English
Constitution and Government. By
S. Amos, M.A. Crown Svo. 6j-.

Outlines of Civil Proce-
dure ; a General View of the Supreme
Court of Judicature and of the whole
Practice in the Common Law and
Chancery Divisions. By E. S. Ros-
COE, Barrister-at-Law. l2mo. 3^. ()d.

A Sketch of the History
of Taxes in England from the

Earliest Times to the Present Day.
By Stephen Dowell. Vol. I. to

the Civil War 1642. Svo. los. 6c/.

Principles of Economical
Philosophy. By H. D. Macleod,
M.A. Barrister-at-Law. Second Edi-
tion in Two Volumes. Vol. I. Svo.

15J. Vol. II. Part i. price 12s.

The Institutes of Jus-
tinian ; with English Introduction,

Translation, and Notes. By T. C.
Sandars, M.A. Svo. iSs.

Lord Bacon's Works, col-
lected & edited by R. L. Ellis, M. A.
j. Spedding, M.A. and D. D. Heath.
7 vols. Svo. £2- 13-f- 6(/.

Letters and Life of Fran-
cis Bacon, including all his Occasional
Works. Collected and edited, with a
Commentary, by J. Spedding. 7 vols.

Svo. £^. 4s.

The Nicomachean Ethics
of Aristotle, newly translated into

English by R. Williams, B. A. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. ys. 6d.

Aristotle's Politics, Books
I. III. IV. (VII.) the Greek Text of
Bekker, with an English Translation
by W. E. Bolland, M.A. and Short
Introductory Essays by A. Lang, M.A.
Crown Svo. "]$. 6d.

The Politics of Aristotle

;

Greek Text, with English Notes. By
Richard Congreve, M.A. Svo. iSj.

The Ethics of Aristotle

;

with Essays and Notes. By Sir A.
Grant, Bart. LL.D. 2 vols. Svo. 32J.

Bacon's Essays, with An-
notations. By R. Whately, D.D.
Svo. \os. 6d.

Picture Logic ; an Attempt
to Popularise the Science of Reasoning.
By A. Swinbourne, B.A. Fcp. Svo.

Sj'.

Elements of Logic. By
R. Whately, D.D.
Crown Svo. 4J. 6d.

Svo. lOj. 6d.

Elements of Rhetoric.
By R. Whately, D.D. Svo. 105. 6d.

Crown Svo. 4J-. 6d.

An Introduction to Men-
tal Philosophy, on the Inductive

Method. By J. D. Morell, LL.D.
Svo. \2S.

Philosophy without As-
sumptions. By the Rev. T. P. Kirk-
man, F.R.S. Svo. loj. 6d.
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The Senses and the In- On the Influence of Au-
tellect. IJyA. Hain, I.L. 1>. 8vo. 15^.

The Emotions and the
Wm. Hy A. Bain, LL.D. 8vo. 15^.

Mental and Moral Sci-
ence ; a Compendium of I'sychology

and Ethics. By A. Bain, LL.D.
Crown 8vo. lOJ. dd. Or separately.

Part I. Mental Science, 6j. dd. Part
II. Moral Science, 4J. 6d.

An Outline of the Neces-
sary Laws of Thought : a Treatise

on Pure and Applied Logic. By W.
Thompson, D.D. Archbishop of York.
Crown 8vo. 6j.

thority in Matters of Opinion. Wy
the late Sir. Ci. C.Lkwis, Hart. 8vo. I4J.

Hume's Treatise on Hu-
man Nature. Edited, with Notes, &c.

by T. 11. Green, M.A. and the Rev.
T. H. Grose, M.A. 2 vols, 8vo. 28j.

Hume's Essays, Moral,
Political, and Literary. By the same
Editors. 2 vols. 8vo. 28/.

*#* The above form a complete and uni-

form Edition of Hume's Philosophical

Works.

MISCELLANEOUS & CRITICAL WORKS.
The London Series of

English Classics. Edited by John
\V. Hales, M.A. and by CHARLES S.

Jerram, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. in course

of publication :

—

Bacon's Essays, annotated by E. A.

Abbot, D.D. 2 vols. ds.

Macaulay's Clive, by H. C. Bowen,
M.A. 2J. dd.

Marlowe's Doctor Faustus, by W.
Wagnkr, I'h.D. is.

Milton's Paradise Regained, by C» S.

Jerram, M.A. 2s. dd.

Pope's Select Poems, by T. Arnold,
M.A. 2.f. dd.

Ben Jonson's Every Man in his

Humour, by H. B. Wheatley,
E.S.A. 2J. dd.

Mesmerism, Spiritualism
&c. Historically and Scientifically

Considered.. By W. B. Carpenter,
C.B. M.D. LL.D. F.R.S. &c. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. ^s.

Evenings with the Skep-
tics ; or. Free Discussion on Free
Thinkers. By John Owen, Rector

of East Anstey, Devon. Crown 8ro.

[jfust ready.

Selections from the Wri-
tings of Lord Macaulay. Edited,

with Occasional Explanatory Notes,

by G. O.Trevelyan, M. P. Cr. 8vo. dr.

Lord Macaulay's Miscel-
laneous Writings.

Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 2IJ.

People's Edition, i vol. cr. 8vo. 4r. dd.

Lord Macaulay's Miscel-
laneous Writings and Speeches.
.Student's Edition. Crown 8vo. ds.

Speeches of the Right
Hon. Lord Macaulay, corrected by
Himself. Crown Svo. 3^. dd.

The Rev. Sydney Smith's
Essays contributed to the Edinburgh
Review. Crown Svo. 2s. dd. sewed,

3J. dd. cloth.

The Wit and Wisdom of
the Rev. Sydney Smith. Crown
Svo. 3J. dd.

Miscellaneous and Post-
humous Works of the late Henry
Thomas Buckle. Edited, with a
Biographical Notice, by HELEN
Taylor. 3 vols. Svo. £2. 12s. dd.

Short Studies on Great
Subjects. ByJ. A. Erolde, >LA.
3 vols, crown 8vo. i&r.
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Manual of English Lite-
rature, Historical and Critical. By
T. Arnold, M. A. Crown 8vo. "js. bd.

German Home Life ; a
Series of Essays on the Domestic Life

of Germany. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Miscellaneous Works of
Thomas Arnold, D.D. late Head
Master of Rugby School. 8vo. ']s. td.

Realities of Irish Life.
By W. Steuart Trench. Crown
Svo. -zs. 6d. sewed, or 3^. 6d. cloth.

Miscellaneous Writings
of John Conington, M.A. Edited
by J. A. Symonds, M.A. "With a
Memoir by H. J. S. Smith, M.A.
2 vols. Svo. 28^.

The Essays and Contri-
butions of A. K. H. B. Uniform
Cabinet Editions in crown 8vo.

Recreations of a Country Parson, Two
Series, 3^. 6d. each.

Landscapes, Churches, and Moralities,
price y. 6d.

Lectures on the Science I

Seaside Musings, 3^. (>d.

of Language. By F. Max Muller,
j

M.A. 2 vols, crown 8vo. i6s.
\

Chips from a German
Workshop ; Essays on the Science of

Religion, and on Mythology, Traditions

& Customs. By F. Max Muller,
M.A. 4 vols. Svo. £2. i8j.

Chapters on Language.
By F. W. Farrar, D.D. Crown 8vo.

price <,s.

Families of Speech. Four
Lectures delivered at the Royal Insti-

tution. By F. W. Farrar, D.D.
Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

Apparitions ; a Narrative of
Facts. By the Rev. B. W. Savile,

M.A. Crown Svo. 4?. 6d.

Changed Aspects of Unchanged
Truths, 3.f. 6d.

Counsel and Comfort from a City
Pulpit, 3i^. 6d.

Lessons of Middle Age, 3^. 6a.

Leisure Hours in Town, 3^. 6d.

Autumn Holidays of a Country Parson,
price 3^. 6d.

Sunday Afternoons at the Parish
Church of a University City, y. 6d.

The Commonplace Philosopher in

Town and Country, 3^. 6d.

Present-Day Thoughts, y. 6d.

Critical Essays of a Country Parson,
price 3J'. 6d.

The Graver Thoughts of a Country
Parson, Three Series, 3^. 6d. each.

DICTIONARIES and OTHER BOOKS of

REFERENCE.

Dictionary ofthe English
Language. By R. G. Latham,
M.A. M.D. Abridged from Dr.

Latham's Edition of Johnson's English

Dictionary. Medium Svo. 245-.

A Dictionary of the Eng-
lish Language. By R. G. Latham,
M.A. M.D. Founded on the Dic-

tionary of Dr. S. Johnson, as edited

by the Rev, H. J. ToDD, with

numerous Emendations and Additions.

4 vols. 4to. £7.

Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases, classified and
arranged so as to facilitate the expres-
sion of Ideas, and assist in Literary
Composition. By P. M. RoGET,
M.D. Crown Svo. los. 6d.

Handbook of the English
Language. For the Use of Students
of the Universities and the Higher
Classes in Schools. By R. G. La-
tham, M.A. M.D. Crown Svo. 6s.
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A Practical Dictionary of
the French and English Lang^uages.
By l,fci)N CoNTANSKAl', many years

French Examiner for Military and
Civil Appointments, &c. Post 8vo.

price 7j. hd.

Contanseau's Pocket
Dictionary, French and English,

abiidjjed from the Practical Dictionary

by the Author. Square i8mo. 3^. dd.

A New Pocket Diction-
ary of the German and EngUsh
Languages. By F. W. Longman,
Balliol College, Oxford. Square
l8mo. price 51.

A Practical Dictionary
of the German Language ; German-
English and English-German. By
Rev. W. L. Blacklev, M.A. and Dr.

C. M. Frif.dlander. Post 8vo. 7j. 6^.

A Dictionary of Roman
and Greek Antiquities. With 2,000

Woodcuts illustrative of the Arts and
Life of the Greeks and Romans, By
A. Rich, B.A. Crown 8vo. 75. dd.

The Critical Lexicon and
Concordance to the English and
Greek New Testament ; together

with an Index of Greek Words and
several Appendices. By the Rev. E.

W. BuLLiNGER, St. Stephen's, Wal-
thamstow. Medium 8vo. 30J.

A Greek-English Lexi-
con. By H. G. LiDDELL, D.D. Dean
of Christchurch, and R. Scott, D.D.
Dean of Rochester. Crown 4to. 36^'.

A Lexicon, Greek and
English, abridged for Schools from

Liddell and Scott's Greek-English

Lexicon. Square l2mo. 7^. bd.

An English-Greek Lexi-
con, containing all the Greek Words
used by Writers of good authority. By
C. D. YONGE, M.A. 4to. 21J.

Mr. Yonge's Lexicon,
English and Greek, abridged from his

lai^er Lexicon. Square i2mo. 8^. td.

English Synonymes. By
E. J. Whatki.y. Edited by K.
Whately, D.D. Fcp. 8vo. y.

A Latin-English Diction-
ary. By John T. White, D.D.
Oxon. and J. E, Riddle, M.A. Oxon.
Sixth Edition, revised, i vol. 410. 28s.

White's College Latin-
English Dictionary ; abridged from
the Parent Work for the use of Uni-
versity Students. Medium 8vo. 15J.

A Latin-English Diction-
ary adapted for the use of Middle-
Class Schools. By John T. White,
D. D. Oxon. iSquare fcp. 8vo. 3J.

White's Junior Student's
Complete Latin-English and Eng-
lish-Latin Dictionary. Square i2mo.
price I2s.

Seoaratelv
/English-Latin, 5^. (xi.

separately
^latin-English, y. 6d.

M*Culloch's Dictionary,
Practical, Theoretical, and Historical,

of Commerce and Commercial Navi-
gation. Re-edited and corrected to

1876 by Hugh G. Reid, Assistant-

Comptroller H.H. Stationery Office.

With II Maps and 30 Charts. 8vo.

price 63J.

A General Dictionary of
Geography, Descriptive, Physical,

Statistical, and Historical ; forming a
complete Gazetteer of the World. By
A. Keith Johnston. New Edition

{1877). Medium 8vo. 42^.

The Public Schools Atlas
of Ancient Geography, in 28 entirely

new Coloured Maps. Edited with an
Introduction by the Rev. G. Butler,
M.A. In imperial 8vo. or imperial 4to.

price ^s. 6d. cloth.

The Public Schools Atlas
of Modern Geography, in 3 1 entirely

new Coloured Maps. Edited with an
Introduction by Rev. G. Butler, M.A.
Imperial 8vo. or imperial 4to. 5J.
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ASTRONOMY and METEOROLOGY.
The Universe and the

Coming Transits; Researches into

and New Views respecting the Con-
stitution of the Heavens. By R. A.
Proctor, B.A. With 22 Charts and
22 Diagrams. 8vo. 16^.

Saturn and its System.
By R. A. Proctor, B.A. 8vo. with

14 Plates, 14J.

The Transits of Venus

;

A Popular Account of Past and Coming
Transits. By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
20 Plates (12 Coloured) and 27 Wood-
cuts. Crown 8vo, 8j. 6d,

Essays on Astronomy.
A Series of Papers on Planets and
Meteors, the Sun and Sun -surrounding
Space, Star and Star Cloudlets. By
R. A. Proctor, B.A. With 10 Plates

and 24 Woodcuts. 8vo. 12.?.

The Moon ; her Motions,
Aspects, Scenery, and Physical Con-
dition. By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
With Plates, Charts, Woodcuts, and
Lunar Photographs. Crown 8vo. l$s.

The Sun ; Ruler, Light, Fire,
and Life of the Planetary System. By
R. A. Proctor, B.A. With Plates &
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 14^'.

The Orbs Around Us

;

a Series of Essays on the Moon &
Planets, Meteors & Comets, the Sun &
Coloured Pairs of Suns. By R. A.
Proctor, B.A. With Chart and Dia-

grams. Crown 8vo. ']s. 6d.

Other Worlds than Ours

;

The Plurality of Worlds Studied under
the Light of Recent Scientific Re-
searches. By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
With 14 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. los. 6d.

Outlines of Astronomy.
By Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Bart. M. A.
Latest Edition, with Plates and Dia-
grams. Square crown Svo. 12s.

The Moon, and the Con-
dition and Configurations of its Surface.

By E. Neison, F.R.A.S. With 26
Maps & 5 Plates. Medium Svo. 31^. 6d.

Celestial Objects for
Common Telescopes. By T. W.
Webb, M.A. With Map of the Moon
and Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. "js. 6d.

A New Star Atlas, for the
Library, the School, and the Obser-
vatory, in 12 Circular Maps (with 2
Index Plates). By R. A. Proctor,
B. A. Crown 8vo. 5^.

Larger Star Atlas, for the
Library, in Twelve Circular Maps,
photolithographed by A. Brothers,

F.R.A.S. With Introduction and 2
Index Plates, By R. A. Proctor,
B.A. Folio, 2Sj.

Dove's Law of Storms,
considered in connexion with the

Ordinary Movements of the Atmo-
sphere. Translated by R. H. ScOTT,
M.A. 8vo. I05. 6d.

Air and Rain ; the Begin-
nings of a Chemical Climatology. By
R. A. Smith, F.R.S. 8vo. 245-.

Air and its Relations to
Life, 1774-1874; a Course of Lec-

tures delivered at the Royal Institution.

By W. N. Hartley, F. C. S. With 66
Woodcuts. Small 8vo. 6^.

Schellen's Spectrum
Analysis, in its Application to Terres-

trial Substances and the Physical

Constitution of the Heavenly Bodies.

Translated by Jane and C. Lassell,
with Notes by W. HuGGiNS, LL.D.
F.R.S. 8vo. Plates and Woodcuts, 28^.
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NATURAL HISTORY and PHYSICAL
SCIENCE.

Professor Helmholtz'
Popular Lectures on Scientific Sub-
jects. Translated by E. ATKINSON,
F.C.S. With numerous Wood Engrav-

ings. 8vo. 12/. 6(/.

On the Sensations of
Tone, as a Physiological Basis for the

Theory of Music. By II. IIklmholtz,
Professor of Physiology in the Uni-

versity of Berlin. Translated by A. J.

Elus, F.R.S. 8vo. 36J.

Ganot's Natural Philo-
sophy for General Readers and
Young Persons ; a Course of Physics

divested of Mathematical Formulae and

expressed in the language of daily life.

Translated by E. Atkinson, F.C.S.

Second Edition, with 2 Plates and 429
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 7j. dd.

Ganot's Elementary
Treatise on Physics, Experimental

and Applied, for the use of Colleges

and Schools. Translated and edited

by E. Atkinson, F.C.S. Seventh

Edition, with 4 Coloured Plates and

758 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 155.

Arnott's Elements ofPhy-
sics or Natural Philosophy. Seventh

Edition, edited by A. Bain, LL.D. and

, A. S. Taylor, M.D. F.R.S. Crown
8vo. Woodcuts, 1 2J. 6d.

The Correlation of Phy-
sical Forces. By the Hon. Sir W.
R. Grove, F.R.S. &c. Sixth Edition,

revised and augmented. 8vo. 15J.

Weinhold's Introduction
to Experimental Physics ; including

Directions for Constructing Physical

Apparatus and for Making Experiments.

Translated by B. LOEWY, F.R.A.S.
With a Preface by G. C. Foster, F. R. S.

8vo. Plates & Woodcuts 31 J. (id.

Principles of Animal Me-
chanics. By the Rev. S. Hahghton,
F.R.S. Second Edition. 8vo. 21 j.

Fragments of Science.
By John Tyndam., F.R.S. Fifth

Edition, with a New Introduction.

Crown 8vo. loj. 6</.

Heat a Mode of Motion.
By John Tyndai.l, F.R..S. Fifth
Edition, Plate and Woodcuts. Crown
8vo. I ox. 6</.

Sound. By John Tvndall,
I*".R.S. Third Edition, including
Recent Researches on Fog-Signalling

;

Portrait and Woodcuts. Crown 8vo.
price lOf. bd.

Researches on Diamag-
netismand Magne-CrystallicAction;
including Diamagnetic Polarity. By
John Tyndall, F.R.S. With 6
Plates and many Woodcuts. 8vo. 14J.

Contributions to Mole-
cular Physics in the domain of Ra-
diant Heat. By John Tyndall,
F.R.S. With 2 Plates and 31 Wood-
cuts. 8vo. i6j.

Six Lectures on Light,
delivered in America in 1872 and 1873.
By John Tyndall, F.R.S. Second
Edition, with Portrait, Plate, and 59
Diagrams. Crown 8vo. 7j. dd.

Lessons in Electricity at
the Royal Institution, 1875-6. By
John Tyndall, D.C.L. LL.D. F.R.S.
Professor of Natural Philosophy in the
Royal Institution of Great Britain.

With 58 Woodcuts. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.

Notes of a Course of
Seven Lectures on Electrical Phe-
nomena and Theories, delivered at
the Royal Institution. By John Tyn-
dall, F.R.S. Crown 8vo. is. sewed,
or IS. td. cloth.

Notes ofa Course of Nine
Lectures on Light, delivered at the
Royal Institution. By John Tyndall,
F.R..S. Crown 8vo. u. sewed, or
is. 6d. cloth.

A Treatise on Magnet-
ism, General and Terrestrial. By H.
Lloyd, D.D. D.C.L. 8vo. loj. 6d.

Elementary Treatise on
the Wave-Theory of Light. By
H. Lloyd, D. D. D. C. L. 8vo. ioj. bd.
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Text-Books of Science,
Mechanical and Physical, adapted for

the use of Artisans and of Students in

Public and Science Schools. Small
8vo. with Woodcuts, &c.

Anaerson's Strengfth of Materials, 3^. 6d.

Armstrong's Organic Chemistry, y. 6d.

Barry's Railway Appliances, 3^. dd.

Bloxam's Metals, 3^-. 6(/.

Goodeve's Mechanics, 3^. dd.

Mechanism, 3^. (>d.

Gore's Electro-Metallurgy, 6j.

Griffin's Algebra & Trigonometry, 3/6.

Jenkin's Electricity & Magnetism, 3/6.

Maxwell's Theory of Heat, y. 6d.

Merrifield's Technical Arithmetic, 3^-. 6d.

Miller's Inorganic Chemistry, 3^. 6d.

Preece& SiveWright's Telegraphy, 3/6.

Shelley's Workshop Appliances, y 6d.

Thome's Structural and Physiological
Botany, 6s.

Thorpe's Quantitative Analysis, 4J. 6d.

Thorpe & Muir's Qualitative Analysis,
price y. 6d.

Tilden's Systematic Chemistry, y. 6d.

Unwin's Machine Design, y. 6d.

Watson's Plane & Solid Geometry, 3/6.

The Comparative Ana-
tomy and Physiology of the Verte-
brate Animals. By Richard Owen,
P.R.S. With 1,472 Woodcuts. 3
vols. 8vo. £y iS'^- 6</.

Xirby and Spence's In-
troduction to Entomology, or Ele-

ments of the Natural History of Insects.

Crown 8vo. 5^.

Light Science for Leisure
Hours ; Familiar Essays on Scientific

Subjects, Natural Phenomena, &c.

By R. A. Proctor, B.A. 2 vols,

crown Svo. "js. 6d. each.

Homes without Hands

;

a Description of the Habitations of

Animals, classed according to their

Principle of Construction. By the Rev.

J. G. Wood, M.A. With about 140
Vignettes on Wood. Svo. 14s.

Strange Dwellings ; a De-
scription of the Habitations of Animals,
abridged from ' Homes without Hands.'
By the Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A. With
Frontispiece and 60 Woodcuts. Crown
Svo. ys. 6d

Insects at Home ; a Popu-
lar Account of British Insects, their

Structure, Habits, and Transforma-
tions. By the Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A,
With upwards of 700 Woodcuts. Svo.

price 14?.

Insects Abroad; being a
Popular Account of Foreign Insects,

their Structure, Habits, and Trans-
formations. By the Rev. J. G. Wood,
M.A. With upwards of 700 Wood-
cuts. Svo. I4r,

Out of Doors ; a Selection
of Original Articles on Practical

Natural History. By the Rev. J. G.
Wood, M.A. With 6 Illustrations.

Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

Bible Animals ; a Descrip-
tion of every Living Creature mentioned
in the Scriptures, from the Ape to the

Coral. By the Rev. J. G. Wood, M. A.
With 112 Vignettes. Svo. 14^.

The Polar World : a Pop-
ular Description of Man and Nature in

the Arctic and Antarctic Regions of the

Globe. By Dr. G. Hartwig. With
Chromoxylographs, Maps, and Wood-
cuts. Svo. lOJ. 6d.

The Sea and its Living
Wonders. By Dr. G. Hartwig.
Fourth Edition, enlarged. Svo. with

numerous Illustrations, ioj. 6d.

The Tropical World. By
Dr. G. Hartwig. With about 200
Illustrations. Svo. 10s. 6d.

The Subterranean
World. By Dr. G. Hartwig. With
Maps and Woodcuts. Svo. los. 6d.

The Aerial World ; a Pop-
ular Account of the Phenomena and
Life of the Atmosphere. By Dr.

G. Hartwig. With Map, 8 Chromo-
xylographs & 60 Woodcuts. Svo. lOs. 6d.
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A Familiar History of •

Birds. IJy K. Siani.ky, D.U. late
;

Bishop of Norwich. Kcp. 8vo. with

Woodcuts, 3J. 6</.

The Geology of England
and Wales ; a Concise Account o{

the Lilholoyical Characters, leading
|

Fossils, and Economic Products of the 1

Rocks. ByH. B. WoomvARn, F.G.S.
|

Crown 8vo. Map & Woodcuts, 14J. I

The Primaeval World of
Switzerland. By Professor OswAL
Hber, of the University of Zurich.

|

Edited by James Heywood, M.A.
F.R.S. President of the Statistical

j

Society. With Map, 19 Plates, & 372
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. 28j.

The Puzzle of Life and
How it Has Been Put Together : a

Short History of Vegetable and Animal
Life upon the Earth from the Earliest

Times ; including an Account of Pre-

Historic Man, his Weapons, Tools, and
Works. ByA. NicoLS,F.R.GS. With
12 Illustrations. -Crown 8vo. 3J. 6</.

The Origin of Civilisa-
tion, and the Primitive Condition of
Man ; Mental and S.ocial Condition of

Savages. By Sir J. Lubbock, Bart.

M.P. F.R.S. Third Edition, with 25
Woodcuts. 8vo. i8j.

The Ancient Stone Im-
plements, Weapons, and Ornaments
of Great Britain. By John Evans,
F.R.S. With 2 Plates and 476 Wood-
cuts. 8vo. 28.r.

The Elements of Botany
for Families and Schools. Eleventh
Edition, revised by Thomas Moore,
F.L.S. Fcp. 8vo. Woodcuts, zs. 6d.

The Rose Amateur's
Guide. ]Sy Thomas Rivers. Latest
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 4r.

A Dictionary of Science,
Literature, and Art. Re-edited by
the late W. i". Brande (the Author)
and the Rev. G. W. Cox, M.A. 3 vols,

medium 8vo. 63J.

The History of Modern
Music, a Course of Lectures delivered

at the Royal Institution of Great
Britain. By JoHN HULLAH, LL.D.
8vo. price &f. 6d.

Dr. HuUah's 2nd Course
of Lectures on the Transition Period
of Musical Histor}', from the Beginning
of the 17th to the Middle of the i8th

Centurj'. 8vo. los. 6d.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia
of Plants ; comprising the Specific

Character, Description, Culture, His-
tory, &c. of all the Plants found in

Great Britain. With upwards of

12,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 42J.

De Caisne & Le Maout's
System of Descriptive and Analy-
tical Botany. Translated by Mrs.
Hooker ; edited and arranged accord-
ing to the English Botanical System, by

J. D. Hooker, M.D. With 5,500
Woodcuts. Imperial 8vo. 31J. 6d.

Hand-Book of Hardy
Trees, Shrubs, and Herbaceous
Plants ; containing Descriptions &c.
of the Best Species in Cultivation.

With 720 Original Woodcut Illustra-

tions. By W. B. Hkmsley. Medium
8vo. I2J.
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CHEMISTRY and PHYSIOLOGY.
Miller's Elements ofChe-

mistry, Theoretical and Practical.

Re-edited, with Additions, by H.
MACLEOD, F.C.S. 3 vols. 8vo.

Part I. Chemical Physics, New
Edition in October.

Part II. Inorganic Chemistry, 2ij.

Part III. Organic Chemistry, New
Edition in the press.

Animal Chemistry : or,
the Relations ofChemistry to Physiology

and Pathology : including the Results of

the most recent Scientific Researches
and Experiments. By Charles T.
Kingzett, F.C.S. Lond. & Berlin.

Consulting Chemist. 8vo. [/« thepress.

Health in the House

:

Twenty-five Lectures on Elementary
Physiology in its Application to the

Daily Wants of Man and Animals.
By Catherine Maria Buckton.
New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo.

Woodcuts, 2s.

A Dictionary of Chemis-
try and the Allied Branches of other
Sciences. By Henry Watts, F.C.S.
assisted by eminent Scientific and
Practical Chemists. 7 vols, medium
8vo. ^10. i6j. dd.

Supplementary Volume,
completing the Record ofChemical Dis-

covery to the year 1876.

[/« preparation.

Select Methods in Che-
mical Analysis, chiefly Inorganic. By
Wm. Crookes, F.R,S. With 22
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. izr. 6</.

The History, Products,
and Processes of the Alkali Trade,
including the most recent Improve-
ments. By Charles T. Kingzett,
F.C.S. Lond. and Berlin, Consulting

Chemist. With 32 Woodcuts. 8vo. I2s.

Outlines of Physiology,
Human and Comparative. By J.

Marshall, F.R.C.S. Surgeon to the

University College Hospital. 2 vols,

crown 8vo. with I22 Woodcuts, 32J.

The FINE ARTS and ILLUSTRATED
EDITIONS.

Poems. By W. B. Scott.
Illustrated by Seventeen Etchings by
L. A. Tadema and W. B. Scott.
Crown 8vo. 15^.

Half-hour Lectures on
the History and Practice of the
Fine and Ornamental Arts. By W.
B. Scott. Cr. 8vo. Woodcuts, %s. 6d.

A Dictionary of Artists of
the English School : Painters, Sculp-

tors, Architects, Engravers, and Orna-
mentists. By S. Redgrave. 8vo. 16s.

In Fairyland ; Pictures
from the Elf-World. By Richard
Doyle. With a Poem by W. Al-
lingham. With 16 coloured Plates,

containing 36 Designs. Folio, i^s.

Lord Macaulay's Lays of
Ancient Rome. With Ninety Illustra-

tions on Wood from Drawings by G.
Scharf. Fcp. 4to. 21J.

Miniature Edition of
Lord Macaulay's Lays of Ancient
Rome. With G. Scharf's Ninety
Illustrations reduced in Lithography.
Imp. i6mo. IOJ-. 6d.

Moore's Lalla Rookh,
an Oriental Romance. Tennikl's
Edition, with 68 Wood Engravings
from Original Drawings. Fcp. 4to. 21s.

Moore's Irish Melodies,
Maclise's Edition, with 161 Steel

Plates. Super royal 8vo. 21^.
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The New Testament,
Illuslratcil with Wood Kngravings after

the Early Masters, chiefly of the Italian

School. Crown 410. 6y.

Sacred and Legendary
Art By Mrs. Ja.meson. 6 vols.

square crown 8vo. price J^. \^s. td.

Legends of the Saints
and Martyrs. With 1 9 Etchings and
187 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 7,1s. (>d.

Legendsof the Monastic
Orders. With 11 Etchings and 88
Woodcuts. I vol. 2 1 J.

Legends ofthe Madonna.
With 27 Etchings and 165 Woodcuts.
1 vol. 2 1 J.

The History of our Lord,
with that of his Types and I'recursors.

Completed by I^dy Easti.ake. With
13 Etchings and 281 Woodcuts. 2
vols. 42X.

The Three Cathedrals
dedicated to St. Paul in London ;

their History from the Foundation of
the First Building in the .Sixth Century
to the Proposals for the Adornment of
the Present Cathedral. By W. Long-
man, F.S.A. With numerous Illus-

trations. Square crown 8vo. 21s.

Lectures on Harmony,
delivered at the Royal Institution. By
G. A. Macfarren. Second Edition,

with numerous Engraved Musical Ex-
amples and Specimens. 8vo. 12s.

The USEFUL ARTS, MANUFACTURES, &c.

The Amateur Mechanics'
Practical Handbook ; describing the

different Tools required in the Work-
shop, the uses of them, and how to use

them. By A. H. G. Hobson. With

33 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6ci.

The Engineer's Valuing
Assistant By II. D. IIoskold,
Civil and Mining Engineer, l6 years

Mining Engineer to the Dean Forest

Iron Company. 8vo. 31^. M.

The Whitworth Mea-
suring Machine ; including Descrip-

tions of the Surface Plates, Gauges, and
other Measuring Instruments made by
Sir J, Whitworth, Bart. By T. M.
GooDEVE, M.A. and C. P. B. Shel-
ley, C. E. With 4 Plates and 44 Wood-
cuts. Fcp. 4to. 21J.

Industrial Chemistry; a
Manual for Manufacturers and for Col-

leges or Technical Schools ; a Transla-

tion of Stohmann and Engler's German
Edition of Payen's ' Precis de Chimie
Industrielle,' by Dr. J. D. Barry.
With Chapters on the Chemistry of the

Metals, by B. H. Paul, Ph.D. 8vo.

Plates & Woodcuts. [/;; t/te/ras.

Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of
Architecture, with above 1,600 Wood-
cuts. Revised and extended by W,
Papworth. 8vo. S2S. 6d.

Lathes and Turning, Sim-
pie, Mechanical, and Ornamental. By
W. H. Northcott. Second Edition,
with 338 Illustrations. 8vo. iSj-.

Hints on Household
Taste in Furniture, Upholstery,
and other Details. By C. L. East-
lake, With about 90 Illustrations.

Square crown 8vo. 14?.

Handbook of Practical
Telegraphy. By R. S. Culley,
Memb. Inst. C.E. Engineer-in-Chier
of Telegraphs to the Post- Office, 8vo.
Plates & Woodcuts, i6s.

A Treatise on the Steam
Engine, in its various applications to

Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation. Rail-
ways and Agriculture. By J. Bourne,
C.E. With Portrait, 37 Plates, and
546 Woodcuts. 4to. 42J.

Recent Improvements in
the Steam Engine. By J. Bourne,
C.E. Fcp. 8vo. Woodcuts, 6s.

C
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Catechism of the Steam
Engine, in its various Applications.

By John Bourne, C.E. Fcp. 8vo.

Woodcuts, 6s.

Handbook of the Steam
Engine By J. Bourne, C.E. form-

ing a Key to the Author's Catechism of

the Steam Engine. Fcp. 8vo. Wood-
cuts, 9^.

Encyclopaedia of Civil
Engineerings, Historical, Theoretical,

and Practical. By E. Cresy, C.E.
With above 3,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 42J.

Ure's Dictionary of Arts,
Manufactures, and Mines. Seventh

Edition, re-written and enlarged by R.

Hunt, F.R. S. assisted by numerous
contributors. With 2,100 Woodcuts.

3 vols, medium Svo. ;!^'5. 5^.

Vol. IV. Supplementary, completing all

the Departments of the Dictionary to

the beginning of the year 1877, is pre-

paring for publication.

Practical Treatise on Me-
tallurgy. Adapted from the last

German Edition of Professor Kerl's
Metallurgy by W. Crookes, F.R.S.

&c. and E. Rohrig, Ph.D. 3 vols.

Svo. with 625 Woodcuts. ^^4. igs.

The Theory of Strains in
Girders and similar Structures, with
Observations on the application of

Theory to Practice, and Tables of the

Strength and other Properties of Ma-
terials. By B. B. Stoney, M.A.
M. Inst. C.E. Royal 8vo. with 5
Plates and 123 Woodcuts, 36^.

Railways and Locomo-
tives ; a Series of Lectures delivered

at the School of Military Engineering,

Chatham, in the year 1877. Railways,

by John Wolfe Barry, M. Inst. C.E.
Locomotives, by F. J. Bramwell,
P.R.S. M. Inst. C.E. [/« the press.

Useful Information for
Engineers. By Sir W. Fairbairn,
Bart. With many Plates and Woodcuts.

3 vols, crown 8vo. 3IJ. dd.

The Application of Cast
and Wrought Iron to Building
Purposes. By Sir W. Fairbairn,
Bart. With 6 Plates and 118 Wood-
cuts. Svo. lbs.

Practical Handbook of
Dyeing and Calico- Printing. By
W. Crookes, F.R.S. &c. With
numerous Illustrations and specimens

of Dyed Textile Fabrics. Svo. 42^.

Anthracen ; its Constitution,
Properties, Manufacture, and Deriva-

tives, including Artificial Alizarin, An-
thrapurpurin, &c. with their Applica-

tions in Dyeing and Printing. By G.
Auerbach. Translated by W.
Crookes, F.R.S. Svo. \2s.

Mitchell's Manual of
Practical Assaying. Fourth Edition,

revised, with the Recent Discoveries

incorporated, by W. Crookes, F.R.S.
Crown Svo. Woodcuts, 3IJ. 6d.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia
of Gardening ; comprising the Theory
and Practice of Horticulture, Floricul-

ture, Arboriculture, and Landscape
Gardening. With 1,000 Woodcuts.
Svo. 2 1 J.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia
of Agriculture ; comprising the Lay-
ing-out, Improvement, and Manage-
ment of Landed Property, and the
Cultivation and Economy of the Pro-
ductions of Agriculture. With i, 100
Woodcuts. Svo. 2\s.

RELIGIOUS and MORAL M^ORKS.
An Exposition of the 39

Articles, Historical and Doctrinal. By
E. H. Browne, D.D. Bishop of Win-
chester. Latest Edition. Svo. i6j.

A Commentary on the
39 Articles, forming an Introduction to

the Theology of the Church of England.
By the Rev. T. P. Boultbee, LL.D.
New Edition. Crown Svo. 6j.
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Historical Lectures on
tlie Life of Our Lord Jesus Christ.

By C. J. Ellicoi T, D.D. 8vo. i2i.

Sermons Chiefly on the
Interpretation of Scripture, liy the

late Rev. T. Aknui.u, D. D. 8vo. Js. 6J.

Sermons preached in the
Chapel of Rugby School ; with an
Address before Confirmation, By
T. Arnold, D.D. Ftp. 8vo. 3^. (ni.

Christian Life, its Course,
its Hindrances, its Helps ; Sermons
preaehedin the Chapel of Rugby School.

By T. Arnold, U.D. 8vo. 75. 6d.

Christian Life, its Hopes,
its Fears, and its Close; Sermons
preached in the Chapel of Rugby School.

By T. Arnold, D.D. 8vo. ^s. 6d.

Synonyms of the Old Tes-
tament, their Bearing on Christian

Faith and Practice. By the Rev. R. B.

Girdlestone. 8vo. i^s.

The Primitive and Ca-
tholic Faith in Relation to the
Church of England. By the Rev. B.

\V. Savile, M.A. 8vo. "js.

The Eclipse of Faith ; or
a Visit to a Religious Sceptic. By
Henry Rogers. Fcp. 8vo. 5^.

Defence of the Eclipse of
Faith. By H. Rogers. Fcp. 8vo. 3^. Gu'.

Three Essays on Reli-
gion : Nature ; the Utility of Religion

;

Theism. By John Stuart Mill.'
8vo. lOf. 6d.

A Critical and Gram-
matical Commentary on St Paul's
Epistles. By C. J. Ellicott, D.D.
8vo. Galaiians, 8j. (xi. Ephesians,

8j. 6d. Pastoral Epistles, los. 6d.

Philippians, Colossians, & Philemon,
lOJ. 6d. Thessalonians, 7j. (ni.

The Life and Epistles of
St Paul. By Rev. W. J. (MNVjiKAKf:,

M.A. and Very Rev. John Saul How-
son, D.D. Dean of Chester. Three
Editions, copiously illustratc<l.

Library Edition, with all the Original

Illustrations, Maps, Landscapes on
Steel, Woodcuts, &c. 2 vols. 4I0, 42/,

Intermediate Edition, with a Selection

of Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts. 2 vols,

square crown 8vo. 2ls.

Student's Edition, revised and con-

densed, with 46 Illustrations and Maps..

I vol. crown 8vo. 9J.

The Jewish Messiah
;

Critical History of tlie Messianic Idea

among the Jews, from the Rise of the

Maccabees to the Closing of the Tal-

mud. By James Drummond, B.A.
Professor of Theology in Manchester
New College, London. 8vo.

[In theprest.

Evidence of the Truth of
the Christian Religfion deiived from
the Literal Fulfilment of Prophecy. .By

A. Keith, D.D, 40th PMition, with
numerous Plates. Square 8vo. \2s. 6d^

or post 8vo. with 5 Plates, 6s.

The Prophets and Pro-
phecy in Israel ; an Historical and.
Critical Inquiry. By Prof. A. Kuenen,
Translated from the Dutch by the Rev.
A. MiLROY, M.A. with an Introduc-
tion by J. MuiR, D.C.L. 8vo. 21s.

Mythology among the
Hebrewrs and its Historical Develop-
ment. By Ignaz Goldziher, Ph.D..
Translated by RussELL Martineau^
M.A. 8vo. l6s.

Historical and Critica'
Commentary on the Old Testament-
with a New Translation. By M. M.
Kalisch, Ph.D. Vol. I. Genesis,
8vo. i8j. or adapted for the General
Reader, 12s. Vol. II. Exodus, i$s. or
adapted for the General Reader, 12s.

Vol. III. Leviticus, Part I. I5j-. or
adapted for the General Reader, &f.

Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. 15^. or
adapted for the General Reader, 8j.
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The History and Litera-
ture of the Israelites, according to

the Old Testament and the Apocrypha.
By C. De Rothschild & A. De
Rothschild. 2 vols, crown 8vo.
\2s. 6d. I vol. fcp. 8vo. 3J-. 6d.

Ewald's History of Israel.
Translated from the German by J. E.
Carpenter, M.A. with Preface by R.
Martineau, M.A. 5 vols. 8vo. 631.

Ewald's Antiquities of
Israel. Translated from the German
by H. S. Solly, M.A. Svo. 12s. 6d.

Behind the Veil ; an Out-
line of Bible Metaphysics compared
with Ancient and Modern Thought.
By the Rev. T. Griffith, M.A. Pre-
bendary of St. Paul's. Svo. los. 6d.

The Trident, the Cres-
cent & the Cross ; a View of the
Religious History of India during the
Hindu, Buddhist, Mohammedan, and
Christian Periods. By the Rev. J.
Vaughan. Svo. gj. bd.

The Types of Genesis,
briefly considered as revealing the
Development of Human Nature. By
Andrew Jukes. Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

The Second Death and
the Restitution of all Things ; with
some Preliminary Remarks on the
Nature and Inspiration of Holy Scrip-

ture. By A. Jukes. Crown Svo. 3^-. 6d.

History of the Reforma-
tion in Europe in the time of Calvin.
By the Rev. J. H. Merle D'Au-
BIGNE, D.D. Translated by W. L.
R. Gates. 7 vols. Svo. price £s- n^''-

Vol. VIII. completing the English
Edition is nearly ready.

Commentaries, by the Rev.
W. A. O'CoNOR, B.A. Rector of St.

Simon and St. Jude, Manchester.

Epistle to the Romans, crown Svo. 3^. 6d.
Epistle to the Hebrews, 4J. 6d.

St. John's Gospel, los. 6a.

Supernatural Religion

;

an Inquiry into the Reality of Divine
Revelaton. 3 vols. Svo. 3Sj-,

The Four Gospels in
Greek, with Greek-English Lexicon.

By John T. White, D.D. Oxon.
Rector of St. Martin Ludgate. Square
32mo. price 5^.

Passing Thoughts on
Religion. By Elizabeth M. Sewell.
Fcp. Svo. 3J-. ()d.

Thoughts for the Age.
by Elizabeth M. Sewell. New
Edition. Fcp. Svo. 3j. 6d.

Some Questions of the
Day. By Elizabeth M. Sewell.
Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

Self-Examination before
Confirmation. By Elizabeth M.
Sewell. 32mo. is, 6d.

Preparation for the Holy
Communion ; the Devotions chiefly

from the works of Jeremy Taylor. By
Elizabeth M. Sewell. 32mo. y.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's
Entire Works ; with Life by Bishop
Heber. Revised and corrected by the

Rev. C. P. Eden, id vols. £$. 5^.

Hymns of Praise and
Prayer. Corrected and edited by
Rev. John Martineau, LL.D.
Crown Svo. 4^'. 6d. 32mo. is. 6d.

Spiritual Songs for the
Sundays and Holidays throughout
the Year. By J. S. B. Monsell,
LL.D. Fcp. Svo. 5J-. iSmo. 2s.

Lyra Germanica ; Hymns
translated from the German by Miss C.
WlNKWORTH. FcjD. Svo. 5^.

The Temporal Mission
of the Holy Ghost ; or, Reason and
Revelation. By Henry Edward
Manning, D.D. Cardinal-Archbishop.
Third Edition. Crown Svo. Ss. 6d.
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Hours of Thought on
Sacred Things ; a Volume of Ser-

mons. 15y James Mar riNEAU, D.D.
LL.D. Crown 8vo. Price yj. 6^.

Endeavours after the
Christian Life ; Discourses. By
Jamks Marti.neau, D.D. LL.D.
Vifth Edition. Crown 8vo. 1$. 6d.

The Pentateuch & Book
of Joshua Critically Examined.
By J. W. CoLK.Nso, D.D. Bishop of
Natal. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Lectures on the Penta-
teuch and the Moabite Stone ; vi-ith

Appendices. By J. W. Colenso,
D.D. Bishop of Natal. 8vo. 12J.

TRAVELS, VOYAGES, &c.

A Voyage Round the
World in the Yacht 'Sunbeam.'
By Mrs. Brassey. With a Map, Eiyht

Full-page Illustrations engraved on
Wood, and nearly a Hundred Wood-
cuts in the text. 8vo. price 21 J.

A Year in Western
France. By M. Betham-Edwards.
Crown 8vo. Frontispiece, ioj. 6d.

Journal ofa Residence in
Vienna and Berlin during the event-

ful Winter 1805-6. By the late Henry
Reeve, M.D. Crown 8vo. 8j. 6d.

One Thousand Miles up
the Nile ; a Journey through Egypt
and Nubia to the Second Cataract.

By Amelia B. Edwards. With Fac-
similes, Plans, Maps, and 80 Illustra-

tions engraved on Wood from Draw-
ings by the Author. Imperial 8vo; 42J.

The Indian Alps, and How
we Crossed them ; Two Years'

Residence in the Eastern Himalayas,
and Two Months' Tour into the Interior.

By a Lady Pio.neer. With Illustra-

tions from Drawings by the Author.
Imperial 8vo. 42J.

Discoveries at Ephesus,
Including the Site and Remains of the
Great Temple of Diana. By J. T.
Wood, F.S. A. With 27 Lithographic
Plates and 42 Wood Engravings. Me-
dium 8vo. 63J.

Through Bosnia and the
Herzegovina on Foot during the
Insurrection, August and September
1875. By Arthur J. Evans, B.A.
F.S. A. Second Edition. Map &
Illustrations. 8vo. I&r.

Italian Alps ; Sketches in
the Mountains of Ticino, Lombardy,
the Trentino, and Venetia. By Dou-
glas W. Fresh field. Square crown
8vo. Illustrations, 15J.

Over the Sea and Far
Away ; a Narrative of a Ramble
round the World. By T. W. HiNCH-
LIFF, M.A. F.R.G.S. President of
the Alpine Club. With 14 full-page

Illustrations. Medium 8vo. 215.

The Frosty Caucasus ; an
Account of a Walk through Part of the

Range, and of an Ascent of Elbruz in

the Summer of 1874. By F. C. Grove.
Map and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 1 5J.

Tyrol and the Tyrolese;
an Account of the People and the

Land, in their Social, Sporting, and
Mountaineering Aspects. By W. A.
Baillie Grohman. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. with Illustrations, 6j.

Two Years in Fiji, a De-
scriptive Narrative of a Residence in the

Fijian Group of Islands. By LiTTON
Forbes, M.D. Crown 8vo. &r. 6d.

Memorials of the Dis-
covery and Early Settlement of the
Bermudas or Somers Islands, from

161 5 to 1685. By Major-General Sir

J. H. Lefroy, R.A. C.B. K.C.M.G.
F.R.S. &c. (In 2 vols.) Vol. I. imp.

JJvo. with 2 Maps, 30^,

Eight Years in Ceylon.
By Sir Samuel W. Baker, M.A.
Crown 8vo. Woodcuts, 7j. 6d.

The Rifle and the Hound
in Ceylon. By SirSAMUEL W. Baker,
M.A. Crown 8vo. Woodcuts, ^s. 6d.

I
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The Dolomite Moun-
tains. Excursions through Tyrol,

Carinthia, Carniola, and Friuli. By J.
Gilbert and G. C. Churchill,
F.R.G. S. Square crown 8vo. Illus-

trations, 2 1 J.

The Alpine Club Map of
the Chain of Mont Blanc, from an
actual Survey in 1863- 1864. By A.
Adams-Reilly, F. R. G. S. In Chromo-
lithography, on extra stout drawing
paper \os. or mounted on canvas in a
folding case \2s. 6d.

The Alpine Club Map of
the Valpelline, the Val Tournanche,
and the Southern Valleys of the
Chain of Monte Rosa, from actual

Survey. By A. Adams-Reilly,
F.R.G.S. Price 6s. on extra stout

drawing paper, or 7^. 6d. mounted in a
folding case.

Untrodden Peaks and
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EPOCHS OF MODERN HISTORY-c.n.««e^.

The THIRTY YEARS' WAR, 1618-1648. By Samuel Rawson
GARDiNEn, late Student of Ch. Ch. ; Author of ' History of England from the Accession of
James I. to the Disgrace of Chief Justice Coke ' &c. With a Coloured Map. Price 2*. 6d.

The FIRST TWO STUARTS and the PURITAN REVOLUTION,
1603-1660. By Samuel Rawson Gaudinek, Author of 'The Thirty Years' War, 1618-1648.'
With 4 Coloured Maps. Price 2s. 6d.

The FALL of the STUARTS; and WESTERN EUROPE from 1678
to 1697. By the Rev, Edward Hale, M.A. Assistant-Master at Eton. With Eleven Maps and
Plans. Price '2s. 6i.

The NORMANS in EUROPE. By Rev. A. H. Johnson, M.A. late
Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford ; Historical Lecturer to Trinity, St. John's, Pembroke, and
Wadham Colleges. With 3 Maps. Price 2j!. 6d.

The WAR of AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE, 1775-1783. By John
Malcolm Ludlow, Barrister-at-Law. With 4 Coloured Maps. Price 2*. M.

The AGE of ANNE. By E. E. Morris, M.A. Lincoln College, Oxford

;

Head Master of the Melbourne Grammar School, Australia ; Original Editor of the Series.
With 7 Maps and Plans. Price 2s. 6d.

' Mr. MonRis shines in biography. His minia-
ture portraits of Queen Anne, the Duke of Marl-
borough, and Lord Peterborough are especially
good ; not professing anything origtinal, but pre-
senting the popular conception of their reejjective

characters in a few well-chosen words calculated
to make a permanent impression.

Pall Mall Gazette.
' The period selected is a good one for the pur-

pose, and it has fallen into able hands. The
Author disclaims originality of research, but he
has chosen his authorities with great judgment,
and the result of his labours is very satisfactory.

The causes which led to the great War of the
Spanish Succession are very clearly explained, and
the campaigns of Marlborough are admirably
related. The literature of this reign is very im-
jjortant, and one of the best chapters is that
devoted to this interesting subject. The social

life of the nation is not forgotten, and the whole
reign is illustrated by seven excellent maps.'

Schoolmaster.
' The plan of the series of Epochs of Modern

History has been in no former volume more
faithfully carried out than in the Age of
Anne. In not one of the new set have the ad-
vantages of this mode of presenting history for
study been more happily demonstrated. This is

a good opportunity for explaining, by means of

the example before us, for the benefit of those
who are not familiar with the Epochs, how these
miniature histories are constructed.. ..A little

time spent over this volume is sufficient to satisfy

any teacher of history that the way in which to
convey an adequate picture of the reign of Aune
is to combine it with the story of Europe during
the time that the Queen occupied tlie thi-one.

School Board Chronicle.

The ERA of the PROTESTANT REVOLUTION. By F. Seebohm
Author of 'The Oxford Reformers—Colet, Erasmus, More.' With 4 Coloured Maps and 12
Diagrams on Wootl. Price 2s. 6d.

The EARLY PLANTAGENETS. By the Rev. W. Stubbs, M.A.
Regius Professor of Modern Historv in the University of Oxford. With 2 coloured Maps.
Price 2s. Qd.

EDWARD the THIRD. By the Rev, W. Warburton, M.A. late
Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford ; Her Majesty's Senior Inspector of Schools. With 3
Coloured Maps and 3 Genealogical Tables. Price 2s. 6rf.

Volumes in preparation, in continuation of the Series '—
FREDERICK the GREAT and the SEVEN YEARS' WAE, By F. W,

Longman, of BalUol College, Oxford,

The EARLY HANOVERIANS. By the Rev. T. J. Lawrence, B,A.
late Fellow and Tutor of Downing College, Cambridge,

The FRENCH REVOLUTION to the BATTLE of WATERLOO, 1789-
1815, By Bertha M, Cordery, Author of ' The Struggle Against Absolute Monarchy,'

The EMPIRE under the HOUSE of HOHENSTA UFEN. By the Rev.
W. Stubbs, M.A. Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of Oxford.

London, LONGMANS & CO.

<S/ otlisavoUe <t Co., Printers, yew-street Square, London.
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